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·
ordered to be printed.

WASHINGTON: l
l'RINTED liY GALES AND SEATON.

1841.

MESSAGE.
7b tile Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States:
In coming together, fellow-citizens, to enter again upon the discharge 'of
the duties with which the people have charged us, severally, we find great
occasion to rejoice in the general prosperity of the country. We ate in the
enjoyment of all the blessings of civil and religious liberty, with unexampled means of education, knowledge, and improvement. Through the year
which is now drawing to a close, peace has been in our borders, and plenty
jn our habitations; and although disease has visited some fevr portiotis of
the land with distress and mortality, yet in general the health of the peo,ple has been preserved, and we are all called upon by the highest obligations
of duty, to renew our thanks and our devotion to our Heavenly Parent,
who has continued to vouchsafe to us the eminent blessings which surround us, and who has so signally crowned the year with his goodness.
If we find ourselves increasing, beyond example, in numbers, in strength,
in wealth, in knowledge, in every thing which promotes human and social
happiness, let us ever remember our dependence, for all these, on the protection and merciful dispensations of Divine Providence.
Since your last adjournment, Alexander McLeod, a British subject, who
was indicted for the murder of an American citizen, and whose case has
been the subject of a correspondence heretofore commut1icated to you, has
been acquitted by the verdict of an impartial and intelligent jtiry, and has,
under the judgment of the court, been regularly discharged.
Great Britain having made known to this Government that the expedition which was fitted out from Canada for the destruction of the steambOat
Caroline, in the winter of 1837, and which resulted in the destruction of
said boat and in the death of an American citizen, was undertaken by
orders emanating from the authorities of the British Government in Canada, and demanding the discharge of McLeod upon the grdund that, if
-engaged in that expedition, he did but fulfil the orders of his Government~
lias thus been answered in the only way in which she cot1ld be answered
by a Government, the powers of which are distributed among its several
departments by the fundamental law. Happily for the people of Great
Eritain as well as those of the United States, the only rriode by which an
individual, arraigned for a criminal offence, before the courts of either, can
obtain his discharge, is by the independent action of the judiciary, and by
proceedings equa1ly familiar to the courts of both countries.
If in Great Britain a power exists in the Crown to cause to be entered a.
nolle prosequi, which is not the case with the Executive power of the
United States upon a prosecution pending in a State court, yet there, no
more than here, can the chief Executive power rescue a prisoner from
custody without an order. of the propct tribunal, direct ing his discharge.
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The precise stage of the proceedings at which such order may be made is a:
matter of municipal regulation exclusively, and not to be comrlained of by
any other Government. In cases of this kind, a Government becomes politically responsible only when its tribunals of last resort are shown to have
rendered unjust and injurious judgments in matters not doubtful. To the
establishment and elucidation of this principle, no nation has lent its authority more efficiently than Great Britain. Alexander McLeod having his
option either to prosecute a writ of error from the decision of the supreme
court of New York, which had been rendered upon his application for a
discharge, to the Supreme Court of the United States, or to submit his case
to the decision of a jury, preferred the latter, deeming it the readiest mode
of obtaining his liberation; and the result has fully sustained the wisdom of
his choice. The manner in which the issue submitted was tried will satisfy the English Government that the principles of justice will never fail
to govern the enlightened decision of an American tribunal. I cannot fail~
however, to suggest to Congress the propriety, and in some degree the
necessity, of making such provisions by law, so far as they may constitutionally do so, for the removal at their commencement, and at the option of
the party, of all such cases as may hereafter arise, and which may involve
the faithful observ::tncc and execution of our international obligations, from
the State to the Federal Judiciary. This Government, by our institutions~
is charged with the maintenance of peace and the preservation of amicable
relations with the nations of the earth, and ought to possess, without question, all the reasonable and proper means of maintaining the one and preserving the other. Whilst just confidence is felt in the Judiciary of the
States, yet this Government ought to be competent irt itself for the fulfilment of the high duties which have been devolved upon it, under the organic law, by the States themselves.
In the month of September, a party of armed men from Upper Canada
invaded the territory of the United States, and forcibly seized upon the
person of one Grogan, and, under circumstances of great harshness, hurriedly carried him beyond the limits of the United States~ and delivered
him up to the authorities of Upper Canada. His immediate discharge was
ordered by those authorities, upon the facts of the case being brought to
their knowledge-a course of procedure which was to have been expected
from a nation with whom we are at peace, and which was not more due
to the rights of the United States than to its own regard for justice. The
correspondence which passed between the Department of State and the
British Envoy, Mr. Fox, and with the Governor of Vermont, as soon as
the facts had been made known to this Department, are herewith communicated.
I regret that it is not in my power to make known to you an equally satisfactory conclusion in the case of the Caroline steamer, with the circumstance$ connected with the destruction of which, in December, 1S37; by an
armed force fitted out in the province of Upper Canada, you ate already
made acquainted. No such atonement as was due for the public wrong
done to the United States by this invasion of her territory, so wholly irreconcilable with her rights as an independent Power, has yet been made.
In the view taken by this Government, the inquiry whether the vessel was
in the employment ·of those who were prosecuting an unauthorized war
against that province, or was engaged by the owner in the business of
transportiug passengers to and fl'OJU Navy island in hopes of private gain,
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which was most probably the case, in no degree alters the real question at
issue between the two Governments. This Government can !lever concede to any foreign Government the power, except in a case of the most
urgent and extreme necessity, of invading its territory, either to arrest the
persons or destroy the property of those who may have violated the municipal laws of such foreign Government, or have disregarded their obligations arisiug under the law of nations. The territory of the United States
must be regarded as sacredly secure against all such invasions, until they
shall voluntarily acknowledge their inability to acquit themselves of their
duties to others. And, in announcing this sentiment, I do but affirm a principle which no nation on earth would be more ready to vindicate, at all
hazards, than the people and Government of Great Britain.
If, upon a full investigation of all the facts, it shall appear that the owner
of the Caroline was governed by a hostile intent, or had made common
cause with those who were in the occupancy of Navy island, then, so far
as he is concerned, there can be no claim to indemnity for the destruction
of his boat, which this Government would feel itself bonnd to prosecutesince he woulJ haYe acted not only in derogation of the rights of Great
Eritain, but in clear violation of the laws of the United States: but that is
a question which, however settled, in no manner involves the higher consideration of the violation of territorial sovereignty and jurisdiction. To
recognise it as an admissible practice, that each Government, in its turn,
upon any sudden and unauthorized outbreak, which, on a frontier the extent of which renders it impossible for either to have an efficient force on
every mile of it, and which outbreak, therefore, neither may be able to
suppress in a day, may take vengeance into its own hands, and with~ut even a remonstrance, and in the absence of any pressing or overruling
necessity, may invade the territory of the other, w<;mld inevitably lead to
results equally to be deplored by both. \Vhen border collisions come to
receive the sanction or to be made on the authority of either Government,
general war must be the inevitable result. \iVhile it is the ardent desire of
the United States to cultivate the relations of peace with all nations, and to
fulfil all the duties of good neighborhood towards those who possess territories adjoining their own, that very desire would lead them to deny the
nght of any foreign Power to invade their boundary with an armed force.
The correspondence between the two Governments ou this subject, will,
at a future day of your session, be submitted to your consideration; and, in
the mean time, I cannot but indulge the hopo that the British Government
will sec the propriety of renouncing, as a rule of future action, the precedent which has been set in the affair at Schlosser.
I herewith submit the correspondence which has recently taken place
between the American minister at the Court of St. James, Mr. Stevenson,
and the Minister of Foreign Affairs of that Government, on the right claimed by that Government to visit and detain vessels sailing under the American flag, and engaged in prosecuting lawful commerce in the African seas.
Our commercial interests in that region have experienced considerable increase, and have become an object of much importance, and it is the duty
of this Government to protect them against all improper and vexatious interruption. However desirous the Uuited States may be for the suppression of the slave trade, they cannot consent to interpolations into the maritime code at the mere will and pleasyre of other Governments. We deny
the right of any such interpolation to any one, or all the nations of the
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earth, 'vithout our consent. We claim to have a voice in all amendmentsor alterations of that code; and when we are given to understand, as in
this instance, by a foreign Government, that its treaties with other nations
cannot be executed without the establishment and enforcement of ne\V
principles of maritime police, to be applied without our consent, we must
~mploy a language neither of equivocal import, nor susceptible of misconstruction. American citizens prosecuting a lawful commerce in the African seas, under the flag of their country, are uot responsible for the abuse
or unlawful use of that flag by others; nor can theyrightfully,.on account
of auy such alleged abuses, be interrupted, molested, or detained, while on
the ocean; and if thus molested and detained, while pursuing honest voyages in the usual way, and violating nola w themselves, they are unquestionably entitled to indemnity. This Government has manifested its repugnance to the slave trade, in a manner which cannot be misunderstood.
By its fundamental law, it prescribed limits in point of time to its continuance; and against its own citizens, who might so far forget the rights of
humanity as to engage in that wicked traffic, it has long since, by its municipallaws, denounced the most condign punishment. Many of the States
composing this Union had made appeals to the civilized world for its suppression, long before the moral sense of other nations had become shocked
by the iniquities of the traffic. ·whether this Government should now enter into treaties containing mutual stipulations upon this subject, is a question for its mature deliberation. Certain it is, that if the right to detain
American ships on the high seas c.an be justified on the plea of a necessity
for such detention, arising out of the existence of treaties between other
nations, the same plea may be extended and enlarged by the new stipulations of new treaties, to which the U nitecl States may not be :i party. This
Government will not cease to urge upon that of Great Britain full and ample remuneration for all losses, whether arising from detention or otherwise, to which American citizens have heretofore been or may hereafter
be subjected, by the exercise of rights which this Government cannot recognise as legitimate and proper. Nor will I indulge a doubt but that the
sense of justice of Great Britain will constrain her to make retribution for
any wrong or loss which any American citizen, engaged in the prosecution
of lawful commerce, may have experienced at the hand of her cruisers or
other public authorities. This Government, at the same time, will relax
no effort to prevent its citizens, if there be auy so disposed, from prosecuting a traffic so revolting to the feelings of humanity. It seeks to do no
more than to protect the fair and honest trader from molestation and in ·
jury; but while the enterprising mariner, engaged in the pursuit of an honorable trade, is entitled to its protection, it will visit with condign punishment others of an opposite charactt;>r.
I invite your attention to existing laws for the suppression of the African
slave trade, and recommend all such alterations, as may give to them greater force and eilicacy. That the American flag is grossly abused by the
abandoned and profligate of other nations is but too probable. Congress
has, not long since, had this subject under its consideration, and its importance well justifies renewed and auxious attention.
I also communicate, herewith, the copy of a correspondence between Mr.
Stevenson and Lord Palmerston, upon the subject, so interesting to several
of the Southern States, of the rice duties, which resulted honorably to the
justice of Great Britain and advantageously to the United States.
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•\t the opening of the last annual session, the President infol'med Congress of the progress which had then been made in negotiating a convention
between this Government and that of England, with a view to the final
settlement of the question of tho boundary between the territorial limits
of the two countries. I regret to say that little further advancement of
the object has been accomplished since last year; but this is owing to circumstances no way indicative of any abatement of the desire of both parties to hasten the negotiation to its conclusion, and to settle the question in
dispute as early as possible. In the course of the session, it is my hope to
be able to announce some further degree of progress towards the accomplishment of this highly desirable end.
The commission appointed by this Government for the exploration and
survey of the line of boundary separating the States of Maine and New
Hampshirafrom the conterminous British provinces is, it is believed, about to
close its field labors, and is expected soon to report the results of its examinations to the Department of State. The report, when received, will be laid
before Congress.
The failure on the part of Spain to pay with punctuality the interest
due under the convention of 1834, for the settlement of cbims between
the two countries, has made it the duty of the Executive to call the particular attention of that Government to the subject. A disposition has bt>eu
manifested by it, which is believed to be entirely sincere, to fulfil its obligations, in this respect, so soon as its internal condition and the state of its
finances will permit. An arrangement is in progress, from the result of
which it is trusted that those of our citizens who have claims under the
convention will, at no distant day, receive the stipulated payments.
A treaty of commerce and navigation with Belgium was conclnded
and signed at Washington on t~e 29th March, 1840, and was duly sanctioned by the Semtc of the United States. The treaty was ratified by His
Belgian Majesty, but did not receive the approbation of the Belgian
Chambers within the time limited by its terms, and has therefore become
void.
This occurrence assumes the graver aspect, from the consideration that,
in 1833, a treaty negotiated between the two Governments, and ratified
on the part of the United States, failed to be ratified on the part of Belgium.
The representative of that Government at \Vashington informs the Department of S~ate that he has been instructed to give explanations of the
causes which occasioned delay in the approval of the late treaty by the
Legislature, and to express the regret of the King at the occurrence.
The joint commission nnder the convention with Texaa, to ascertain
the true boundary between the two countries, has concluded its labors, but
tho final report of the commissioner of the United States has not been received. It 1s understood, however, that the meridian line, as traced by the
commission, lies somewhat further east than the position hithert_o generally
assigned to it, and consequently i~clndes in Texas some part of the territory which had been considered as belonging to the States of Louisiana
and Arkansas.
·
The United States cannot but take a deep interest in whatever relates
to this young but growing Republic. Settled, principally, by emigrants
from the United States, we have the happiness to know that the great
principles of civil liberty are there destined to flourish, under wise institutions and wholesome laws; and that, through its example, another evidence
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is to be afforded of thEl. capacity of popular institutions to advance the
prosperity, happiness, and permanent glory of the human race. The great '
truth, that government was made for the people, and not the people for
government, has already been established in the practice and by the example of these United States; and we can do no other than contemplate
its further exemplification, by a sister Republic, with the deepest interest.
Our relations with the independent States of this hemisphere, formerly
under the dominion of Spain, have not undergone any material change
within the past year. The incessant sanguinary conflicts in or between
those countries are to be greatly deplored, as necessarily tending to disable
them from performing their duties as members of the community of nations, and rising to the destiny which the position and natural resources of
many of them might lead them justly to anti.cipate; as constantly giving
occasion, also, directly or indirectly, for complaints on the part of our citizens who resort thither for purposes of commercial intercourse; and as retarding reparation for wrongs already committed, some of which are by no
m~ans of recent date.
The failure of the Congress of Ecuador to hold a session, at the time appointed for that purpose in January last, will probably render abortive a
treaty of commerce with that Republic, which was signed at Quito on the
13th of Jnne, 183!-l, and had been duly ratified on our part, but which required the approbation of that body, prior to its ratification by the Ecuadorian Executive.
A convention which has been concluded with the Republic of Peru,
providing for the settlement of certain claims of citizens of the United States
11pon the Government of that Republic, will be duly submitted to the
Senate.
The claims of our citizens against the B~zilian Government, origina·!ing
from captures, and other causes, are still unsatisfied. The United States
have, however, so uniformly shown a disposition to cultivate relations of
amity with that empire, tbat it is hoped the unequivocal tokens of the
same spirit towards us, which au adjustment of the alfairs referred to would
afford, will be given without further avoidable delay.
The war with the Indian tribes on the peninsula of Florida has, during
the last summer and fall, been prosecuted with untiring activity and zeal.
A summer campaign was resolved upon, as the best mode of bringing it to
a close. Our brave officers and men who have been engaged in that service, have suJfered toils and privations, and exhibited an energy which, in
any other war, would have won for them unfading laurels. • In despite of
the sickness incident to the climrtte 1 they have penetrated the fastnesses of
the Indians, brol~en up their encampments, and harassed them unceasingly.
;Numbers have been captured, and still greater numbers have surrendered,
and have been transported to join their brethren on the lands elsewhere allotted to them by the Government ; and a strong hope is entertained that,
under the cond net of the gallant officer at the head of the troops in Florida,
that troublesome and expensive war is destined to a speedy termination.
1\7 ith all the other Indi:m tribes we are enjoying the blessings of peace.
Our duty, as well as our best interests, prompts us to observe, in all our intercourse with them, fidelity in fulfilling our engagements, the practice of
strict justice, as well as the constant exercise of acts of benevolence and
kindness. These are the great instruments of civilization, and through the
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use of them alone can the untutored child of the forest be induced to listell
to its teachings.
The Secretary of State, on whom the acts of Congress have devolved the
duty of directing the proceedings for the taking of the sixth census or enumeration of the inhabitants of the United States, will report to the two
Houses the progress of that work. The enumeration of persons has been
completed, and exhibits a grand total of 17,069,453; making an increase,
over the census of 1830, of 4,202,646 inhabitants, and showing a gain in a
ratio exceeding 32~ per cent. for the last ten years.
From the report of the ,Secretary of the Treasury you will be informed
of the condition of the finances. The balance in the Treasury on the 1st
of January last, as stated in the report of the Secretary of the Treasury,
submitted to Congress at the extra session, was $987,345 03. The receipts into the Treasury, during the first three quarters of this year, from
all sources, amount to $23,467,052 52; the estimated receipts for the
fourth quarter, amount to $6,943,095 25, amounting to $30,410,167 77;
and making, with the balance in the Treasury on the 1st of January last,
$31,397,512 80. The expenditure's for the first three quarters of this year
amount to $24,734,346 97. The expenditures for the fourth quarter, as
estimated, will amount to $7,290,723 73: thus making a total of $32,025,070 70; and leaving a deficit to be provided for, on the 1st of January
next, of about $627,557 !JO.
Of the loan of $12,000,000, which was authorized by Congress at its
late session, only $5,432,726 88 have been negotiated. The Rhortness of
time which it had to run has presented no inconsiderable impediment in
the way of its being taken by capitalists at home, while the same cause
would have operateu with much greater force in the foreign market. For
that reason the foreign market has not been resorted to; and it is now
submitted, whether it would not be advisable to amend the law by making what remains undisposed of payable at a more distant day.
Should it be necessary, in any view that Congress may take of the subject, to revise the existing tariff' of duties, I beg leave to say that, in the
performance of that most delicate operation, moderate counsels would
seem to be the wisest. The Government under which it is our happiness
to live owes its e...'l:istence to the spirit of compromise which prevailed
among its framers; jarring and discordant opinions could only have been
reconciled by that noble spirit of patriotism which prompted conciliation and
resulted in harmony. In the same spirit the compromise bill, as it is commonly called, was adopted at the session of 1833. While the people of no
portion of the Union will ever hesitate to pay all necessary taxes for the support of Government~ yet an innate repugnance exists to the imposition of
burdens not really necessary for that object. In imposing duties, bowever, for the purposes of revenue, a right to discriminate us to the articles
<>n which the dnty shall be laid, as well as the amount, necessarily and
most properly exists ; otherwise the Government would be placed in the
condition of having to levy the same duties upon all articles, the productive as well as the unproductive. The slightest duty upon some might
lmve the effect of causing their importation to cease; whereas others,
entering extensively into the consumption of the country, might bear
the heaviest, without any sensible diminution in the amount imported. So, also, the Government may be justified in ·so discriminating, by
reference to other considerations of domestic policy connected with our
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maq.ufactures. So long as the duties shall be laid with distinct reference to
the wants of the Treasury, no well-founded objection can exist against
them- It might be esteemed desirable that no such augmentation of the
taxes should take place as would have the effect of annulling the land-proceeds-distribution act of the last session, which act is declared to be inoperative the moment the duties are increased beyond 20 per cent., the maximum rate established by the compromise act. Some of the provisions of
the compromise act, which will go into effect on the 30th day of June next,
may, however, be found exceedingly inconvenient in practice, under any
regulations that Congress may adopt. I refer more particularly to that
relating to the home valuation. A difference in value of the same articles,
to some extent, will necessarily exist at different ports; but that is altogether insignificant, when compared with the conflicts in valuation which
are likely to arise from the differences of opinion among the numerous appraisers of merchandise. In many instances the estimates of value must
be conjectural, and thus as many different rates of value may be established as there are appraisers. These differences in valuation may also be increased by the inclination which. without the slightest imputation on their
honesty, may arise on the part of the appraisers in favor of their respective
ports of entry. I recommend this whole subject to the consideration of
Congress, with a single additional remark. Certainty and permanency, in
any system of governmental policy, arc in all respects eminently desirable; but more particnlarly is this true in all that affects trade and commerce, the operations of which depend much more on the certainty of their
returns, and calculations which embrace distant periods of time, than on
high bounties or duties, which are liable to constant fluctuations.
At your late session I invited your attention to the condition of the currency aud exchanges, and urged the necessity of adopting such measures
as were consistent with the constitutional competency of the Government, in
order to correct the unsoundness of the one, and as far as practicable the inequalities of the other. No country can be in the enjoyment of its full measure of prosperity without the presence of a medium of exchange approximating to uniformity of value. ·what is necessary as between the different nations of the earth is also important as between the inhabitants of different parts of the same country. \Vith the first, the precious metals constitute the chief medium of circulation; and such also would be the case as t()
the last, but for inventions comparatively modern, which have furnished,
in place of gold and silver, a paper circulation. I do not propose to entet·
into a comparative analysis of the merits of the two systems. Such belonged more properly to the period of the introduction of the paper system.
The speculative philosopher might. find inducements to prosecute the inquiry, but his researches could only lead him to cpnclude that the paper
system had probably .better never have beeu introduced, and that society
might have been much happier without it. The practical statesman has a
very different task to perform. He has to look at things as they are-t()
take them as he finds. them-to supply deficiencies, and to prune excesses~
as far as in him lies. The task of furnishing a corrective for derangements
of the paper medium, with us, is almost inexpressibly great. . The power
exerted by the States to charter banking corporations, and which, having
been carried to a great excess, has filled the country with, in most of the
States, an irredeemable paper medium, is an evil which, in some w.ay or
o~her, requires a corrective. The rates at which bill$ of exchange are ne·
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gotiated between <lifferent parts of the country furnish an index of the
value of the local substitute for gold and silver, which is, in many parts, so·
far depreciated as not to be received, except at a large discount, in payment of debts or in the purcha:oe of produce. It could earnestly be desired
that every bank, not possessing the means of resumption, should follow the
example of the late United States Bank of Pennsylvania, and go into liquidation, rather than, by refusing to do so, to continue embarrassments in the
way of solvent institutions, thereby augmenting the difficulties incident to
the present condition of things. Whether this Government, with due regard to the rights of the States, has any power to constrain the banks either
to resume specie payments, or to force them into liquidat~on, is an inquiry
which will not fail to claim your consideration. In view of the great advantages which are allowed the corporators, not among the least of which
i~ the authority, contained in most of their charters, to make loans to three
times the amount of their capital, thereby often deriving three times as
much interest on the same amount of money as any individual is permitted
by law to receive, no sufficient apology can be urged for a long-continued
suspension of specie payments. Such suspension is productive of the greatest detriment to the public, ,by expelling from circulation the pre,cions metals, and seriously hazarding the success of any effort that this Government
can make to increase .commercial facilities and to advance the public interests.
This is the more to be regretted, and the indispem:able necessity for a.
sound currency becomes the more manifest, when we reflect on the vast
amount of the internal commerce of the country. Of this we have no
statistics, nor just data for forming adequate opinions. But there can be
no doubt but that the amount of transportation coastwise by sea, and
the transportation inland by railroads and canals, and by steamboats and
other modes of conveyance, over the surface of our vast rivers and immense lakes, and the value of property carried and interchanged by these
means, form a general aggregate, to which the foreign commerce of the
CQUntry, large as it is, makes but a distant approach.
In the absence of any controlling power over this subject, which, by
forcing a general resumption of specie payments, would at once have the
effect of restoring a sound medium of exchange, and would leave to the
country but little to desire, what measure of relief, falling within the limits
of our constitutional competency, does it become this Government to
adopt? It was my painful duty, at your last. session, under the weight of
most solemn obligations, to differ with Congress on the measures which
it proposed for my approval, and which it doubtless regarded as corrective·
of existing evils. Subsequent reflection, and events since occurring, have
only served to confirm me in the opinions then entertained, and frankly
expressed.
I must be permitted to add, that no scheme of governmental policy,
unaided by individual exertions, can be available for ameliorating the
present condition of things. Commercial modes of exchange and a good
currency are but the necessary means of commerce and intercourse, not
the direct productive sources of wealth. Wealth can only be accumulated by the earnings of industry and the savings of frugality ; and
nothing can be more ill-judged than to look to facilities in borrowiug, or to
a redundant circulation, for the power of dischargmg pecuniary obligations. The conn try is full of resources, and the people full of energy ; and
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the great and permanent remedy for present embarrassments must be
sought in industry, economy, the observance of good faith, and the favorable influence of time.
,
In pursuance of a pledge given to you in my last message to Congress, '
which pledge I urge as an apology fo.r adventuring to present you the details of any plan, the Secretary of the Treasury will be ready to submit to
you, should you require it, a plan of finance which, while it throws around
the public treasure reasonable guards for its protection, and rests on pow.ers acknowledged in practice to exist from the origin of the Government,
will at the same ~me furnish to the country a sound paper medium, and
afford all reasonable facilities for regulating the exchanges. "When submitted, you will perceive in it a plan amendatory of the existing laws in
relation to the Treasury Department-subordinate in all respects to the will
·Of Congress direct! y, and the will of the people indirect! y-self-sustaining,
should it be found in practice to realize its promises in theory, and repealable at the pleasure of Congress. It proposes, by effectual restraints and by
invoking the true spirit of our institutions, to separate the purse from the
sword; or, more properly to speak, denies any other control to the President over the agents who may be selected to carry it into execution, but what
niay be indispensably necessary to secure the fidelity of such agents; and, by
wise regulations, keeps plainly apart from each other private and public funds. It contemplates the establishment of a board of control at the
seat of Government, with agencies at prominent commercial points, or
wherever else Congress shaJl direct, for the safe-keeping and disbursement
of the public moneys, and a substitntion, at the option of the public creditor, of Treasury notes in lie~l of gold and silver. It proposes to limit the
issues to an amount not to exceed $15,000,000, without the express sanction of the legislative power. It also authorizes the receipt of individual deposites of gold and silver to a limited amount, and the granting certificates
.of deposite, divided into such sums as may be called for by the depositors.
It proceeds a step further, and authorizes the purchase and sale of domestic bills and drafts, resting on a real and sn bstantial basis, payable at sight,
·Or having but a short time to run, and drawn on places not less than one
hundred miles apart-.which authority, except in so far as may be neces.sary for Government purposes exclusively, is only to be exerted upon the
express condition, that its exercise shall not be prohibited by the State in
which the agency is situated.
In order to cover the expenses incident to the plan, it will be authorized
to receive moderate premiums for certificates iss ued on ueposites, and on
bills bought and mld; and thus, as far as its dealings extend, to furnish fa<eilities to commercial intercourse at the lowest possible rates, and to sub·duct from the earnings of ind nstry the least possible -tsum. It uses the
State banks, at a distance from the agencies, as auxiliaries, without imparting any power to trade in its name. It is subjected to such gnard:'l
and restraints as have appeared to be necessary. It is the creat~ue of law,
and exists only at the pleasure of the Legislature. It is made to rest on an
aetna] specie basis, in order to redeem the notes at the places of issueproduces no dangerous redundancy of circulation-affords no temptation
to speculation-is attended by no inflation of prices-is equable in its operation--makes the Treasury notes, which it may use along with the certi:ficates of deposite, and the notes of specie-paying banks, convertible at
the place where collected, receivable in payment of Government dues; and1
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without violating any principle of the Constitution, affords the Government and the people such facilities as are called for by the wants of both.
Such, it has appeared !O me, are its recommendations, and in view of them
it will be submitted, whenever you may require it, to your consideration.
I am not able to perceive that any fair and candid objection can be
urged against the plan, the principal outlines of which I have thus p:t:esented. I cannot doubt but that the notes which it proposes to furnish, at
the voluntary option of the public creditor, issued in lieu of the revenue
and its certificates of deposite, will be maintained at an equality with gold
and silver every where. They are redeemable in gold and silver on demand, at the places of issne. They are receivable every where in payment of Government dues. The Treasury notes are limited to an amount
of oue-fourth less than the estimated annual receipts of the Treasury ;.
and, in addition, they rest upon the faith of the Government for their
redemption. If all these assurances are not sufficient to make them available, then the idea, as it seems to me, of furnishing a sound paper medium
of exchanges, may be entirely abandoned.
If a fear be indulged that the Government may be tempted to run intO>
excess in its issues at any future day, it seems to me that no such apprehension can reasonably be entertained until all confidence in the representatives of the States and of the people, as well as of the people themselves,
shall be lost. The weightiest considerations of policy require that the restraints now proposed to be thrown around the measure should not, for
light causes, be removed. To argue against any proposed plan its liability
to possible abuse is to reject every expedient, since every thing dependent
on human action is liable to abuse. Fifteen millions of Treasury notes
may be issued as the maximum, but a discretionary power is to be given
to the board of control, under that sum, and every consideration will unite
in leading them to feel their way with caution. For the eight first years
of the existence of the late Bank of the United States, its circulation barely
exceeded $4,000,000; and for five of its most prosperous years, it was
~bout equal to $16,000,000; furthermore, the authority given to receive
private deposites to a limited amount, and to is:me certificates in such
sums a3 may be called for by the depositors, may so far fill np the channels of circulation as greatly to diminish the necessity of any considerable issue of Treasury notes. A restraint upon the amount of private depositos has
seemed to be indispensably necessary, from an apprehension, thought to be
well founded, that, in any emergency of trade, confidence might be so far
shaken in the banks as to induce a withdrawal from them of private deposites, with a view to ensure their unquestionable safety when deposited
with the Government, which might prove eminently disastrous to the State
banks. Is it objected that it is proposed to authorize the agencies to deal
in bills of exchange? It is answered, that such dealings are to be carried
on at the lowest possible premium-are made to rest on an unquestionably
sound basis-are designed to reimburse merely the expenses which would
otherwise devolve upon the Treasury, and are in strict subordination to the
decision of the Supreme Court, in the case of the Bank of Augusta against
Ealle, and other reported cases; and thereby avoids all conflict with State
jurisdiction, which I hold to be indispensably requisite. It leaves the banking privileges of the States without interference-looks to the Treasury
and the Union-and, while fnrnishing every facility to the first, is careful of
the interests of the last. But, above all, it is created by law, is amendable
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by law, and is repealable by law; and wedded as I am to no theory, but
•-looking solely to the advancement of the public good, I shall be amongst
the very first to urge its repeal, if it be found not to subserve the purposes
and objects for which it may be created. Nor will the plan be submitted
in any overweening confidence in the sufficiency of my own judgment,
but with much greater reliance on the wisdom and patriotism of Congress.
I cannot abandon this subject without urging upon you, in the most emphatic manner, whatever may be your action on the suggestions which I
l1ave felt it to be my duty t<> submit, to relieve the Chief Executive Magistrate, by any and all constitutional means, from a controlling power over
the public Treasury. If, in the plan proposed, should you deem it worthy
of your consideration, that separation is not as complete as you may desire, you will doubtless amend it in that particular. For myself, I disclaim
all desire to have any control over the public moneys, other than what is
indispensably necessary to execute the laws which you may pass.
Nor can I fail to advert, in this connexion, to the debts which many of
the States of the Union have contracted abroad, and under which they
continue to labor. That indebtedness amounts to a sum not less than
$200,000,000, and which has been retributed to them, for the most part,
in works of internal improvement, which are destined to prove of vast importance in ultimately advancing their prosperity and wealth. For the
debts thus contracted the States are alone responsible. I can do no more
than express the belief that each State will feel itself bound, by every consideration of honor as well as of interest, to meet its engagements with
punctuality. The failure, however, of any one State to do so, should in
no degree affect the credit of the rest; and the foreign capitalist will have
no just cause to experience alarm as to all other State stocks, because any one or more of the States may neglect to provide with punGtuality the means of redeeming their engagements. Even such States, should
there be any, considering the great rapidity with which their resources are
developing themselves, will not fail to have the means, at no very distant
day, to redeem their obligations to the uttermost farthing; nor will I doubt
but that, in <View of that honorable conduct which has evermore governed
the States and the People of this Union, they will each and all resort to
every legitimate expedient, before they will forego a faithful compliance
with their obiigations.
From the report of the Secretary of War, and other reports accompanying
it, yon will be informed of the progress which·has been made in the fortifications designed for the protection of our principal cities, roadsteads, and
inland frontier, during the present year; together with their true state and
condition. They will be prosecuted to completion with all the expedition
which the means placed by Congress at the disposal of the EJCecutive will
allow.
I recommend particularly to your consideration that portion of the Secretary's report which proposes the establishment of a chain of military
posts from Council Bluffs to some point on the Pacific ocean within our
limits. The benefit thereby destined to accrue to our citizens engaged in
the fur trade, over that wilderness region, added to the importance of cultivating friendly relations with savage tribes inhabiting it, and at the same
time of giving protection to our frontit:'r settlements, and of' establishing
the means of safe intercourse between the American settlements at the
mouth of the Columbia river and those on this side of the Rocky moun-
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tains, would seem to suggest· the importance of carrying ihto effect the
recommendations upon this head with as little delay as may be practich.hle.
The report of the Secretary of the Navy will place you in possession of
the present condition of that important arm of the national defence. Every
effort will be made to add to its efficiency ; and I cannot too strongly urge
upon you liberal appropriations to that branch of the pt1blic service. Inducements of the weightiest character exist for the adopti()n of this cour'se
of policy. Our extended and otherwise exposed maritime frontier calls for
protection, to the furnishing of which an efficient naval force is indispensable. We look to no foreign conquests, nor do we propose to enter into
competition with any other nation for supremacy on the ocean ; but it is
clue not only to the honor, but to the security of the people of the United
States, that no nation should be permitted to invade our waters at pleasure, and subject our towns and villages to conflagration or pillage. Economy in all branches of the public service is due from all the public agents
to the people; but parsimony alone would suggest the withholding of the
necessary means for the protection of our domestic firesides from invasion,
and our national honor from disgrace. I would most earnestly recommend
to Congress to abstain from all appropriations for objects not absolut~ly
necessary; but I take upon myself, without a moment of hesitancy, nll tlle
responsibility of recommending the increase and prompt equipment of that
gallant navy which has lighted up every sea with its victories, and sptead
an imperishable glory over the country.
The report of the Postmaster General will claim your particular atteation, not only because of the valuable suggestions which it contains, but
because of the great importance which at all times attaches to that interesting branch of the public service. The increased expense of transporting
the mail along the principal routes necessarily claims the public attentian~
and has awakened a corresponding solicitude on the part of the Government. The transmission of the mail must keep pace with th03e facilities
of intercommunication which are every day becoming greater through the
building of railroads and the application of steam power; but it cl\nnot be
disguised that, in order to do so, the Post Office Department is subjected to
heavy exactions. The line~ of communication between distant parts of
the Union are, to a great extent, occupied by railroads, which, in the nature of things, possess a complete monopoly, and the 'Department is therefore liable to heavy and unreasonable charges. This evil is destined to
great increa$e in fnture, and some timely measure may become ne~ary
to guard against it.
I feel it my dnty to bring under your considC'ration a practice which has
grown up in the administration of the Government, and which, I am
deeply convinced, ought to be corrected. I allude to the exercise of the
power, which usage, rather than reason, has v~sted in the Presidents, of
removing incumbents from office, in order to substitute others more in favor with the dominant party. My own conduct in this respect has been
governed by a conscientious purpose to exercise the removing power only
in cases of unfaithfulness or inability, or in those in which its exercise appeared neclilssary, in order to discountenance and suppress that spirit of
active partisanship, on the part of holders of oftice, which not only withdraws them from the steady and impartial discharge of their official duties,
but exerts an undue and injurious influence over elections, and degrades
the character of the Government itself, inasmuch a,s it exhibits the Chiej;
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Magistrate as being a party, through his agents, in the secret plots or open
workings of political parties.
In respect to the exercise of this power, nothing should be left to discretion which may safely be regulated by law; and it is of high importance to restrain, as far as possible, the stimulus of personal interests in
public elections. Considering the great increase which has been made in
public offices in the last quarter of a century, and the probability of further increase, we incur the hazard of witnessing violent political contests,
directed too often to the single object of retaining office by those who are
in, or obtaining it by those ' who are out. Under the influence of these
convictions, I shall cordially concur in any constitutional measures for regulating, and, by regulating, restraining, the power of removal.
I suggest fDl' your consideration the propriety of making, without further delay, some specific application of the funds derived under the will
of Mr. Smithson, of England, for the diffusion of knowledge; and which
have heretofore been vested in public stocks until such time as Congress
should think proper to give them a specific direction. Nor will you, I feel
confident, permit any abatement of the principal of the lggacy to be
made, should it turn out that the stocks in which the investments have
been made have :mdergone a depreciation.
In conclusion, I commend to your care the interests of this District, for
which you are the exclusive legislators. Considering that this city is the
residence of the Government, and, for a large part of the year, of Congress, and considering also the great cost of the pub1ic buildings, and the
propriety of affording them at all times careful protection, it seems not unreasonable that Congress should contribute towards the expense of an efficient police.
JOHN TYLER.
'VAsHINGToN,

Decembe1• 7, 1841.
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DOCU.l\:IENTS
.ACCOMI'J.NYING '1'H~ PR:ES!DENT's MESSAGE .AT THE CO)[)IF.YC'E:"tfE:ST OF TEE SECO:SD SES.310lf
OF Tl!E ·r"\]\:"ENTY-SEVE:STH l:O:X'"RESS.

CORl{ESPONDENCE
RELATING TO THE

DETENTION

COAST BY

OF AMERICAN VESSELS ON

THE AFRICAN '

BRITISH ARMED CRUISERS.

Lord Palmers/on to 11Ir. Stevenson.-[ coPY.]
.llugust 5, 184'1.
The undersigned, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreig11
Affairs, has received two notes, addressed to him on the 13th of November,
1840, and on the lst of Mar'c h la:<:t, by Mr. Stevenson, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipote~1tiary of the United States, complaining of the
search and detention of the United States vessel" Doughs," and of the ill
treatment of her crew by Lieutenant Seagr,a m, of Her Majesty's brig "Termagant," employed on the coast of Africa in suppressing the slave trade.
In these two communications from Mr. Stevenson it is stated that on the
21st October, 189!.1, Lieutenant Seagram boarded the" Douglas" while she
was pursuing her voyage on the coast of Africa, examined the ship's papers and the passengers' passports, broke open the batches, hauled down
the American flag, and seized the vessel as a slaver ; that he kept possession of her during eight days, namely, from the 21st October, 1839, to the
29th of the same month; that the oH'icers and men of the "Douglas" became ill from their exposure to the sun, and that, in consequence, three of
them died, arid the captain is still in bad health. And :Mr. Stevenson expresses the confident expectation of the President of the United States that
ijer Majesty's Goyernment will make prompt reparation f01• the condnct of
Lieutenant Seagram in this case, and will take efficient means to prevent
the recurrence of such abuses.
The undersigned has, in reply, to state that, in pursuance of the wish expressed by Mr. Stevenson on the part of his Government, a strict investigation has, by order of the Lords of the Admiralty, been made into the particitlars of this case, and the result is as follows:
Lieutenant Seagram, commanding Her Majesty's ship "Termagant,"
employed in suppressing the slave trade on the coast of }-.._[rica, had been
apprized by the commanding officer of Her Majesty's ships on that coast of
an agreement entered into by that officer ·with Commander Paine, of the
United States navy, for searching and detaining ships found trading in
slaves under the United States flag; at1d Lieutenant Seagram having on
the 21st October, 18~9, met with the ship "Douglas," carrying the flag of
the Union, he boarded her, and made inquiries as to the voyage for which
she was bouncl. Lieutenant Seagram was received on board the "Dong, FoREIGN OFFICE,
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las" with great incivility, and a disinclination was shown to reply to any
questions relating to her voyage ; but he ascertained that she was bound to
the river Brass, and he found on board of her seven Spaniards, who were
going to that river, where no trade but the slave trade is carried on.
Lieutenant Seagram requested to sec the paper3 of the "Douglas," but
the captain of the "Douglas" could produce no custom-house clearance,
and had made an entry on his log that, on leaving the Havana, he could
not procure one, aml that he had returned to the harbor to obtain such a
paper, but had left the harbor again without it. This circumstance appeared suspicious to Lieutenant Seagram; and, on examining the papers produced by the captain of the "Douglas," he found that the " Douglas" was
consigned to a well-known slave trader, Don Pablo Teisas, who was then
on board of her, and to whom the sla\·ing vessels·" Asp" and ''Lark,"
which had been recently condemned for slave trade, had been consigned.
Lieutenant Seagram pressed for permission to examine the hold of the
vessel, and the consignee gave him permission to examine her freight, because he conceived it was protected by the United States flag; aud, under
the same impressiou, he acknowledged to Lieutenant Seagram that her
c<ugo was Spanish, and had been shipped as American solely for the purpose of avoiding seizure.
'
The hatches of the vessel having tl1en been opened, and Lieutenant Seagram having proceeded to examiue her, it was discovered that she was fit·
ted out for the slave trade, with leagners, hoops, and staves, a slave deck,
in planks, and three complete slave coppers.
Lieutenant Seagram reports that, under these circn:nstances, he should
have sent the " Dougbs" to the Uuited States, to be delivered up to the
authorities of that country, bnt that l1e had receivecl orders from the commanding ofr1cer of Her Majesty's vessels on the coast of Africa not to send
any vessels to the United States until he should ha Ye been informed what
course the United States Go,·cmmeut took as to the slave vessels the" Eagle" and" Clara," which had been sent to the United States by the commanding officer, with a view to assist the 1\ merican Government in pre.
venting the abuse of the national flag of the Union.
But Lieutenant Seagram uot haviug received any information on this
point, at the end of eight days afrer the detention of the "Dong las," thought
it his duty then to release the " Douglas," instead of detaiuing her longer,
or sending her to the United Stales.
From tfw 1:1cts above stated, there appears little doubt th<\f, if the "Douo-las" had been sent to the Uniied States, she would have been condemn~d
for trading in slaves under the ft::tg of the Union. And had she been tried
by the mixed commission ::tt Sierra Leone, the proofs that the slave trading
Yoyage ou which she was e11gagcd was in fart a Spanish enterprise were
strollg enough to have warrauted her condemnation in the British and
Spanish courts as a Spanish slaver.
V\'ith respect to the assertion that three men died from the cfl.'ects of exposure to the sun, in consequence of the detention of the vessel, the undersigned has to state that it appears that the vessel remained, on her own account, in the African seas two monlhs after her detention bv Lieutenant
Seagram; aud, as none of her men died until after those two Inonths, there
seems no reason to suppofe that the death of the two men in question was
occasioned by the detention of the ve>scl by Lieutenant Seagram.
·w ith respect to the statement that Lieutenant Seagram ordered the Amer-
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·ican flag to be hauled down, it is to be observed that the master of the
·"Douglas," in his proiest, declares that Le bimsel f, and not Lieutetiant Seagram, ordered the United [States] flag robe. hauled down.
As to any loss of provisions or stores, it is stated by the American master that the English prize crew brought their provisions with tl1em to tLe
"Douglas," and be does not e\·en assert that they consumed any proYisions
belonging to the "Douglas," or that any of the stores of that vessel were
lost.
With r~spect to the allegation of the American master that the prize crew
.had secreted one den'lijolm of rum, forming part of the cargo of the vess l,
it seems probable that there is an error in that allegation, because the hatches
of the vessel were opened and closed again in the presence of Lieutenant
Seat;rarn, and no complaint was made to that officer, either by the magter
or the consignee, that any Joss or damage had been done to the cargo.
Indeed, the master, on resuming charge of his vessel, declared to Lieutenant Seagram that he had no complaint to make.
.
From the foregoing statement, it will appear that the visit, the searcl,
and the detention of the "Douglas" by Lieutenant Sevgram, took place Utlder a full belief, on the part of that officer, that he was pnrsning a conrse
which would be approved by the Governmeut of the United States; and
in bis conduct towards the crew o[ the vessel be appears scrnpulonsly to
have a voided any act which would justly give cwse of offence to a friendly
Power.
The undersigned has therefore to express the confident hope of Her 1\'fa jesly's Goverument that, npon a consideration of the whole case, the Gllverument of the United States will be of opinion that, although the act of
Lieutenant Seagram in detaining an United States slave-trading vessel was,
in tbe abstract, irregular, yet the impression under which he did it, and the
motives which prompted him to do it, exempt him from any just blcunc.
But the undersigned cannot refrain frorn requesting 1\Ir. Stm·enson to
draw the serious attention of the Government of the United States to this
case, which afrords a striking example of the manner in which the vessels
and flag of the United Stat1~s are employed by Spauish; Port ngtJcse, and
Brazilian criminals, to protect their piratical undertakings, in utter contempt
()f the laws of the Union, and ill open defiance of the Federal Government.
The undersigned a vails himself of this occasion to renew to 1\'Ir. Stevenson the assurance of his distinguished consider::~tion.
PALl\1ER'3TON.
A. STEYE~so::-o, Esq., &c. &c. &c.

Lord Palmers/on to IHr. Stevenson.-[corY.]
FoREIG~ OFFic E, .llugust 5; 1 S41.
The undersigned, Her Briumnic M:1jesty's Secretary of State for Foreign
.Afl'airs, has received the note which JVIr. Stevenson, Envoy Extraordinary
and 1\finistr.r Plenipotentiary from the United States of America, addressed
to him on the 27th of February last, complaining that the schooner "Iago."
b8aring tllC United States flag, and commanded by Mr. Adolphus Dnpony,
had been detained by Her l\'Iajesty's brigantine "Tcrmaga.ut," Lieutenant
Seagram, and that the schooner" Hero,'' under the rnited States flag. and
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<'.OmmanJcrl by Mr. B. l\IcConnell, had been detained by Her Majesty's
brig Lynx .
.l\Ir. Stevenson complains, in the first place, that injury was done in these
cases to the purposes of the voyage, and to the cargo and stores on board
the vessels detained; and he contends, in the second place, that Her Majesty's naval officers had no excuse, and much less any justification, for
detaining these ves;;els ; and he adds that it is wholly immaterial whether
the vessels detained were equipped for, or actually engaged in, slave trafficor not.
\Vith regard to the allegation of damages done to the cargoes of these
vessels, the undersigned begs to remind Mr. Stevenson that the papers
which he transmitted to the undersigned show ~hat, in the casP. of the
"Iago," the money which was lost was stolen by the crew of the "Iago"
while the master was absent on shore, and that it was not abstracted by
the crew of the detaining vessel. And it is fair [to presume J that the
chronometer and the watch, which were also lost on board that vessel,
were taken by the same person£ who stole the money.
\Vith regard to the damage said to have been done to the cargo of the
"Hero," dnring the search of that vessel, the undersigned has requested.
the Board of Admiralty to cause inquiries to be made upon that matter,.
and he will acquaint Mr. Stevenson with the result.
With respect to the justification which the British officers had for detain-ing these American vessels, with regard to the detelltion of which l\Ir. Stevenson says that there is "no shadow of pretence for exercising, much less
justifying, the right of search or detention uf vessel:\l under the United States
:flag by vessels of Her Majesty's navy," the nndersigned has to state that
a formal agreement was entered into on the 11th l\Iarch, 1840, by the commanding officer of Her Majesty's ships on the coast of Africa, and the onicer commanding the vessel sent by the United States Government to suppress the slave t1·ade of the United States on the African coast; and by that
agreement those officers, for the purpose of carrying into execution the
"orders and views of their respective Governments respecting the suppression of the slave trade, requested each other, and agreed," to detain all
vessels, nuder the United States flag, found to be fully eqnipped for aud
engaged in slave traue ; and it was agreed that such vessels should eventually be handed over to the United States cruisers, if proved to be Unjted
States property, and to British cruisers, if proved to be Sp~nish, Portuguese, Brazilian, or English property.
The undersigned would therefore submit that the commanding officers
of Her Majesty's vessels had no reason to suppose that, when giving effect
to this agreemeat by deiaining vessels bearing the United States flag and
engaged in slave trade, they were doing a thing wllich would be disagreeable to the Government of the United States.
\Vith respect to the "Iago," the undersigned has to observe that that
vessel was fully equipped for slave trade ; that the papers found on board
of her were of a suspicious character; that all her crew but two were
Spanish. And Her Majesty's Advocate General, to \Vhom the case was
referred, has reported it to be his opinion that the comrnissione'rs at Sierra
Leone would have been justified in proceeding to the adjudication of the
vessel; and that, if the case had been investigated by them, sufficient proof
would have been afforded that the vessel was in reality Spanish, aud not
American property, and that consequently she was liable to condemnation.
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The undersigned trusts that the foregoing statement will show that there
is good reason for doubting that any wilful damage was done to the cargo
of either of the two vessels in question by the crews of the detainiug ships;
.and that, although it is indisputable that British cruisers have no right, as
such, to search and detain vessels which are the property of citizens of the
United States, even though such vessels may evidently be engaged in slave
trade, yet in these cases the British naval officers acted in pursuance of a
special a~rcement with a naval officer of the United States; and they were,
therefore, justified in believing that, instead of doing any thing which
would be con1plained of by the Government of tha United States, they
were furthering the views and forwardiug the wishes of that Government.
Snch cases, however, cannot happen again; because positive orders
were sent by the Admiralty, in February last, to all Her Majesty's cruisers
employed for the suppression of the slave trade, not again to detain or
meddle with the United States vessel-s engaged in the slave trade. These
orders have been sent by Her Majesty's Government with great pain and
regret, but as an act due by ~hem to the rights of the United States.
Her Majesty's Government, however, cannot lwing themselves to believe that the Government of ·washington can seriously and deliberately
intend that the flag and vessels of the Union shall continue to be, as they
now are, the shelter under which the malefactors of ali countries perpetrate with impunity crimes which the laws of the Uuio11 stigmatize as
piracy and punish with death.
But, unless the United States Government shall consent to make. with
the other Powers of Christenuom, some agreement of the nature of that
which their naval officer on the coast of Af'l·ica spontaneously entered into
with the British naval commander on that station, these abuses will not
only continue to exist, but will increase in magnitude every day; and the
end will be, that the slave trade will be carried on exclusively unuer the
shelter of the flag, and by the special protection, of the Executi\'e Government of that nation whose Legislature was among the first to pronounce
the crime infamous, and to affix to it the severest penalties.
The undersigned avails himself of this occasion to renew to 1\'Ir. Stevenson the assurances of his distinguished consideration.
·
P ALl\'IERSTON.
A. STEVENsoN, Esq., &c.
P. S. I return to you, acc0rding to yonr request, the original papers
enclosed in your note of the 27th of F~brnary last, on the subject of the
"lago."
1111·. Stevenson to _Lord Palmerslon.-[coPY.]
32

uPPER GROS\'ENOR STREET,

.Jlugust 9, 1841.
MY LoRD: On my return to London, after a tem?orary absence of a te'v
·days, I found the two communications ·which your lordship did me the
'honor to address to me, under date of the 5th instant, in answer to my
notes of the 13th of November, the !7th of Febrn.ary, and the 1st of March
last, complaining of the seizure and detention of three American vessels,
.the" Douglas," •' Iago," and,; Ht:ro," aud the il! .. treatment of their crews,
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by Her l\lajesty's cruisers employed on the African coast in snppressing
the slave trade.
Having, in my previous communications, saiu all that I deemed important on the subj ect of these repeated aggressions npon the vessels and corn- .
merce of the Uuited States and the rights of their flag, I can have no inducement at this time to trouble your lordship with any further remarks; and I
shall therefore content myself with transmitting to my Government, at the
earliest day, copies of yonr lordship's notes, with whom it will rest to decide
uron the snfficiency of the explanation which they contain in justification
of the conduct of the commanders of Her Majesty's brigs of war, the Termagant and the Lynx.
It is proper, however, that I should seize the earliest opportunity to acquaint your lordship tha~, in relation to the a.!{reement which it is alleged
was entered into between the commander of the British squadron on the
_'\frican co~st and the officer in command of the vessel sent by the Government of the United States to suppress the slave trade, allowing the mutual
right of searching and detaining all British and Americ'a n vessels found
trading in slaves, I have 1.0 other information than that communicated in
your lordship's notes, and have no reason to suppose that such authority
had been confided by the American Government to any of its officers.
I pray yonr lordship to accept assurances of my distinguished consider- .
ation and respect.
A. STEVENSON.

Lord Palmers/on to lllr. 8/evenson.-[corv.]
FoREIGN OFFICE, ~!Jugust

17, 1841.

Viscount Palmerston presents his compliments to Mr. Stevenson, and, .
with reference to Mr. Stevenson's note of the 9th instant, has the honor to
transmit, herewith, to 1\Ir. Stevenson, a cnpy of the agreement entered into
between Captain Tucker, of Her Majesty's sloop "'N olverine," and Lieut.
Payne, of the United States ship of war" Grampus," which was referred
to in the notes addressed by Visco·nnt Palmerston to Mr. Stevenson on the
5th instant, on the subject of the detention of the vessels the "Douglas," ·
the "Iago," and "Hero," by Her Majesty's cruisers.
A. STEVENsoN, Esq., &c.

Lora Palmerston to Jl.fr. Stevenson.-[coPY.]
FoREIGN OFFICE, .llugust 2'1, 1841.
The undersigned, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, has had under his consideration the note which Mr. Stevenson, En-voy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States, did
him the honor to address to him, under date of the 15th May, 1,840, com-

plaining of the detention of a

brig under Atnerican colot·s, called the

Mary,:"' by Her 1\1"aj e sty"s ship Forester.
In thi s note JVrr. Stev e n s on, a s suming the in.forma..tion f'urnished to th e
United States Gov e rnme nt by Mr. Tri s t,. their_ consul at th e Ilavana.,. to be -
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complete and correct, prefers a claim for indemnity to the owner of the
"l\Iary," and asks for the exemplary punishment of the commander of the
"Forester," and those eoncerned in the proceedings taken by that ofli.cer
against the Mary-proceedings which, in Mr. Stevenson's opinion, seem
to want nothing to give them th,e character of a most flagrant and daring
outrage~ and very little, if auy thing, to sink them into an act of open and
direct piracy.
The 'lmdersigned has now the honor to inform Mr. Stevenson that the
more particular information which has been furnished to Her Majesty's
Government, as to this vessel, places the question in a very different light
from that in which it has been presented to the Government of the United
States; and the undersigned trusts that the fo~lowing statement will satisfy
Mr. Stevenson that, although the vessel herself, being ill-built, might not
have been intended actually to convey negroes from the coast of Africa, yet
she was in reality the property of a Spanish slave dealer, and was employed by him for the pnrposes of slave trade.
The papers found on board this vessel by the commander of the " Forester" showed that, on the 24th January, 1839, a bill of sale was prepared
at the Havana by Mr. J. A. Smith, the vice consul of the Unitei States at
that port, setting forth that a permanent American register (No. 48) had
been granted to the brig" Mary," of Philadelphia, on the 17th June, 1837,
and that the brig was at that time owned by Joseph J. Snowden, of Philadelphia, and was commanded by J. I-I. Haven.
Joseph J. Snowden, the original owner, then gave a power of attorney
and substitution to Charles Snowden, who again nominated Pedro Manegat, the notorious slave dealer, but who was described in that document
merely as a merchant at the Havana, to sell and transfer the "Mary."
Eight days afterwards, Pedro Manegat professedly sold the "Mary" to
a person named Pedro Sa bate, of New Orleans, who, on the 2d May, appointed as her master Charles Snowden, the same person who, three
months before, had named Pedro Manegat as his agent to sell the" Mary;"
and on the 18th June Pedro Sabate replaced Snowden by appointing David Tomlinsou to the command.
This Pedro Manegat, the pretended seller but real purchaser of the
"Mary," is the same individual who, in like manner, owned the following
nominally American ve~els, namely: the "Hyperion," which left the
Havana in December, 1838, as an Amerir,:an vessel, and was afterwards
condemned as the Sp·a nish schooner "Isabel ;" the schooner :'Hazard,"
which was detained and erroneously released in February, 1839, under
circumstances similar to those which mark the case of the "Mary;" and
the "Octavia," also condemned as Spanish property-which last-named
vessel Pedro Manegat had only employed, as he did the "Mary," namely,
to carry goods for the purchase of slaves to ag~nts on the coast.
The Spauish master, Tomas Escheverria, and a Spanish ere w, were shipped on board the" Mary" as passengers; among them were several individuals who were recognised as having beenformerlycaptured in slave vesselsEscheverria himself having been master of the Spanish Schooner" Norma," when that vessel was captured with 234 slaves on board. The ship's
articles set forth that the crew was engaged to navigate the "Mary" from
the port of Havana to the Gallinas, or whet•ever else the master may direct.
In two of three papers which the master, David Tomlinson, produced
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to prove his American citizenship, he is styled Pils B. Tomlimerty, and
in the third P. B. Tomlinson; while in the log, enclosed in Mr. Stevenson's note, he is called Captain Thomason.
The clearance and bills of lading show that the owners of the cargo
were Blanco & Carvelho, Pedro Martinez & Co., Pedro Manegat, and
Tomas Escheverria, the Spanish captain, all well-known slave traders;
and the consignees, Tomas Rodriguez Baron, Ignacio P. Holo, and Theodore Canot, of the Gallinas, long and well-known to the naval officers employed in suppressing the slave trade on the coast as factors for the purchase and shipment of slaves.
Thus the papers produced to the captain of the Forester, by Tomlinson,
were of themselves sufficient to show that this was one of the then frequent
cases in which the flag of the United States had been fraudulently assumed; and all doubt was removed as to the real character of the undertaking
on which the vessel was employed, when, on further search, there were
found on board of her slave coppers, two bags of shackles, large waterleaguers, and a slave deck-the latter bei~1g noted ::ts shipped under the denomination of five hundred feet of lumber.
Under these circumstances, the undersigned is of opinion that the commander of Her Majesty's ship <;Forester" was fully justified in considering the "Mary" to be a Spanish vessel, and, consequently, in taking her
before the British atl(l Spani,sh court; and, accordingly, when the British
·commissioners reported to Her Majesty's GoYernment that the judges had
refused to allow the "Mary'' to be libelled in that court, under the impression that the mere fact nf her having the American flag hoi.:;ted should
have protected her from visitation and search by a British cruiser, the
British commissioners were told that there was, in the opinion of Her Majesty's Government, reason to suppose that the "Mary" was a Spanish,
and not nn American vessel, and that the judges ought, therefore, to have
allowed her to be libelled in tbo British and Spanish court; for that, although British ships of war are not authorized to visit and search American vessels on the high seas, yet if a vessel, which there is good reason to
suppos~ is in reality Spanish property, is captured and brought into a port
in which a mixed British and Spanish court is sitting, the commissioners
may properly investigate the case; and, upon sufficient proof being adduced of the Spanish character of the vessel, and of her h:wiug been guilty of a breach of the treaty between Grea.t Britain and Spain for the suppr6'Ssion of the sla,-e trade, the court may condemn her, notwithstanding
that she was sailing under the American flag, and had American papers
on board.
With respect to the general question of the search 0f vessels under the
:\merican flag by British cruisers, the undersigned begs; to refer Mr. Stevenson to his other note of this day's date, relative to the case of the "Susan,"
. in which the undersigned has fully, and he hopes satisfactorily, replied to
the representations made by Mr. Stevenson on that subject.
The undersigned begs to return to .l\1 r. Stevenson the log kept by John
Hutton, while acting as mate on b0ard the .: Mary;" and a vails himself of
. this occasion to renew to Mr. Stevensou the assurances of his distinguished consideration.
P ALMERSTON.
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Lord Palmerslo11 to !vir. Stevenson.-[ COPY. J
FoREIGN OFFICE, .fl.ugust 27, 1841.
The undersigned, Her Maje3ty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, has the honor to acknowledge the recei-pt of the note from Mr.
Stevenson, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary from the
United States at this Court, dated the 14th August, 1840, in reply to the
note of the undersigned dated the 23d April, 1840, on the subject of a.
eomplaint made by the American Government against the officer in command of Her .Majesty's brig" Grecian," for having boarded the American
merchant ship "Snsan," when off the light of Cape Frio, in the month of
April, 1839.
The undersigned begs leave to state to Mr. Stevenson, in reply to the
remarks contained in his l::tst note, that Her .Majesty's Government do not
pretend t!Jat Her l\Iajesty's naval ofiicers haYe any right to search American merchantmen, met with in time of peace at sea; and if in some few
cases such merchantmen have been searched when suspected of having
been engaged in sbxe trade, this has been done solely becanse the British
officer who made the search imagined that he was ac;ting in conformity
with the wishes of the Uuited States Government, in endeavoring to hand
over to the United States tribunals ships and citizeus of the Union found
engaged in a flagrant violation of the law of the Union . .
Such things, however, will not happen again, because orders have been
given which will prevent their recurrence.
Bnt there is an essential and fundamental difremnce between searching
a vessel and exan1ining her papers to see whether she is legally provided
with documents entitling ller to the protection of auy country, and especially of the country whose flag she may have hoisted at the time. For
though, by common parlance, the word •'flag" is used to express the test of
nationality, and though, according to that acceptation of the word, Her
l\'Iajt3sty's Government admit that British ern isers are not entitled, in time
of peace, to search merchant vessels sailing under th·e American fiag, yet
Her Majesty's Government do not mean thereby to say that a merchantman can exempt himself from search by merely hoisting a piece of bunting
with the United States emblems and colors upon it; that which Her Majesty's Government mean is, that the rights of the United States flag
exempt a vessel from search, when that vessel is pro\·ided with papers
entitling her to wear that flag, and proving her to be Uuited States property,
and navigated acco~ding to law.
But this fact cannot be ascertained unless an officer of the cruiser whose
dnty it is to ascertain this fact shall board the vessel, or unless the master
of the merchantman shall bring his papers on board the cruiser; and this
examination of papers of merchantmen suspected of being engaged in
slave trade, even though they may hoist an Ut1ited States flag, is a proceeding which it is absolutely necessary that British cruisers employed in the
suppression of the slaYe trade should contiune to practise, aud to which
Her Majesty's Government are fully persuaded that the United States
Government cannot, upon consideration, object; because what would be
the consequence of a contrary practice?
What would be the consequence, if a vessel ~mgaged in the slave trade
could protect herself from search by merely hoisting an United States flag ?
"Why, it is plain that in such case every slave-trading pirate, whether
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Spanish, Portuguese, or Brazilian, or English, or French, or of whatever
nation he might be, would immediately sail under the colors of the United
States ; every criminal could do that, though he could not procure genuine
American papers; and thus all the treaties concluded among the Christian
Powers, for the suppression of slave trade, would be rendered a dead
letter. Even the Ia ws of Eugland might be set at defiance by her own
subjects, and the slave trade would be invested with complete impunity.
Her Majesty's Go;·ernment are persuaded that the United States Govemment cannot maintain a doctrine which would necessarily lead to such
monstrous consequences; but the undersigned is bound in duty frankly to
declare to Mr. Stevenson, that to such a doctrine the British Government
never could or would subscribe. · The cruisers employed by·I ler ·Majesty's
Government for the suppression of slave trade must ascertain, by inspection of papers, the nationality of vessels met with by them under circumstances which justify a suspicion that such ves~els are engaged in slave
trade, in order that, if such vessels are found to belong to a country which
has conceded to Great Britaiu the mutual right of search, they may be
searched accordingly; and that, if tl1ey be found to belong to a country
which, like the United States, has not conceded that mutual right, they
may be allowed to pass on, free and unexamined, to consummate their
intended iniquity. Her Majesty's Government feels conviuced that the
United States Government will see the necessity of this course of proceeding.
But Her Majesty's Government would fain hope that the day is not far
distant when the Government of the United States will cease to confound
two things which are in their nature entirely different; willloek to things,
and not to words; and, perceiving the wide and entira distinction between
that right of search which has heretofore ' been a subject of discussion between the two countries, and that right of search which almost all other
Christian nations have mutually given each other for the suppression of the
slave trade, will join the Christian league; and will no longer permit the
ships and subjects of the Union to be engaged in undertakings which the
law of the Union punishes as piracy.
The undersigned avails himself of this occasion to 'renew to Mr. Stevenson the assurances ofhis distinguished consideration.
P ALMERSTON.
A. STEVE:\'SoN, Esq., &c.

Mr. Stevenson to Lord ~l.lberdeen.-[coPY.]
32,

UPPER GROSVENOR STREET,

September 10, 18·11.
The undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
from the United States, has the honor to acquaint the Earl of Aberdeen,
Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, that he has
had the honor to receive the two communications addressed to him by
Lord Viscount Palmerston, Her Majesty's late Principal Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs, 'tmder date of the 27th nltimo, upon the subject of the
improper and harassing conduct of British cruisers towards the vessels
and flag of the United States in the African seas. In communicating
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the decision of Her Majesty's Government upon the claims submitted to
its consideration, it would have given the undersigned great satisfaction to
have represented that decision as one calculated to do justice to the individual claimants, and in accordance with the just rights and intarests of
his country. He had indulged a confident hope that the complaints which
had been made npon t·he subject would have been followed not only by
suitab]e atonement and reparation, but by an im:nediate abandonment of
the system of wrong and violence to which the vessels and commerce of
the United States had been so long exposed, through the misconduct of
British cruisers in the African seas.
This course he had expected, nat less from the justice of Her Majesty's
Government, than the friendly relations subsisting between the two countries.
It is therefore with painf~1l surprise and regret that the undersignccl
lJOW learns, from Lonl Palmerston's communications, that these proceedings
of Her Majesty's cruisers have not only been approved and jnstifietl, and
the injuries which ensued to remain unredressed, but that a right is now asserted by Her Maj0sty's Government over the vessels and tlag of the United
States, involving high questions of national honor and interest, of public
law, and individnal rights.
Having heretofore, in his correspondence with Lord Palmerston, discussed the merits of these claims and tbe principles involved in them, and presented the views and expectations of his Government upon the subject, the
undersigned does not feel it incumbent npon him, at this tim~, to open
again the general discussion, or recapitulate the p<trticular circumstances by
which these cases might justly claim to be distinguished. Referring Lord
Aberdeen to the previous correspoudcnce which has taken place, the undersigned will refrain from the further discussion of the individual cases,
and content himself with a brief examination of those parts of Lord Palmerston's notes in which a power is, for the first time, distinctly asserted
by Her Majesty's Government, over the vessels and flag of the United
States, in time of peace, on the high seas. In order to ascertain the precise
natnre and character of this uew and extraordinary power, it may be
proper to quote those parts of his lordship's communication in which. it is
.
asserted. They are in the following words :
"The undersigned begs leave to state to Mr. Stevenson, in reply to th~
"remarks contained in his last note, that Her Majesty's Goverumeut do.
"not pretend that Hr.r Majesty's naval officers have any right io search
"American merchantmen met with in time of peace at sea; but there is an
"essential and fundamental difference between searching a vessel and ex" amining her papers to sec whether she is legally provided with docn" mems entitling her to the protection of any country, and especially of the·
"country whose flag she may have hoisted at the time. For though, by
"common parlance, the word flag is used to express the test of nationality~
"and thongh, according to that acceptation of the word, Her Majesty's Gov" ernment admit that British cruisers are not entitled, in time of peace, to
"search merchant vessels sailing under the American flag, yet Her Majcs" ty's Government do not mean thereby to say that a merchantman can
"exempt herself from search by merely hoisting a piece of bunting, with
"the Uuited States emblems and colors upon it; that which Her Majesty's:
"Government mean is, that the rights of the United States flag exempt
"a. vessel from search when that vessel is provided with papers entitling
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·"her to wear that flag, and proving her to be United States property, and
"navigated according to law." And again: "The cruisers employed by
"Her Majesty's: Goverument for the suppression of slave trade must as" certain, by inspection of the papers, the JJationality of vessels met with
" by them under circumstances which justify a suspicion that such vessels
·"are engaged in slave trade, in order that, if such vessels are fonnd to
"belong to a country which has conceded to Great Britain the mutual
"right of searcll, they may be sc-archcd accordingly; and that, if they be
"found to belong to a country w!Jich, like the United States, has not con" ceded that mutual right, they may be allowed to pass on, free and unex" amined, to consummate their intended iniquity."
Here is a direct assertion of a right, on the part of British cruisers, to
board and de/a in all vessels sailing under the flag of t.he United States,
whether American or not, for the purpose of ascertaining, by an examination of their p.apel's, their national character, and deciding whether they arc
entitled to the protection of the flag of the country under which they saiL
Now, it is proper to remark, that the attempt which his lordship makes to
distinguish between the right of search (a right, however, which he disclaims) and that wbich he asserts, is wholly fictitious. They are essen.
tially the same, for all the purposes of the present discussion. Indeed, the
right to board, detain, and decide upon the uational character of vessels
navigating the ocean in time of peace, may justly be regarded as more
odious and insulting, and giving place to wider ~uild more important injuries, than the right of search, which is purely a belligercut right, and cannot be enforced iu time of peace. Bnt if th0 distinction was admitted to be
a souud one, yet nothing would be gaiued in support of the right, which
Lord Palmerston claims for Her Majesty's Government. The inquiry
must still arise, whether a power even of visitation or detention can be
rightfully and lawfully exercised by one uation, o\·er the ships of another,
in time of peace, upon the high seas. That it cannot 1 the undersigned will
uow proceed briefly to show.
And, first, as to the principles of public law and the usage of nations.
By these it is expressly declared, that the vessels of all nations, in time of
peace, navigating the ocean, shall be exempt from every species and purpose of interntption and detention, unless engaged in some traffic contrary to the law of nations, or expressly pro,·ided for by treaty or compact.
Now, although piracy is admitted to be an offence aga~nst the public law,
and therefore punishable in every country, and by every nation, no matter
where committed, it must yet be borne in mind that all piracies are not offendes against the law of uations. Piracy, therefore, by international law,
and that which may be made so by the municipal Ia w of particular States,
are essentially of a different character, and to be treated accordingly.
Hence it is that offences declared to be piracy by the municipal Ia ws of any
State can only be tried and punished by the country within whose jurisdiction, or on board of whose ships 011 tl'le ocean, the ofl'ence may have
been commited. Now. slave trade is not cognizable under the laws of nations. Although prohibited by most nations, and declared to be piracy by
their laws, and especially by the statutes of Great Britai11 and the United
States, it is yet not an ofl'euce against the pl1hlic law, and its interdiction
cannot be enforced by the· ordinary right of visitation, detention, or search,
in the manner that it might be if it was piracy by the law of nations.
That this is the acknowledged doctrine lj)f international !a w cannot, it is
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presumed, be doubted. It is so expressly declared by all writers upon the
law of nations, and has been acknowledged by the Briti~h Government,.
thron3h its high-est judicial tribunals. Her annals are full of instruction
on the subject. The following is the langtw ge held by one of her most
distinguished jurists: "We are disposed to go as f:tr in discountenancing·
"this odious traffic as the law of nations and the principles recognised by
~'English tribunals will allow us in doing; bnt beyond these principles we
"do not feel at liberty to travel. Formal dcclaratious have been made and
"laws enacted in repi·obation of this practice, and plans, ably and zealously
"conducted, have been taken to induce other countries to follow our
"example, but at present with insuffi cient effect; fo,r there are nations
"which adhere to the practice, under all the encouragement which their
"own laws give. \Vhat is, then, the doctrine of our own courts, of the
"Jaws of nations? W by, that this .practice is to be rJspected; the slaves~
'• if taken, to be restored to their owners; and, if uot taken under innocent
"mistake, to be restored with costs and damages."
Again. ''It would be, indeed, a most extravagant assumption, in any
"court of the law of nations, to pronounce that this practice, the tolerated~
"the approved, the eneouraged obj ect of law, ever since man became snb" jcct to law, was le~ally criminal." Docs Her l\lajesty's Govcrnn1 ent now
mean to contend th at the slave trade is contrary to the Jaw of nations?
On the contrary, is not the trade lawful to all Governments who have not
forb-idden it, and, consequently, no ri;ht given to any one nation over the
sla\'e ships of another in time of peace, independent of express tre:1ty
stipulations by which the extent of the power to be exercised must be
regulated? The right, then, which Lord Palmcrston asserts, derives no
snpport from the principles of the public law, bnt is left to st:md upon the
grounds of expediency at11.l necessity, as the means of executing the existing treaties 1or the suppression of the slave trade, and without which his
lordship asserts they would become a dead letter. \Vhether this be so or
not, the undersigned has no means of j udgitig, and deems it, therefore,
unnecessary either to admit or deny it.
The question is not whether the power asserted might be necessary or
expedient, but whether any such power exists. 1t is incumbent then upon
Her l\Iajesty's Government to show upon what principles of justice and
right it claims the power of deciding upon the right of an independent nation to navigate the ocean in time of peace; and this, too, for the purpose of
executing treaties to which such nation is not a party, and consequeJJt1y
not bound. The signal error of Lord Palmerston is in assuming the necessity und expediency of the power as proof of its existence. \Vas such a
power ever before asserted in the manner or to the extent which is now
done? On the contrary, has not the right of visitation and search been
always regarded as exclusively one of a belligerent character? In proof
of this, the undersigned need only refer Lord Aberdeen to the authority of
Great Britain herself on the subject: "I can find no P.nthority" (says the
late Sir \Villiam Scott) "that gives the right of interruption to the naviga" tion of States upon the high seas, except that which the right of war
'·gives to belligcrants against neutrals. No nation can exercise a right of
"vigitation and search upon the common and unappropriated parts of the
"ocean, except upon the belligerant cbim." And, again: "No nation has
''the right to force their way for the liberation of Africa, by trampling
'' npon the independence of ot-b1er States, on the pretence of an eminent
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"good by means that are unlawful, or to press forward to a great principle
" hy breaking through other great principles which stand in the way."
Now, of all the principles ever attempted to be established in the past history of the doruinion of the sea, few probably could bG selected of more
offensive and objectionable character than those asserted. in Lord Palmerston's note. Indeed, it is difficult to believe that his lordship, or IIer Majesty's Government, cnnld seriously expect that any independent nation
could fo r a moment acquiesce in doctrines involving the cxtravagaut supposition of yielding to another the right of detcrminiQg upon the terms and ,
conditions upon which it should navigate tl1e ocean in a time of gener:1l
and profound peace. Such a power once submitted to, and there would
be no species of national degradation to which it might not lead. That
such would be the consequence, the undersigned feels himself at liberty to
suppose. Dnt if it \\'ere admitted, for the pu;pose ofill11stration, that such
a right was even doubtful, still tht> United States, as well as· other commercial na1ions, won!C: be bound to demand its discoutinuance, if attempted to
be exercised in the manner indicated in Lord Palmerston's note. Under
what restrictions and limitations could such a power be enforced? \Vhat
competent tribunal would thc:·e be to determine upon the degree of suspicion which is to jnstif)' tl1e hoarding and detention, and the right of determining the national character of all vessels under the flag of the United
States? Would it not make every subordinate commander of a Brinsh
cruiser the exclusi,-e judge, and not ouly lead to angry and exciting irritations upon the ocean, but to painful discussions between the two Governmetlts? What security would American merchantmen have against deciEions made without evidence, or where all the rnles of evidence might be
violated with impunity? "\-Vould it not, from its very nature, be a power
the exercise of which, in whatever form it might be guarded, could admit
of no just limitation? The answer to these questions will best show how
inconststent with the peace of Great Britain and the rights of other States
the exercise of any such power would be attended. But it is unnecessary
to press this view of the subject fnrther UJ.lOil Lord Aberdeen's atteution.
The objection is one of Jn·inciple, and not of e:rpedienc,y, and is, therefore,
wholly incapable of being O\'ercome by the manner or discret ion with
which the power might be exercised, or the limitations thrown around it.
However softened iu terms, or restricted, it must still be re.l!arded as imposin;:; restrictions npon the Ia wfnl commerce of neutral natious, and an
innO\'ation upon the liberty of the seas; a power which no independent
State could ever sl!bmit to without surreudering its independence and sovereignty, and disregarding tlw high obligations of duty which it owes to itself and the other nations of the world. Nor is there any force in the view
alleged by Lord Palmcrstorr, and upnn which ,great reiiance is placed, that
the flag of the Union is grossly alJLlsed by other nations, as a cover to their
slave tratfic. Tu \V bat extent the flag of the United States may h::we been
used for this purpose, the undersigned and his GoYernment have no means
of judging. That it has been grossly abused, however, there is too much
reason to believe and deplore; but, whatever this abuse may have been, it
can have no just influence either to strengthen or weaken the right asserted
by Her Majesty's Government.
In relation to the conduct of other nations, who seek to cover their infamous traffic by tbe framlulent use of the American flag, the Governmel)·t
of the United States cannot be responsible. It bas taken the steps which
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it deemed best to protect its flag as well as its character from abnse, and
will follow it up by such other measures as may appear to be called for.
The Government of the United States are not insensible to the force of
the considerations which belong to the subject of the African slave trade,
nor have they failed to manifest their sensibilit}' to whatever concerns its
abolition. J\ otlling is fmther from the wish of the American Government
than a desire to increase the difficulties or throw obstacles in the wav of the
execution of the existing treaties for its final extinction. This the undersigned has upoH more than one occasion had the honor of assuring Her
Majesty's Government, and takes leave now to repeat to Lord Aber·deen. Anxious, however, as the Gon:•rnment of the V'nitecl :States are to
promote the views of Her Majesty's Government on this subject, it cannot
consent to do so by sacriiicing the rights of its citizens or the honor of its
flag.
Her l\Iajesty's Government cannot be insensible of the importance and
value of guarding the rights of neutr<'.lity from every species of violation.
This duty belongs especially to great and po,verful nations, snch as Great
Britain am! the United States, !Jot only as the best means of preserving
peace, but giving security to we::tker communities, under the shadow of
impartial justice. Among neutral 1w.tions there is probably not one more
deeply interested than the United States. Their attitude is that of a neutral and peaceful Power. The consistent and persevering policy of their
Government has been displayed in defence of the rights of neutrality and
the liberty of the seas. Desirous to manifest cordial good will to all n:ltions, and maintain with each not only relations of the most perfect amity,
but those of a commercial character, upon the basis of a fair, equal, anu
just reciprocity, the United States will continue to gi,-e ro th ei r syst~m of
policy a sincere and steady adherence. Upon this basis, the relations between Great Britain and the United States, as well as all other nations, can
alone be expected to continue. The umlersigned, therefore, is happy to
see in the~e relations, as well as the justice of Iler Majesty's Government
and the firmness of his own, the best r~ason to expect not onlr ~Ll
abandonment of the power which is now asserted, with tl 1e whole system
of vexatious interruption and surveillance to which the vessels and commerce of the United States have ]wen subjected, hut the fntnre relations o[
the two countries placed npou the solid foundation of mutual iuterest and
comity, aud a more enlarged and liberal policy.
These are the views which the undersigned has deemed it his duty to
submit to Lord Aberdeen's consideration, upon the doctrines contained in
I.oru Palmerston's note, of a character so new and alarming to nationa l
sovereignty and sensibility, and the friendly rr.lations of the two .couutries.
He has presented them with the franlmess and camcstness which their importance merited, and with the high respect due to Her Majesty's Gov ern .
ment. He has, therefore, 110 other duty now to perform than to tran smit
copies of Lord Palmerston's communications to his GoYernment, and to
protest, in the most solemn manner, against their doctrines, as alike incon- •
sistent with the principles of public law, with the rights and soverei~nty oC
the United States, and with that sense of justice and right which belong to
the British nation.
The undersigned prays Lord Aberdeen to accept asmrauces cf his high
consideration and respect.
·
A. STEVENSON.
To the Right Hon, the Earl of ABERDEEN.
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Lord .aberdeen to llfr. Stevenson.-[coPY.]

FOREIGN OFFICE, October 13, 1!341.
The undersigned, Her l\Iajesty's Principal Secretary ,of State for Foreign
Affairs, has had the honor to receive the note of Mr. Stevenson, Envoy
Extraordinary and Miuister Plenipotentiary of the United States of America, dated on the lOth of September, in continuation of a correspondence
with the predecessor of the undersigned in this office, and relatiug to the
visitation of vessels bearing the American flag and suspected of being engaged in the African ~lave trade.
If the nudersigned feels it necessary to offer some remarks upon the
note of l\1r, Stevenson, he is desirous of doing so in the manner best calculated to ensure a candid and impartial consideration; for he would deeply
regret that any harshness or asperity of expression should aggravate the
difficulties of a sttbject which is, at all times, but too liable to produce excitement and irritation. Tile undersigned is a ware of the susceptibility of
national feeling in all that affects national h01l0r, and he requests .Mr.
Stevenson to believe that it is with the most unfeigned respect for the
rights, houor, and independence of the United States, that he now proceeds to address !Jim.
The undersigned will forbear from entering into any particulars of the
visitation of the vessels, which has formed the principal matter of Mr.
Stevenson's complaint to Her l\lajesty's GoYcrnmcnt, aud which has been
fully discussed in his correspondence. with the predecessor of the undersigned.
That proceeding may have been justifiable or otherwise, and the undersigned will ~e prepared, if necessary, to enter with l\fr. Stevenson into the
details of the question; but his present object is that of a more general
nature. He is desirous of placing very briefly before Mr. Stevenson the
consequences of those principles which !Je has laid down, aud to appeal to
his candor-the undersigned had almost said to the dictates of plain sensein order to reject such a conclusion as that which must necessarily flow
from the arguments contained in l\Ir. Stevensou's note.
}lr, S~evenson claims for the American flag an absolute exemption from
all interference, and utterly denies the right of the British Governmeut,
under any circumstances whatever, to visit, in time of peace, merchant
vessels bearing the flag of the Union .
Mr. Stevenson quotes the opinion delivered by Lord Stowell upon this
subject; who declares that, in order to extirpate t!tis odious traffic, it would
. not be lawful to capture vessels, even if they !Jad slaves on board; and,
alw, that for the same purpose, however laudable, no right of search could
be admitted to cxi~t.
Now, the undersigned is the last person who would presume to question
the authority of tile distinguished jurist to whom l\Ir. Stevenson has referred. But Mr. Stevenson will recollect that the judgment of Lord Stowell
was delivered in the case of a French vessel which had actually been cap·tmed, and w.::.s condemned by a Dritish tribunal. The sentence was reversed
by Lord Stowell in the year 1817. At that period, Great Britain had no
reason to presume that the slave trade was regarded as criminal by the
whole civilized world, or that all nations had united their efl'orts for its
suppression. And, even if such had been the case, it would have been
very far from affording any justification of the sentence reversed. But the
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undersigned must observe, that the present happy concurrence of the .States
of Christendom in this great object, not merely justifies, but renders indispensable, the right now claimed and exercised by the British Government.
The undersigned readily admits, that to visit and search American vessels
in time of peace, when that right of search is not granted by treaty, would
be an infraction of public law and a violation of national dignity and independence. But no such right is asserted.
We sincerely desire to respect vessels of the United States; but we may
reasonably expect to know what it really is that we respect. Doubtless
the flag is prima facie evidence of the nationality of the vessel; and, if
this evidence were, in its nature, conclusive and irrefragable, it ought to
preclude all further inquiry. But it is sufficiently notorious, that the flags
of all nations are liable to be assumed by those who have no right or title
to bear them.
Mr. Stevenson himself fully admits the extent to which the American
flag has been employed for the purpose of covering this infamous traffic.
The undersigned joins with .Mr: Stevenson in deeply lamenting the evil,
and he agrees with him in thinking that the United States ought not to be
considered responsible for this abuse of their flag. But if all inquiry be
resisted, even when carried no fnrther than to ascertain the nationality of
the vessel, and impunity be claimed for the most Ia wless and desperate of
mankind in the commission of this fraud, the nndersigned greatly fears that
it may be regarded as sometlling like an assumption of that responsibility
which has been deprecated by Mr. Stevenson.
While Mr. Stevenson deplores the prevalence of this abuse, and the nefarious character of the trade, can he be satisfied that no remedy should be
applied or attempted?
The nndersig11ed hopes and believes that the number of bona fide American vessels engaged in the trade is very small, and thus the danger of
interference with such vessels by British cruisers must be of rare occurrence.
!\lr. Stevenson will admit that his objection to this interference would?
under any circumstances, tend in it~ consequences to the protection of
an abominable traffic, stigmatizP.d by the whole Christian world; but the
confession of Mr. Stevenson, that the trade is extensively carried on under
the fraudulent use of the Arnericnn fiag, does in truth justify the whole
claim put forward by the Brittsh Government.
It coGstitntes that reasonable ground of suspicion which the law of
nations requires in such a case. The admitted fact of this abuse creates
the right of inquiry.
The undersigtted renounces all pretension on the part of the British
Government to visit and search American vessels in time of peace. Nor
is it as American that such vessels are ever visited. But it has been the
invariable practice of the British navy, and, as the undersigned believes, of
all navies in th e world, to ascertain by visit the real nationality of merchant
vessels met with on the high seas, if there be good reason to apprehend
their illegal character.
In certain latitudes and for a particular object the vessels referred to are
visited, not as America11, bnt 1 ith er fis British vessels engaged in an
unlawful trafl1c, and carryittg the fla~ of the United States for a criminal
purpose, or as belonging to States which have by treaty conceded to Great
Britain the right of. se,ll·cll, and which right it is attempted to defeat by
3
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fraudulently beanng the protecting flag of the Union; or, finally, they are
visited as piratical outla\\·s, possessing no claim to any flag or nationality
whatever.
Now, it can scarcely be maintained by Mr. Stevenson that Great Britaitl.
should be bound to permit her own subjects, with British vessels and British capital, to carry on before the eyes of British officers this detestable
traffic in human beings, which the law has declared to be piracy, merely
because they had the audacity to commit an additional offence by fraudulently usurping the American flag.
Neither could Mr. Stevenson, with more reason, affirm that the subjects
of States which have granted to Great Britain the right of search should
be enabled to violate the obligation of their treaties, by displaying the flag
of the Union, contrary to the will and in defiance of the American Government itst>lf.
Still less would l\Ir. Stevenson pretend to claim immunity for piratical
ad\•enturers who should endeavor to shelter their lawless proceedings under the ensign of the United States.
Bnt unless Mr. Stevenson be prepared to maintain these propositions, the
whole fabric of his argument falls to the ground; for the undersigned
admits, that if the British cruisP-r should possess a knowledge of the American character of any vessel, his visitation of such vessel would be entirely
unjustifiable.
He further admits, that so much respect and honor are due to the American flag, that uo vessel bearing it ought to be visited by a British cruiser,
except under the most grave suspicions and well-founded doubts of the
genuineness of its character.
The undersigned, although with pain, must add that if such visit should
l.ead to the proof of the American origin of the vessel, and that she was
avowedly engaged in the slave trade, exhibitiug to view the manacles,
fetters, and other usual implements of torture, or had even a number of
these unfortunate beings on board, no British officer could interfere further.
He might give information to the cruisers of the United States, but it
.vould not be in his own power to arrest or impede the prosecution of the
voyage and the success of the undertaking.
It is obvious, therefore, that the utmost caution is necessary in the exercise of the right claimed by Great Britain. \Vhile we have recourse to the
necessary, and indeed the only means for detecting imposture, the practice
will be carefully guarded, and limited to cases of strong snspicion. The
undersigned begs to assure Mr. Stevenson that the most precise and positive instructions have been issued to her Majesty's officers on this subject.
The United States have stigmatized this abominable trade in terms of
abhorrence as strong as the people of this country.
They are also actively engaged in its suppression. But if, instead of
joining their efforts to those of Great Britain, and laboring with her for the
attainment of this great blessing to humanity, the United States had wished
to follow a different course, the reasoning employed in Mr. Stevenson's
note is precisely such as would be resorted to for its defence and justification.
The undersigned, with his conviction of the perfect good faith and sincerity of the Government of the United States, would almost fear to offen·d
Mr. Stevenson even by disclaiming any such suspicion; but he believes
Mr. Stevenson will agree with him in lamenting that the effects of tlie
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policy of the United States should have any tendency to create a different
impression in the minds of those who are disposeu to think less favorably
and less justly upon this subject.
Great Britain makes no pretension, claims no right, which she is not
ready and desirous to concede to the United States.
A mutual right of search, regulated in such a manner as to prevent the
occurrence of any irritating circumstances, has always appeared to the
undersigned to be the most reasonable, the most simple, and most effectual
method of attaining the great object which both Governments have in view.
But this proposal has already been rejected by the United States, and
the undersigned is not instructed again to offer it for consideration.
It is for the American Government alone to determine what may be due
to a just regard for their national dignity and national interests; but the
undersigned must be permitted to express his conviction, that rights which
have been mutually conceded to each other by the Governments of Great
Britain and France can scarcely be incompatible with the honor and independence of any State upon the face of the earth.
The undersigned avails himself of this 6ccasion to request of Mr. Stevenson to accept the assurances of his distinguished consideration.
ABERDEEN.
A. STEVENSON, Esq., &c.

Mr. Stevenson to Lo1·d .dberdcen.-[corv.]
32, UPPER GnosvE:r>OR S·r., Octobc1· 21, 1840.
The undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
from the United States of America, has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the note which Lord Aberdeen, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary
of State for Foreign Affairs, did him the honor to address to him, under
date of the 13th instant, in answer to the one from the undersigned of the
lOth of September, relative to the visitation and interruption to which the
vessels and commerce of the United States have been subjected by British
cruisers in the African seas, and which has been made the subject of complaint to Her Majesty's Government; and, having considered with the attention which their importance merits the arguments presented by Lord
Aberdeen's note, the undersigned has now the honor to submit to his lordship's consideration the observations which he feels himself called upon to
tnake.
•
Before proceeding to do so, however, the undersigned will take occasion
to remark, that he shaTes fully in the opinion expressed by Lord Aberdeen
as to the importance of avoiding, in the discussion of grave questions of
national character, every thing calculated to embarrass or throw difficulties in the way of impartial and dispassionate consideration. The undersigned, therefore, with great sincerity, assures Lord Aberdeen of the readiness and zeal with which he is disposed to conduct the negotiations between
the two countries on his part, in a manner the most conciliatory and best
calculated to preserve peace; and that he should equally deplore with
Lord Aberdeen that any harshness or asperity of expres~ion should be
suffered to mingle in the discussion of a question involving national sensibility and feeling, and so liable, as his lordship justly supposes, to produce
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excitement and irritation. He begs Lord Aberdeen, therefore, to believe
that it is under the influence of such feelings, and with the most perfect
respect both for himself and Her Majesty's Government, that he now
proceeds to reply [to J those parts of his lordship's note which he deems it his
duty to notice.
To enable him to do this, it may be important to ascertain what is the
real question at issne between the two Governments, and the precise
nature of the power asserted by Her Majesty's Government over the vessels and commerce of the United States. It may be thus briefly stated:
The Government of Great Britain, with that of other nations, regarding
the African slave trade as a great evil, united in measures for its abolition.
For that purpose, Jaws were p,assed and treaties concluded giving to the
vessels of each of the contracting parties the mutual right of search, under
certain limitations. Independent of these treaties, and under the principles
of public law, this right of search could not be exercised. The United
States were invited to become a party to these tteaties; but, for reasons
which they deemed satisfactory, and growing out of the peculiar character
.of their institutions and systems of Government, they declined doing so.
They deemed it inexpedient, under any modification or in any form, to
yield the right of having their vessels searched or interfered with, in time
of peace, upon the high seas. With the history of the negotiations which
took place on this subject, between the two Governments, Lord Aberdeen
is doubtless informed. In the mean time, some of the Powers who were
parties to these treaties, and others who refused to become so, continued
to prosecute their slave traffic; and to enable them to do so with more
effect, they resorted to the use of the flags of other nations, but more particularly that of the United States. To prevent this, and enforce her treaties, Great Britain deemed it important that her cruisers in the African seas
should have the right of detaining and examining all vessels navigating
those seas, for the pnrpose of ascertaining their national character. Against
this practice the Government of the United States protested, and the
numerous cases out of which the present discussion has arisen became
-subjects of complaint and negotiation between the two Governments. Her
:Majesty's Government, however, having refused to make reparation in any
of the cases, and still asserting the right of her cruisers to continue the
practice of detaining and examining all vessels on the coasts and in the
African seas, it becomes important that the precise character and extent of
the right thus claimiid should be clearly ascertained. In the last note which
the undersigned had the honor of addressing to Lord Aberdeen, he attempted to ~how, in the first place, that the right asserted by Her Majesty's
Government, in Lord Palmerston's note of the 27th of August, was substantially a right of search; and in the next place, that, if it was not, still
the right of interference in the manner asserted with the vessels or flags of
other nations, not parties to these treaties, was not less unlawful and unjustifiable.
Now, Lord Aberdeen disclaims the right of searching American vessels
on the high seas, and admits that to do so would be a gross infraction of
the public law, and a violation of national sovereignty and independence.
But his lordship contends, that in requiring vessels sailing under the flag
of the United States to submit to the operation of examination, in the manner and for the objects proposed by his Government, there would be no
violation of national rights or honor, and, consequently, nothing to which
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the Government of the United States ought rightfully to object. Upon
this hranch of the subject, the undersigned does not intend to repeat the
arguments contained in his previous correspondence with Her Majesty's
late Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. Referring Lord
Aberdeen to that correspondence, he will contf'nt himself with submitting
such additional observations as his lordship's last note has rendered
necessary.
Is the right, then, chimed by Her Majesty's Government, less an infractior.. of the principles of public law and the rights of independent States
than that of search, which is disclaimed?
Now, Lord Aberdeen will remark, that the right asserted by his predecessor for Her Majesty's Government is clear and explicit. It is thus
stated in Lord Palmerston's note : "That Her Majesty's Government have
"'decided that the flag of the United States shall exempt no vessel (whether
"American or not) from search by Her Majesty's cruisers in the African
"'seas, unless such vessel shall be found provided with papers entitling her
"to the protection of the flag she wears, and proving her to be United
"States property, and navigating the ocean according to law." Of what
law, however, whether public or municipal, his lordship does not state, but
leaves to be iuferred. This doctrine Lord Aberdeen is understood to affirm.
Now, in tlie first place, here is an actual denial of the right of vessels of
the United States to navigate the ocean in time of peace, without being
subjected to detention and examination, and without proof of their being
the property of citizens of the United States, and documented according to
law. It constitutes the commandant of every British cruiser the exclusive
judge to decide whether such vessels, in the language of his lordship, be
"properly provided with papers entitling them to the protection of the
".flag tltey wear, and proving them to be United States property, and
~'navigating the ocean according to law." \Vhat essential difference,
then, is there between the right of search, in its harshest form, and that of
arresting the vessels of an independent nation on their voyage, compelling
their officers to leave their vessels, and subjecting them and their papers to
the examination and decision of every subordinate HOt Val commauder? Is
it not the right of placing British cruisers on any part of the ocean thfl,t
Her Majesty's Go,·ernment may select, and prescribing the terms upon
which other nations are to participate in the freedom of the seas? Is it
not, in effect, a claim of jurisdiction over the whole of the African coasts
and seas, as exclusive as that which could only be enjoyed within the
acknowledged limits of local sovereignty? To these questions but one
answer can be given. It must,be in the affirmati,·e. But to what consequences would not such a pow~r lead, if once submitted to? Where would
it end? If Great Britain can exercise such a power, why may not other
nations do the same? \Vhat is there to prevent those States, especially,
who have entered into treaties for the abolition of slavery, from subjecting
the vessels and commerce of the United States to similar interruptions and
embarrassments ?
Why should not Hayti (who has lately been iuduced to prohibit the
slave trade) authorize her cruisers to follow the example of Her Majesty's
Government? By one of her recent laws upon the subject, she did assert
a similar right ; but it was afterwards changed, at the instance of Great Britain, upon the ground that no nation had the right in time of peace to enforce
the provisions of their laws and treaties aga!nst States who were not par-
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ties to them, and consequently not bound by them. In the note addressed'
by the undersigned to Lord Palmerston, under date of the 27th of February, 1841, and referred to in the one to Lord Aberdeen, allusion was made
to the proceedings of Her Majesty's Government, tmder which the Haytian Govemment were induced to change their Ia ws. At that time at least~
it is presumed, Her Majesty's Government had not determined to assert
this right of dominion over the sea. Bnt, again, why might not the right
of search for seamen and deserters, and that of impressment, be defended
upon the principles of the pres~ut claim? Let it be supposed, for purposes
of illustration, tbat Great Britain had entered into treaties with other na1-ions, by which the right of search for seamen or deserters was given to
the vessels of each other, and that some of the contracting St..1.tes, in order
to evade their engagemeuts, should resort to the fraudulent use of the flags
of other nations. And suppose, also, that, with the view of enforcing these
treaties, it should be deemed expedient to assert a right of boarding and
examining, upon the high seas, the vessels of nations who had not surrendered the right, and were not parties to tl;le treaties? Does Lord Aberdeen
or Her Majesty's Government believe that such a power would be tolerated by any independent nation upon the face of the earth? And yet, what
difference would there be between such a case and the one under consideration, except that the one would relate to slavery and thE' other to impressment ?-subjects, probably, equally important in the view of Her Majesty's
Government.
It was against the exercise of any such right that the distinguished jurist, to whom reference has been made, declared (whilst sitting as a court
under the law of nations) "that no authority could be found which gave
any right of visitation or inten·uption over the vessels and navigation of
other States, on the high seas, except that which the right of war gives to
belligerants against neutrals ; and that Great Britain had no right to force
her way to the liberation of Africa, by trampling upon the rights and independence of other nations, for any good, however eminent."
Upon what principles, then, of public Ia w or of common right or justice
such a power as that now asserted is to be defended or justified, Her Majesty's Government have not deemed it expedient to state. As yet, it has
been left to stand for its whole efficacy upon the grounds of expediency.
The undersigned must therefore repeat the opinion, expressed in his note
to Lord Aberdeen, that there is no essential difference whatever between
the right of search and that now asserted for Her Majesty's Government.
But Lord Aberdeen contends that, in resisting the exercise of this right in
· the form in which it has been made, the undersigned is necessarily compelled to claim, not only immunity for the flag of the United States, and all
the piratical adventurers who are endeavoring to shelter themselves under
it, but to maintain that Great Britain herself would be bound to permit her
own subjects, with British vessels and British capital, to carry on their
traffic undflr their own eyes, provided it was done under the fraudulent use
of an American flag; and his lordship further declares that, unless the
undersigned is prepared to maintain to their full extent these propositions~
the whole fabric of his argument must fall to the ground.
Now, the undersigned begs to observe that Lord Aberdeen has greatly
misapprehended the principles and arguments contained in the note which
he had the honor of addressing to his lordship. and which it becomes
proper to seize the earliest moment of correcting. This the undersigned
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will the more readily do, because he is persuaded, {rom the spirit iu which
Lord Aberdeen's note is written, that he will take pleasure in correct iug
any misapprehension into which he may unintentionally have been drawn.
Indeed, the undersigned must have expressed himself very imperfectly, if,
in denying the right of interfcriug with vessels under the Americau flag,
he did not convey the opinion that he intended to limit his objection te>
vessels bona fide American, and not to those belonging to nations \Vhe>
might fraudulently have assumed the flag of the United States. With the
vessels of other nations, whether sailing under their own or another flag~
the Government of the United States can have no authority or uesire to
interfere. The undersigned, therefore, did not mean to be understood as
denying to Great Britain, or any other nation, the right of seizing their
vessels, or punishing their snbjects for any violation of their laws or treaties, provided, however, it should be done without violating the principles
of public law or the rights of other nations. Nor are snch the consequences which can fuirly be deduced from the argument which he had the
honor of addressing to Lord Aberdeen, and which his lordship seems se>
greatly to have misapprehended. Great Britain has the undoubted right ~
aud so have all other nations, to detain and examine the .vessels of theili
own subjects, whether slavers or not, and whether with or without a flag
pnrporting to be that of the United States; but, in doing this, it must be
borne in mind that they hav•3 no color of right, nor will they be permitted
to extend such interference to the vessels or citizens of the United States
sailing under the protection of the flag of their country.
If Great Britain, or any other nation, cannot restrain the slave traffic of
their own peo 1>le upon tbe ocean, without violating the rights of other nations and the freedom of the seas, then indeed the impunity of which Lord
Aberdeen speaks will take place. This may be deplored, but it cannot be
avoided. But Lord Aberdeen asserts, that it has been the invariable practice of the British navy, and he believes of all the navies in the world, to
ascertain, by visit, the real character of merchant vessels met with on the
high seas, if there be good reason to apprehend their illegal character.
Now, the undersigned must be excused for doubting whether any such
practice as that which Lord Aberdeen supposes, certainly not to the extent
now claimeu, has ever prevailed in time of peace. In war, the right of
visitation is practised, nnder the limitations a.nthorized by the laws of nations, but not in peace. What other nation than Great .Britaiu has ever
asserted or attempted to exercise it? None, it is believed. There is another misapprehension, also, into which Lord Aberdeen seems to have fallen,.
that it may be important ro eorrect. It relates to an admission which his
lordship supposes the undersigned to have made, as to the extent of the
abuse of the American flag for purposes of slave traffic. Now, the undersigned would submit, that be did not intend to express, nor did be, any
opinion as to the extent to which the flag of the United States was abused
by other nations. So far from it, he expressly stated, as Lord Aberdeen
will perceive by reference to his note, that neither he nor his Government
had the means of forming any opinion upon the subject. He admitted the
abuse of the flag, and deplored it; but to what extent he gave no opinion.
Nor can the undersigned yield to the force of the reasoning employed by
Lord Aberdeen, arising out of the limited number of bona fide American
vessels engaged in the slave trade, to prove that the danger of interference
with American vessels will be of rare occurrence. He readily admits, wit
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Lord Aberdeen, that there are few American vessels, if any, engaged in
the slave trade; but, in admitting the fact., he does not perceivil very clearly
what bearing it can have upon the present discussion, or how the smallness
of the number of American slavers can at all guard against the evils which
Lord Aberdeen supposes. For if it be true, as his lordship contends, that
the abuse by other nations of the flag of the United States is one of increasing extent, and that it can in no way be preventerl but by the examination of all vessels sailing under the flag of the United States; aud as it
must also be admitted, that there are numerous American vessels engaged
in Ia wful commerce in the African seas, which, with other vessels, are to be
subjected to detention and exa,rnination, what possiblo effect can the number of American slavers have in preventing the interference to that more
numerous class of merchantmen who are to be found engaged in commerce
throughout the whole of the African seas? If there was not a single vessel
of the United States engaged in the slave trade, the evils and interruptions
which Lord Aberdeen is so desirous of avoiding must still take place,
whenever the right shall be attempted to be euforced against those vessels
that are not slavers. But the !:!Teat caution which is to be observed in the
exercise of the .right, and the ~areful manner in which it will be guarded,
is greatly relied on by Lord Aberdeen in its defence. Indeed, his lordship
declares, that so much honor and respect are due to the flag of the United
States, that it is only to be exercised in certain latitudes, and exclusively
confined to cases where the strongest suspicion and well-founded doubts
exist. Now, 'the undersigned would.respectfully ask, of what consequence
it cau be to the United States, if their rights or the honor of their flag are
violated, whether it be done upon one part of the ocean or another? In relation to the well-founded suspicion to which Lord Aberdeen refers, it
might have been desirable (if the manner of exercising an unlawful power
can excuse it) that his lordship should have stated what the particular
character and degree of the suspicion was.to be, \vhich wv.s alone to justify the interference of Her Majesty's cruisers. That such a right as that
claimed, if it existed, could not safely be confided to those of Her Majesty's
cruisers who have heretofore been in the habit of exercising it, the undersigned feels himself warranted in supposing. This, h~ presumes, will be
satisfactorily shown by the cases which he has heretofore presented to Her
Majesty's Government, and for which no reparation has yet been made.
These cases will show the embarrassments and injuries to whieh the trade
and commerce of the United States. throughout the whole of the African
seas, have already been subjected by the vexatious seizures and detentions
of Her Majesty's cruisers, and in most of them without justification or
excuse.
That the right asserted by Her Majesty's Government may be regarded
as important, may not be doubted. Indeed, the undersigned would not
act frankly towards Lord Aberdeen if he were to pretend that the consequences of refusing the exercise of the right by the American Government
might not throw very great difficulties iu the way of executing the existing
treaties for the abolition of the slave trade ; but, as he has taken occasion
heretofore to observe, the admission can neither strengthen the claim of
right nor diminish the force of the objections to it on the part of the Unitod
States.
There remains only one other part of Lord Aberdeen's note which the
undersigned deems it necessary at this time to notice. It is that in which
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his lordship expresses the opinion, that any right of search which shall have
been conceded by two such Governments as France and Great Britain can
scarcely be considered as incompatible with the honor and independence of
~ny nation upon earth. Now, if LorJ Aberdeen's remark was intended to
apply to the proposal which was made by Her Majesty's Government tQ
that of the United States for a mutual right of search, secured and guarded
by treaty stipulations, the undersigned has no observation to make; but if
this opinion of his lordship was intended to apply to the right now asserted
by Great Britain, and proposed by her Government to be exercised in the
absence of all conventional arrangement, then the undersigned must be
allowed to express his decided dissent. That the exercise of mutual rights
properly secured, might not be incompatible with national honor and sovereignty he readily admits, inasmuch as the eontractiug parties would stand
upon the footing of equality and security. This he presumes to be the case
between France and Great Britain ; but such would not be the case between
Great Britain and the United States. The undersigned must therefore, after
the most careful consideration of the arguments advanced in Lord Aberdeen's note, repeat the opinion which he has heretofore expressed, that if
a power such as that which is now asserted by Her Majesty's GovernmeHt
shail be enforced, not only without consent, but in the face of a direct refusal to concede it, it can be regarded in no other light by the Government
of the United States than a violation of national rights and sovereignty,
and the incontestable principles of international law. That its exercise may
lead to consequences of a painful character, there is too much reason to apprehend. In cases of conflicting rights between nations, the precise line
which neither can pass, but to which each may advance, is not easily found
or marked; and yet exists, whatever may be the difficulty of discerning it.
In ordinary cases of disagreement there is little danger; each nation may
and often does yield something to the other. Such, however, it is to be
feared, is not the prest>nt case. The peculiar nature of the power asserted,
and the consequences which may be apprehended from its exercise, make
it one of an important and momentous character. Involving, as it does,
questions of high and dangerous sovereignty, it may justly be regarded as
deeply endangering the good understanding of the two countries. Ought
Her Majesty's Government then, under such circumstances, to insist upon
its enforcement? That it will not, the undersig.n ed cannot permit himself
to doubt. He will therefore continue to cherish the hope that, upon a
careful review of the whole subject, Her Majesty's Government will see
the importance of adopting other measures for the suppression of the slave
trade than those now proposed, and which will be far better calculated, not
only to accomplish the object desired, but to preserve the friendly relations
of the two countries upon principles consistent with the interest and honor
of both.
The undersigned avails himself of the occasion to renew to Lord Aberdeen assurances of his distinguished consideration and respect,
A. STEVENSON.
To the Earl of AuEnDEEN.
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CORRESPONDENCE
RE.LATI:'<G TO THE CASE OF J.UIES GROGAN.

GoverMr Jenison to the Secretar,y of State.-[ coPY.]
SHOREHAM, VT., September 29, 1841.
Sm: I take the liberty to forward, for the information of the President,.
ilie enclosed d~positions, which I received last evening, in relation to a gross
outrage committed in the town of Alburg, in this State, by a party of armed men from the province of Canada.
Upon the first intelligence of the affair, I had appointed an agent torepair to Alburgh, and to take such teRtirnony as might be necessary to
establish all the important facts connected with the aggression upon our
territory. The inhabitants in the vicinity have, to the extent. of the enclosed,
anticipated me. Should any additional facts appear, on the report of the
agent, they shall be immediately communicated to you.
Copies of proceedings of public meetings in Alburg, St. Albans, &c.,
show the temper of the community in that neighborhood. But, unless this
act shall be followed by other provocations, I do not apprehend any disturbance of the public tranquillity, as in iS37.
I have taken the liberty to write to the acting Governor of Canada,
suggesting the circumstances connected with the seizure and abduction of
Grogan, and suppose, perhaps, proceedings in his case may be delayed
until the matter may be laid before the General Government.
This James W. Grogan was somewhat notorious during the Canadian
troubles in 1837 and 1838, and made himself very obnoxious to the Government. He was demanded of me by the then Governor of Canada, being
charged with the crime of arson. Believing the offence charged to have
been of a political character, or at least to have grown out of the rebellion,
as it was termed, I declined to interfere in the matter, and the agent proceeded to Washington on the same business, in January, 1839.
Whatever may be the character of· Grogan or of his offences against the
Government of Canada, will not the circumstances under which he was
seized and taken from our territory make it the duty of our Government to
interfere in his behalf?
I beg I may not be considered ofilcious in this matter, for the excitable
state of public feeling, the critical state of our relations with Great Britain~
and her repeated aggressions of a similar character, scarcely left me at l'l.berty
to delay, even could I have reconciled such a course with a sense of duty.
I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,
S. H. JENISON,
Governor of Vermont.
Hon. D. WEBSTER, Secretary of State.

Jl.fr. F. Webster to Governor Jenison.-[ooPY.]
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, October 5, 1841.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency's
letter of the 29th ultimo, accompanied by depositio:Q.s relating to the recent
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outrage committed in the town of Alburg in your State, by a party of armed men from the province of Canada.
The subject had previously been brought to the notice of this Departrneut, which has addressed the proper representations in regard to it to the
minister of Her Britannic Majesty accredited to this Government.
I have the honor, &c,
FLETCHER WEBSTER,

.!lcting Secretary of State.
His Excellency, S. H. JENISoN,
Governor of Vennont, Shoreham.

Governor Jenison to the Secretary of StaLe.- [coPY.]
MoNTPELIER, V T., October 12, 1841.
Sm: In accordance with a suggestion made in a note I had the honor t()
address you some days since, in regard to the abduction of James W. Grogan, I herewith transmit copies of depositions taken by an agent appointe<l
by me to perform tbat service.
It appears that, since these depositions were taken, the anthorities of
Canada have returned Grogan to this State, and it is said that the Canadian
Government have satisfied him for all personal injuries and wrongs which
he has suffered.
I am happy to assure yon that I am satisfied no measures of retaliation
or conduct calculated to distnrb the public peace need be feared from our
citizens on the border of this State. They seem willing to rest the matter
with the Government, trusting that effectual measures will be taken, not only
to obtain suitable redress for this violation of our territory, but to prevent
a recurrence of aggression.
With great respect, I am, sir, your obedient servant,
S. H. JENISON, Governm·.
Hon. DANIEL \VEBSTER, Sec1·etary of Stllte.

Jfr. F. TVebster to Governor Jenison.- [coPY.]

DEPARTMENT oF STATE, October 18, 1841.
SIR: I have the honor, in the absence of the Secretary of State, to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 12th instant, together with the accompanying documents.
It is gratifying to hear of the safe return of Mr. Grogan, and that no
measures of retaliation are likely to be taken by the inhabitants of Vermont.
I have the honor, &c.,
FLETCHER WEBSTER,

.Acting Secretary of State.
His Excellency, S. H. JENISON,

Governor of Vermont, Shoreham.
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Mr. F. Webster to Mr. Fox.-[coPY.]
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, Septembe1· 28, 1841.
Sm: I am instructed by the President of the United States, in the ab.sence of the Secretary of State, to invite your attention to the accompanying evidence of an outrage said to have been committed, on the night of
the 19th instant, at the town of Alburg, within the limits of the State of
Vermont, on the person of one James W. Grogan: by a party of armed
British soldiers, under the command of their of!lcer.
It will appear from these documents that, on the night above mentioned,
between the hours of two and three o'cloc:k, the dwelling-house of William
Brown, situated in the town of Albmg, was forcibly entered by a party of
armed men, and that, in addition to other acts of violence, the said James
W. Grogan, after the infliction upon his person of serious injuries, was
seized and carried off, and is said now to be detained in close confinement
by the military authorities in Canada.
The President cannot but feel the greatest anxiety as to this most extraordinary transaction. He will not permit himself to doubt but that [the J
British Government will institute an immediate inquiry into aU the circumstances attendant upon an act so well calculated to disturb the peaceful relations which now subsist between the Government of Her Britannic
Majesty and that of the United States; and that it will, immediately on
being informed of the circumstances under which the seizure was made,
order the liberation of said Grogan from confinement, and bring to speedy
.and condign punishment the perpetrators of this violation of the territorial
rights of the Unitec.l States.
I am further instructed by the President respectfully, but urgently, to
invite your earliest attention to the subject of this note.
I avail myself of this occasion to offer to you the assurance of my high
.consideration.
FLETCHER WEBSTER,
.llcting Secretary of State.
HENRY S. Fox, Esq., ~·c.

Mr. Fox to Mr. F. Wehster.-[coPY.]
'VASHINGTON, SPptember 29, 1841.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of yei:!terd~y's date, with various depositions enclosed, relating to an alleged infractwn of the territorial rights of the United States by a party of soldiers
in Her Majesty's service, who are represented to have crossed the boundary line from Canada into Vermont, on the night of the 19th instant, and
to have forcibly carried away into Canada, from the village of Alburg, in
the State of Vermont, an individual named "James Grogan." I lose no
time in transmitting your letter, with its accompanying doct~me_nts~ to Her
Majesty's authorities in Canada, who, I have no dou?t, w1ll mst~tute, as
speedily as possible, the necessary inquiries ~nto the partlculars. of th1s transaction, and furnish me with full informatwn thereupon ; and I shall the11
SIR:
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unmediately have the honor of communicating to you the result of those
inquiries.
I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you the assurance of my distinguished consideration.

H. S. FOX ..
FLETCHER WEBSTER,

Esq.,

.Jlcting Secretary of State.

Mr. Fox to Mr. F. W ebster.-[ coPY.]
WASHINGToN, October 21, 1841.
Sm : With reference to my letter to you of the 29th ultimo, written in
reply to yonr letter to me of the preceding day, npon the subject of therecent capture and arrest of an individual named James Grogan, I have now
the honor to info~m you that Lieutenant General Sir Richard Jackson, administrator of the Government of British North America, had already, previously to receiving through me the representation of the United States.
Government, had his attention directed to the business, and had caused an
inquiry to be made into the circumstances of the arrest.
It appears that Grogan, the individual in question, is the same infamous
malefactor who was guilty of crimes of deep atrocity (the burning and
destruction of dwelling-houses, with inhuman treatment of their inhabitants) within the province of Canada, during the winter of 1838, having
issued from the territory of the United States for the commission of those
crimes, and retreated again for safety under the protection of the same territory. As it was ascertained, however, upon inquiry, that the recent arrest ··
of this malefactor had been improperly effected by a British party, at a
place beyond the jurisdiction of the province of Canada,·and within thR territory and jurisdiction of the State of Vermont, orders were given by the
administrator of the Government for his immediate release.
The man has been taken out of confinement accordingly, and, having
been conducted by the sheriff of Montreal to the American line, has been
there set at liberty, as near as could be to the place where he was captured.
•
I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you the assurance of my distinguished consideration.

H. S. FOX .
FLETCHER WEBSTER,

Esq.,

.l:lcting Secretary of State.

Mr. Fox to Mr. Webster.-[ coPY.]
WAsHINGTON,

November 26, 1841.

Sm: With reference to my recent correspondence with the acting· Secretary of State, upon the subject of the capture and arrest, and subsequent
release, by order of Her Majesty's authorities in Canada, of the individual
named James Grogan, I am now further enabled to state to you that Her
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Majesty's Government in England, upon receiving the first report of the
improper arrest and detention of Grogan, and before the arrival of any
official communication upon the snbject, had immediately transmitted orders to the acting Governor of Canada for the release of Grogan, and for
his restoration to the State of Vermont, if the illegality of the arrest should
be confirmed. The acting Governor of Canada had in the mean time, as
you are already informed, anticipated the desire of Her Majesty's Government in this respect, and had further directed an inquiry to be made into
the circumstances of Grogan's arrest, with the view of visiting with suitable punishment any persons in Her Majesty's service who should be proved
to have been concerned in the affair. The United States Government will
perceive that the whole proceeding in this case has been the prompt and
voluntary decision of Her Majesty's Government. It has arisen from their
own sense of justice, and from a desire to make amends where wrong is
proved to have been committed.
I avail myself of this occasion to renew to you the assurance of my distinguished consideration.
H. S. FOX.
The Hon. DANIEL WEBSTER, &c.

!rfr. fVebste1· to M1·. Fox.-[coPY.]
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, November 21, 1841.
SIR: Your letter of the 21st ultimo, to the acting Secretary of State, was
duly received at the Department, and I have now the honor to aclmowledge also the receipt of your letter of the 26th of this month, in which yon
say "that Her Majesty's Government in England, upon receiving the first
report of the improper arrest and detention of Grogan, and before the arrival of any official communication upon the subject, had immediately
transmitted orders to the acting Governor of Canada for the release of Grogan, and for his restoration to the State of Vermont, if the illegality of the
arrest should be confirmed."
I am directed by the President to express his sense of the very proper
and prompt manner in which Her Majesty's Government in England, as
well as her Canadian authorities, have acted in the case of Grogan, and he
trusts that equal regard to justice and to what is due by one friendly nation
to another may distinguish every occasion of intercourse between the two
Governments.
I pray you to accept renewed assurances of my distinguished consideration.
DANIEL WEBSTER.
HENRY S. Fox, Esq., &c.
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CORRESPONDENCE
.RELATING TO THE DUTIES LEVIED n; BRITISH PORTS ON A)!ERICAN ROUGO:
RICE.

Mr. Stevenson to Lord Palmerston.-[coPY.]
23, PoRTLAND PLACE, Feb1·uary 15, 1839.
The undersigned, Minister Plenipotentiary from the United States, had
the honor on the 16th of November last of addressing to Lord Palmerston,
Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. an application for the remission of certain duties improperly levied by the officers
of the customs upon a quantity of bees-wax, the property of citizens of the
United States, then in the port of London. The application was referred
to the Lords Commissio:Rers of Her 1\Iajesty's Treasury, who, on examination, deemed it well founded, and ordered the duty to be remitted, which
was accordingly done.
The undersigned has now the honor to present to Her Majesty's Government a second application, in behalf of another citizen of the United
States, for relief, under similar circumstances.
It appears that Junius Smith imported in the American ship "Oceola,"
A. Millikin, ~aster, from Charleston, in South Carolina, for home consumption, one hundred quarters of rice, (rough and in the husk,) the produce of the United States, and tendered to the officers of the customs the
duty of one penny per quarter thereon; which was refused, and 2s. 6d.
per bushel demanded in lieu thereof. Now, by the act of the 6th and 7th
William IV, chap. 60, it is expressly provided that rough rice imported from
the west coast of Africa shall be subject only to one penny per quarter, and
consequently the like article imported from the United States can be liable
to no higher duty, under. the conventional arrangement between the two
countries.
The undersigned therefore asks that the ca:<>e may be presented to the
consideration of Her Majesty's Government; and, if the facts turn out to
be such as they have been represented, that the commissioners of the customs may be directed to admit the rice in question at the lower rate of
one penny per quarter.
The undersigned renews to Lord Palmerston assurances of his high
consideration.

A. STEVENSON.

Mr. Stevenson lo Lord Palmerston.-[coPY.]

July 18, 1839.
The undersigned, Minister Plenipotentiary from the United States, hao.
the honor on the 15th of February last of addressing to Lord Palmerston,
Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of Stata for Foreign Affairs, a note,
in which he submitted for the consideration of Her Majesty's Govern23,
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ment the particulars of a claim on the part of Junius Smith to be relieved from the payment of the duty of 2s. 6d. sterling per bushel,
charged by Her Majesty~s officers of the customs upou a cargo of rough
rice in the husk, the produce of the United States, imported from Charleston, iu South Carolina, in the American ship the "Oceola," into the port of
London, and intended for home consumption.
As the case presented a single question of construction under the provisions of the commercial convention between Great Britain and the
United States, and the British statute of the 6th and 7th of William IV,
the undersigned had flattered himself with the hope that bnt little time
would have been sufficient to have satisfied Her Majesty's Government
of the justice and propriety of relieving the applicant from the payment
of the duty which, it was believed, had been thus improperly charged to
him, and the consequence of which bas been to deprive him for so long a
time of his property.
Having, however, as yet received no answer to his note, the undersigned
begs leave again to bring the subject to Lord Palmerston's notice, and to
request that his lordship will be gooJ enough to use his exertions to hasten
the action of that uepartment of Her Majesty's Government to which this
case may have been referred, so as to bring it to an early and favorable
considera tiou.
The undersigned prays Lord Palmerston to accept assurances of his distinguished consideration.
A. STEVENSON.

M1·. Stevenson to Lord Palmerston.-[coPY.]
32,

UPPER GROSVENOR STREET,

Janum·y 13, 1840.
The undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary from
the United States, has the honor again to invite the attention of Lord Palmerston, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
to the two communications which he had the honor of addressing to Her
Majesty's Government, as far back as Febnn.ry and .July last, in relation
to the imposition of duties on American rice imported into the British possessions, and to which, as yet, no answers have been received.
In making another appeal to the justice of Her Majesty's Government,
the undersigned forbears to add any iurther remarks to those contained in
his previous notes, as to the merits of this application. He will content
himself, therefore, with simply recalling to his lordship's attention the
length of time which has been suffered to elapse since the case was first
presented for consideration, and the increasing solicitude which must be
felt that the subject should be finally disposed of.
The undersigned can but persuade himself that Her Majesty's Government will feel the importance (as well in relation to the peculiar character
of the application, connected with the commercial and navigating interests
of the two countries, as in justice to the individual claimants) of preventing, by an early decision, an aggravation of the injuries which have already arisen by the delay which has taken place.
The undersigned prays Lord Palmerston to accept assurances of his distinguished cousideratioB.
A. STEVENSON.
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Lord Palme1·ston to Mr. Stevenson.-[ coPY.]
FoREIGN OFFICE, February 8, 1840.
The undersigned, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the note which Mr. Stevenson, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary from the United
States, addressed to the undersigned on the 13th ultimo, with reference to
Mr. Stevenson's previous communications of February and July last, relative to the duties imposed on American rice imported into the British possessions.
The undersigned begs leave to express to Mr. Stevenson his regret that
the answer of Her Majesty's Government on this subject should be so long
delayed; but the question, when examined, was found to affect other
questions of great importance, and to be embarrassed with impedimentg
which it would require much mature consideration to devise suitable means
'Of removing.
The question is still under the consideration of the Lord of the Treasury
:and of Her Majesty's law authorities, and it is hoped that the decision of
Her Majesty's Government upon it may be come to without much longer
delay. In the mean time the undersigne<). has the honor to assure Mr. Stevenson that, when that decision is taken, the uridersigned will not fail to
make the earliest communication of it to Mr. Stevenson.
The undersigned has the honor to renew to Mr. Stevenson the assurances of his high consideration.
P ALMERSTON.

Mr. Stevenson to Lord Palmerston.-(CoPY.)
32, UPPER GROSVENOR STREET,

Feb?·uary 1, 1841.
The undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
from the United States, has the honor to submit to Viscount Palmerston,
her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, another application in behalf of Junius Smith, a citizen of the United States, for the
remission of duties alleged to have been improperly levied by the officers
·of Her Majesty's customs, upon a quantity of rough rice, or paddy, recently imported from the city of New York into the port of London, on board
the steamship called the British Queen, commanded by Lieut. Roberts.
From the papers which the undersigned has the honor herewith to
transmit to Lord Palmerston, it appears that, before the rice was landed,
an entry was passed, and a suflicient sum deposited with the receiver to
-cover the amount of duty at one penny per quarter, under the treaty
between Great Britain and the United States, and the provisions of the
British statutes on the subject. That accordingly, as soon as the rice was
landed in the custom-house quay, its delivery was demanded, but ref•1sed,
upon the ground that the officers of the customs were not authorized to
deliver it except upon the payment of the higher duty of2s. 6d. per bushel.
This the owner of the rice refused to pay, and it was accordingly detained,
and is now in the possession of Her Majesty's officers of the customs.
4
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This rice having been imported upon the faith of the treaty and the British laws, Mr. Smith has appealed to the undersigned, to aid him in obtaining possession of his prop~rty, on the payment of the duty of one penny
per quarter, in lieu of that which he believes to have been improperly demanded of him.
In presenting the case to Lord Palmerston's consideration, the undersigned avails himself of the occasion to recall to his lordship's attention a
former application, which he had the honor of addressing to him as far
back as February, 1839, in relation to a,nother cargo of rice imported by
Mr. Smith under similar circumstances, and charged with the like high
duty, and upon which no decision has yet been made by Her Majesty's
Government. Having transmitted to his Government copies ofthe correspondence in relation to that case, the undersigned has received the special
instructions of the President to remonstrate against the protracted delay
which has taken place in deciding the question ; and to insist, both generally and in relation to individual cases of American citizens interested,.
upon the admission of American rice into British ports upon the payment of
like duty with that charged upon the importation of rice from the west
coast of Africa. In performing this duty the undersigned will content
himself with referring Lord Palmerston to the treaty and laws on the subject, and a brief examination of their provisions.
By the second article of the commercial convention of the 3d of July,,
1813, it is provided :
" 1'hat no higher or othe1· duties shall he imposed on the importation
into the dominions of His Br·itannic Majesty, of any urticle of the
growth or produce or manufactu?·e of the United States of .!lmerica,
than m·e or shall be payable on the lilce article, being the growth, produce,,
or manufacture, of any foreign counh·y whatever."
And by the general customs act of the 7th of William IV, section 60, it
is also declared :
" 1'hat the duty upon rice, rough or in the huslc, imported from the
west coast of .!lf1'ica, shall be, per quarter, one penny."
Now, upon the construction of these provisions, both of the treaty and
the act of Parliament, the undersigned takes leave to say there appears
no just ground either for doubt or the delay which has taken place. He
is apprized that it has been attempted to be maintained by some of the
members of Her Majesty's board of trade, that it was competent for Great
:Britain to give commercial advantages to Africa, for purposes of humanity
and civilization, and yet withhold them from the United States. That
she had the power, consistently with the strict letter of her reciprocity
treaties to give these advantages not to the produce of any particular
country, but to articles of commerce shipped from a particular state or
particular port. In other words, that as the provisions of the Act of ·
Parliament of 1836, did not expressly limit the importation of rice to that
produced in Africa, but extended it to rice wherever grown, cases like the
present were not within the letter of the treaty, and consequently that
American rice could only be admitted at the low duty when imported from
the African coast. Now, against such a construction the undersigned
deems it his duty in the most solemn manner to protest. It cannot be
admitted by the Government of the United States upon any thing less than
the faith of the convention, expressed in terms the most positive and
p~ecise~ and leaving no doubt as to the meaning intended to be conveyed
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Ought such a power to be left to be inferred or·collected:, or to stand upon
the rules of technical interpretation ?
If it be admitted, as it must be, that, by the provisions of the existing
law, all rice, wherever produced, (and of course that of Africa,) can be
imported into British ports at the low duty of a penny per quarter, upon
what principle can it be maintained that Africa is not thereby placed upon
the footing of a favored nation, with advantages given to her produce
which the treaty intended equally to secure to the United States? Can
the stipulations of the treaty be defeated or evaded by Great Britain
allowing Africa to import from her coasts not only her own rice, but that
of other nations ?
Would it not be giving to a foreign nation advantages denied to the
United States, and which it was the object of the treaty to secure to her
trade and commerce? Public treaties are to be interpreted, like municipal
and private contracts, not according to the letter, but the spirit and intentions of the whole instrument. Hence it is a primary rule in the interpretation of treaties, that, when any clause, taken in a strict or literal
sense, may lead to consequences foreign or repugnant to the intention or
understanding of the parties, it is to be disregarded. The existing convention, then, between Great Britain and the United States, must be interpreted according to the plain understanding of each at the time of its
adoption, and to the spirit and good faith which should be observed between friendly nations.
Of the direct objects of the treaty there can be no room for doubt. Both
Governments intended to place their commerce and navigati0n upon the
solid foundation of reciprocal benefits. Each, however, reserved to itself
the right of regulating by its Ia ws its intercourse with other nations, according to its own interests. Both were at liberty to determine the extent
to which the advantages secured by t!'Je treaty should be enjoyed, limited
only by the degree of favor to which the products of the most favored
nation should be allowed to enter the ports of each other. If the act of
Parliament of 1833, which limited the duty of a penny per quarter to
rice imported from the British possessions on the African coast, had remained unchanged, no question would have arisen in relation to the
United States. But by the act of 1836 the right was extended, not only
to the rice of Africa, but that of other countries, Her Majesty's Government deeming it inexpedient to limit any longer the importation to its
own settlements on the African coast. Having therefore legislated on
the subject in relation to Africa, the only inquiry is, whether she bas
not been placed upon the footing of a favored nation, and had advantages
given to her commerce in which the United States have an equal right to
partidpate. With ti1e reasons or the policy of the British laws the
United States can have nothing to do. They cannot operate to enlarge or
limit either the provisions of the law or the rights secured by the treaty.
To determine questions arising under either, the acts of Parliament must
be consulted. To these foreign nations can alone look. It is wholly immaterial, then, what the motives may have been for regulating the intercourse between Great Britain and Africa, or whether they were of a political or financi:ll character. "Whether the purpose of the act of 1836 was
to promote the commercial or social interests of Africa, (after the abolition
of the slave trade,) or to injure those of the United States, it is needless,
as regards the present case, to inquire. Her Majesty's Government had
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tlle undoubted right to give to Africa, or any other nation, whatever advantages it might deem expedient, and with whatever motives, but not to
the injury of the United States under the provisions of the existing treaty,
and in violation of its faith. Upon the question of right, then, as well as
the reason of the right, there is no just ground either for doubt or delay.
Nor can the practice which is supposed to have prevailed on the subject
of the timber and potash trade of Canada and the United States have
the slightest influence in the decision of this question. Whatever that
practice may have been, it will in all probability be found, upon examination, to have arisen, not as a matter of favor to the United States,
but with the sole view of benefiting British commerce and navigation.
Indeed, under the existing system, it is only fir timber, or that of inferior
quality, which is admissible upon the payment of the lower duties, when
imported through the British possessions. Timbers of great value, the
growth of the United States, cannot be admitted through British possessions, except upon the payment of the higher duty. It was the policy,
therefore, of Her Majesty's Government to increase the trade of her colonies, by enabling British merchants to send their goods to the United
States, and allow timber in return to be imported through the colonies
into the United Kingdom. But for this, the trade of the colonies would
have been greatly diminished, if not finally lost. A still more important
object, however, which Her Majesty's Government had in allowing the
timber of the United States to be so imported, was to give encouragement
to her shipping and navigating interests ; it being well ascertained, as the
undersigned has understood, that the trade to and from the British possessions in North America, with the coal and coasting trade of the United
Kingdom, form the grand nursery for British seamen.
Under the former practice and laws, no article of timber or wood was allowed to be exported from the British colonies, except it was of British
growth; but Her Majesty's Government, finding it impossible to carry on
the traffic to advantage, for the reasons suggested, had no alternative but
to submit to the alteration of the law or lose the trade. Whatever, then,
the practice of the Government may have been upon the subject of the
timber trade with colonies, it can rightfully have no bearing upon the
present case.
The undersigned must therefore persuade himself that this proceeding
has taken place without a careful examination on the part of the officers
whose duty it was in the first instance to decide, rather than under the
sanction and approbation of Her Majesty's Government. He has accordingly been specially instructed to bring the subject again under the consideration of Her Majesty's Government, and to ask for an early and defini'
tive decision of the whole question.
The undersigned renews to Lord Palmerston assurances of his distinguished consideration.
A. STEVENSON.
(CoPY,]

No. 4, FEN CouaT, FENCHURCH STREE'l',
Janu.:zry 21, 1840.
I beg leave respectfully to state to your excellency, having recently imported lnto this port, ex British Queen, (steamship,) R. Roberts, at N. York,
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one cask, containing rough rice or paddy,··and silk manufactured goods, to
land which, I passed (what is termed) a sight entry, having deposited with
the receiver a sufficient sum to cover the full amount of customs duty due
thereon.
The package has been landed and examined upon custom-house quay,
where it still lies; and I have demanded, as per notice, (copy enclosed,)
the delivery thereof, upon the ground that the amount so deposited is more
than what is due. The officers demand, however, 2s. 6d. per bushel upon
the rough rice, instead of ld. per quarter, admitting, however, that only the
latter rate is due under the 2d article of the convention of commerce, such
being the rate payable upon the like article when imported from the west
coast of Africa, but stating that the board of customs have not received
proper directions from the Treasury to carry the said convention into effect.
I have refused to pay more than the ld. per quarter duty-and the cask
remains upon the quay, the customs detaining the same.
Having imported the cask in question upon the faith of the convention,
and being an American citizen, I respectfully appeal to your excellency,
as the minister of my country, in order to obtain possession of the goods;
and, for that purpose, solicit your excellency to take such steps as will
cause a copy of the convention to be transmitted to the board of customs,
with instructions for them to carry the same into effect.
Upon the receipt of such authority, the customs will no doubt deliver the
package without further delay; and the British Government cannot, of
course, object to govern themselves by a treaty entered into with the Sovereign, by virtue of his prerogative.
I have the honor to be your excellency's most obedient, humble servant,
JUNIUS SMITH.
To his Excellency A. STEVENSON, Esq., &c.
[coPY.]
4, FEN CounT, FENCH1JRCH STREET, January 5, 1841.

Sra.: You having, as the proper officer appointed for the duty, landed
and examined [J. S.] l cask, containing 9 bushels paddy or rough rice, 2
pieces bandannas, ex British Queen, R. Roberts, at N. York, per sight entry,
deposite made of l8s., and the proper duty thereon, in conformity with the
2d article of the convention of commerce between Great Britian and the
United States of America, being as follows:
On 9 bushels of paddy, I d. per quarter, being at the rate payable upon the like article when imported from any part of
the west coast of Africa
- £ Os. 2d.
2 p1eces bandannas, value 25s., duty 30s.
15s. 0
Add 5 per cent.
0 9
£

15 11

I do hereby, as a citizen of the said United States of America, require of
you to deliver the said goods, as provided by the 3d and 4th William IV,
chap. 52, section 24, the amount deposited being more than the duty due
lmder the aforesaid convention.
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
JUNIUS Sl\IITH.
To Mr. DicKENs, Landing Waiter of He1· Majesty's Customs,

Qustom-House Quay.

·
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Mr. Stevenson to Lm·d Palmerston.-[coPY.]
32,

UPPER GROSVENOR STREET,

.flpril 5, 1841.

MY LoRD: It becomes my duty to invite your lordship's attention, and
that of Her Majesty's Government, to the claims of American citizens for
the remission of duties improperly levied upon certain importations of
rough rice into British ports by Her Majesty's officers of customs, in violation of the existing commercial convention between Great Britain and the
United States.
In doing this, it is proper that I should refer your lordship to the several
communications which I have heretofore had the honor of addressing to
you on this subject, under dates of the 18th of July, 1839, the 13th January,
1840, and the 1st of February last; and also to remind your lordship that
the first case was submitted as far back as February, 1839.
Permit me also to observe that, in the last conversation which I had with
your lordship on the subject, I was led to hope that there would have
been no longer delay in deciding these claims, but that I should have been
honored with an early and favorable answer.
I beg leave, therefore, repectfully to ask your lordship's attention to the
subject, and to be informed when I may expect to receive the final decision
of Her Majesty's Government.
I avail myself of the occasion to renew to your lordship the assurances
-of my distingu!shed consideration.
A. STEVENSON.

Lm·d Palmers/on to Mr. 8tevenson.-[coPY.]
FoREIGN 0EFICE, .llpril7, 1841.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated
the 5th instant, calling my attention to the several applications which you
have made for the remission of the duties levied in this country on rough
rice imported from the United States, and pressing for the decision of Her
Majesty's Government thereupon; and I have to acquaint you that I lost
no time in referring your letter to the Lords Commissioners of her Majesty's
Treasury.
I have the honor to be, with high consideration, sir, your most obedient
humble servant,
PALMERSTON.
SIR:

Lord Palmers/on to !vir. Stwenson.-[coPY.]
FoREIGN

OFFICE,

September I, 1841.

SIR : With reference to your letter of the 5th of April last, and to tha

several applications which you have made for a remission of the duties imposed in this country on a quantity of rough rice, the produce of the United States, 1 have the honor to acquaint you that it was the intention of
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Her Majesty's present Government, if they had remained in officeeto have
brought into Parliament a prospective measure upon that subject.
I have the honor to be, with consideration, sir, your most obedient,
humble servant,
PALMERSTON.
ANDREW STEVENSON, Esq., &c.

Mr. Stevenson to the Earl of J.lberdeen.-[coPY.]
32, UPPER GROSVENOR STREET,
September 28, 1841.
The undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
from the United States of America, has the honor to represent to the Earl
of Aberdeen, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, that on the 15th day of February, 1839, he had the honor of addressing to Lord Viscount Palmerston, Her Majesty's late Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, an official application, on behalf of Mr.
Junius Smith, a citizen of the United States residing in London, for the
remission of certain duties alleged to have been improperly levied by Her
Majesty's officers of the customs upon a cargo of American rice or paddy,
imported into the port of London from the State of South Carolina, under
. the existing commercial convention between Great Britain and the United States.
By reference to the files of his department, Lord Aberdeen will perceive
that four other notes were addressed by the undersigned to Lord Palmermerston, under dates of the 18th of July, 1839, the 13th of January, 1840,
the 1st of February, 1841, and the 5th of April, 1841, in which the subject
was earnestly pressed upon the consideration of Her Majesty's Government, and its decision invoked.
That in the note of the Ist of February, to which he begs leave particularly to call Lord Aberdeen's attention, a second case was presented, and
the whole subject examined and discussed.
It is proper also to say, that the undersigned had been led confidently
to anticipate a favorable decision of these cases before the retirement of
the late ministry from power, and of which his Government were repeatedly advised.
·
In this expectation, however, he has been disappointed, as will appear
from an official note of Lord Palmerston, under date of the 1st instant, in
which it was announced that no decision had been made, but that it was
the intention of Her Majesty's Government, if they had remained in office,.
to have brought into Parliament a prospective measure on the subject.
Now, in relation to further legislation by Parliament, the undersigned begs
]eave respectfully to suggest to Lord Aberdeen, that, under the provisions
of the convention between the two countries, and the British statutes, he
presumes the present cases will be found to be embraced, and that no
legislative action will be necessary to enable Her Majesty's Government
to give the relief which is asked for.
Such, it is believed, has been the practice of the Government in relation to other articles o.f American produce, and especially that of beeswax,
as Lord Aberdeen will see by reference to several cases heretofore sQbmit.ted by the undersigned to Her Majesty's Government, and especially the
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o~e of .Qjcember, 1~38, where the. principle wa~ settled, and a lower duty·
directed to be substituted for the higher one whwh had been levied by the ·
officers of Her Majesty's customs.
Th~ u~1~ersigned, the~efore, deems it his duty to take an early opportuni-ty of.mvltmg the attentiOn of the Earl of Aberdeen to the subject, and expressmg a confident hope that suitable steps will be taken by Her .Majes-·
ty's Government for the final disposition of the whole matter.
The extraordinary delay which has taken place in relation to these cases .
and the injuries and embarrassments which have resulted as well to th~
individual applicants as other American citizens concer~ed in the ricetrade: will best explain the earnestness with which the subject has been
so repeatedly pressed by the undersigned upon the consideration of Her
Majesty's Government.
The undersigned renews to Lord Aberdeen assurances of his distinguished consideration and respect.
A. STEVENSON.

Lord .!lberdeen to Mr. Stevenson.-[ copy,]
FoREIGN OFFICE, Octobe1· 20, 1841 ~
The undersigned, Her Britannic Majesty's Principal Secretary of State·
for Foreign Affairs, has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the note of
Mr. Stevenson, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiaiy from
the United States of America, dated the 28th ultimo, on the subject of Mr.
Stevenson's previous applications to Her Majesty's Government for the
remission of duties said to have been improperly levied by the officers of
Her Majesty's customs upon certain cargoes of rough rice imoorted into the
port of London from the United States.
•
The undersigned lost no time in referring Mr. Stevenson's note to the
Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury. Mr. Stevenson is aware
that the late Board of Treasury and Board of Trade took a different view
of the construction of the 2d article of the convention between Gre<~.t
Britain and the United States of the 3d of July, 1815, as bearing upon this
question, from that which Mr. Stevenson takes, and upon which Mr. Stevenson founds his application for the low rate of duty in favor of AnJerican
rice; but Her Majesty's Government are ready to alter the customs law
so as to make it, with regard to the future, conformable to the view taken
by Mr. Stevenson; and consequently, as soon as circumstances will permit
they will propose to parliament that the duties on rice imported from the
United States of America and from the western coast of Africa shall be
equalised. In the mean time, in order to accelerate the desired object, and
]laving no doubt that Parliament will sanction the measure, Her Majesty's.
Government have directed the commissioners of customs to admit rough
rice imported from the United States, on which duty has not already been
charged, at the same low rate of duty as that brought from the west~rn
coast of Africa, subject to future confirmation by Parliament, the parties
importing being required to enter into the usual obligation to abide by the
decision of Parliament.
The undersigned trusts that this measure will be satisfactory to the Government of the United States; and he requests Mr. Stevenson to accept the
assurances of his high consideration.
ABERDEEN.
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Mr. Stevenson to Lord.8berdeen.-[coPY.]
32,

UPPER GROSVENOR STREET,

October 21, 1841.
The undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary
from the Fnited States, has the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the ·
note of Lord Aberdeen, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs, under date of the 20th instant, communicating the decision
of Her Majesty's Government upon the subject of certain duties alleged to
have been improperly levied by Her Majesty's customs upon certain cargoes of rough rice imported into the port of London from the United States.
The undersigned will take the earliest opportunity of transmitting a copy·
of Lord Aberdeen's note for the information of his Government, and avails
himself of the occasion to renew to his lordship assurances of his distinguished consideration.
A. STEVENSON.
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REPORT
OP

THE SECRETARY OF 'VAR.
'To the

PRESIDENT:

--

WAR DEPARTMENT,

December 1, 1841.

SIR: The reports of the Major General commanding the army, and of

the heads of the different bureaus attached to this Department, upon the
·several subjects committed to its charge, are herewith submitted.
The accuracy of the information and the fullness of the views thus exhibited will render superfluous any extended observations from one, but
recently called to the consideration of the various matters so well presented by officers of great experience and acknowledged ability. Such remarks, however, as seem required will be made in the course of the following statement of the general results derived from these reports.
From the general return of the army, contained in the report of the Maj or General commanding in chief, it appears that the whole number of
troops now in service is ten thousand six hundred and ninety-four; consisting of seven hundred and twenty-eight commissioned officers, and nine
thousand nine hundred and sixty-six non-commissioned officers, musicians,
artificers, and privates. The aggregate exceeds the number specified in
the report of 1840, by one hundred and twenty-four. Of the whole number, nine thousand eight hundred and eighty-two are reported as present,
and the residue (eight hundred and twelve) are absent or sick, of whom
four hundred and forty--seven are absent on detached service. To complete the organization of the army, eighteen hundred and thirty-eight re<eruits are required.
·
During the past year, the whole number recruited was four thousand
nine hundred and twenty-two.
It is gratifying to find that the number of deserters within the year, as
·compared with the number enlisted, has largely diminished.
The disposition of the troops intended for the protection of our inland
frontiers, and for garrisoning the forts on the Atlantic, is given in the report.
The residue of the army, consisting at the last returns of about three
thousand five hundred men, but which is now or will be reduced soon to
three thousand, is employed in the protection of the inhabitants of Florida, and in the offensive operations carried on in that Territory.
On the Western frontier, the Indians have been kept from wars among
themselves, and from hostile acts against our citizens. With the exception
of some depredations alleged to have been committed in Te:x:as by the
Caddoes1 a tribe for whose conduct that country is more responsible than
we are, the native tribes appear to be quiet, and indicate no disposition to
commence aggressions. On the Northern frontier, the presence of the
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troops has been, and doubtless will continue to be, of eminent service in
preserving the peaceful relations of the country with the adjacent terri~
tories of Great Britain. At the Northeast, the small force stationed near
the disputed boundary line seems required for the same purpose.
Within the year, a new aspect has been given to the military oiJerations
in Florida. The minuteness and accuracy with which they are detailed
in the report of the Commanding General, render any other account of
them unnecessary. It would be unjust, however, to withhold the expres~
sion of that cordial approbation which is felt by this Department, and it
is believed by the whole country, of the gallant enterprise and patient en~
-durance of the troops and their able commander, Colonel ·worth. Over~
coming the feelings which a conflict with such enemies must produce in
the soldiers of a civilized countrr, and consulting only the high dictates of
duty, they have persevered in a contest which, in the only means of con~
ducting it, more resembles the pursuit of wild animals than a warfare
with human beings, and in which the triumphs of success are mingled
with pity, not far removed from contempt, for an inglorious foe.
The last ad vices from that quarter confirm the expectations of a speedy
and successful result to the campaign. All that high intelligence, devoted
zeal, consummate bravery, and irrepressible energy, can contribute to that
result, will continue to be exerted by the troops and their gallant com~
mander, for whom the difficulties of a contest, without resemblance in the
history of wars, seem to have no terrors.
The suggestions in the same report of the Commanding General, re~
specting officers holding appointments at the same time both in the line
and in the staff, with the right of promotion in each, and respecting the
inequality of pay between officers of the same grade in the different
branches of service, are worthy of great consideration, emanating as they
do from long experience, the result of intelligent and disinterested observation. And the recommendations of the present General-in-chief, concurring with those of his lamented and distinguished predecessor, in relation
to pensions, will doubtless attract the attention of Congress to that subject.
The very moderate increase of two regiments to our army, recommended
in the same report, will unquestionably be received with all the confidence
due to any suggestions from such a source. The necessity for such an in~
~rease, to man the forts, posts, and fortifications, on our inland and maritime
frontiers, will be apparent on a consideration of the plans for the national
defences which have been proposed and wholly or partially adopted. A
brief and conP.ected view of those plans seems appropriate and necessary
for that purpose, aud to a full understanding of those parts of the reports
herewith communicated relating to the subject. It is necessary, also, in ex~
planation of the estimates submitted for appropriations to continue and
<:omplete the means of protection and defence. In presenting such ·a view,
the occasion will be taken to make such observations as may seem to be
required.
The defences of the country may be regarded under three distinct heads.
First-for the protection of the Western frontier against Indian hostilities.
Second-precautions against aggressions from the colonial possessions of
foreign Powers in our vicinity at the north. And third-the defence of our
maritime frontier.
Under the first head, the plan commtmicated to the Senate on the 3d day
of January, 1838, in pursuance of a resolution of that body, and recom~
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mended by the then head of this Department, was approved in its genera1
outlines by the board of officers who reported on the subject in May, 1840,
and appears to be well adapted to the purpose. It contemplated a line of
exterior posts, advanced into the Indian country beyond the boundary of
existing cessions, for the purpose of overawing and repressing hostilities
among the Indians or against our own settlements, and an interior line of
posts, as places of refuge in cases of danger or alarm, with depots for arms
and supplies. There seems to have been some difference of opinion whether
the forts to be established at these posts should be constructed of wood,
:;o abundantly furnished by the country, or of stone or other equally inde:o>tructible material. From the information which has been received, and
·(rom the uniform practice in Indian wars, the better opinion would appear to be, that stockaded forts, with log block-houses, would afford sufficient protection against an enemy unprovided with artillery. The rapidity
and economy with which they could be erected, in many cases chiefly by
the labor of the troops, would give them a decided preference. It is not
perceived why the interior line of posts, or as many of them as may be
necessary, should not also be used as depots of subsistence and military supplies. Six or eight of the exterior line, and eight interior forts, are deemed
:;ufficient. The following are the forts established, which may be considered forming parts of this plan of defence: Fort Jesup, 25 miles southwest
from Nachitoches, on the road to Texas; Fort Towson, near the confluence
of the Keamichi and Red rivers, in the Choctaw nation, 325 miles from
Fort Jesup, and about 50 miles from the western boundary of Arkansas;
Fort Smith, situated on the Arkansas river, partly in Arkansas and partly
in the Cherokee nation; Fort Gibson, about 60 miles northwest of Fort
Smith, on the Arkansas nver, and 207 miles from Fort Towson; Fort
Wayne, on the Illinois river, in the Cherokee nation, not far from the
western boundary of Arlwnsas, 60 miles from Fort Gibson; Fort Leavenworth, on tne right bank of the Missouri river, 2S6 miles from Fort Smith;
Fort Snelling, at the junction of the St. Peter's with the Mississippi river,
.512 miles from Fort Leavenworth ; Fort Crawford, 3('0 miles below Fort
Snelling, on the Mississippi river, about 5 miles from the mouth of the
Wiskons:m; Fort Winnebago, at the portage between the Fox and Wislwnsan rivers, about 130 miles from Fort Crawford; Fort Howard, at the
head of Green bay, 115 miles from Fort Winnebago; Fort Mackinac, on
the island of Michilimackinac, at the outlet of Lake Michigan; Fort Brady,
on the St. Mary's river, the outlet of Lake Superior; and Fort Gratiot, on
the St. Clair river, at the outlet of Lake Huron.
Barracks are in progress at Turkey river, in the Winnebago country, and
at Fort Smith; and at Fort Leavenworth extensive barracks have been
completed. As the white settlements advance, and the Indians recede, it
will be necessary to push these exterior forts further into the Indian country. But it is evident that such a line of posts would not accomplish all
the objects, which should be had in view in relation to that vast portion of
our territory which extends from the lakes to the Gulf of Mexico. It is
in immediate contact with numerous wild and warlike Indians, who a.re
capable of bringing into the field a number of warriors estimated at from
twenty to thirty thousand. From the intercourse which subsists between
them and the traders and emissaries of foreign nations, they may be rendered as formidable as any description of force that could be brought
against us. To secure a proper influence over them in peace, and to coun-
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teract and control their dispositions in war, to secure our own territory, and
to protect our traders, it is indispensable that a chain of posts should beestablished, extending from the Council Bluffs to the month of the Columbia,
so as to command the avenues by which the Indians pass from the north.
to the south, and at the same time maintain a communication with the
territories belonging te us on the Pacific.
The present state of our relations with these Indians, and other considerations which will readily suggest themselves, seem to demand prompt
attention to these views, and the adoption of the necessary measures to
execute them.
Second. The defences on the Northern frontier will necessarily be of a
different character from those already considered, as they must be designed
for protection against a powerful enemy, possessing all the means of warfare, along a distance of more than two thousand miles. Naval forces on
the lakes undoubtedly afford our chief reliance for defence and offence.
To furnish them shelter from tempests, the harbors must be enlarged and
rendered accessible ; and to protect them and their supplies, as well as the
property and lives of our citizens from an enemy, those harbors, and the
most importaut of the straits and rivers connecting the lakes, should be fortified. The comprehensive and able views of the board of officers on
this subject, in their report of May, 1840, already mentioned, cannot be
strengthened by any remarks from this Department.
The omission to make the necessary appropriations has prevented any
thing more than a partial execution of the plans for the defence of the
Northern frontier. Fort Niagara has been reported ready for armament,
and a company has been ordered to garrison it. So much has already been
done at Fort Oswego, as to justify the belief that at the end of the season
it will be in a condition for effective service. Under the appropriations
made in September last, for the defensive works at Detroit, Buffalo, and
the outlet of Lake Champlain, means have been taken to select sites for
their construction, which will be commenced as soon as the titles to those
sites shall be secured.
The third division of our national defences, those relating to our mari·
time frontier, presents a subject of the deepest interest.
A board of engineers was organized in 1816, and has continued in existence ever since, to which was specially assigned the duty of preparing
a general system of defence for the sea-board. It made personal examinations of every harbor on the whole coast (excepting only a few in East
Florida) accessible to sea-going vessels. While the board was thus employed, settling the general principles of defence and selecting positions,
its number was augmented by the addition of officers of the na vy-generally two post captains. During a portion of this time, the functions of the
board were extended to embrace the selection of suitable sites for a great
Northern and Southern naval depot. Reports of progress were made in
1817, 1819,1820,1821,1822,1823,1824, and 1825; and at two different
times, namely, in 1826 and 1836, a summary report was presented to the
Executive, and sent to Congress, describing the system briefly, in its application to the several parts of the coast.
The board has been comprised of officers of high rank in the corps of
engineers, together with General Bernard, during the thirteen or fourteen.
years he was in this country.
In pursuance of a resolution of the Honse of Representatives of April
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9, 1840, a report from this Department was made on the 12th day of May,
in the same year, transmitting one from a board of officers assembled for
the purpose of considering the subject, which contains a very full view of
the system, in a brief compass, and geographically arranged. It exhibits
the various works deemed necessary along the Atlantic coast, and along
that of the Gulf of Mexico, and the order of their relative importance in
reference to the time of their construction, with estimates of the expense
of each, and of the aggregate cost. The same board also reported upon
another plan of defence submitted hy a distinguished military commander,
and gave their reasons at large why it ought not to be substituted for that
already mentioned, which had been presented by joint commissions of naval
and military officers.
To the formation of that system the greatest military talent and experience .of the country have been devoted; and it would ill become one whose
pretensions to either are so limited, to attempt a comparison of it with any
other, or to sustain it by any views of his own. It may be remarked,.
however, that so far as the judgment of Congress can be gathered from its
acts, and so far as an intelligent public opinion has been expressed, they
both seem to be decidedly in favor of the system which has been so deliberately considered and so long matmed, and it may now be regarded
as the settled policy of the country.
• The elements of that system are-first, naval forces ; second, fortifications ; and, third, interior communications.
As to the first, independent of all other considerations, it is supposed
that floating batteries of any description that are to remain stationary at
the exposed points cannot be expected, because the aggregate expense of
providing and maintaining the large force that would be required for the
numerous points on our coast would be beyond our means. An inconsiderable force at each point would be wholly inadequate to meet that
which might be brought against it, and the defence of a few only of the
most important would neither answer the expectations of the country nor
fulfil the obligations of the Government. A navy, which would carry thewar into every sea where the enemy's commerce was to be found, would
effectually keep him from our coast, by rendering his presence necessary
elsewhere. For the defence of inlets and harbors whose entrances are
shallow, a class of steam vessels of light draught would doubtless form a
necessary part of our defence; and, where the inlets were numerous.
such vessels would be indispensable. But where a large number of enemy's ships can find harbors of easy access, and sufficiently capacious to
contain them, they cannot be successfully met by an inferior force; and,
as there is no probability of our competing with several European nations
in the magnitude of their naval establishments, the only resource left us.
is in fortifying our harbors and roadsteads.
The second element of defence consists, therefore, in permanent fortifications. While they are more effectual for defence, in certain positions, than
floating forces, they are less expensive in construction, more durable, and
requiring an outlay in repairs utterly insignificant when compared with
the expense of maintaining ships and renewing them.
They are deemed indispensable for the purposes of covering the military
and naval depots, and all other public or private establishments which
would invite the enterprise or the cupidity of a foe, and of excluding him
from strong positions, where his naval superiority might enable hitu to
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maintain himself, and from which he might make incursions into the interior, or assail an extensive line of coast.
The positions deemed necessary to be occupied by fortifications along
the whole Atlantic coast, from Passamaquoddy bay to Cape Florida, and
along the gulf from that cape to the mouth of the Sabine, were indicated
in the report before mentioned, with the reasons for their selection, the ex-·
tent and nature of the required works, and their expense. As the execution of all these works could not be simultaneous, the order of succession
was regulated by reference to the valne of the object to be covered to the
nation or to an enemy ; its exposure, by isolation; its accessibility, depending on distance, time, or climate ; the mean~, source, and time of obtaining succor; and, finally, the condition of existing defences. The order
thus established has been adhered to, with a few exceptions, occasioned
by different views on the part of Congress. Great progress in the execution of the system has already been made, of which the details are given
in the reports of the Ordnance and Engineer bureaus. Most of the works
pf primary importance, including the largest and most expensive, are nearly completed. About $14,000,000 have been expended, and $9,000,000
more will finish all bnt those deemed of minor importance, and which
may be postponed without risking serious consequences.
More extended remarks upon the system of national defence, but particularly on that part of it depending on fortifications, are rendered unnecessary by an able and comprehensive report on this subject, prepared by my
immediate predecessor, in pursuance of a resolution of the Senate of the
3d of March, 1841, and which will be transmitted to that body. Concurring generally in the views expressed in that report, no addition to their
strength could be made by any observations of the undersigned. As the
system cannot be abandoned, what has been commenced should be
completed. The works intended for the more remote southern portion
of our territory particularly require attention. Indications are already
made, of designs of the worst character against that region, in the event
of hostilities from a certain quarter, to which we cannot be insensible.
The estimates submitted, with the means on hand, for the completion of
the works at Beaufort and at the mouth of Cape Fear river, in North Carolina, at Charleston, Savannah, and St. Augustine, will furnish adequate
defences to those places. In consequence of the delay that will necessarily
attend the completion of Fort Calhoun, in Hampton roads, the efrectual
defence of that position would require that a strong field-work should be
thrown up at Willoughby point, in the event of hostile appearances; and
an appropriation of $50,000 at this time, for that purpose, would be important, as its application would be suspended until required by circumstances. On the Gulf coaf't, Pensacola, Mobile bay, and most of the avenues to New Orleans, are fortified. In relation to the fortifications on both
these sections of coast, it is believed to be our first duty, as it is certainly
the strongest desire of this Department, to place the existing works in a
state of perfect efficiency in the shortest possible time ; and to this end
such means have been asked as, without making exorbitant demands
upon the Treasury, will allow the labor to be carried on vigorously. The
wintu season is known to be the most favorable to such operations in the
latitudes where these works are situated, and it should be improved. Indeed, unless appropriations are made before the month of February, no
usc can be made of them. in those latitudes within a year from. the tim.e
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.they are asked. To provide for the points still remaining unprotected, in
the event of hostilities being threatened before the system of fortifications is
.complete, a resort to steam vessels of light draught will be necessary;
.and in reference to some of them, where fortifications would not avail,
as already indicated, that species of defence will be indispensable. Five
.of these in the Gulf of Mexico, and seven on the southern part of the
Atlantic coast, are deemed necessary by the Chief Engineer. Their use,
however, will be greatly aided by the existence of defended points near at
hand, under which the vessels could rendezvous, and which would at the
,same time protect the harbors for the service of our military and commer.cial marine. An appropriation of $50,000 for the commencement of a.
work, at or near the mouth of Cumberland sound, and a similar sum for a.
work at or near the outlet of St. Simon's sound, (these being the best harbors on that part of the coast within the State of Georgia,) would, in this
point of view, be highly expedient. The security of Mobile bay would
be greatly promoted by a work on Dauphin or Pelican island, and one at
Pas-au-Heron ; and these works woulcl. add greatly to the protection of
the coast passage along the Gulf. An appropriation of $60,000 for these
would be judicious. The appropriations now suggested are in addition
t o the gel1fwal estimates from this Department.
Previous to the commencement of any of the works indicated, a preliminary survey of their positions will be directed, and the propriety of such a.
direction being now given is under consideration.
A third element, of great importance in the consideration of the defences
of the seacoast and of the Northern and Northwestern frontiers, consists
in the facility and rapidity of interior communications. They are strictly
means of defence, and incapable of being perverted to any purpose of con.quest-a feature which commends them to every friend of our institutions.
The facility afforded by the ocean to movements for purposas of attack
is met by a facility of movement on land, furnished by the triumphs of
genius and art in the application of steam power to land carriage, and in
the construction of lengthened lines of canals. The speed with which
troops can be moved obviates the necessity of embodying large masses of
.them at any point, and the amount of force required for the defence of any
·g1ven post would consequently be diminished in proportion to the reduction in the time necessary to concentrate it. The whole force along the
whole line may be rendered available for the defence of any point in that
line; while, without such means of communication, a separate army would
be required at each city, harbor, or military post, that was to be defended.
'This may be illustrateu by facts within the knowledge of all. Troops may
now be brought from New York to the city of Washington in eighteen
hours, in a condition requiring little or no repose to fit them for immediate
action ; and the whole physical force of the populous country between
-those points may be concentrated at any intermediate place in a few hours.
'Vere Philadelphia assailed or threatened, a mov6!ment of military force
from Pittsburg, which but a short time since would have occupied from
twenty to twenty-five days, could now be accomplished in five. Similar
illustrations are furnished by various railroads and canals in different parts
of the country ; and, as the great seeret of success in war is supposed to be
the ability to oppose the many to the few, it is evident that in any defensive operations we shall be able to compete with and to conquer any probable force that an invading enemy could bring against that portion of our
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territory which is intersected by these interior communications. Another
consequence of no little moment flows from the same cause: the power to
defend ourselves with armies of very diminished numerical force, compared
with those which have heretofore been necessary in our national conflicts,
or those which are usually employed on the European continent.
The facilities afforded by canals and railroads to collect, with any desirable expedition, the supplies of an army from a country abounding with
them, and to transport them to the proper points, will render large depots
unnecessary; an object of attack to an enemy is thus removed, and the
consequences of the capture of large collections of munitions of war or of
subsistence, by a hostile force, thus enabled to maintain itself, are obviated.
The expense of military operations will be reduced beyonJ any present
means of exact calculation by the same facilities. During the last war
with Great Britain the cost of transportation from New York to Plattsburg1 Sackett's Harbor, or Buffalo, was from $5 to $12 per hundred.
The present cost to Plattsburg is 30 cents, and to the other•points named
60 cents per hundreu. A 12-pounder, which, at the cheapest rate, could
not have been carried to Buffalo for less than $200, may now be transported to the same point in one-fifth or one-eighth the time for $24. In
every point of view in which these works can be considered, their cost is
so much actually added to the defensive means of the nation, without any
expense to the General Government other than the subscriptions it has authorized to a few of them; and it may be affirmed, without exaggeration,
that the aggregate of saving, in any future war in which we may be engaged, in the comparative small amount of military force that will be necessary for defence, and in .the cheapness of transportation afforded by
railroads and canals now in existence, will be equal to the cost of their
construction. If, then, the making of these works h as been premature or
improvident in referenee to the means of the States that undertook them,
and has involved them in pecuniary embarrassments, the National Government should not complain of an enterprise that has placed these incalculable advantages in its hands; and, if it cannot relieve, will at least sympathize in the misfortunes which have resulted from such efforts.
The report from the Ordnance Office exhibits the measures which have
been taken for the armament of fortifications, and the forts which have
been wholly or partially armed. This object will be steadily and vigorously pursued, to the extent of the means provided by Congress. The estimate for that purpose, is the amount originally contemplated as being necessary to the completion of the armaments as rapidly as the nature of the
service would permit. It is to be hoped that, in Yiew of the great importance of the object, no reduction of the estimate will be made.
The attention of Congress has for the last ten years, been repeatedly in~
voked to the necessity of a foundry for cannon, belonging to and under
the charge of the Government; but, from an apprehension of the great
expense which it was supposed would be incurred by such an establishment, or from a doubt of its necessity, nothing has yet been done towards
its accomplishment. Believing that a plan might be devised on a much
more limited scale of expense, which would attain the principal objects in
view, the Ordnance bureau was directed to consider and mature such a
plan, and estimate the cost of its execution. The accompanying report
(No. 12) from that bureau presents such a plan, explains the important use
which the public service would derive from its adoption, and furnishes es5
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timates of the expense of its execution. Some additional views in its:
favor are presented in the accompanying letter of the Chief Engineer. I
cannot hesitate earnestly to recommend its execution.
It is known that there are some hundreds of different kinds of iron produced from our mines, of various qualities, and adapted to different uses ..
While one species may be valuable for many purposes, it is utterly unfit
for others. It is supposed, also, that its value may depend much on the
kind of fuel used in its fabrication. It is not t0 be expected that the experiments necessary to determine these and various other matters connected with the manufacture of cannon of the best quality, can be made
at private expense ; nor, if they were, could such entire reliance be placed
on their results, as if they had been conducted by disinterested public officers. Besides, the Government is almost exclusively the purchaser of the
article, aud has the deepest interest in its quality. It is therefore peculiarly its interest, as well as duty, to assist, by all proper means, the manufacture, in the cheapest manner, of the best material. The experience
already obtained of the great improvement in our small arms, effected by
the operations of the national armories, affords the best guarantee that
similar results will attend the employment of similar means in the construction of cannon. As it is not proposed to take the business into the
hands of the Government exclusively, but to continue the purchase of
cannon from private establishments, the expense of executing the plan
will be comparatively unimportant. The foundry may be connected with
one of our arsenals, so as to be under the charge of otiicers already in the
public service; by which the cost of its construction and supervision may
be essentially diminished. Admonished, as we are, by the efforts of other
nations, to improve the weapons of dtlstruction, it would seem that no
time should be lost in the necessary incipient measures to select and purchase a site for a foundry, on the limited scale suggested, but capable of
expansion according to future exigencies ; and it is therefore hoped that
the sum estimated for that purpose will be appropriated at the coming session of Congress.
In the report from this Department submitted to Congress with the
President's message at the last session, the objections to the civil superintendency of the national armories were fully stated, and the propriety of
dispensing with such agencies was forcibly urged. A board of very competent citizens was appointed on the 19th day of August last to examine
the armory at Springfield, and their very able report fully justifies the objections that had been thus made. It shows, what might indeed have
been expected, that the immediate and direct responsibility secured by the
employment of the regular officers having charge of every other branch of
the military service was wanting in this, and that it could not be attained
so long as a person was employed as superintendent who did not fee : his
obligations to his superior officers. Sygtem and regularity in the hours of
labor are as essential in this as in any other workshop. The 9th section
of the act of February 8, 1815, and which section is still in force, places
the different public armories under the direction of the Ordnance department, in order "to ensure system and uniformity in their operations."
There were officers of that department who could be spared from other
service, to take charge of the armories, and they were detailed for that
purpose by the head of this Department who immediately preceded the
present incumbent. Believing this arrangement in accordalllce with the
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~irit of the law, and finding its propriety confirmed by the evidence afforded by the report already mentioned, it has been adhered to. The
office of superintendent, therefore, has been left vacant, from a conviction
o( its being not only unnecessary, but positively injurious to the public interest, and because the duties of the place could be better discharged by
officers already in the pay of the Government. The abolition of the office is respectfully recommended.
Attention is respectfully invited to the suggestion in the report of the
Ordnance office, respecting a modification of the act of 1808, in relation
to the distribution of small arms to the several States. Great inequalities
exist, and great injustice is done to many of the States, in the pre3ent
mode. The recommendations in the report, relating to an increase of force
1n the office and the regulation of the pay of the clerks, will doubtless
receive the consideration to which they are entitled.
The proceeuings of the Ordnance board in revising and amending the
armament of the troops are stated in the report. The advantage already
derived from the information acquired by the officers, who were sent to
Europe, has evinced the wisdom of that measure.
The danger to the populous places in the vicinity of the stores of gunpowder belonginl! to the Government, and the hazard to which those
stores are exposed by snch contiguity, suggested the propriety of an inquiry whether a depot for the reserved powder, not wanted for ordinary
use, might not be established in some spot where it would be as secure as
human art could render it, and where, in case of explosion, the least possible injury would be produced. A board of officers was accordingly appointed to make such inquiry, whose report is herewith submitted, (No.
13,) and the adoption of the measures suggested by them is respectfully
recommended.
The Quartermaster General's report exhibits the very extensive operations of that department during the past year, and the efficiency and energy with wbicl1 they have been prosecuted. They embrace so much of
detail as to preclude an ennmeration of them in this paper. The various
recommendations which are made by the distinguished officer at the head
of that department will doubtless receive all the consideration which is
due to the suggestions of great experience and high military talent.
Among those which appear to the undersigned as most deserving immediate attention are the following : The recommendations of a military road
within our acknowledged limits, to supply subsistence and other stores to
Forts Kent and Fairfield, in the State of Maine. Circumstances of a peculiar character seem to demand that no time should be lost in the commencement of this work. The establishment of a strong fort at Fort
Brady, with commodious barracks, commanding the communication with
Lake Superior, seems also indispensable. And a post on the .1\lissonri
1rontier, south of Fort Leavenworth, is necessary, in connexion with the
plan of defence for that portion of onr territory. The propriety of commencing the erection of permanent works in the Keys, or on the peninsula
of Florida is strongly presented. Of the utility of opening and improving some, if not all the interior communicallions mentioned in the report,
at some time, there probably can be little doubt. Whether that time has
arrived will be for the wisdom of Congress to decide.
The delay in the settlement of the accounts of officers, alluded to in
the same report is unquestionably a great and growing evil. A Jeport
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from the Second Auditor has been made, pursuant to a call from this Department, by which it appears that there are 1,173 accounts remaining in
his office unsettled, of which ten were presented prior to 1839~ four in that
year, sixteen in 1840, and eleven hundred and forty-three in 18-!1. A
similar report from the Third Auditor shows that there are eighteen hundred and fonrtcen accounts in his office uusettled, of which two hundred
and fifty-seven were presented prior to 1839, three hundred and seventythree in that year, four hundred and thirty-six in 1840, and seven hundred
and thirty-eight in 1841. ·whatever may be the cause of this delay, which
is believed not to be in any want of efficiency in the Auditors or their
clerks, but rather in the increased amount of business and the more frequent calls for information, its existence is most injurious to the Government, and often ruinous to the individuals concerned. If the remedy is to
be found in an increase of force in those offices, there can be no doubt of
the necessity of its prompt application.
The change in the mode of accounting for property in the hands of officers, suggested in the same report, is earnestly recommended, as equally
necessary to the protection of the Government and the security of its
agents. Such a change will do much to diminish the labors of the Auditors' offices.
The claims for the subsistence of the troops called into service in Florida
_ m 1839, by the Governor of that Territory, saem to be just. There is a
ifficulty, however, in directing their payment by this Department, in consequence of the only appropriation on the subject (that made by the act of
September 9th, 1841) being, by its reference to the act of 1836, limited to
such militia as were called into service under the authority of the War Department. Although such authority was given for a larger number than
was actually raised, yet the troops in question seem not to have been called
into service under it, but under an act of the Territorial L egislature, and
were not mustered into the service of the United States. The case requires
the interposition of Congress, as well to defray the charges for subsistence
as to provide for the pay of the troops; and it is hoped that no objections
of a merely technical character will prevent full justice being done to the
militia who obeyed the call of the Governor.
The strong appeal made by the Quartermaster General to the justice of
the country, to redeem the pledge given by him to the Creeks, as a consideration for their removal to the W eM, and of their raising a regiment of
warriors, who served faithfully in Florida, cannot be resisted consistently
with any regard for those principles which it is the object of our institutions
to maintain. Infidelity to our engagements, and a refusal to remunerate faithful service, will not increase either the confidence or respect of the Indians
who have relied on our honor. It is to be hoped that the subject will be
examined, and full justice rendered by the competent authority.
The progress which has been made in the construction and improvement
of the fortifications at the different harbors on the seacoast will be seen
from the report of the Chief Engineer. The means for these purposes having been appropriated at the extra session of Congress, but little time has
been given for their employment. Still it will be seen that the works have
been vigorously prosecuted, and that probably more than was contemplated has been accomplished.
It will be seen that some of the most important works for the defence of
th6tharbor of New York cannot be continued, for the want of the appropri·
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ations that were reeommended at the late session. It is of the utmost conseqnence to the protection of that city, that prompt and decisive action
should be had upon the subject.
The same report shows what has been done towards the completion of
the various improvements, and the continuation of roads, heretofore undertaken by the Government, and in charge of the Engineer department. The
want of appropl'iations has arrested these works, and exposed some of them
to the inevitable injuries consequent upon their being left in an unfinished
state. Every considPration of policy and justice seems to require that
these should no longer remain either as memorials of any improvidence in
undertaking them, or of an instability of purpose which refuses to prosecute
works of unquPstioned usefulness. If any of them are of snch a character
that they ought not to be completed, they should be discontinued directly
and unequivocally: and those which are worthy the enterprise of a liberal
and paternal Government, should be vigorously prosecuted and finished.
The condition of the Military Academy at West Point is exhibited in the
report of the Chief Engineer, and in that of the Board of Visiters, selected
from the different portions of the United States to scrutinize all its affairs.
There is great reason to congratulate the country upon the success which
has attended the persevering efforts of Congress to furnish the means of
military instruction to our youth, and of preserving and improving that
science upon which onr safety in war must at all times depend. In an age
renuarkable for the extent to which human inventions in all departments
have been carried, and in which the art of war has undergone essential
modifications from the introduction of new agents and th~ improvement of
those previously existing, it would indeed be a reproach to the intelligence
of our country, and a reflection upon the tendencies of our free institutions,
if we refused or neglected to avail ourselves of the only means by which we
can give to the bravery of our citizens the aid of that science, which is alone
necessary to render them equal to the skilful cohorts that may be sent to
our shores hy a European nation. The time has long since passed, if it
ever existed, when mere valor could compete with discipline and science.
If education be necessary to prepare for any profession, surely that of arms
cannot be an exception. As it is, in its nature, one that cannot derive any
support from private interests or individual employment, but is wholly
public in its uses, the provision for acquiring it must be made by the Government, or it will not be made at all, or not in a manner and to an extent
adequate to the exigency.
By imparting the highest degree of military science to the young men
who are annually sent forth from the academy, the country gains not only
a large number of accomplished individuals, but the information which
they possess becomes diffused among the body of our fellow-citizens, and
furnishes aliment for the improvement of the militia. Indeed, that sure
ultimate resource in any conflict in which we may be engaged will be in_debted for its advancement more to the establishment of an institution, in
which the military knowledge of the world is collected, preserved, and
taught, than to any one other· cause. The spirit which would denounce such
a reservoir of science and seminary of instruction would proscribe the books,
the maps, charts, mathematical instruments, and all other means and appliances by which the greatest amount of efficiency is given to physical force
and intellectual strength.
The improvements recommended by the Board of Visiters, which are
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' Within the competency of this Department, will rective the careful consideration, to which the high source from which they emanate, entitles them.
'Those which depend on the action of Congress it is hoped will meet the
favor of that body. The suggestion that provision be made for an additional instructer, who may relieve the chaplain from some of his present duties, that he may devote more time to the moral instruction of the pupils,
will commend itself to every mind that reilects on the dangers, to which
they are exposed in consequence of their being "separated from the wholesome restraints of friends and kindred, and deprived of parental guidance."
The remarks of the visiters on the indispensable necessity of new and
enlarged barracks, as well for the health as the intellectual improvement of
the cadets, present the subject so strongly as not to admit of any further
observations in their support, except the expression of the decided concurrence of this Departmeut in a recom nendation that has already been strenuously urged upon the attention of Congress.
The course of instruction at \Vest Point is, however, imperfect in one
essential particular-the means of acq niring practical knowledge of the duties of suppers, miners, and pontoniers. Although it is not probable that,
in any war in which this country may be engaged, we shall have occasion
to attack many other fortifications than such as may be captured from us
by an enemy, yet, while the knowledge referred to would be indispensable
even for such a purpose, the defence of such places equally requires that
we should understand the means by which they would be assailed, that we
may be prepared to counteract them. But, in any warfare which should
be carried on upon our territory, the most effectual means of crossing streams
by the construction of bridges or otherwise, with the greatest expedition, of
embarrassing an enemy in his march or retreat, and of protecting our own
forces, would be elements of the greatest importance ; and, like all other
operations of human agency, they are to be improved and perfected only by
the combination of science with practical experience. It is earnestly hoped
that these considerations, with those so powerfully stated in the report of
the Chief Engineer and those so repeatedty urged by my predecessors, will
induce Congress to make the necessary appropriation for the establishment
at \Vest Point of a corps of sappers, miners, and pontoniers.
The report of the officer having charge of the bureau of Topographical
Engineers affords the most satisfactory evidence of the great ability and usefulness of that corps. Having been very recently organized, and not being furnished with means for any extensive operations until within the past
year, its capacity and utility are now for the first time fully developed.
·The surveys of the mouth of the Suwannee, of the boundary line between
us and Texas, from the mouth of the Sabine to Red river, and of the Des
Moines and Iowa rivers, have been completed, while the most difficult part
of the boundary between Michigan and Wiskonsin has been finished.
The surveys of the lakes and that of the Northeastern boundary are in progress. The measures preparatory to active operations for the removal of
the Red river raft are detailed in the report, and that important work will
be prosecuted with vigor.
It will be perceived that the works for the improvement of harbors already authorized have been arranged icto two classe!: first, tho&le of great importance and immediate necessity; and, second, those of perhaps equal importance, but in resp-ect to which there are no peculiar circumstances so
.urgent for speedy action as in the first class. The plan of proceeding gra-
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-dually with a due regard to economy and the condition of the Treasury,
and with refersnce to the just and equal claims of the different portions of
the country, will, it is believed, be more likely to accomplish a greater
.amount of the desired improvement than any other mode.
The total estimate for the works of the first class is $575,000, while th~
very moderate sum of $30,000 is asked to preserve those of the second
class from decay. It should not be inferred that any intention exists of
abandoning many most valuable and important works, for which no specific estimates are submitted. On the contrary, the very recommendation
to preserve them proceeds from a desire for their completion at the proper
time and in due course, in reference to the principles before stated.
The works for which specific estimates are submitted are upon the Atlantic and lake coasts, of which by far the largest amount is for the former.
While justice is thus done to the maritime frontier, in the improvement
of its harbors and in the provisions for its military and naval defences, the
exceedingly important and rapidly increasing commerce of the lakes is
fairly entitled to consideration and assistance, by rendering accessible the
harbors universally obstructed by natural impediments, and by affording
light-houses for a hazardous navigation. At the present time this commerce, based on the productions of seven States and one Territory, must
annually exceed twenty-five millions of dollars; and, as it expands and in·creases, it will give additional value to the public domain, which will soon
add its tributary streams to the great tide of internal trade that flows from
Lake Superior to the Atlantic ..
Having now two corps of officers, composed of gentlemen of the highest
scientific acquirements, combined with much experience, there can no longer be any reason for making appropriations to improve harbors or rivers,
in the absence of full and accurate information fi·om those equally competent and disinterested. I concur therefore entirely in the remark, made by
a predecessor in 1839, that the whole system may be brought into deserved
disrepute unless examinations are directed and reports had, previous to any
appropriations for such purposes.
The rep0rts of the Paymaster General and the acting Surgeon General
show the operations of those departments and the activity that prevails in
them.
The report of the Commissary General of Subsistence exhibits several
gratifying results. The expense for subsistence will be considerably
diminished the ensuing year. There has been great pro1!1ptness in the rendering of their accounts by the disbursing offi.cers, and in the settlement of
those of the army and special contractors ; and not a cent has been lost
during the year, through the regular disbursing officers of the departlnent
or its temporary agents.
The report of the Commissary of Purchases contains the usual statements
of the quantity of materials for clothing on hand and procured during the
year, the quantity made up, and the balance remaining ; the quantity of
each of the different articl.es made up at the clothing establishment and
issued, and the quantity on hand ; and the quantity of clothing and of
camp and garrison equipage on hand and purchased during the year, the
quantity issued, and the balance on hand. There is also a statement of the
comparative cost of the different articles of clothing, &c., f'{)r the last three
years, from which it appears there has beeLl. a reducr:i.on in the cost of
nearly all of them during the last year.
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Deeming the establishment of a clothing bureau at the city of Washington in conflict with the provision of the act of May IS, 1826, by which the
Quartermaster's department is charged with the duty of receiving from
the Purchasing department, and distributing to the army, all clothing and
camp and garrison equipage, it has been discontinued, and its business will
hereafter be conducted under the supervision of the Quartermaster General.
By this arrangement a more effectual accountability is secured.
From the report of the Commissioner of Pensions, it will be seen that
during the last year the number of pensioners on the rolls has diminished
more than one-third, the greatest proportion having occurred among the
invalids, the revolutionary pensioners under the act of 1818, and the widows
of certain persons who served in the war of the Revolution, under the act
of 1838. The whole number, of all descriptions, on the rolls at the date of
the last annual report was 44,394. The whole number at present is 26,531;
of whom 2,605 are invalids, 3,958 receive pensions under the act of 1818,
436 under the act of 1828, 16,682 under the act of 1832, 2,303 tmder the
act of 1836, and 547 widows under the act of 1838.
The vexatious operation of the act of 1838, which reqnires pensions unclaimed for eight months to be returned to the Treasury, has heretofore been
presented to the consideration of Congress, and I cannot but concur in the
recommendation for its repeal.
I cannot refrain from calli11g attention to the case of the wounded Cherokee Indians, to whom the faith of the nation was pledged, by the 14th article
of the treaty with the Cherokees of the 29th December, 1835, to provide
pensions to such as were engaged on the side of the United States in the late
war with Great Britain and the southern tribes of Indians, and who were
wounded in such service. The few who remain have applied in vain to
the Pension Office for the promised remuneration; but it is to be hoped that
justice, although tardy, '"ill now be rendered to them.
From the report of the late first clerk of the Bounty Land Office, it
appears that about twenty claims for warrants for revolutionary services
have been filed and duly established since theIst day of January, 1840, on
which day the last law for extending the time for issuing warrants of that
class expired; and that 114 claims for warrants on account of services
rendered in the late war with Great Britain have been deposited and
established, although the act authorizing uch warrants expired on the 26th
day of May, 1839. By the report from the same officer for the year ending
30th September, 1839. it appears that 13 claims of a similar character werf!
presented and substantiated in t.hat year, after the expiration of the act; and
by a like report for the year 1840 it appears that 76 claims were exhibited
and established during that year, under the same expired act-making the
total number thus established, up to the 15th November last, 203. The
authority for issuing these warrants having expired, it is difficult to perceive
on what ground tha claims have been received and investigated, or the
legal validity of any proofs that may have been taken since that authority
ceased. The same remark applies to the claims for services rendered in
the war of the Revolution. The attention of Congress having been repeatedly called to the fact, that the Ia ws on the subject of both these descriptions
of claims had become obsolete, and no act reviving them having been passed, the utility of maintaining a distinct bureau for their examination was.
not perceived, and whateve-r business remains to be done has been plMed
under the supervision of the Commissioner of Pensions, with his assent.
l
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It would be a dereliction of duty to omit calling the attention of
Congress to a subject to which it has been so often invited by a predecessor in this department, namely, the insecurity and inconvenience of the
buildings in which, for the want of room in the vVar Office, the offices of
the Paymaster General, of the Ordnance bureau, of the Chief Military Engineer, of the Topographical Engineers, and the Commissioner of Pensions,
are kept. Models, surveys, maps, reports, and various documents of incalculable value, belonging to those bureans, are imminently exposed. Some immediate provision for a suitable building seems indispensable.
By a joint resolution of Congress, approved February 13th, 1839, the
Secretary of War was authorized to contract for the pmchase of the island
at the confluence of the St. Peter's and Mississippi rivers, and to report
his proceedings to Congress, subject to their approbation or rejection. On
the 12th March, 1839, the contract was made, and the sum of $12,000
agreed to be paid. As the property is deemed necessary for military purposes, being adjacent to Fort Snelling, an estimate for an appropriation
for its purchase has been submitted, in a form which will relieve the subject of all difficulty respecting the title to the land, by leaving it to the
proper department to ascertain the persons entitled to the purchase money.
A communication of my immediate predecessor to the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, on the 2d of September, 1841, will furnish all
the information on the subject in the possession of this Department.
Pursuant to the appropriation in the act of September 9, 1841, for defraying the expenses of selecting a suitable site on the Western waters for
the establishment of a national armory, a board of officers, consisting of
brevet Brig. General Armistead, Lieut. Col. Long of the Topographical
Engineers, and Surgeon General Lawson, has been appointed to make the
necessary examinations. They are now engaged in that duty, and their
report on the subject will be laid before you as soon as it shall be received.
The report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs presents much valuable information concerning the very important m~,ttters in charge of that
bureau. The absence of the Commissioner in the negotiation of a treaty
when the undersigned was called to the Department of War, and for some
time afterwards, together with the very short time allowed for the examination and consideration of the various and complicated relations with the
Indian tribes, will account for the omis':lion in this report of views and
opinions which might be otherwise expected. Eelieving it to be a branch
of the public service requiring peculiar attention and mature deliberation,
it will not ceasn to engage the most strenuous efforts to improve its administration, and promote the _interests of the helpless people who are the objects of its care ; and if occasion should require any suggestions for those
purposes, they will hereafter be the subject of a special report.
The amendments made by the President and Senate to the treaty with
fhe Miami tribe were assented to by them in the month of .June last,
thus extinguishing the Indian title to lands throughout the whole State of
Indiana. An arrangement has also been made with the Saganaw Indians,
by which certain omissions in the treaty of 1837 have been supplied, and
the cession of their lands intended to be embraced in it has been completed.
Since the adjournment of Congress, a treaty has been concluded with
some of the bands of the Sioux, for lands not included in any previous:
negotiation ; and another has been made with the half-breeds of the
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Sioux, for a cession of the lands set apart to them by the 9th article of
the treaty held at Prairie du Chien on the 15th of July, 1830.
A treaty is now negotiating with the Wyandots, for·their lands in the
State of Ohio, which it is believed will soon be brought to a conclusion.
The attempt to negotiate with the Sacs and Foxes has utterly failed. As
the causes of this failure are believed to be temporary, or such as may be
removed by arrangements with other tribes, a renewed effort will be made
when a propitious occasion shall offer.
It is a source of regret that the information respecting the state of the
Indian schools is so scanty and imperfect. Few subjects commend themselves
more strongly to all our sympathies, as men ~nd Christians, than the edu·
-cation and civilization of the Indian tribes ; and, so far as depends on this
Department, the obligation resulting from the provisions made in various
treaties for that purpose, and from the appropriations by Congress, shall
be faithfully discharged.
The recommendation of the Commissioner, to revive the investigation
into the claims arising under the 14th article of the treaty of Dancing
Rabbit Creek, and that proposing that authority should be given for the
sale of lands at once, upon their being ceded, on which buildings have
been erected or improvements have been made by the United States, are
respectfully commended to the consideration of Congress.
The condition of the accounts of the disbursing agents demands prompt
attention. There appear to be large balances against some of those agents,
who are supposed to be entitled to credits of equal amounts for expenditure<;, but which creuits cannot be allowed under existing laws, in consequence of the sums thus expended being taken from other"'funds. Some
law like that suggested by the Commissioner, authorizing transfers of appropriations, seems indispensable ; and the interest of the Government as
well as of the agents requires that it should be passed as speedily as possible.
Measures have been taken to execute the act of 1834, in relation to intrusions on Indian lands, for the purpose of preventing the sale of liquor
and unlicensed trading, which it is hoped may prove successful.
Respectfully submitted.
JOHN C. SPENCER.
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REPORT OF THE MAJOR GENERAL OF THE ARMY.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, November 22, 1841.
I have the honor to submit the annual report due from this office,
followed by remarks on the operations of the army and the suggestions
-deemed "necessary for improving its condition and efficiency," which have
bee~ invited.
1. A tabular view of organization, marked A;
2. General return of the army, B;
3. Position and distribution of troops in the eastern division, C ;
4. Position and distribution of troops in the western division, D ; and
5. A tabular exhibit of the whole number of recruits enlisted into the
army, from October 1, 1840, to September 30, 1841, E.
Within the year, a great and affiictiug event has occurred in this office.
My distinguished predecessor, Major General Macomb, departed this life
towards the close of June. Succeeding to the command of the army, I
entered upon duty July the 5th.
The field operations of the troops have been principally confined to the
prosecution of the war against the Florida Indians.
In the course of the past winter and spring, Brigadier General Armistead,
who commanded the troops in that war, by the aid of a delegation of
Seminole chiefs brought back from the West, succeeded in peacefully
sending off from Florida about 450 Indians, including their slaves. He at
the same time gave efi'ective protection to the citizens of the Territory, and
caused many districts occupied by the enemy to be scoured, particularly
the country eMt of the St. John's and towards the Everglades.
At his own request, that general was relieved May the 31st, when the
conduct of the war devolved on the next in rank then in the field, Colonel
Worth, of the 8th infantry.
The Florida army at the time consisted of the 2d regiment of dragoons ;
nine companies of the 3d regiment of artillery, serving as infantry; together
with the lst, 2d, 3d, 6th, 7th, and 8th regiments of infantry, all much
reduced in numbers, leaving au effective force of about 3,500 men.
Tlle season of heat and miasma bad already commenced, and partial
negotiations were still pending. Finding that the promises of certain chiefs
had become plainly deceptive, Colonel Worth resolved to divide hts forces
into a number of small detachments, and to recommence hostilities every
where at once. At the same time measures were taken to guard the frontier inhabitants aud to induce mauy who had fled for safety to return in
confidence. Stimulated by his zeal, energy, and abilities, the Florida army,
ever ready for any danger or hardship, then spread itRelf over the country,
penetrated many secret haunts never bBfore discovered, destroyed. the
growing crops and other means of subsistence in those places, aud, by contautly harassing the enemy, who never stopped to combat, forced many
SIR:
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to surrender for food and safety. Securing their families, the chiefs were
turned into missionaries of peace, who found numbers willing to emigrate.
Several intinential leaders, previously captured and sent off, were brought
back, and also employed in like missions. By combining active operations
with negotiations of this sort, and without violating one promise made or
one precept of humanity, the most extraordinary results, for the season,
have been obtained. A large shipment of emigrants for the West was
made in October, besides many prisoners retained till they can be joined
by absent members of their families known to be desirons of coming in.
The region of the Everglades, mostly under water, could not have been
reached before the return of the cool season. A movement to effect this
object, skilfully combined from many points, and including the flotilla of
Lieut. McLaughlin, of the navy, is, no doubt, now far advanced, and
which bas every promise of enveloping a large part, if not the whole, of
Sam Jones's followers, already reduced in numbers l>y a band that recently
deserted him for emigration. Should the gallant Colonel meet with the
success in tluit quarter which his able combinations merit, there would only
be left for him a few fragments of bands to capture.
It is highly gratifying to learn that the troops most actively engaged in.
the foregoing operations have suffered but very little more from disease
than those of the same army left stationary at the forts and depots. Not
a company of volunteers or militia was engaged in those operations or belonged to the atrny of Florida since Col. Worth has been in command,
except two companies for the defence of the Georgia frontier, not called
for by him.
It is also proper to add, that early in the summer the 1st infantry was
detached from Florida, and now garrisons Jefferson barracks and the forts
on the upper Mississippi; that five troops of the 2d dragoons are now in
march for the Red-river frontier, and that the nine companies of the 3d
artillery may soon be expected to occupy the forts at Pensacola, Mobile
point, and the neighborhood of New Orleans-Colonel Worth having reported that he could dispense with so much of the force that had come
under his orders. It was also, at his suggestion, that the 5th infantry,
which had arrived at Jefferson barracks (near St. Louis) from the north,
on its way to Florida, was stopped at the former place iu September; and
he has been joined (the 22d of October) by six companies of the 4th infantry, from Arkansas; and has had, or soon will have, the old regiments
remaining with him strengthened by about 800 recruits from the general
depot in the harbor of New York.
From the foregoing details the army of Florida may, by the 15th of
the next month, be estimated at something less than 3,000 effective men.
In the month of August, Fort Kent, at the mouth of Fish river, and
Fort Fairfield, on the Aroostook, were each, for police purposes, occupied
by a company of the 1st artillery from Houlton, near the eastern frontier
of Maine ; and another company, of the same regiment, was transferred
from the harbor of New York to that of Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
In the same month the 2d artillery was brought down from the Niagara
and Sackett's Harbor to the seaboard; and it now garrisons the works in
Newport and New York harbors, Fort Mifflin, (on the Delaware,) andFort
Monroe, (Hampton roads.) This ~ovement induced an extension of the
4th artillery (stationed on Lake Huron and the Detroit) to Buffalo and
Sackett's Harbor; and the retrograde movement of the 5th infantry, from
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Jefferson barracks, (which now occupies· the forts on Lake Huron and the
Detroit,) has caused the remainder of the 4th artillery to be ordered down,
so as to give four companies to Poinse~ barracks, (at Buffalo,) one to Fort
Niagara, one to Fort Ontario, (at Oswego,) and four to Madison barracks
·
(Sackett's Harbor.)
It has been said that six companies of the 4th infantry are now in
Florida: three remained in the Southwest, to be concentrated on the
upper Arkansas on the arrival on the Red river of the five troops of the
2d dragoons now in march from Florida. The remaining company of the
4th infantry took post at the Baton Rouge arsenal in October.
It is confidently believed that sixteen regiments is the minimum regular
force now absolutely required by the country-not for actual war, but as
a standing guard against outbreaks on the part of Indians, and hostilities from abroad-sometimes imminent, and always to be looked to with
solicitude by those immediately charged with the defence of our soil. Of
such force we have but fourteen regiments-two of cavalry, four of artillery, and eight of infantry. Additions of one regiment to the artillery
arm, and of one to that of infantry, are respectfully suggested.
On the suppositi_ons of this slight augmentation and the termination of
the Florida war, the following would be the proposed peace distribution
of the army: five regiments (two of cavalry and three of infantry) along
the frontiers between the upper Sabine and the great falls of the Mississippi, with a sixth regiment (infantry) held in reserve at Jefferson barracks, near St. Louis, whence it might, by steam, in the seasons of danger,
be rapidly carried near to either of those particular borders ; five regiments of infantry along the frontiers between the upper Mississippi (or
Lake Superior) and Houlton, in Maine; and five regiments of artillery to
garrison the forts along the seaboard, including the Gulf of Mexico.
The necessity of the augmentation will be apparent by considering the
immense extent of outline to be guarded, and the remoteness of numerous
points from any dense population of citizens, the many tribes of Indians
recently transplanted from the east to districts just beyond Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri, and Iowa; and the number, the cost, and importance
of the forts constructed, or about to be constructed, on the seaboard and
the Canada frontiers.
Besides the obligation to defend States and Territories against predatory
incursions on the part of Indians, accumulated on their borders by
the act of Government, there are treaty stipulations to protect some of the
transplanted tribes against their new and more savage neighbors beyond
them; and it may be added, that the entire removal of the peace garrisons from the permanent forts, during the last five or six years, for the
Florida war, has caused serious injuries tq those works. The injuries are
now undergoing reparation by hired laborers ; but if a small garrison, at
least, be not maintained in every fort, dilapidation must again speedily
ensue.
There are in the Quartermaster's department twenty-eight, and in the
Subsistence department four assistants-making thirty-two officers, each
with the rank of captain in the staff, and at the same time holding
another commission in some regiment of the line, to the exclusion of a
captain or a lieutenant. Of those assistants, twenty-one are already captains of companies, from which they are permanently and necessariiy detatched on staff duties. Their companies, of course, are commanded by
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lieutenants, who get neither the rank, pay, (proper,) nor the emoluments:
of the absent captains. This is not only unjust to the lieutenants, but, what
is worse, the vacant companies suffer greatly in parental care, instruction,
and discipline, by the frequent and unavoidable changes in their lieutenant commanders; whereas captains, serving with companies, are at once
the fathers of their men and the pivots of the line. No movement can be
well executed without these officers. Even to supply their places whe111.
temporarily absent by reason of wounds, sickness,or occasional indulgences,
is always attended with some injury to the service. The evil, therefore, ought not to be aggravated by the statutory provision which requires
that every staff assistant shall also be an officer in a regiment, and, consequently, with the right of promotion in the line, whilst the officers of the
latter can only enter the staff at the foot of the list. This partiality gives
to the assistants (at least up to a majority) a double chance of pronwtion,
with only a single set of duties.
For the foregoing reasons, I beg leave to suggest an amendment of the
law, declaring that the pr~sent assistant quartermasters and assistant commissaries of subsistence, and all others of the same denominations, who
may hereafter be appointed, shall not hold such commissions in the staff
and regimental commissions at the same time, but shall immediately relinquish one or the other.
The superior officers of both those branches of the staff are already
separated from the regiments of the line; and it was originally intenued
that the twenty.eight assistant quartermasters should also have been so
separated. The proviso of the act of July 5, 1838, section 9, was to that
effect; but this in a few days unfortunately became changed by a supplemental act.
The present inequality of pay between the officers of the same grades
in the different branches of the common service is highly unjust, and a.
source of mnch uncomfortable feeling. The dragoon and staff officers,
including those of the engineers, topographical engineers, and ordnance,
have all, under the name of cavalry pay, received the higher rates over
the artillery and infantry officers since July 5, 1838. Several attempts
have been made in Congress to do justice to the officers of the latter
arms, but, as yet, without success. To favor an end so entirely equitable,
I beg leave to suggest that a near approximation might be attained by
granting to the artillery and infantry officers one additional ration pei'
diem each, for every four, instead of five years' service-the provision of
law now applicable to all army officers other than the generals. Two
rations pe1· diem, for every seven years' service would, after a few terms,
effect an exact equalisation between the parties, and at the end of his
thirtieth year the accumulation might be made to cease with every officer
throughout the army.
I beg leave to recall attention to two subjects of great interest, which
were pressed on the Departm ent by my predecessor in his annual
reports of 1839 and 1S40: l. To a system, not of pensions, but of retired pay, presented with full details iu the second of those reports ; and
2. To some provision of law in favor of widows and orphans of regular
officers who have died or may die in conseciuence of wounds received
or diseases contracted in service-there being such provision already
made in behalf of the widows and orphans of navy, volunteer, and militia. officers, dying under the same circumstances. Indeed, the whole sub-
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ject of army pensions to widows and orphans, and to disabled officers,
requires equitable revision.
A bill for the establishm«mt of an army asylum was reported at the
last regular session of Congress; with every prospect of success, except the
then want of time. A review of the provisions of this bill cannot, I
think, fail to secure to it a favorable consideration in every quarter.
I have the.honor to remain, sir, with high respect, your most obedient
servant,
WINFIELD SCOTT.
To the Hon. J. C. SPENCER, Secretary of l'Var.

E.
ADJU'l'ANT GENERAL's OFFICE,
Washington, November 15, 1841.
Statement showing the whole number of recruits enlisted in the army,
from the 1st of October, 1840, to the 30th of September, 1841, inclusive.
GENERAL RECRUITING SERVICE.
Maj. J. Erving, 3d regiment of artillery, general superintendent, stationed at New York, N.Y.

Portsmouth,
Boston,
Lowell,
Worcester,
Springfield,
Providence,
l'ew London,
Hartford,
New Haven,
Bridgeport,
Brooklyn,
New York,
Fort Wood,
Albany,
Troy,
Schenectady,
Utica,
Syracuse,
Rochester,
Trenton,
Easton,

N. H.
Mass.
do.
do.
do.
R. I.
Conn.
do.
do.
do.
N. Y.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
N. J.
Pa.

20

6.5
14
3
ll
45
4
3'3
20

7
36
616
30

137
56

55
68

105
76

5
43

Philadelphia,
Reading,
Lancaster,
Pittsburg,

Pa.
135
do.
17
do.
28
do.
GS
Beave~
do.
3
Bridgewater,
do.
3
Baltimore,
Md.
85
Frederick,
do.
70
80
Cumberland,
do.
Lynchburg,
Va.
45
Savannah,
Geo.
1
Newport,
Ky.
97
Louisville,
do.
134
Jefl.'erson barracks, Mo. 85
Baton Rouge, La.
1
New Orleans, do.
54
Fort Pickens, Fa.
1
Tampa Bay,
do.
1
No. of recruits enlisted
for the general service

2,352

RECRUITING SERVICE FOR THE DRAGOONS.
Capt. E. V. Sumner, 1st regiment of dragoons, superintendent, stationed at Carlisle barracks, Pa.

Boston,
Mass.
Nqw York,
N.Y.
Philadelphia, Pa.

58

264

Carlisle,
Baltimore,

Pa.
Md.

21
50

60

No. of recruits enlistei
for the dragoons

453
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BY REGIMENTS.

1st regiment dragoons 132
4th regiment infantry
361
2d regiment dragoons
49
5th regiment infantry
125
1st regiment artillery
222
6th regiment infantry
50
76
2d regiment artillery
198
7th regiment infantry
3d regiment artillery
66
8th regiment infantry
303
4th regiment artillery
290
Detach't at West Point 23
1st regiment infantry
29
Band at ·w est Point
9
21
For the medical dep't
2
2d regiment infantry
3d regiment infantry
161
2,117
Total number enlisted from the 1st of October, 1840, to the
4,922
30th of September, 1841
RECAPITULATIO!'\.

453
For the general service, ) Dragoons
( Artillery and infantry 2,352
Dragoons
181
By regiments,
Artillerv
776
Infantry
- 1,126
By detachments, 34

1

4,922
Amount of recruiting funds advanced to officers of the army
from the 1st of October, 1840, to the 30th of September, 1841,
and balance unaccounted for 30th September, 1840
- $52,868 90
Amount of those funds accounted for within the same period 46,319 95
Balance in the hands of recruiting officers on the 30th of September, 1841
6,548 95
Respectfully submitted.

R. JONES, ,/idjutant General.
Major Gen.

WINFIELD

ScoTT,

Com'g U. 8 . .!irmy, Washington, JJ. C.
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No.2.
REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF THE ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT.

ORDNANCE OFFICE,

Washington, November 22, 1841.
SIR: In compliance with the instructions from the War Department ot
the Sth October, I have the honor to submit a report of the operations of
the Ordnance department during the year ended 30th September, 1841.
Fiscal concerns.
Balance of funds available for the service of the Ordnance department
the 30th September, 1840$874,g56 50
Undrawn from Treasury
11,383 48
Jn hands of disbursing officers$886,339
Amount received from sale!!, rents, and other sources
32,257
Amount of appropriations for the year 1841, viz:
By act of 3d March, 1841
- ~liH,071,345 85
220,000 00
By act of 9th September, 1841
1,291,345
Total for the year 1841

on

98
64

85

2,209,943 47

Amount of expenditures in the year ended 30th Septem- $1,245,557 66
ber, 1841
Balance available on 30t}q September, 1841, viz:
Undrawn from the Treasury $948,!394 49
15,991 32
In the hands of disbursin~ officers
-----964,385 81
Total

2,209,943 4 7

The disbursing officers of this department have promptly accounted,
according to Ia w and regulations, for all the funds placed in their hands.
Great convenience and advantage to the service would result from a
change in the manner of making appropriations, so that the funds might
become available on the 1st October in each year, by which arrangement
contracts for work and materials might be made in the winter, the most
favorable time for making them; and the appropriations for one year
would be generally expended and accounted for before those for the next
year became available .

.llrmament of Fortifications.
The amount of expenditures under this head, during the year ended 30th
September, 1841, is $90,784 02.
6
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The principal stores procured are70 seacoast cannon ;
40 carriages for ditto ;
800 cannon balls ;
1S,500 cubic feet of gun-carriage timber.
In order the better to secure the interests of the United States in procuring ordnance from private foundries, a condition has been introduced
into the contracts for this year, that an officer or agent of the Ordnance department shall be allowed to attend at the foundries during the manufacture of ordnance, to see that proper materials and suitable means are used
for producing work of a good quality, which cannot always be satisfactorily ascertained by proof and inspection of the finished guns. This object
·would be still better secured by the establishment of a national foundry,
where the necessary experiments on the use of different kinds of iron and
different processes of manufacture might be tried, and where such a quantity of ordnance might be made as would enable the department to direct
and control the work at private foundries. A special report on this subject
was made to you from this office on the 1st instant, and an item to authorize the purchase of a site for a foundry has, agreeably to your instructions,
been introduced into the general estimate for the next year.
In pursuance of orders received from the War Department on the 13tb.
March last, and at subsequent times, as the forts were reported ready to
receive their armament, there have been sent to the forts on the seacoast
and on the northern frontier417 heavy cannon;
440 gun-carriages.
With these supplies, added to those previously on hand, the fortifications
at the following points will be furnished with a considerable part of their
heavy armament:
Portland, Me.
Oswego, N. Y.
Cape Fear, N . C.
Portsmouth, N. H.
Delaware river, Penn. Charleston, S. C.
New Bedford, Mass.
Baltimore, Md.
Savannah, Ga.
Newport, R. I.
Fort w·ashington, l\Id. Pensacola, Fa.
New London, Conn.
Hampton roads, Va.
Mobile, Ala.
New York harbor, N.Y. Beaufort, N.C.
fNew Orleans, La.
Niagara, N. Y.
A great quantity of ordnance, and a large number of gun-carriages, can.non balls, and other ordnance stores, (amounting to more than $1,000,000,}
are yet required to complete the armament of these forts, and of others which
will be ready to receive their armament during the next year ; and i.<t is
highly desirable that the appropriations for thi::; object should be more liberal than heretofore, in order to provide a suitable supply of cannon and
carriages, which cannot be immediately obtained on an emergency.

Purchase of Ordnance and Ordnance Stores.
Under the appropriations for this object, ti1e expenditures during the
year ended 30th September, 1841, have amounted to $93,539 68.
· The principal stores procured are as follows :
6 seacoast cannon, (experimental;)
34 field cannon ;
35 field carriages ;
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2,000 sets of infantry accoutrements ;
11000 sets of cavalry
do.
1,000 sets of rifle
do.
1,100 percussion cannon locks;
12,274 lbs. cartridge paper;
9,000 cubic feet of field-carriage timber.

Of the appropriation for the purchase of materials for gunpowder, the
:sum of $49,326 59 has been applied to procuring and placing in store564,7 56 lbs. refined saltpetre;
74,858 lbs. refined brimstone.
The principal supplies issued to the regular troops and to the militia itll
\the service of the United States, during the year, are6 field guns;
1,496 swords and sabres;
II field carriages, with imple600 sets of cavalry accoutrements;
ments and equipments ;
2,000 sets infantry accoutrements;
2,500 rounds of ammunition for
400 sets horse equipments for drafield service ;
goons;
25 sets of artillery harness for 930,835 ball cartridges for small
four horses ;
arms ;
3,754 muskets;
163,935 blank
do.
1,795 carbines;
74,739 flints;
481 pistol_s;
382,460 percussion caps.

National .flrmories.
The expenditures at the national armories, during the year ended 30th
September, 1841, have been as follows :
Harper's Ferry,

Springfield.

Total.

------ --For the manufacture of arms - $199,174 28 $206,037 15
56,208 44
For repairs and improvements
10,756 63
Total

-

-

$405,211 4 3
66,965 0 1

--255,382 72

216,793 78

472,176

There have been manufacturedAt Harper's Ferry armory, 8,650 muskets, 190 Hall's rifles;
At Springfield armory, 10,700 muskets.
The product of the armories has been this year much less than usnal, in
consequence chiefly of the introduction of a new and improved model of'
the musket, which has rendered necessary an alteration of the machinery
for making arms. At Harper's Ferry armory there were also large arrear~
ages of debts from last year to be paid.
Since the date of the last report from this office, an important change has
been made in the administration of the national armories, by dispensing
with the superintendents heretofore employed at them, and placing the armories under the immediate direction of ordnance officers. From the operation of this measure, thus far, in correcting abuse.s at the armories, it is
confidently believed that the good effects anticipated from its adoption will
be realized ; and it is therefore hoped that the system may be maintained1
and the services of other superintendents permanently discontinued.
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•lb·ming and equipping the Militia.
The expenditures for this object, in the year ended September 30, 1841',.
:bave been $224,277 02.
The principal arms and equipments procured during the year are as
follows:
50 6 pounder brass guns;
3,219 infantry bayonet belts;
12 24 pounder howitzer carriages·
500 do.
waist belts;
23 6 pounder gun carriages;
500 do.
gun slings;
3,160 muskets; •
2,924 do.
cartridge-box plates~
2,560 rifles;
14,161 do.
bayonet-belt plates;
2,000 carbines;
500 do.
waist-belt plates;
7,200 pistols;
452 carbine cartridge boxes;
1,500 artillery swords;
1, l so pistol cartridge boxes;
8 cadet's swords;
1,442 pairs holsters;
1,033 infantry cartridge boxes;
1,300 sabre belts and plates;
1,967
do.
do.
belts;
2,000 artillery sword belts.
1,393 bayonet scabbards;
The following ordnance and stores have been issued to the States during
the year:
12 6 pounder iron guns;
557 sabres;
51 6 pounder bronze guns;
810 artillery swords;
63 6 pounder carriages;
8 cadet's swords;
4,960 muskets;
3,460 sets infantry accoutrements;
180 Hall's rifles;
1,290 sets rifle
do.
1,119 common rifles;
1,407 sets cavalry
do.
1,9 64 pistols ;
810 artillery sword belts.
Statement A, hereto annexed, shows the apportionment of arms to
the several States under the act of 1~08. From an examination of this
statement, it will be seen that the returns of the militia, on which the apportionment of arms is made, are very irregular, and generally much in
arrear; in consequence of which, the distribution of arms to the States is
not in proportion to the real strength of the militia. It is worthy of consideration, whether a fair and equal distribution might not be made by
such a modification of the act of 1S08 as should require the distribution of
arms to be made to the ~tates in proportion to their population or representative numbers, instead of by the present rule .
.IJ.rsenals and Depots.
Of the appropriation for permanent improvements at the arsenals, the
sum of $162,940 16 has been applied, during the past year, to the objects
embraced in the estimate presented to Congrass. The construction of two
new arsenals at Fayetteville, North Carolina, and at Little Rock, Arkansas, has been continued as far as tht+ available means would allow.
·A depot of arms, accoutrements, and ammunition, for 1,000 infantry,
100 riflemen, and 200 cavalry, has been established at each of the posts of
Fort ·winnebago and Fort Armstrong, (Rock island,) for the purpose of
arming the militia of the frontier in case of necessity.
Lead Mines.
Since the ye:~.r 1836, the interests of the United States in these mines
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!have been almost entirely neglected, and their rights disregarded, by the
miners and smelters. A new superintendent of the mines has been recently appointed, with instructions to take measures to reassert the rights of
the United States in this property, by endeavoring to recover the rents
due, and to make new arrangements for leasing the mines in future.
Being still of opinion that the true interests of the United States and the
prosperity of the mining country will be best promoted by a sale of these
lands, I take occasion again to urge the adoption of that course which has,
for several years past, been annually recommended to Congress.
Proceedings of the Ordnance Board.
Since the return of the members of the ordnance board from Europe,
as mentioned in the last annual report from this office, the board have
been employed in prosecuting their duty of revising and amendmg the armament and equipment of the troops. The system of guns, carriages, and
-equipments, for the field artillery, has been definitively arranged, and the
necessary drawings and models prepared; the details of the system of
.siege and garrison artillery are nearly completed; the subject of small
arms has been revised, with a view to the adoption of percussion locks fo r
them, and models of new arms, on this principle, are in the course of preparation. The supplying of horse equipments for the dragoons having
been assigned to this department in February last, patterns of new equipments have been adopted, and are now in the service of the troops for
trial, preparatory to the extensive manufacture of them. An ordnance
manual, to guide the officers in the fabrication, inspection, and preservation of ordnance supplies of all kinds, has been prepared by the board,
and published by authority of the War Department.

Organization of the 01·dnance Department.
Believing that experience has established the correctness of the opinion
which prompted the reorganization of the Ordnance department in 1832,
I beg leave to call your attention to the propriety of completing the organization of the department by increasing the number of officers to meet the
wants of the service. Previously to the reduction of the army in 1821,
when the number of arsenals and depots was but ten, the Ordnance department contained 44 commissioned officers; at present, with 23 arsenals
and depots, there are only 28 commissioned officers in the department, and
the wants of the service are but imperfectly supplied by employing, under
the authority of the act of 3d March, 1813, a number of military storekeepers, (now amounting to 20,) of whom the greatest part receive the
pay and emoluments of a captain of ordnance. The act of 5th July, 1838,
for increasing the military establishment, added 2 majors and 20 lieutenants to the 14 officers then in the Ordnance department; but, by a supplementary act of the 7th July, the number of lieutenants was reduced to 12.
I would now recommend an addition to the department of 2 captains and
12 lieutenant&, making the whole number of officers 42. This might be
.done with little or no additional expense to the Government, by reducing.
·at the same time, the number of military storekepers, which, as well as the
pay of that class of officers, should be fixed by ]a w.
I have al~o to repeat the recommendation made in the last annual report, to mak' a different distribution of the money granted for the salaries
.of clerks in this office, by reducing the number to 7, and increasing the
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pay of the principal clerk to an equality with that of the chief clerks m
other bureaus of the War Department, which cannot be done without au-.
thority of law.
Respectfully submitted.
GEO. BOMFORD,
Colonel fi/ Ordnance.
Hon. J. C. SPENCER, Secretary of War.

A.
.fipportionment of m·ms to the militia, fm· the year 1840, u nder the act
ofl808for at·ming and equipping the whole body of the militia.
Date of return.

States and Territories.

Maine
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Vermont
Rhode Island
Connecticut New York New JerseyPennsylvania
Delaware Maryland Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Alabama
Louisiana Mississippi Tennessee Kentucky Ohio
I ndiana
Illinois
Missouri
Arkansas
Michigan Florida Territory
Wisoknsan Territory
I owa Territory
District of Columbia

-

-

-

-

-.
-

-

1840
1839
1840
1840
1840
18,10
1840
1829
1840
1827
1839
1840
1838
1840
1840
1840
1830
1838
1830
1840
1836
1833
1831
1840
1825
1831
1831
1840

Number of militia.

•

4 6,338
28,762
90,851
26,307
4,491
43,176
162,172
39,171
257,178
9,229
46,864
105,522
65.,21 s
48,817
57,312
44,332
14,808
36,084
72,981
82,335
173,214
53,913
27,386
34,856
2,028
5,476
2,413
5,223

438
271
85&
249
42
408
1,532
370
2,430
81
443
997
616
461
541
419
14()
341
69()
778·
1,637
509
259
329'
1
52

1,249

12

1,587,722

15,0 00

23
49

No return.
183~

------ ------

O:anNANCE OFFICE, Washington, November 21, 1841.

"'

Number of arms
apportioned in
muskets.

•
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REPORT OF THE QUARTERMASTER GENER_'\.L.

QuARTERMAS'I'ER GENERAL's 0FFU::E,

TVashington, November 15, 1841.
S1n: In compliance with instructions from your office, I have the honor
to report the operations of the department confided to my direction for the
year terminating on the 30th of September last.
The officers of the department have generally been most actively and
lealously employed during the year in the various duties assigned to them.
They are now sufficiently numerous for the most efficieut discharge of all
the duties which devolve on them, whether in relation to the procurement
and distribution of supplies, the movement and quartering of troops, the
construction of military roads, barracks, and other buildings, or the prompt
accountability for the money and property which come into their hands.
At the date of the last annual report (2Sth of November, 1840) there
vas a balance in the hands of the officers of the department to the amount
of
$215,555 91
To which are to be added]. Remittances in the 4th quarter of last year $812,189 00
Do.
in the 1st quarter of this year 428,224 71
Do.
in the 2d quarter of this year 477,440 00
Do.
in the 3d quarter of this year 464,501 00
2,182,354 71
2. Amount received from rents and from sales of public
23,588 86
property

Total to be accounted for
From which are to be deducted-!. Expenditures made prior to the 30th of
September, 1840, but not accounted for
m time to be included in last report
Expenditures in the 4th quarter of 1840 Do.
in the 1st quarter of 1841 Do.
in the zci quarter of 1841
Do.
in the 3d quarter of 1841 -

2,421,499 48

$19,912
695,537
460,215
511,916
424,151

20
45
25
09
15

2,141,732 14
2. Repayments into the Treasury and war-

rants cancelled prior to the 30th of September -

32,826 16
2,174,558 30

Leaving to be accounted for

246,941 18
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The accounts of fifteen officers are to be received for the third quarter,
which will reduce the balance about $2,700. The remainder is distributed
in small sums among seventy-two officers throughout the Union, and is all
applicable to the service of the department in the present quarter.
Of the works under the direction of the department, the barracks at
Turkey river, in Iowa Territory, are in progress; but I have not yet received a report of what has been done during tile season. There is a balance of $9,000 in the Treasury on account of this work, which it is believed
will all be required during the present year. An additional appropriation
of $10,000 will be required for the next year, if the post is to be perma·
nent; but, believing that the pressure of the white population will soon
cause the Indians to remove west or north, I would not advise heavy expenditures on works there.
Operations were suspended last year at Fort Smith, by order of the Executive, and the mechanics and laborers discharged. A corps of mechan·
ics and laborers has been recently employed and the work resumed. It
will be pressed to completion with the utmost energy. There is a balance
of the appropriation remaining of $48,177 70; about $30,000 of which
will be required during the ensuing winter. and about $50,000 in addition
to the remaining balance will be required for the next year.
Operations have been entirely suspended at Fort Wayne. The ne\1'
site is within the Cherokee country, and will include the improvements and
lands that have been cultivated by people of that tribe. It is doubtful
whether the site will be healthy: until that can be ascertained, I would.
not advise the erecting of a permanent work there.
Operations have been resumed on the works at Plattsburg. The bal·
ance of the appropriation on that account in the Treasury will be suffi.
cient, or nearly so, it is believed, to complete the bnildings now being
erected, and it is not designed to ask for an additional appropriation at the
approaching session of Congress.
Orders have been given to erect temporary quarters and storehouses at
Oswego; and commodious temporary barracks are being completed at Detroit, at an expense, the assistant quartermaster (Captain Vinton) reports,
less than the annual rent of the buildings heretofore occupied as barracks.
An addition has been made to the hospital at Bedlow's island, and repairs h,we been made to the barracks, quarters, storehouses, hospitals, &c.,
at Forts Brady, Winnebago, Mackinac, Gratiot, Niagara, at Sackett's Harbor, Houlton, Eastport, Fort Preble, Fort Columbus and its dependencies,
Carlisle, Fort McHenry, Fort Monroe, at Charleston, Savannah, Baton
Rouge, Fort Jesup, Jefferson barracks, Fort Crawford, and various other
posts; and measures have been recently taken to cause extensive repairs
to be made at the barracks near New Orleans, at Fort Morgan, Aiabama,
and Fort Pickens, Florida.
Additional quarters, as well as commodious stables, must be immediately
erected at Fort Jesup and Fort Towson, to accommodate the companies of
the 2d dragoons recently ordered to those posts. There is a sufficient appropriation for the former, but an appropriation of $20,000 will be required
for the latter.
·
Forts Kent and Fairfield have been occupied by regular troops, ani
measures have been taken to provide proper accommodations for both offi
cers and troops. A good military road is required, to ensure a constant an{
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prompt supply of subsistence and other stores. I respectfully recommend
that an appropriation he asked for that purpose.
The barracks at Fort Brady are not worth repairing. From the import"anee of that position, commanding as it does the communication with Lake
Superior, a strong work with commodious barracks should be erected there.
If barracks alone were required, I would present a plan and estimate; but,
as a fort is necessary in addition, I respectfully recommend that measures
be taken through the Engineer department to cause suitable works to be
.erected. Connected with this subject is one of the utmost importance to
the protection of the whole Northern frontier; and, as it relates more immediately to my department of the military service, I venture to notice it
here. I allude to the necessity of a complete, rapid, and uninterrupted
communication from one lake to another along the whole line. W ith a.
suitable defensive work at Fort Brady we can control tlw communication
between Lakes Huron and Superior; hut our transports and vessels of war
on Lake Erie cannot be used on Lake Ontario, nor can those which we
may have on that lake be used on the lakes above. A canal of sufficient
~apacity to admit the passage of the largest steamboats from Lake Ontario
to Lake Erie is required. No work eould be more important in a military
point of view. I respectfully recommend that measures be taken to commence it at once, and to complete it as soon as practicable.
A post is necessary on the Missouri frontier, south of Fort Leavenworth ;
and if the navigation of the Osage river were improved, it could be readily
supplied, and at but little expense.
A small appropriation is required to complete the estern military road
from Spring river to Fort Smith or Fort Gibson.
In consequence of the heavy losses sustained by the public in the wreck
of vessels transporting supplies to the military depots on the St. John's,
in Florida, I consider it my duty to ask your attention to the condition of
the inland communication from St. Mary's, in Georgia, to the St. John's.
Nature has there performed most of the work; and had that communi<:ation been improved before the commencement of the Florida war,
so as to have teen used as an avenue through which supplies and rein~
forcements could have been received, the operations there might have bee11
more efficient, and a large sum would have been saved in the expenditures. I recommend that appropriations be asked for, and measures ttdopt·
ed to complete the work as soon as practicable.
If the inland communication were continued south from St. Augustine
to Key Biscayne bay the military defence of the peninsula would be greatly
facilitated. The Atlantic coast of Florida is more difficult of, and dangerous to, navigation than any other part of our coast ; and under the most
favorable circumstances the supply of all the posts between the two points
mentioned is uncertain. The inland communication to which I allude, and
which I urgently recommend, can be readily effected, and at comparatively
little expense. Matanzas river could be improved and connected, through
GrahaiU's swamps, with Halifax river. That river connects with Musquito
lagoon at New Smyrna. Neither would require much improvement. The
latter, by means of a short canal requiring not more than two locks, might
be connected with Indian river. That river, extending south to Jupiter
inlet, more than a degree and a half of latitude, requires no other improvement than the removal of a few oyster shoals. About ten miles south of
Jupiter bay is a lagoon (Bocca Ratione sound) which could be readily con-
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nected with the bay, and which extends south to Hillsborough inlet, at
least a degree of latitude. From Hillsborough bay to New-river inlet is
not more than ten miles, and between the two points is a lake or pond that
could be used in connecting them. From New-river inlet to Key Biscayne
bay is not more than eight or ten miles: they could be connected by a canal, or through New river and the Everglades, which approach within two
miles of the bay.
In the event of war with either of the great European Powers possessing colonies in the West Indies, there would be danger of the peninsula of
Florida being occupied by b1acks from the islands. A proper regard t<>
the security of our Southern States requires that prompt and efficient measures be adopted to prevent such a state of things. ·whether the Florida
war be terlllinated during the next winter or not, I would recommend that
measures be immediately taken to erect permanent works at Key Biscayne,
Key West, and such other points among the keys or on the peninsula as
on examination may be found to possess the greatest military advantages.
The timely attention of the Government to that important object may save
a heavy Pxpense, as well as avert the most disastrous consequences.
The officers of the department find mnch inconvenience in consequence
of the delay at the Treasury in the settlement of their accounts. They
are liable to be dismissed from the service if they fail to submit them for
settlement within the quarter next succeeding that in which they receive
the public funds for aisbursement; and yet months, sometimes years, elapse
before a settlement is effected, and in the mean time the accounts and
vouchers. subject to loss by fire and other casualties, are at their risk, and
if lost must <be replaced by them, or they cannot receive a credit. They
not unfrequently incur heavy losses of money paid or supplies furnished
by the delay referred to.
They make payments or furnish supplies on what is deemed sufficient
authority at the time. The accounting officers disallow the amount paid
or the value of the supplies furnished, but at so late a period that it is
always difficult, sometimes impossible, to find the individuals or obtain repayment.
·
I hope measures may be taken to remedy the evil complained of.
In bringing this matter to your notice, l wish it to be distinctly understood that I make no charge against the accounting officers. On the contrary, I b~lieve they do all in their power with the force at their disposal;
but the injury to the disbursing officers is the same, whether the delay in
the settlement of their accounts proceeds from neglect or want of sufficient
force in the accounting offices.
The proper application of the public property is better known to the
military officers than to the civil officers of the Treasury. I recommend
that the accountability for all kinds of military stores and other public property in the possession of the military after the first purchase stop in the
military offices, and that the property returns remain in those offices, where
they are required for reference ; and that in the event of any deficiency
the money value of the articles deficient be reported to the Treasury, as a,
charge against the officers accountable for them. This arrangement would
add but little to the labors of the military offices, and would in fact facilitate their operations by leaving the property returns always accessible;
and would relieve the Treasury from a great amount of labor which might
be applied to the prompt settlement of money accounts.
•
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Every thing depending on this department has been done to facilitate
the operations of the army in Florida; but the expenditures there are still
lleavy, and, from the difficulties presented by the country, they must necessarily continue so until all the Indians be removed or the war closed.
There are heavy outstanding claims against the public there, principally
connected with the volunteer and militia service. A board of officers was
organized, on my recommendation and that of General Towson, to examine
all claims that might be presented, and report them, with the testimony in
support of them, respectively, to this office and that of the Paymaster General. Claims amounting to $262,564 58, in addition to those for pay,
amounting to $565,390 47, have been collected, examined, and reported·
t~pon by the board.
Of this amount, ·$ 182,55!) 05 is on account of engagements contracted by the local Go':ernment of Florida in 1839, 1340, and
1841, on account of troops called into service for the protection of the
citizens of the Territory; $80,365 30 of this amount is for supplies furnished to the militia who were subsequently mustered and received
into the service of the United States; and as the employment of those
troops was sanctioned and their services a~sumed by the Executive, s<>
also was, of course, the payment of their necessary supplies, means of
transportation, and regular allowances while in the service. The remainder of the claims, amounting to $80,005 53, are of every description almost
arising out of military operations, including the charter of steamboats and
other vessels, hire of wagons, and purchase of supplies by militia quartermasters who were regularly mustered, as such, into the service of the United States. There are numerous claims that have not yet been presented.
Captain Heintzelman, a member of the board, has been ordered to Florida
to collect them. As fast as they are received, measures will be taken t<>
pay, as far as our means will permit, such of them as have been recog~lised by the Government and are properly vouched.
With regard to the claims of the Territory of Florida, it may be proper
~o remark that it has been officially reported to me that his excellency
Governor Reid, in a communication to the Legislative Council, on the
4th of March last, giving a statement of the money received and disbursed by him for the defence of the Territory, declares that he has
tbe assurance of the General Government that the Territorial claims,
principal and interest, shall be paid; but no authority has ever been exhibited to me sanctioning any other expenditures or claims than those
incurred for troops regularly in the service of the United States. But,
whether such assurance was given or not, common justice requires that
those who have, in good faith, expended their time and means for the service of the country be paid. If the successive Governors of the Territoryr
injudiciously called troops into service, let them be held to account; but,
as they represented a portion of the authority of the country, their acts,.
ao far as third parties are concerned, should, I think, be recognised. When
in command of the army in Florida, I found it advantageous to authorize
Governor Call to order into service a militia force, in Middle Florida,.
whenever, in his judgment, such a measure should become necessary. He
exercised the authority thus vested in him on several occasions, and always,.
so far as I was capable of judging, judiciously. He and his successor, I
be.ve no doubt, exercised, subsequently, their authority as judiciously; and
I :recommend, should the Executive not have the power to recognise the
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just claims outstanding, that application be made to Congress for that purpose.
In my last annual report, I took occasion to ask attention to certain
daims of the Creek Indians against the Government. As the natio!Aal
faith was pledged to that people through me, and the pledge given has not
been redeemed, it is due to myself, as well as to the Indians and the country, that the subject be again brought to the notice of the Government.
The deplorable condition of the citizens of a part of Georgia and Alabama, in the months of May and June, 1836, in consequence of the hostilities of the lower Creek Indians, as well as the desolation pervading the
Territory of Florida at that time, in consequence of the hostilities of the
:Seminoles, is doubtless remembered.
In the month of May, 1836, Governor.Call was placed in command of
the army in Florida, and I was suddenly ordered from this city to Alabama. On my arrival at Tuskegee, I found a small volunteer force under
Major General Patterson, and ascertained that his excellency Governor
.Clay had placed a detachment, under Brigadier General More, on the
southern line of the Creek country. It was a matter of the utmost importance, in the then condition of the country, to detach as many of the
.chiefs and warriors as possible from the hostile confederation. While
making arrangements for a rapid movement into the Indian country, I
succeeded ir:t obtaining the services of Hopoethle Yoholo, the principal
friendly chief, and of Tuckebatchee Harjo, and Tustennggee Emathla.
Through the two former of these chiefs, but principally t~rough the first, I
-carried out a system of policy (the chiefs acting different parts, and operating through difl'erent channels, without the knowledge of each other)
which resulted in the surrender of the principal hostile chief, Neha Micco,
<On the 11th of June, with four hundred of his warriors, on that and the
two following days, in addition to seventy or eighty warriors who had surrendered on the 9th. I marched on the 12th, having previously ordered
General More to advance from below. Hopoethle Yoholo joined me on
the 17th, with more than a thousand of his warriors; which, with the force
under the two other chiefs who had joined on the 14th, made a brigade of
sixteen hundred warriors.
By the energy of General Patterson and his command, the judicious
movements of General More, and the excellent conduct of the Indian chiefs
and warriors under General Hogan and other officers, I had obtained, by
the morning of the 19th, the complete control of every hostile band, ex-cept one, on the Chattahoochee, consisting of not more than a hundred and
fifty warriors; and, through Hopoethle Yoholo, the surrender of the main
body was effected on the 2.2d of June, which virtually terminated the war.
The treaty with the Creek Indians contained a provision, that no Indian
was to be removed from the country but with his own consent. With the
hostile Indians I had no difficulty. As the military commander, I had the
l'ight, and I exercised It, of imposing such conditions, in all cases of capitulation, as the interests of the country and my instructions demanded; and
I invariably required that they should remove. Having disposed of them,
the difficulty was to remove the friendly Indians. The principal chiefs
were generally in favor of emigration; but some of them, as well as their
people, were opposed to it, and all of them wanted time.
The troops, whose services were required in Florida, but who could not
be spared until the removal of the Indians, were costing the public; to-
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gether with the subsistence of the Indians, from eight to ten thousand dollars a day. To remove by force those who were unwilling to go would
have been a violation of the treaty. Pressed by difficulties on all sides,
and determined not to place the country in the wrong before the world, I
was compelled to assume the responsibility of acting without consulting
the Government; and I according!y made a new treaty, by which the
whole nation consented to remove. That treaty, however, not having
been submitted to the Senate, has only the force of a contract between the
parties.
In July, 1836, I was ordered, first by the late Secretary of War, General Cass, and then by the late President, General Jackson, to raise a corps
of Indian warriors, for service in Florida, and send them to General Call.
At the same council at which the chiefs consented to remove they agreed
to furnish a regiment of warriors for Florida. The regiment was immediately raised and sent, accompanied by several black interpreters, the property of the chiefs. One of the conditions on which the regiment was
furnished, and on which the chiefs consented to move at once to the West~
was, that the nation should receive a subsidy of ten thousand dollars, and
that the United States should pay for any of the interpreters who should
be killed or die of wounds received from the enemy. The whole nation
removed, and the regiment served faithfully in Florida until discharged.
The ten thousand dollars, but little more than the cost of a single day'sdelay in Alabama, is justly due, and the public faith is pledged that it be
paid. One of the interpreters, the property of Hopoethle Yoholo, was
lost in a steamboat, under circumstances tlll.at give the owner a strong claim
on the country. Justice, as well as policy, requires that he be paid.
If, on a full examination, you should agree with me in opinion that the
sums promised to the Indians should be paid, may I hope that you will
place the subject before the President in such a manner as to obtain his
favorable recommendation of it to Congress?
With high consideration and respect, I am, sir, your obedient servant,
TH. S. JESUP,
Quartermaster Gen~ral.
The Hon. J. C. SPENCER,
Secretary of War.
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No.4.
REPORT OF THE CHIEF MILITARY ENGINEER.

Er.-GINEER DEPARTMENT,

l¥ashington, Novem ber 19, 1841.
SIR: I have the honor to submit, herewith, a report of the operatioas
u nder charge of this department for the year ending September 30th last.
FORTIFICATIO::'\S.

In the several annual reports on the state of the fortifications of th
-country which it has been my duty to lay before the Executive, the expediency of adopting an enlarged scale of expenditure has been urged
with all the emphasis I could venture to assume. While so many of the
more important and valnable points were still wholly unprovided for, or
imperfectly protected, the greater solicitude was felt that the utmo'st diligence should be applied, because of the lapse of time that must unavoidably
accrue before the desirable state of security could be attained, even under
the most liberal grants and vigorous efforts.
Congress, although annually recognising the importance of continued
support of the system of defence, has often had limits set to its appropriations by the state of the Treasury. The year 1840 was, from this cause,
nearly lost as to effective operations-the appropriations not having been
made till near the end of July, and the condition of the Treasury forbidding the actual use !Jf the funds before the following spring.
During thP. current year, up to September, a proper industry has been
devoted to the application of the fund remaining of the appropriation of
1840, increased by the small appropriations of the 5th of March, 1841 ;
and since the 9th of September, under the grant of the extra session,
the several agents of the department have been enjoined to give all the
force and extension to their operations consistent with judicious expendi.ture and faithful execution. This last grant was, however, made at so late
a day that several important resnlts, which it was hoped might be secured
within the present working season, will not be accomplished till next year.
The approaching winter will, however, be availed of to enter into large
engagements for the supplies of that year.
The general system of defence now in course of execution, which was
entered upon soon after the close of the last war, and has been made the
subject of minute exploration and survey, and of careful and deliberative
study, was designed to supersede or modify, because of their inadequacy,
many of the old works upon the coast; and this, as regards several of the
more important positions, bas already been done, wholly or in part. In
many other instances, however, wh erein th ere have uot as yet been means
to accomplish this anticipated substitution, the works have, from abandonment, fallen into a state of great dilapidation; iu other instances, a state of
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partial dilapidation has ensued to works which belong to the new system,
arising in some cases from abandonment, in others from the insecure foundations on which it was necessar.r to erect them, and in other cases from
both causes combined.
The leading objects of this department touching these several circumstances have been and still are1st. To bring into a state of entire readiness for service all the works of
the new system which are near completion, and all the old works which.
are to be retained, with or without modifications, observing strictly the
<>rder of relative importance.
2d. To place hnd. maintain in a condition of complete repair and efficiency
all the works of the new system that have been finished.
3d. To bring into a condition for service such of the old works guarding
important positions as cannot for some time to come be replaced.
In the furtherance of these objects, I am happy to have it in my power
to state that the defences of the country have received at several of the
most important positions great acquisition of, strength within a short period;
and that the measures now in hand, together with those in contemplation,
as exhibited by the estimates which accompany this report, are expected.
to yield other results of not less interest by the close of another year.
I have, within the year, made a personal inspection of every wo!'k
(with two or three exceptions) under construction or repair, in the country;
and I can state, on a full and careful examination, that the conduct of the
officers in charge is characterized by industry and zeal, by profes.;ionat
talent, and by a scrupulous care of the public interest, justifying the fullest
confidence on the part of the Gonrnment and nation.
Fort Preble, Portland harbor, Alaine.-The repairs req nired to the
scarp wall, parapets, terreplein, and gate-way of the work, have bee11.
executed.
Permanent gun platforms were laid and the fort was ready to receive its
armament on the 30th September. The water battery i:eq uires further re~
pairs and additions, for which an estimate is submitted.
Fort Scammel, Portland harbrn·, Maine.-Similar repairs have been.
applied to this fort. The magazine has also been repaired, a shot furnace erected, and pickets put up along the gorge. Permanent gun platforms have been laid, except the iron rails, which will be put on before the
31st October, when the fort will be ready to receive its armament.
It will now be necessary to repair the block-house, which is connected
with the battery, as a keep and barrack; and also to provide a cover for
gnns commanding the water to the east of the island, which objects are
covered by the estimate.
Fort McClary, Portsmouth, N. H-This year, operations commenced'
a few days prior to the 30th September, and at that date had been confined to the collection of materials.
By the 30th November the platforms will be laid, and the fort ready for
its armament; the battery itself being then complete and ready for service.
The magazine of this work requires repair, and there are other matters indispensable to its security, requiring an additional grant.
Fort Constitution, Portsmouth, N. H-The funds appropriated for
this work have been applied to laying pln.tforms and constructing shot
furnace. Operations were commenced in September; by the 30th Novem~
ber the platforms will be ready to receive the armament. Although the
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fort will be in an effective condition, presenting a formidable array of guns~
another appropriation is needed to make certain important repairs.
Islands in Boston harbor, Mass.- The sea-wall of Rainsford island
is reported in good condition, the wall having sustained no injury. The
pavement and embankment in rear require some repair, for which there
are funds now available.
The sea-wall at Deer island has recently been injured by one of the
severest storms that has occurred at that place for some years. To repair
it an item of $2,000 is inserted in the annual estimate.
Lovell's island.-This island belongs to the Government; it liee immediately north of George's island, where is the main defence; and its immediate protection is, in the opinion of Colonel Thayer, the officer in charge,
" of paramount importance." The estimate of the cost is founded on a
careful examination and survey.
West-head battery and Southeast battery, Winthrop's island, (Governor's island,) Boston harbor.-The repairs of these batteries, for which
a small sum was appropriated in September last, commenced in the latter
end of that month, together with a survey of the island on which they are
placed. Of course, but little could be accomplished since that time. The
repairs, however, it is hoped, may be finished early in the next season, and
without further appropriation.
Fort Independence, Boston harbor.-At the close of operations this
autumn, with the exception of one curtain, the entire scarp wall and all the
piers, arches of casemates and galleries, and the be ton roofings in connexion
therewith, will have been completed, as also the parade walls, asphaltic
roofings, foundations of breast-height walls, and embankment of terreplein
and para pet on curtains of fronts No. 1 and No. 2.
Fort Warren, Boston karbor.-A large quantity of masonry has been
laid this season, amounting to nearly 17,000 cubic yards. Most of the
masonry of fronts No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3, is now finished, and a part of
No. 4 laid. The interior wall of the coverface, with it.s ramps, is completed;
its terreplein embanked and levelled, and prepared to receive platforms for
the guns of the armament.
·with the amount asked for the next year, it is proposed to place the
work in such a condition that, with a few simple arrangements, requiring
little time or expense, it might in case of emergency be prepared to make
a respectable defence.
Old Fort at New Bedford, Mass.-No other repairs have been undertaken at this work than such as were necessary for mounting the guns.
It is expected that the full armament will be provided for before the close
of the season.
The existing battery being, however, entirely too small for the important position which it occupies and the valuable objects it is designed to
protect, the further appropriation contemplated in the estimate is designed
to commence the work of enlargement.
Fort .!idmns, Newport harbor, R. I.-This work is so far advanced as
to leave no doubt of the entire completion this year of the main work, with
the exception of some trifling matters. There will then remain but the
redoubt, the sodding of the caponniere, and the sodding and breast-height
walls of the re-entering place of arms of the east front, to complete. The
fort is now prepared for its whole armament.
The officers and soldiers' quarters being finished, and the work other-
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wise ready for occupancy, two companies have been sent to garrison it, and
orders issued for the guns of its armament, which will be mounted without loss of time.
Repair of Fort Griswold, New London hm·bor, Conn.-Operatibns
were commenced upon the old battery immediately after the passage of
the appropriation bill in September last. Part of the embankment of the
parapet has been re-formed, and considerable progress made in the extension of the south branch ; some rock has been quarried from the terreple.in,
and a portion of the scarp wall nearly finished. The battery will probably be ready to receive a portion of its guns this season.
Fort Trumbull, New .London, Comzecticu.t.-During the season, operations have been confined chiefly to building the place of arms, completing
the exterior battery, repairing the block-house, building the scarps and piers.
of the north and west fronts of the main work, constructing arains, removing part of the old work, and quarrying granite in the vicinity of the work.
The work is IJOW ready to receiva a portion of its armament.
1
Fort Niagara, at the mouth of tlte Niagara straits, Lake Ontario,
New York.- Most of the masonry of this work was completed by the 30th
September; before the close of operations all the new masonry of the fort
proper will be finished, leaving only some repairs to be applied to the old
sea-wall on the lake side.
A very considerable portion of the timber revetment of the work has
been put up, and most of the re:nainder is nearly ready for laying, and it is
confidently expected that by thP. 1st of December all the revetment will be ur-,
the whole of the parapet formed, the platforms laid in the bastions of the
west front, and the otPter operations so far advanced as to bring the fort
proper to a state of completion.
The last appropriation is considered sufficient to complete the fort, repair
the magazine, and apply some necessary repairs to the hvo stone blockhouses of the old work. Funds will be required in addition for some smaller operations, including the constructing of a furnace for heating shot. An
item for these purposes is inserted in the estimate for the service of 1842.
This work has been reported ready for its armament, and a company of
troops has been ordered to garrison it.
Fort Ontario, Oswego, New York.- Thew hole of the timber reve.t ment
of the main work has been put in place, the ramps constructed throughout,
the terreplein finished, and the embankment of the parapet completed ; .a
postern has been constructed, and gates hnug; the parade has been gradet
and a well partly dng'; the magazine walls have been carried up to the
springing line of the arch, the gun platforms have been laid, aud the fort is
ready to receive its armament.
All the heavy embankments on the exterior are made, and before the end
of the season it is hoped that the work will be in condition for effective service, with the exception of quarters, barracks, and storehouse, which cannot be erected till next year. The completion of the necessary accommodation for a garrison, and the construction of a sea-wall, which the encroachment of the lRke J;Ilakes indispensable to the preservation of part of
the site, will require an additional appropriation.
A company of troops has been ordered to occupy the fort.
IJefensive works near Dei1·oit, Michigan; IJefensive works near Buffalo, New York; IJefensive works 1~ear the outlet of Lake Cltamplain.An appropriation was made in September last for each of these objects, and
7
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. agents of this department were forthwith instructed to make inquiries and
enter into preliminary negotiations in relation to the purchase of proper
sites. These are still in progress.
During the month of October I examined particularly, in company with
the engineer officer in charge, each of the two first-named localities.
A commencement will be made at all these points as soon as the title to
the sites shall be secured according to Ia w.
Defensive works at tlu~junction of llu JY!atlcwamkoog und Penobscot
rivers, llfaine.-Soon after the passage of the appropriation for this object
in September last, an officer of the board of engineers was instructed to
make the requisite examination as to the site, and the disposition to be made
, of the works, as soon as his other dnties would permit. These duties, however, continued to be of so pressing a character, that it was not possibl.e
for him to leave them until too late in the season for effective operations.
Fort Sc!tuyler, New Yorlc lw1·bo1·.-Since the last aunual report, the masonry of the coverface and of the out\Yorks belonging to it has bern completed, with the exception of the coping and of the interior revetments of
the parapets, and the platforms for casemate and barbet guns ; the sea-wall
on the northeast side has been raised, the greater part of the earth work of
the coverface and its outworks has been completed. Considerable progress has been made in the land front of the main work and in the gun
casemates; the latter are so far advanced that they will be ready to recei\re
the lower tier of guns as soon as the platforms are laid, which will be, probably, in the course of November.
Repai1·s of Castle 1Villiams, New York lwrb01·.-The c.::nnmnnieation
arches of the second tier have been repaired, platforms arc now heing laid
for the barbet guns of the upper tier, and some slight changes have been
made in the embrasures of the lower tier. All the guns have been mounted on the first and second tiers of this work duriug the past year, and by
the lst of December the remainder of the armament, namely, the guns of the
barbet tier, may be mounted. To erect new shot furnaces, to make the
magazine bomb-proof and apply some interior modifications, to raise the
parapet to the proper height, protect the arches from the percolation of
water, and execute other repairs not less necessary to the service of the battery or the accommodation of its garrison, will need the additional appropriation asked in the estimate.
Repairs of sea-walt of Castle TFilliams and other parts of Governor's
island, New York ltarbm·.-This work has been going on under contract,
but has not advanced as rapidly as was expected. Twelve running yards
only have been entirely finished and received. It will probably be necessary to enter upon a uew contract, or to carry on the work uext season by
hired labor.
Repairs of South batle?"!J, Governor's island, .f\.'ew Ym·k !tarbor.During the past season this battery has been reported ready for its full armament. Some additional repairs, chiefly to the magazine, will be neces
sary, for which an item is inserted in the estimates.
Repairs. of Fort Columbt;s, New Yor!c harbor.-The magazines of this
place are m course of repatr. The whole of the old wooden linin.,. is to
be replaced with a new one, secured against decay by the process ofkyanizing. Some other slight work has been performed, to place the fort in a
state of complete efficiency. During the past season it has been reported
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Teady to receive all its guns, and it is now occupied by two companies of
troops.
It i~ expected that $2,000 will cover the few remaining repairs.
Permanent whm·ves for Fort Columbus, Castle 1Yilliams, and South
hattery, Gove1·nor's island, New Yor!c har·bor.-It is proposed to construct but one wharf, so situated as to serve sufficiently the~three works on
the island. A contract has been made for the pier-head, with energetic
men, possessing ample means; most of the material is already on tho
island, and a coffer dam under construction.
An estimate made, after a m:nute examination of the locality, and on a
detailed plan of the work, requires an appropriation of $8,000.
Repairs of Fort Gibson, Ellis's island, New York.-During the past
season this work has been reported ready for its full armament. Svmething yet remains to be done to the magazine, and a furnace for hot shot
is to be constructed, but no further appropriation is ::.sked.
Repairs of Fort Wood and sea-wall, Bedlow's i,c,/and, 1'\ew l'ork.The repairs were commenced about the middle of September, since which
time the breast-height wall has been put in order, and the parapet of so much
as bears upon the channel re-formed and sodded. All tlle gun platforms
have been laid, aad the fort has been reported ready for its armameut.
Preparations have been made for a commencement of the repairs of the
sea-wall and advanced battery.
Repairs of Fort Hamilton, New .I!Jrk Jwrbo1·.-The original embrasure battery of the terreplein on the water front has been converted into
a bar bet battery; its terreplei'n re-graded aud paved with brick set in cement,
and the platforms for the guns laid, with the exception of the iron rails.
"\\-"hen these are put on, which will require but a short time, the battery
will be reauy for its armament.
The casemate battery below has its armament mounted, and a compa. ·
ny of troops is now sta.tioned in this fort.
The remainder of the work of the season has been applied in remedying
the leaks of casemates, renewing the floors and ceilings of the magazines,
and contriving better ventilation for the latter.
It is now ascertained that many of the casemates leak in such a way as
to make repairs indispensable ; how far, exactly, these must extend cannot be ascertained except in measure as the remedy is applied. There are,
moreover, some modifications demanded, which, bearing directly on the efficiency and strength of the defences, cannot be overlooked in a position of
such importan~e. Towards these ends a further appropriation is asked.
Repai?·s of Fort Lafayette, New Ym·!.: harbor.-The funds available
for this work will have been exhausted by the close of the season. They
have been applied principally to procuring and kyanizing timber for the
floors of the upper batteries, and putting some in place, getting bricks for
the pavement of the lower battery, preparing permanent platforms for the
guns of this batterr, and preparing the upper battery for its armament.
The fort is now occupied by a company of troops.
Additional funds will be required for this work also, and an estimate is
therefore submitted.
A careful examination of this work showed several operations to be
necessary, which were not anticipated. The whole of the lower platform,
~r example, though appearing perfectly sound to the eye, was found to be
rotten enry where beneath the surface ; for this there has ba.e n substituted
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a brick pavement. The two upper platforms were found to need addition-·
al trussing, which has been applied.
The best portion of the battery (namely, the upper tier) is now wholly
unavailable, owing to ~he arrangement of the parapet and the construction
of the roof. To make the requisite changes, and to make some further
repairs, will require a further grant. This most important battery will be
J'eady for its additional tier of guns early in the ensuing year.
Repa£rs of Battery 1-ludson, Slaten island, New York.-U nder the
permission granted to the Unites States, by the State of New York, to takepossession of the forts and military works on Staten island, for the purpose
of repairing them~ operations were c..:>mmenced, about the 1st of June, to
place i11 a state of defence the lower branch of this battery-the means.
being drawn from the contingent fund applicable to fortifications.
A breast-height wall has been constructed, the parapet finished, and the·
permanent platforms nearly so. It is expected that the battery will be
ready for the whole of its armameut this season...
It is designed, the coming season, to extend the length of the battery~
and to connect with it one or two small magazines, and also several shot
furnaces.
Baltery Morton, Staten island, New York harbor.-The repairs of this;
work were undertaken under the same circumstances, and were similarly
directed, the object being to prepare it for immediate service. The operations for laying permanent platforms are in progress-a breast-height wall
has been built, and the p.uapet re-formed. A shot furnace will be added.
The estimate of this department again ant!cipates the pnrchllse, from
the State of New Yorl~:, of the site of all the fortifications on the Statenisland side of the Narrows, and the execution upon them of further aud
important repairs. The work already done by the Uuited States has
brought into play at this point a considerable number of gnus-far short,
however, of a full and proper occupation.
The failure of an appropriation for the repairs of these works, at the late
extra session of Congress, is mnch to be regretted, in consequence of the
delay which it will necessarily occasion in the execution of essential
repairs.
The position odcupied by them is one of the highest importance to the
proper defence of the city and ~arbor of !\ew York. They are situated
opposite the Narrows, at the pomt most remote from the city. where the
cha'nnel can be properly and securely defended. It is the point where an
approaching fleet can be most powerfully and succossfnlly opposed ; and
which, if once passed, will enable an enemy to approach so near the city
as to commence upon it the work of destruction at the same time that he
would attack the forts on the interior of the harbor. The 1.Varrows, indeed, may be termad the principal gateway of the great harbor of New
York; and no time should be lost in fortifying and strengthening the
position.
The advantages of this position, and the propriety of fortifying it, are
subjects which have been frequently mentioned heretofore : they are S(}
important, however, that I hope 1 shall be pardoned for again urging them
upon the attention of the Governmeut.
Sandy Hook, New York harbor.-The original project of defence for
New York harbor contemplat~ two large casemated batteries on the
sh~als about tll.ree miles outside of Sandy Hook. They were de~igned t~
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·prevent an entrance into the lower harbor-a large and admirable roadstead, lying hetween the Narrows and Sandy Hook.
A recent survey of the exterior mouth of the harbor has shown, however, that the works would be unavailing, from the existence of another
channel which they would not command. This newly-discovered channel may, moreover, be the result of natural changes in the form and pos\tion of the shoals ; and, so long as this point remains unsettled, it would
obviously be unwise to erect expensive structures that might be the subject, and even the cause, of other changes.
The intruduction into the naval service, within a few years, of numerous vessels of light draught of water, (which vessels c0uld avoid any
works erected on the shoals,) removes all reason for adhering to the original design.
Abandoning the advanced position, a work on Sandy Hook becomes
necessary, and its immediate commencement is urged, for the following
reasons:
1st. It will exercise an important action on the passage of all large
vessels.
2d. It will prevent the occupation of the best anchorage in the lower
harbor by an enemy, who, anchored here, would at all seasons of the
year maiutain a perfect blockade. No stress of weather would oblige him
to take au offing.
3d. Although an enemy might perhaps anchor in the lower bay beyond
the reach of shot and shells from this work and those at the Narrows, still
there is no probability that the anchorage would be songht for any purpose of blockade or investment, when it could be entered or departed from
only by passing under the fire of the heavy battery now proposed.
4th. It would remove the landing-place of an expedition against the
city or the navy yard to a considerable distance from both; whereas such
a landing could now be made within five or six miles of the latter, with
no obstacle intervening between the enemy and his object.
Many other advantages might ue enumerated. The above are deemed
sufficient, however, to show the necessity of a work on the point named.
For the commencement of such a work, the sum of $50,000 is asked.
Fort Mifflin, Delaware river.- This fort bas been out of the charge of
this department for two years, having been put in a state of defenct: and
condition to receive its entire armament. A garrison has lately taken
possession.
A sum available for the repair of the dikes of the island will be applied
at the proper season.
Port Delaware, Pea-patch 1"sla'K~-d, Delaware bay.-In consequence of
the still unsettled state of the title to this island, nothing has beQn done at
this work for ~vera! years. The agent of the United States residing on
the spot, for the purpose of looking after the large amount of materials
thare collected, is a tenant at will of Mr. J. T. Hudson, who has legal possession under a decision of the United States circuit court for New Jersey.
It is greatly to be desired that the legal impediment to the renew-al of
operations at this position be removed without further delay; or, in case
of a decision adverse to the clailll of the United States, that a position be
. selected elsewhere, if an undisputed title to this cannot be secured on reasonable terms.
Fort McHenry, Baltimore harbor, .M d.-This work has for some time
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been occupied by troops, and is in a good condition for service, having all
its armament in place. It is desirable, however, to erect two new shot furnaces, and to take some additional precautions in relation to the security
of the magazine ; both of which operations will be attended to at an early
day.
Fort on Sollers-point flats, Baltimore harbor, Md.-I have again to
renew the proposition to commence this work, which was contained in the
annual report from this office for the year 1839, repcatiug the words of that
recommendn.tion : "With Fort McHenry as the only defensive work betw€en Baltimore and the Chesapeake bay, that city is wholly without defences again~t an attack by Jand-snch, for instance, as was undertaken by
the English during the last war-and is, at the same time, not adequately
protected from an attack by the river.
"The first step to be taken in the creation of a better system of defence
for this harbor is the erection of a stroug casemated battery on the outer
extremity of Sailers-point fiats-a work projected by the board of engineers many years ago. This work being completed, the channel of the
river will be powerfully commanded; and an enterprise advancing against
the city from North point, or along the opposite shore, will be liable to be
cut off from all retreat by troops thrown across the river, or sent down the
river and landed near the work.
" The position is a good one ; the work is indispensable to the security
of Baltimore; and, as much time must necessarily be consumed in raising
the foundations out of water, it seems important that immediate measures
be taken for the c0m.mencement of the work ; and to this end a small appropriation is asked for next year."
Repairing forts in .!lnnapoli-s harbor, 11/d.-Owing to the want of an
officer to take charge of these repairs, aud the lateness of the day when
means became available, nothmg has yet been done in fulfilment of the object of the appropriation. It is expected that the contemplated repairs
may ba commenced at an early day next year.
Fort 1Vasldnglon, Potornac ,.i,Jer, Md.-With the appropriation of
March last, for this work, the permanent gun platforms have been all laid
except five, which ~ould not be put down until after the projected repairs
were applieJ. The stone coping of the parapet of the main work was r'.1set, in part, the breast-height wall of the demilune repaired and coped, the
magazines made bomb-proof, th~ old caponnieres in the ditch of the demilune removed, the wharf raised, and some other inconsiderable repairs and
changes made.
The work will be ready before the close of the season to receive all the
guns bearing upon the channel, and orders have been already issued for
mounting a portion of this armament.
No appropriation is asked for this work for the next year, although it is
not anticipated that the funds available will be adequate to its entire completion. After the progress of another season, with the means in hand, a
more exact estimate can be made of the sum necessary to finish. As stated
in last year's report, the fort, although first garrisoned for many years, and
sint!e abandoned during a still longer term, was never completed, a considerable portipn of wall not having been even commenced.
Fort Mo,.roe, Old Point Comfort, Virginia.-The repairs to Fort
Monroe, with the exception of a small portion on front No.7, were COilfined to the four water fronts. The work on these consisted in uncovering .
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the roofs of casemates, paying them over with a cement believed to be wa- ·
ter-proof~ and re-covering them with earth, putting in relieving arches back
ofthe scarp wall, turning arches and laying pipes for the drainage of the
casemates, building breast-height wall, re-dressing coping of scarp, raising
parade wall, and forming parapet, terreplein, slopes, and ramps. On front
No. 7 a part of the scarp wall has been raised, part of the coping re-set,
and the terrcplein regulated. A large nnmber of gun platforms were
laid, and two of the water fronts are now ready for their armament. It is
expected that by the end of the year the other two water fronts will also
be completed.
A bridge has been built over Mill crP-ek, connecting the fort with the
main land, and the road adjoining it repaired ; these are now nearly com-·
pleted, and within the amount appropriated for the purpose.
Three companies of troops have been ordered to Fort Monroe during
the past season.
Fort Calhoun, Hampton roads, Virginia.- The load on the piers and
walls, which has been gradually increased for the last three years, is now
completed. More than 12,000 tons of stone have been added during the
year, and the foundations now sustain a greater weight than will bear upon them when the work is entirely finished, armed, and occupied. It is
proposed to allow this weight to remain until the subsidence of the found.:.
ation ceases, when it oan be removed and the superstructure safely raised~.
Fort Macon, Beattfort harbor, N01·th Carolina.-This work having
been unoccupied by troops for the last five years, and the attention of the
Government having been withdrawn from it, considerable preparations
were necessary before the work of repair could be commenced. The
wharf for landing materials needed repair, and also the temporary buildings ·
for workshops and laborers' quarters, to render them available. The drainage of the roofs of the casemates and the repairs of the cisterns have been
completed. The system of drainage on the interior of the work is now
considered complete.
The nec.essary arrangements have been made for procuring cut stone for
permanent gun-traverses, pintle-blocks, &c. A portion of the traversestones, pintle-blocks, and iron rails, have been received; the operations of
drilling and laying them are in progress, and the work will soon be ready
to receive a portion of its armament.
An additional appropriation of $20,000 will be required to render this
work complete in every respect, according to the estimate of the officer in. ·
charge of the repairs.
Preservation of site of Fort .A£aeon, N. C.-The plan adopted for the
preservation of this site is the S'lme as that so successfully employed for
the protection of the site of Fort Moultrie, namely, t'he construction of
jet tees of rough stone, based upon grillages of palmetto logs, and carried
out in a direction perpendicular to the shore of the site.
It was deemed advisable to commence the construction of the western
jettee first; and, as no vessel could Jay off this part of the shore for the delivery of materials, it became necessary to rttpair the temporary wharf which.
had been constructed for the use of the fort, to construct a railway from the
wharf to the site of the jettee, about half a mile in length, and to provide
the necessary machinery for the transportation of materials thereon. These
preparations have all. been made; the jettee has been commenced, and its
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construction will be pushed forward as rapidly as the supply of stone from
the North will permit.
Fort Caswell, mottth of Cape Fear river, N. C.-The breast-height
wall has be~n completed except a small gap, left for communication; the
rampart will have been finished befvre the close of the season. The
remainder of the gun platforms required for the work have been procured,
and it is expected that early in November the flank and face of the main
work on the east side will be ready to receive their guns. The dike retaining the water in the outer ditch has been repaired, and the lock-gate
completed and put in place.
The amount now available for this work will be sufficient to complete
the repairs of the fort; but for the extension of some of the old jettees, and
construction of new ones, all deemed to be necessary for the preservation
of the site, an additional appropriation of $6,000 will be necessary.
Repairs of the sea-wall of Castle Pinckney, Charleston, S. C.- The
late period at which the appropriation was made rendered it necessary
to postpone these repairs until the fall; they will be completed, however,
before the end of the year, the appropriation being deemed amply sufficient.
Castle Pinckney was reported in March last as ready for its armament.
Fort Moultrie, Chm·leslon harbor, S. C.-Since the last annual report,
the repairs of this work have been completed, with the exceNion of one
small item; the platforms are all laid, and the work is ready to receive its
guns.
Fort Sumter, Chm·leston harbor, S. C.-Operations were resumed on
the foundation of Fort Sumter in January last. A permanent wharf was
commenced, to facilitate the disch!l.rge of materials, and the foundation
(under water) of the fort has been pushed on as rapidly as the amount of
stone received would permit. Whenever the state of the tide would allow,
the laborers have been employed in levelling the foundation to receive the
masonry of the superstructure. To this object the labor of the season has
been mostly restricted.
It is important that the foundation, and the rough stone breakwater
designed to protect it from abrasion, should be raised to the level at which
it is proposed to load them with the materials of the superstructure as
nearly at the same time as practicable, that the settling may, as far as possible, be rendered uniform; and, as it is designed to suffer the foundation to
remain some time under the pressure it is ultimately to bear, it is desirable
that it should be raised to this height with the least p()ssible delay. To
attain this object the next season, an appropriation of the amount estimated
for will be necessary; and it is to be hoped the great saving of time and
expense tb be derived from it will prove a sufficient inducement to secure
its passags.
Preservation of the site of Fort Johnson, Chm·leston harbor, South
Carolina.-The preservation of this site, by a system of palmetto grillage,
]oaded with stone, similar to that applied so successfully at Sullivan's
island, was commenced in January last, and carried on very advantageously, by the application of the force belonging to Fort Sumter, at such
ti~s as the state of the tide or weather would not permit work at the latter
place. One section of the grillage, and 275 feet of the work along the
shore, have been completed.
The available means are deemed to be adequate to complete the works
of protection in front of the public ground, but it is probable that the pres-
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ervation of this point of James's island may require a prolongation of the
works along the shore, and to this end a further grant may be solicited .
.Preservation (If Sullivan's island, Charleston harbm·,S. C.-This work
is completed, so far as regards the system of jet tees and crib work established
on the island itself; and, as appears from the appended report,(marlwd A,)
with the most satisfactory results. In the opinion of this officer, however,
and of this department, the protection of Sullivan's island cannot be considered complete until after the establishment of a breakwater on Drunken
Dick shoal, to prevent a breach of the sea over a low and narrow neck of
the island, of which there are now well-grounded apprehensions.
Under an appropriation of the late extra session, a commencement wilt
be made of this work as soon as the surveys necessary to determine on its
exact location shall be completed.
Fort Pulaski, Savannah river, Georgia.-In consequence of the lateness of the season at which funds for this work became available, no
progress has been made in the masonry during the year ending 30th September last. The wharves, machinery, flats, &c., have, however, been put
in order, and materials collected, so as to authorize an expectation, with
the present means, and by active operations during the winter, that the work
will be far advanced towards completion by the 1st of May next.
Repairs of Fort Marion and sea-wall at St . .llugustine.-The appropriation of March last was too late to be made available before the fall of
the year; the funds remaining from former appropriations were applied,
during the working season, to the construction of the walls of a basin
around the opening which it had been found necessary to leave in the
main sea-wall opposite the public square of the city. The present funds
will be applied to the completion of the sea-wall and to th.e security of the
portion of the fort washed by the sea.
Fort llforgan, Jlfobile point, .lllabama.-The earth has been removed
from the front of curtain No. 2 to the glacis of the adjoining place of arms,
and secured with brush; the drains of the cascmata arches have been
uncovered, the issues arched and enlarged, and the earth replaced on two
fronts; an accumulation of drift sand removed from the arched postern to
the rampart; the breast-height wall bas been brought to the proper height
on two fronts, and a temporary whart has been constructed. It is expected
that the fort will be ready to receive its armament by the 1st of January
next. Two companies of troops have been ordered to this fort.
Fort _McRee, Pensacola harbor, Florida.- This work is c.ompleted, with
the exception of a gallery of communication between so[IJ.e of the casemates. During the present year it has been reported ready for its full
armament.
Fort Barrancas, Pensacola harbor, Florida.-The repairs of the old
water battery are completed, and it is now ready to receive its guns.
A considerable portiot~ of the counterscarp of the work on the bluff has
been laid; the glacis has been raised to about half its intended height all
round, and will soon be completed. The foundations for the scarp have
been excavated.
Fort Pickens, Pensacola, Florida.-The repairs of Fort Pickeras are
finished, except a part of the glacis and remedying leaks in some of the
casemates. During the past season this work has been reported ready to
receive all its guns.
Fort Jaokson, Mississippi river, Louisiana.-By the end of June, when
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the approach of the sickly season interrupted the work, the officers' quarters had been thoroughly repaired, several breaches in the levee filled up,
and the growth of young timber cleared from the vicinity of the fort. The
earth was removed from over the casemates of two fronts, the lead covering removed, and relieving masses placed at the back of the scarp wall.
Part of the casemates were re-leaded. The breast-height wall of part of
the covered way was modified, and the foundation of a number of gun
platforms laid. Some other inconsid,e rable repairs were applied.
The sudden approach of the sickly season interrupted the laborers before
as much work had been done as was anticipated.
Operations will be resnined with vigor at the earliest moment practicable.
Owing to the instability of the foundation, the labors on this work were
arrested in 1831, before its completion, and in order to give full time for
the unavoidable subsidence of the walls and piers. It is now designed tQ
bring it to completion without delay.
Fort St. Philip, 111ississippi river, Louisiana.-It is the intention of the
department, without applying any extensive repairs or making considerable changes in the old Spanish fort, to briug it, with the least outlay, to a
state of efficiency. It is proposed to Jay the platforms for barbet guns,.
repair the gate and drawbridge, modify the breast-height wall, regulate
the terreplein and banquette, and clear away the trees, prairie grass, &c.,.
from the interior and vicinity of the fort. The laying of the platforms is
now in progress, and will donbtless be completed before the end of the
year. The bridge has been repaired and many trees cleared away.
Fort Livingston, Louisiana.-Only a small portion of the funds for this
work being available, active operations were not commenced till the
middle of July last; the time up to this date was consequently employed
in minor preparations, such as completing the temporary quarters, making
a levee to protect the site of the work from overflow of the tide, and in
cutting wood for burning lime. Since the funds became available they
hate been applied in grading the track of a railroad from the wharf to the
fort, laying the foundation of the scarp wall of the southeast front, and 80
running feet of that of the south west front, and constructing the glacis of
the northeast and northwest fronts. Some accessory \\;ork bas also been
performed.
Engagements have been made for a large supply of materials, and it is
anticipated that during the winter the operations will be prosecuted with
energy.
Fort Wood, Louisiana; Fort Pike, Louisiana.-Some repairs indispensable to the security of these works were commenced last spring, and
considerable progress had been made when the operations were interrupted by the sickly season. They will be forthwith resumed, and it is
hoped that both forts will be brought to an efficient state during the
ensuing working season.
Bat ter,y Bienvenu, Louisiana; Tower Dupre, Louisiana.-These works,.
having been left to themselves for s~veral years, have suffered materially
from decay, neglect, and wanton injury.
On a personal inspection made by me in April last, it was found necessary to order a minute survey of each work, in order to determine as toa!\ the repairs necessary to a serviceable condition. Thest;l repairs it is
proposed to apply during the ensuing winter.
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Contingencies of fortifications and incidental e:r:penses attendi1jfj
repairs of fortijicalions.--So far as the appropriations under these heads
have been applied, they have been expended upon objects connected with
works of fortification, which were not provided for by specific appropriations. As balances under these heads remain on hand, which are deemed
adequate to meet the probable wants of the ensuing year, no further sums .
are now asked.
ROADS, RIVERS, HARBORS, &c.

1. Removing light-house at Goat island, Rhode bland.-The furtherappropriation asked for in the estimate of this office is necessary to bring
this improvement to completion.
The pier, the light-house, and thA dike for the length of 980 feet from
the pier; are all entirely completed and in good condition; the lantern is.
put on; the light-bouse is perfectly tight ; and the lamps might be put np
and lighted at any moment, were the dike finished and the connexion with
the shore uubroken. To complete this connexion, and to ensure its safety
by erecting an iron railing along its entire length, a further appropriaton
of $Vl,OOO is necessary. Until this additional grant be made, the work
already executed, deemed to ba greatly important to the navigation ~of
Newport harbor, cannot be availed of.
2. F~1Jnn's Knoll light-house, New York harbor.-The annual report
of the officer in 1839 described the failure of the first attempt to fix the
foundation of this building, and mentioned the reference of the subject to a
special board of engineer ofiicers.
A majority of those ofiicers presented a project, with a memoir aad estimate, illustrated by drawings, in great detail.
The portion of the appropriation for this object which remained in the
Tr.easnry on the 31st of December, 1839, (namely, $138,909 .26,) having reverted to the Treasury, a re-appropriation thereof is recommended.
3. Improvement of the navigation of Huds01~ river, New York.The officer in charge of this improvement reports that "no material change
has taken place in the condition of the works connected with it since the
date of the last annual report." Considerable injury has been done to one
of the islands by the ice and freshets of the last spring, in conseqttence of
the suspension of operations. The navigatien of the Overslaugh ban; continues to be uninterrupted. Some little work has been done at the expense
of the cities of Troy and Albany, but all the funds ari~ing from a partial
sale of the public property have been absorbed in keeping the remainder in
repair ; indeed~ the latter expenses have so far exceeded the receipts that a
further sale will be necessary.
It is to be regretted, on every account, that the appropriations for this
work have been suspended for so many years. If it be the intention of
Government to continue the improvement, the importance of liberal and
early appropriations cannot be tao strongly pressed on its attention. See
report of the officer in charge, (marked B.)
4. Closing Hog-island channel, Charleston harbor, South Carolina.In the annyal rep111rt for 1839 it was recommended that, in consequence of
the progressive deepening of Hog-island channel, and of accumulations in
front of a part of the city of Charleston, this channel shou,ld be closed. I
have
To avoid the neces. now the honor to renew that recommendation.
.

.
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sity of referring to former documents, the report of the engineer officer superintending in Charleston harbor is again appended, (marked C.)
5. O!tio 1·ive1·, between Pittsburg and the falls.-It was stated in my
last annual report that the operations on this work had been suspended for
want of appropriations, and that a part of the public property had been
sold to pro"\l"ide means for preserving the rest. Most of the property of a
perishable nature has been sold, whilst the engines and machinery of the
boats, and other property not subject to rapid deterioration, have been retained, and will be available for future operations. A new appropriation
is asked, for which estimates are submitted.
6. Ohio and Mississippi rivers, from Louisville to New Orleans;
.llrkansas river; Missouri 1·iver.-Ail operations for the improvement of
these rivers have been suspended for the want of funds. The boats, ma~hinery, and other public pmperty belonging to them, have been collected
near St. Louis, Missouri. The preservation of this property was intrusted
to the former superintendent of these works, who retained the management
Qf it until within the last few weeks, wheu, by direction of the War Department, he was removed, and another agent appointed to the charge.
The property, though valuable, and obtained at a considerable cost to the
Government, is now, for want of an appropriation, unemployed and useless, and its protection necessarily attended with expense. It is, moreover,
liable to constant decay; aud thus, without rendering any service, is daily
becoming less and less valuable. If, therefore, it be the intention of the
Government to continue these improvements, the operations upon them
.cannot be resumed at too early a day.
7. Improvement of the Mississippi, above the mattlh of the Ohio.-As
stated in my last annual report, this work was suspended for want of funds.
The tools, machinery, &c., that would be of service on a resumption of the
work, are stored away or otherwise protected, awaiting a further appro. priation.
8. Piers in St. Louis harbor.-By direction of the War Department,
the funds remaining from the sale of the public property belonging to this
work were last spring transferred to the city authorities of St. Louis, to
be by them applied to the prosecution of the work, under an assurance that
the project of the Government in its construction should be adhered to, and
the officer furmerly in charge was withdrawn.
9. National road.-No appropriation having been made for the continuation of the Cumberland road in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, since the
year 1838, the operations have been entirely suspended, the business closed,
and the officers ordered to other stations. Much of the road being left in
an unfinished state, it is liable to be washed and worn away; unfinished
-structures upon the road are exposed to destruction ; and the longer the
resumption of operations is deferred the greater must be the cost of final
-completion.
An estimate is submitted, herewith, for the continuation of the road in
-each of these States; and if it be the intention of the Government to pros-ecute this work, an early appropriation is certainly recommended by every
ronsideration of economy and sound polir.y.
The annexed reports (marked D and E) of the officers heretofore intrusted with the superintendence of this work, give a history of its progress.
They contain statements showin~ the cost of the finished and. the expenditures upon the partly finished portions of the road ; they also contain
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estimates for its entire completion, tttgether with other matters of inter~st
connected with the work, and to which your attention is respectfully
invited.
MILITARY ACADEMY.

Professional engagements, not to be postponed, have prevented my
making, as yet, the minute inspection which ordinarily precedes the annual
report on the condition of this institution. A constant correspondence has,
however, been maintained; and I have quite recently visited West Point
on other duty ; so that in speakiug of the undiminished prosperity and success of the academy, and in noticing the unwavering zeal and steadfast
fidelity of the superintendent and the various officers, military and academical, who are united with him in the common duty of keeping this institution fully up to the great purpose for which it was created, I must be
understood as expressing a confidence founded on information fresh and
full.
A board of visitors. which was assembled at that institution in June last,
by invitation of the Secretary of War, to witness the annual examination,
communicated a very interesting report of their observations, which is
transmitted herewith, (marked F.)
As connected with an improvement, both of this institution and of the
military establishment at large, which I deem to be of the highest importance, l take the liberty of repeating here a recommendation which I have
twice before thought it my duty to urge upon the attention of the Government.
The practical instruction afforded at this institution (independent, I
mean, of that which properly appertains to the scientific instruction-such
as the use of snrveying or astronomical instruments) is becoming every
day, by gra9-nal additions, more and more important to the military service
of the country. It now consists of infantry and light infantry drill and
manmnvres; artillery drill and field manamvres with horses ; artillery practice with ordnance of all kind::!; the preparations and works of the laboratory; fencing and the sword exercise; and riding, and cavalry drill and
manmuvres.
In all thesP. branches, assiduous and persevering attention is paid to the
ins~.ruction of the cadets; in consequence of which they leave the academy
prepared to enter, in the most eiiicient manner, npon their field duties as
officers. It is needless to say how important to the welfare of the military
establishment is this state of preparation on the part of those who recruit
the ranks of the officers.
In another branch of military service (namely, practical military engineering) there is, however, a lamentable want of instruction. And, as the
introduction of this into the system of the academy requires further legislatiou, 1 take the liberty of recommending that the project of forming a
eompany of sappers, miners,. and pontoniers, m::y be urged upon the ~t~n
tion of Congress. The proJect has once received the favorable actwn of
one House, but was not, for want of time, taken up in the other.
The operations in practical military engineering are of such a nature as
to have few analogies in civil life, of which the arts, trades, and customs,
can therefore lend but little aid. The art of field engineering can be acquired in no other way than by experience in face of an enemy, or by n.
system of field labors got up expressly to teach it. An~ the great impor-
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tance of having a general diffnsion, among all the corps of the army, of at
least a portion of this knowledge, requires, therefore, that it should, without delay, be made a part of the practical cottrse at \Vest Point.
The end may be accomplished in the following mode: At a proper season of the year a portion of the cadets should be taken into the woods,
and there taught to prepare, with their own hands, every thing employed
in the constrnction of field works, batteries, trenches, saps, &c. These materials, having then been brought upon the open ground, should be applied
to actual construction of the works mentioned. Bnt here the labor would
become too great to be performed entirely by these youths, even if there
were time to devote to such a performance of it. In order to execute these
heavier works, the detachment of sappers and miners "rould, at this point,
be brought into the course of practical instruction with the cadets, and,
during all the subsequent exercises, would leave to the latter only the
lighter duties, including those of officers.
The company of sappers, miners, and :)ontonicrs, should be permanently
attached to the corps of engineers, nnder the general designation of engineer soldiers; it should be officered from the corps of engineers, and
should be instructed, under the observation of all at the academy, in all
the praeticallabors appertaining to sapping, mining, and bridging, and
should receive, moreover, a school instruction qualifying the members to
direct the labors of others as well as to apply rheir own.
As all the field works constructed for practice would, under the direction
of engineer ofllcers, be executed by these men, assisted in the lighter duties
by the cadets, every officer graduating into the army would, from his participation therein, be capable, at at any moment, of conducting, or at least
assisting in, these important works, on which the safety of armies and the
issue of campaigns so often depend-labors of which, llaving seen nothing,
he now has only vague or inaccurate notions.
During a war, the men themselves~ perfectly exercised at the school in
every branch of their duty, would, in ofl'ensive movements, be placed with
the vanguard, to remove obstructions, throw bridges, repair roads, &c. ;
in retreat, they '\vonld be with the rearguard, in order to embarrass tothe
utmost the path of the pursuer. In all assaults of forts, entrenchments,
&c., they would accompany the elite, to t:'lcilitate access by the many resources they have been taught to create and apply. In fortifying or repairing camrs or positions, in prosecuting or resisting attacks by siege, in
forming military bridges, and in every other circumsta11ce of war, their
services would be of the highest .value.
No nation experienced in warf.·ue is without an abundant supply of
these troops; and in those countries where their timely organization and
instruction have been neglected the consequent losses, embarrassments,
and sufferings, in actual service, h:we been loudly proclaimed.
But in our service, peculiar in many respects, it is probable the advantages derived from these soldiers would be quite as great in peace as in
war. In every fortification under construction, .a small detachment, to act
as overseers and master-workmen, would be of the highest advantage ;
and in the finished works, a detachment of from one to six trusty; men,
according to the size and importance of the work, would keep every thing
in order, preventing dilapidation and applying repairs-in both cases producing an economy exceeding, beyond question, the e;q>ense incurred by
the organization.
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'Vitb a f~Jw engineer soldiers to keep the fortificationl' in repair, and one
or two ordnance or artillery soldiers to take care of the armament, those
exigencies of service which are liable to call a way tl:!e garrisons would not
' be attended with the serious injuries which have in so many cases resulted from abandonment. The garrisons, when present, would find these
men most valuable auxiliaries in all matters appertaining to the defensible
condition a11d good order of the work; and in their absence wonld know
that the same qualifications were constantly exercised in maintaining the
condition so necessary to comfort as well as security.
The idea above explaiued is, therefore: 1st. To impart to the ~tudents at
the Military Academy such practical knowledge of all the military constructions resorted to in actual warfare that they shall severally be competent, when occasion presents, to give efficient aid in the erection of them;
of which instruction all graduates are now necessarily deprived. 2d. To
organize and instruct a body of engineer soldiers that in time of war shall
conduct in the most perfect manner all the difficult anrl perilous labors
pertaining to their brauch of service, and in time of peace will afford the
means whereby the instruction above mentioned may be given to tbe cadets; constituting, at the same time, a body of auxiliaries that, in the
erection, preservation, and repair of public works, shall afford improved
results at diminished cost.
On this subject of forming a company of sappers, miners, and ponton_
iers, I beg leave to offer some further remarks in an appended paper
(marked G.)
It has bee11 found uecessary to station at tbe Military Academy a detachment of artillery, and another of dragoons, for the performance of the
military duties of the post, as guards of the public property, and to' aid
the practical instruction with horses in the artillery and dragoon exercises.
The number of men thus employed has been gradually increased by the
wants of the institution, until the aggregate of the two detachments is about
one hundred-a number too large to be willingly spared from their regular
army duties. The suggestion that these detachtr,ents should be provided
for by Ia w, as a party on separate and permanent duty at that post, seems
worthy of being carried out, not only as saving the body of the army from
loss of force, but as contributing to the discipline, good order, and usefulness of the detachment itself.
The duties of the adjutant of the post of West Point are, to say the least,
quite as laborious and responsible as those of any regimental adjutant in
service. I have therefore to recommend that provision be made by law
for the allowance to him of the pay and emoluments of an adjutant of dragoons.
The annual estimate of funds for the service of the Military Academy
for 1842 accompanies this r~port. As presented by the superintendent,
the amount, comprising only such objects as ordinarily present themselves,
accords very nearly with the customary grants. I have, however, added
to this gross amount the sum of $20,000 for the commencement of new
barracks for the cadets.
The necessity of an appropriation with this object has been set forth
with much emphasis by numerous boards of visiters, I think by every one
for several years past ; and all persons familiar with the condition of the
present buildings are aware how important the proposed structure is to the
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health, comfort, instmction, and good discipline of the members of the institutiou.
I accompany this report with the annual estimates of this department,
namely:
An estimate for fortifications under construction or repair for 1842;
An estimate for new fortifications proposed to be commenced in 1842;
An estimate for harbor and river improvements, roads, and light-houses,
in charge of this office, for 1842 ;
An estimate of harbor improvements proposed to be commenced in 1842.
An estimate for \he Military Academy for 1842; and
An estimate for the office of the Chief En~ineer for 1842.
I am, sir, very respecttully, your r;gost obedient.,
JOS. G. TOTTEN.
Col. and C!tief Engineer.
Ron. J. C. SPENCER, Secretary of TVar.

A.
ExGINEER's OFFICE, SuLLIVAN's lsLA!'m,

September 30, 1841.
SIR : The accompanying drawing exhibits the condition of the beach of
Sullivan's island on the 30th of September. By a reference to the lines of
high and low water on the 30th September of previous years, it will be
perceived that the system continues to produce favorable results.

Progress of the wor/c.
Since my last annual report, connexions have been completed between
all the jettecs not before connected ; one has likewise been established between grillage No. 2 and the point of the island near the cove. The construction of these connexions and the adjustment of the enrockment upon
them, and upon the grillages and jettees, and the repairs of the palmetto
work of some of the jettees, constitute the work of the season.
It is now more than two years since the location of the first grillage;
during that period the stability of the work is supposed to have been fairly tested. The result is altogether favorahle. The works, as yet, have
been subjected to no storm of extraordinary violence, but repeated gales
have occurred, sufficiently severe to have done great injury to the island,
without producing any injurious effect upon the beach. I feel great confidence that the works, as now completed, will effectually protect the site
of Fort Moultrie from any encroachment of the sea on the southwest and
west sides.
·
The danger to be apprehended from a breach across the island at the
cnrlew ground has already been stated to the department. This can
never be regarded as aertainly safe, until a breakwater shall have been,
constructed over Drunken Dick.
•
It is proper here to remark, that it is believed to be entirely practicable·
to cause any increase of the beach opposite the fort that may be deemea
desirable, by extending grillage No. 1.
·
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In closing this work, I beg leave to ofi'er some general remarks, as the'
result of my observations during two ye::trs.
First, as to the causes which have been operating in the destruction of
the island. From a c~reful bonsideration of the subject, I am clearly of
the opinion that the abrasion of the shore between low and high water
marks is effected entirely by the lashing of the waves, and that the current does not impinge against the beach, and consequently has no agencyin its destruction. I have no reason to believe that the current is more
destructive below low-water mark than above it. It has been thought that
this current of Hog island impinged against Sullivan's island, and that the
current, in conjunction with the supposed influence of the foundation oC
Fort Sumter, was the cause of the washing away of the beach.
Experiments have been made to ascertain if the current of Hog island.
strikes the beach of Sullivan's island, which are believed to have shown.
satisfactorily that it did not. It appears that the tide from the cove strikes
Hog-island current nearly at right angles, and forces it off to a considerable
distance from the shore. The influence of Fort Sumter can scarcely be
supposed to have had any agency in the destruction of Sullivan's island~
.since the greater part of the mischief was done many years before Fort
Sumter was commenced.
My observations on the adaptation of the system of works, now completed, to the end in view, lead to these conclusions: That works parallel to
the beach are inefficient, except in conjunction with others perpendicular
to the shore ; that where works of this kind are placed parallel to the
beach, they should be placed at least as low down as half tide, or, if prac-·
ticable, below low tide, and should have a broad base-otherwise they are
liable to be thrown down by those causes the effects of which they are
designed to counteract; that grillages perpendicular to the shore are most
efficient in preventing the destruction of the beach and in causing the accumulation of sand.
The work being completed, no estimate is deemed necessary, though it
is probable that a small amount will be required in the course of the next
-year to repair some of the palmetto work, and replace the enrockment
where it is most exposed to the violence of the sea. These slight injuries to
the work must continue to occur until it is covered and protected by the
sand.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. H. BOWMAN,
Captain of Engineers.
To Col. J. G. ToTTEN, Chief Engineer.

B.
HuDsoN RtvER IMPROVE~~NT,
.!llbany, N. Y., October 9, J!).~l.
SIR : In compliance with the circular of the department of the Ist ultt-~
mo, I have the honor to report that no material change has taken place iit
the condition of the works connected with the improvement of the navigation of the Hudson river, New York, since the date of my last anmtal re·
ENGINEER's OFFICE,
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On the 2d section, the corporation of Troy employed the steam dredge
belonging to that city about two mouths, in excavating in Round and
Fish-house shoals, which the unfinished state of the works rendered necssary. The depth of water on Washington and Van Buren bars has improved. Considerable injury has been done to Lower Patron's island by
the ·ice and freshets of the last spring, caused in a great measure by the·
;suspension of operations on the lower portion of dike No. 2, on this section. The dikes and dams themselves are in good preservation.
On the lower section it became necessary to repair a portion of Beacon
island, just above its junction with dike No. 2, the island having been
abraded to such an extent as to endanger its being breached~ 483 cubic
yards of sand were used for filling, and 378 superficial yards of stone for
revetment of the west shore-being an extension of the dike, at its head, of
136 running feet. The work was executed in a very substantial manner,
1mder the direction of my assistant, Mr. Bratt, at the expense of the au-thorities of the city of Albany, as were also some slight repairs to the revetment of the dike itself. The navigation of the Overslaugh bars continues-to be uninterrupted. Cuyler's bar and the shoals at Castleton and
Coeymans are now the principal obstructions to the navigation of this portion of the river.
The project of operations fm· the year 1842 is the same as for the last
-year, and I beg leave to refer to the estimate accompanying my last annual report for the amount required for carrying on the operations duringthe next season.
The condition of the machinery belonging to the improvement is daily
getting worse. although every means have been taken for its preservation
which the limited funds on hand, derived from the sale of a portion of the
public property, permitted; dredges Nos. 3 and 4, being in a very leaky and
almost sinking condition, \vere hauled out and partially repaired and caulked, at an expense of about $250. The same course will have to be pursued with respect to dredge No. 2, before the close of the season, otherwise
this vessel will be in great danger of sinking in the basin during the coming winter. A debt has already been contracted of about $250 over the
available means, in the preservation of these vessels, which, with th
amount required for the same object until the 1st of July, 1842, must be
raised out of still further sales of the public property.
The annual statement of the amounts expended and sums available, to
include the year ending on the 30th of September, 1841, together with tbe
annual statement of appropriations &c., o( aach year up to the same period, .
are herewith transmitted.
All of which is very respectfuHy submitted.
HENRY BREWERTON,
Captain Corps of Engineers..
Col. Jos. G. T0'i"I'EN, Chief Engineer.

c.
CLOSING HOG-ISLAND CHANNEL.
ENGINEER OFFICE,

Sullivan's Island, October 17, 1839.
SIR: Referring to your letter of August 31st, I find instructions to report
~'.on the present state of the channel between Shute's Folly and Hog island;
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the changes that have been wrought therein, those now going on, if any ;
the effect of this channel upon the shore of Sullivan's island and upon the
chaunel elsewhere; the probable effects of closing this channel entirely or
partially; if any operations are, in your opinion, necessary or expedient,
what are they, in detail, and what woulJ be the cost; together with every
other matter that you may think important or interesting."
The passage between Shute's Folly and Hog island, at the poinf of separation from Cooper river, is broad and deep, but gradually contracts, in
its course towards the lower harbor, to five hundred yards in width. It
then spreads over the extensive shoals off Haddrell's point, and enters the
bay through two months. There are forty-five feet water in this channel,
at low tide, from Cooper river to the gorge above mentioned. Below this
point the depth gradually diminishes as the width increases. There is,
l1owever, water enough to admit any vessel that can enter the harbor.
The marsh through which it passes is alluvial, and yields readily to the
action of water.
The city wharves, which project into Cooper river about the point of
separation, and the current from Town creek, which enters diagonally
from the opposite side, act conjointly in deflecting the water towards Hogisland channel, and have, without doubt, caused the enlargement of its
dimensions. There is reason to apprehend that, if measures are not taken
to prevent it, this channel will become larger than that which pa3ses the
city, and that deposites of sand and mud in front of the wharves would fol~
low as a necessary consequence. The most respectable authority establishes, beyond dispute, that Hog-island pass has been gradmtlly increasing
for many years past. An English map of 1776, now before me, shows the
breadth of the channel, at the narrowest part, to have been at that time
two hundred and twenty yards. Bache's excellent map, from surveys
made in 1825 at the same point, makes the breadth four hundred and
eighty-three yards ; exhibiting an enlargement of two hnndrcd and sixtythree yards in fifty-one years. The English map already referred to lays
down the following dimensions of Shute's Folly : Greatest length from
east to west, one mile and a half; greatest breadth, six hundred and sixty
yards. The dimensions taken from the American map make the greatest
length seventeen hundred and sixty yards, and width four hundred and
twenty-five yards. The decrement in length appears to have been caused
by the wearing away of the southeastern extremity of the island, and to
exceed half a mile. The decrease of breadth is two hundred and thirtyfive yards. The opposite marsh has washed away twenty-eight yards.
These two amounts make up the amount of increase in the channel. · It
has not been possible to ascertain with certainty to what extent the channel has increased in depth. Amongst the resolutions adopted in 177 5, for
the defence of Charleston, we find one for closing Hol!-island channel, to
prevent the approach of the sloops of war Tamar and Cherokee, which at
that time threatened an attack upon the city. This resolution was partially executed by sinking four hulks in the channel; one of these, however,
before sinking, was taken possession of by the boats of the Tamar, and
towed into "shoat water." Both of these sloops of war had at this time
warped into Hog-island channel from the outer harbor, and opened a fire
upon those who were engaged in siuking the hulks. As the bar is at the
lower end, no further obstruction presented itself in their passage to Cooper
river. Although they were called "sloops of war," there is reason to be-
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lieve that they were smaller ships than those of the present day of that
class; for we find, in the same authority from which the above is derived,
that one carried "16 guns," and the other "6 cannon." "Whatever mar
have been the increase of depth in this channel, enough is known of the
enlargement of its breadth to render it an object of serious concern, and to
call for a speedy application of the proper measures for arresting its further progress. The causes which are supposed to have produced the enlargement of Hog-island channel still exist. It cannot reasonably be expected, therefore, that their effects should cease, but rather that they will
continue to augment until the worst fears of those interested are realized.
If these views are correct, delay will mcrease the expense of a work whic
must ultimately be constructed.
The supposed influence of Hog . island channel in causing the destruction
of Sullivan's island forms a part of a report already submitted to the department. It may not be amiss here to add, that experiments have been
made to ascertain if this current strikes the island. A floating body was
placed in Hog-island channel on the ebb tide, and its course accurately
noted. If the line thus traced indicates the direction of the current, it does
not impinge against Sullivan's island, bnt passes at a distance of three or
four hundred yards.
A large volume of water is withdrawn from the ship channel through.
Hog-island pass, the loss of which must ultimately cause the formation of
shoals.
It is stated, upon respectable authority, that the middle ground lying
between Shute's Folly and Fort Johnson is increasing, especially at th
upper end. If tqis is the case, it must be ascribed to the same cause which.
is operating in front of the city wharves.
In forming an opinion of the probable effects of parti.:~.lly or entirely
closing Hog-island pass, it will be useful to inquire what was the situation
of the interior harbor at a period when this channel was small, and received but little of the water of Cooper river. From the best information
I have been able to procure, it appears that the depth of water opposite
the city was then greater than it now is, and that the change has been
effected by deposites of sand and mud. As yet, however, no inconvenience has been occasioned by these deposites ; but there is no security for
the future, should they continue to accumulate. The quantity of water
flowing through Hog-island channel has undoubtedly greatly increased,
while that which passes the city has diminished, and the power of the current decreased in proportion. Each channel will adapt itself to the volume
of water it is required to discharge-the one by wearing away the enclosing banks ;:the other, by its inability to remove them, will be obstructed by
deposites. If these views are correct, the closing of Hog-island channel,
by restoring to the channel opposite the city its original volume of water,
will give it also its former dimensions. It cannot be doubted that the current of Cooper river, if undivided, is capable of displacing those deposites
which have been made in front of the wharves, and of preventing such
formations in future. From the effects already produced, and those that
may be anticipated from the further enlargement of Hog-island channel, I
am clearly of the opinion that it should be effectually closed. This may
be done by grillages, loaded with rough stones.
So long as this channel remains open, the efficiency of Castle Pinckney,
.in protect.ing the city against the approach of an enemy by water, is ren·
~
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dered nugatory, since not more than one gun of that battery can be brought
to bear upon a vessel in this channel, and that at so great a distance as to
do little execution.
Should the many advantages of Charleston for such an establishment
ever cause it to be selected as the site of a navy yard, its location must be
in the inner harbor; and the proposed work derives additional importance
from the security it will give to that part of the harbor against the sea,
which now rolls in between Hog island and the opposite marsh.
Jf this work be constructed, it may be made the basis of a road; and,
being connected by causeways with Haddrell's point and Castle Pinckney,
will establish a valuable communication between that work and Fort
Moultrie. It would also facilitate the intercourse between Charleston and
the opposite side of Cooper river, which is now carried on by the means of
small boats. The length of ferry and difficulty of navigation are sources of
serious inconvenience.
In addition to those works already recommended for the improvement of
Charleston harbor, I beg leave to call the attention of the department to
another, which appears worthy of consideration: it is the construction of a
breakwater from Cumming's point to Fort Sumter.
This work, in connexion with the proposed breakwater over Drunken
Dick, will add essentially to the security of the exterior harbor, will effectually protect the east side of James island, and supersede the necessity of
the work recommended for that purpose. Its location should be upon the
shoal which extends from the point to the site of Fort Sumter. Reference
to a map of the harbor will enable you to form a proper estimate of the
value of such a work.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. H. BOWMAN,

Captain of Engineers.
Col. J. G.

ToTTEN,

Cltief Engineer.

D.
WASHINGTON, D. C., .Bpril 6, 1841.
SIR: In compliance with your directions, I have the honor to submit,
herewith, a statement of the amount of funds required to complete the construction of the Cumberland road in Ohio, together with the cost of the
part completed, and the expenditures upon the part unfinished on the 30th
.September, lS40.
The length of this road from the Ohio river to the Indiana State line is
2~4i miles, of which 171 miles, to the town of Springfield, Clark county,
lymg nearly north of the city of Cincinnati, have been completed and received by the State of Ohio. The remaining 53! miles, from the above
town to the State line of Indiana, remain at this time in an unfinished state;
and upon this portion the sum of $129,543 77 have been expended in the
operations of opening, bridging, and grading.
The plan of operations adopted in the construction of this work is that
of continuous completion and surrender of the road to the State, as far as
practicable, in finished sections of ten miles each-the Legislature of the
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State of Ohio having, by joint resolution of March 27, 1837, authorized the
acceptance by the Executive, on behalf of the State, of such portions of the
road as may from time to time be completed, being continuous portions of
not less than two miles, and offered for acceptance.
The CumLerland road now presents a continuous line of finished macadamized road of 302 miles in length, from Cumberland, Maryland, to
Springfield, Ohio, all of which is now in the hands of the several States
through which it passes, and kept in repair from the tolls levied thereon by
their authority.
The first appropriation for the road in Ohio was made in 1825, of which
$10,000 was reserved for location through the several States to the seat of
Government of Missouri, and the last in 1838. The annual appropriations
have varied from $100,000 to $200,000, and averaged annually $148,000
nearly; and the expenditures, up to the 30th September, 1840, have
amounted to $2,077,202 95, including the cost oflocation above alluded to.
The width of the apace occupied by the location is eighty feP.t; the
width of the graded road thirty feet; and it is covered with broken limestone to the width of twenty feet and depth of nine inches. Between the
Ohio river and Zanesville, owing to the hilly nature of the country, it has
been graded to a maximum inclination of four degrees; but, after crossing the
hills immediately to the west of the latter place, the maximum grade has
been reduced to two degrees, with long and regular grades, to facilitate the
extensive travel and transportation over this road.
The greater width or magnitude of the national road, the manner in
which it is graded, and the permanent and finished style of the structures
and other parts of the work, will account sufficiently for the difference in
cost between it and most of the macadamized turnpikes in Ohio and Kentucky. Moreover, as this road follows a course nearly parallel to the general direction of the Ohio river, and therefore crosses all its large tributary
rivers at right angles; aud, furthermore, as the quarries of stone are only to
be found in the valleys of those streams, and therefore a heavy expense
requisite in the transportation of this material for the purpose of macadamizing and the construction of ordinary culverts, it is presumed a satisfactory reply is furnished to any unfavorable comparison between its cost and
that of similar works constructed in the Western country. The location,
being settled by law, cannot be so changed or modified as to secure the
greatest economy of construction in every case, or the greatest facility in
the procurement of materials.
As regards the large bridges, they have been built in the most substantial
and permanent ruode the nature of the materials would permit-the superstructures being of wood, the growth of the country, framed and put together
with the greatest care, and amply protected from the weather-the abutments and piers of limestone masonry, substantially and neatly executed.
It is proper to add here that, owing to the advanced stage of the season
at which the appropriations for the work arc usually made by Congress,
during its long sessions, a considerable increase of cost in the construction
has been unavoidable, from the greater expense requisite in procuring
workmen upon recommencing operations in the middle of the year, before
which time they have sought out and found other sources of employment,
and from the absence generally of competition at so late a season of the
year.
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Cost o/171 miles of the finished macadamized road in Ohio.
Opening & Bridging and Maeaclamizgracling.
masonry.
in g.

Contingeneies.

Total.

From the Ohio river to
Zanesville, 74 miles - $141,093 31 $149,1529 52 $277,774 34 $19,133 05 $587,630 2~
From Zanesville to Co139,367 31 140,355 so 326,298 29 20,315 00 1526,336 40
lumbus, M miles
From Columbus to Spring200,416 00 154,103 26 330,170 62 26,602 04 711,291 9~
field, 43 miles
Aggregate
Cost per mile

-

- ----- ----- ----- -------480,876 62 444,088 58 934,243 25 66,050 09 1,925,258 54
- ---------------

.

Cost of location through
the several States
-

2,812 14

2,597 01

5,463 41

386 26

---- ---- ----- -----

11,258

8~

24,426 87,

It will thus be seen that the average cost per mile of the part completed
is $11,258 82; that the cost of macadamizing nearly equals one-half of the
whole cost ; that the cost of bridging and masonry is nearly equal that
of opening and grading; and that the contingencies amount to uearly St
per cent. on the whole cost.
Upon the remaining unfinished division of the Cumberland road in Ohio
the expenditures have been as follows, to September so, 1840:
Opening and grubbing 39 miles
$20,685 61
Two large wooden bridges, on stone abutments, in the valley
of Mad river, of 150 and 80 feet span
29,878 51
Three wooden bridges of 50 feet span each, on stone abutments, between Springfield and the Miami river 11,682 81
One large stone bridge across Bartlett's Rocky run
11,239 05
mall arched and square culverts between Springfield and
the Miami river, for 10 miles
5,587 41
Grading 4 miles of deep cutting and heavy filling, west of
Springfield
37,518 32
Macadamizing two-thirds of a mile 3,866 45
Contingencies
9,085 49

Totalamountexpendedon the unfinished part, Sept. 30,1840 ~~_2I
I herewith subjoin an estimate for th!Ol entire completion of the Cumberland road in Ohio, with the amount recommended to be applied each yea.r,
for three years in succession, in order that ten miles may be finished the
1irst year, twenty in the second, and the remaining thirteen and threefourths in the third year after the work is resumed. This estimate is a
condensation of the results of minute calculations, based upon accurate surveys and examinations made in 1839, and an experience of about four years
.tupon this road, and with the current prices of 1839.
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Estimate of the amount riffunds required to complete the construction
of the Cumberland 1·oad in Ohio.
Opening or grubbing 13! miles
$7,471 0()
Masonry of arched and square culverts
35,707 78·
Bridge across the Miami river and canal, 326 feet span
33,281 90
Bridge across the Stillwater river, of 224 feet span 30,165 50 ·
Bridge over Twin creek, so feet span
6,471 38
:Bridge over Price's creek, 50 feet span
5,584 64
Grading 49! miles 195,854 87
Macadamizing 53 miles
310,326 00
.Contingencies
21,136 9S
1

Total cost of finishing the road, macadamized

- $646,000 OO ·
i!l

For grading and bridging without macadamizing, or for an earthen
road only, the cost will be, from the above, estimating the contingencies in
that case at $5,000 less, $320,674.
If the plan of continuous completion is pursued in the construction of the
work, the annual amounts required to be appropriated or applied will be
as follows, in order that the work may be finished in three years:
For the 1st year
- $295,000 00
For the 2d year
233,000 00
For the 3d year
118,000 00
Amount

- $646,000 00

It is proper to observe that the estimate for completion, included herein,
supposes that the annual amounts required are made available early in the
season, each year. Should they, however, be deferred until the middle of
the year, the estimate will require to be increased at least ten per cent.
If to the present cost of the road there be added the estimated amount
required to complete it with a macadamized covet throughout, there will'
result for the whole actual and estimated cost of the road in Ohio, when
completed, as follows:
Amount expended for location through the several States, to
Jefferson, Missouri
$24,426 87
Cost of 171 miles completed and mac<>.damized, in the State
of Ohio
- 1,925,258 54Expended on the part unfinished
129,543 77
Required to complete the road in Ohio
646,000 oo
Length

224~

miles, total cost

Cost per mile, exclusive of location -

$2,725,229 18
$12,016 91
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Statement of the actual and estimated cost per mile of the unfinished
divisio,n of the Cumberland road in Ohio, under the separate heads of
construction, when completed.
Length, 53i miles.

Grubbing.

Grading.

Bridging &
masonry.

Macadam- Contingen- Aggregate.
izing.
cies.

Cost to this time - $20,685 67 $37,518 32 $58,387 84 $3,866 45 $9,085 49 $129,543 77
Estimated amount required to complete
the division
7,47l 00 195,854 87 111,211 20 310,326 00 21,136 93 646,000 00

-

Total Cost per mile

- - - - - - - ---- ---- ----28,156
- -67 -233,373
19
04. 314,192 4.5 30,222 42 775,543 77,
-5,845
- -44 ------523 83
5-62 28 14,428 71
4,341 831 3,155 33

-

169,59~

From the above it appears that the cost per mile of the unfimshed di:v. ision lying west of Springfield \Vill be, \vhen completed, $14,428 71exceeding the rate of cost per mile of the part completed $3,169 89. Thisis accounted for partly from the fact that the location west of Springfield
crosses the valleys _of three considerable streams, to wit : the Mad, Great
Miami, and Stillwater rivers, which have common junction about twelve
miles south of the line of road. At the points of crossing of these valleys,.
the bluffs bordering them require considerable deep cutting and heavy
embanking, and, at the two last mentioned, extensive cutting in limestone
rock, together with the construction of three expensive bridges over those·
streams ; whilst, on the part already finished, there is not more than one
bridge, of the same magnitude and style of construction, on an equal length
of road; and the bridge across the M uskingum (at Zanesville) was not
constructed at the expense of the United States.
There is another and important cause of difference, arising from the superior facility existing on the division ofroad lying between the Ohio river
and Zanesville, and for some distance west of the latte.r place, in procuring
good materials for macadamizing, (this being the [most expensive item in
the construction,) and also from the great inferiority of the masonry on
that division, together with the steep and undulating character of its
grade, which has been built upon a cheap and inferior plan; whilst, on
the recently constructed and unfinished parts of the road, the masonry, as
well as ttll the structures, has been, or is intended to be, built upon the
most permanent plan. The grades are long and gentle, and the material
for macadamizing requires to be transported to considerable distancesthus increasing extensively the cost Qf this last item.
I am entirely satisfied, from experience, that, with the plan of const~uc
·tion adopted for the national road, as explained herein, the nature of the
soil over which it passes, and the absence of materials for masonry and
macadamizing within a convenient distance of the road, except at a few
points only, it would be impracticable to construct it, in such a manner as
to fulfil the object of a great national thoroughfare, for a less average cost.
per mile than that stated above.
Respectfully submitted by your obedient servant,
GEO. DUTTON,

Captain U. S.
To Col. J. G. ToTTEN,
Chief Engineer, Washington, D. C.

Engineers~
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E.
W .ASHINGTON, }rfay 18, 1841.
SIR: In compliance with your directions of the lOth of April, I have
the honor to submit the following report on the Cumberland road in Indi·~na and Illinois, for the use of the Secretary of War.
Finished portions of the road in Indiana.
In and near Richmond
2 miles and 270 rods.
In Centreville
0
"
103 "
In and near Indianapolis
4
"
237 "
Near Terre Haute
1
"
50 "
9

"

20

"

In explanation of the finished portions of the road being at various points,
i t will be necessary, briefly, to give some account of the policy heretofore
pursued in its construction.
With a view to making the road immediately available for the 'Vestern
emigration, and bringing the public lands on and near it speedily into the
market, it was cleared and partly grubbed throughout the State; next, to
get the mail stages on it, it was partially bridged, and the level parts of it
graded.
The policy of working on the whole extent of the road was cantinued
until 1836, when the operations were oonfined to one point until 1837, and
then extended to three, viz : Richmond, Indianapolis, and Terre Haute.
In March, 1839, by dirP.ction of the Secretary of War, I submitted a project for continuing the operations from the present finished portion, near
Richmond, westward, and completing the road as the work progressed.
This project was approved; but, no appropriation for the continuation of
the road having been made since that time, it has not yet been carried into
effect.
Suitable stone for masonry and macadamizing is found in abundance
near Richmond; but it is situated so far below the natural surface of the
-ground that it is procured in small quantities by stripping the earth from
i t on the side~ of hills, at great expense.
Near Indianapolis there is no stone fit for masonry; that for macadamizing is composed of boulders, which are fonnd on the surface for several
miles on each side of the road, and pebbles from the bars and banks of
White river and its tributaries.
The nearest quarry of stone suitable for masonry and macadamizing to
Terre Haute, is distant about 6~ mile!;.
The road through Indiana crosses the principal tribntaries of the Ohio
riv.er that have their source within the State; and, for about 20 miles f1om
the Ohio State line, is broken and undulating, and crossed by many small
streams. From this point to Indianapolis, a distance of about 52 miles,
with the exception of the abrupt banks and deep ravines in the vicinity of
the watercourses, the country may be considered level, and consists prin·
eipally of beech flats. From Indianapolis, west, the country is slightly un. dulating for about 30 miles; then about 20 miles of broken limestone conn·
try, and from there to the Illinois State line is undulating.
The level and slightly undulating ground which, on an average, would
occupy about one-half the distance, may be graded with the same facility,
and at about the same expense, as a well-located road of the same dimensions
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in any part of the Western country; but the commissioner, in locating, confined himself so closely to his right-lined instructions, that it necessarily
makes the remaining portion very expensive, arising principally from the
following causes:
1st. In crossing the extensive bottoms on the watercourses, which are
liable to frequent and great inundations, the passage of which require high
.embankments and frequently extra bridging. 2d. The great number of
abrupt and deep ravines near the streams. 3d. The too direct passage of
the broken country from 20 to 40 miles west of Indianapolis. 4th. The
location of the road with a maximum grade of 4 degrees east of Indianap-olis, and of 3 degrees west; of which there are 8 miles east and 13 west of
Indianapolis to be reduced to the present established grade of 2 degrees,
'b y extensive excavation and embankment.
Timber of suitable quality, and all lumber necessary for construction,
-can be conveniently procured near the road.
Limestone is abundant, but difficult to obtain for about 20 miles west of
the Ohio State line, and may ·be delivered on the road at an average hauling of about 5 miles. From thence to Indianapolis the stone will have to
be hauled about 12 miles on an average. For 30 miles west of Indianapolis the stone for building, and one-half of that for macadamizing, will have
to be hauled 15 miles on an average; the other half for macadamizing
may be procured within 5 miles, average. For the next 20 miles there is
a superior limestone which, at intervals, may be quarried by the road side,
and could be distributed on the road by an average hauling of about 2
miles. From thence to the Illinois State line the average would be about
9 miles.
Tables of the cost of the finished road, cost of the unfinished road, and
estimate for the completion of the road :
Cost of the finished road in Indiana.

In and near Richmond
.
ln Centreville

.

-

In and near Indianapoli>
Near Terre Haute-

Total
Average per mile

- -

M.
2
0
4
1

Opening
and
grail in g.

Bridging
a nil
masonry.

25,105 09

36,959 94

2,789 45

4,106 66

Macadamizing.

Con tingcncies.

Total.

rds.
270
103
2:37
50

-9 -20

- - -

106, '127 50 6,972 84 175,765 37

ll,836 39

774 76

19,529 48

On a comparison of the cost of the road, as exhibited by this table, with
the cost of the turnpike roads of the 'Vest, the difference is so striking that
I am induced to offer some remarks in explanation.
In the location of the turnpike roads every advantage is taken of the
surface of the ground, without regard to any direct line; and governed only
by the most practicable and economical way of connecting two given
points. By this means the grading is reduced to its minimum. The expense of grading is further reduced by preparing the natural surface of the
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ground for macadamizing, without regard to any given limit of grade, with
the few exceptions of crossing streams or ascending very steep hills.
The grading of these roads is about two-thirds the width of the Cumberland road, and the macadamizing about three-fourths.
In the construction of these roads near the Ohio river (and I am informed on nearly all the roads south of the Ohw river) the hills have such
an abundance of detached limestone in them, suitable for macadamizing, and easy of excavation, that in grading they furnish a large portion
of the stone required; that good building stone may be found in almost
every creek that is crossed, and lime made at the site of every bridge.
The above reasons, when compared with the description of the Cumberland road previously given, it is believed, will satisfactorily account for the
great difference in the cost of the two kinds of road. Yet I cannot omit
stating another of considerable importance, because it shows that we cannot make an accurate comparison between the two. It is this : It is the
policy or the companies to get the travel on the road at the least possible
expense, that they may be receiving some income whilst the road is being
completed; and frequently part of the road, such as bridges and culverts,
are made temporary for this purpose ; yet., when we a.re informed of the
cost of the roads, we are only told the amount of the first contracts, whilst,
on the Cumberland road, all the work is permanently completed before
the road is reported finished.
Cost of the unfinished 1·oad in Indiana.
Opening
and
grading.

Bridging
and
masonry.

Macadam- Cuntingenizing.
cies.

Total.

r rom Ohio to Illinois, deducting
fulished part-140 miles 55
IOdi 390,291 98 358,34.0 03 100,995 40 108,566 46 958,193 S'l

- - - -

Avenge per mile

- - -

2, 787 79

721 39

5,259 57

775 47

6,844 24

Estimate for completing the road in Indiana.
Grading.

Bridging Macadamizing. Contingenand
cies.
masonry.
•·

---M. rds. Dollars. cts. Dollars. cts.
East of Indianapolis 72 78 107,097 10 156,750 50
West of
do.
76 316 245,717 IS 683, 14Z 00
Total

- - -

2,367 88

5,636 SG

-

1,652 44

1,993 16

-

'

Dollars. eta. Dollars. cts. Dollars. cts.
856,330 00 112,01776 1,232,195 39
809,372 00 173,832 17 1,912,054 85

352,814 28 839,892 50 1, 665, 702 00 285,840 93 !3, 1H, 250 21

- -

Arerage per mile
E:xclusive of the 7lst and
72d miles west oflndian.
apolis -

Total.

11,17921

-

1,918 39
364 62

21,102

s:;
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The estimate for completion was made from a thorough knowledge of
the road and resources of the country, taking into consideration the prices
of materials and labor in 1839. A reduction in the price of labor would of
course reduce the cost of all parts of the work, but least of all in macadamizing, because of the great difference in the cost of the materials, and the labor
c.f putting it on the road; and I am of the belief that it would be found advantageous to the ·Gnited States, and to the State of Indiana, to have it
omitted altogether-for the United States, by saving the amount of the estimate and the contingencies incident to the work, in all, $1,832,272 20to the State of Indiana, in greatly reducing the expense of keeping the
a:oad in repair. The wear of the macauamizing on the finished parts of the
1·oad in Ohio has heretofore been estimated at 15 per cent. per annum; but
as it will be some time before there is the same amount of travel on the
road in Indiana, we will estimate it at 10 per cent., from which the following result is obtained: To keep the macadamized part of the road in repair will require $177,242 95 per annum, when the graded road can be
kept in good order for from fifteen to twenty thousand dollars ; or, at the
extreme, suppose one man is employed to keep each mile of the road ill
<Jrder, at $365 per year, it will amount to but $23,585.
The average cost of macadamizing in Ohio has been less than $6,000,
and yet she has had to make appropriations from her treasury to keep it ia
repair-the tolls being insufficient for that purpose.
The average cost, per mile, for completing the road in Indiana, as exhibited in the estimate, is obtained by dividing the total cost under each
head by the number of miles, (149 ;) but, as there are two miles the cost of
which are very extraordinary, I do not think it a fair showing.
The 71st and 72d miles west of Indianapolis, including the Wabash river
and bottom, are estimated to cost for grading $109,905 90, and for bridging and masonry $546,897. These being deducted from the sum total, and
an average made for the remaining distance, (147 miles,) will reduce it tograding, $1,652 44; bridging and masonry, $1,993 16; contingencies,
$364 62.

Project for the execution of the 1·emaining wm·k.
The State line dividing Ohio and Indiana crosses the road in a brokea
country, and it is considered best for a perfect grade at that point to leave
the road between the line and the junction of the present travelled road
from Dayton in its present state until the road in Ohio is completed ; for
which purpose I have retained from the projected expenditure $46,300, to
be expended at the proper time, and Jet the operations commence at the
finished portion of road at Richmond, and progress westward, without
interruption or intermediate work, to the Illinois State line, with but one
exception, that will be hereafter mentioned.
Exp_enditure.Jor the first year.-Macadamizing the eight
m1les ofiimshed grade west of Richmond, and complete the
grading and bridging to within 31 miles of Indianapolis - $216,200 00
2d year.-Comp!ete the grading and bridging to Indianapo- 521,000 0~
lis, and macadamize the grade of the previous year
3d year.-Complete the grading and bridging 31 miles west
of Indianapolis, and macadamize the grade of the pre.YJOUS year
5~0 1 00Q QO
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4th year.-Complete the grading and bridging to the 67th

mile west of Indianapolis, and macadamize the grade of
the previous year - $605,000 00
IJth year.-Complete the grading and bridging to the Illinois
State line, except the bridges and grading over the Vi7 abash
river and bottom, and collect materials for the bridges
610,000 00
6th year.-Complete the road
- 625,750 21
It is not expected that the work set apart for the sixth year can be performed in less than two years; in fact, it would be difficult to construct the
Wabash bridge in less than three years, bnt the funds necessary for its
construction should be made available previous to its commencement.
Scheme of supervision.
1 Superintendent.
2 Assistant superintendents.
4 Junior assistant superintendents.
4 Rod-men.
1 Inspector of masonry.
1 Assistant inspector of masonry, or more if required.
1 Inspector of carpentry.
Chain-men and rakers when necessary.
Duties.-The superintendent to have a general supervision of the operations; to receive his instructions from, and report to, the superintendent of
the Cumberland road in Indiana and Illinois.
The assistant superintendents to make the necessary surveys, drawings,
&c., and to assist in laying out the work; to have an inspecting control of
all work done, or in any way relating to the grade; to make monthly admeasurements of work done, and render estimates of the same for the
payment of contractors, and such other duty as may from time to time be
required of them.
The rod-men, when not at their appropriate duties in the field, to be
employed as clerks in the office.
The inspector of masonry to inspect and receive the materials, and
superintend the construction of all masonry of bridges and culverts.
The inspector of carpentry to inspect and recei vc the materials, and
superintend the construction of all wooden superstructures of bridges and
other necessary carpentry.
ILLINOIS.

In the bill making appropriations for the continuation of the Cumberland road for 1836, it was provided that the road in Illinois shonld not be
macadamized, unless it could be done at the average cost of the same kind
of work in Ohio and Indiana. This part of the work has been suspended
until, from actual experience, the cost of macadamizing in Indiana could
be ascertained. The estimated average is less in Illinois than in Indiana,
but is still greater than the average of Ohio and Indiana combined. I shall,
therefore, report the completed grade as finished portions of the road in
lllinois:
- 13 miles..
From the Indiana State line to the 14th mile
17
From the 73d mile to Vandalia

In all -

30
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A culvert and the necessary grading on the third, and one on the sixth,.
mile are exceptions to the above statement, but are provided for in the estimate for completion.
The policy of construction in India11a and Illinois has always been the
same.
The country through which the road passes from the Indiana State line to·
Vandalia rna y be considered as table land, intersected by numerous streams,
the beds of which are from eighty to one hundred feet below the general
surface; smaller streams break into them in ' all directions, formi11g knobs
and ridges in profusion, and without arrangement. The making of a road.
through such a country is necessarily attended with great trouble in location aud expense in construction.
For fourteen miles from the line the streams are numerous, and thecountry consequently very much broken. From thence to Vandalia they
are not so frequent, and leaving a level country (principally prairie) betwGen them, varying in distance from two to fifteen miles.
The river bottoms are generally wide, and subject to frequent and great
inundations, requiring high embankments, and frequently extra bridges.
The grading yet to be completed will vary, in the average cost per mile,
from $640 to $18,000.
Good limestone is found on the sixth and seventh miles from the line,
and sometimes on the streams, but generally near the heads of the ravines.
The average distance of hauling stone on the finished portions of the road
has been four miles for the eastern part, and ten miles on the western.
The average distance of hauling for the unfiuished part will be about
nine miles.
Tables exhibiting the cost of the finished portions of the road, the cost
of the unfinished portion, and an estimate for the completion of the road :.

Cost of the finished portions of the 1·oad in Illinois.
Opening and Bridging and Macaclamizgrading.
masonry.
iug.

Contingencies.

Total.

- - - - - - - - -----1-----1---From the Indiana State
line to the 14th mile,
and from the 73cl mile
to Vandalia, 29 miles
295

rOds

•

- $175,740 71 $271,442 73

Average c:ost per mile

5,858 02

9,381 42

$1,34.0 92

$30,793 38

$379,317 7~

44 69

1,026 44

12,643 02

The eastern portion of the finished road is through a broken country,.
and crosses many streams. The western is partly through prairie, but
crosses some small streams and Kaskaskia bottom and river. There is one
bridge over the river and two on the bottom, and the embankment very
high; hence the high average cost for grading, bridging, &c., per mile.
The macadamizing reported is for stone procured for that purpose before
1836.

/
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Cost of lite unfinished portions of the ''oad in illinois.
Opening and Bridging and
grading.
masonry.
From the 13th to the
74th mile west of
Indiana State line,
60 miles Average cost per mile

$96,545 40 $110,870 58

~609 09~--1-,847

Macadamizing.

Contingencies.

$2,681 84

$53,188 50

TDtal.

$263,286 OS

84 - - 4 4 69 l---8-86_4_9 --4-,-38_8_1_0

An inferior sandstone was used, previous to 1834, in the construction of
masonry on this portion of the road, and the abutments for all the bridges,
and nearly all the culverts, will have to be renewed.
The macadamizing reported is for stone procured for that purrose previous to 1836.

Estimate/or completing the 1·oad in Illinois.
Grading.

Bridging and
ma~onry.

Macadamizing.

Contingencies.

Total.

The unfinished por$178,254 34 $195,056 75 $928,633 00 $130,194 41 $1,432.138 50
tion of the road

-

Average cost per mile

2,970 90

3,250 96

10,318 14

1,446 60

23,868 91

622 00

6,844 03

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - ---exclusive of

Do.
macadamizing

-

-

-

-

The remarks under this head for Indiana are applicable to Illinois.
By omitting the estimated amount for macadamizing, it will reduce the
:average cost for contingencies to $622, and the total average cost to
$6,844 03.

Project for the execution of tlie remaining work.
It is proposed to finish the grading, bridging, &c., of the road in two
years.
• First year.-Commence at the present finished portion of the road, at
d1e 14th mile west of the Indiana State line, and complete it, continuously,
to include the 38th mile, $190,690 76.
Second year.-Complete the road, $229,551 43.
The contracts made the second year may provide for the completioa of
the road by the end of the third.

Scheme of supervision.
1 Superintendent.
1 Assistant superintendent.
~. Junior assistant superintendents.
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Rod-men.

1 Inspector of masonry.
1 Inspector of carpentry.

Chain-men and rakers when necessary .
.Duties.-The same as for Indiana.
In the bill making appropriations for the continuation of the Cumberland road for 1834, it was provided that an officer of the corps of engiJJeers should be selected to superintend the construction of, and make the
di:,;bursements on, the road in Indiana and Illinois.
I therefore submit the following project for the general superintendence
of the road, but recommend that, if the operations on the road be agailil.
carried on by the United States, exertions be made to have this proviso
repealed, in order that each State may be placed under a separate superintendent.
General superintendence.
Superintendent.
Assistant superintendent and clerk.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
C. A. OGDEN, :Maj. Corps Eng'rs.
Col. J. G. ToTTE~,
Cllief Engineer, Washington.

F.
Report of tiLe Board of Visiters o.f the Military .!lcademy, West 'Point,
New York.
·
WEsT PoiNT, June 21, 1841.
SIR: I have the honor, herewitl1, to enclose to yon the report of the Inspecting Board of Visiters at \Vest Point, in compliance with your instructions of the 26th ultimo.
According to your desire, the examination has been closed, and the inquiries minuted; and the result, I trust, will be satisfactory to the Department.
I have the honor to remain, sir, with the highest consideration and respect, your most obedient servant,
CHS. STEWART.
To the Hon. JOHN BELL, Secretary o.f War.
SIR: The Board of Visiters to the United States Military Academy at
West Point met at this post on the 7th in;5tant, agreeably to your request,
and were organized by appointing Commodore Charles Stewart, of the
navy, President, and Professor Charles B. Hadduck, of New Hamp£hire,
Secretary.
The visiters were informed by the superintendent of the academy that
the academic board would be divided into distinct committees, for the purpose of examining different sections of c·adets, at the same time, in different departments. The visiters thereupon assigned one-half our own mem. hers to each of these departments, and immediately entered on our duties,
under the direction of the Department.
9
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Seven hours each day (the Sabbath excepted) have been devoted to the
oexamination of the cadets, in each department, and, so far as our other
.duties would allow, in the presence of the respective committees of the
Board of Visiters. Two hours a day have been employed in various ex·ercises and practical exhibitions of military skill in the field.
The examinations have been continued without interruption from the
7th to the 21st instant.
In submitting the results of their inquiries to the Department of War, the
board propose, for the sake of perspicuity, to comprise what they deem it
important to communicate to you under several distinct heads.
And, in the first place, they beg leave to invite yonr attention to the subject of scientific insh·uction.
This department constitutes the principal study in each of the four years'
course.
The class formed of new cadets at the commencement of the academic
year is called the fourth class. This class is instructed in algebra, geome·
try, plane and spherical trigonometry, mensuration of planes and solids,
and the higher sections of the class in descriptive geometry.
The studies of the third class embrace descriptive geometry, by the
lower sections, with application to spherical projections, warped surfaces,
!!hades, shadows, and perspective ; also, snrveying, including the description of instruments and the mensuration of heights and distances, analytical geo~etry, thQ diffen'!~tial and integ;al calculus, including its various
applications to mensuratiOn and the determination of many important
properties of the geometrical magnitudes.
·
The second class begins the courses f natural and experimental philosophy, which include mechanics-embra<:ing statics, dynamics, hytlrostatics, and hydrodynamics; optics-embracing a general outline of the
theory of light, the fundam8ntal laws of reflection and refraction, and the
construction of optical instrulllents; astrouomy-emlnacing a description
of the solar system, the nature of the earth, the theory of the motions of
the heavenly bodie~, the methods of tl.etermining the latitude and longitude
of placfls on the surface of the earth, and the uses of astronomical instruments; magnetism-embracing general facts and principles, polarity, laws
regulating magnetic intensity at different distances, terrestrial magnetism,
the variation of the compass, and the construction of magnetic instruments;
electro magnetism and electro dynamics.
The course of chemistry includes the properties of matter and the general
laws of chemical changes-embracing attraction, affinity, caloric, electricity,
and galvanism; the nomenclature aud the use of the sym bois; the prepa·
ration, properties, and uses of non-metallic clements and their compounds;
the general properties of Inetals an? alloys, with the character and uses of
the most important metals and then· compounds; salts; mineral analysis
and the use of the blow-pipe; the composition, &c., of vegetable principles;
orcranic analysis: the proportion, properties, &c., of the m0st important
vegetable principles, and the chemical properties of gunpowder.
Tqe departments of natural philosophy and chemistry are both illustrated
. by lectures and experiments, the apparatus for that purpose being large
and in good order.
The first or highest class is principally occupied with engineering,
which incluJes the science of war, military engineering, civil engineer·
., 11 .!{', anu archite~tu;e.
The first comprises the genoral composition of
armies and the prmc1ples of strategy.
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The second relates to the erection of tempor:uy and permanent defences

-of every description, with the means of attack and

defenc~.

The third treats of civil works, including the art of construction in general, in all its branches.
The fourth comprises the principles of architecture and the comparison
of the difl'erent styles of building.
The instructwn in these branches is given partly from text-books prepared by the present professor in the department, partly by oral communication, and partly by means of drawings made under the direetion of the
teachers. Models illustrative of the most important subjects are exhibited
and explained by teachers. The first section of the class is instructed OIL
the subject of machinery. ·
1\lineralogy and geology are also taught to this class. The course of
mineralogy includes crystallography, the physical properties of minerals,
classification, dP.terminate mineralogy, and descriptive miueralogy, embracing the study of the most important minerals.
Geology inciudf's the classification of rocks, according to their origin and
age: stratification ; the general characters and composition of principal
,classes of rocks, embraciug an ~ccount of their minerals and fossils, the
uses to which they are applied, and their location in the United States.
'This course, also, is illustrated by numerous specimens and occasional lectures.
The fir1:t class are also taught to apply the science which they have ac~uired in preceding years to the military art-particularly to gunnery; to
the motion of projectiles in resisting U1ediums, as in air or water; to the
penetration of balls and shells into various F;Ubstances; to the construction
and proof of the materials of war in geceral, especially the different killds
of cannon, gun-carriages, and caissons; to the construction of maps of
military surveys, plans of fortifications, models of guns, &c.; to the manufacture, preservation, and use of gunpowder and other articles prepared in
the military laboratory; and to the effects produced by the gases developed
bv combustion.
·In these numerous subjects, so connected with each other, and so important in a military education adapted to the irs proved state of the art of war,
the board are happy to see a completeness and unity of system which
leave little room for improvement. The examinations in the departments
of science have been highly satisfactory. The cadets appear well grounded in all the branches, and afford gratifying evidence of the ability and
fidelity of their instructers.
The next department distinctly considered by the Board of Visiters is
that of moral and religious instruction. The members of the board have
sought occasional interviews with the gentlemen to whom the care of this
department is intrusted, and have been pleased to find that very proper
views are entertained by those gentlemen of the nature and importance of
their duties, and that they seem disposed to spare no pains in giving a right
direction to the minds of the young men under their charge, and in ele•mtiug, to the utmo8t degree, the love of moral and religions feeling, so necessary to the full development of the human intellect, and to the perfect
discharge of the duties and responsibilities of life. This department in-cltldes geography, English grammar, rhetoric, moral philosophy, and constitutional Ia w.
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The principal in the department is chaplain to the academy, and preacLles·
in the chapel on the Sabbath.
Former BoarJs of Visiters have recommended that the chaplain should
be relieved from a considerable part of the text-book instruction now imposed upon him, that he might have more time for the appropriate duties of
a Christian teacher and pastor. In order to effect this change, it would be
necessary to employ an additional instrncter in the department. In this
recommendation the present board entirely agree. Inder,d, they beg leave
to attract the attention of the War Department particularly to this subject.
It is not to be overlooked that in this institution are assembled two hundred and fifty young men, at a very susceptible period of life, separa~ed:
from the wholesome restraints of friends and kindred, deprived of parentat
guidance, and stimulated to high intellectual attainment and honorable
distinction, without the humanizing and sanctifying influences of a pious.
home.
The whole community, in one form or another, connected with the academy, amounts to about one thousand. In the moral character aud deportment of all this population the institution is deeply interested, aud the.
ehaplain is their only religious teacher and spiritual guide. Il must, therefore, be evident to the Gove1 nment that the less the time and studies of this
officer are occupied with other things, and the more exclusively he is de-voted to his appropriate Christian influence; the better the great ends of
the institution are likely to be answered. The board, in this view, earllestly recommend that the text-book instruction of the chaplain be confined to moral philosophy; and that he be also considered as so far exonerated from the ordinary rules of discipline that he may have free access
to the rooms of the cadets, and the most unrestrained and familiar intercourse with them, at all times, without being exposed to the suspicion of
acting as an inquisitor into their condtlct, and without being understood t()
sustain any other relation to them thau the affectionate, paternal relation
of a pastor to an ordinary parish. From the nature of the clerical office,
and especially from the remarkable intelligence and kindness of the present chaplain, (himself a graduate of the academy,) and from his peculiar
qualifications for securing the confidence and affection of the young, the
board cannot but anticipate the most salutary and de~irable results, if he
should be left to give himself more entirely to his appropriate duties.
There is one branch of study, not introduced into this department, which
seems to the board of too great importance to be omitted. \Ve refeno
logic-particularly the principles and rules of evidence. This suggestion
is strongly recommended to the Department by the consideration that the
young men educated here are, in the natural course of things, to be called
frequently to sit in judgment on the character, and, it may be, lives of their
fellow-men. And it would seem too obvious to require to be urged on the
;.J.ttention of the Department, that a perfect acquaintance with the general
Inles of evidence is essential to the proper administration of military law.
In another view, also, it seems to us eq nally important that this subject
should not be excluded from the coursa of study. The sciences here taught
are mainly demonstrative. The pupil is, therefore, in da11ger of in~>ensibly
acquiring the habit of feeling that nothing is proved which is not mathematically demonstrated. He should be taught, also, the nature of proof in
general, and the kind of evidence proper to the very dissimilar subjects of
nterest to us, as men of science, as citizens, and a.s moral beings. It gives
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tne board great pleasure to be able to say that, so far as they can judge,
after careful attention to the annual examinations, the studies of this department are taught with ability and great success by the several instructors. They wonh.l also add that, from all that has come to their knowledge
during their stay at the academy, they are impressed with the consideration that sound morals and regular deport11nent, at present, distinguish the
-officers and cadets, aud that the parents and friends of the young men sent
here may rely on their being as carefully preserved from vice and immol'ality as the nature of a public education admits. One of the principal
defects which the visiters have observed in the cadets, dnring the examinution, relates to this department, and consists in an imperfect and indistinct
€locution. Particular atteution seems not to be paid to this subject. A
clear and full enunciation is, however, an accomplishment in a military
man; and, indeed, can hardly be dispensed with in any ,profession. 'Ve
observed with regret that, in all the classes, the voice is impNfectly cultivated, and the elocution often indistinct and bnrried. The proper remedy
for this defect would be either to employ a distinct teacher for the purpose,
or, what would perhaps be even better, to render the several professors
.and instructors responsible for an accurate and clear articulation in their
respective exercises and examinations.
Connect"d with .this subject is that of composition, which has been recommended to the consideration of the Department by other Boards of
Visiters, in which recommendations this board fully concurs. It may not
be improper for the board to suggest, in this connexion, that the principal
text-book in the study of the French language (a department taught w1th
great industry and care by the very competent_ and efficient teachers of
the languages) is not of the most moral aud usetnl character. There must
be abundance of good French, perfectly free from objection. There can,
therefore, be uo necessity for coaching the language in authors of a questionable tendency. It muse be obvious to the Department that the youthful imagiuation is too d<liicate a11d too susceptible of wrong impressions
to be safely exposed to the exciting scenes frequently introduced into novels of the class to which this work belongs. Even the occasional hasty
perusal of an exceptionable author, by the young, should be prevented if
possible. This, however; is one thing. It is quite another thing for the
young mind to be detained upon such au authorl to read it aloud in the
presence of others, to commit portions of it to memory, and, especially, to
do so under the authority and with the approbation of a public instructer.
The board have also carefully considered the system of discipline prescribed by the President of the United States on the 1st of January, 1839;
and, after mature inquiry and personal observation, they have every reason
to believe that these rules and regulations have been faithfully enforced by
those on whom the duties devolve. The hospital is a stone edifice, located near the bank of the Hudson river, beautifully shaded with the sugar
maple on the east, and near the base of the mountain on the west; commanding an interestmg view of the river, and securing always a free cireulation of pure air. This building contains, in its basement story, eight
rooms of convenient size for the accommodation of the nurses, matrons,
domestics, kitchens, &c. Immediately above these rooms are eight large,
copvenient, and airy chambers for the sick, with a portico in front, furnishing a pleasant promenade, in full view of the river, for convalescent
patients. Connected with this building, one at each end, are two build·
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ings of ~imilar size, one story higher than the hospital. for the accommo-dation of the surgeon anJ assistant surgeon. The whole building is con--venient and appropriate. It is hardly possible that an establishment of
the kind should be more suitably and cheaply furnished.
The barracks have been the snbject of such repeated animadversion
and criticism, by former boards, that we should content otmel\res with
barely referring to their several reports, did we not consider that the health,
morals, and industry of the cadets, and, of course, the success of the institution itself, depended in no small degree on the improvement of theseaccommodations. For the successful pursuit of knowledge, a youth must
have command of his time and pursuits in his room, must have good
health, and must be comfortable.
The barracks contain only ninety-six rooms. These must furnish accommodatio:ls for two hundred and fifty cadets; more than two must, of
course, be put into a room. In fact four, and often five, arc crowded into
a single chamber. The rooms in the south building are scarcely large
enough to accommodate one. They are cold and comfortless in the inclement seasons 0f the year, and badly ventilated in summer. It is a
matter of astonishment to this board that cadets have attained to such proficiency in their studic!': under circumstances so unfavorable. It is a strong
proof of the great improvement of which the academy is susceptible,
with better facilities and more experience. During the first fifteen years
of the existence of the academy, whilst the cadets were accommodated
in wooden barracks, openillg to the south, there was scarcely an instance
of a cadet being confined to the hospital by disease. Since the erection
of the stone barracks, the sick reports of the surgeon show an aYerage of
five, and sometimes of six, thus conf1ued. By ~·eference to one of the
quarterly reports of the surgeon, embracing the months of Jannary, February, and March, of the present year, it will be seen that the cases of
disease for that quarter amount to 494; of th<Jse, 177 are cases of catarrh,_
and fairly referable, chiefly, to these uncomfurtablc rooms. Other diseases (such as pleurisy, headache, &c.) naturally result from the same
cause.
Again: these barracks are clumsy, ill-shapen stone structures, erected
without regard to order or taste, situated on the plain which ought to beappropriated to military evolutions, at a point where it is impossible to
erect the necessary appendages and conveniences without danger to health,
and comfort.
The public grounds furnish, on the east side of the plain and on tha
bank of the river, the most convenient and beautiful site for such build-ings. Here the barracks would open to the southeast, and all the necessary appendages might be disposed of with due regard to neatness, ta·ste,.
and health.
The board have no hesitation in recommending the erection of new
barracks on the bank of the river.
The commons are good. The steward is a salaried officer, and under no temptation to furnish any but wholesome and proper provisions. The
regulations on the subject of clothing, bedding, &c., are in ,the highest degree consistent with comfort and economy. The substantial building int~nded for the philosophical apparatus and library is nearly completed.
The completion of this building will open the rooms occupied by the phi~osophical apparatus to the professor of chemistry, and these important de-
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partments will be both provided with the most ample and desirable accommodations.
The board would next invite the attention of the Secretary of War to
the course of military instntclion.
The fundamental purpose of this institution is to prepare young mell
. for the proper discharge of the d1~ties of the soldier. It is essentially a
military school, and its courses of instruction are intended to convey a full
knowledge of the military art, not only in its general principles, but also
in its details. To this end, much time is given to the acquisition of the
exact and mixed scien<'es, which are applied by the military student not
only in acquiring a knowledge and understanding of the science of war,
but in the more detailed operations in the field, the fort, the foundry, and
the laboratory. A moment's reflection upon the vast influence of the exercises of the military art upon the destir.y of nations and the affairs of
life-an art that calls into the most active and efficient exercise all the energies of mind and body, and which, in that exercise, must direct, control, and manage the innumerable, varied, and complex operations, modifications, and circum tances of mind and material-must convince every
one of the usefnlness of an institution which dispenses such knowledge.
Such an institution is this academy. In their examinations of the atlaipments of the pupils in military knowledge, and of skill in its practice,~ &3
board have had assurance that the object of the institution has been faithfully kept in view. The theory is well taught, and the practice is satisfactory, so far tlS the Jimiteu nature of such an establishment will permit.
The evolutions of the line and the actual operations of fortification cannot
be practiseJ here, however complete the scientific instruction may be.
In the lnanagcment of cannon and mortars, and the firing of shot, shells,
and other projectiles; the use of the musket and sword ; in the exercise
of field artillery; and in the drill and manceuvres of the company and
battalion of infantry, the performance of the cadets has been perfectly satisfactory. The yarious manipulations of the military laboratory have
been performed by the members of the graduating class with skill; and
they have promptly explained the principles on which these m~n_ipnlations
depended, in a clear and scientific manner. They l1ave exh1b1ted to us
that kind of knowledge of the subject which will enable them at once to
execute the difficult and important task of preparing and using accurately
the immediate implements of attack, or of supplying their want from the
most practicable expedients.
The cadets have now the advantages which it was anticipated they
woul<l derive from the use of a small number of horses. The practice of
field artillery and the elements of cavalry tactics, together with considerable skill in the usefnl and graceful art of horsemanship, are learned in a
satisfactory manner, and so as to answer the additional purpose of a healthful bodily exercise. Its effect upon their health is decidedly beneficial.
The last general subject to which the attention -of the board has been
given is that of the fiscal concerns and property of the academy.
It appears to the board that the 16th, 17th, 18th, and 19th articles of the
"Revised Hegulations," approved by the President, have been strictly observed and carried out in letter and spirit. The amount of money expended here by the Government for the year ending lst May, 1841, applicable to the institution, for t lte cost of instruction and pay of Ctitdets, is as follows, viz :
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Amou·nt ·expended by the paymaster Amount expended by the quartermaster
Making, together

$101,271 50
26~482 80
127,754 30

Of this sum, $81,405 68 is for pay of cadets, being $28 per month to
each.
Out of this sum the cadet qoards and clothes himself; furnishes his OWll
books, stationery, and mathematical instruments, the furniture of his room,
washing, &c.; every thing, in fact, bnt fuel.
The regulations of the institution place all the cadets upon a financial
equality. Eaah must live on his pay, and can receive 110 "family aid."
Hence, a system of vigilant economy must be observed, to enable each
eadet to meet the requirements of the institution as to dress and general
appearance, as well as to secure to him a good and wholesome table. To
effect this, the board were particularly struck with the system perfected by
the present estimable superintendent, whereby each cadet, whilst strictly
supervised himself, is enabled to check and supervise every point involving expenditure on his own account. Throughout the whole range of
fiscal matters, from the smallest to ~he largest channel of expenuiture, there
is established so perfect q method of check and counter-check, and strict
accountability, as to re11der error or omission impossible.
A well-ordered economy, not among the least of the practical acquirements, praiseworthy in private life, and indispensable in public life, is here
practically taught with accuracy of detail, entitling it to a rank among the ·
"exact sciences." A cadet graduating at this institution, and called into
the service of his country, would have just as strong grounds of excuse
for mistaking a circle for a triangle, as to plead ignorance or incompetency
in the practice of unerring rules to guard against waste, fraud, or useless
expenditure of any kind.
The value of the mass of practical scientific knowledge acqnired here,
and annually sent forth to the nation in the persons of her trusted. sons, can
scarcely be estimated by figures. The cost is reached with entire accuracy.
The cadet who gradLlates here, after a conflict of four years with untiring
e~mpetition, is not permitted to hide his knowledge under a bushel, but is
required, in turn, to dispense it when and where his fnture duties to his
country may call him. Regarding, as we do, this knowledge as positively
indispensable to the nation, we are unable to adopt any rule of computation to mark its value, compared with its cost; which cost, assessed in the
shape of a poll-tax, would faJl considerably short of one cent each on our
citizens. To urge an objection to the Militarr Academy at. \Vest Point on
the ground of its cost would be like objecting to the cost of seed which the
field requires, when a greedy market stands ready to take the abundant
crops it may produce. The board were invited to vis1t the drawing-room,
in which a great variety of specimens of every kind of drawing and
draughting, in ink and colors, were exhibited. The ingenuity and skill with
which mauy of these were execnted are worthy of particular notice. To
draw from nature with justness and taste is an accomplishment in any de.
partment of life, and to the military man often eminently useful. The practice itself, aside from any actual application of the art, promotes the habit of
observation, educates the eye, and thus tends to secure to the military man
that peculiar tact, that kind of instinctive judgment, by which a great cap-
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tail'!. instantly chooses or abandons a position, and sees at once points of
importance which wholly escape the unpq1ctised eye.
Though not falling entirely within the range of our prescribed duties as
a Board of Visiters, we have yet deemed it a matter of no ordinary interest
to investigate the method now adopted in selecting candidates to this instistitution. We can conceive of no theory more just than that which at
present prevails-which gives to each Congressional district the nomination
of its pro rata number of candidates, leaving a portion to be taken at large
by the appointing power. By this system, every part of our country comes
iu for its share, geographically, whilst the sons of such of our fellow-citizens who may have meritoriously served the country in various branches
of the public service, and necessarily deprived of tois geographical locality,
share the distribution. It is probable that, among the nominations from ·
Congressioual districts, some may owe their selection as ca11didates to the
political influence of iriends in the dominant party. Adopting any form,
this influence may still directly or indirectly prevail; but we are inclined
to think that the system now existing is one obnoxious to least objection on
this ground. In othor respects, touching the qualifications of candidates, it
is almost impossible that the appointing pow<'l" should be personally familiar,
and consequently must depend on the sagacity, integrity, and patriotism of
the nominatiug pow er. On one point, however, we have satisfied ourselves most clearly-that, no matter to what influence the cadet may owe
his appointment, no matter from w!1at portion of the republic he may come,
here he is received on a perfect equality with his comrade; name, influence,
fortune, family, all alike are merged in one common consideration-indi1Jidual merit; the rich, the poor, the sons of living parents and the orphan,
ure all on an equality. The rules and regulations for conduct and study recognise not an iota of ditferen.ce or distinction-all alike are subject to a
system of unerriug justice aud accountability, so that the most jealous and
skeptical cannot fail to admire and approve.
It is barely possible that this system of even-handed justice, so inflexibly
practised here, may in some instances occasion disappointment to cherished
l1opes of parents and friends, and even enmity agaiust the institution; but
the question is, shall the institution conform itself to the standarQ. of the
various elements annually offered for instruction, or exact such elements
as shall meet and conform to its standard? On this point, we have no
hesitation in deciding iu fa 'lor of the latter.
On investigating the leading causes of dismissals, we invariably trace
them to the following sonrces:
1st. Mental and physical inability.
2d. Insufficint preliminary qualifications and attainments.
3d. Indispositiou to conform to rules aud regulations establi~hed hera,
which have a strong contrast to habits at home. Hence we see a large
portion of the lads dismissed here are sons of parents in easy circumstances,
and who haYe been indulged in habits of lnxnry and idleness, whilst the
son of the parent of limited means, or the orphan, who is early taught to
-depend on his own efforts for success, and whose home has been one of
well-ordered industry and morality, readily meets the requirements exacted here, and passes through with honor to himself, his teachers, and his
.country.
If we are permitted to offer advice, as well to the nominating and appointing power as to the parents, friends, and guardians of candidates to
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this institution, it would be to look well to the qualifications -ef. the candidate before selecting him to pass the ordeal here. This ordeal is, indeed,
severe; but we are nevertheless constrained to urge the inflexible continuance of the system which has been adopted, as the only one calculated
to realize the intention aud object of Government in establishing this truly
national institution.
From this extended but still imperfect view of the prominent features of
the academy, the Department will be able to see, we trust, that the Board
of Visiters have considered, with no little care, the various important subjects pointed out to us in the official letters which called us together. We
came, at the in vi tat ion of the Governmetit, from remote parts of the country;
we belong to extremely difrerent professions and spheres of life, strangers,
most of us, to the place and to each other; we have doubtless looked at the
institution from very different points of view, and, of course, with feelill!JS
not ent~rely similar.
It gives us true happiness, however, to be able to say that, in enry respect, there has appeared the utmost courtesy and frankness on the part of
the officers of the iustitution, and that in 110 instance have we discovered
the slightest disposition to conceal what we wished to know, or to set off
the cadets or the usages and exercises of the academy by artifice or illusion.
To the general merit of the academic board we have borne testimony in
difl'erent parts of the foregoing report. Of the efficient and accomplished
officer at the head of it, we wish also to speak in terms of unqualified approbation and great personal regard.
The JJepartrnent \viii permit us to add, in conclusion, that with whatever diversity of opinions we may have met, we are about to take leave of
each other and of this enchanting scenery, which uatnre seems to have
created in beautiful harmony with a vigorous and tempered development of
youthful intellect, deeply sensible to the great permanent interest of the
whole country in this our only national institution of science, and earnestly
hoping that no narrow public counsels or party or local jealousies will ever
be suffered to divert it from its original purpose, or to impede its natural
progress to the very utmost limit of academical perfection.
CHAS. STEWART, President, U. 8 ..Navy.
C. B. HADDUCK, Sec1·etary, ofN. Hampsliire.
PIERRE V .\N CORTLANDT, of New Yo1·k.
LEVI WHEATON, of Rhode Island.
G. TROOST, of Tennessee.
SAMUEL ALEXANDER, of Pennsylvania.
JOHN L. GOW, of Pennsylvania.
DAVID HUNTER, of Illinois.
WM. RUGGLES, of the Dist. qf Columbia.
ABRM. EUSTIS, B1·ig. Gen. U. S. .!lrmy.
CHAS. AUG. DAVIS, of New York.
CHARLES DAVIES, of Connecticut.
J. H. PEYTON, of Virginia.
S. P. WILLIAMSON, of Tennessee.
HODIJAI;f MEADE, of Vi;oginia.
0. M. MITCHEL, of Ohio.
Hon. JOHN BELL, Secretary of War.
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G.
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT,

Washington, November 19, 1841.
SIR: On the subject of creating a body of sappers, miners, and pontoniers, I have to ofter some remarks in addition to those contained in tha
body of this report, connecting them with an estimate and draught of a bill.
Many of these remarks have been before communicated to the War Department.
The great importance of having in our army a body of men expert il!l!
the operations of sapping and mining, and military bridge building, is
obvions to all who are familiar with military operations.
In time of war they must exist, atUl their organization cannot be deferred until that emergency has arisen without entirely disregarding the·
blood-bought experience of other nations. In Napier's History of the
I)euinsular ·war-a work unsurpassed by any in the language on military
affairs-the author, referring to the first English siege of Badajos, in May,.
1811, says: "Thus the first serious siege undertaken by the British army
in the peninsular war commenced ; and, to the discredit of the English
Govermnent, no army was ever so ill p.r ovided with the means of prosecuting such an enterprise. The engineer officers were exceedingly zealous; and, notwithstauding some defect::; in the constitution and customs of
their corps, tending rather to make regim ental than practical scientific officers, many of them were very well versed in the theory of their business.
But the ablest trembled when reflecting on their utter destitution of aiL
that belonged to real service. Without a corps of sapp.ers and miners,.
without a single private who knew how to carry on an approach under
fire, they were compelled to attack fortresses defended by the most warlike, practised, and scientific troops of the age. The best ofllcers and finest
soldiers were ouliged to sacrifice themselves in a lamentable manner, tG
compensate for the negligence and incapacity of a Government a! ways
ready to plunge the uation into war, without the slightest care of what
was necessary to obtain success. The sieges carried on by the British, in
Spain, were a succession of butcheries; because the commonest materials,
and the means necessary for their art, were denied the engineers." The
lives of our citizens will always be too precious for a Suwarrow or Wellington to make fascines of their bodies to fill uitches, or to sacrifice thelll
in reckless and fruitless assaults, when honor, success, and comparative
safety, wait upon the simple application of the art of the sapper and miner.
No future historian should be able to reflect a similar reproach ou the
American nation to that which the British officer has fixed on the English
Government.
The experience in the first years of the Peninsular war taught Great
Britain the necessity of having well-instructed engineer troops, as will be
seen by the following extract from Colonel Pasley's Course of Military
Instruction: "The officers of the corps of royal engineers, British army,
had no means of preparing themselves for their arduous and important
duties in the field previously to 1812. Since that period. the junior officers
. of the royal engineers, and all the non-commissioned officers and soldiers
of the department, in addition to the studies requisite for their respectiTe
stations, have been diligently exercised, not only in the execution of parallels, approaches, batteries, saps, mines, and other works of a siege, hut
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.also in the manmuvres of pontons, and in the formation of military bridges
in general; so that there is no operation which the British engineer department can be called upon to perform, in the face of an enemy, for which
the officers and men may not, with propriety, be said to have been previously qualified by actual experience ; and the kind of experience which
·is thus required at home is peculiarly necessary for a corps whose duties
are not only of the most vital importance towards the success of armies,
but which, in a war of sieges, (such as every obstinately protracted contest
must necessarily lead to,) are of so very hazardous a natnre, that, in the
corr1mon course of military events, the major part of the officers are always
likely to be killed or disabled before they can possibly have opportunities
e.f acquiring an equal degree of practical knowledge in the field." Sir
John L . .Tones, of the royal engineers, says "that the army in Spain was
lllnattended by a single sapper and miner till late in 1813 ;" and "that
England, possessing a corps of officers professionally educated, and well
grounded in the science of attack and defence, she denied them every requisite establishment to render their acquirements availing, and most Ul!reasonably expected her armies to reduce the skilfully fortified places of the
IJineteenth century with means inferior to those brought against the exposed and ill-constructed places of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries."
The customs and organization of modern armies as essentially require
sappers and miners as they do artillerists. The exercise of their art, in·
the informal attacks of posts, intrenchments, &c., which are of constant
-occurrence in war, and also in sieges, saves the lives of large nnm bers, and
converts enterprises of great uncertainty and peril into works of easy
achievement.
In a campaign, when not engaged in a siege, these troops would constitute a part of the advanced guard of an advancing army, and of the rear
guard of a retreating one: in the first case, repairiug roads, making
bridges, and leading on the assault of intrenche"d positions; in the latter,
destroying bridges, constructing barricades, and multiplying, to the utmost,
impedimeuts in the path of the enemy.
In crossing rivers, their services, as pontoniers, would be almost indisp-ensable.
Whenever it may be necessary to strengthen a position by intrenchments, each sapper, from previous training, would be competent to direct
the operations of a large party of workmen. For example: Col. Pasley
says: "No less than about 18,000 peasants and 2,000 horses worked, by
C>rder of the Duke of Wellington, under the direction of officers of the royal
engineers, in improving the defences of the frontier of the Netherlands, for
some months together, immediately before the great victory ~f Waterloo;
and,' by all accounts, the extensive works then in hand were constructed
with the greatest regularity and despatch. :Now, it may easily be con<i!eived that, to have directed such a great body of workmen to proper advantage, by means of a few officers of engineers, would have been utterly
impossible but for the system adopted, of subdividing the various works
amongst the non-commissioned officers and privates."
Success or failure at a siege frequently decides the fate of a campaign,
sometimes of an army, and has, more than once, that of a State. The
failures before Pavia in 1525, Metz in !552, Prague in 1757, Acre in
1799, and Burgos in 1812, and the success at Yorktown in 1781, are ex. ~mples. By the first, France lost her monarch, the flower of her nobility,
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and her Italian conquests; by the second, she was saved from destruction,
and 30,000 of her enemies perished; by the third, the great Frederick was
brought to the brink of destruction; by the fourth, Napoleon was stopped
in a career which might have changed the face of the world; by the fiftln,
the French gained time to concentrate their forces anq regain the ascendancy; by the last, the United States put the finishing stroke to the work
of independence.
Innumerable instances of disastrous consequences attending the failur~
of sieges might be adduced. Those who have reflected on it must feel
that the dearest interests of a country are frequently staked on the sure
and speedy reduction of a fortress. It is, consequently, of great momcmt
that its sieges should be carried on in the best possible manner ; that is to
say, by a due union of science, labor, and force ; that they should be rendered not only short, but certain, and little costly in men.
The peculiarly hazardous nature of the engineers' duty in sieges is such
that every precaution should be taken for rendering a corps of engineers
effective in the field. The loss of the royal engineers, (British army,) itl
killed and wounded, in proportion to the total number employed in the
several seiges in Spain, is given by Colonel Pasley, as follows : "At the
first siege of Badajos 5 out of 7, at Ciudad Rodrigo 7 out of 18, at the last.
siege of Badajos 13 out of 20, at Burgos 3 out of 5, at St. Sebastian's 11
out of 18."
The French effected the organization of their engineer troops in the reig111
of Lonis XIV, and maintained them in a very efficient state throughout
the last century, so that casualties in their service have been rarely in as.
great proportion as those exhibited in the English. In the protracted siege
of Saragossa, when the besieged were as numerous as the besiegers, l.'i
out of 27 of their engineers were killed a~d wounded before the French
reduced the place.
1f too great stress appears to be laid upon the English experience in
these matters, it arises from the fact that the other great European Powers
had long previously adopted the system which England at last introduced
into her military organization by constraint. Her practical good sense and
jealoi.1s economy ought also to recommend to our most deliberate consideration what she found so essential to the efficiency of her service.
Vauban, the greatest of military engineers, in a memoir written in 1704,
urging upon the French Government the organization of a company of
sappers, says: "They would be useful in peace as well as in war, and
would be the means of saving much in all fortifications where they should
be eq1ployed. In fact, I have not the least doubt that they would save aranually to the King much more than their pay. I assert all I have said on this
subject with as much confidence as if I had seen the results ; and I can
with the same certainty add, that this small troop will he the means of
saving large numbers of good engineers and brave officers and soldiers
from the stern necessity to which we are ·reduced, of exposing, almost always, the laborers and those who support them; which necessity would
not arise, had we at command a sufficient number of this kind of workmen, well instructed. To such a degree have I felt the necessity of sappers at every siege at which I have b€en present, that I have always had
reason to repent of not having more urgently solicited the creation of this
company.'' All the anticipations of Vauban have been more than realized, and the corps of suppers and miners has received tbe most careful aot-
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tention. The French engineer troops, at this moment, consist of 54 comranies, on the war establishment, containing S,Oi6 men, and on the peace
establishment 5,412.
It is in time of peace that this description of force must be prepared, because much time and practice are required to produce the necessary skill,
and because there is little or nothing in the arts and business of civil life
which prepares men for these peculiar services. But there are duties anu
services to be rendered by these troops, even in time of peace, which are
of themselves of high importance in many points of view, aud demand
immediate atteption from the Government.
During the se\}.son of encampment at the Military Academy, the sapprrs, miners, and pontoniers, would be carrying on a course of practical
field engineering, in company with the graduating class of cadets, and under the direction of the officer of engineers commanding the sappers, aided
by all the officers of engineers who are stationed at the institution to assist
in its instruction. By these means this most nsefnl description of knowledge will be diffused through every corps of the army; and officers of engineers, whose special duty it is to take charge of such operations, will be
relieved from the necessity of taking the field without ever having seen
constructed a gabion, fascine, or any other of the various and peculiar materials of their art.
The instruction communicated to the sapper, miner, and pontonier, at
the Military Academy, would, moreover, render them invaluable as assistants to engineer officers carrying on civil or military works. If every
officer in charge of a work in progress were supplied (according to
the size of the work) with one or more of the men thus instructed, to act
as overseers, the advantage to the public service, and the economy also,
would be great. As it is, these officers are obliged to employ people who,
however expert as mechanics, know nothing of the peculiar structures they
are about to superintend,and are, moreover, almost always contaminated by
the contract system of building now generally applied to private edifices.
Ani!, after all, persons of suitable qualifications and character cannot be
obtained but at prices much beyond the highest rate proposed to be allowed the engineer soldier.
The presence in each of the forts of one, two, or mora, of the engineer
company, would produce not only a considerable saving of expense, bnt
also result in a perfect state of repair and preparation for service at all
times. These soldiers would be able to apply repairs of all sorts with their
own hands ; and, their peculiar duty being to watch over the condition of
the work, all injuries and dilapidations would be discovered and arrested
at the very commencement, when repairs wonld be easy and at small cost.
An engineer non-commissioned officer) with one or more engineer soldiers, intrusted with the duty of keeping the fortifications in a state of repair and efficiency, would relieve the garrison from all such duties, for
which, from the nature of things, it cannot be prepared, but which are nevertheless indispensable to a proper state of preparation in the work, and often,
also, to the comfort and health of the garrison. This arrangement would,
besides, allow of the concentration of the troops whenever the public ser,vice might require it ; and would, at the same time, be in harmony witfl
the purpose of exercising the volunteer companies of the neighboring
· cities and towns in the forts and batteries, in the absence of the regular
garrisons.
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It is now proposed to add to the corps of engineers one company of sappers, miners, and pontoniers, under the general desigu.ation of engineer
soldiers, with the fourfold object of1st. Supplying the army with a description of force indispensable to military operations iu time of war.
2d. Providing a body of men to aid in instructing the cadets in the field
labors of a campaign and in other kinds of practical engineering.
3d. Supplying eugineer officers, in their constructions during peace, with
overseers and master-workmen ; and,
4th. Supplying to each fort, when finished, persons who shall be competent to exqcute all current repairs, keeping the works at all times in
readiness for service.
The duties which it is designed to imp<>5e on these engineer soldiers require men possessing superior physical qualities, inte!ligence, a certain degree of education, and, also, some trade or handicraft that can be applied .
to the peculiar functions of the company. It will be in vain to look for favorable results with qualifications of a lower order; and those we ask for
are not to be commanded without paying for them. ,The experience of
the Ordnance department shows th& prices at which analagous employments may be ftlled; and these have been adopted in the draught of the
btl! herewith.
As any estimate of the cost of this company, founded on a substi~ution
of this for any other body, might be objected to, I will consider the co~t
it~ another light entirely-in oue to which it is difficult to conceive that
any objectio11 can be made. It has been remarkqd above that one of the
objects proposed to be accomplished by the creation of this company is to
supply engineer officers, in their constructions, with overseers and masterworkmen. There are, at this moment, thus employed upon the various
fortifications in progress, not less than fifteen overseers a!1d master-workmen, who receive at least $3 per day; there are not less than twenty overseers, whose respective wages are at least $2 50 per day; and very numerous sub-overseers, &c., whose daily allowances exceed $1 50 and $1 2&
per day. If, now, we suppose one-half of the company to be distrjbuted
amon~st the several constructing ofllcers, they would stand in lien of the
persons now employed, as fullows: 5 sergeants in lieu of 5 principal over~rs at the rate of $3 per day, or $936 per annum, amount to
$4,680 (}0
5 corporals in'lieu of 5 overseers of the lower grade, at the
rate of $2 50 per day, or $i80 per annum, amount to
3,900 00
90 privates of the lst class, in lieu of 20 sub-overseers at the
rate of $1 75 per day, or $506 per annum, amount to
10,920 00
~privates of the 2d class, in lieu of 20 sub-overseers of the
lowest grade, at the rate of $1 25 per day, or $390 per
annum, amount to
7,800 00
Total

27,300 00

This sum of $2i,300 is obviously the sum paid every year, at the rates
assumed, (which are less than the actual rates,) to fifty persons whom the
constructing officers would most gladly see replaced by the same numbers
from a well-instructed engineer compauy, while the total cost per annum
ef the whole company of one hundred men will be but $25,935 91. The
remainiRg fifty men, who would be left at the Point to perfect themselves
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in field dnty, and assist in the practical instruction of the cadets, would
consequently be maintained entirely without expense to the United
States; indeed, there would be an actual annual saving of upwards of
$1,000, by the creation and employment of this company, on the suppositions above made, which are all stated at rates against rather than in favor of the proposed arrangement. One-half the company will suffice, it is
thought, to assist in the exercises at the academy ; if a less number shall
be fonnd to answer, the saving will be the greater.
It was considered proper to go into the above calculation in order to
show that the measure is not objectionable, as likely to involve the military establishment in additional expenditures; but whether there is to be a
saving of a few thousand dollars, or an augmentation of a like amount,
should be regarded as of little consequence, compared w·ith the deficiency in
our military organization and instruction which this measure is designed
to supply. And I must be pardone(t for repeating~ that the want of this
description of force, for service'> both of war and peace, and the want in
the otficers of every corps of the army of that practical field instruction
which can be acquired fully only by the aid of this force, are evils pregnant with important consequences, and as they are evils which can be
cured only slowly and gradually, not a moment should be lost in resorting
to the remedy.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your most obedient servant,
JOS. G. TOTTEN,
Col. and Chief Engineer.
Hon. J. C. SPENCER, Secretm·y of 1V«1".

A BJLL for the organization of a company of sappers, miner•, and pontoniers.
SECTIO~ 1.

Be it enacted by the Senate and I£ouse of RepresentatitJ(j$
of the United States nf .llmcrica in Congress assembled, That there be
added to the corps of engineers one company of sappers, miners, and
pontoniers, to be called engineer soldiers; which company shall be composed of ten sergeants, or master-workmen; ten corporals, or overseers;
two musicians; thirty-nine privates of the first class, or artificers; and
thirty-nine privates of the second class, or laborers: in all, one hundred
men.
SEc. 2. .llnd be it further enacted, That the pay and rations of the
sergeants or master-workmen of said company shall be the same as those
now allowed by law to the master-workmen employed by the Ordnance
department, excepting that the engineer sergeants shall receive one ratien
only per day, instead of one ration and a half; of the corporals or overseers, the same as those now allowed by law to the armorers, carriagemakers, and blacksmiths, employed by the Ordnance department, excepting that the engineer corporals shall receive one ration onlY. per da.y,
instead of one ration and a half; of the privates of the first class, or artificers, the same as those now allowed by law to the artificers employed
by the Ordnance department; of the privates of the second class, or laborers, the same as those now allowed by law to the laborers employed
hy the Ordnance department; and of the musicians, the same as those allowed by law to the musicians of the line of the army. The said noscommissioned officers, privates, and musicians, being respectively entitled
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to the same clothing and other allowances as are granted by law to noncommissioned officers, privates, and musicians, of the artillery in the army
of the United States.
SEc. 3. .lind be. it furt!Ler enacted, ·That the said engineer company
shall be subject to the rules and articles of war ; shall be recruited in the
same manner, and with the same limitation; and shall be entitled to the
Bame provisions, allowances, and benefits, in every respect, as are allowed
to the other troops constituting the present military peace establishment.
SEc. 4. .lind be it furt!Ler enacted, That the said engineer company
shall be attached to and compose a part of the corps of eugineers, and be
officercd by officers of that corps, as at presllnt organized. They shall be
instructed in and perform all the duties of sappers, miners, and pontoniers, and shall aid in giving practical instruction in these branches at the
Military Academy. They shall, moreover, under the orders of the Chief
Engineer, be liable to serve, by detachments, in overseeing and aiding
laborers upon fortifications or other works under the Engineer department,
and in supervising finished fortifications, as fort-keepers, preventing injury
and applying repairs.
•
SEc. 5. .find be it furtlier enacted, That the Chief Engineer, with the
approbation of the Secretary of War, be authorized to regulate and determine the number, quality, form, dimensions, &c., of the necessary vehicles, pontons, tools, implements, arms, and other snpplies for the use and
service of said company, as a body of sappers, miners, and pontoniers.
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No.5.

REPORT FROM THE TOPOGRAPHICAL BUREAU.

BuREAU OF ToPOGRAPHICAL ENGINEERs,

1-Vasllington, NO'Vember 15, 1841.
SI.R: In obedience to your orders, I have the honor to submit the customary annual report of the operations of the Bureau for the last year, and
the customary estimates for the ensuing year.
.

SU1:vcys.
l. Military and geographical survey of the country north of the Missouri
and west of the Mississippi.-The map and report of this interesting work,
as far as the same have been completed, are now in course of preparation.
SOme additional field work has been executed in the course of the last
season, which having been added to the map, the latter is at present in the
engraver's hands, under an order of the Senate for its publication. No
additional estimate is submitted on account of this work, the .balance on
hand being sufficient for the ensuing year.
2. Survey of the mouth of the 8uwa1\ee, with a view to its improvement-This survey has been completed, and the report, plan, and estimate, have been returned to the office.
3. Survey of the Lakes.-Two parties of officers have been organized
and placed upon this duty; the reports of their operations have not, however~ yet been received, but are daily expected.
4. Survey of the Northeastern benndary.-A major and two lieutenants
of the corps have been continued on this duty.
5. Survey of the boundary line between the United States and Texas.A lieutenant colonel of the corps and four of its lieutenants have been engaged upon this duty, and it is in my power to say that the survey of the
boundary has been completed and marked out from the mouth of the Sabine to the Reu river.
6. Survey of the boundary between the State of Michigan and the Territory of 'Visconsin.-The survey of the part which was the most difficult
to determine in reference to this boundary, between the head waters of the
rivers which empty into the two lakes, Michigan and Superior, has been
completed, and the report and drawings are daily expected at this office.
7. Surveys in reference to the military defences of the frontier, inland
and Atlantic.-This appropriation being considered as devoted exclusively
to military purposes, its application to the same is rigidly rrespected. As
yet, the only surveys ordered to be paid out of it are those required for
the fortifications contemplated to be erected at Sollers's Flats, Maryland,
the defences of the breakwater harbor on the Delaware, the defences of
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and a military reconnaissance of thg vicinity
of New Orleans. This last, when completed, will form a basis for surveys
in detal.i of points whicil it may be considered necessary to fortify.
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8. Survey of the Des Moines and Iowa rivers.-Thissurvey,directed by
a law of Congress with views to the improvement of those rivers, has been
completed, and the report, plan, and estimate received.

Constructia,ns.
9. Red-river raft.-The appropriation for this work was approved on the
3d March, 1841.
As this work had been some time suspended, and as there was a want
of knowledge of its actual condition before any steps were taken in reference to [the] work, it was considered proper to have a thorough examination of jt. Accordingly, on the lOth of March last, Lietttanant Colonel
Long was ordered to repair without delay to the locality of the raft, to examine carefully into all that had been done and into its existing condition;
also, to examine the river throughout the whole of •the extent affected hy
impediments to easy navigation; to report upon these subjects, and to give
his opinion upon the plan which in his judgment would best accomplish
the intention of the la\y. The report from Lieutenant Colonel Long was
received on the 22d June, was communicated to the War Department to
be laid before Congress in compliance with a call from the Senate on the .
9th of July, and will be found printed in Senate document, of the extra.
session, No. 64.
Lieutenant Colonel Long advised that the work should be done by contract; which mode being approved by the Department, an advertisement
for proposals was issued on the 8th of July last, conditioned that proposals:
would be received until the first day of the ensuing September. The proposals, being all received by that day, were afterwards opened, arranged,
and reported; and on the 6th day of the month last named a contract was
entered into for the work, and the customary bonds taken fer its faithful
execution.
10. Potomac aqueduct-Although the General Government is not at
this time making expenditures on this work, yet its great interests (involved
as a subscriber to the amount of one million in the Chesapeake and Ohio
canal, and in having appropriated liberally for the construction of the
aqueduct) have always been considered as justifying the classing of this
work among those of a national. character, and as requiring the assignment
of one of its engineers to superintend it, from whom the customa~:y
monthly reports of progress are received. The piers and abutments are
completed, and about half of the frame work to sustain the water-trunk is
already erected.
11. Potomac bridge.-So much of the season had passed away when
the appropriation for the repairs of this bridge was made, that our efforts
were nece&Sarily limited to contracts for materials. By the ensuing spring,
h~wever, arrangements for the repairs will be fully matured, and the work
w1ll then be pushed forward with all possible activity.
Ot~er various works of river and harbor improvements have been comparatively suspended; existing appropriations in reference to the same authorizing nothing more than the payment of arrearages and such additional
expenditures as s~ould be necessary in order to preserve the boats, machmery, and matena1s, from destruction.
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12. The estimates for the ensuing year involve the usual objects of-

First. Office contingencies and compensation to clerks and messenger,
.
Second. Surveys and public works. These naturally divide themselves
into two classes: those of immediate necessity, itrtolving considerations of
extensive commercial, agricultural, military, and consequently national
. considerations; and those of a more remote necessity, the present advantages of which are less general. The works of the first class should be
executed in a manner commensurate with the great objects involved in
reference to scale as well as materials. The most which it seems to me is
required in reference to those of the second is to complete them gradually,
aird in scale and materials according to the plans upon which they have
been begun.
Either some considerations of this kind should be adopted in reference
to these works, or it seems to me that it would be advisable to abandon
them, and to direct the property, machinery, and tool~, which have been collected, and have now been some time on hand, to be sold, while they are
yet of some value. On the first supposition of maintaining the works, the
many advantages which have already ensued from them cannot fail to
continue and to be increased. On the second, of abondoning them, all will
be lost, as well as the amounts which have already been expended. ht
fact, this last will soon be realized from the dilapidations inevitable to nu-flnished works, unless means to protect and repair them are granted.
With these preliminary remarks, the estimates will now be submitted.
13. For the continuation of the removal of the obstructions to the channel of Mobile harbor and bay, $30,000.
The obstructions to this harbor consist of two bars, one called .the Choctaw pass, the other Dog-river bar. The Choctaw pass has been completed,
by the excavation of a channel 12 feet deep and 120 feet wide. A similar
excavation of the Dog-river bar is now necessary, or the work and expenditure on the Choctaw pass will be comparatively of no avail.
The harbor of Mobile is the great harbor of the State of Alabama, being
the outlet of the rivers Alabama, Talapoosa, Cahawba, Tombeckbee, and
Black \Varrior, which extend to the northern, eastern, and western extremities of the State. Its immense advantages to the commercial and agricultural Fesources of the country can therefore be readily estimate~. It
also constitutes an admirable military position, where the strength of the
State can be concentrated for its own defence, or for the aid of New Orleans and Pensacola.
Much of the northwestern part of 1\'lississippi, the southern part of Tennessee, and the northeastern part of Georgia, will also, through the means
of some of the rivers named, find the port of Mobile their most convenient
commercial mart, as well as the most convenient point for the concentration of their military power, in reference to the defences of the Gulf of
Mexico. The whole work will probably cost $80,000.
14. For the removal of obstructions at the mouth of the Suwal\ee,
Florida, $20,000.
The first appropriation for this work was made in 1839, and the first
steps in reference to it were an accurate su.rvey of the bay and its impediments. This exposed to observation a new and much-protected channt:>l
upMe~ili~~
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which it is proposed to improve. The Cedar Keys form an admirable outer
harbor, in which any vessel can lie with safety, until the weather will admit
of an entra.nce to the river. The nature of the obstruction is in a shoal,
tbrougl~ which it is proposed to dredge a channel of not less than five feet
deep at low tide.
The Suwanee, with its tributaries, is one of the finest rivers of the western
ooast of Flurida, extendin g far up into Georgia, and admirably adapted·
through much of its extent to steamboat navigation, from which its·
eommercial and military advantages may be easily inferred. The harbor
of Cedar Keys has beeu already adopted a-s a military depot. The whole
w<Hk it is supposed will cost $40,000.
15. For the removal of obstructions between the St. John's and the
St. Mary's, $lO,OOO.
The object is to effect an inland communication bE>tween these two
riTers, which will give to the produce of the St. John's an outlet to the sea,
over the St. Mary's bar. By means of the St. John's and the Ochlawaha,
about 300 miles of inland water communication, to the southern' parts of
]1~lorida~ will have, by the improvement already partially completed, an
outlet by the St. Mary's. And as the head-waters of both the St. John's
and the Ochlawaha are not very distant from Lake Tohopekaliga, which,
by means of other lakes and the Kissimee river, opetf 'a water communication with the great Lake Okeechobee, the improvement contemplated lays
open a great line of inland water communication between the two extremes
of Florida. From the Okeechobee lake, the communication, with but slight
jnterruptions, may be completed with Charlo.tte bay or Tampa bay, on the
Gulf of Mexico. The disturbed state of the country has prevented any
attempt accurately to determine these last points of connexion with the
Gulf.
The appropriation of 10,000 dollars is merely to complete the work, upon
the plan already begun. A plan far more in harmony with the great objects which the thorough improvement of the communication is so well
adapted to accomplish has been received in the bureau; hut as it involves
a large expenditure, and has not yet obtained the sanction of Congress, no
estimate having reference to it is submitted.
It is presumed that about 10,000 dollars will be required for this work.
Upwards of 6,000 dollars of previous appropriations for the same object
were carried to the surplus fund on the 31st December, 1840.
16. For the continuation of the removal of obstructions in the Savannah
river, Georgia, $20,000.
The history of this work will be found at page 51 of Senate document
58, of the lst session of the 25th Congress; and of the plan to be pursned,
at page 144 of the same document. The plan appears to have been well
digested, but: before it is definitively adopted, the most thorough examination of the locality and of probable consequences will be made.
17. For the continuation of the removal of the obstructions in Cape Fear
river~ below Wilmington, North Carolina, $20,000.
For the previous history of this work, allow me to refer to page 50 of tb_e·
document already quoted. It is supposed that not less than 60,000 dollars
will be required to complete the works contemplated.
18. For the continuation of the 't'.'ork at the outlet of the Dismal Swamp
canal, Virginia, $15,000.
The history of this work will be found in page 4 9 of the document pr~-
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viously quoted. The obligation on the part of the United States to complete this work arises from an agreement with the Canal Company, in
which it was stipulated, that if the Canal Company were to open their canal
in a given direction and at given dimensions, the United States would construct the requisite dam and lock. The company, having gone on in the
fulfilment of their part of the agreement, now call upon the United States
fur the fulfilment of the part which belongs to therr;t. It is supposed that
about 29,000 dollars will be required to complete the work.
19. For rebuilding the light-house on the Brandywine shoal, Dela"'·are bay, $100,000.
The law autht>rizing the reconstruction of this light-house dates back
to 1834, but the requisite appropriation has not yet been gr:mted. The
details in reference to this work will be found at pages 48 and 100 of the
printed document before referred to. The total cost is estimated at
$178,500. A large appropriation in the first instance is absolutely necessary, in order to protect the light-house structure ; otherwise there is great
danger that, as in the previous effort to establish a light on this shoal, the
whole will be destroyed during the first ensuing winter after it is erected.
20. For the continuation of the Delaware breakwater, $150,000.
The first estimate in reference to this work bears date in 1829, and
amounted to 2,216,950 dollars. In 1836 this estimate was revised, under
the experience which had been then acquired.
$2,6 90,125
The revised estimate amounted to
340,784
To which was added, for the extension of the ice-breaker
Making a total of
Of this amount there has been appropriated
Leal"ing a balance yet due to the work, according to the
estimate, of ·

3,030,909
1,921,000

1,109,909

The amount now asked for is the least which can be judiciously expended during the ensuing year.
21. For the repair of the piers and the preservation of the harbor of
Newcastle, JJelaware, $20,000.
This is properly the outer harbor of the port of Philadelphia, upon which
all the commerce of that city depends for protection and safety during- the
greater part of the winter. The whole amount required to complete the
work is about 43,500 dollars.
22. For the continuation of the breakwater structure at Plattsburg,
on Lake Champlain, State of New York, $20,000.
All the details in reft!re11ce to this work will be found in previously
printed reports, the last at p::.ge 64 of the document already quoted. The
whole amouut required to complete the work, according to the approved
and adopteu plan, is $50,000.
23. For the continuation of the breakwater at Burlington, Lake Champlain, Vermont, $20,000.
The remarl\s made in reference to the work at Plattsburg app!y equally
to this. The plan is similar to that for the work at Plattsburg, and the
.amount required to complete it the same, viz : $50,000.
The only means of protectiug the commerce or of affording shelter from
the weather to any naval equipment at these important towns on this lake
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(Plattsburg and Burlington) are those of the breakwaters now partially
completed. No other plan than that which we are now pursuing at these
places has ever been suggested, nor wm any other, in my judgment, produce the desired etfects. As far as completed, the advantages from these
works have been strikingly manifested, thus affording the best evidence rsf
the usefulness of the expenditure.
24. For the continuation of the work at the harbor of Oswego, Lake
Ontario, State of New York, $25,000.
. This harbor is already an established point of communication, by means
of existing canals, between the Atlantic and the lake. The object now ls
to replace perishable material by more permanent, as the former ii found
to give way. Interesting expositions in reference to this harbor will be
found in pages 291-300 of Senate document 58, 1st session ~:!5th Congress,
and in Appendix A. $168,000 is required to complete the work.
25. For the continuation of the work for the removal of obstructions at
the mouth of Genesee river, Lake Ontario, State of New York, $20,000.
This harbor,like that at Oswego, constitutes one of the great lines of communication between the Atlantic and the lakes. Its favorable position, at
about equal distances from the eastern and western ends of the lake, while
its situation is also such that it can be eonsidered with great propri-=:~- ~-:
exempt from the apprehension of sudden enterpri~e, give to it and its 7'cinity great advantages for a national depot, and involve in its favor a .l
those reflections which may be considered as making it a just object of n ~
tiona! so·Iicitude. The estimate for the completion of this work amounts t)
$60,000.
26. For the continuatiou of the works at Buffalo, New York, 20,000.
ThP. well-known position of this harbor, it being the point of junction of
inland water communication between the Atlantic and Lakes Erie, St.
Clair, Michigan, and Superior, and the great extent of its already established commercial relations, may possibly be considered as rendering unnecessary further remark on these subjects. Should such, however, be desirable, allow me to refer yon to Senate document No. 58, 1st session 26th
Congress, and to the annexed Appendix B.
The estimate for $20,000, now submitted for this harbor, does not contemplate the construction of auy new work, but merely to complete that
which has been already begun, and which it is supposed can be completed for the amount stated.
There is a piau digested for the protection and extension of this harbor,
commensurate with the vast trade and commerce of the several States and
Territories with which it is so intimately connected, and in reference to
which it now constitutes the principal means of intercourse with the Atlantic; hut as this plan involves an expenditure of a great amount, and
although it has been submitted to Congress, as it has not yet received its
direct sanction by an act of appropriation having reference to it, I have
uot felt at liberty to involve it in an estimate. -The details and reasoning
of this plan are to be found in Senate do~ument No. 58, 1st session 26th
Congress, pages 108 to 121, and in the Appendix B, annexed to this report.

27. For the continuation of the works at the harbor of Erie, Lake Erie,
State of Pennsylvania, $30,000.
This extremely ftne harbor, one of the most valuable on the lake in ref.en•nce to military and naval advantages, (the only harbor in fact on this
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lake in which a fleet can be assembled, and where it can be completely
prot()Cted against weather or an enetVy,) Is also one of the points of conlJexioB between the commerce of the Atlantic and the Western States and
Jakes, by means of the canals and railroads already made and in course
of construction in the State of Pennsylvania. The natural advantages of
this harbor are greater than those of Buffalo, and it is undoubtedly destined, at some future and not distant day, to rival Ruffalo in its present
character of the great depot of the West. It is through these two places,
Erie and Buffalo, that the trade of the States and Territories bordering op.
the lakes, and much from the valley ot the Mississippi, will have to seek
means of intercourse with the Atlantic-a trade which has already raised
Buffalo to a great city, and crowded the New York caJ.lal, and which,.
in the just anticipations of the resources, growth, and increase of the extensive region upon which it depends, leaves one at a loss in affixing a
limit to its extent. But the advantages of this harbor to the nation and
t.o the State of Pennsylvania are comparatively lost by reason of sand-bars
at its entrance. Works have been constructed for the removal of them,
but from frequent injuries, and from neglects arising from want of means
to remedy, they are falling into ruin, and just fears are entertained that,
unless soon repaired, and in parts renewell, they will be entirely destroyed ..
The appropriation now asked for contemplates only the repairs and renewals referred to.
For this harbor, like that of Buffalo, a plan has been digested more perfect in design, and contemplating the use of more durable materials. Details in reference to it will be found in Senate document No. 58, 1st session 26th Congress, pages 131 to 137, and in Appendix B of this report.
"But, for reasons similar to those given in the case of the enlarged plan for
Buffalo, no estimate having reference to it is now submitted .
.2S. For the continuation of the work at the harbor of Cleveland, Lake
Erie, State of Ohio, $25,000.
The harbor of Cleveland is the outlet of the Ohio canal, by means of
which the connecting link, at the western end of the lake, of inland trade,.
is established between the great valley of the .Mississippi and the Atlantic ocean, through the harbors of Erie and Buffalo, the Delaware and the
Hudson. This short exposition will probably be considered sufficient to
show the great national importance which attaches itself to this harbor;
but if further details be desirable, they will be found in Senate document
No. 58, 1st session 26th Congress, pages 183 to 190, and in Appendix B
to this report.
It will probably require about $100,000 to complete the works at this
harbor in a permanent manner.
29. For the continuation of the works at Chicago, Lake Michigan, State·
of Illinois, S3o,ooo.
The position of Chicago, at the southern lixtremity of Lake Michigan,.
and its great importance under all those considerations which may justly
be considered uational, are matters of history. But if desirable to recur
to them, details on these points may be found in Senate document No. 58,
1st session 26th Congress, pages 80 to 85, and in Senate document 140,
same session. To finish the work according to submitted plan and estimate will require about $216,000.
30. For the preservation and repair of the harbors on the lakes, other
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those enumerated, the construction of which has been authorized by

Jaw, and whicJ1 have been partially completed, $30,000.

This amount will be sufficient, for the ensuing year, to preserve the
works to which it has a reference, to make the necessary repairs, and
pradually to extend the works. Their condition is now such that some
early attention will have to be extended towards them.
If it be designed to preserve them, less than the amount asked for will
he inadequate to the object. 'But if, on the contrary, the design should be·
to abandon these works, and leave them to their fate, (those not enumerated, and for the preservation of which $30,000 is asked,) the property, materials, and tools, collected at each, should be sold while they are yet of
'some value. In either case, legislative action or direction is considered
requisite-in the one, by granting the appropriation which the preservation of the works requires; in the other, by authorizing the public prop&rty
to be sold, and directing the course to be pursued in reference to the proceeds.
In reference to the lake harbors, allow me to suggest some leading differences which their protection requires, in, comparison with the harbors m
the Atlantic. These last are generally deep, and accessible to ordinary
commercial craft without artificial aid. The commerce which seeks them.
and is concentrated in them finds few impediments from shoals a11d sandbars, and calls for protection only from an enemy ; on which accounts,
the protection to our Atlantic commerce is in our navy a.ud system of fortifications, our system of light-houses, and a few breakwaters. But the
commerce of the lakes is differently situated. Its inland position exempts.
it from apprehensions fror;1 an enemy ; therefore, in comparison with that
of the Atlantic, it requires and calls for nothing in the way of a navy and
of fortifications. l3ut th~ harbors of. the lakes are obstructed by sand-bars
and exposed to a violent and dangerous surf, and it is against these for
which aid and protection are required; therefore our efforts on the lakes
.are limited to the construction of light-houses, of breakwaters, and to the
removal of sand-bars. The extent to which such operations should be carried depends eminently upon the extent and value of th<? commerce to be
protected by them; the amount of property and the number of lives exposed ; the development of immense resources, and the means by which
those resources are to find a market; the sales of the public lands, and the
means by which value is to be given to those lands; the encouragement
of the population of the West, and the way to give to that population a
nsefnl activity. In a word~ to develop and protect all the interests which
constitute the wealth and strength of a r.ation.
Very respectfully, sir: your obedient servant,
J. J. ABERT,
Col. Corps Top. Engineers.
Hon. J. C. SrENCF.R,
Secretary of War.
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Estimate for the year 1842.
For the continuation of the survey of the Northern and Northwestern lakes of the United States
·F or completing the survey of the boundary between the
State of Michigan ai)d the Territory of Wiskonsan
For the continuation of the removal of obstructions to the
channel of Mobile harbqr and bay
For the continuation of the removal of obstructions at the
mouth of the Suwanee, Florida For the continuation of the removal of obstructions between
the St. John's and the St. Mary's
For the continuation of the removal of obstructions in the
Savannah river, Georgia For the continuation of the removal of obstructions in Cape
Fear river, below ·wilmington, North Carolina For the continuation of the work at the outltt of the Dismal
Swamp canal, Virginia
For rebuilding the light-house on the Brandywine shoal, Delaware bay
For the continuation of the Delaware breakwater For the repair of the piers and the preservation of the harbor
of Newcastle, Delaware For the continuation of the breakwater structure at Plattsburg, on Lak_c Champlain, State of New York For the continuation of the breakwater structure at Burlington, Lake Champlain, State of Vermont For the continuation of the work at the harbor of Oswego,
Lake Ontario, State of New York
·F or the continuation of the removal of obstructions at the
mouth of the Genesee, Lake Ontario, State of New York
For the continuation of the works at Buffalo, New York
For the continuation of the works at the harbor of ELie, Lake
Erie, Pennsylvan-ia
For the continuation of the work at the harbor of Cleveland,
Lake Erie, State of Ohio For the continuation of the works at Chicago, Lake Michigan, State of Illinois
For the preservation and repair of harbors on the lakes other
than those enumerated, the construction of which has
been authorized by law, and which have been partially
completed
Bun:sAu oF ToPOGRAPHICAL ENGINEERS,
November 15, 18-ll.

$20,000 00
7,000 00
30,000 00
20,000 00
10,000 00
20,000 00
20,000 00
15,000 00
100,000 00
150,000 00
20,000 00
20,000 00
20,000 00
25,000 00
25,000 00
20,000 00
30,000 00
25,000 00
30,000 00

30,000 00

APPENDIX A.
OswEGO HARBOR IMPROVEMENT,

Oswego, N. Y., .llpri/30, 1841.
SIR: In compliance with yaur instructions of the 29th ultimo, I have the
:honor to submit the following report, in answer to the several inquiries
therein proposed.
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"I. The present condition of the harbor."
The works for the protection and improvement of the Oswego harbor
were projected and commenced in the year IS27, in pursuance of an actof
Congress of that year, appropriating a specific sum for the purpose. They
consist of two trans,·erse piers or jettees, projecting from the·shore on each
side of the small bay or indentation at the mouth of the river, which, after
gaining water 16 feet deep, change their course and approach the channel
in a direction perpendicnlar thereto, leaving a passage 250 feet wide between their respective pier-heads. (See plan transmitted to Engineer department by Lieutenant Smead, October 9, 1833.) The length of the west
pier, including the pier-head, is 1,512 feet; of the east pier, 866; entire
length, 2,378 feet.
The space thus enclosed, being sheltered by the headlands at the ri \'er's
mouth, and by the piers which act as breakwaters to protect it from the
northerly <~.nd westerly storms, (here felt in their greatest violence,) affords
a safe and commodious harbor for vessels of the largest class. The depth
of the channel between the piers is 24 feet at low water, and withiM the
outer harbor varies from 12 to 20 feet. The inner harbor, or Oswego river,
may be entered by the largest vessels employed in the trade of the lakes,
and, togeth er with the onter harbor, is provided with every necessary accommodation of wharves, storeliouses, &e.
The Oswego ri~· er, formed by the junction of the Oneida and Seneca
rivers, (which constitute the ontlets of the lesser lakes in the interior of the
State of New York,) is entirely free from those sudden and disastrous
freshets to which rivers having their sources in a mountainous district are
liable. The rapids at the head of navigation, as well as the dams which
have been thrown across the river at frequent intervals to create a slackwater navigation, form most effective ice-breakers. These causes give to
the harbor a character of most perfect security, both as a port of refuge
aud commerce. Accordingly, vessels from the upper lakes and from the
river St. Lawrence crowd' the wharves in the bnsiness season for commercial purposes, and, in inclement seasons, for shelter and protection. It is
by uo means uncommon to see iO or 80 steam and rigged vessels lying in
the harbor.
The objects contemplated in the original project of improvement seem
to have been fully attained, and all the benefit then anticipated more thaq
realized, in the fostering of a feeble and tht: creation of a great and increasing commerce. Nothing now remains bnt to secure the advantages already
in our possession, by giving permanency to the structures to which these
advantages are due, and without which they cannot be maintained.
This work was among the earliest projected for the improvement of the
lake harbors, and, in common with all similar constructions of that period,
seems to have had one defect-a deficiency in strength. It has, however,
Teceived such modifications, from time to time; as the necessity of the case
seemed to require. The weaker parts have been strengthened by counterforts, and a greater height and breadth of base have been given to the
whole.
Th0 piers consist of a series of wooden cribs, sunk side by side, filled
with stone, and planked on the weather side to protect the timbers from
abrasion, and on the top to retain the filling stone. Like all structures of
wood, the part above water is exposed to rapid decay. Below .water the
cribs may be considered indestructible, (if properly built,) and w1ll afford a
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good foundation. Although of short dnration when exposed to the air>
the wood endures long enough to test the efficacy of the plan, as adapted to
the particular locality, and to allow the foundation to settle and become
consohdated, before it receives a more costly and permanent superstructure.
It is a very favorable featnre of hydraulic c.onstructions in fresh water, that
we are able to uso timber freely below the surface, which saves immense
expense in preparing foundations and in laying masonry under water; and,.
above all, we avoid committing ourselves to large outlays for important
works, before time and experienc.e shall have demonstrated their worth.
As I have before observed, these works were commenced in 1327, and
completed, on the original pbn, in 1829. The timber above water has been
expesP-d to alternate dryness and moisture for about twelve years. Every
practical man knows that wood in such situations will rot in half the time.
It is almost needless to say, that near the water line the timber work is.
now completely decayed, and is crumbling away and crushing beneath ths
weight of the superincumbent mass. Indeed, decay began to manifest itself, aud l:uge sums were expended in repairing damages arising from this
cause, as early as 1833. The same year estimates were made and appropriations asked for, to defray the expense of cutting down the piers to lowwat(~r mark and reb~ilding in masonry.
The wooden superstructure had fulfilled its office, and delay but added
to the annual cost of repairs, which now became frequent and of imperious
necessity. From this time every report of the snperintendents is filled with
accounts of breaches made and damages repaired. A large portion of the
appropriations appears to have been expended in endeavors to keep the·
perishable and perishing superstructure together, until sufficient means
could be obtained, and materials procured, to justify the commencement of
the permanent work.
In 183i, materials having been previously collected, the superintendent
commenced by cutting down a portion o£ the west pier, and rebuilding it in
maso11ry. The work was continued throughout that season, and proceeded,.
with various interruptions, until November,. 1839, when operations were
suspended for the winter; but, for want of the necessary funds, have not
since been resumed. Nevertheless, the work of decay is going rapidly on:.
the rotten cross-ties are crushing down undP-r the load resting upon them, ·
and the face timbers, even more decayed, offer but a slight resistance to the
shock of the waves. Every floating stick of timber, every cake of ice,
becomes a battering-ram, impelled with tremendous force, before whose
blows the half-rotten and tottering fabric trembles-timbers are broken or
torn off, and the stone are swept out by the sea. A breach once begun, it
is impossible to say where it shall end. Unless instantly repaired, it is
widened by every successive storm, until the sea finds free passage into
the harbor.
Capt. Smith, the1i of tRe '6th infantry, and Lieut. Smead, of the 4th artillery, in reports made to the Engineer department in April and May, 1833,
give accounts (ill~1strated by drawings) of the injuries the breakwater had
sustained during that winter's storms. Among other minor injuries, they
describe a breach, 160 feet long, 13 feet wide, and 10 feet deep, in the
west pier, from which (the face timbers at the water line being broken off)
the stone had been swept out," leaving that portion of the work a mere
shell." As I have before observed, breaches of a similar character have
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-occurred every year; but, means being at hand to repair them immediately,
they have been checked before proceeding so far as that of 1833.
Three breaches have been made since the suspension of operations. One
was mentioned in my last annual report. Fortunately, it was in my power
to repair it before another storm arose. Had it ocen otherwise, the cousequencP.s might have been disastrous indeed.
On inspecting the last pier, since it has been relieved of its load of ice, I
find two breaches, caused in the same way, by the removal in ettch case of
a stick of timber below the water. In one instance, the stone for a space
15 feet long, 14 feet wide, and 12 feut deep, and in the other 10 feet by'
12, and 12 feet deep, have been carried away, and the pier has been here
forced or curved inward by the action of the sea. The weather has not
yet permitted me to repair these damages; but I hope to do so in a day or
two .
. From these facts it will be seen that the fears which have been expressed
in this and former reports, for the safety of the breakwater, are no idle forebodings, but that the past and the present unhappily afford the fullest
confirmation.
When it is remembered that the breakwater presents not simply a narrow pier-head, but its whole front of above 2,000 feet~ to the fury of the
western storms, which roll up their mighty waves along the whole length.
of Lake Ontario, and that every foot along this extended liue may be considered a weak point, it surely will not be deemed strange that an eye-witness feels the deepest anxiety for the safety of this time-worn structure.
But it is not merely for the safety of the work itself, but for the security of
the harbor, that the agent, as well as the citizens of the port, and all engaged in the commerce of the lakes, or whose persons or property are afloat
upon their waters, must be deeply solicitous.
From what has been premised, it will be seen that I cannot but regard
"the present condition of this harbor" as one of extreme jeopardy; that
the wood work above water, having long since served out its time, cannot
be counted on as a defence against the sea; that the commerce and business
of the port, and the safety of this harbor, are daily and hourly at the mercy
of the storms.
,
Of the permanent work, about 350 feet in length have been rebuilt, of
which 125 feet remain in an unfinished state. The parapet will require to
be raised 5 feet 10 inches, to bring it to the necessary height, and the quay
wall or road-way wants flagging and coping.
The results afforded by a thorough examination of the masonry erected
in 1839, upon a substratum of beton; confirm our first impressions, ana
justify, by the test of two winters, the confidence reposed in its stability.
The paving of the mole in front of the west pier is now comple~ely
broken up; only isolated portions remain, whose aggregate length does not
exceed 100 feet. The mole itself continues at about the surface of t.h~
water, an·d with the gravelly beach, which still accumulates along the
weather side, will essentially strengthen the foundations.
Gravel in large quantities, and stone in masses of from 10 to 1,000 pounds
weight, during every westerly storm, are still swept over the pier, (although
7 feet above the present water line,) and are deposited within the harbor.
This will continue to be the case until the parapet or protecting wall i·s
interposed. About 650 s·,.perficial feet of plank have been stripped oif from
the weather side of the piers.
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\Vith these exceptions, and that of the general dilapidation and decay,
the condition of the piers do~ not vary lllaterially from that at the date of
my last annual report, to which I beg leave to refer for turther particulars,
in relation to this branch of your inquiries.
"II. The injury the harbor has received since the works have been
suspended, and the probable amount necessary to restore each to the condition it was in when the suspension of operations occurred."
The injuries sustained consist ofPlank stripped off from weather side of piers: 150 superficial feet of 6 inch
and 500 superficial feet of 3 inch = 2,400 feet, B. M.
Breach in east pier, 14 feet square and 10 feet deep, March, 1840; repaired April, 1840.
Breach in east pier, 15 feet long, 14 feet wide, and 12 feet deep.
Breach in east pier, 12 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 12 feet deep.
Blocks of limestone in mole, swept out of reach into deep water, 1,000
tons.
To restore which will costFor repairing breaches and replacing plank
$95 00
Breach repaired, April, 1840
50 00
Loss of 1,000 tons limestone blocks, at $2 per ton
2,000 00
Total -

2,145 00

"III. The amount of public property and of materials on hand, and
places where deposited."
Materials, machinery, tools, &c., on hand, as per quarterly
return, 3d quarter 1840, cost
$9,833 53
Labor expended in cutting stone
4,147-0(}
Total cost of materials, &c., as per quarterly return
Property not embraced in the return:
Office, workshop, store, and boat-houses
Cranes, crabs, trucks, iron tongs, grapples, and other implements
1,000 cubic yards filling stone, at $1
1,000 tons limest0ne blocks in mole, at $2 per ton

13,980 5!l

Cost of public property
To this amount should be added the cost of building wharves,
temporary piers and bridge for umloading stone, and o(
uncovering quarry bed to obtain filling stone, the exact
amount of which .cannot no\V be ascertained, but may be
stated at -

18,130 53

Total cost of public pr:->perty, includin; materials, tools
buildings, and fixtures

500 00.

650 00
1,000 00
2,000 00

2,000 00
20,130 53

The machinery, tools, and irnplemenls, a.re deposited in the workshops
and store-houses ; the stone scows are secured in the harbor; the sandstone
and a part of the rough and dressed limestone are placed on the grounds
near the west pier belonging to the works, a part upon the west pier, and
•he residue in the stone yard of the contractor near the east pier.
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"IV. TI1e amount of arrearages due, and which will be due up to any
given time, say 31st December, 1841."
Arrearages now due
$59 43·
Arrearages which will be due on the 31st of Decelnber, 1841,
including repairs now necessary 530 43·
For repairing damages, which must be anticipated, and for
putting the work in condition to weather the autumnal
storms
1,000 00
Ag:10unt of arrearages and necessary expenditures
Cash on band to be deducted

1,589 86
579 38·

Amount required for the preservation of the works and for
arrearages to 31st December, 1841

1,010 48·

"V. The arrangements which are now in operation in reference to the
preservation of the materials, machines, tools, &c."
The most destructible articles of perishable property have been sold at
nearly the .first cost, and other perishable property is sold from time to time,.
as opportunities occur. The residue, such as stone, iron, tools, machinery,
&c., is stored and disposed under the eye of the agent, as described in my
answer to the 3d inquiry.
"VI and VII. Views in reference to the importance of the works, as they
bear upon the general commerce of the country, or would affect its military
resources and defences ; also, with reference to their classification, whether
with those of general and national or local advantages."
To a d ne estimate of the importooce of this work, it is necessary that the
mind should divest itself of all preconceived notions of fresh-water lakes, and
should become familiarized with the idea of a vast chain of seas, extending
inland more than 2,000 miles, washing a coast of more than 5,700 miles in
extent, and receiving tributaries from a valley of unrivalled fertility. This.
expanse of water must not be looked upon as a placid lake, unruffled by a
breeze, but as a land-locked sea, now reposing in apparent sluggishness, and
now lashed into fury by the tempests which sweep over it, and rolling upwaves which no strength of naval architecture can withstand. Let him add
to this the reflection, that from whatever quarter the storm comes, the hapless
navigator is soon upon a lee shore; and little nautical science will be needed
to anticipate the fate which awaits both vessel and crew, with no harbor
of refuge within their reach. In such an extremity, a natural or artificial
harbor would to them be of inestimable value, and to the country at largo
of an importance commensurate with the amount of property and the number of valuable lives at the mercy of the storm. ·with an American coast
of more than 3,000 miles in extent, almost equal to our whole Atlantic coast,
and, unlike that, nearly destitute of natural harbors; with a foreign coast of
more than 2,000 miles, with which we are in commercial relations, these
seas afford a common highway, on which the products of their respective
shores must seek a market.
Without including those parts of the United States which are connected
with it by artificial channels, the valley of the great lakes immediately
dependent on and tributary to them is estimated at 170,000 square miles.
Of the great fertility, the boundless resources, and immense wealth of this
region, all comparatively undeveloped, we have abundant proofs. It is no
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longer a matter of speculation, but of history. We have as yet but skimmed along its borders, gathering here and there a handful from its abundant harvests; and even now its surplus products overflow every ch~uel
that nature and art have provided for their reception. If such be the germe,
what shall be the mature fruits? We can, indeed, fix no bounds to its prospr.rity, when the numerous channels that are to traverse its teeming soil
shall open an unobstructed passage to the ocean.
Of the outlets for this region, the St. Lawrence and the Hudson stand in
prominent and antagonist positions. The former would draw the Western
trade to l\'[ontreal, the latter to New York. Obstacles interposed by nature
have, in both cases, been overcome by gigantic works of improvement.
On the one hand, New York has connected Lake Erie by means of the Erie
canal, and Lake Ontario by means of the Oswego canal, with the tide
waters of the Hudson. On the other hand, the province of Upper Canada
has connected the upper lakes with Lake Ontario and the upper St. Lawrence by means of the Welland canal, admitting vessels of 125 tons burden. The Rideau canal, a military work of like dimensions, and the
Lachine and other canals of smaller capacity, complete the communication
with Montreal. The batteaux of the Canadian voyagers also descend the
rapids in safety to Montreal, returning through the Rideau canal. Agllinst
these auxiliaries to the natural route we have hitherto been able successfully to contend through the Erie and Oswego canals. The former divides
the trade with the Welland canal, and the latter puts in its claim for more
than a moiety of the products, once afloat on Lake Ontario. The communications both with Montreal and New York are still imperfect. The
limited capacity of the canals not only increases the cost of navigation,
but burdens the transit with the additional expense of transhipment. Bat
the Canadian provinces, now united under one Government, and directed
in the spirit of that enlightened and far-seeing policy which has procured
for Great Britain her immense power and resources, are bending all their
.energies to the attainment of one object: to secure the trade of the great
lakes, and, through them, of the upper valley of the Mississippi. The St.
Lawrence canal, designed for vessels of eight feet draught, is already in a
state of great forwardness, and, when completed, will connect Lake Ontario with Montreal; the Welland canal, now employed to the extent
<Jf its capacity, is to be immediately enlarged and improved. All obstacles
thus overcome, the steam and sail vessels of Montreal will be found in th~
harbors of the upper lakes.
These facts, while they prove that the Canadian authorities are alive \o
the importance of this trade, also call for similar improvements on our own
part. Accordingly, the Erie and Oswego canals are to be enlarged; the
former is now in rapid progress-the latter, it is to be presumed, will be
speedily undertaken. It is no longer a matter of doubt that only through
the Oswego canal can we compete successfully with Quebec and Montreal
for the Western trade. A few facts will make this sutficientlv clear. As
to the trade of Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence, there can. be no question. For want of an American canal around the falls of Niagara, our
vessels now pass to and from the upper lakes through the ·welland canal.
Although that canal is in an imperfect state, yet merchandise is transported
by this route from New York to Cleveland or Detroit for less, by $1 56
per ton, than from New York to Buffalo by the Erie canal; and agricultural products are transported from Cleveland and Detroit to New York
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for less, by 46 cents per ton, than from Buffalo to New York by the Erie
canal. When we add to this the cost of transportation between Buffalo
and the ports in question, the difference in favor of the Ontario route becomes still more striking. A glance at the map will show the cause of this
superiority: the saving of 118 miles of artificial navigation, with a trifling
increase of actual distance. Obedient to the laws of trade, the products
and manufactures of the ·west will seek the best market and find out the
quickest and cheapest route.
In the article of" heat, the great staple of the North west?,rn States, our
merchants already find powerful competitors in Canadian purchasers. The
dut-ies imposed in English ports on foreign breadstuff, discriminating in
favor of colonial shipments to the amount of 51 cents per bushel, enable
them to offer a higher price and consequently a better market. When,
in addition to this, that better market (Montreal) is brought two or three
days nearer by means of improvements in the navigation of the St. Lawrence, to which I have before alluded; when we see not the shippers only,.
but the ships of Montreal, on the bosom of the great lakes, crowding our
seaports and becoming both purchasers and carriers of American produce,
then must New York tremble for the trade of the great West. Awake to
her true interests, she will not suffer so great a prize to be wrested from
her grasp. She will meet these measures by greater facilities of communication; she will offer a shorter and cheaper route to the Hudson. There
must be no transhipments, no unnecessary burden imposed, but a free and
unobstructed communication must be opened between Lake Ontario aud
the tide waters of the Hudson. Then we may meet on equal ground.
Nature herself points out the Oswego or Ontario route to the great lakes,
as the legitimate channel for her productions.
These considerations give to the Oswego harbor a degree of national
importance which even its extensive foreign and domestic commerce could
not otherwise confer.
The whole country is concerned in every improvement of the means of
communication between distant portions of its territory. But the more
immediate fruits of the noble rivalry to \Vhich I have referred-a rivalry
between two great nation:o;, exerted not in laying waste, but in improving
and beautifying the face of the land-the ·more immediate fruits, I say, are
reaped by the great West.
This friendly contest has, indeed, "made the wilderness blossom like the
rose." It has brought a market for his productions to every man's door,
and has poured out at his feet the comforts, the luxuries, and the treasures
of other climes-at once the incentive to his industry and its reward.
The extent of the impulse which has been given to agriculture and
productive industry by our harbor and river improvements, connected with
canals of communication, cannot be better illustrated than by comparing
the quantity of wheat exported from Lake Erie at the commencement of
the system, and at the present time. The Erie canal was opened in 1824
and came into active use in 1825; the Oswego canal in 182S, and the Weiland canal in 1829. In 1825 the first harbor improvements were commenced. In 1826, 14,045 bushels of wheat were exported from Lake Erie;
in 1840, 7,809,908 bushels. Of this quantity, 1! millions were shipped by
the Erie canal, and 2,878,845 bushels by the Welland canal. The American wheat and flour, shipped to the Canadian ports, were equal to 2,310,000
bushels; of this, 1,6881 195 bushels found its way to English ports. In
11
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-confirmation of what has been stated with regard to the enterprise of our
!Janadian neighbors, aid~d by discriminating d~ti~s at home, we may
lnstance the change whtch has taken place w1thm a few years in the
wheat and flour trad11. In 1836 Oswego imported from Canada wheat
and flonr equal to 174,309 bushels; in 1840 Oswego exported to Canada
wheat and flour equal to 71,705 bushels. This, together with their importation from other American ports, swells the amount to 2,310,000
.bushels. Irwleed, such an impulse has been given to the Canadian trade,
that the wharves aud storehouses hitherto in use at Kingston were last
year found totally inadequate, and property was piled upon the wharves
and covered with temporary sheds. Vessels laden with produce, after
being detained three weeks and upwards, waiting their turn at the wharves,
finally came over to Oswego and landed their cargoes.
Although, when viewed in its connexion with the Oswego and Htidson
canal, as the harbor where it debouches into Lake Ontario, upon whose
security as a port of entry, no less than upon the perfection of the canal itself,
is to depend the gain or loss of the Western trade, it is invested with peculiar interest, still there are other and weighty considerations which must
not be lost sight of-the domestic and foreign commerce of the port, and
the claim which that, as well as the shipping employed in the trade of other
ports on this and the upper lakes, may have to a harbor of refuge.
The history of the whole lake country is replete with evidence of the
intimate connexion which exists between commerce and agriculture, as
well as the other departments of productive industry. Prior to the improvement of harbors and the extendiug of other facilities to navigation,
the commerce of the upper lakes was hardly worthy the name. Its productions were valueless; the wants of nature limited the objects and aim of
life, for no market was attainable where industry could receive the rewards
of its labors. But canals were opened, joining waters leading to far distant
regions; the harbors began to give shelter to the venturous craft engaged
in the carrying trade; a new impulse was given to enterprise ; the dormant
energie£ of the population were aroused; men heard afar off of the land of
promise; the tide of emigration rolled in; the solitary prairie and the deep
wood thronged with life. The soil now yields its abundant frnits, which
are borne on the bosom of these inland seas, in comparative security, to
their destination .. That the system of harbor improvements has been the
mainspring to this varied industry, no man who has watched the progress
of events for tl te last fifteen years can for a moment doubt. The part which
the Osweoo harbor has borne in these transactions can be best inferred
from a kr~owledge of her commerce siuce its improvement was commenced.
In 1828 the Oswego canal was opened, and the harbor improvements had
begun to give some shelter to the shipping. In that year the tonnage of
the port amounted to ISO tons. In 1840 she had three steamboats and 76
rigged vessels, whose aggregate tonnage was 7,586 tons. In 1827 its
population was 600; in 1840, 4,658. In 1829 the canal tolls on property
transported to and from Oswego amounted to 1,466 dollars; in 1S40, to
lS 1,S99 dollars. The intercourse with Canada was then comparatively limited;
now a lucrative trade is established, by which we exchange salt, merchan.
dise, coal, &c., for lumber from the Canadian forests. Ira 1831 Oswego
received from the upper lakes, through the Wellaad canal, wheat and flour
, equal te 41.... 750 bushels; in 1840, 7.51,482 bushels. I regret that I have not
been able to procure full returns in. relation to the commerce of the port in
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the early stage of the improvement. Enough has been obtained to place
in strong light the benefits which have already been received therefrom.
I nevertheless annex to this report statements of the foreign and domestic
commerce of the period from 1835 to 1840, inclusive, compiled from the
official returns of the commissioners of the canal fund of the State of New
York, and from information obligingly fnrnished me by the collector of customs and the collector of canal dues. From these statements will be seen
the amount as well as the fluctuations of the trade for the Ia~ six years;
.also, a more particular exhibit of the trade of the year 1840, which, owing
to the general depression of business throughout the country, will not be
deemed a too favorable specimen. It will be seen that the tonnage of the
port, and the amount of its foreign and domestic entries and clearances,
entitle it to rank among the first ports on the lakes; and that its trade gives
active employment, not only to tho shippiug of the lower iake, but also to
such from the upper lakes as can pass the Weiland canal. Through this
port, the lumber of Canada, the wheat, flour, and pork of the upper-lake
region; the ashes, lumber, butter and cheese, lead, and other products of
the countries bordering on the St. Lawrence and Lake Ontario, are exchanged for merchandise from the seaboard, cotton and tobacco from the
South, salt and plaster from the interior, coal from Pennsylvania, and the
manufactures of New England. New York, Pennsylvania, and the populous New England States, as well as Ohio, Michigan, Inuiana, Illinois,
Wiskonsan, and Iowa, are thus directly interested in the preservation and
improvement of this harbor; through it their various products and commodities are exchanged, and to it their citizens will often look for shelter to
their persons and property, from the fury of the storms. This, then, is no
local enterprise.
With reference to the beating which this harbor will have upon the
militarv resources and defences of the country, little need be added to
what lias been already stated in regard to the facilities of communication
with ot!1er and populous dist,ricts, the importance of which, to the movement
of troops and the operations of a campaign, can hardly be overrated. It i,s
well Hnderstood that, in the event of another contest with Great Dritaiu~
the Notthern frontier would again become the theatre of war. The supremacy of the lakes would again be contested with an earnestness proportionate to its increased importance. In snch an event, Oswego would become an important naval depot. Here are all the facilities for ship building; a harbor of 60 acres, with from 12 to 24 feet water ; ample space for
ship yards; an inexhaustible supply of timber in the adjacent forests, and in
the country bordering on Oneida lake and the Seneca outlet, all accessible by canal; abundant water power for driving machinery; and, in fine,
a free communication with the interior and the seaboard. Vessels could
here be built, repaired, and fitted out, under the guns of the fort; and,
should f.\ll additional force be deemed necessary, the surrounding heights
might 11gain be occupied; and, when strengthened by temporary works,
would give most efficient protection. The lines of canal and railroad traversing the State of New York in various directions, and penetrating into
adjacent States, which in time of peace contribute to the prosperity of the
country, would, in a still greater degree, aid in its defence in time of war.
Tite Erie canal and the chain of railroads running parallel to the lake
shore, traversing the fertile and now populous valleys of the Genesee and
tl1c lesser lakes, leading directly to the Hudson river and to the manufac-
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turing districts of New England, with branches extending in various directions to distant regions, would enable us to concentrate at will an overwhelming force. The railroads would avail for the rapid transit of
troops, while the materials, supplies, and heavy baggage, would be moved
on the canals-all out of reach of a hostile force. The New York and
Erie railroad, traversing the southern tier of countries, connected at several
points with the former line, by railroad and navigable waters, would also
afford valujble aid. Thus, New York, Albany, Philadelphia, and their
sister cities of the Atlantic coast, on the one part, and Buffalo, Roch ester,
with the cities and villages scattered along the frontier and interior waters
of the Empire State, on the other, might strengthen each othars' hands,
mutually aiding to repel the common foe. Wi~h all this region Oswego is
now in immediate communication, by means of the Oswego canal, and will
shortly add another chain by the construction of a raii road to Syracuse. With
such means of assembling, subsisting, and reinforcing an army, Oswego
would be an important position in offensive or defensive operations. But
suffice it to say, that the board of engineers for fortifications, in arranging
the defences of the Northern frontier, ha ve selected this as a point to befortified by a permanent work; and, in accordance therewith, appropriations have been made, a:1d the work is now in rapid progress.
The increased amount of shipping which could be made available as
transports and auxiliaries to a military expedition ; the training up of a
large body of hardy navigators, inured to toil and danger; the clustering
around it of a dense population, who would ever be found ready to rally in
defence of their homes and country-these are some of the fruits of this
improvement. Thus do the arts of peace minister to our defence in war;
thus do the sources of a nation's prosperity furnish forth the means of its
protection. If I have not erred in my judgment of its bearing upon the
general commerce and the military resources and defences of the country,
the Oswego harbor holds a prominent place among those improvements
which are to be regarded as purely national in their advantages.
VIII. ·with reference to any "enlargements or modifications which this
work should receive," I am not prepared to recommend any departure from
the plan of construction, as modified and approved by the Topographical
bureau in 1839. It is indeed to be regretted that the officer who WM
charged with projecting the original plan of improvement should have
been so restricted by the act of appropriation that he could not give a
greater area to the harbor. A cursory survey, embracing the shores and
waters adjacent to the harbor, was made by me in .May, 1S39, (by direction of General Swift, the general superintendent, and Captain Canfield,
of the topographical corps, then constituting a board of inspection of lake
harbors,) with special reference to an enlarged outer ha,rbor. The results
of that survey indicate that the declivity of the bottom is very gentle, and
that a harbor three or four times the area of the present one, with good
anchorage for ships of the line, might be formed by a line of breakwaters,
in a depth of water not exceeding 30 feet. Although the fiarbor is now
sufficiently extensive for the present necessities of commerce, and for a
large prospective increase, yet, if we may judge of the future by the past,
the 'Vestern trade is destined to be more and more increased, as the different lines of communication with the interior and the valley of the Mississippi shall open new fields for industry and enterprise, until it shall far
surpass all the provisions that have been made for its accommodatio11.
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The change in the political organization of the Canadian provinces, and
the establishing of the seat of Government at Kingston, will tend to give a
renewed activity to its already extensive trade with Oswego. Moreover,
.should the subject of allowing foreign goods a passage through the country free of duty receive the favorable consideration of the National Legislature, New York, with her regular and frequent intercourse with the
European continent, would supply the new metropolis, as well as Coburg,
Toronto, Hamilton, and the upper province generally, by way of Oswego.
With such increase of her foreign and domestic trade, the time· may not be
far distant when the comparatively spacious harbor of Oswego shall be
found totally inadequate to its accommodation. But considerations of
finance and State policy, with other subje~ts foreign to the province "of the
engineer, being involved in this question, I shall content myself with having barely indicated the means by which the enlargement of the harbor can
be effected, should the increase of trade, or the necessity of providing a
harbor for ships of war of greater draught, seem to require it.
IX. "Any reflections adapted to give just ideas of the positive or relative, the general or local, the military, commercial, agricultural, and manufacturing advantages of the worlr."
The length to which this report has already unavoidably extended admonishes me of the necessity of confining my observations on this head
within narrow limits, especially as most of the topics have before received
attention. From what has preceded, and from the statistics appended to
this report, it will be conceded that the Oswego harbor, whether we regard
its position, or its past, present, or prospective advantages, holds the first
rank among the harbors of Lake Ontario, and is second to none on the
Northern frontier. Among the statistical tables will be found a statement
of the number, description, and tonnage, of the different districts on Lake
Ontario and the adjacent waters, prepared from abstracts of their several
lists of enrolment, politely furnished me by the collectors of the districts
-of Niagara, Genesee,Oswego, Sackett's Harbor, and Oswegatchie, in answer
to my circular desiring the information. The statement is complete, with
the exception of the district of Cape Vincent, from which I received no
returns. There were enrolled in the districts above specified, on the 30th.
September, 1810, 8 steamboats and 110 schooners, whose aggregate tonuage am9unted to 10,696 tons. Besides these, the vessels of the upper
lakes are now generally built with reference to the capacity of the W elland canal, and are extensively employed in the trade.
The country around Oswego cannot be considered an agricultural district. It is, however, well suited for pasturage, and the prod nets of its
dairies form important articles of exportation. The flour, exported in
large quantities, is made of wheat brought from the upper lakes.
In mannfacturing advantages and facilities it is not surpassed. The
water power may be considered almost unlimited. The Oswego river, receiving the surplus waters of the Oneida, Seneca, Cayuga, and the whole
chain of smaller lakes, furnishes an unfailing supply of water, and, indeed,
scarcely knows a change. Floods and droughts are alike unknown.
These are advantages which all familiar with manufactures will fully
appreciate. In addition to the water power along the course of the river,
where dams have been thrown across for the purposes of navigation, the
Oswego canal, for nearly a mile on one side of the river, and a canal, constructed solely for hydraulic purposes, more than half a mile in length on
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lhe other, with a fall of between 12 and 17 feet, afford most eligible mill~
seats along their banks. With a choice from these numerous sites, an unlimited supply of water, a perfect security from floods, water communications to the sources of his raw material and to his market, what more
can the miller or the manufacturer desire? These advantages·are, as yet,
but partially improved. There are now seven mills, with 41 run of stone,
capable of making 2,000 barrels of flour daily ; two large cotton factorifls, .
two saw mills, two foundries; besides leather, tobacco, and morocco manufactories, plaster mills, and numerous other applications of its power to
machinery of various kinds. As l1as been observed, the Stipply of wheat
for the flour mills is brought from the \1pper lakes. These will continue to·
extend themselves in proportion to the increased production of wheat and
the demand for the manufactured article. From the facilities of bringing
cotton fl~om the ~aboard by return boats, (the heavy freights being towards
tide water,) together with the fine grazing country around us, adapted to
wool-growing, and the increasing demand for domestic goods in the West,,
it is believed that cotton and woollen rrumufactures might be prosecuted·
here with great success.
The facilities for ship building have already been referred to, in connexion with the military advantages of the harbor. Steam and rigged vessels for the trade of the lakes, and boats for the canal and Hudson-river
.trade, are built here in great numbers. In addition to the supplies of timber· accessible in time of war by the interior waters, the lake shore and the
surrounding forests are fully l!ompetent to the wants of commerce. Connected with one of our ship yards is every necessary auxiliary for the building and repair of vessels, including a marine railway, capable of raising
the largest vessels in the lake. This work is the fruit of individual enterprise; and, being the only one in American waters on the lake, is of the
greatest importance to the navigation.
A vessel is now on the stocks, and will be ready for service in the month.
of July, in which the spiral or Ericson's propellers are to be employed.
She is designed for the upper-lake trade, and will test the merits of this application of steam power to the coasting trade on our iulaud waters. The
recent experiments in the case of the steam packet Clarion, accounts of
whose highly successful voyage to Havana have just reached me, {May
20th,) would leave little doubts of the merit of the invention. Three vessels are also now iu building for the Rideau canal; and, should these experiments prove successful, the propellers will be generally adopted. We
may then anticipate a revolntion in the trade of the lakes equal to that
already wrought by steam power on our navigable rivers and on the Atlantic ocean.
By giving the lake navigation celerity and certainty of arrival, the
steam coasters will maintaill the current of Western trade towards Lake
Ontario, ia. defianc~ of every obstacle. The navigation of Lake 0l'ltario by
ordinary steam v~els has already made it the favorite route for travellers ·
from the East to the Falls, to Bnffalo, and the West. The number of passengers by this route has increased to such a degree as to induce the most
extensive and costly arrangements for its accommodation. There are now
daily lines of steamboats to and from Lewiston and Genesee river, to
and from Ogdensburg and the intermediate ports, and to and from Kingston, all composed of American boats, besides a communication with the
principal Canadian ports, by British boats, in their passage up and down .
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between Prescott and Queenstown. Connecting these with the great Western thoroughfare (the line of railroads to Syracuse) are two lines of canal
packets, passing each twice a day to and from Syracuse, making four boats
per day each way; also, daily lines of stages to the railroad at Rome and.
Syracuse-. The well-known maxim, that ''the supply is governed by the
demand," is sufficient to indicate the throng of travellers who daily leave
the harbor in various directions.
In view of the magnitude of the various interests which have grown
up around this harbor, the extensive commerce, the thriving manufactures
which must be utterly valueless without it, and its connexion with a great
line of communication between the seaboard and the lake country, I can
hardly contemplate the possibility of its abandoment. Such an event, or
even a temporary suspension of the shelter it habitually affords, would be
a calamity, not only to Oswego, but to the country at large. With no natural harbors between Niagara river and Sackett's Harbor, the los3 of its
artificial harbors would subject the commerce of Lake Ontario to risks and
losses which would be almost equivalent to a total annihilation. The canals of communication connected with and dependent on these harbors
would indeed become solitudes, the vast capital invested in various arts
and trades would become a total loss, "the busy hum of industry wonld
cease," and ruin and distress would visit many a happy fireside.
The interests of the people are the interests of the nation and the Government; both demand the preservation of this harbor.
All of which, with the tabular statements (from 1 to 6 inclusive) herewith enclosed, is respectfully submitted by your obedient servant,
JOHN W. JUDSON,. [). S . .!lgent.
To Col. J. J. ABERT,
Colonel Topographical Engineers.

B.
OnrcE oF GEN. SuP'T oF HARBOR IMPROVEMENTS ON LAKE EniE,

Buffalo, New York, June 30, 1841.
Sm: By a communication received from the bnreau, dated March 13,
1841, I was ordered to report upon various details in connexion with the
harbor improvements under my superintendence. My attention was called
to a series of requirements, from No. 1 to No.5, inclusive, relating to the general economy and condition of the harbors, arrearages, &c.; and then to the
data contained in the following transcript from your letter :
"6th. Views in reference to the importance of these works, as they bear
upon the general commerce of the country, or would affect its military resources and defences.
;, 7th. Your opinion of such a classification of the works, in reference to
their general and national or local advantages.
"8th. Yonr opinion of sucll enlargements and modifications, which those
of the first class should receive; and whether or not more should be done
for the second than merely to complete them upon the plans which have
been commenced.
"9th, and lastly. Any reflections adapted to give just idflas of the positive
or relative, the general or bcal, the military, commerciat, agricultural, and
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·manufacturing advantages and facilities of any or all of these several works."
Much of these data has been presented from time to time in various
forms to the bureau, and has, in the reports submitted by you to Congress,
been published.
. This dispenses me from many details, the communication of which,
mdeed, would render my report too voluminous, probably, forthe object
intended. I beg leave, therefore, to refer you to the report of a board of
Inspection, of which Col. James Kearney was President, dated! Detroit,
July, 1839, and to the annual reports from this oflice for the yea11s 1838,
1839, and 1840, for such details, estimates, &c., as may be wanting to the
present communication.
The information required will be found in the following order:
Ist. Various details exhibiting the properties (local, commercial, &c.) of
.each work.
~2d. Military position of certain harbors, in reference to the Canada. fron'tier, &c.
3d. Classification by reference to the above data.
4th. General considerations of the importance of the system of harbor
improvements, bearing upon commercial and other relations, &c.
5th. Various data called for by the bureau, in regard to the conditicm of
public property, arrearages, &c.
Buffalo harbor, or Buffalo and Black Rock harbor (so designated in my
reports for 1839 and 1840, wherein the projected plan and estimates for
modification and enlargement are subniitted) is without doubt, considered in
:a. general point of view, the most important of all the lake harbors. That
. the pecnliar situatioti of Buffalo as the terminus of lake navigation towards
, the great eommercial emporia of the Northeastern States, and that at the
same time of one of the greatest schemes of CQnal commut1ication in existence, should have given birth to an impulse in its growth and prosperity
almost without a parallel, is not a matter of astonishment. Nor caaa. we
indeed regard its general relation upon the broad map om country, in connexion with these advantages, without feeling inspirati~n at the idea of
the part that this community, which we may almost alL remember as an
insignificant village, is inevitably destined to fulfil.
With the feelings naturally suggested by these reflections on Buffalo, the·
beauty of her situation, the elegance and solidity of her structures, and the
magical rapidity with which they have sprung into existence, it can. scarcely be termed a rhapsody on the part of those who have denominated her
"the Qneen City of the lakes."
To realize the facilities which this position involves for commereial purposes, it must be rP-membered that in 1S13, during the war with Great
Britain, every house in the place, excewtiag two, was burnt by the enemy,
and that no effort was made until the close of the war to re-establish it ;
and that many years were required to recover from the shock it had received.
In fine, we may date the commencement of Buffalo's commercial importance to the opening of the Hudson and Erie canal, between 1825 and 1830,
although, for a few years pre,·iously, its position as the ultimate limit of lake
navigation had manifested itself by a gradual prosperity.
The annexed statement, procured from official sources, may be relied on,
and will serve as the best index of the growth of the pla'<':e in commercial
importance. The increase from 1825 to 1830 will show the immediate in.ftuence of the opeuing of the canal to this resnlt ; also, the rapid increase
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of traffic on the canal is marked through consecutive years by the amount
of clearances and tolls collected i the amount in tons expedited in each direction is likewise stated, as follows :

Years.

. Arrivals and departures of steamboots and vessels,

1815
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822

64
80
100
100
96
120
150
200
236
286
359
418
972
1,520
1,800
2,052
2,400
2,560
2,730
2,975
3,280
3,550
3,955
3,895
3,955
4,061

11000

.J.0Nt.1

1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840

~.~

m.....

Tolls.

Amount expedited
eastward hy canal.

Dollars.

Amount received by
canal and shippeu
to the West.

l

1,100
19,558
1,406
26,293
1,880
32,128
25,923
1,599
2,066
48,923
2,424
65,980
2,220
58,136
2,772
73,695
4,008
91,018
105,863
5,175
5,018
157,536
128,581
4,155
4,970
202,890
5,013 "259,183
4,851 '"376,417

5,134 tons.
8,621

"

-

32,424 tons.
45,052 "
44,157
76,458
156,164 "
177,607 "

"
"

18,598 tons.
21,450 "
23,140 "
35,809 "
27,567
35,586 "
31,887
20,463

,,
"
"

• Includes tolls received at Black Rock.

The foregoing table does not include domestic manufactnres, salt, &c.
including which, the amount received and shipped would be very much
greater than the amount above given. For instance, the amount received
by canal and shipped west in 1840 amounted to 78,270 tons, being nearly
four times the amount of merchandise and furniture only.
The statement furnished by a committee of the common council to this
office is so much to the purpose, as bearin?; upon the continued increase of
trade up to this very time, that I beg to submit it as an extract. •
"The inc1ease of business in the spring of 1841 has also been much
greater than that of any preceding year.
"The number of arrivals and departmes of steamboats and vessels up
to June 1 amounted to 626, not. including the steamboat 'Star,' which
Jllies daily between this port and Chippewa.

'
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"The following are the principal articles received during that period:
Flour
bbls. 158,552 Wheat
bushels,
140,102 '
Pork
"
49,763 . Corn and Oats
"
11,016
Fish
"
761 .Ashes
casks,
2,538
Whiskey"
5,838 Hams, &c.
"
2,451
Butter and lard kegs,
1.5,066 Hides
9,117
464,000
Brooms doz.
2,545 Staves
"Among the articles forwarded down the canal from this place were the
following:
Barrels of flour 167,273
Barrels of pork 48,368
Bushels of wheat .
90,129
"The amount of tolls received · at Buffalo office alone, from April 24th
to June 1st, was $88,707,14, being an increase of 33 per cent. over the
amount received for the same period in 1839.
" At this enormous ratio of increase is the great vVest pouring her rich
prodncts to the Atlantic markets, through the medium of Buffalo harbor
and the Erie canal."
It is unnecessary to follow in detail the progress of the public works at
this place, the particulars of which having been already submitted. It is
sufficient to recapitulate, that the enterprise of her citizens, in the year
1819, procured from the State of New York a Joan of $12,000, for the
opening of the creek; and that in 1828, upon representations 'to Congress
from the same source, an appropriation of $3-1,000 was granted; and Capt.
Maurice, of the corps of engineers, was appointed to take charge of the
work.
Up to this time it appears that $31,000 had been expended upon the
works; but that the result had been nearly destroyed by a storm in January, 1828. To count from the year 1826, the General Government has appropriated for the construction of this harbor, inclusive of the sea-wall to
protect the shipping and property lying at the wharves, $229,211 31;
which agrees with the annual fiscal statement of harbor returns from this
office, in your possession.
We now arrive at the present position and extent of the works, and their
capacity to answer the objects originally intended by the Government;
namely, the protection of commerce and the safety and accommodation of
the shipping resorting to the harbor. In all my foi·mer reports I have adverted to the extreme necessity of an enlargement of the harbor; and I
know of no stronger language to express my conviction of its propriety
thal'l the demonstration therein offered. As an illustration of the need of
enlargement, it is stated that during this spring there ware within the harbor 140 steamboats and vessels, all aetively employed in receiving and discharging cargoes; and that there were also 60 vessels with full cargoes lying along the sonth pier, waiting for a favorable wind. Now, when it is
unjlerstood that the creek is only about 200 feet in width, and that the vessels, owing ~ bhe inconvenience of ascending, generally collect as near to
the mouth of the harbor as possible, the obstacle and danger it offers to
the entry of vessels during heavy gales are manifest.
To give efficiency to the plans for the protection of commerce at this
point, an outer harbor is indispensable.
This alone can fulfil the condition of procuring space for the accommo-
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dation of vessels, and at the same time enable them to bring to in safety
whilst entering the port during heavy-gales from the westward, to which
this end of the lake is subjected.
The condition of the works at the present time, so far as they have pragressed, may be said, with little exception, to be unchanged. In the south
pier, it is true, portions have settled towards tke channel, but not in a degree to threaten immediate inconvenience. The north pier was never entirely finished, and has suffered the usual diiapidation to which crib-woJ;k,.
exposed to the action of the elements, is subjected.
The timbers, moreover, have been torn up or thrown out of place by
vessels lying against them, &c.
The sea-wall, ozoing to lite restriction in regard to funds during tl1e
last sttmmer, was not completed to the extent of appropriation granted
for that purpose. This is much to be regretted, as the unfinished termination of the wall is extremely exposed, and calls for attention. For want
of the balance of appropriation, about $3,709, a very serious loss may be
sustained to the work; and I beg leave to recommend, earnestly, that some.
measures be taken to avoid a catastrophe which otherwise may be considered inevitable. Dilapidations have also occ1,ured in the United States
works at Black Rock, which have been referred to in former reports.
These ought to be repaired.
We would suggest that the following amounts should be required for the
protection of works in this harbor:
For Buffalo harbor, remaind er of appropriation which reverted to the
Treasury. •
For sea-wall, remainder of appropriation which reverted to the Treasury.
For Black Rock pier, 1,000 dollars.
These sums are asked for as a measure ofutmost necessity, referring in
the mean time to former estimates for the amounts respectfully urged
upon the bureau, as the trne basis for a judicious prosecution of the works.
Thus, in all that tends to commercial relations, we regard the harbor of
Buffalo as.first in the scale of importance upon the lal•es. But the question of military position, and one which I am instructed to involve in my
report, setves greatly to complicate the path to a general result. Many of
my views upon this subject were submitted to the bureau in a special report, soon after my arrival here tu take charge of the works. In that report, the site for a military work for the protection of Buffalo was particularly referred to and designated.
General considerations in regard to the harbor of Black Rock are merged in those relating to Buffalo harbor; being situated within three miles,
and participating in the resources of back country, commercial a venues, &c.
The most striking feature in regard to Black Rock is its extensive and
valuable water power, as yet only partially employed, but susceptible of
application to almost any practical extent. The projected harbor embraces
both Buffalo and Black Rock, and may be regarded as applicable to both
places.
Statement of the value of imports and exports, which ~1as been procured from official sources, at Upper and Lower Black Rock during the
year 1838 - $14-;949 77 imports, and - $67,624 74 exports.
do. 1839 41,804 40
do.
"
43,457 98
do.
46,144 24
do.
"
42,970 93
do.
do. 1840 -
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Statement of the qu:tntity of wlteat received, and four manufactured at
the same places :
•
1838, 206,329 bushels wheat received;
1839,311,801 do.
do.
do.
1840,511,984 do.
do.
do.; and 244,700 barrels of flour manufactured.
Besides the great avenue of which we have spoken, namely, the Hudson and Erie canal, the railroad from Albany is, with the exception of an
insignificant portion, in a state of completion. Main stage roads likewise
.diverge in every direction from this point. These communications, passing
into a territory rich in resources, and intersecting lateral ones connecting
with the Ohio river and the great agricultural and mineral district of western Pennsylvania, would furnish abundant facilities for the furnishing and
transportation of the materials of an army, should circumstances ever call ·
them into requisition. Then would be apparent the inestimable advantages
<>f these developments, which, in a measure, have been fostered by the hand
ef Government, in the protection it has afforded to the commercial interests
of the upper lakes. They may be said, indeed, to be in a degree the offspring of the system; and they would conspire with the system most amply
in repaying the comparatively small amount expended upon it by the National Government.
Presqu'Isle bay, in the State of Pennsylvania, and the only point which
that State possesses as a harbor on the small development of her lake coast,
.seems to me to fulfil to a greater exte!1t certain requisite conditions than
any other upon the lake. Its comparatively central position would enable
it, with facility, to extend its succor promptly to any ppint on the lake.
The ease with which it might be entered, under any circumstances of
wind, by the plan projected for its improvement; its facilites of intercourse
with the . most densely populated parts of the country; and, above all, its
remarkable conformation as a convenient and secure harbor, characterize it
as the site for a naval rendezvous of the highest order. An examination
of the accompanying map, on which the general conformation of the locality is delineared, will establish the leading positions I advance. The detailed report and map of the hydrographic survey, which I had the honor to
submit to the bureaa in September, 1839, will exhibit the detaili! of soundings, plans of improvement, &c., accompanied with a strong expression
of my opinions in regard to its capabilities for the object upon which I am
now ordered to report. Thus, its freedom from ice at the earliest opening
<>f spring, enabling vessels to enter upon active duties whilst yet they
would be ice-bound at 1i1e lower end of the lake; its land.Jocked area, containing about 6 square miles of good anchorage, with a depth averaging
about 20 feet; the interposition of the Presqu'Isle, as a guaranty from hostile surprise; and its comparatively central position, are its peculiar ad vantages, and indicate it as a 'point that cannot be too highly appreciated by
the General Government.
Presqu'Isle harbor, or Erie, possesses a communication (on the eve of
completion) by She Eric extension canal to the interior, and, notably, to
that laboratory of all that constitutes the machinery of war, Pittsburg; from
which, by line of canal, it is distaut ouly about 126 miles. The annexed
sketch will e1:hibit the various lines of communication standing in relation
to it, the Sunbury and Erie railroad being in projection merely.
From the report of the chief engineer of this road, Edward Miller, Esq.,
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to the board of managers, in January, 1839, I have derived much valuable
information in regard to the mineral resources of the adjacent country.
He says:
"For a distance of 140 miles, the Sunbury and Erie railroad passes
through a region abounding in bituminous coal and iron ore of admirable
quality, whilst its northern rivals are destitute of this source of wealth and
revenue. Nor is this all. The total amount of rise and fall upon the Ne\\'
York and Erie railroad is about 2,400 feet greater than that encountered
between Erie and Philadelphia, and it therefore can never compete with the
Pennsylvania route for cheapness of transportation."
The following is a view of the comparative distances between the several termini on Lake Erie, namely, Cleveland, Erie, Dunkirk, and Buffalo~
respectively, to the cities of New York and Philadelphia.
From Cleveland to Philadelphia, viz: Cleveland to Beaver, by way of
the Ohio and Cross-cut canals, and thence by the Pennsylvama canals and
railroads, vi:J. Pittsburg and Harrisburg, 560 miles. From Erie to Philadelphia, via the Pennsylvania canal and railroads, 553 miles; via the Sunbury and Erie, the- Central, Mount Carbon, and Reading railroads, 429
miles. From Dunlcirle to New York city, via the New York and Erie
railroad, 484 miles. From BuJfalo to New Yorl£ city , viz: via railroad
and Hudson river, 465 miles; via canal and Hudson river, 508 miles.
I give, likewise, a tabular statement of the population of the counties
that will be more or less immediately affected by this harbor, when the avenues traversing them are opened. The amount of population given for
1820 and 1830, aud in the case of Erie county for 1840, is taken from the
returns of the census for those years; but the population for the other
counties, the returns of the census for 1840 of those counties not being accessib!e, is based upon the ratio of increase that obtained for the ten years
evious.
PoPUL.i.l'ION.

CouNTn:s.

Erie
Crawford l\lercer
Venango Butler
13eaver
Allegheny Warren
McKean Potter
Jefferson Clearfield Center
Lycoming -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

•

I

1820.

1830.

1840.

8,553
9,397
11,681
4,915
10,193
15,340
34,921
1,976
728
186
561
2,342
13,796
13,517

17,041
16,030
19,729
9,470
14,581
24,183
50,552
4,697
1,439
1,265
.2,025
4,803
18,879
17,636

31,292
27,347
33,342
18,277
20,850
37,114
73,148
11,164
2,843
7,817
7,312
9,846
25,977

22,997
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1"he amount of tonnage owned here, as derived from the collector, is as
follows:
Steamboats - 2,635 tons.
Vessels
l ,169 "
In regard to the ma•mfacturing resources of this vicinity, they would have
to depend upon the elevelopment of facilities provided by the Erie extension
canal, which has a descent of 510 feet within a distance of 45~ miles.
This has been suggested, but it would of course depend upon the ltature of the supply of water to the summit level, which might uot admit of
being diverted from the purposes of the canal to any great extent. Under
.any circumstances, however, of probable local manufacturing advantages,
as far as naval or military armaments were concerned, the permanent facilities of Pittsburg would unquestionably supersede them, stanuing in such
convenient relation through the channel of the canal; which would likewise bring from the mountain district, through which it passes, supplies of
timber prepared by means of the abundant water power available there to
the hand of the builder.
In a commercial point of view, which, although it may be deemed not
so primary an element for national action as that involving the considera.tion of public defence, is nevertheless of infinite moment, as bearing upon
the best practical interests of the country, and in summing up the properties of a locality, under existing circumstances, that should invest it with
paramount claims on public patronage, such advantages would unquestionably give an additional value.
Those relating to Erie are-a valuable harbor, as I have a1really explained; an early freedom from ice in the spring; and its connexion by canal (to
be completed within a few months) with the most flourishing agricultural,
commercial, and manufacturing region of the Western a11d Southwestern
country; a railroad from Erie to Philadelphia, only partially executed, but
which, without doubt, will be eventual] y completed: for the details of
which, and others connected with the Erie extension canal, I beg leave to
refer you to the accompanying extracts from the able reports of Ed ward
Miller, Esq., chief eHgincer of the Erie extension canal, with variou:; other
statistical documents appended.
The following communication, politely furnished by Mr. Roberts, appears so accurate . and so much to the purpose, that I beg to present it i11
his own words:
"Upon the completion of the Erie extension to the harbor of Presqu' Isle,
Erie must become an important shipping port. Hitherto, the trade has
been limited to a comparatively small extent of country, only by ordinary
country wagons. A considerable portion of this confined business is the
supplying of wood for steamboats. When the canal, which is now drawing towards completion, is opened, affairs will assurr.e an entire! y different
aspect at this point; and then may be dated the commencement of the
commercial importance of Erie. Tl1ere will be a direct canal and railroad
communication tc Philadelphia, several miles shorter than from Cleveland
to the same city, and through a much superior canal to the junction of the
two routes. On this account, it will be preferred by shippers and boat
owners.
"Erie will then be in the natural route between northwestern New York
and Canada and the upper part of the Ohio river, and connected by a con-

l)c)(•:Nf!.
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tinuous water communication. All the trade passing between these extensive regions will therefore go through Erie."
We cannot help concurring in opinion w1th the views set forth in favor
of Erie, and the commer~ial benefits to be derived to it, on the completion
of the work above referred to. The communication between the Erie canal at Buffalo and the extansion c!l.nal at Erie, within a distance by steamboat of less than 8 hours, and thus presenting facilities for the interchange
of products, will tend greatly ro the development of the respective resources
of the two great States to which they belong.
The coal of Pennsylvania, in exchange for the salt and plaster of New
York, will, in itself, open a vast field for commercial intercourse. But bestowing a coup d'roil upon the general relations to which it will give rise,
we perceive that Erie is characteriz€d as the most eastern point at which
an entire water communication, from the Gnlf of Mexico through the great
channel of the Southwest, has its terminus upon the lakes.
The relative situation of Erie, with regard to the emporium of Buffalo
and the flourishing city of Cleveland, (being about equidistant from either
100 miles,) ought to neutralize the sentiment of jealousy, or excite between
them at most a spirit of generous competition. I do not speak of commercial rivalry; of course, that point is beyond question, and Buffalo will ever
remain the great emporium of the lakes; but that Erie, by virtue of her
early navigation and her railroad and canal, will enjoy a large portion of
travel and commercial activity, I think is equally beyond a doubt. The
present condition of the work is much to be deplored. The United States
has already expended $142,000, of which $122,685 had been expen&ed
up to the time at which I assumed charge of the work.
The plan of construction consists, as you are aware, of crib-work, filled
in with stoue, having for its object eventually to establish a basis for a stone
superstructure. This ought to be commenced whilst the cribs are yet uninjured by storms or other contingencies, aud after a sufficient time ha3 been
allowed them to settle. But the worl.c of dilapidation has already commenced; and, for want of the proper finish, not only portions of the crib-work
out of water· have been carried a way, but portions to a depth of 5 or 6 feet
below its surface have been torn up in such a manner as to leave the whole
developmeut exposed to inevitable destruction; for let it be borne in mind
that for some time past not even the means of repairing these partial dilapi<lations have been at our disposal.
A perspective delineation of the effects of storms upon the piers is exhibited in the annexed skelch, by which it is apparent that destruction must
ensue, during every gale, at points laid so entirely open to attack.
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The ends of the timbers being exposed, the water acts upon them with a
powerful leverage, and leaves, after every storm, more or less evidence of
its destructive operation. A breach of 60 feet in length on the north
pier, at the eastern extremity of the harbor, has been effected, and to a
depth of about six feet below the surface of- the water, cutting off the
intercourse between the residence of the light·honse keeper and the lighthouse.
Other incipient dilapidations are apparent on the same portion of the
work, and on the south pier and the breakwater connectin~ it with the shore,
whilst the breakwater connecting the north pier with the Prequ'Isle ISm
a fair way to be entirely destroyed. Moreover, the cribs forming the channel piers have settled very much towards the channel, from causes which
I have frequently referred to in my reports; namely, the velocity of the
current bet\veen the channel piers, whenever, owing to high winds, the level
of the lake is temporarily affected, by which the land is washed out from
beneath the crib-work on the channel side.
A similar effect has taken place at the west end of the bay, where the
wave impinges obliqnely upon the development of the breakwater.
My first annual report aftet taking charge of the work, I believe, referred generally to this apprehended eril, and suggested the mode of construction by which I thought it might be obviated.
Lieut. J. H. Simpson, of the corps of topographical engineers, has been
in local charge of this work; and from his report, which I transmit, with
other collateral documents, I have derived much valuable information.
Cleveland harbor, in Ohio, and centrally situated in regard to the development of coast belonging to that State, is a point of great local advantages, and second only in commercial importance to the city of Buffalo,
from which it is distant about 200 miles.
Although Cleveland does not possess a natural harbor or roadstead, and
its accommodation for shipping similar to Buffalo is confined to the narrow
limits of an inconsiderable watercourse, whose opening constitutes the
harbor, yet, from its position, (standing in immediate relation to the head
waters of the Mississippi by its canal, and to the artificial connexion formed
by c~nal and railroad to the seaboard at Philadelplna,) it assumes an importance in a commercial aspect which cannot fail to render it a point of great
national interest.
I have been favored with official returns from the collector's office in
Cleveland, through the politeness of the Hon. J. \V. Allen, mayor of that
city.
They exhibit the following results for the years 1830, 1840, and the
intermediate years, and are in every respect highly satisfactory:
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Arrivals of ves- Departure of vesreb, exclusive sels,exclusive of
of steamboat1. steamboats.

Belonging lCJ the port.

'rears. Steam
boats.

-

1830 1
1831 1
1832 1
1833 1
1834 1
1835 3
1836 4
1837 7
l838 11
1839 11
1840 7

=\·'oo,. t.,;g..
12
14
21
22
27
29
31
48
50

2
4
5
4
5

-

5

1
2
2
2
2
2

4~

3
6
3
3

54

n
J

-

-

-

Ships.

-

-

-

1
1

-

Tonnage.

1,029-H

-

3,962H

-

9,504-H

--213
355
497
794
838
878
920
950
1,054
1,024
1,344

218
350
498
790

835
870
921
951
1,050
1,029
1,344

Aggregate amount of tonnage of vessels, exclusive of steamboats, arrived
.at the port of Cleveland during 1840, 120,960 tons. Whole number of
arrivals of steamboats, 1,020. Aggregate amount of tonnage of steamboats
arrived at Cleveland during 1840, 357 ,ooo tons. Principal articles cleared
.in vessels from this port during 1840, as follows:
Wheat
2,1CO,OOO bushels.
500,000 barrels.
Flour
•
38,000 do.
Pork
13,000 do.
Whiskey
786,000 pounds.
Butter
500,000 do.
Lard
68,000 bushels.
Corn
156,000 do.
Mineral coal-

Of the above, there were exported to the provinces of Upper and Lower
(a\lada:
896,550 bushels.
Wheat
70,995 barrels.
Flour
It appears from this statement that the number of steamboats belonging
to this port, iu the year 1830, was 1, and the sail vessels 14; amounting,
in all, to a tonnage of 1,029-H tons; and that the whole numper of arrivals
and departures amounted to 431.
In 1840 the increase exhibited is as follows: "Whole number of arrivalS"
and departures, exclusive of steamboats, 2,688; belonging to the port, 7
.steamboats and 59 sail vessels-an amount of tonnage, exclusive of steamboats of 120,960 tons; and the whole number of arrivals and departures of
steamboats 1,020, with an aggregate amount of tonnage of 357,000 tons•.
This inconceivable increase of trade has grown out of the great development of the mineral and agricultural resources of the country on which
Cleveland is dependent. The increase, moreover, appears to have been
l1niform and progressive, exhibiting even for the year 1840, notwithstanding the depression that has existed throughout the commercial community,.
a visible increase over the preceding years.
12
.
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In regard to the advantages attributable to Cleveland, from her internaF
improvements, and the remote points to which their ramifications extend,
I cannot do better than present the statement of the Hon. Mr. Allen, whose
communication indeed is replete with valuable facts and enlarged views.
He says:" The Ohio canal extends from this to Portsmouth, on the Ohio
river, 306 miles hence, and it has side cuts, lateral canals, a11d slack-water
improvements, connected with it, either completed or that will be within a
a year, measuring 197 miles more-giving a total of 503 miles of inland
navigation terminating here. It is true that great quantities of the produce
of the interior of the State seek the New Orleans market, and perhaps
always will; but, as a set off, it is equally true that in the summer a great
deal of cotton, tobacco, and sugar, the products of the lower Ohio and the
Mississippi, take this channel to the New York market, and through it also
are returned large supplies of merchandise."
Again, he says:" I have probably shown enough to satisfy you that this
is, and is likely to be, a port of some consequence. Let me add, that without the works constructed by the United States {tt the mouth of the river
it must have remained an inconsiderable place; and whatever property
might have been received or shipped must have paid for the extra labor
end hazard a most onerous tax-more, I venture to say, than the present
cost of freight between this and Buffalo, a distance of 200 miles. And I
will also venture the opinion, that without those works, of the property
even sent from and received here, if it came at all, a greater amount iu
value would be lost by shipwreck and extra charges, every season, than
the whole cost of the work, when completed on the mosc expensive scale
ever proposed by the engineers.
" The maritime business of Lake Erie has grown from comparatively
nothing, fifteen years ago, to one already of great magnitude; and its progress is to be onward for a century. The ·wabash and Erie canal, commencing in Indiana and terminating in Ohio, will be completed next year;
and, in five years thereafter, that alone will pour upon this lake as much
property as the Ohio Canal now does, and may perhaps more.''
It appears, moreover, that the population of the State has, within ten
years, increased from 900,000 to 1,500,000; and that still but a very
small portion of it is in a state of cultivation. Thus it appears demonstra- .
ble, that the resources of this great centre, to which her developments
must constantly tend, wtll continue to increase in a very remarkable
degree.
But I beg leave to call your attention to a fact which has fallen under
my own observation, and has excited reflections in my mind calculated to
inspire the highest expectations in regard to the extent of her commercial
l'elatlotls. I allude to the transportation of the articles of cotton, sugar, and
tobacco, &c., the products of the South western countries, from the banks of ·
the lower Mississippi, to supply the manufacturing districts of New York.
I was informed, upon inquiry, that it could be done more cheaply than by
the transporta:tion coastwise from New Orleans. What may not be e:x:-·
pected from this source of trade, when the manufacturing interest receives
its inevitable impulse in the western district of New York? The coal trade
likewise finds a centre at this point, and its development is about to rec-eive a new impulse. Within a short time, the steamboats navigating the
hke have adopted its use in preference to wood; and the inexhaustible
~upplies

from Ohio and western Pennsyl¥ania will fu1d at Cleveland a
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ready market. Through this channel and the Erie extension canal the
whole of western New York, Canada, and, in fine, the whole of the Lake
coast and the adjacent country, will he supplied.
Besides the cauals already referred to, a railroad is in projection, to connect Cleveland with Pittsburg; another, partially completed, running coastwise of the lake, will connect it with the New York and Erie canal on
the east, and Lake Michigan and Michigan State on the west, by that
means facilitating the intercourse during the season of winter, hitherto very
much embarrassed.
·
Thus, in its general relations, Cleveland possesses the advantage of being
connected by canal communication with an extensive and popuMus back
country and with the Ohio river-in this respect enjoying similar advantages with the harbor of Erie, already adverted to. She commands a
communication by canal with the Ohio river at four different points-at
Beaver by means of the Cross-cut canal, which brings her near to Pittsburg; at the mouths of the Muskingum and Hockhocking rivers, by means
of the slack-water navigation, &c.; and at Portsmouth, where the canal terminates. Through these channels the material of war can be readily and
securely transported to the Lake coast, at the point referred to,and thence expedited upon the lake or along the coast by means of the railroad in course
of execution, already referred to. Besides these facilities, there are four
turnpike roads diverging from Cleveland into the interior-1st: to Columbus, intersecting the national road; 2d, to Pittsburg; 3d, to Meadville, Pennsylvania; and, 4th, the great \Vestern road from Buffalo to Chicago, which
paises through this point.
The well-known characteristics of the State of Ohio, for resources of
every description, dispenses us from entering into many minor detailssuch as facilities for the supply of timber for ship building or other purposes of war, supply of provisions of every description for the support of
troops, &c.
It would thus enter into the system of coast improvements, by reference
to the facilities afforded by them in a military point of view, as a primary
link, and as such is strongly recommended to the favorable consideration
of the General Government.
It will be perceived, by the tabular statement, that an expenditure of
about 125,000 dollars has already been m:1de in the prosecution of this
work; and, in regard to its conditiou, I am happy to state that tht>re has
been less injury sustained ·by it than most of the other works upon the
lake. At the termination or outer extremity of the east pier a large
amount of stone has been thrown out by the waves, and otlter less important dilapidation, have from time to time occurred. In the west pier,
also, a breach has occurred, which requires immediate repair. The piers,
it is true, on either side of the channel, have settled in some degree; and
theconnexio1. between the cribs has, in many portion~ of the work, become
impaired; but the permanent stone structm'e has not suffered, excepting in
one part, towards its inner termination, where I perceive a slight settling.
The drawings and description of th1s harbor being already in the possession of the bureau, it will be unnecessary to enter into a recapitulation.
A report to this office, from Captain H. Stansbury, corps of topographical engineers, is transmitted, in which further particulars in relation to this
harbor will be adverted to.
J3y a coup d' ceil at the general map of the United States, with refer-
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ence to a point of commercial advantage, fe\v, I think, are indicated with
stronger emphasis by geographical circumstances than the western tt.'rmination of Lake Erie. It may be regarded as the principal commercial
head of the great Mi~sissippi valley. It i~ on the great vVestern route from
the city of Boston to New Orleans, and becomes a point of deposite equally for the merchandise of the flourishing Northeastern States and the staple agricultural products of lthe Southwestern country destined for the
Eastern market. At this end of the lake the transfer from canal boat or
railroad to lake vessels, and its converse, must eventually take place to a.
very large amount. Through the Erie and Wabash canal, connecting the
bay of ~Iaumee with the waters of the Ohio and its ramifications,
amounting, I am informed, to a development of several hundred miles,
~for the most part under construction,) and by the railroad under construction across the peninsula of Michigan, to the southern termination of
Lake Michigan, and its various branches, many of which are in actua l
operation, it seems to us inevitable that the trade of the Northeast and
Southwest must in a great measure take its course.
The western termination of Lake Erie, therefore, st.'ems to us to present
a point upon which the facilities of governmental protection might produce emphatically a national result, and would form a leading feature of
the system which has alreAdy worked such a salutary influence in the advancement ofthe great wilderness of the West, within a few years, to one
of the most flourishing portions of the United States.
The "River Raisin harbor," in the vicinity of Monroe, appears to have
been the point adopted by the United States for the extension of these facilities, and comes so strongly recommended by the various reports of my
predecessors, on whose surveys the improvemet)ts were basel!, and particularly in the report of a board of engineers of which Lieut. Col. J. Kearney, of the corps of topographical engineers, was President, that little remains for Rle but to acquiesce in the views therein stated, and to present,
in addition, the statistical statements bearing upon the case, which have
been politely furnished through official sources, namely, the mayor and
common council of the city of Monroe, and which have been, so far as
relates to my professional department, verified by my own observation.
It appears that, since the United States Government adopted this point
into the system of public works, a very great increase of population, bythe purchase of public lands, has taken place, and that large amounts have
been e:x.yended in the way of co-operatir:m with the national work.
Thus we find that the population in 1830 was only 30,000; and, now, in
the southern tier of counties alone, the population amounts t-t> 58,500.
Lands were J!'uchased with great eagerness, and the land office at that
point effected a greater amount of sales than any other in the State. The
Hon. R. McClellan, on the part of the city of Monroe, in a very able
communication upon the subject, says: "The geographical position of
our harbor, the situa.tion of the surrounding country, the importance
and utility of the ship canal, and the great advantages to accrue from
the completion of the elltire work, are so fully and fairly stated there,
that it might be almost considered presumption in our attempting to
add any thing more. Had the recommendations of the former superintendent, and the board of engineers who recently examined the works,
been regarded by Congress, and the requisite appropriations been made,
we should not have been called upon at this late period to have advanced

further arguments in favor of its importance, as the benefits derived
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from it to the public would have put to rest the doubts of the most captious and skeptical. The anticipated construction of this canal has undoubtedly enabled the General Government to vend vast quantities of
land, which are purchased by the settlers and emigrants with a perfect
reliance on the good faith and guarantee of the venders."
"That portion of the State immediately interested in the goodness of
this harbor, and the communication therewith, has increased in wealth
and population more rapidly than any other part of the State; and the
causes before alluded to are the principal ones to which this rapid and
astonishing increase can be fairly ascribed. Our own citizens feel a deep
and abiding interest in it, and, di3satisfied with the dilatory movements of
the General Government, they determined to make an effort to finish it
themselves; and, for this purpose, applied to the Legislature of the State
for power to negotiate a loan, and, succeeding in the power, the corporate
authorities obtained some $25,000, and applied it to the further construction of the work."
The Southern railroad has likewise its termination here-a State work,
which of course is an index of the importance attributed to this point. In
fine, this is the only point in Michigan, on Lake Erie, upon which the
United States Government has bestowed its patronage, and must therefore
be a point of interest to her.
This road is completed to Adrian, and will in a very short time be ex·
tended to Hillsdale, a distance of 70 miles into the interior of the State.
The embarrassed situation of the times has for the present paralyzed
the undertaking.
One of the most remarkable features of the point in question is the
water power in its vicinity, which probably first indicated it to the early
French settlers.
At Monroe, Dundee, and Tecumseh, there is sufficient water power to
drive any requisite amount of machinery; the more valuable, because this
-portion of the State is very deficient in this advantage. In regard to the
immediate advantages of Monroe in a commercial point of view, nothing
can be said ; for its resource& are, as it were, locked up for the want of an
outlet. That, on the termination of the work under construction by the
United States in its immediate vicinity, Monroe will become a city of considerable commercial and m!fuufacturing activity, I doubt not ; and may
become the first, as she is now probably the second city, in point of importance, in the State of Michigan. The condition of the harbor remains
undisturbed, and no injury has been sustained by it since the termination
of operations.
·
The -piers at La Plaisance bay are vf course, in such portions as are
above water, suffering the usual effects of decay, but, owing to their sheltered position, may answer their present object for many years to come.
A steamboat touches here on its way between Buffalo and Detroit, and a
small boat daily, between Detroit and Toledo.
The amount of products of the southern tier of counties adjoining Monroe, viz: Monroe, Lena wee, Hillsdale, Branch, Cass, St. Joseph, and a
part of Berrien, in the year 1840, is as follows:
Wheat bushels, 641,717
Corn
bushels, 879,000
Oats
"
621,000
Potatoes
515,000
"
Buckwheat
"
24,000
Wool
34,000
pounds,
Barley
"
33,000
Wax
1,630
"
.23,366
Rye
"
9~000
Hay
tons,
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In these counties, and contignous to the road, are 48 flouring mills, by
which were manufactured, during the same year, an amount of flour valued at $254,65.') ; and the capital invested is supposed to exceed $500,000.
There a;re also in these counties 138 saw mills, valued at $350,000. .
Preceding reports have placed the bureau in possession of the state in
which this harbor was left, at the failure of means for its further prosecution; the piers requiring to be extended about 250 feet, to reach a depth
of 16 feet, and a considerable amount of dredging to be effected in the
canal which forms the junction between the river and harbor entrance.
This harbor, therefc,re, stands in a different position from those already
reported on-those being in a state of completion, so far as immediate
fJractical utility is concerned, and are generally accessible to lake vesselswhilst this, in its present condition, is as useless as if one dollar had never
been expended upon it. The cost of completion, so as to render it practicable on the original plan, according to the report of Col. Kearney, would
amount to about $66,25052.
Dunkirk.-This harbor lies intermediate and equidistant between Buffalo and Erie, and is entirely artificial. It contains an area of about 280
acres, of which 80 acres furnish good anchorage.
It is somewhat obstructed in times of.low water, for boats of the largest
burden, by a rocky bar at its entrance, which, to render the harbor efficient
for national purposes, would require to be blasted. It answers the object
of commerce, howeyer, at the present time, and is found eminently useful
as a port of refuge. I have counted twenty sail vessels at anchor there at
one time, awaiting a wind or delayed by stress of weather.
· It is particularly resorted to at the opening of spring, before the ice has
departed from the bay of Buffalo ; being generally about ten days, sometimes a fortnight, in advance. It will derive great importance from the
New York and Erie railroad, now under construction ; and although in
this report not classed among the first in rank, owing to relative position,
we deem it pre-eminent amongst those which are not enumerated as belonging to that class. The condition of this harbor is very much impaired
since the cessation of work ; numerous breaches have taken place along
the whole line of breakwater; it has suffered, indeed, more than any other
harbor on the lake.
To restore the work to its former condition would require an outlay of
about $5,000. This does not, of course, refer to the state of materials composing the cribs, which, in the portion above water, are undergoing the
usual process of decay-,-a remark applicable to the harbors generally, in
speaking of repairs.
.
Cattaraugus and Portland, Conneaut, Ashtabula, Cunningham creek
and Grand river, Black river, Vermilion, and Huron, although modified
by shades of difference as to amount of commercial activity, arc essentially
of the same class ; and although they are not the termini of great communications by steam, yet they are the outlets, for the most part, of a ver'{
:flourishing back country.
Their relative commercial value in the system may be approximatively
estimated by comparing the value of their imports of a single year and
the probable amount of population of the counties standing in relation to
them, respectively. The detailed estimates in regard to these harbors, for
completion, under various mo~ifications, are in the printed forms in your
office.
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A slight summary of the above data, with a statement of the amount of
estimates necessary to repair the damages that they have sustained since
the cessation of work upon them, will be sufficient, we presume, for the
general object of this report.
Cattaraugus, situated east of Dunkirk 15 miles, has not suffered materially, although a considerable amount of stone has been thrown out of
the cribs at the outer extremity of the piers; some of the string-pieces and
ties have been displaced, and the planking torn up. The effect intended,
however, in the construction of the piers, has been fully answered. The
channel has been entirely cleared out by the action of the current, and an
·excellent harbor, large enough for the admission of the highest class of
boats on the lakes, has been effected. This is a valuable port of refuge,
and is accessible in very heavy gales.
We estimate the cost for replacing the work in the condition it was at
the close of operations, at $3,000.
Portland, situated west of Dunkirk 15 miles, has suffered much during
the last year. A probable cost of $2,500 would be necessary to restore
the work and material to the condition it was in at close of operations. This
harbor is far from being completed, and no efficient result has yet been
·obtained, as it could not be considered as a secure port in heavy gales in
its present condition .
..: The imports and exports for 1840 were as follows:

Imports.
Merchandise
Salt
Pork Whiskey
'Furniture
Flour
Plaster
Flaxseed
Lumber

Exports.

55 barrels:
Oil 543 do.
Furniture 813 do.
Produce
164 do •
Pork and hams
154 do.
Fruit
393 do.
Ashes
.230 do.
Merchandise
14 do.
Flour
287 boxes.
Axes
- 1,833 firkins.
Butter
-.21,096 lbs.
Leather
130 bales.
Wool
Conneaut, situated 30 miles west of Erie, Pa., is formed by the natural
-channel of Conneaut creek. It ofl'ers access to steamboats and vessels of
the largest class navigating the lakes, the depth of water within the harbor varying from 11 to 16 feet, with a bottom free from rock. It is the
outlet of a large section of country, embracing parts of Ashtabula and
Trumbull counties, in Ohio, and parts of Erie, Crawford, and Mercer counties, in Pennsylvania, which contain a population of about 50,000, benefited by this harbor. The township alone contains 3,500 inhabitants, and
15 stores, 7 grist-mills, 14 saw-mills, 3 woollen manufactories, 1 blast furnace, and 1 iron foundry. There are owned here 6 vessels and one steamboat. The amount of merchandise imported annually does not vary much
from 800 tons.
The amount of exports during 1840 were as follows:
Pork, whiskey, flour, and ashes
600 tons.'
Fruit, green and dried
200 do.
Staves, pipe, hogshead, and barrel 2,400 do.
- 1,205 tons 941 lbs.
- 3,356 barrels.
10
do.
.284
do.
49.2
do.
- 1,653 do.
177 do.
820 bushels.
- .20,000 feet.
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:Butter and cheese 1
~
i
150 tons.
Grain of all kinds 50,000 bush.
Sawed lumber
- 600,000 feet.
These amounts must be greatly increased on the completion of the projected railroad, which unites this point with the Ohio river at the falls of
the Beaver river, Pennsylvania, a distance of about 100 miles. The terminus of the Ohio railroad, traversing the northern counties of the State,
from Maumee bay, will be near this harbor.
The former of these railroads passes through a valuable coal region,.
about 60 miles from the harbor ; the latter is already under construction,.
baving nearly 60 miles ready for the cars.
It would require an amount of about $1,500 to repair the dilapidations:
that have taken place since the suspension of the work.
Ashtabula harbor, a second outlet to the. county of Ashtabula, and formed by the creek of the same name, is situated 15 miles west of Conneaut'.
An extensive agricultural region, lying in immediate proximity to this harbor, has been very sensibly benefitted by the Government improvements·,.
which is very clearly shown hy the fact that, since their commencement,
the aggregate value of imports and exports has steadily progressed from·
almost nothing to nearly half a million of dollars. The articles of export
are flour, pork, beef, grain, sawed lumber, &c.; those of import are salt,.
gypsum, fish, limestone, &c.
The town of Ashtabula is in daily communication, by lines of stages,.
with Warren, in the interior, and with Erie and Cleveland, on the coast.
'The nearest waters of the Ohio are distant less than 100 miles. and a railroad is projected to connect them, passing through \Varren. ·
No injury of consequence has been sustained by this work since former
reports. To repair the timbers that have been displaced, and other slight
dilapidations, would require an amount of about $2,000. This, however,.
does not refer to the decay, which is of course progressive, and will require repairs from time to time.
Cunningham-creek harbor, 16 miles west of Ashtabula, at the mouth of
a very small stream, with little or no current, in the same county with
Conneaut and Ashtabula, enjoys but very little trade at present. Theharbors of Ashtabula and Grand river, being about equidistant on eitherside, divert the intercourse from it, with the exception of but a limited extent of country.
The board of engineers, deeming it inexpedient in the present state of
agriculture and commerce to extend the impro\•ements at this harbor, recommended that the temporary work only should be finislred.
Grand-river harbor is already a very valuable one, on account of the·
ease with which it may be entered in any weather, on account of its relation
with a rich and productive country, and its proximity to several flourishing towns. At the harbor is Fairport; about 2 miles above, on the riverr
which is navigable to this point, is Richmond ; and about one mile in the
interior is Painesville, a town of considerable magnitqde, and which is·
connected by railroad with the harbor. Painesville is on the great Western
mail route, having communication likewise with Pittsburg, by a daily linec
of stages.
This harbor, being almost in the direct line of steamboat travel from Erie ·
to Cleveland, and so easily accessible, is generally touched by that class of·
boats, and, as a port of refuge in stress of weather, is sought by all vessels•.
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The piers at the mouth of the harbor have suffered considerably-a
breach in one pier, and a large quantity of stone thrown out of both. It
is earnestly recommended to apply an amount of $3,000 to restore this.
harbor to its former condition.

Table showing the value of exports at Grand-1·iver harbor.
1833
$71,277 n
1838
196,479 51
1839
100,613 64
1840
151,188 7fi.
No returns in regard to the value of imports have been made, but the
value of produce exported, as above shown, will serve as an approximative index of the amount of merchandise imported.
Black-river harbor is the first west o( Cleveland, and nearly half way
between the latter and the port of Huron, 50 miles. The produce of near.;.
ly all Lorain county and parts of Medina, Wayne, Richland, and Huron
counties, must be. exported at this harbor, as the cost of transportation to.
Cleveland, of produce, at its present 1ow prices, would prevent it from
reaching a market at all. Equally with its commercial importance, it is
recommended as a measure of safety to seamen, passengers, and property,
that the harbor be rendered permanent. Much of one of the piers of this
work has been injured by the late gales ; and, unless some repairs are soon
effected, the destruction of both will be inevitable. It is advisable that an
amount of $2,000 should be applied to this harbor, to restore it to its former condition,
Vermilion harbor, at the mouth of a small stream of the same name, is
about 40 miles west of Cleveland, and equidistant from Black river and
Huron. The Government improvements have not as yet rendered this
harbor accessible to all classes of boats navigating the lakes, there being
but about 7 feet water on the bar at its entrance.
When these are completed, it is believed it will afford a harbor adequate·
to all the purposes of commerce. A statistical statement, furnished by the
authorities of the place, shows the amount of exports for the year 18401
viz:
Wheat 15,000barrels.
Corn
10,000 do.
Pork
500 do.
Potash 300 do ..
Flagging stone 1,200 tons ..
Staves 200,000
150 tons~
Pig iron
Iron castings
75 do.
To which may be added a considerable amount of butter, cheese, cider;..
lumber, &c.
It would require an amount of $2,500 to place this work in its former
condition.
Huron harbor, 10 miles west of Vermilion and 10 east of Sandusky,.
is in a better condition than most of the harbors on the Lake coast, althoughy
for want of timely repairs, the piers are in a dilapidated condition. About
$2,000 will be necessary to restore the works to the situation they were in,
when operations ceased. The following statement of imports and exports.
during the year 1840 shows its commercial importance :
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Exports.
Wheat
Whiskey
Pork
·P ot and pearl ashes
Butter
•Grindstones
Flaxseed
-corn
Flour
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.!lmount.
- 400,000 bushels
.2,000 barrels
.2,000 do.
1,000 tons
1,800 kegs
100 tons
600 bushels
10,000 do.
12,500 barrels

Estimated value.
$3.20,000 00
16,000 00
.24,000 00
20,000 00
9,000 00
2,000 00
450 00
4,000 00
45,875 00
441,325 00

Imports.
:Salt
Merchandise
Fish

.!lmount.
10,000 barrels
2,000 tons
500 barrels

Estimated value.
$20,000 00
1,ooo,ooo 00
3,500 00
1.023,500 00

Vessel built in 1840-1 schooner, valued at $7,000
65,000
Vessels built previous years-12 schooners, valued at
486,000
·Steamboats 1st class, valued at
Value of vessels built since the harbor was completed
558,000
Besides the above imports and export-s, there has been a lar-ge quantity of
family goods, cattle, sheep, hogs, &c., not enumerated, and many thous.and passengers landed from steamboats.
By other statements it would appear that the amount of imports pre:sented above may be somewhat overated, as an average; as the value of
merchandise in all cases must be a mere estimate, it is difficult to arrive at
a correct result.
From all that may be gathered, however, we have good authority to say
·that! of late, the annual imports may have been valued at $800,000 nearly.
Preparatory to any opinion touching a classification of the harbors, it
would be proper to offer a few suggestions of a character applicable to the
•position of those which stand in a military relation to the frontier of Cana-da. If we advert to Buffalo, Erie, Cleveland, and River raisin, in this re:spect, we cover the whole ground, as the intermediate points have nope~uliarities that would make it necessary to treat of them under a separate
head.
Of the former, Buffalo stands in the most complicated relation, being
:;situated at a distance of only 4,000 yards from the Canada shore, from
which it is separated by the Niagara river. In case of collision between
·the two countries, apprehensions would arise from an attempt, on the part
.of the enemy, to cross the river and eifect some sudden destructive enterprise against the city; and this would probably, if at all, be the case in the
incipiency of hostilities, and before such an organization of troops should
have been effected as could successfully oppose a resistance. A work of
a temporary character, constructed upon the ridge terminating upon the
1margin of the river, a short distance below Buffalo or upper end of Black
Rock, and designated in a former report, would, we believe, with ordinary
•vigilance, guaranty the city from surprise, and effect other objects of im-
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portance, both as a defensive and offensive measure. It would command
the river, which is very narrow at that point, as well as the low ground
upon which the village of Waterloo is situated on the Canada side.
It would effectually destroy any attempt at an open passage of the
river, in that vicinity, on the part of the enemy. It would furnish a point
d'appui to both Buffalo and Black Rock, and inspire confidence in the
local troops of both places. It would hold ip check any enterprise to
l&nd at a point below, on the river, and march upon Buffalo, long enough
to enable a concentration of force adequate to its destruction. In fine, it
would effectually destroy any hope from a successful · coup de main on
the part of an enemy in that direction. Above the city, the Buffalo creek
<>pposes a barrier, which, with slight precautions, would produce an embarrassment incompatible with success to such an expedition.
We cannot think it necessary that what is termed a permanent work,
requiring for its reduction a siege in the usual forms, would be necessary
to effect this object. The concentration of force being now so promptly
executed by means of communication by steam, the old system of permanent works, intended to retard an invading army until the arrival of a.
force to its relief, would, we presume, be greatly modified. In a country
so chequered by lines of communication as this, so densely populated, and
having so well-organized a militia force at hand, the check of only a few
l1ours would be sufficient to defeat a hostile,enterprise having rapidity of
execution as its basis. And we should therefore judge that an inexpensive work would answer every contingency that could be anticipated, but
of which the details are not the province of this report.
This work would have a bearing, also, upon the projected harbor, as its
area would lie within the immediate range of its batteries. But another
circumstance tends greatly to characterize this locality, in a military aspect: Fort Erie, situated on the opposite shore of Canada, is within the
range of vertical fires, being only at a distance from Buffalo to light-house
of 10,600 feet, and would be capable of annoyance by means of shells and
howitzers; and the harbor, without some modifying circumstances, in the
assumed hypothesis, would be rendered an unsafe situation for a naval
rendezvous. But I think a more probable suppo~ition might be adopted
in reference to the military position that we should immediately be enabled
to assume, and which would obviate the apprehension of annoyance from
the other side. I refer to the difficulty, under existing circumstances, of
the enemy's holding the peninsula lying between Lakes Erie and Ontario,
with so extended a flank exposed to the force we should be enabled to
send against it.
These remarks are intended, however, to call your attention rather to
topographical positions, from which the bureau will be enabled to make
its own deductions; and with the illustration of the accompanying map, in
~etail, will enable you to judge of the propriety of the views that have
-suggested themselves to me, in regard to the defences of Buffalo.
In regard to the position of Erie, in a military sense, its relations are
simple, and its properties easily investigateJ.
Firstly. It stands secure from all molestation on the part of the enemy:
an island, (formerly a presqu'isle,) in the form of a crescent, with a developfnent of about six miles, cuts off a portion of the lake, and forms the
natural harbor of Erie. No entrance can be effecteJ, according to the
proposed plan, but between the channel piers at either extremity of the
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bay ; and they in a situation to be defended from the shore; and from
within the harbor.
Secondly. There is space and depth enclosed to form an adequate and
safe roadstead for vessels of such a character as would be adapted to
national purposes. It is a secure terminus to various routes, by canals
and railroads, into the interior of a fertile and densely populated territory;,
and stands in relation, by canal, to one of the principal iron-working
establishments in the country, namely, Pittsburg, and to the United States
arsenal established there. It is among the first harbors open in the spring,
upon the breaking up of the ice. These are qualities which appear to me
to give it, perhaps, as strong a claim to national protection as any other
point on the whole development of Lake coast.
Cleveland participates in the advantages of Erie in military resources
by means of her canal and other projected lines of steam communication,
the fertile character of the adjacent country and that to which she stands:
in relations of intercourse, and by her contiguity to the populous cities of
Cincinnati and Pittsbur!S. Indeed, her advantages are the same in all,
save the spacious roadstead which forms the characterizing feature of
Erie.
The river Raisin is the next point adopted into the system of public
works by the United States, which seems to claim notice in a military
point of view. This projected harbor stands in relation to a highly-cultivated and thickly-settled region, by means of h~r railroad, which is projected to reach the southern bend of Lake Michigan, and will possess:
branches diverging to other portions of the State of Michigan. It is sufficiently removed from the Canada shore to be guarantied from surprise,
and offers a good point for the rendezvous of vessels to refit, &c., possessing in the vicinity a valuable water power, applicable to the many requisite purposes for naval armament. It stands at the western termination
of the lake, and but little removed from the line of intercourse by steamboats between Lake Erie and the upper lakes; and, from the surveys of
my predecessors, is ascertained to possess abundant depth of water for
the purposes under consideration.
I shall nnw, with deference, suggest a classification of the various harbors, by reference to their importance in a national point of view, founded
upon the data herein submitted. In doing so, I know I fulfil an invidious
duty, which I should have preferred had been devolved upon higher authority ; but, heing called upon distinctly to submit my opinions, I shaH
proceed to do so with as much perspicuity as the subject will admit of.
The first great consideration that would occupy the Government in the
selection of a point on which to besto\V its peculiar patronage, would
seem to arise in a fitness for national purposes; and this fitness would depend, not upon topographical circumstances alone, nor upon commercial
superiority, nor the accommodation of local interests. These might be
the elements alone to be consulted in the interior of our country ; but on
the frontier, on the margin of an arena that may become the scene of a
warlike struggle, a higher, we may say a nobler, consideration would involve itself in the selection. The nation would look to this last hypothesis, and direct its views to the protection of the country from the approach
•
of an invader or the stigma of defeat.
These are my impressions in regard to the standard upon which the
department would desire the views it has required of me to be based;
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and, with these considerations prominent in my mind, I have selected the
points referred to in the preceding pages, namely, Buffalo, Erie, Cleveland, and river Raisin, as constituting the first class of public works o.n
Lake Erie. And it will be, moreover, perceived by the statements therein
made, that my impressions (under any assumption that could be with
propriety adopted) would be in favor of the bay of Erie, as answering
the conditions necessary to a naval rendezvous or depot for national purposes. But this must not be understood to mean that other positions
should be regarded as unworthy of the highest share of public solicitude.
On the contrary, the system should be regarded as of far greater moment
than the mere shades of local advantage. Even in the event of war,
circumstances might be so modified as to neutralize or absorb the smaller
distinctions.
But the harbor system, we may venture to assert, would, in such an
event, be the saviug of millions to the country, and a mitigation of the
worst evils of war.
I have thus selected, as a basis of discussion, four of the principal points
upon which Government has made expenditures. I have adverted to
them, as holding first rank, for the following reasons : local importance of
the places themselves; relative positions, being at intervals of about one
hundred miles; advantages by communication with the interior, by means
of lines of canal, railroad~ and turnpike; the character of improvement of
which the harbors are l'insceptible, &c. The intermediate points, not
possessing peculiar properties in a military or commercial sense, will be
referred to in relation to the system, which we hope to demonstrate is of
a character not to be abandoned bv the Government.
In leaving out the harbor of DLinkirk, for example, from this classification, I perhaps may seem to do an injustice to its position, as it likewise
can boast of an interior line of communication of great value, namely,
the New York and Erie railroad, now in course of construction, and, also
in respect to its harbor and its back country.
But adopting relative positions as an element, and without prejudice
to the claims of Dunkirk upon the patronage of Government, (and of these
we have already spoken,) we cannot help referring to the four aboveaamed places, as claiming a peculiar share of national interest.
I have thus referred to the local, commercial, and military resources of
the harbors under my charge, respectively. Of those suggested and referred to as of the first class, I have presented sufficiently in detail; and
of the minor class, I have endeavored to bring before the view every cir.cumstance to exhibit them in the position they maintain in the system of
public improvements. Amongst these harbors, Grand river, between Erie
and Cleveland, and Huron, between Cleveland and river Raisin, would
appear to me to possess high claims to consideration in the rank to which
they have been assigned in this report.
My impressions are, therefore, that the principal points alluded to, inoClusive of Dunkirk, should be completed in a permanent manner, according to the estimates, in detail, submitted for them, respectively ; and that.,
for the present, the harbors of the second class should be completed ac,cording to the original plan.
The following tabular statement will exhibit a synopsis of estimates for
each harbor, and cost of repair, to reinstate them in the condition in which
.they were on the suspension of operations.
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Returns of public property are likewise appended.
The public property belonging to the harbors has been placed under thesupervision of an agenf, appointed expressly for that object, who is accountable for its safety.
.
During the winter, Capt. H. Stansbury and Lieut. I. H. Simpson, of the
corps of topographical engineers, have been respectively in local charge
of Cleveland and Erie harbors, and have satisfactorily executed the duties
assigned to them. Lieut. J. C. Woodruff, of the same corps, has assisted
me in the office of general superintendent at Buffalo ; and I cannot refrain
from this official expression, commendatory of the intelligence, assiduity,.
and general efficiency, that have always characterized him in the performance of his duties.
I shall now complete the enumeration of the duties required of me by
your letttr, by submitting to the bureau such views as appear to me to
bear generally upon the military and commercial developments connected
with the region of country within the sphere of my official supervision.
Although I do riot flatter myself with the expectation of throwing new
]ight upon a subject which has been so ably treated by others, yet my
remarks may come in the accepted time ; and if they should have .the slightest influence in turning the public attention to the subject, I doubt not of
their salutary influence. It needs only that the country should be awake
to the magnitude of these interests, and their bearing upon the country
at large, to determine it to adapt them to its protection.
The only skill requisite to make the subject felt by thOlcommunity, is to
state clearly an accumulation of facts, that are in a great measure the result
of the system of harbor improvements on these waters. I mean the obvious participation it has had in effecting the unparalleled transition, within
a few years, of a wild and uninhabited region, to one that is agricultural and
populous. The widely diffused character of these benefits over the whole
country, and the influence such a change mnst necessarily produce as a
national measure, having in view the protection of this frontier, I think
must be apparent.
To show the amount of these changes, let us go back to the time when
no harbors existed on the lake, and present a description of the country
as it then was; thence, beginning at the epoch when the harboT improvements were commenced, exhibit the changes that have taken place.
The statistical statement of these progressive developments has been already presented to the bureau in several reports. From these it may be
seen that, in the year 18.25, there were but one steamboat on Lake Erie, and
a few small vessels, amounting in tonnage, in all, to about 2,500 tons. The
progressive development has been as follows :
In the year 1830
- 3,497 tons
Do.
1831
- 6,582 "
Do.
1832
- 8,552 "
Do.
1833
- 10,4 71 "
Do.
1836
- 24,000 "
Do.
1837
- 27,443 "
Do.
1838
- 34,277 "
Do.
1839
- 35,123 "
Thus, from the year 1825 to the year 1840, the increase in amount ot
tonnage on the lakes, whether of steamboats or sail vessels, has been as
2,500 tons to 35,123 tons, or as one to fourteen nearly. The returns in re-
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lation to tonnage during the year 1840 would convey a:n erroneous idea of
the increase of tonnage for these years; for, although some vessels have
been built, or are building, yet many vessels and steamboats, owing to the
diminution of travel, have not been fully employed during the year 1840.
Nevertheless, we perceive that, even under. the depression of tke times and
the deranged state of the fiscal concerns of the country, the real business of
the lakes progresses with a uniform march. For, if we regard the entries.
and clearances at the termini of the canals, and notably at Buffalo and.
Cleveland, by the Erie and Ohio canals, as the index of the commercial
activity of this region, we are struck with the fact that a vast increase has
taken place in the production or exportation of the chief staple commodity
of the cou~1try; whilst, at the same time, we perceive that, in all that constitutes the factitious wants of the community, a diminution has been experienced. From which is deduced this inference : that, whilst an increased
amount of human labor has been applied to the development of the natural
resources of the country, in the production of that which conGtitutcs its true
wealth and prospe1ity, its factitious wants have been restrained or ungratified to the extent at least to which, during an unfortunate period of a few
years of imagined prosperity, it was wont to indulge.
The diminution of travel during 1840, and more particularly the portion
of the year that has transpired, although it has necessitated a restriction in
the amount of steam navigation, and consequently of tonnage employed,
yet it speaks nothing to the prejudice of the useful activity of commerce.
The productive industry of the country has been employed, instead of the
feverish excitement of speculation, and the profitless activity to which it
gave rise on the part ofth0se who were engaged in it, and who constituted
so large a portion of the travelling community. Up to the year 1824, it
has been remarked that no great increase of population took place beyond
the usual ratio in newly-settled countries, in the States bordering the lakes.
The country was then comparatively a wilderness, without facilities to send
produce to market. The emigrant had scarcely turned his attention to these
fertile regions; the mode of conveyance and frequent intercourse had not,
as it were, brought the far West to be within their reach. This is sufficiently indicated by the statement which is made in regard to the number
of vessels employed upon the lakes for the transportation of passengers,.
between the years 1818 and 1824. One small steamboat was found sufficient to accommodate all the business of the lake. In the year 1824, the
system of harbor improvements may be said to have commenced, under the.
auspices of the United States Government. Thence a stimulus was immediately produced in the commercial enterprise of the Lake country. In
1824 two new boats were built ; and in 1825 three more; and, from that
period up to 1832, four additional boats were put in requisition. At this
time, the full force of the harbor improvements, began to be realized; and in
1833 no less than twelve additional steamboats were employed, and at this
very time, by the report of the common council of Buifalo, no less than 50
steamboats were employed in the commerce between Buffalo and the upper
lakes. Hand in hand with these improvements were those connecting
the various harbors of the lake with the seaboard and the great South-.
western waters. 1'his is corroborated by various coincidences. The in-.
creased amount of traffic is shown by the statistic tables hereto appended,
relating to Buffalo, Cleveland, &c. This class of steam vessels, it must be
llllderstood, is essentially dependent upon the harbors along the shore of
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the lake, for supplies of wood, and for safety in stress of weather, and
could hardly exist without them. They touch at each point, and take such
freight and passengers as may be supplied by the adjacent country or
lines of communication which terminate upon them.
Passing over the advantages derived to the region contiguous to the
lakes, which must be too apparent to need illustration, let the attention be
turned to the extended influences exercised over large portions of the
Union by the Erie and Hudson and the Ohio and Erie canals; and prosflectively by the canals terminating at Erie, Pennsylvania, and on the Maumee bay, Ohio, which are nearly completed.
By these avenues the following districts of country may be said to stand
in commercial relation, and actually interch:mge commodities, viz: Virginia, Missouri, Tennessee, and Alabama; Canada, Pennsylvania, Michigan,
a.nd Indiana ; Illinois, Ohio, Kentucky, and Wiskonsan.
These, then, are directly concerned in the prosperity of commerce on the
rakes. But the whole Union is indirectly a gainer; for has not all the
:1ecumulation of agricultural products which have been shipped to foreign
countries from this extensive region brought back a corresponding return
in revenue to the public Treasury? From an official return to this office,
from the collector of customs at Cleveland, it would appear that above
:Slo,ooo,ooo worth of merchandise, within the year 1840, passed through
Cleveland alone, for the supply of the country adjacent to her and the
States to which her canal serves as the vehicle of communication.
Now, taking this one item as a basis, is it not evident that this merchandi~e, which must consist in a great measure of manufactured products of
foreign countries, which pay a revenue to the Government, is purchased
with the surplus products of this section of country, and must yield to the
public Treasury a very large amount? Let us suppose, for example, that
the average amount of duty, ad valorem, upon this amount, should be only
10 per cent.; then the port of Cleveland alone, on the lake, would serve
as the vehicle to an amount of commerce productive to the country of
Sl,OOO,OOO annually.
I refer to Cleveland, because an official return or estimate has been made
,in regard to that element, from Cleveland; but the amount of merchandise
passing through Buffalo must greatly exceed the amount stated for Cleveland. Now, the whole aggregate amount appropriated by Congress, up to
this date, for the construction of all these harbors, and which have in a great
measure produced the result just stated, does not exceed $1,200,000, (see
tabular statement appended.) Other lake harbors import a proportional
amount, and, in the aggregate, must be the channel through which a larger
amount ann.uall.y flows into the public Treasury, than their whole cost to
.t he Government, from their very commencement.
How far the estimation of the public lands in the new States has been
enhanced by the commencement of the public works, how far it has en·couraged settlers and the investment of capital in sections of country standing in relation to them; in a word, how far the Government stands morally
committed to prosecute them to a termination, is not a pertinent question
for this report. But, nevertheless, it does seem that views of policy, as well
as even-handed justice, on the part of the country, would indicate a further
and generous protection to carry them into effect.
I am, moreover, called upon to submit my views in reg:ud to the intiu-
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ence exercised by the system of harbor improvements, in regard to the
military attitude of the frontier on which they are situated.
How far political Jclations, &c., make it expedient that the attention of
the country be tnrned to considerations connected with the state of war, is
not for me to investigate; yet the contiugency of war must of course enter,
as the only basis upon which to found a report in regard to tiJC duty required of me. Again, in a country snch as the United States, war has become a new science of late years. The inventions of the past, in their appli:mces to war, have been superseded. The element of steam, as yet never
practically applied by ns in war, has becollle tlw principal motive power
in nearly all the mechanical operntions of life.
Tile trausportation of troop~, of mnnitions of war, of intelligence, faculties upon which the calculations a11d results of war ha vc always depended,
is no longer the same clement.
The theory and practice of projectiles have been greatly modified and
improved. Tbe agency of winds iu naval tactics, which constituted one of
its principal cousidern tious within practical limits, is in a great measur~
dispensed with. In war, a new field is opened, inspiring a greater vivacity
through all the veins and arteries of the system. That these revolutious
will work a proportional change iu the moral considerations of war, is not
to be doubted. Plans mnst be conceived and executed with proportional
:tctivity; and we may almost be led to believe tltat higher and more commanding faculties will be developed in both its administrative and executive branches.
Under these circumstances, it would be au arrogant a~sumptiou in me to do
otherwise tllau to submit, in rrgard to the subject in question, snch remarks
as bear only on its leading features, and the cflcct on it referable to the
arm of service with which my duties are connected; and these with great
defereuce to the opinions of others, whose attention has been more excluSively devoted to the subject.
T'1at a proper military report on the defences of th e coast of Lake Erie
would involve a reasoning founded upon th ese considerations is obvious,
and would require much time and research, and even then would be based
upon speculative hypothesis to a great extent. For example, let us suppose that the peninsula lyin g between Lake Ontario and Lake Erie was
not 8ufficiently guarantied br precautions, and that a concentration of force
sboukl be thrown upon it from our side; or, in fmc , that the military frontier should be forced back from tbe shore of the lake on tbe British side,
the position of the whole coast, in a military point of view, would be entirely changed. Other similar hypotheses might he assumed ; but these
could not have been intended as the basis of a discussion , and we must regard our position, owing to its contiguity to au adverse frontier, as placed
within the sphere of hostile annoyauces.
But, retuming to the immediate object that concerns us in thi.s investigation, the bearing of these improvements upon the interests of the country, in a military point of view, would be probably as follows: In the
supposition of hostile fleets upon the lake, the contiguity of a friendly
bar?or would, in the various contingencies of war, afford support and protectwn to our own armament under defeat; produce annoyance to an
enemy, by the facility it would give of prompt equipments of naval force,
the furnishing of supplies or munitions of various kinds at any point, and
by that means obviating the necessity of a change of position, probably
13
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disadvantageous to some projected enterprise; whilst the slightest preparation of defence, so far as ordnance wero concerned, woulJ be suiiicient to
protect any of the barbors from hostile intrusion. The entrance of the
harbors being between two parallel piers, as is universally the case, a single
piece would rake the opening, and command effectually against the most
powerful naval force that would be likely to attempt it.
To enter more particularly into this view of the case would require that
1 should make a variety of suppositions, which it is scarcely probable
would arise; and even then they would all perhaps be embraced in the
general attributes of advantages accorded to them iu the above rem~rks.
But besides the particular circumstances of a military character for each
harbor, dependent upon the relative position of a foreign frontier already
referred to, there are other general considerations which, I hesitate not to
assert, have much more influence upon the question, and, moreover, refer
to more enlarged views of policy. Tltat the frontier is strengthened by the
system of harbor improvemeuts on the lakes, in its military attitude, is
hardly a question. The $1,200,000 expended in this way have contributed more to give efficiency to our resources than probably ten times the
same amount would have done, expended in military defences exclusively.
We regard these improvements as a system by wl1ich the population of
this vast region has been greatly multiplied; the resources of steam power,
one of the chief appliances of future warfare, developed; chr..nnels of rapid
transit opened, by mcaus of which munitions of war of every description,
troops, intelligence, &c., can be borne to any point promptly, and from
which naval armaments may be expedited, us occasion may require, with
efficiency and despatch. And it is not to be overlooked that, by thus extending the sphere of commercial enterprise npon the lakes, a nursery for
seamen has been prorluced, of infinite importance to the snccess of our
arms in case of hostile collision. Thus, although the prepara,ions made
are not, technic•tlly speaking, defensive constrnctions, they may l>e regarded, nevertheless, as militr..ry avenues, which the nation, accordlng ro every
understanding, is called upon to supply. They are virtually the best elements of defence. It is, as it were, preparing the physical system of the
warrior to snstain the weight of his cuirass, and to wield his arms with
vigor and efficiency, when the day of combat shall anive.
I am, sir, most respectfully, your obedient sqrvant,

W. G. WILLIAMS,
Captain Corps Tap. Engineers.
Col. J. J. AnEnT.

C/drj Top. b'ngineet•, Washington, D. C.
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REPORT OF THE PAYMASTER GENERAL.

OFFicE,
November 15, 184!.

PAYMASTER GENERAL's

Sm: I have the honor herewith to submit a tabular ~tatement of the
fiscal transactions of the Pay department for the fourth quarter of the year
1840, and for the first, second, and third quarters of 1841.
It will be seen by that· statement that the balances in the hands of the
several paymasters on the 1st of October, 1840, amounted to $483,032 27;
that they received from that time to the 30th of September, 1841, $3,067,089 36, making $3,550,1.21 63 lo be accounted for ; that of this sum·
$3,156,572 96 have been disbursed and .accounted for, leaving a balance of
$393,548 67 to be accounted {or hereafter. This balance is 'applicable to
payments that fall due within the present quarter~ and will, no doubt, be
satisfactorily accounted for in due time.
It appears from the reports of the officers of the department, received
within the present quarter, that the payments to the regular troops have •
been brought down to later dates than they generally are when the annual
statement of the department is made. These payments are heavier than
they were in 1840, in consequence of the rank and file being fuller. There
will, however, be a balance of $200,000 of the appropriation for 1841 remaining in the Treasury, after mtisfying all claims agaiust the department
for the present year. This amount I have deducted from the estimate for
1842.

-The payment of four comranies of Georgia militia called out by the
Governor, and afterwards received into the service of the United States,
was delayed for want of an appropriation, which was not obtained until
near the close of the extra session of Congress. These claims have since
been paid. There were four otl1er companies also called out by the Governor, but not received into the service of the United States, in consequence
of their commanding officer's objecting to their serving on foot, and to their
being mustered for a longer time than the Governor called them out for.
An officer of the army has recently been ordered to muster these companies, under special iustrnctious, and an estimate will be prepared, to be submitted to Congress for its action, so soon as the rolls and the report of the
mustering officer are received.
The settlement of the claims of the Florida militia has been delayed to
afford time for a board of officers to investigate certain frauds, which the
Secretary of War was informed would be perpAtrated if they were not examined into before settlement. This investigation has, in part, been made,
and will soon be completed, when the troops will be paid without further.
delay.
Respectfully, your obedient serv;tnt,
N. TOWSON, Paymaster aeneral.
To the Hon. J. C. SPENCER,

Secretary of War.

stakment 1howing tT1e amount remaining 1'n IJ,e hanrls of eaclt of tl1e disbur!ing n..ffirers of the Pay cleparfment and unaccounted for on tlte hi Bf Octobtr,
1840; tlte amount remitted to each from the T1·ea.mry, or turned over by other agents during the 4th quarter of 1840, and flu lsi, 2d, and 3d quarttrs of
1841; the amounts accounted for by each, by account! and I'Ottclters of expendilttre, or by evidencrs oftramifei'S to oth er agents, or of replacements in the
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7 ~5
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1
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1- -- - - - • - - - -$142,858
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_
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31,875
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1

1:3,!'i50,121 G3 2,13:1,032 02 1120,893 06 1196,936 56 I70.'i, 711 32 13,156,572 96 I 393,708 58
JJeduct balance due Paymaster I,arned

PA.TXJ.STF.R

(h~~T.R.lT.'s

• Balance Jue Paymaster Larnetl, $159 91.
0FJ.. TC'Y.,

7.\?ut.•embt>r l!i,

l

S.t 1.
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69,843 65
~5,245 74

_____

----·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ____ ,

---------..:..·4::8:::3~,0~3::2:__:27.:....!.1__ _:3~,~0~
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No.7.
REPORT OF THE SURGEON GENERAL.

SuRGEON GENERAL's OFFicE,

_\rovember 15, 1841.
Sm.: In ·obedience 'to your instructions, I have the honor to report the
operations of the M-edical department during the fiscal year ending the
!loth September last.
The amount of the appropriation for the Medical and Hospital departrneut, remaining on the 30th September, 1840,
$7 40
In 1he hands of dLbursing agents, was
36,163 45
In the Treasury of the United States
Amount appropriated by the act of Congress of the 3d
zs,ooo 00
March, 1841,
And the amount a<rising from the sale of damaged surgical
208 31
instruments, bo0ks, &c.

64,379 li
Of this sum there has been paid, during the past year, at
the Treasury,
On acctmnt of the pay and other claims of private physicians
Cn acaount of medical and hospital supplies
And by disbursing agents for medical and hospital supplie ,
boolffi, printing, &c.
Leaving a balance on the' 30th September, 1841,
ln the hands of disbursing agents .A11d in the Treasury of the United States -

$4,769 79
4,471 57

27,788 76
626 95
26,722 09
64,379 16

----·--A:s the balance of the appropriation for erecting hospitals at military
posttl is reported by the Quartermaster General, and the returns are made
to hi& department, it is not deemed necessary to notice it in this report.
The number of ca~_:es of sickness which have been under treatment by
the medical officers of the army and private physicians employed in the
service of tke United States, during the year ending the 30th September,
was 38,.559-37,499 of which occurred within the year, 1,060 being cases
that remained the preceding year. (A.)
Of the whale number of persons reported sick, 36,374 have been restored to duty, 320 have been discharged the service, 30 have deserted,
and 387 have died.
From the quarterly reports made to this office by the medical officers~
the mean strength* of the army for the last year is estimated at 9,748;
• Whatever iliBCrcpancy there may be between the slrength here given aRd that reported hy the
Adjutant General will be accounted for by the circuflliltanee that the above only incluiles the offi~orc lUlU men at postB, &c., !rom when1:2 meJicaf reports ar.e made.
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and, as the number reported sick during this period was 38,559, it will appear that the proportion of cases to the number of men in service was
nearly as 4 to 1, or 396 per cent. The aggregate of deaths was 387; exhibiting a ratio of mortality to the number of men of 1 to 25}, or nearly
4 per cent. ; and the proportion of deaths to the number of cases treated
of 1 to 99-j, or a fraction over 1 per cent.
Besides the diseases incident to the climate and the service in Florida,
the epidemic fever, which has proved so fatal at the South d1uing the past
season~ has also prevailed among the troops serving in that Territory. The
average strength of the army in Florida, during the year, being about
4,738, the number of cases of sickness amounted to 21,021, exhibiting a
proportion of cases to the number of officers and men of nearly 4 ~ to 1,
or 443 per cent. The deaths, being 254, present a ratio of mortality to
the number of men of 1 to lS-j-, or 5-! per cent. ; and the proportion of
deaths to the number of cases treated of 1 to S2;f or 1i per cent.
The medical and hospital supplies for the army, during the past year,
were transmitted to tl:'l~ several posts, and received in good order.
Eeing carefully selected by a highly competent and faithful officer of the
department, they were of the best quality, and purchased on the most favorable terms.
These and other snpplies have been regularly accounted for by the required returns of the medical officers, which have all been examined,
with the exception of four or five, and settled to the 30th of September.
All the officers of the department but one are on duty or under orders
for their respective stations. This circumstance, while it evinces the commendable zeal and efllciency of the medical corps, is the more gratifying
when it is considered that they have so largely participated in the exposures and privations of the C!Rmp and field.
The annual medical board for the examination of a:<:sistant surgeons for
promotion and of candidates for appointment convened in Philadelphia in
May last. Of the former, four were examined, and three found qualified
for promotion.
Twenty-six candidates were invited to appear before the board; of
which number twenty-two presented themselves, three voluntarily withdrew, three did not come within the prescribed regulations, two absented
themselves, fourteen were examined, and six apprvved. The latter have
all been appointed.
The system of examination, both for appointment and for promotion,
whicb. was adopted by a regulation of the Depal'tment in 1832, and confirmed by legislative authority in 1834, has now been in operation sufficiently long to test its value and establish its eminem.t wisdom.
Respectfully submitted.
H. L. HEISKELL,
.llcting Surgeon General.
Hon. JoHN C. SPENCER,
Se-c retary of War, Waslzington.

A.
.lnnual report oj' the sick and wounded of the United States army for the year ending the 30th day of September, 1841.
TAKEN SICK OR RECEIVED IN HOSPITAL DURING THE QUARTER.
Remaining frortl
lltllt report.
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The deaths were fromFeb. quot. intermit.
Feb. tertiana
Feb. congestive
FeLt. remittent
Feb. cont. com.
Feb. typhus Feh. icterodes
Marasmus
Erysipelas
Gastl'itis
Peritonitis
Peritouitis ncuta
Dysenteria acuta
Dysentcria chronica
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Ob;tipatio
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Catarrh us
Bronchitis acnta
Pleuritis
Pneumonia
Hcemoptyai• Phthisis pulmonolis. Hypertrophy of the heart
Meningitis
Apoplexia
Congestio cerebri
Tetanus
Mania
Delirium tremens
Nephritis
Syphili• consecutiva -
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--

--

-

chronica
-- 37 II Rheumatism
Arthritis
Pernio -- I24- Phlegmon
and abseess
3
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-- 21 Vulnus
Contusio
Pericarditis
- 43 Opthalmia
- 1 H remorrhois -- 1 Scorbutus
Dry
gangre!le
3
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-.
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-
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---
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Total

- 3
- II
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. 2
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-- 3l 0
- 1 ?0
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-- l ~
0
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--

H. L. HEISKELL, ,llciing Surgeon General.
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REPORT OF TilE COMMISSARY GF.NERAL OF PURCHASES.

CoMMISSARY GENERAL's OFFICE,

Philadelphia, November 13, 1841.
In obedience to instructions from the War Department, I have prepared, and have now the honor of transmitting. the accompanying statements in relation to the condition and operations of that branch of the
public service lately intrusted to my care, viz :
No.1. Statement of the quantity of each of the different kinds ofmaterials for making up clothing, &c., on hand on the 1st day of October, 1840;
the quantity of each procured between that time and the 30th September,
1841; the quantity of each made up during the :;lame time; and the balance on hand on the last-mentioned date.
No. 2. Statement of the quantity of each of the different articles made
up at the clothing establishment, on hand on the 1st October, 1840; the
quantity of each made up during the year thereafter; the quantity of each
issued during the year; and the balance on hand on the 30th September,
1841.
No. 3. Statement of the articles of clothing and camp and garrison
equipage on hand on the 1st October, 1840; the quantity of each purchased
during the year thereafter; the quantity of each issued during the year~
and the balance on hand on the 3Qth September, 1841.
No. 4. Comparative state!llent of the cost of evory article of clothing, &c.,
for the last three years.
In relation to the statements numbered 1, 2, and 3, showing the balances
on hand on the 30th September, 1841, of every article of clothing and
equipage made up, it may be proper to reiterate the observation made by
my predecessor last year, with similar statements, that the totals purchased~
made up, issued, and the balances on hand, in many instances, will be found
to vary very considerably, arising from the credits given by the military
storekeeper for materials and supplies received, which are not paid for till
the subsequent quarter.
I have the honor to be, with great respect, ~ir, your most obedient servantJ. WASHINGTON TYSON,
Com. Genera-,. of Purchases.
Hon. J. C. SPEJWEn, Secretary of "FVar.
S1R:

No. 1.

Statement of the quantity of each nfthe dijfn·ent kinds ofmateri~tlsfm· making up clot!ling, "i·c., on hand on tlte 1st day
of October, 1840; the quantity nfeacltprocw·ed between that llme and the 30/lt September, 1841; tile quantity of each
made up during the same time; and the balance on hand on the 30th September, 1841.
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Secretary of War.
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On hand at the United Statesar~enal,
30th September, 1841 -

Hon. J. C.
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WASHINGTON TYSON,

Commissary General of Purchases..
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(No. 4.)

Comparative statement of the cost of clothing and equipage fo1· the
United States army, during the yem·s 1840, 1841, and 1842.

Clothing, &c.

Prices,
1840.

Prices,
1841.

Price•,
1842.

------------------1-----------Forage cap, artillery and infantry
Do.
dragoon
Do.
letter
Upiform cap, with metal eqmpments, artillery Do.
do.
do.
infantry Do.
do.
do.
dragoon Bpaulets for non-commisswned staff, pair
Do.
sergeants, pair
Do.
corporals, pair
Shoulder straps, artillery and infantry
Sashes, crimson
Sashes, yellow
Pompons for non-commissioned stafr Do.
artillery Do.
infantry Woollen overalls, sergeauts infantry
Do.
do.
artillery Do.
privates
Cotton overalls,
do.
Do.
sergeants
Infantry sergeants' cotton jackets with sleeves
Do. pnvates
do.
do.
Artillery
do.
do.
do.
Do. sergeants'
do.
do.
Do. sky-blue cloth
do.
do.
lnt'antry
do.
do.
do.
Cotton shirts, privates
Do.
sergeants
Flannel sh1rts
Canton flannel drawers
Laced bootees, pair
Stocldngs, pair
Blankets
Great coats. artillery and infantry
Leather stocks
Knapsacks
Haversacks
Aignillettes
Infantry scrgeauts' coats
privates' coats
musicians' coats
principal musicians' coats

$1 21
1 21
05
1 89
1 89
2 03
3 00

$1 30 $1 00
1 30
1 00
05
05
1 87
1 86
1 87
1 87
2 05
2 07
3 00
3 00
95
1 00
1 00
95
94
94
47
50
49
2 62~ 2 25
2 25
2 25
1 95
1 95
37!
40
40
17
19
19
15
17
17
3 19-! 2 81~ 2 71
3 19-! 2 84~ 2 73~
2 92
2 54! 2 44
62i
58~
51;!
69
69
64~
87~
87~
83
78~
74-!
74
81~
77;!
77
91
90!
86~
3 36~ 2 98-! 2 88
3 36~ 2 93;1 283-!
55~
52~
51
61
55
53~
1 033
1 05
02
47~

1 48

44~

43~

1 39
32:!

1 34

8 62-!
12

2 74
7 6:3-!
12

1 f25~

1

2 48
7 35!
12!
1 26-!
23-!

30~

3 22

23~

1 8n
6 19
6 18
7 92~
9 92

25~

23-!

sn

3oX

sn

1
5 99
591;!

5 47

7 84~
9 94

7 81!
9 93~

1

5 46~
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STATEMENT No. 4-Continued.

Clothing, &c.

I

Prices,

Prices,

1840.

1841.

- - - - ---Infantry sergeant majors and quartermaster
sergeants' coats
Dragoon privates' woollen overalls
sergeants' do.
do.
privates' cotton
do.
sergeants' do.
do.
privates' cloth jackets
sergeants' do. do.
privates' cotton do.
sergeants' do. do.
sergeant majors' coats
corporals'
do.
privates'
do.
musicians'
do.
principal musicians' do.
sergeants'
do.
shoulder straps, brass, pairs great coats
hair plumes bands and ta~sels
fatigue frocks
Artillery sergeants' coats
privates' ·do.
musicians' do.
sergeant majors and quartermaster
sergeants' coats
Ordnance sergeants' coats
privates'
do.
sergeants' woollen jackets

$8
4
4
1
1
4
5
7
5
5
7
8
5

10

6
6
7

Prices,
1842.

---

28~

$8 07 $7 84~
3 74~ 3 601
3 93
3 79
98
04~
99-!
13~
1 13~ 1 07
96-! 4 70t 4 4n
01
4 75
4 52
92!
86
86%
97~
93
99~
7 17;1 6 95
38
92
5 70~ 5 48
88;1 561;1 5 45
36;1 7 37
7 34~
87
8 87i
8 85
93~
5 72-! 5 49~
90
85
95
9 64~ 9 28~
93~
60
58
58
70
70
70
75
1n
7H
38
6 151 5 93
37
6 14-! 5 92
92ll 7 93~ 7 90*

24
43

8 84~
8 281
6 34~
3 21

8 61;1
8 03-!
6 OS~
2 99

8
7
5
2

36*
66*
7U
88

Equipage, &c.

Marquee, complete
Hospital tent
Do. do. poles set
Wall tent
Do. fly
Do. poles set
Common tent Do. do. poles :set
Drums, complete
Drum heads batter
Do. do. snare
Do. slings
Do. sticks, pairs

-

135
91
8
15
6
2
9

1
6
1

00 135 00 135 00
50 91 50 89 72
00
8 00
8 00
44 15 44 15 00
50
6 :50
6 25
00
2 00
2 00
32
9 32
9 00
50
1 50
1 50
25
6 15
6 00
00
1 00
1 00
50
50
50
45
45
50
62~
75
62~
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STATEMENT No. 4-Continued.

Clothing, &c.

Prices,

Prices,

1840.

Prices,

1841.

1842.

---Drum cords Do. snares, set
Fifes Bugles with extra mouthpieces
Trumpets
Bass drums
Axes Spades
Hatchets
Camp kettles Iron pots
..
Mess pans
Canteens, wood, complete
Do. tin,
do.
Bedsacks, double
Do.
single
..
Horse blankets
Nose bags
Horse brushes
Iron combs
Saddles, complete
Saddle bags, pairs
Bridles, complete, with martingales .
Leather halters, complete
Chain halters Spurs, pair
Curry combs Postillion whips
Homings
National and regimental colors, sets, infantry
Do.
do.
do.
artillery
Color belts, artillery Do.
infantry
Garrison flags and halliards, Recruiting do.
do.
Guidons for dragoons
Camp colors, infantry Do.
artillery -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$0 25
50
25
4 50
6 00
18 00
1 25

$0 25
50

62~

42
1 00
1 so
40
40
49
1 44~
l

44~

2

87~

1 00
38~

12

4

5
1
1
1

2
13
ll6
94
2
2
45
7
9
3

09
50
50
25
10
25
00
17
00
00
36

75
50
76
50
50
00
41-f

-

$0 25
50
41~
45
4 50
4 50
6 00
6 00
20 00 20 00
1 00
1 00
60152
58k
42
42
1 00
1 00
1 51!! 1 57!
40
40
40
40
54
54
1 35
1 33~
l :35
l 33ij
2 74
2 48
1 00
l 00
38~

38~

OS~

08~

lO 00
*
4 00
4 00
3 75
*
90
*
1 25
*
95
*
16%
16 2
2 00
2 00
13 00
*
112 35 I14 03
90 74 97 34
2 50
2 75
2 75
2 75
45 50 45 50
7 50
7 50
11 50
l l 59
3 41% 3 41~
3
3 50
3 50

• Not now furnished by this department.
CoMMISSARY GENEUAL's

OFFICE,

Pldladelphia, Novembe1• 13, 1841.
J. WASHINGTON TYSON,
Commissary General of Purchases.

Hon. J. C. SPENCER,
Secretary of War.
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No.9.
REPORT OF THE COMMISSARY GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE.

OFFICE OF CoMMISSARY GENERAL oF SuBSISTENCE,
Washington, November 15, 1841.
SIR: In submitting the estimates for 1842, I have the honor to state that
the first is for the probable amount required to subsist the tro'{ps in the service of the United States, also the ';suffering inhabitants of Florida," and
amounts to $831,718 20. This is less than the estimate for 1841 in the
sum of $17,180 25, although one thousand" suffering inhabitants of Florida" are included in this estimate, that were not incluued in that for 1841.
It will be seen, however, that the ration is now estimated at seventeen cents,
being one and three-fourths cents less than 1841, and is owing to the fact
that the bids for supplying army subsistence in 1842 are less than those for
1841 in about that ratio.
The second estimate is for clerks' salaries, compensation to messenger, and
the contingencies of the office, and amounts to $7,.500, being less than that
f-o-r 1-841, in the sum of $2;40 · w-hich difference arises fro!n 1he fact that~
have not included in this estimate the sum of $2,200 for two additional
clerks, and also the sum of $200 as additional compensation to the messenger. The compensation to the messenger is added to the appropriation bill,
and has been for several years past, there being no law under which he is
paid.
In presenting the annual estimates of the Subsistence department, I have
omitted, in compliance with instructions from the War Department of the
8th October, to make the usual annual fiscal statement, that being furnished
by the proper accounting officers of the Treasury.
I have great satisfaction in stating that, of 197 officers disbursing in the
Subsistence department in the year ending 30th September, 1841, the accounts of all have been received, with the exception of six. Those officers
whose accounts have not been received are stationed at remote points, and
the delay is not attributable to any neglect or remissness on- their part.
The balances in the hands of those six officers do not exceed $2,000, probably not so much.
Durmg the past fiscal year the accounts of twelve regular army aud
forty special contractors have been rendered to this office, adjusted, and settled; and I feel perfectly justified in the assertion, that not one cent has
been lost through the regular disbursing officers of the department or its
temporary agents.
The troops in Florida have been necessarily supplied by purchase in the
open market, and at the lowest market prices. The whole army, at what.
ever point, has been amply and regularly supplied with good and wholesome provisions, and it is confidently believed to the entire satisfaction of
both officers and men, with but one solitary instance of complaint.
Veryirespectfully, your most obedient servant,
GEO. GIBSON, C. G. S.
Hon. J. C. SPENCER, Secretary of War.
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No. 10.
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF PENSIONS.

PENSioN O:n icE, November 20, 1841.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit, herewith, for the information of Congress, the following described statements:
Paper marked A shows the number of pensioners, of every description,
now on the rolls of the several States and Territories of the United States
and of the District of Columbia, except those invalids and widows and
orphans who are pensioned under the laws granting pensions on account
of naval service since the year 1800. A report in relation to navy pensioners has been made to the Secretary of the Navy.
Paper marked B shows the number added to the pension lists since the
last annual report.
The paper marked C contains the number of deaths, so far as they have
come to the knowledge of the pension agents. From the number of pensions unclaimed, it is very evident that many have died, of whose deaths
we have yet received no information. I have examined the returns made
by the United States marshals and their assistants, under the law for taking
the 6th census, and I find that the reports in relation to revolutionary pensioners are too imperfect to be relied on. This, no doubt, has arisen from the
unwillingness of some persons to be known as pensioners, and who did
not consider themselves bound to answer all questions put to them. The
reluctance manifested hy housekeepers, on many occasions, to answer certain interrogatories, clearly shows that much valuable information was
withheld.
Statement madmd D exhibits the unexpended balances on hand for paying pensioners on the 30th September, 1S41, and the amount which will
probably be expended in the last quarter of the present year; and also the
probable undrawn balances on the 31st proximo, which may be applied to
the payment of pensioners in the year 1842.
The balances in the hands of the agents for paying pensioners in October,
when they made their last returns, will be found in the paper marked .E.
Since my last annual report, only $1,431 S9 have been paid under the
rtct entitled '·An act to provide for liquidating and paying certain claims
of the State of Virginia." Claims, however, under that Jaw, are still pending before this oftice. The proof is not satisfactory, and the claimants
have been reqnired to produce additional proof.
It will be discovered from tile document marked A that the number of invalid pensioners is now only 2,605, and that the number of pensioners added
to this listdnring the year past is considerably less than it has been for several
years immediately preceding. All the lists have been very materially reduced since the last annual report. The accompanyiug report is made up
from returns from agents sent here during the last month. The agents' lists
of deaths for the year do not agree with the reductions dnring that period;
and this apparent discrepaucy arises from the fact that the deaths are not
reported by them in any case, unless they have positive information as to
15
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the decease of a pension&r. But, in making the late return of pensioners
on the rolls, the agents were directed to exclude from their lists all those
who were not supposed to be living. Hence many were omitted of whose
deaths there is no positive information, and yet they were not reported as
dead on the list of deaths.
The number of revolutionary pensioners under the act of March 18,
1818, has decreased from upwards of 20,000, to 3,958.,
Upwards of 35,000 claims under the act of June 7, 1832, have been presented at this office, and of this number nearly 32,000 have been admitted, but the number of those now living is only 16,682.
Under the act of May 15, 1828, for the benefit of those continental officers who served to the end of the war, and non-commissioned officers and
soldiers who enlisted for the war, and continued in the l!iervice till its termination, 1,186 persons were pensioned. Of that number, only 436 are now
living.
The number of widows pensioned under the act of July 4, 1836, and
who are still living, is 2,303.
·
During the past year 5,344 widows who were pensioned under the act
of July 7, 1838, have been paid their last stipends; and 547, for whom certificates have been issued, are yet unpaid.
In my former annual communications to the Secretary of War I have
referred to the cases of the wounded Cherokee Indians; and I consider it
my duty again to bring the subject to the notice of the head of the Department. By the 14th article of the Cherokee treaty, which was concluded
on the 29th December, 1835, and ratified on the 23d May, 1836, it is agreed,
on the part of the United States, that such warriors of the Cherokee nation as were engaged on the side of the United States in the late war with
Great Britain and the southern tribes of Indians, and who were wounded
in such service, shall be entitled to such pensions as shall be allowed them
by the Congress of the United States, to commence from the period of their
disability. The few of those warriors who yet survive have applied to
this office for their pensions ; but I could not allow their claims, as Congress has not yet passed any la.w for carrying into effect that article of the
treaty.
It will be perceived by the estimates for 1842 that the whole amount
necessary to be appropriated for paying pensions in 1842 will be $ 949,576.
I .enclose, herewith, a report in relation to the bounty land business for
the year past.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J, L. EDWARDS,
Commissioner of PensionJ.
Hon. J. C. SPENCEu, 8ec1·etm·y of TVar.

,
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A.

.!1 statement showing the number of persons now on the rolls of the different States and Territories.
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J. L. EDWARDS,
Commissione1• of Peniiona.
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Numbe1· of persons added to the 1·olls of the different States and Terri~
tories,from the 12th November, 1840, to the 15th November, 1841.
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PENSION OFFICE, November 20, 1841.

J. L. EDWARDS,
Commissioner of Pensions.
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c.
.!lbstract from the seveml pension agents' reports, showing the numbe1·
of pensione1·s whose deaths have come to their knowledge since the last
1·eport.
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J. L. EDWARDS,

Commissioner of Pensions.
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D.
Statement showing the unexpended balances on hand for paying pensioners on the 30th September, 1841, and the amount which will probably be expended in the qum·tn· ending on the 31st December, 1841;
and also the probable undrawn balances at the last-mentioned period,
which may be applied to the pa.1Jment of pensioners in the year 1842.
Amount on hand
September 30,
1841.

Heads of appropriations.

Probable expenditure in quarter
ending December 31, 1841.

Amount applicable to the service of 1842.

------- - - - - - - - - - - - For paying invalid pensioners
Revolutionary pensioners, under the act of March 18,
1818

-

-

-

Widows and orphans' pensions
under a.ct of July 4, 1836 Five years' pensions to widows
under act of July 7, 1838 -

PENSION OFFICE,

$2,391 59

$2,391 59

198,799 41

10,000 00

$188,799 41

60,952 94

30,000 00

30,952 94

26,252 46

26,252 46

$288,396 40

$68,644 05

$219,752 35

November 20, 1841.
J. L. EDWARDS,
Commissioner of Pensions.

•

E.
~!J statem e11t slwwin::r the balauces in the !tands of the several pension agents at the dates of their last r eturns, on ac0
count of invalid, widows', and ~·evolutionary pensions.
'
Agents .

Re;idenc.,.

I

I

Invalid pen- Revolufion- ,Revolution- Revolution- Act of July,Act of July
4, 1836.
7, 1838.
sions.
ary, act of ary, act of ary, act of
Mar. IS, '18. May 15, '28. June 7, '32.

I

l'atrick Redmond
W. E. \Voodrnfi'
Bartley M. Lowe
John B. Hogan
John P. Van Ness
A. H. Pomroy
Jacob Alrichs
A. M. Reeil
A. J. l~isher
H. \V. Mercer
Daniel Hay
I. F . D. Lanier
Mason C. Fitch
James A. Grinstead
Albert Newhall
I. P. \Valworth
W. C. Anderson
E. P. Hastings
Franklin H .. ,·en
James S1vnn
Isaac Walilron
John George
John A. Stevens
T. \Y. Olcott
John Hu•ke
P . Dickinson

Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Little Rock, Ark.t
Huntsville, Ala.
$108 !l:i
Mobile, Alabama.t
Washington, D. C. 372 30
Hartforil, Conn.
1,511 03
'Wilmington, Del.
261 3G
Jacksonville, Florida
275 99
Tallahassee, Florida.t
:;zg M
Savanuah, Georgia - Spring fiel d, Illin ois !\38 45
- Matli><>:>, Indiana
• !,3!4 53
- N ew ,',Jlmny, Ind. • 26 20
- Lexington, Kentucky
230 11
- Portland, Maine
3,070 86
- Natchez, Mi&sissippi
- St. Louis, Missouri 259 69
- Detroit, Michigan - •1,015 79
Boston, Mass.
- 14,548 87
- Baltimore, Md,
3,91!\ 54
- Portsmouth, N. II.527 12
- Concord, N. H .
3,014 48
-New York city, N.Y.
8,154 33,.
- Albany, N. Y.
2,153 66
- Fayetteville, N. C. 9,390 70
- Trenton, New Jersey' 13,108 68
-

I

1. - - · -

$ l!iO 00

$468 70

2,376 07
17,621
252 001
101 001

288 83
•5 29
50 00
ISO 001

2,1:126 19
389 g;::
2,311 su
•sa 92
2,606 21
8,052 61

941

786
1,527
23,147
964
2,837
2,537
7,526
•25,893
1,843
21,597

67
41
87
48
69
01
II
34
431.
65.

I

Remarks.

1---------$4,502 86 due the Unittod State•,
bur the amount on hand under
t'ach act not designated.

$2,968 73

$259 00

2, 731 15
16,317 39
463 33
905 34

84 75
3,008 11
31 25
427 ~4

299 50.
90 00
486 23
180 00
714 84
1,120 16

5,625
•586
5,327
5,fi23
30,643
20

26
58
07
06
52
34

3,652
609
3,020
•940
401
4,642

51
20
62
35
76
27

693
4,972
5,245
1,460
•5,255
5,424

21
70
93
00
76
95

53!
•97
768
680
45
2,695
4,239
163
1,358
'482

2,6'/7
3,346
15,728
246
8,622
5,301
24,837
*8,495
14,142
5,404

47
19
25
39
87
97
35
06
22h
97

880
•4,488
19,563
1,152
7,018
2,064
•213
35,905
•4,910
•7,654

00
85
51
40
28
77

•74
323
3,553
137
5,845
540
19,574
390
*2,340
•7, 132

50

Ill

00
82
31
00

00
66
08
48
57
57

50
72
35
4€

~
0

2,302 l l
4,580 20

~

~
0

31
07
13
38
49
44
90
45
37

!:0

$2,265 04 due the United StateB.
Acts not designated.

~

~

---~Agents.

!
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STATEMENT E-Continued.

'

I

•In.-alid pen- Re•olution- Revolution- Revolution- Act of July
I sions.
ary, act of ,ary, act ot1 ary, act of
4, 1836.
,
Mar.l8, '18. May 15, '28• June 7, '32.

Residence.

I

Arn~strong Gin:nnti,-~-:io ~-~

I

.James S.
$1,377 71
$1,709
William Robinson, jr. Pittsburg, Penn.
- I
888 II
9,428
Joseph Sohns
- Philadelphia, Penn.2,802 99
10,229
Paris Hill
- Providence, R. I. - , 1,104 32
5,837
John C. Cochran - ,Charleston, S. C. 769 43
6,157
.Toe! M. Smith
· I\' ashville, Tenn.
0
John W. Campbell .Jackson, Tenn.
765 70
1!8
- Knoxville, Tenn.t 1 1
Robert King
\Vm. K. Blnir
- !Jonesborough, Tenn.
27 77
Thomas !11artin
• !Pulaski, Tenn.
•
243 50
162
John Brockcnllrough !Richmond, VirginiaAnth'y Robinson, sr. 'Richmond, Virginia- I1 11,416 89
19,638
•729 86
1,221
Archibald Woods - ~ Wheeling, Virginia·
John Peck
- Burlington, Vermont
2,602 43
10,335
Thomas Reed
- . ~Iontpelicr, Vermont
-

I

.J. B. Perrault
. ,1\'ew Orleans, La. ·
George \V. Jones - DubuquP, Iowa.t
1
Samuel B. Knapp -!Mineral Point, Wis.t
Amuunt due Cnited States from agents
- 84,164 71
Amount <luc to agents from United States •
3,880 OS

2)~-~~~~
25
895 18
87 *2,637 44
101 "400 00 1
66
1

-

ool •aao

00

---$5,006
I fl,963
14,704
3,776
*547
6,210
2,730

44
37
57
38
91
72
58

'

•230 00
1,900 56

4,267 23
704 82
22,999 01

871
241
•61 66
18 • 3,876 35

3,447 53
14,628 17

76

I

I

_

Act of July
7, 1838.,

-

164,307 321 22,128 46 246,274 69
25,977 26
4,818 60
9,629 55

I

$10,236 due the U. S., but the
amount on hand for paymentil
under each act not designated
$6,888 63 due the U. States,
but the amount due under each
law not designated .

117,901 57167,742 22
18,207 51 22,925 07

----- ----------------- -----------

~ I

I

Sums marked thus ( • ) were due to the agents at the time when they made their returns.

0
0

~

~

?

307 34
96 81

Am~ull:tuueL'nitedStates, heausofappro-( $80,284 63$138,330 06$17,309 86$236,645 14 $99,694 06 11$44,817 15
~~designated, $31,794 29,

~

Remark&.

97
2,009 38
61
•!91 75
98
8,048 70
38 •4,671 63
58
944 62
87
$7,901 76 due the United State
00
*600 00
for invalids, and act of 1818
but the balances for each no
272 34
•91 32
designated.
1,290 65
12,262 25 •2,567 29

$1l,690
3, 752
41
230
97
232
1,500

5,079 04
5,018 16

~

t..?

,

t No returns.

PEr.-:;roN 0FFirE. November 20, 1841.

J. L. EDWARDS, Commi88ioner of Pen8ions.

~
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' .llbstract of disbursements for contingencies of the Pension Office, from
1st Octobe1·, 1840, to 30th September, 1841; prepared in obedience to
the second section of the act of 9th May, 1836, entitled'' .lln act making appropriations for the civil and diplomatic expenses of the Government."
George Bamford, office rent for the year Sarah Younger, making carpet
Jane Brent, scouring
Blair & Rives, printing
Eliza Hibbs, labor Eliza Brannan, washing for the year
Ingle and Boteler, furniture
F. A. Schneider, repairs
D. Clagett, furniture
Bradley & Estep, furniture
Gales & Seaton, subscription
J. Gideon, jr., printing
William Fischer, stationery
1841, January 3 Samuel Stott, furniture
5 Thomas Parker, repairs
28 Robert Mills, two directories
31 T. Lindsley, furniture
Feb.
2 Joseph Etter, directory
15 William Hill, (Secretary of North Carolina,)
examining records
15 Franck Taylor, stationery March 31 T. & W. Hill, furniture
April
5 w·. H. Drury, furniture
8 Mont. Carlton, advettising May
4 John Dickson, fuel 13 C. A. Webb, advertising
29 Richard Younger, labor
June
8 Elizabeth Washington, labor
9 Thomas Tilley, whitewashing
25 John Kent1edy, blt.1e book 30 J. & G. S. Gideon, printing
';. .
July 30 Peter Fotce, mayor's fees Sept.
1 R. P. Anderson, bookbinding
1 Boteler & Donn, furniture 4 W. Poulton, furniture
4 Rezin Magruder, labor
6 Thomas Riggles, scavenger

1840, Nov.

4
4
21
25
31

$520
3
1
345
3
20
10

00
00

25
00
00
00
63

1 75
53 71

75

3

10 00
55 58
68 08
4 12
50
1 00
1 25
50
20 25
388 85
12 00

37
4 00
152 50

6 00
34
14
20
1
42
32
213
4
3
1
10

24
87
00
50
22
0()

25
89

75
00
00

$2,064 81

E. E.
Pension Office, November 20, 1841.
16

GEO. WM. CRUMP, /igent.
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.lln estimate of the amount required to pay the salaries of person$
employed in the office of the Commissioner of Pensions, and the contingent expenses of said office, for the year 1842.
For the salary of the Commissioner of Pensions, under the act
of March 4, 1840
- $2,500 00
One clerk, transferred from the office of the Secretary of the
Navy, under the act of March 4, 1840
1,600 00
For compensation to the clerks and messengers in the office of
the Commissioner of Pensions, authorized by the act of the
9th May, 1836, viz :
Three clerks, at $1,400 per annum, each, for the whole year
4,200 00
Two clerks, at $1,200 per annum, each, for the whole year
2,400 00
Two clerks, at $1,000 per annum, each, for the whole year
2,000 00
Two clerks, at $800 per annum, each; for the whole year
1,600 00
One clerk, at $800 per annum, for 4~ months
300 00
One messenger, at $700 per annum
700 00
Two assistant messengers, at $500 per annum, each
1,000 00
CoNTINGENT ExPENSES.

To pay for stationery, blank books, printing various blank
forms, regulations, &c., advertising, procuring and transcribing
revolutionary records, expense in taking testimony in fraudulent cases, rent of house occupied as an office, fuel, office
furniture, sawing wood, whitewashing, scavenger, and other
contingent expenses

$17,800 00

-----

Respectfully submitted.
PENSION OFFICE,

November 20, 1841 •

1,500 00

J. I ... EDWARDS,
Commissioner of Pensions.

.!11~

estimate of the amount of funds which will probably be required to
pay revolutionm·y pensioners, inscribed on the rolls under the act of
Marclt 18, 1818, and the acts supplementa1·y thereto; as well as invalids, widows, cmd orphans, under the vm·ious laws of Congress
granting pensions.
There are now on the pension rolls, under the act of ths
18th of March, 1818, the names of 3,958 persons. Taking
the payments for the year past as the basis of the calc~tlation,
and make the necessary deduction on account of deaths, there
will.be required to pay pensioners under the act of March
18, 1818, for the year 1842, the sum of
$277,060
There may probably be at the end of the present year an
unexpended balance of $183,799 41, which may be applied
o the :;ervicc of 1842.
INVALID PENSIONERS.

Of this description of pensionel's thc:e are now on the roils

2,605. To pay these, if all on the lists ~>hould
would be required ~-

app;y,

there

195,375

Doc. No. 2.
There will probably be added 70 during the ensuing year,
for which there will be wanted, for 1842
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$4,900

200,275
WIDOWS' AND ORPHANS' PENSIONS.

Under the first section of the act of July 4, 1836, there
will probably be on the pension rolls the widows and children
of 50 officers and soldiers. $100 per annum is considered
the average amount necessary to pay each, which will be To pay the pensions of widows under the 3d section of the
act of July 4, 1836, who are now on the rolls, viz: 2,303, at
an average of $SO per annum, will require
Under this section of the Ia w, there will probably be added
to the rolls during the ensuing year 100; and for arrearagcs
the average sum will probably be $880, which will amount to
The number of deaths may perhaps amount to 100; the
average deduction for each death, estimated at $50, will be
Which will leave to be appropriated for 1841
There will probably be an undrawn balance in the Treasury of $30,000, which may be applied to the payment of
pensions in 18·12.

$5,000

184,240
88,000
.277,240

5,000
272,240

FIVE YEARS' PENSIONS TO WIDOWS.

Under the act of July 7, 1838, allowing five years' pensions
to widows of revolutionary officers, soldiers, &c., there will
probably be allowed in the ensuing year 500 claims. These,
at an average of $400 each for the whole five years, will
amount to -

$200,000

RECAPITULA'riON.

To pay pensioners under the act of March 18, 1818
To pay invalid pensioners, under various laws
To pay widows and orphans, under the act of July 4, 1836
To pay five years' pensions, under the act of July 7, 1838

$277,060

200,275
272,240

200,000
949,575

Respectfully submitted.

J. L. EDWARDS,
Commissioner of Pensiona.
PENSION OnrcE, November 20, 1841.
REPORT FHOIH THE BOUNTY LAND OFFICE.

Return of claims which have been deposited in the Bounty Land Office
from tlw 30th September, 1840, to the 15th November, 184l,for aervi~
ces rendered in the revolntionary war.
Number of claims received from the lst October, 1840, to the 15th November, IS4l, inclusive Viz:
Claims fonnd upon examination to h ave been previously satisfied
Claims wherein the applicants were found not entitled to land -

43S

115
121
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Claims wherein the name of the officer or soldier is not returned
on the records
152
Claims in regard to which further evidence or information was
required
37
Claims for which regulations were sent to the applicants
13
- - 43S

Since the 1st January, 1840, at which period the last law extending the
tiJUe for issuing warrants of the revolutionary class expired, about twenty
claims of that class have been filed and duly established.

Return of claims which have been deposited in the Bounty Land Officefrom the 30th September, 1840, to the 15th November, 1841, for services rendered in the late wm· with Great Britain.
Number of claims received from the 1st October, 1840, to the 15th November, 1841, inclusive 514
Viz:
Claims found upon examination to have been previously satisfied 167
Claims wherein the applicants were found not entitled to land - 78
Claims in regard to which further evidence or information was
required
122
Claims for which regulations were sent to the applicants
109
Claims established since the last annual report 38
--514

Claims established and on file, per last annual report
Claims established and filed since the last annual report

7(3:
38
114

Making an aggregate of 114 claims of the late war class, established and
ready to be satisfied whenever the law authorizing the issue of warrants
of that class is revived.

PENSION OFFICE, November 20, 1841.
Sm : The books and papers connected with the examination of military
bounty land claims having been transferred to your custody and supervision, under an order to that effect by the Secretary of War, dated the 3d
instant, the aforegoing is respectfully reported to you as the proceedings of
the Bounty Land Office, so far as it has been usnal to report them heretofore to the Secretary of War.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WM. GORDON,
Late First Clerk of the Bounty Land Office.
JAMES L. EDWARDs, Esq.,
Commissioner of Pensions. ·

Doc. No. 2.
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No. 11.
REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS.

DEPARTMENT OF WAR,

Office Indian .!i.ffairs, November 25, 1841.
SIR : In conformity with your instructions, the following report of the
transactions of this office has been prepared.
The table annexed (marked. in the appendix No. 1) shows the number
of Indians, and the tribes to which they respectively belong, who are
natives of the country west of the Mississippi river; the bands, and their
number severally, whose emigration is completed, and those whose removal is only partially efl:'ected, and to what extent ; the number of each tribe
remaining east twelve months ago, and of those emigrated since; and how
many are subsisted by the Government, and at what cost.
It will be perceived that the rem0val west has been confined to a single
tribe, but that the body of Indians whose presence in Florida every effort
is making to rid us of, fortunately with considerable success, and with
every prospect of an early favorable termination to the harassing conflict
that has been maintained since 1835. Returns earlier in the season make
the number of Indians who had set out from Florida 423, of whom 414
arrived west, nine having died on the journey; and a report of the 6th, received on the lOth instant, adds the number of 200, who were at and left
New Orleans on the 20th of October, on their way to their new homes.
The Swan-creek and Black river bands of the Chippewa nation were
partially removed in the year 1839, as has been heretofore reported.
There remain, as the acting superintendent of Michigan reports, about
200 of them in that region, viz: 108 in the neighborhood of Black
river; "another band of 107 have crossed the St. Clair river, and
partly joined the colony of British Methodists, nearly opposite to Fort
Gratiot. A few of those who have remained on our side have bought
farms and are determined to become citizens; the residue wander about,
doing little good, and must ere long be removed somewhere." He adds:
"The Government will have to extend its bountiful aid to them ere long,
else many of them must perish ; yet they have great dread of crossing the
Missouri. Should the policy of removal west of this river be discontinued,
and a new colony established, you will no doubt endeavor to have the
plan matured in the course of the ensuing winter." With such as have
elected to go to Canada we have no concern, but the situation of those
within our territory demands our attention. The treaty of 1836 ceded
their lands, and we stipulated to furnish them 8,320 acres, or 13 sections
of land, west .of the Mississippi or northwest of St. Anthony's falls. There
is no direct engagement on their part to remove west, but it would be difficult tQ say they must go more strongly than it is expressed by the treaty
and the grant of land te them west or northwest. The avails of the ceded
lands were secured to them, but they amount to much less than was anti-
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cipated; and certain advancements were made to them by the treaty, to be
refunded out of the proceeds of the sales. In the absence of any provision
on the subject, and considering that all the land they ceded amounted only
to 8,320 acres, I think it proper to reiterate the recommendation of last
yeary that they, including the 62 already removed southwest, should be put
on the usual footing of having the expenses of their removal borne and a
twelve months' provision furnished them by the United States.
The Ottawas and Chippewas have ceased to live by right in Michigan;
the term of five years, during which they were entitled to occupy the reservations made by the treaty of 1836, "and no longer, unless the United
States grant them permission to remain on said lands for a longer period,"
expired on the 27th of May last. By the 8th article of the treaty they
were to remove to the west of the Mississippi, or the country between the
Mississippi and Lake Superior, among the Chippewas; and, "when the
Indians wish it, the United States will remove them at their expense,
provide them a year's subsistence," &c. It will be seen there is no period
:fixed for their emigration, and that arises out of the alteration made by the
Senate's amendments to the frame of the original treaty. The time now
rests in the discretion of the United States; to be exercised judiciously
and in a spirit of kindness to these poor people, I trust, and with reasonable notice to them when a determination is made. The project of a northern Indian territory, if it can be consummated, will afford them a suitable future home, in point of climate and. other respects; and, in my judgment, the indulgence of remaining where they are should be extended to
them until this new feature in our Indian policy shall be either fully
adopted or rejected.
A treaty was made with the Miami tribe, for a cession of their remaining lands in Indiana, on the 28th of November last; confirmation of whick
was advised by the Senate, with certain amendments, on the 25th day of
February. The changes proposeJ made it necessary to submit the amendments to the other contracting party; which, after full explanation, assented thereto, and the ratification of the entire instrument took place on the
7th of June, 1841. The extinction of Indian title throughout all Indiana
was justly regarded to be of great consequence to that commonwealth.
The lands acquired are of superior quality, and situated in what must become a rapidly improving part of the State.
It has for a considerable time been an object with the Government t<>
procure a cession of the Wyandot lands in Crawford county, Ohio. Various attempts have from time to time, for some years, been unsuccessfully
made to treat with them for this purpose; and, on the .26th of March last,
Colonel John Johnston, of Ohio, was appointed a commissioner, with instructions to negotiate with these Indians. He has had several interviews
with them, but nothing definite has yet. been effected, so far as this office is
informed. The tracts of land they occupy contain about 109,144 acres,
which are situated in the midst of a populous community of our fellowcitizens, nearly midway between the capital of Ohio and the southwestern
end of Lake Erie. It ·will be perceived that, while the Wyandots are
suffering from the immediate neighborhood of whites, the settlement and
improvement of a large body of land in the heart of a thrifty and important county are prevented by the presence of the Indians, who it is evident
cannot long remain, and while they do, from the uncertainty of their posi-
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tion and the deteriorating influences around them, cannot make any advances, if it be possible to keep them stationary.
Your immediate predecessor, at an early period of his admil'listration of
the!War Department, contemplated the establishment of an Indian territory
in the northern part of Iowa. Governor D!ity, of Wiskonsan, was appointed commissioner to negotiate with the Sioux, or Dakota tribes, for a
cession of land for this purpose west of Fort Snelling, embracing the St.
Peter's river, in the neighborhood of the Blue Earth river and Swan lakes.
It was not intended, however, to confine him to a particular spot or defined
limits, but to indicate that there or thereabouts seemed to be the proper
selection. ·The land was represented to be good, to be advantageously
undulating, and to have a sufficiency of timber. The project seems to me
to be judicious, in reference as well to our own citizens as the Indians.
It will be difficult to find space southwest of the Missouri for all the tribes
yet to be removed, and perhaps impossible without the acquisitions referred to a twelvemonth ago. The Southwestern States complain of the
congregation of so many Indians on their borders. If there be any danger
in their concentration, it will not be increased on the plan proposed, and
we shall thus make a counterpoise to the southwestern Indian territory,
having a dense white population (that will soon collect) interposed between the two se ttlements. It is an important point of national policy,
that, judiciously carried out, would, I think, result in great benefits to the
country.
I forbear any further observations, which the occasion, under other circumstances, might invite, arising out of the geographical position of the
contemplated new territory, because one of the treaties concluded by Governor Doty is before the Senate, and the other, received at the department
since Congress rose, will, it is presumed, be laid · before the Senate at the
next session. They are merely adverted to now as a part of the history
of the proceedings of the department, with a full sense of the propriety of
abstaining from remark upon important measures, awaiting final action
where alone it can be constitutionally had.
In furtherance of the measure just spoken of, Governor Chambers, of
Iowa, Governor Doty, of Wiskonsan, and the undersigned, were on the 1st
day of September last appointed commissioners to treat with the Sacs ancl.
Foxes anrl the Winnebagoes, for cessions of the land they respectively occupy in Iowa. They met at the agency of the former, and on the 15th
day of October last opened their negotiations with the Sacs and Foxes.
The instructions of the War Department to the commission, dated the 3d
of September, were strictly observed. The propositions we were authorized to make were submitted to a full council, in a spirit of entire frankness. Their answer was requested without allowing themselves to be influenced by the counsel of whit€ men, who were excluded from all participation in their deliberations. After full consideration, their response was
unanimously made, and it was unJavorable to our wishes. They declined
decidedly a sale of their lands to the United States. We were instructed
to ask for a cession of all the land they possessed in Iowa, and restricted to
that proposition, for the reasons that a partial eession would only lay the
ground for a second treaty at the same expense of holding it, and at an increased consideration, and becau:se their removal was a principal object. Without enlarging ou the subject in the body of this report, I annex
copies of the appointment of the commissioners, of the minutes of the
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several councils they held with the Indians on this subject, and of their
report to the War Department, (Nos. 2, 3, and 4.)
On the 23d of January last a letter was addressed to this office by H.
R. Schoolcraft, Esq., acting superintendent of Indian affairs in Michigan,
received on the 3d of February, (No.5,) stating that there was a Saganaw
reserve of 3,000 acres of land situated at Big Lick, on the river Shiawassee, which had not been purchased, and the Indian title to which the inhabitants were very desirous should be extinguished. A critical examination of the treaty of January, 1837, satisfied my mind that the 3,000 acre
tract was intended to be ceded by it, and I so advised Mr. Schoolcraft in
a cornmunication of the 9th of April, 1841, (No. 6,) giving my reasons at
length for my opinion, and asking him, as the negotiator of the treaty, for
his views on the subject, and a statement of the circumstances attending'the
execution of the compact in regard of the reservation in question. On the
.26th of April! received his reply, under date of the 17th of April, (No.7,)
concurring in my view of the matter, and showing, with the inherent evidence of the treaty itself, as referred to in my letter of the 9th of April, that
the right and equity were with the United States, but that an unintentional
omission of the 3,000 acre tract had taken place. On the 7th of June I
requested Robert Stuart, Esq., the present superintendent of Indian affairs
in Michigan, to procure a reiinquishment of the Indian right to the above
tract, (No. S,) and on the 13th instant received a communication from that
gentleman, dated the 4th instant, covering an explanatory agreement entered into by the Saganaw Indians on the 27th of October, setting the
errors which had occurred in the treaty of 1837 rightp (No. 9.)
Provision having been made for the payment of the debts of the Miam i
tribe in the treaty before adverted to, and the 3d article thereof, providing
for the appointment of a commissioner or commissioners to investigate the
claims preferred against them, and ascertain their indebtedness, Othniel
L. Clark and Lot Bloomfield, Esqs., of Indiana, were, on 21st June, appointed commissioners to perform that duty. On the 18th September the
honorable Jonathan McCarty, of the same State, was added to the commission. The report of these gentlemen has not yet been received, but
may be expected shortly.
The commi.ssion instituted to investigate and report the facts in relation
to alleged purchases of Indian reservations, under the treaty of 1830 with
the Choctaws, has been discontinued. The records, papers, and documents, belonging to it have been received and examined. The result is,
that 30S claims were favorably considered by the commissioner, viz: 252
under the 19th article and supplement, and 56 under the 14th article. A
larger number was submitted, but it does not appear that he acted definitively on them. The reports of the agent are revised here, and the purchases submitted for the approbation of the President, where they are fortified by proof, showing the fairness of the transaction; that the consideration was adequate, and that it has been paid to the reservee. The required
testimony is often wanting, and the necessary c9n~>equence is delay.
I would again respectfully invite the attention of Congress to the unadjusted claims to reservations under the 14th article of the treaty of Dancing
Rabbit Creek. This important and involved subject has been noticed in
each of the annual reports that I have had the honor to make; and in
the two last it was respectfully submitted for consideration, whether the
unlocated claims under the 19th article (118 in number) should not take
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the same direction with those under the 14th. The commission that was
organized and continued under the laws of 3d March, 1837, and 22d February, 1838, acted upon but a comparatively small number of these claims
under the 14th article. In my opinion, it would be judicious to revive the
investigation, extending it as before suggested, or to take such other step
for a final disposition of this complicated matter as the wisdom of Congress
may think fit to adopt. "An act to grant pre-emption rights to settlers on
the public lands," passed 22d June, 1838, reserved from sale" any tract or
tracts of land re'served to any Choctaw, under the provisions of the treaty
of Dancing Rabbit Creek," to satisfy the claims of such Indians, &c.; " and
also to reserve from sale or entry a sufficient quantity of the lands acquired
by said treaty, upon which no such settlement or improvement has been
made as would entitle the settler or improver to a right of pre-emption under this act, to satisfy the claims of such Indians as may have been entitled to reservations under the said treaty, and whose lands may have
been sold by the United States, on account of any default, neglect, or omission of duty, on the part of any officer of the United States; such reservation from sale to continue until the claims to reservations under said treaty
shall be investigated by the board of commissioners appointed for that purpose, and their report finally acted on by Congress." The 5th section of
the supplement oflst June, 1840, to the above law, runs thus:" And nothing
in the last proviso of the act of the 22d June, 1838, shall be so construed as to
defeat any right of pre-emption accruing under said act, or under this act, or
under any preceding act of Congress; nor shall said pre-emption claims be
defeated by any contingent Choctaw location." The above acts of Congress were recited in the last annual report from this office, and are now
repeated to make what follows intelligible. By the act of Congress entitled " An act to appropriate the proceeds of the sales of the public lands,
and to grant pre-emption rights," of the 4th September, 1841, it is provided," and so much of the proviso of the act of 22d June, 1838, or any
order of the President of the United States, as directs certain raservations
to be made in favor of certain claims under the treaty of Dancing Rabbit
Creek, be, and the same is hereby, repealed: Provided, That such repeal
shall not affect any title to any tract ofland secured in virtue of said treaty."
The law of 1840 was confined to and preferred pre-emptions then existing. The act of 1841 opens the door to future pre-emptioners. It appears to me that the complexity which surrounds these reservation claims
is year by year growing greater, and that an additional reason is thereby
furnished for early legislation on the subject.
The contract made by James C. \Vatson & Co., with certain Creek chiefs,
for the purchase of a large number of tracts of land reserved to Creek Indians, under the treaty made with them in 1832, has been heretofore
spoken of. Under a clause of that paper, a commission was instituted to
investigate the respeetive claims of the above purchasers, and those of
others that conflicted with them, which was closed in February last.
Many of the cases referred to have been finally settled by compromise between the parties, leaving a portion not exceeding 110 in number, on which
appeals have been made by the parties, respectively, from the several reports of the Commissioner, for final disposition.
The other claims to reservations by Creeks have been considered and
acted on, so far as they have been in a condition to be taken up, and the
attention that was due to other business it1 the office would allow. Nu-
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merous cases have been suspended at the instance of the parties in interest,
who d~sired further time to furnish additional testimony in support of their
respective sides of the question; and others have been deferred to give parties the opportunity of conforming to conditions prescribed, the fulfilment
of which must precede recommendations of contracts for approval.
The money that has been received by this office in payment of purchases
from the heirs of deceased and other Creek Indians amounts to $17,057 62,
of which $11,942 62 were transmitted for distribution among those entitled, through the acting superintendent of the Western Territory. The
balance since received will be forwarJed for payment in the same manner,
to those to whom it belongs, by the first favorable opportunity.
The registers of Chickasaw reservations, and of the reservees required by
the regulations, adopted by President Jackson, for carrying out the treaty
stipulations which the chiefs mentioned in the 4th article of the treaty of
1834 ought, with the advice and assistance of their agent, to have furnished
according to the 14th article of the treaty of 1832, have not been received,
although called for. But a measure equally, if not more effective, is in a
course of execution. It will be recollected that, from the reports of Col. Benjamin Reynolds, the Chickasaw agent, prior to June, 1838, it was believed
that reservations had been allotted to all those entitled to land. Afterwards,
however, the agent named, and his successor, Col. Upshaw, reported that
many claims had been preferred under the treaty provl.sions, the allotments
for which frequently conflict, it has been stated at the land office, with £ales
made by the register at Pontotoc. The chiefs and commissioners under the
treaty of 1834 communicated their anxious desire, through the acting superintendent, to have the claims made since June, 1838, investigated in general council of the nation. They state their belief that, although ~ome of
them may be valid, there must be many which have no foundation and
are fraudulent. Lists were accordingly prepared and forwarded to the acting superintendent, a late report from whom states that the investigation
will be had during the month of November, the result of which will be
communicated to this office. It was my opinion that the report of the.
Chickasaw chiefs and commissioners, of the conclusion to which the tribe
had come in' council, should be final; but your predecessor thought it should
be reviewed here, and snch determinations made as the facts would justify.
The whole Chickasaw cession, except the reservations, it is provided shall
be sold for the benefit of the nation; by so many tracts, then, as are declared
to belong to individuals, will the general stock be reduced. It struck me
there \Vas, therefore, no risk of the chiefs and commissioners, or the tribe in
council, reporting in favor of a claim not well f~unded. If there is no good
ground for such an apprehension, especially whe1:1 it is recollected that many
of the leading men among these Indians are quite intelligent, and capable
of transacting business, much contention and delay in settling these reservation claims would be avoided by regarding their decisions as conclusive.
The reservations which have been made under other treaties, and require
the attentioH of the Department, have received it from time to time as they
were presented and prepared for consideration and decision.
While on this subject I respectfully ask your attention, and, through you,
that of Congress, to a measure that I think it concerns the public interests
should be adopted. It was suggested by me to the Secretary of War, in a
special report of 22d April, 1840, and by him submitted to the Committee on
Indian Affairs of the House of Representatives, but, so far as I am inform-
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ed, no legislation had in regard of it. The Indian department must have
houses for its agents to live in; for the blacksmiths, farmers: &c., it undertakes
to support for various tribes; and school-houses, churches, &c., are often
built or paid for under treaty engagements. When the land on which
they stand is ceded by the Indians, and they cease to possess it, there is no
authority, of which I am aware, to prevent the occupancy of these improvements by any of our citizens. It is United States property, upon
which now any one may enter and acquire title, and upon which for many
years past he might settle, with the assurance that his claim would be
legalized. The cost of these buildings is always, in a great measure, lost
to the United States. The War Department or the Indian office may, to be
sure, sell the house or building, that is, the materials of which it is composed,
but without an inch of ground, and of course they bring a mere trifle.
The remedy I propose is this: the passage of a law authorizing the Indian
office or the War Department to sell an eighth, a quarter, or a half section
of land, according to the extent and value of the improvement, with it. A
sale could be effected before the Indians were removed or the occupants under the Government left it, and the Treasury be geuerally reimbursed to some
reasonable extent. A public sale by auction, after the settler is once in possession, experience abundantly proves would not be available. By a law
of 3d March, 1819, the Secretary of War is authorized," under the direction of the President ofthe United States, to cause to be sold such military
sites, belonging to the United States, as may have been found to become
use~ss for military purposes."
The Secretary of War is further authorized
by said law, on the payment of the consideration money agreed upon intO'
the Treasury, to transfer the title in fee simple. The same authority to sell
a proper pi·oportion of land with improvements made, and existing on
lands ceded by Indian tribes, would remedy the evil.
The Seminoles who have been removed, according to a previous statement, Gl4 in number, are upon subsistence, according to the treaty of
Payne's Landing, and will so continue for one year from the date of their
respective arrivals, at a cost to the United States of 13 cents per ration, or
so much per day for each Indian.
While at St. Louis I learned, by communications from the superintendent of Indian affau·s in Iowa, and the late sub-agent at Council Bluffs~
that there was good ground to apprehend that that part of the united band
of Chippewas, Ottawas, and Pottawatamies, on the east bank of the Missouri, were endeavoring to enlist "the different tribes of Indians on the
Mississippi, and also several tribes on the south of the Missouri river," in
:;t war party against the Sioux, in retaliation for injuries alleged to be received at their hands. Although whatever was deemed proper had been
done by those officers who had received the earliest information, and I had
reason to believe, from conversations with the agents who met me at St.
Louis, that there was no probable immediate danger of an outbreak, I still
thought it my duty to take the additional measures that seemed to be judicious to guard against such an occurrence. The several agents, whose
charge was liable to be seduced, were addressed on the subject. One of
these communications is annexed, (No. 10.) I am happy to add an extract
from a communication of the agent of the Sioux to his immediate superintendent, dated 27th September last, whi~<h (No. 11) shows that the Sioux
were disposed to be peaceable for the future.
Subjoined you have tabular statements showing the amount of appro-
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priations for the service of the Indian department, drawn between the 1st
day of October, 1840, and the 4th of March last; the sums drawn out of
the same fund between the 4th of March and the 1st of October last, and
between this day and the 6th of November instant, respectively; and the
amount appropriated for the service of 1841, with the sums drawn thereout,
between the 4th of March and the 1st of October, and subsequently to the
6th November, and of the balances thereof in the Treasury on the two last
days severally, (Nos. 12, 13, and 14.)
I send likewise, by your instruction, a statement (No. 15) of the funds in
the hands of Daniel Kurtz, Esq., disbursing agent of the Indian department,
certified by that gentleman, setting forth where the moneys are deposited
and kept. There appears to me to have been, and as there probably still
is, a misapprehension on the subject of this agency, as well as in regard of
the expenditure of one appropriation to effect the ends of another, I ask
leave to submit a few explanatory observations respecting each. The disbursing office has long existed unJer the immediate direction of the Secretary of War, whose agent the disbursing officer is. I found the present
incumbent in the discharge of the most onerous and responsible duties of
his agency when I became Commissioner of Indian Affairs, which he has
since performed to the entire satisfaction of your prede<!essors, as I have
always understood, and without any compensation whatever. The office
wa-s deemed to be necessary to the proper conduct of the affairs of the
Department. Officers often dischar-ge, in part, the duties imposed on them,
when they are trausferred, removed, or resign. Moneys have been placed
in their hands, which are of course drawn from the Treasury for that purpose; and when their accounts, so far as they have acted, are settled, a balance will remain with them that is necessary for the purpose for which it
was originally intended, but which, if returned into the Treasury, might go
into the surplus fund; nor, according to my apprehension, would it be so
paid until ascertained on final settlement. This would occasion great delay,
and often defeat the end in view. By the payment of admitted balances
to the disbursing agent, all this is avoided. Interest is also payable on the
various investments made on Indian account, which must be safely kept
until they are paid over or reinvested, as duty may reqnire. Some agency
in this particular, or other safe disposition of the funds referred to, is required. The money cannot be drawn from its depositories except on the
check of the agent, countersigned by the Secretary of vVar and Commissioner of Indian Affairs; and this mode of drafting upon it was, I am
informed, suggested by the present agent. There would, therefore, seem
to be as much security thrown around the fund as such an agency is capable of. If you should think, however, that a change would be judicious,
it rests with you, as the head of the War Department, to order it. The
matter is entirely within your discretion, the agent acting for you, and not
being strictly or legally subject to my control in the performance of this
service, although it would be my duty, and, as such, would be rigidly
attended to, to inform you if I saw any thing wrong, or had the slightest
reason to think that the agency was not conducted with the utmost integrity.
With a view, as I believe, to prevent the accumulation of fnnds in the
hands of public agents and officers, it was deemed advisable, as long ago
as 1809, to authorize them, when they had money in their hands which
had been appropriated for one pur.pose for which it was not immediately
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wanted, to apply it to any other more pressing object for which an appro-

priation had also been made, to the extent of the latter, which should make
good the fund thus substituted for it. This was effected up to 1822, I am
informed, by stating the fact upon the face of the account of the disbursing
agent or officer when it came to be settled, and the requisite entry was
made on the Treasury books. In the year last named the plan of counterrequisitions was devised by the Secretary of the Treasury, which has been
acted on from that day, and, I presume, will continue to be, as to Indian
accounts, for disbursements prior to July last. Their operation went to
give a more formal and regular character to reimbursements. On the 17th
Marcl1, 1838, the Secretary of War approved, for this branch of the service,
the course so long pursued. The system, in its origin and progress, had
the sanction of the very able gentlemen at the head of the Treasury De- ·
partment in 1809 and 1822, and of the no less distinguished Secretary of
War in March, 1838. It is not confined, according to my information, to
this office, but prevailed in the other branches of your Department, where
it still prevails, as well as in the Navy Department, and perhaps elsewhere.
The purpose of those who adopted and persevered in it during 32 years
was as pure and patriotic as I believe the practice to have been under itfor at no time, in my opinion, was it contemplated by any one that appropriated money should be applied to an object for which there was no
appmpriation, or beyond the actual appropriation; nor do I recollect any
instance of such misapplication, though, from misconstruction of a law,
or from misapprehension of its meaning or extent, it is possible this may
have happened. I speak, of course, of those who have expended the
public money for public purposes, and do not refer to such as, forgetful ef
their duty and themselves, have given to private use what belonged to
their country. Of the latter there are, lamentably, too many instances.
The system was abolishad, in the Indian department, by an order of your
predecessor, on the 8th day of July last-which you may, perhaps, think
requires some modification. This rescission, in its principle, had my concurrence-not because the old system was unconstitutional, but because its
tendency was to protract the settlement of accounts, and to mingle and
confound things that should be kept separate, and are best exhibited in the
simplest form. It has not only the high authority already mentioned in its
favor, but many public men, whose opinions I greatly respect, now think
it a most judicious measure, well calculated to advance al!ld protect the
public interests. From them I ha·:e been constrained to differ, and have
always differed since I knew any thing of the subject. This view has been
repeatedly presented to your predecessors; and in the first annual report
that I had the honor to submit, in November, 1838, the opinion is expressed
that money should only be called for at the Treasury "on special requisitions, at the time, and fur the precise object that requires the expenditure."
The question is one of expediency only. Whether the order of 8th of
July can be advantageously altered will be for you to decide. Experience
will test its soundnes5; determine the necessity of future changes; inform us,
if they are required, what they ought to be; and perhaps may show the
propriety of recurring to the course lately repudiated.
The issue of the system of 1809 has been the protraction of the
settlement of accounts. The result has been thus produced. Even when~
one fund has been used to effect the purposes of another, the latter
still remaining in the Treasury, although the reimbursement of the-
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expended fund can be made by connter-requisition, the investigation
necessary to ascertain the proper head of appropriation on which to
issue it involves increase of labor ,and time, and necessarily contributes to produce the delay complained of. There is, however, a more
formidable difficulty. Suppose there are three distinct appropriations, that
I will designate as A, B, and C, and that the fund of A is used for the
purposes of B, and that of B for the objects of C, A should be reimlnused
by B; but the appropriation is exhausted, and there is nothing for which a
counter-requisition can issue. He who disburses the money will appear
to be the debtor of A and the creditor of B, which, as far as mere form
goes, is true, but has no reality, for the agent or officer has faithfully disbursed public money for public objects. The accounting officers, however,
cannot close his account, because a counter-requisition on B, to be placed
to his credit against his liability to A, cannot be drawn. A remedy is
required. What shall it be?
The same obstructions and difficulties existed in 1829. A law was
passed on the 27th January, 1831, providing for the evil, by authorizing
the President to do what was deemed to be necessary on the occasion.
An act conferring similar powers, as to all accounts which may require
their exercise of a prior date, would enable the proper officers to close
them. This done, under the transfer power it will be seen at once whether any deficit exists. There ought to be none, except where money appropriated has gone to the surplus fund, or there have been actual defalcations.
The law of 1831 appropriated $61,000 to meet balances on accounts
presented·and settled by the proper accounting offtcers. But it will be in
season to ask for snch an appropriation when the deficit is ascertained, which
canno t be reached until aetna! settlements have taken place. I respectfully recommend the passage of a bill conferring the powers contained in
the 2d section of the said law.
A tabular exhibit of the investments made and held for the benefit of
Indian tribes is submitted, together with a statement of the appropriations
made by Congress annually in lien of interest, where it has not been
thou ght advisable to invest the principal according to the treaty stipulations,
(Nos. 16 and 17.) This system of putting money to interest for Indian use, iu
either of the shapes above mentioned, is a wise and beneficial one for
them; they have no forecast, and the principal if paid them would be
wasted and lost; whereas its annual yield will be a continued supply, that
ought to be productive of many benefits. I think the plan adopted since
1837, of appropriating the interest, more judicious and safer than investment. In case of a failure to pay the interest, or a depreciation of the
stock wheu necessary to convert it into money, although the United States
would not he legally bound to make good the loss, yet there are moral
considerations that would it;npel them to do it. The appropriations, alth ough more expensive to us, are certain and safe, and in the end may be
m llre economical.
The various annuities due by us, and treaty stipulations that bind us to
furnish supplies, &c., to Indian tribes, have received proper attention, and
either have been paid and performed or are in a course of payment and
performance. The recipients of money are rarely more than conduit
pipes to convey it into the pockets of their traders. The existing system is
founded on the intercourse laws, which prescribe the mode of granting
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and revoking licenses-the provision respecting it being substantially the
same in the law of 1802 as in that of 1834. It is difficult to determine
what is the best mode of supplying the Indians with such goods as
their situation and necessities require, and there is great diversity of
opinion on the subject. One thing is certain : that the annuities are
absorbed always in large proportion, generally entirely ; and that, in
addition, the tribes or their members become, in shorter or longer
periods, according to their supposed means of ultimate payment, deeply in~
debted to the traders. Some of these individuals deal fairly with them,
that is, they furnish them with useful and good articles, while others, there
is just reason to believe, though it is imposf.ible usually to establish it by
direct evidence, sell them such articles as are very costly, but calculated to
captivate their fondness for show, when more substantial and stouter, but
less extravagant goods would better bear exposure and the careless use of
them to which they are subjected; and not unfrequently they receive what
is useless, and sometimes inJurious. Besides, they buy what they do not
want, and trade the purchases off for whiskey, by which the vice of in~
temperance is greatly encouraged and extended, so as to reach nearly
every member of some tribes. With the above difference, which will al~
ways be found nnder the system, they all charge very high prices. They
get the proceeds of the Indian hunts, and the greater part, ifnot all, of the
annuities, but these mea us pay only a portion of the credits given; the un~
certain receipt of the balance, dependent on the formation of a treaty with
the particular tribe, (for. it seems what Indians do not pay within a year
they do not regard themselves as owing,) induces the exaction of exorbi~
t9.nt prices, that the actual receipts may cover losses. The consequence is,
that the few Indians who pay in full are exposed to extravagant charges,
and that a large debt is soon run up against the band, which, when a.
treaty is made, assumes or insists on the United States furnishing a fund
to pay the individnal debts. The Indians do not suffer alone in this, for
the sum allottecJ. to relieve them from their liabilities is doubtless an addi~
tion to what they would be otherwise willing to receive for a cession of
their land. In this way the Treasury of the United States has been
heavily taxed since the payment of Indian debts has become a feature in
our treaties with them. I would strongly reco 1mend that no such pro~
vision be made in future negotiations. We will so remove the temptation.
to sell them more goods than they can pay for in the current year, and
prevent the purchase of what they ought to do without. The fact that
these full supplies arc one of the great obstacl es to a change of Indian life,
and a recourse to pastoral or agricultural pursuits, recommends their curtailment to favorable consideration .
I do not well see how the evil above referred to can be fully corrected,
except by a change of system. The enormous prices put upon the goods
sold them, (and they will buy any thing and at any price if a credit is ob~ained ;) the purchase of unnecessary articles, and the exchange of whatever
tl1eypossess, useful or fanciful, for ardent spirits; the influence acquired by
the traders in the co11dnct of their traffic with them, often exercised to
<thwart the views anJ. policy of the Government, and every evil incident !o
tbe trade which may be laid at the door of particular persons engaged m
it, will be fou nd to attend tl1c tra ffic, in whose hands soever it may be.
The factory system is, in p rinciple, it strikes me, the true plan of supplying the wants of the Indians. I do not mean the factory system as it wa.~
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used, or, it ·seems to have been 'thought, abused, between 1816 and 1822,
but a factory system properly arranged and guarded. It is evident that
the idea was a favorite one through a series of years commencing with
April, 1802, when the law of 1796, authorizing the establishment of trading
)louses under United States officers, was revived and renewed till April,
IS06. The plan was then remodelled, continued in 1809, and modified
by a new law in 1811, to be of force until 1st April, 1814. The war interfered with its execution; but immediately after the peace, viz : on 3d
March, 1815, the law of 1811 was revived and continued in 1817, 1818,
1819, (with modifications in the two last years,) 1820, and 1821. It ceased
to exist on the 23d June, in the year 1822. It. was objected to as liable to
abuse and having resulted in loss to the Treasury. The former reason
may be urged against almost any line of policy you can adopt. It should
not exist. The most vigilant attention and unbending integrity of those
who direct its execution, together with the same qualities in those who execute in person a given system, will alone protect the public and the Indians from wrong; and I trust we are not so far in the sear leaf that officers are not now in place, and cannot be hereafter found, who deserve entire confidence. As to the loss that was incnrred, I fancy you would find
it very much inferior to the burdens that have been thrown on the public
by the trade sy5tem, if you could trace the payments that have been made
for Indian debts, and which I regard as so much added to what '"ould
have been the consideration of cessions made, if there was no indebtedness.
If the suggestion should meet with favor, it would, in my judgment, be
necessary to proceed with great caution-beginning on a small scale, and
do not, on reflection, see any reason for an alteration of the· views expressed on this subject in the last annual report, to which I respectfully
extending the supply of goods by Government, as the Indians would become accustomed to the change, which should be worked gradually. I
refer.
The statement herewith submitted (No. 18) will show the condition of the
Indian schools, so far as reports have been received from those in charge of
them, (numbered from 19 to 30, inclusive.) It will be perceived that returns
have not reached the Department in many in5tances; but there are probably
good reasons for this, as~'we know that the superintendent of Wiskonsan
was absent on duty with which he was charged by the Government.
There has been no superintendent at St. Louis during the summer, the
nomination of the gentleman who is the present incumbent having been
confirmed shortly before Congress adjourned; and some of the schools are in
remote and very isolated positions, without post offices near them, subject
to all the accidents of private conveyance if it offers, and afterwards to the
irregularities and chances that may befall the mail on the frontiers and on
long routes. Judging from a comparison of the returns received with
those of last year, I have no reason to believe that there is any very great
change, though I have observed with pleasure that there is a slight increase of pupils in several instances. The strongest, and at the same time
for that reason the most gratifying, exemplification of this remark is the
manual labor school established by the Methodist Episcopal Church in the
Fort Leavenworth agency. This institution is on a large scale. Thereligious society has contributed freely of its means, and the Department ha~
been as liberal in aiding to build it up as a just regard to the claims of kiu-
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dred estabflshments would allow. I think the assistanct:l exceedingly well
bestowed. The plan adopted is the only one that evf'r will succeed, according to my judgment, combining instruction in letters with housewifery,
labor on the farm, and a knowledge of the mechanic arts. Without a
proper appreciation of domestic comforts and enjoyments, all you can teach
them in and from books will be utterly valueless, for the knowledge will not
be used, and will soon escape them. I cannot too much commend the efforts
made by the active zeal of the founders of this school, whosP. success there
is good ground for hoping will be commensurate with their exertions. A
year ago the school contained some fifty scholars, now they report 78; of
whom 53 are boys and 25 girls. In this proportion of males and females
is to be found the only matter of regret. The conviction is settled, that the
,civilization of these unfortunate wards of the Government will be effected
through the instrumentality of their educated women, much more than by
their taught men. In this opinion those who conduct the school concur,
and do not what they would, but what they can. Time will, I trnst, set this
right.
A school or schools of the same description in the South will afford all
the facilities that can operate effectively at present. If the Northern Indian Territory shall be established, a plan of education on a broad foundation should be a part of the system that will be devised for it; bnt that
must wait events. The present unsettled condition of the tribes that will
people it forbids any effort, until they are permanently located, beyond the
primary schools, which are now established wherever they are likely to be
useful, or the tribes will consent to avail themselves of the advantages held
out to them. These neighborhood schools are the main reliance for whatever letters may teach, and must b() carefully encouraged and cherished.
If book teaching was all their condition called for, or we ought to extend
to them, primary schools would meet the demand; but they must learn to
farm, and to make articles of comfort and necessity, before they can appreciate or beneficially apply the know ledge that a school-house furnishes;
and hence the manual labor school of the Methodist Society and the projected one of the Cho.::taws are so highly prized. They will furnish exemplars of all the advantages we wish to confer upon the Indians, and the
improved condition of those who shall be so fortunate as to have profited
by them will, it is hoped, induce others to follow their example.
In the South the tribes generally are much further advancid, and among
them are many well educated and highly respectable men. 1'he Cherokees,
ahead of any other band, have a large fund for educatiorz purposes, which
is, however, payable to such person or persons as t)1e Cherokee nation
shall authorize or appoint to receive the same, ani applicable annually,
"' by the council of the nation, for the support o( cQ.lllmon schools, and such.
a literary institution of a hicrher order as may b7 established in the Indian
country." The Choctaws a~e rich in the medns of improving their children, which have been chiefly spent at the Ch,ctaw Academy, in Kentucky.
That institution will soon cease to exist, ~cording to the anticipation expressed in my report of 1840, and the prllJ>OSition of the proprietor of 12th
January, in the same year; and, when ;tJ.e necessary prepa.rations are made,
the money will be devoted to the A.Ipport of one or more academies or
schools of the better class, in th9it own country. Late information received from this tribe conveys the agreeable information that the Choctaw
nation, with whom are united in this project the Chickasaws, are deter17
'
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mined to institute a school for males, and one separate and distinct from it for
females, conforming to a system of instruction communicated by this office
in a letter of 11th July, 1840, to the acting superintendent, entertaining, ,
however, a different opinion in relation to the site. The communication
l:eferred to was in the appendix to last November's report; but as it is
ebout to become the basis of institutions that will, I hope, be extensively
useful, and for all time too, a copy is again submitted, (No. 31.) This is the
proper place to annex statements showiug the amount and application of
funds provided by treaties for educating Indians, (exclusive of investments.
which are elsewhere exhibited,) and the condition of the civilization fund,
(Nos. 32 and 33.)
It is with great pleasure I refer to the promising conclition of the tribes
·in the Southwest. The Cherokees, it-is well known, have an organized
Government, with a written constitution, and laws for the punishment of
crimes, enforcement of contracts, and settlement of decedents' estates, with
the provisions that they have deemed suitable to their condition and circumstances, which seem to me to be well calculated for the protection of
individual rights, so far as I have had an o;~ portunity of judging. The
Choctaws have followed in their wake, as had been understood, for a considerable time; but I received, a few days ago, a printed copy of the constitution and laws they have adopted for their government. The Chickasaws,.
who are kindred to, intermarried with, and speak the same language as the
Choctaws, or one slightly varying, entered in October last for the first time
into the national council, under the convention of 1837. The region these
two tribes occupy produces cotton, of which it is supposed they will have
1,000 bales for exportation this year. They have seven cotton gins, grist
and saw mills, &c., and promise soon, as well as the Cherokees, to be distinguishable from our citizens only by their color. The examples they set
are worthy of imitation, and it is hoped that red men elsewhere, looking at
the conduct and lives and government of these their brethren, will not fail
to profit by the models, so deserving of all commendation, that are before
them.
The Choctaws and Chickasaws are immediately opposite to Texas, and
are much annoyed by straggling Del a wares, Shawnees, Kickapoos, &c., who
settle down on their land, and are guilty of depredations on their property . .
These vagrants associate themselves, it has been represented, with the wild
Camanches. The Texians frequently attack the Indians about the border,
who fly across t\l.e line for protection, and are troublesome to those among
whom they come. For these reasons, the Indian owners of the di~trict
have not made as e:~Ctensive settlements in the West as they would otherwise have done. 'l'vo companies of dragoons were on the l3lue and
Washita last summer, ~d removed a number of these stragglers, who are
:returning since the troop;; retired. The Blue and Washita rivers are on .
the line of the outlet for th~e tribes; and, to prevent the difficulties which
might arise out of the forcibh removal by the Choctaws and Chickasaws
{!f trespassers, and the collisiot..c; incident thereto, as well as the dissatis- .
faction that may grow up betwef;l;} us and Texas out of the same causes, .
it has for some time been thought til be advisable to e~tablish a small military post at or near the mouth of tht:. False Washita.
Subjoined (Nos. 34 to 46, inclusive) a,·e the reports which have been received from the superintendents, agents, ahq sub-agents, of which so much
as did not seem to be of general inte1·est is omitted. These annual communi-
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cations set forth the condition of the various tribes, and afford the most authentic and most detailed information we have in relation to them.
The great curse of the Indian is intemperance. The intercourse law has
very strong provisions against the introduction of ardent spirits among them.
Several of the States and Territories have made laws in aid of those of the
United States, and some of the Indian tribes have also done themselves
great credit by imposing severe penalties on the vending of whiskey within their borders. The last is probably the most effective remedy for a great
evil. If the Indians turn their attention earnestly to this subject, they call
effect more prevention than the United States and the States or Territories combined. They can enforce obedience by their own people to their
own laws; they will cease to buy, or, if some will purchase, an Indian will
be a witness against his fellow Indian, or a white man who violates the
law, nnless they adopt the summary proceeding of destroying the spirits
which the Choctaw law directs and authorizes. The Indian must be a party, and he will be restrained by his own laws. Ours he cctres nothing for
if he can elude them, nor for those of a State or Territory. The execution
of United States laws made to prevent the sale of whiskey is excessively
difficult. The population is sparse along the fronti~r lines, and many of
those engaged in the detestable traffic form a part of It, are banded together, and would unite in desperate measures for common protection. Discovery is easily escaped, and, if made, is frequently not disclosed by timid
or very prudent men, from an apprehension of the consequences. The
same remarks apply to the enfNcement of St.ate or Terri~ori~llaws.
If the supply of aoods is made by the Umtcd States, It wtll be necessarily restricted, and tl1e means of acquiri?~ this destructive article by barter
or exchange will be in a measure cnt ofl, tf, as has formerly been suggested,
the possession of ardent spirit, with an intention of selling it to Indians,
should be made by Jaw to subject the holder to all the penalties of introducing it into the Indmn country, or selling it there; and if, in addition, the
tribes would themselves make effective laws agamst its sale in their
respective districts, they would go far to prevent the misery that avarice
and unprincipled meu now inflict upon misguided and deluded savages.
\Vhatever we can do to save them from self-immolation we are bound to
·do · but, after all, the great security against this, as against every other
vic~, is education and civilization--for men have in all ages cast off the
grosser vices, particularly, in the proportion in which they have advanced
as soci:tl and intellectual beings. ·
..
All which is respectfully submitted.
T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD.
Hon. JoHN C. SPENCER, Secretary of TYar.
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EMIGRATION AND SunsrsTENcE oF INDIANs, &c.
No. 1. Statement showing the numbers of the various Indian tribes indigenous to the United States; the number removed and to be removed; the
number now under subsistence West, with the daily cost of subsisting
them,&c.
NEw NEGOTIATIONS.

No. 2. Letter of appointment of the commissioners to negotiate treaties
with the Sacs and Foxes and vVinnebagocs.
No. 3. Minutes of the several councils held with the Indians.
No.4. Report of commissioners to War Department.
No. 5. Letter from H. R. Schoolcraft, late acting superintendent Indiat't
affairs at Detroit, rtspecting the reserve of 3,000 acres belonging to Saganaw Indians.
No. 6. Commissioner of Indian Affairs' reply thereto.
'
No. 7. Mr. ~choolcraft's answer to the latter.
No. 8. Instructions to Robert Stuart to procure a relinquishment of the
title to said reserve.
No. 9. His report and agreement entered into with the Indians ceding
the reserve.
INDIAN DISTURBANCES.

No. 10. Letter from CommiEsioner of Indian Affairs dated at St. Louis
to Major R. vV. Cm~mins, respecting the alleged c~ntemplated hostil~
movement of the Chippewas, Ottawas, Pottawatamics and other tribes,
'
against the Sioux of the Mississippi..
No. 11. Extract of a commumcatwn from· A. J. Bruce, Indian agent at
St. Peter's, showing the desire of the Sioux to be at pea<:e, &c.
FISCAL STATEMENTS.

No. 12. Statement showing the amount drawn from the Treasury between the 1st October, 1840, and 4th March, 1841, on account of appropriations prior to 1841.
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No. 14. Statement showing the amount appropriated for the Indian
service for the year 1841 ; the sums drawn thereon between the 4th
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instant; and the balances remaining undrawn on those dates, respectively.
No. 15. Statement showing the amount of funds in the hands of D.
Kurtz, Esq., disbursing agent of the Indian department at the seat of
Government, setting forth where the moneys are deposited and kept.
·
No. 16. Statement of the amount of investments in stocks on Indian
account.
No. 17. Statement of the amount appropriated by Congress to cover the
interest due annually to certain Indian tribes, in lieu of investing the sum
provided by treaty in stocks.
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EDUCATION AND ScHooLs.
No. 18. Statement of the number and condition of Indian schools.
No. 19. Extract from report of R. Stuart, acting superintendent,'&c.,
within Michigan superintendency, with sub-reports.
"'
No. 20. Report of the mission school at Sault Ste. Marie.
No. 21. Report of mission school at Little Rapids, Michigan.
No. 22. Report (extract) of D. P. Bushnell, with sub-reports.
No. 23. Report of mission school within the St. Peter's agency.
No. 24. Report of mission school at Pokegoma, within the same agency.
No. 25. Report of mission school at Lac-qui-parle.
No. 26. Report of William Armstrong, with sub-reports.
No. 27. Report (extract) of R. A. Calloway.
No. 28. Report (extract) of John B. Luce.
No. 29. Report (extract) of A . .M. M. Upshaw.
No. 30. Report (extract) of James Logan.
No. 31. Instructions for the establishment of a manual-labor school at
Fort Co1Iee, west of Arkansas.
No. 32. Statement of the amount and disposition of funds provided by
treaty for edueation purposes.
No. 33. Statement of the condition of the fund for the civilization of
In.dians.

CoNDITION OF THE INDIAN •rRIBEs, RELATIONS WITH
TIO::-< OF THE INDIAN COUNTRY.

T1IE'M 1

AND DESCRIP-

No. 34. Report of Major William Armstrong, acting superintendent
·western Territory.
No. 35. Report of Colonel A. M. M. Upshaw., agent for Chickasaw's.
No. 36. Report of Colonel James Logan, agent for Creeks.
No. 37. Report of R. A. Callow~, sub-agent for Osages.
No. 38. Report of John B Luce, agent for Senecas and others.
No. 39. Report of Robert Stuart, acting superintendent in Michigan.
No. 40. Report of John Hulbert, acting sub-agent for Chippewas of
Saganaw.
No. 41. Report of John Beach, agent for Sacs and Foxes of Mississippi.
No. 42. Report of D.P. Bushnell, sub-agent for Chippewas of Mississppi.
No. 43. Report of A. J. Bruce, agent for Sioux of Mississippi.
No. 44. Report of D. D. Mitchell, superintendent Indian affairs at St.
Louis.
No. 45. Report of S. Cooper, sub-agent at Council Bluffs.
No. 46. Report of A. Hamilton, sub-agent for Miamies.

(No. 1.)
Statement showing the number of each tribe of Indians indigenous to the country west of the Mississippi 1·iver; tlte t?·ibes
and number of each whose removal to the west of that river is completed; the number qf each removed not yet completed; the number of each remaining east at the date of the last annual report; the number since 1·emoved, and to
be removed; the number now t~;nder subsistence west, and the daily e:xpense of subsisting them.

--------------------~
Sioux •
Quapaws
Iowas Kickapoos
Sacs
Delawares
Foxes Shawnees
Sacs of the Mis,ouri
Weas Osages Pianke~hawa
Kanzas Peorias and Kaskaskias
Omahas
Senecas from Sandusky
Otoea and Missourias
Senecas and Shawnees
Pawnees
•
Winnebagoes Comanckes
Kioways
-

-

I

I

Names of tribes.

Number of
Number of
N b 0f
Number of
N
!urn er ed each remaining
~rnber
each tribe ineach tribe
.
eac 1 remov
smce
d1genous
to the whose remo~al
t t
c81lt at the date
,country west ofl to the west is no 1~ 3om- of Ialit annual removed.
the Mississippi. completed.
Pe e •
report.

~

Qll

Number
Number ~Daily exof each of each now pcnse of
remaining under sub- subsisting
east.
sistence west thom.

21,600

476

t;

1,500

1,272

.
.~

225

~

588
4,800
8:7.6
1, 600

500
5,120

162
1,606

132
1,600

251
1,000
211

-

-

•

12,500

4, 500
19,200
1, 800

Chippewas, Ottawas, and Pottawatomies, and Pottawatomiea of Indiana
I
I
5,~9 7
I
2,087
Destroyed J.,y the •mall pox in 183
the few leit no longer e-xi~t as a triLeo, but have be("o~e ro.embent of otbo.r band•.

Mandano.

l¢

0
1"':1

STATEMENT No. 1-Continued.

-

Names of tribes.

Number of
Number of J N umh<'r of
Number
Number of
each tri!Je ineach tribe I each removed, each remaining
since
digenous !o the whose remova not yet com- east at the tlate removetl.
of last annual
country west of to the west is
pleted.
report.
the Mississippi. completed.

-Choctaws
- - -- -- -Creeks 2,000
Minatarees
- -- -- -- -Florida Indians - -- -- 30,000
Pagans Cherokees
-- -- -- 15,000
Assinaboins
Swan-creek and Black-river Chippewas [20,280
Appaches
Ottawas of Maumee
-- -- -- -3,000
Creed Ottawas and Chippewas
- -- -3,000
A'rrapahas
New York Indians
- - - -.
16,800
Gros Ventres
Chickasaws
- 19,200
- .- Eutaws
Stock bridges & Munsees, & Delawares & Munsees
7,200
Crows Wyandots of Ohio
- , -_
900
Poncas - -Miamics
-- -- . -- -2,750
Arickarees
Mrnomonies
- -- -- -- -3,200
Cheyennes
Ottawas and Chippewas of the lakes
- -- 30,000
Blackfeet
2,000
Caddoes
- - - - - --------•·

,["Nine died on the journey.]

228,632

8,167

Number Daily exNumber
of each of each now penEe of
remaining under sub- subsisting
sistence west them.
east.

---

15,177
24,549

3,323
744

3,190

575

25,911

. 1,000

62

88

482

92

"623

-

614

$79 82

t:;
0

?
~

-

5,020

0

-

4,176

~

4,600

400

180

14

-

575

-

1,100

79,448

4,000
2,564

25,758

623

-

-614

-

~

$79 82

116

.......
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NEW NEGOTIATIONS.

(No. 2.)

DEPARTMENT Ol<' WAn, September 1, 1841.
GENTLEMEN: You are hereby appointed commissioners on the part of
the United States, with the approbation of the President, to negotiate
treaties with the Sac and Fox tribe of Indians on the Des Moines, and
with the band of Winnebago Indians, or either of them. You, or any two .
of you, are empowered to exercise the authority conferred. The wishes
of the Department will be communicated, in detail, by the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs.
Very, &c.

JOHN BELL,
His Excellency JoHN CHAMBERs,
8ecretm:; of TVm·.
Governor of Iowa.
His Excellency JAJI[ES D. DoTY,
Governo1' of Wiskonsan.
T. HARTUEY CRAwFORD,
Commissione1· of Indian ./(/fairs.

(No. 3.)
'Minutes of a treaty held at the Sac and Fox Indian agency, in the Territory of Iowa, on the 15th day of October, 1841, by and between the
Hon. John Chambers, Hon. T. Hartley Crawford, and the Hon. James
Duane Doty, commissioners on the part of the United States, and
the chiefs, braves, wan·iors, and head men, of the confederated tribes of
Sac and Fo;v Indians.
The council having met at 11 o'clock, A.M., Gov. CHAMBERs addressed
the assembled chiefs, braves, and head men, as follows: My friends, we
are now about to enter upon a subject of vast importance to you, and one
of deep interest to the Government of the United States. Your great father
the President has sent us here to act the part of friends towards you, and
we wish you to act as such towards us. We want your own honest and
candid opinions upon the subject we are about to submit to yon, and not
the opinion of your traders, and those who have claims against you. We
want, I say, your own opinions; for we believe you are capable of forming correct ones, and honest enough to express them. Your friend from
Washington, who has been sent here by your great father the President,
will explain to you what the President wants. We come as friends from
your great friend the President, and we wish to act towards you in pure
friendship. We do not wish to entrap or overreach you, but to act honorably and fairly towards yon ; and we wish and believe you will act so
towards us.
Hon. Mr. CRAWFORD. My friends and brothers, your great father the
'President of the United States has sent me, in conjunction with my powerful friend on my left, and my friend the Governor of Wiskonsan on my
:right, to tell you what he wants. I am extremely happy to see you once
more friendly and united; and I sincerely hope you will remain like the
I
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iron on a wheel, no part of which can move without the whole. You are·
yet a handsome aud powerful people ; but you must know that you will·
become weak, if you do not cultivate peace and friendship among yourselves, and cease to follow the advice and practice of those whose design
js to destroy you. What is better than any thing else, you are honest still ;.
but you will not remain so if you obey the counsel of those whose endeavor
it is to corrupt you. The times past have satisfied your great father that
there is no safety for you, unless you are removed beyond the reach of
white men, where they can have nothing to do with your funds, or any
thing that concerns you. \V e wish to purchase the lands you now occupy
and claim, but not without your full and free consent. To get that assent freely, and without the control of any body, we have sent away all.
white people from you, and from the council-house, and want you to be
Jet alone, to get your opinions without the interference of white people. It
is the opinion of the Sac and Fox nations we desire, and not the opinion of
persons coming from a distance, who want your money, and care nothing
· about your condition or happiness.
Having these view:s for your advantage, we ;propose to you, in behalf
of the President of the United States, to cede to the United States all that
portion of land claimed by yon, and embraced within the present limits of
th~ Territory of Iowa. For this, we propose to give you one million of
dollars, and money enough to pay your debts. The country we wish you
to remove to, should suca cession be made, will be on the head waters of
the Des Moines, and west ofthe Blue Earth river. To remove apprehension of hostilities from your red brothers in that section, we propose to establish and m;:m three forts there for your protection, to be established before your removal from your present villages. Out of the million ofdollars,
we propose that you have farms and farmers, mills and millers, blacksmiths, gunsmiths, school-houses, and a fine couucil·house. But, what will
be of more value to you than all, we would propose to build a house for
each family, each house t(} be worth not exceeding one hundred and fifty
dollars, and to fence and plough six ~~res of ground for each family. \Ve
propose to build for each of the chiefs a house worth not exceeding three
hundred dollars, and fence and plough twelve acres of ground for each. We
then intend you all to live in one village, like brothers. This is the proposition we are authorized to make. If you will once try this mode of
life, you will never quit it. The white people have found it good. You
will be happy with your wives and children, in fine warm and close houses.
Your children will grow strong and be healthy, if kept from the weather
and well ted, and you will all live long. But to make your children respected, they should be taught to read and write. To enable them to do
so, we propose to place fifty thousand dollars at interest for the purposes of
education. If you will live in houses, cultivate the land, and educate your
children, you will be contented and happy. I have now told you the terms
upon which we propose to treat. You will probably want time to reflect
upon this subject. In making this proposition, I have been honest and
plain with you, and I expect the same from you. Any other course o(
conduct would be unworthy of you, and unjust to the Government.
Gov. CHAMBERS. My friends, you have listened to what your friend,
the chief from Washington, has said. I approve of every thing you have
beard from him. I am sent here to remain as your superintendent. It is
my duty to watch over you, and see that no injustice is done to you by
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:any one-either by our traders or the Government. If the President
·should require me to do what was wrong towards you, I wouldspurn the
direction. We have been directed by him to treat with you, and to make
·you proposals for the purchase of your lands. If I thought the proposals
you have heard were unjust or dishonorable, I would not sanction or advocate them. I may be mistaken as to what is for your interest, but you
:are capable, and must judge for yourselves. I have fought the red men,
-and esteem them brave. Brave men are always honest, and I respect
them for their bravery and honesty. You have now been two years without your money. You are surrounded by blood-suckers, who are con:stantly endeavoring to obtain all the money paid to you. All the money
you yesterday received has already gone into their hands. You have paid
them enough to supply all your wants for a year. Those of them who
sell you whiskey are men who desire only your money, and would kilt
your women and children to obtain it. They have no souls. They are
men of bad habits, and you should not permit them to exercise any infl.u.ence over yon whatever. I believe it to be your interest to get out of their
reach. Your great father proposes to give you such an opportunity. He
proposes to you to go north. I know that in going north you will go
towards your enemies, the Sioux and Winnebagoes; but the President
,authorizes us to propose te establish for you a line of forts for your protection, and to place sufficient troops there to prevent aggression upon you,
-and, if they will not be peaceable, to chastise them. Further south a
great many red men have been gathering for some years, and frequent
difficulties have occurred among them. You would be much safer where
we propose to send you. We propose to give you, as your frend from
Washington has stated, one million of dollars, and money enough to pay
your debts; to build you, out of that one million of dollars, comfortable houses and farms, mills, blacksmiths' shops, school-houses, &c. Why is it that
the white people increase like the leaves on the trees, and the red men are
·constantly decreasing? Because the whites live in comfortable houses, are
well fed, and comfortably clothed. Your band, only fifteen years ago, numbered no less than sixteen hundred warriors, and now it numbers but twenty-three hundred persons, including men, women, and children. Another
Teason why the red man is continually decreasing is, that the evil spirit has
been introduced among you in the shape of liquor, impregnated with pepper and tobacco, and other poisonous ingredients. But, few as you are,
there are young men among you who will yet live to see you a powerful
and prosperous people, if you settle down and cultivate the earth as W6
_propose to you. There is no reason why you should not increase as fast
as any people on the earth, if you live in comfortable houses, are well fed,
·and keep clear of the vultures who are about you. It will, indeed, be a.
lmppv day for me to hereafter go among you, and find yon a happy and
strong people. These old men and myself must soon be gone; but, if we
"are so disposed, we can do much good for those who shall come after us.
In deciding upon the acceptance of our proposals, we wish you to use yomown judgment, without the control of others. We have forbidden white
men to have any intercourse with you during the progress of this treaty.
KEOKUCK, (Sac chief.)
All our chiefs and braves have heard what yott
have said to us, and understand your desire. We are glad yon have told
1.1s to reflect upon it, and not decide immediately. Our chiefs, and the11
vur braves, will have -to counsel together before we can give you an an-
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-swer. We have to take more time among us in matters of this kind than
the whites do. When the sun is half gone to-morrow, we will give all
-answer.
SATURDAY, OcToBER 16, 1841, 12 o'clock-Council met.
Gov. CHAMBERS said: We have come to hear what reply the chiefs and
braves have to give to our proposals.
KEoxucK, (Sac chief.) We have come together without coming to any
~onclusion. Many of our people are not accustomed to business, and do
not understand your propositions. vVe want them explained slowly and
plainly. We do not know whether the houses are to be paid for from the
thous..1.nd boxes, or to be paid besides. We wish this explained so there
will be no misunderstanding. We hope we shall be excused for our not
understanding, for our people are not much acquainted with business.
After you will explain to us, we shall have a council among ourselves alone,
and then explain and talk over the whole matter among ourselves. We
wish a guard stationed around us, to prevent interference from the whites
while in council.
Hon. Mr. CRAWFORD repeated and explained the proposals made, as
substantially stated in yesterday's proceedings; whereupon council adjourned till Sunday, 17th, at 10 o'clock.
·
SuNDAY, OcToBER 17, 10 o'clock-Council met.
KJsH-KE·Kosn, (Fox brave and chief.) \Vish-e-co-mar-quet's band are
going to give their opinions first, and then Keoknck's band.
WisH-E-CO-liB.R-QUET, (Sac chief, called Hard Fish.) My braves and
warriors who sit around me had a council yesterday. All our chiefs,
braves, and warriors, had one council, and are all of one opinion. \Ve
i1ave thought of our families and those who arc to follow us; and my
answer is the answer of all. It is a great concern to us, and we hope the
Great Spirit and the ear!h will bear favorable witness to our answer. It
is impossible for us to live there. In reflecting upon it, it seems like a
dream to think of going and leaving our present homes; and we do not
want to hear any new proposals.
Pow-E-SICK, (Fox chief, from Iowa rive1·.) You have heard, through
'Vish-e-co-mar-quet, the opinion of our whole nation. We have thought
of the condition of our families, and what it will be where you wish us
to live. We hold this country from our fathers. We have an hereditary
right to it; and we think we have a right to judge whether we will sell
it or not. According to our custom, our chiefs own all the trees and the
earth, and they are used for the benefit of our people. We should give
up a timber for a prairie country if we went where you wish. I call the
Great Spirit, earth, sky, and weather, to witness that we choose what is
best for our people. After being a powerful people, we are now but the
:shade of one. We hope the Great Spirit will now pity and protect us.
PAsn-I-PE-IIO, (Sac brave.) We yesterday listened to what was said to
us from our great father at Washington: we have had a council together
about it, and now come to give our answer. After thinking of our families and those who are to come after us, we think we cannot accept your
proposals. We h.ave already given to Government all the land we owned
Qn the other side of the Mississippi river, and all they own on this side.
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Our country is now small, and if we part with it we cannot live. We
hope you will not be displeased with our refusal.
KisH-KE-KOsH, (Fox brave.) You have heard the unanimous opinion of
our nations-we do not wish to accept your proposals. This is the only
country we have. It is small, and it is our only timber.
WisH-E-WAH-KA, (a Fox brave.) You have already heard our opinion:
we are all of the same mind. This is the only spot of timber we own,
and it is small. The country you wish us to remove to is without timber
..and very poor. We hope our great father will not insist upon our removal.
KEoKucx, (chief of the Sac nation.) Day before yesterday we did not
understand the terms upon which you wish to buy our land. 'Ve have
since then had a council, and have come to one mind. We have never
heard so hard proposals : we never heard of so hard a proposal as you
have made us. The country where you wish to send us we are acquainted with: it looks like a country of distress. It is the poorest, in every
respect, I have ever seen. We own this land from our fathers, and we think
we have a right to say whether we will sell or not. You have read and
heard the traditions of our nation. We were once powerful; we conquered
many other nations, and our fathers conquered this land ; we now own
it by possession, and have the same right to it that the white men have t(}
the lands they occllpy. 'Ve hope you will not think ltard of our refusal
to sell. We wish to act fo,r the benefit of our children and those whCi
shall eo me after them; and we believe the Great Spirit will bless us for
so doing. As to the proposal to build school-houses, &c., we have always
been opposed to them, and will never consent to have them i.ntroduced
into our nation. We do not wish any more proposals made to us.
WA-PEL-Lo, (chief of the Foxes.) You said you were sent by our great
father to treat with us and buy our land. We have had a council, and are
of one opinion. You have learned that opinion from our chiefs and braves
who have spoken. You told us to be candid, and we are. It is impossible
for us to subsist where you wish us to go. We own this country by occupancy and inheritance. It is the only good country, and the only one suitable for us to live in on this side the Mississippi river; and you must not
think hard of us, because we do not wish to sell it. We were once a powerful, but now a small nation. 'Vhen the white people first crossed the big
water and landed on this island, they were then small as we now are. I
remember when Wiskonsan was ours, and it now has our name; we sold it
to you: Rock river and Rock island were once ours; we sold them to you:
Dubuque was once ours; we sold that to you: and they are occupied by
white men, who live happy. Hock river was the only place where we
lived happily, and we sold that to you. This is all the country we have
left, and we are so few now we cannot conquer other countries. You
now see me and all my people; have pity on ns: we are fast melting
away. If other Indians had been treated as we have been, there would
have been none left. This land is all we have; it is our only fortune;
when it is gone we shall have nothing left. The Great Spirit has been
unkind to us in not giving us the knowledge of white men, for we would
then be on an equal footing; but we hope he will take pity on us.
APPA-NoosA, (a Sac chief) You have truly heard the opinion of our
nation, from our chiefs and braves. You may think we did not all understand your proposals; but we do. We have had a council upon them
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among ourselves, ahd concluded to refuse them. We speak for our whole
nation. We were told at Washington that we would not be asked to sen
any more of our land; and we did not expect to be asked to do so so soon.
We would be willing to sell some of our country if we could subsist where
you wish us to live. The country you offered us is the poorest I ever sa"W:
no one can live there. We wish our great father at Washington to know
the reason why we do not wish to sell.
Govemor CnA:-omERs. My friends, we have heard your answer to the
proposals the President directed us to make to you. We hope, and have
reason to believe, you have been governed by your own judgment, and
not by the advice of others. Your great father has no intention to drive
~r force you from your lands. I am sent here to remain and watch ove r
and attenJ to you, to see justice done, and I will not see wrong done to
you while I can prevent it. I have been led to believe that the country
we wish you to go to is different from the description you have given of it.
Your fnend Governor Doty has lately been over it, and says it is difl'erent.
He says there is timber there ; there must be some mistake. Now, I w ill
tell you why your great father proposes to you to sell at this time. Ha
knows, and I know, that white people have got near you, are selling you
'vhiskey, and that we cannot prevent them from selling or you from buying. Bad white people are thus encouraged to sell, and you are degraded
by buying; and you will become more and more degraded until you become wholly extiuct. Troops have been sent here; but, on account of your
proximity to the white settlements, improper intercourse with them canno t
be prevented. I had learned and reported to your great father that you
bought goods which you did not ueed, and immediately traded them away
for whiskey. Your great father thought you wished to pay your debts. I
ave ascertained that $300,000 will not pay them. This is another reasou
why he thought you should sell. A few months ago yon went to Montrose and bought $15,000 of goods, none of which you needed, (save pe rps a few horses,) and they are now all given to the winds. How w ill
tm pay the man of whom you procured them ? The whole amount of
our annuities for five years will not pay your debts to your traders. They
nnot trust you any more. They have sold to you heretofore, expecting
would sell your lands, aud that they would then be paid. Yon will
t no more goods and credit. It was kindness, then, on the part of your
great father, which induced him to offer to buy your land, to furnish you
money with which you could render yourselves, your wives and children,
eomfortab\e and happy. It is my business to superintend your affairs and
W'atch over your interests as well as the interest of the Government; and
I want you to reflect upon the fact that, in a few days, all your money will
be gone; you will be without credit; you may be unsuccessful in your
fmnts; and what will become of you? Even your whiskey sellers will not
sell to you that without money or an exchange of your horses, guns, and
blankets, for. it. Many of you do not reflect upon this now, but you will
before a year with sorrow.
'nlese chiefs (Governor Doty and Mr. Crawford) are going away. I all\
to remain, and it will be the first wish of my heart to do you all the good
m my power; but I cannot render you much service unless you are more
prttdent. We shall not come to you any more to induce you to sell your
land, however great may be your sufferings. We shall let the matter rest
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until your misfortunes and sufferings will convince you that you have been
guilty of an act of folly in refusing to sell your lands.
The Indians signifying no further disposition to treat, the council was
indefinitely dissolved.
I hereby certify the foregoing to contain substantially true and correct
minutes of the council held as above stated, by Ron. John Chambers, Ron.
James D. Doty, and Ron. T. Hartley Crawford, with the confederated
tribes of the Sac and Fox Indians, on the 15th day of October, 1841.
JAMES W. GRIMES, Sec'y of Comissioners.

(No.4.)

SAc AND Fox AGENCY,
Iowa Territm·y, October 18, 1841.
Sm: In pursuance of our appointment as commissioners to treat with
the confederated tribes of Sac and Fox Indians, two of the undersigned
arrived at this place on Sunday the lOth instant. Previous measures had
been taken to ensure the presence of the Indians on Monday the 11th instant; but, as is not unfrequent, some of them had not observed the appointment. The next day, however, brought them together, and the question
being put, how they wished the annuity of this year paid, th~y conferred,
and with the best spirit agreed unanimously that the money sbonld be
paid to the heads of families, in propa.rtion to their respective numbers;
but, to do full justice, they requested that a census should be taken of the
11ation. This measure, which might be necessary, and would be convenient and important in all our movements, was entered upon immediately,.
and completed on Thursday, showing an entire aggregate of twenty-three
hundred souls.
The amicable settlement of their long-pending difficulties, and the merging of tlw two factions that had arisen unuer them into one people, accompanied by the felicitations that were freely interchanged among themselves, was a most grateful spectacle. But to the Government of the
United States it was of the utmost importance; for the rival parties, under
their respective caiefs, had indulged in bitter and hostile feelings, and, if
their separation had been allowed to continue, the cam:es of irritation and
festering would have increased in strength, and open hostilities would probably have followed, calling for the pnblic interference, at great expense
and hazard to the peace and property of our citizens. A kinder spirit was
engendered by a visit Governor Chambers made them in July last, which
was, beyond doubt, the cause of the happy determination now made.
Governor Doty having arrived, and all the preliminary arrangements
having been made, we appointed Friday the 15th, at 10 o'clock, to meet
the Indians in council, that we might make known to them the terms
which, on behalf of the Government, we had to propose. The·council was
very full-every chief, all the head men, braves, and warriors, being pre»ent. The terms which our instructions authorized us to submit to their
consideration were then frankly and plainly placed before them, together
with an exhortation that they should consult together apart from all white
men, whom we had requested not to interfere with them, and give us a
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distinct and open answer. Saturday the 16th instant, at 12 o'clock, was
fixed for their response; but, as it approached we were informed by message that the tribes wished to meet us in council to ascertain if they correctly understood us. The terms were again submitted and explained,.
and on the 17th instant they returned for their unanimous and decided
answer, that they would not sell their country, 110r were they willing to go.
to the region we proposed to them. They added, emphatically and respectfully, not by one, but several chiefs, that they desired us to submit no other
})roposition to them for the purchase of their lands. vVe said that we had
discharged our duty faithfully to them and our own Government, and had
no authority to make them any other proposition; that whatever was to
be said further on this subject must proceed from them. They declined to
open the uegotiation.
These Indians were in the worst possible condition for treating. Theirmean~ are full. In anticipation of this treaty, which it has been known
for some time it was the intention of the Govemment to hold with them,
they have been supplied with every article their necessities required, or
even their fancies longed for ; horses, more than they can use, are in their
possession. and whate.-er the cupidity of sellers could induce them to buy
has been furnished them, in expectation that a fund would be raised in the
looked-for treaty to pay all their debts. Besides, owing to the difficulties
before mentioned, tho annuity of 1840 had been withheld, and was paid
them at this council with that of 1811, giving them a double supply of
cash. Thus enriched, they did not feel, and therefore could not see, that
unless their remainin:s debts (amounting to probably upwards of $300,000)
were paid, their future credits would be cnt off by the traders, aud suffering
was ahead. This we believe to have been a main obstacle iu our way,
and, with an apparently great aversion to the country proposed to them as
their future home, to have defeated the treaty.
The minutes of the council held with the Sacs and Foxes, herewith submitted, will explain in detail our various proceedings in regard to the very
important duty confided to us, in the discharge of which we regret we
have not been more successful.
"We have the honor to be, very respectfully, your most obedient servants,.

JOHN CHAMBERS.
T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD.
J.D. DOTY.
Hon.

ECRET ARY OF WAR,

1Vas!tington, IJ. f!.

(No.5.)
AcTING SuPERINTENDENCY INDIAN AFFAIRs,

Detroit, January 23, 1841.
SIR: Application for information has beel'l made at this office by persons desirous of securing pre-emption on the Saganaw reserve of three
thousand acres, situated at Big Lick, on the river Shiawassee, in this State.
This reserve, I remark, was embraced in the articles of the original treaty made with the tribe. at Washin~ton, on the 24th of M!ly, 183.6, which

did not, however, rece1ve the sanctlOn of the Senate 1 but 1t constituted no
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part of the cession made by them in the subsequent treaty of January 14.
1837.
The land is stated to be of excellent quality, lying within about three
miles of" Byron," the former county seat of Shiawassee county, Michtgan, and the adjacent inhabitants consequently feel desirous that the Gov-ernment should extinguish the Indian title.
I am not apprized of the present disposition of the Saganaws on th is
subject, but do not apprehend that there would be any repugnance at tlus
time to part with it on proper and reasonable terms.
I am, sir, very, &c.
HENRY R. SCHOOLCRAFT •
.llcting Superintendent Indian Affairs.
Hon. T. HARTLEY CnAwFonn,
Commiss£one1• Indian .ll.ffairs.

(Ko. 6.)
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, .llpril 9, 1841.
Sm: Your communication of .23d January last was received, on the subject of the Saganaw reserve of 3,000 acres, situate at Big Lick, on the ri\'er
Shia wassee, in Michigan.
This tract of land, you observe, was not included in the treaty of 11th
January, 1837. It seems to me it was intended to be, if it was not. The
treaty of 1819 reserves a tract of 10,000 acres on the "Shiawassee river,
at a place called the Big Rock," and one other tract of 3,000 acres "ott
the Shiawassee river, at Ketchewaudangumick." By the treaty of 1837, a.
.tract is ceded of 10,000 acres," on the Sbiawassee, at Ketchewaudaugumick
or Big Lick." There is some evident confusion here; but the fact that the
larger tract is situated at Big Rock, and the smaller one at the Big Lick, (as
the map of the State shows,) proves that the latter was in the minds of the
contracting parties. The right to live for five years on the reservati.:>ns at
the river Augrais, and Mushowisk, or Rifle river, is strong evidence that the
Indians thought they had sold all their lands. In the 6th original article
they agree to remove from Michigan, and their future residence is
changed by the .2d article of the amended treaty of Flint river, made in
December, 1S3i. But what seems to put 1:he understanding of the matter
beyond doubt, is the declaration "Whereas the said tribe have, by the
~treaty of the 14th January, 1837, ceded to the United States all their re·serves of land in the State of Michigan, on the principle of said reserves
being sold," &c., contained in the supplemental articles of 7th February,
1839. Of what was meant there can be no question, I think; but still there
may be no actual cession. Before I come to any final conclusion, (though.
I confess, at present, I do not see how even what I have stated can be regarded as a conveyance, clear as it is on the score of design,) I will thank
you, as the negotiator of the treaty of 1837, to give your views and a statement, briefly, of what circumstances attended the execution of it, in regard
to the reservation in question.
When this shall be disposed of, the matter of pre-emption may be discussed; or, perhaps, it is as well to say at once that the 7th article (sup~
plemental treaty of 1837) forbids all pre-emption rights on lands ceded br.
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treaty of January, 1837. If the 3,000 acres were ceded, there can be,
therefore, no pre-emptions; if they were not granted, there can be none
until the Indian title shall be extinguished, and not even then, perhaps.
I send you a letter of 27th October, 1840, addressed to you from this:
office, and request a reply to its inquiries, with which I have not yet been
favored.
Very respectfully, &c.
T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD,
Commissioner Indian .llffair$.
H. R. ScHOOLCRAFT,
.!Jcting Sup. Ind . .!Jffairs, Detroit, Michigan.

(No.7.)
AcTING SuPERINTENDENC Y INDIAN

A FYAIRS,

Detrpit, .flpri/11, 1841.
SIR : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your conunaaication of the 9th instant, respecting the Shiawassee reserve.
·
· It is my impression that the Saganaws intended to cede all their reserves,
by the treaty of Detroit of January 14, 1837, in the same manner and as
completely as they had previously done by the treaty of Washiugton of
May 24th, 1836-the latter of which did not receive the constitutional
sanction of the Government. This is also the opinion of one of the interpreters, who was present, and who has been consulted. The proposition
to them was for all their reserves, and the chiefs' reply was an assent to
sell all, under the conditions expressed in the treaty. The inferences to
this effect, drawn by you from a consideration of the phraseology of the
treaty, compared with its supplements, are therefore well grounded.
In searching for the canse of the omission of the 3,000 acre tract, in the
section actually ceding the reserves, I am under the impression that it must
have arisen from mere oversight in the clerk who was employed to copy
the treaty, which was not detected in the comparison of the original with
the duplicate transcripts. This comparison, I observe in justice to myself,
was committed to others, under the actual circumstances of adjusting the
half-breed and debt claims, to which my attention was called at the time, in
a very crowded and mixed assembly. This infereuce of the cause of the
omission is sustained by comparing the original of the 1st article with the
retained duplicate; as signed, now before me. The phrase "Ketchewaudaugumick, or Big Lick," is a description of the locality of the three thousand acre tract, and not of the ten thousand acre tract, the latter of which
lies at Big Rock, and not at "Big Lick," on the Shiawassee river. Evidence is thus afforded of the ac~idental transposition of the terms, and appears to explain the error of the clerk, who, it is found, has left out the
following words in the ten thousand acre clause of the original of the 1st
article, now before me, after Shiawassee river, namely, "at a place called
.Big Rock," together with the whole of the three thousand acre clau.se, ill
the same article, to "at Ketchew11udaugumick, or Big Lick," thus blending the two clauses.
It is my impression that the error could be best set right by cxplaini~tg
18
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it to the Indians, and obtaining their signatures to the actual cession of this
tract on the original terms, to which they conld not object.
Very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,
HENHY R. SCHOOLCRAFT,
.llcting Superintendent Indian .llffairs.
Hon. T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD,
Commissioner It~dian .!Jffairs.

,

,

(No. 8.)

OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRs, June 7, 1841.
SIR: I have received a letter from your predecessor, under date of t:le
17th April last, in answer to a communication from this office, a copy of
which is herewith enclosed, expressing the opinion, that it was the intention
of the Saganaw Indians to cede all their reserves, by the treaty of 1837, in
the same manner as they had previously done in that of 1836, which was
not ratified. Mr. Schoolcraft further expresses the opinion, that the omission of the three thousand acre tract, in the section of the treaty ceding the
reser.ves, must have been an oversight in the clerk who copied the treaty.
1 have therefore to request that you will, on the first convenient occasion, when it can be done without expense, make known these views to
the Indians, and get from them an explanatory paper, which will put to
rest the difficulty which seems at present to exist.
The files and records of the late superintendent will furnish you with all
the correspondence and information on the subject.
Very respectfnlly, &c.
T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD,
Commissioner Indian Affairs.
To RonERT STEW ART, Esq.,
.llcting Superintend~!, ~c., Detroit.

(No. 9.)
DETROIT, November 4, 1841.
SxR: Herewith I have the honor to enclose supplement to the Saganaw
treaty of the 14th January, 1837, rectifying the mistakes relative to the
reservations, which I hope will be found satisfactory. When Mr. Hulbert
presented the subject, he was met with accusations of non-fulfilment of
treaty stipulations by the Government, particularly as relates to physician
and tobacco.
As the tobacco of 1840 aad 1841 had been contracted for by me, under
the belief that they were to have the $200 worth per annum until 1843,
Mr. Hulbert thought it not best to give them an excuse even for equivocation, and told them the tobacco was on the ground., and should be forthcoming, and as to the physician you would no doubt do what was right.
They then replied, that, as he was honest, they must be so likewise, and
would sign the paper ; that hey knew of the mistake, and were advised
by white men to make the United States buy the land over again; but they
respected their treaty obligations too much t~ do so. For explanation and

1
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remittance for· these and several other items, I beg leave to refer you to my
respects of August lith, to which no .r eply has been received.

•

*

*

*

*

•

•

•

I am, &c.
ROBERT STU ART,
.!lcting Superintendent Indian .!J.Ifairs.
Hon.

T.

HARTLEY CRAWFORD,

Oommi:Jsioner Indian .IJ.Ifairs.
[Enclosure.]

Supplement to the treaty of lltlt January, 1837, between tiLe United
States of .li.merica and tlte Saganaw tribe of Chippewa nation.
Whereas errors were committed in describing and enumerating the res-ervations ceded to the United States by the above treaty,'viz: the tract of
ten thousand (10,000) acres on the Shiawassee river, at aplace called the
Big Rock, was described as being at Ketchewaudaugumick, or Big Lick;
and the tract of three thousand (3,000) acres on the Shiawassee river, at
Ketchewaudaugumick was entirely omitted, although it was the intention
of the contracting parties that all the reservations belonging to the Chippewas of Sagana w, in Michigan, should be included:
It is therefore the design of the parties, by this instrument., to rectify the
above-mentioned errors, and confirm to the United States the cession of the
above-described land, the same as if it hatl been properly inserted in the
original treaty, according to the intention of the parties thereto.
Done and concluded at the city of Saga:naw, between John Hulbert, subagent, on behalf of the United States, and the chiefs and head men of
the Saganaw tribe of Indians, this 27th day of October, A. D. 1841.
JNO. HULBERT, 8ub-.flgent U. S.
OSA W-WAU-BUM, his X mark.
TON-TA-GO-NEE, his X mark.
PEEL-WAY-WEE-TU l\1, his X mark.
PAY-NIOS-SE-GA, his X mark.
OT-TAU-WANCE, his X mark.
SH_-\..W-SIIAW-WON-NEE-BE,his X mark.
MUCK-KUCK-KOOSH, his X mark.
NARCH-E-GAY-SHINY, his X mark.
KAU-GAY-GEEGHICH, his X mark.
Witnesses.
CnAnLES H. RoDD, Interp1·eter.
JAMES FRASEU.
f!IRAl\1 L. MILLER.
J. NIGGS.
ADDISON STEW ART.

~ " 1·'
·'>\

INDIAN DISTURBAN CES.

(No. 10. )· ·
ST. Louis, September 211, 1841.
It has been represented to me here, and a letter addressed on the
4th instant, by their late sub-agent, to the "superintendent of Indian affairs,
St. Louis, Missouri," which I have seen, confirms the information, that the
SIR:
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united band of the Ottowas, Chippewas, and Pottawatomie:J, ex:cited b-y
depredations and outrages committed on them by the Sioux, have sought
to engage the several tribes on the Mississippi, and some of those on the
Missouri, in a warlike enterprise against the alleged aggressors.
It is all-important that the contemplated measure should be arrested. The
Indians within your own agency, and those in that of the sub-agency of
1he Council Bluffs, as well as in the sub-agency of the Great Nemahaw,
are among those whose co-operation would be solicited. Of those specially intrusteJ to your charge, I understand that you do not think there is
any danger. Still it might be well to counsel them to beware of engaging
in a combination so fraught with the worst consequences to them. To
Mr. Richardson, the sub-agent at the Great Nemahaw, I will write by you,
and request that you will use the occasion of yonr authorized visit to the
Council Bluffs agency to dissuade the tlifferent tribes embraced in it from
joining the united band; while to the latter, I will thank you to represent
.t hat the Government will protect them from future injury, and will redrilss
any that may have been already inflicted; that their true course is to complain to their Great Father at Washington, through their own sub-agent,
who will soon be appointed, if any wrong is done them, and that he will
take care to restrain all ill-disposed Indians or others from doing them
harm; that this is their true reliance, and that all viol ent steps or measures
of retaliation and revenge must result in misfortune; that the President and
Secretary of War will be much displeased to learn that they have undertaken to correct the wrongs which they allege they have suffered-an indulgence of bad feeling that will not only lead to wars between them and
other tribes, but will be an interference with the power of the Government,
:which is sufficient to protect all persons or communities that live under it,
or within the boundaries of the United States.
These and other considerations that may suggest themselves to you, I
will thank you to press with earnestness upon the various tribes referred
to, so as to prevent them from persevering in an adventure that in any
event must be prejudicial to them, and will only increase the dirnculties ill
the way of reconciling the complaining party and the Sioux.
Very respectfully, yours,
T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD.
RwnARD ,V. Cu:r.tMINs, Esq.,
.llgent at the Fort Leavenwm·tlt .!lgenC!I,
now at St. Louis, Missouri.
(No. 11.)
Exlrart from a lette1· of September 21, 1841, addressed to /Iis ExcellenC!J
John Chambers, Governor of Iowa Territory, by .limos J. liruce,
United States Indian agent at St. Peter's.
SIR : I have tha honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency's
letter of the ·24th of August; immediately on the receipt of which, I convened the chiefs and principal warriors in this neighborhood, and made
known to them the contents, so far as they were interested. They expressed much satisfaction at the steps taken to arrest the contemplated movement of the Potta watomies and their allies. They say that, on their part,
they will conform to the wishes of the Government, by remaining at home,
unless they are again drawn into war by the attacks of their enemies.
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FISCAL ST h TEMENTS.

(No. 12.)

Stat(!ment showing the amount drawn between the 1st October, 1840,
and the 4th of M~rch, 1841, on account of appropriations for the service of the Indian department prior to 1S41.
..

-

Amount drawn
since Sept. 30,
1840, and up
to March 4,
1841.

Heads of account.

Ful~.lling

treaties with the Pottawatomies
do
do
do
do
do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Fulfilling trea~ies with the Choctaws
do
:Po
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do

00
14
00
00
00
87
00
05
50

405
736
31,640
56
769
992
2,442
460
736
105
121
248

-

'

$3~;307

56

41,i71

9~

00
00
00
00
50

25
50
00
00
00
00
00
229 00
- 1,155 00
256 50
357 21
-. 1,155 00
-----104 21
525 00
171 00
118 07
-

-

$525
250
735
900
28,930
6
200
628
132

----41.8 17
-. 2,542 50
-

Fulfilling treaties with the Chickasaws
do
Do
do
Do
Do
do
Do
do
Fulfilling treaties with the Creeks
do
Do
Do
do
. Do
do
do
Do

.
.

Total.

3,152 71

.

525 00

1,443 .28
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No. 12-Continued.

Heads of aceount.

Fulfilling treaties with the Florida Indians •
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Fulfilling treaties with the Sacs, Foxes, Iowas,
and others •
Do
do
Do
do

Amount drawn
since St~pt. 30,
1840, and up to
March 4, 1841.

$41 · 66
210 00
5,110 00
20,000 00
10,000 00
515 00
2,397 12
-----

Total.

$;38,333 78

31 25
157 50
157 50
346 25

Fulfilling treaties with the Miamies Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do

10
52
396
52
50,778

55
50

Fulfilling treaties with the Quapaws
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do

10
52
2,940
52

55
50

Civilization of Indians'
Do
do
Do
do
do
Do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Ds
do
Do
do '
do
Do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do

20
100
422
1,500
100
112
100

37
50
00
51,289 92
00
50

3,055 . 55
00
00

50

00
00
50
00
15 00
422 50
15 00
100 00
500 00
300 00
100 00
500 00
4,427 50

Trust fund-Cherokee schools
Do
do

83 36
420 00
503 36
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Amount drawn
since Sepl. 30,
1840,and up to
March 4, 1841.

Heads of aceount.

Trust fund-Chippewas, Ottowas, and Pottawatomies •
Do
do
-

-

Payment for investigating frauds on reservations of Creek Indians
Do
do
Do
do
-

-

------

-

-

194 40
186 34
465 35

-

20,234
90
26,000
54
388
269
120
37

------

-

-

-

-----33 47
1,237
3,300
513
795
243
5,000
145
124
142

09

300 00

-

contingencies-Indian department Do
do
Do
do
-.
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
-Do
do
Do
do
Do
d&
.
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
-

~45

60
00
00
50
37
50
00
87

Fulfilling treaties with the Pottawatomies of
the Prairie Fulfilling treaties with the Pottawatomies of
.
Indiana
Fulfilling treaties with the Winnebagoes
25,179 50
Do
do
41,150 50
Do
do
6,530 00

-

$L25 8 2

755 00

-

-

$20 82
105 00
150 00
300 00
305 00

Carrying into effect tre3.ty with the Winnebagoes
Do
do
do
Do
do
do

Carrying into effect treaty with the Chippewas of Saganaw
carrying into effect treaty with the Miatriies .
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
Do
do
do
'
Do
do
do .

Total.

50
00
6_4
45
58
00
.50
80
81

~5 · oo

311 32

47,194 84
5,144 99
15,000 00

72,860 00

Doc. No.·2.
STATEMENT No . .2.-Continued.'

Fulfilling treaties with the Sacs and Foxes of
Mississippi
Do
do
do
Do
do
do

1,900 00
2,640 00
15,441 69

Fulfilling treaties with the Sipux of Mississippi
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
-

27,365 00
4,545 00
600 00

-

·--

-----

Temporary subsistence of Indians
Removal and subsistence of Indians Carrying into effect treaty with the Stockbridge and Munsee Indians
Carryi~:~g into effect treaties with the Chickasaws
36 87
Do
do
do
·634 12
Do
do
do
- 3,000 00
Do
do
do
- 20,217 14
l>o
do
do
- 2,400 00

19,981 69'

32,510 oo10,364 98
3J895 03.
6,0QO PQ

-

-

26,287 13:

Fulfilling treaties with the Chippewas, Ottawas, and Potta watomies 360 00
Do
do
do
35,896 99
Do
clo
do
400 00
Do
do
do
564 00
Do
do
do
300 00
Do
do
do
26,400 00
.Do
do
do
546 90
Do
do
do
·190 00
Do
do
do
·Sls · 20

-

--

64 976

0~

26&

Doc. No.2.
STATEMENT No. 12-Continued.
Amount drawn
since Sept. 30,
1840, and up to
March 4, 18U.

Hea4s of aceonnt.

$360 00
- - 5y680
00
Fulfilling treaties with the Omahas Fulfilling treaties with the Yancton and Santie
Sioux
·Fulfilling treaties with the Shawnees
Fulfilling tre~ties with the Otoes and Missourias
3,750 00
Pay of superin~endents and Indian agents 00
Do
do
• - 3,000
92 42
Do
do
p ay of sub-agents
00
- - 1,125
750 00
Do
375 00
Do
Do
25 00
Do
375 00
375 00
Do
375 00
Do
----Pay of interpretBrs - 2,700 00
Do
- 1,050 00
.
75 00
Do
Do
75 00
Do
150 00
Do
709 51
Do
900 OQ
1.')0 00
Do
..
-----Fulfilling treaties with the Pawnees Fulfilling treaties with the Kickapoos
Fulfilling treaties with the Delawares
Fulfillin~ treaties with the Kanzas
Do
do
-

-

Fulfilling treaties. with the Osages F ul6lling treaties with the Ottowas and Chip.pewas
Do
do
do
_--.
Do
do
<io
Do
do
do
Do
dO'
do

-

/

-

F ulfilling treaties with the Shawnees and Senecas
F ulfilling treaties with the Cherokees

-

1,050
700
700
1110Q
350

Total.

$1,500 00
~50 00
360 0()
6,040 00
760 00
360 00
840 O()
1,210 00

6,842 42

3,400 00

5,809 51
19,220 00

00
00
00
00
00

.........-----

3,900 0()
4,!160 00

-

1,640 00

i

Doc. No.2.

266

STATEMENT No. 12-Contimted.
Amount drawn
since Sept. 30,
1840, and up to
March 4, 1841.

Heads of account.

Fulfilling treaties with the Senecas
Pay of clerk to superintendent
Provisions for Indians
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Total.

$1,940 00
500 00
$1,550 00

-_I

J:)o

400
300
10
161
483
700
175
475

00
00
90
50

49
00
00
00
4,255 89

Carrying into effect treaties with the Cherokees
335 68
1,000 00
Do
do
• do
Do
do
do
3,830 00
Do
do
do
1,650 00
Do
do
do
43 51
Do
do
do
. 352 00
Do
do
do
469 00
Do
do
do
- 512,136 47
Do
do
do
100 00
----Blacksmiths' establishments Building and repairs
85 50
Fulfilling treaties with the Seminoles
Do
do
210 00

519,916 66
259 00
100 00
295 50

Fulfilling treaties with Eel Rivers, (Miamies)
Objects specified in Sdart. Cherokee treaty, 1835
Carrying into effect treaty with the Ottowas
and Chippewas
Do
do
d.o
Do
do
do
Holding treaty with the Wyandots
Fulfilling treaties with the Ottowas Presents to Indians
Fulfilling treaties with the Wyandots
Fulfilling treaties with the Wyandots, Munsees, and Del a wares
Fulfilling treaties with the Six Nations, N. Y.

1,100 00
916 49
2,649 72
1,227 20
1,599 88
5,476
350
812
1,300

80
75
29
00

6,000 00

1,480 00
4,000 00

Doc. No.2.

261

TTEMENT No. 12-Continued.
Amount drawn
since Sept. 30,
1840, and up to
March 4, 1841.

Heads of account.

Fulfilling treaties with the Senecas, New York
Carrying into effect treaties with Sacs and
Foxes, Mississippi
Carrying into effect treaty with the Creeks for
sale of reserves, act. 3d March, 1837

Total.

$6,000 00
15 00
2,3:16 00
1,117,769 32

(No. 13.)

Statement showing the amount drawn between the 4/h of March and
the 1st of October, 1841, on account of the appropriations for the service of the Indian department prior to the year 1841.

Heads of account.

Carrying into effect treaties with the ChickaRaws
·
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
-'
Do
do
do
JJo
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Fulfilling treaties with the Chickasaws
Fulfilling treaties with the Chpctaws
do
do
Do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do

Amount drawn
since the 4th of
March, and up
to the 30th of
Sept., 1841,inclusive.

$514
3,187
25,000
1,000
3,000
95
30,930
472
472
2,500

04
50
00
00
00
00
01
82
82
00

f-----590
228
450
568
4
65

$67,172 19
5,000 00

00
97
00
00
50
00
1,906 47

Doc. No.2.
STATEMENT No. IS-Continued.

H~ds of

Amount drawn
since the 4th of
March, arul up
to the 30th of
Sept. 1841, inelusive.

account.

Carrying into effect treaties with the Cherokees
· Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do.
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
do
do
:Po

400
430
2,861
110
81,546
71
952
94,407
450

i'ulfilling treaties with the Creeks
do
do
:Po
Do
do
do
Do
do
do

-

-

Carrying into effect treaties with the Winne~
bagoes
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
-

25
38
00

$6.71,40l 67
10,784 22
2,421 87

------

Contingencies-Indian department
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do

'

-

11,801 91
723
93
109
13,679

93
17
00
00

•

-

do
do

-

·-

14,605 10
4,800 00

202 79
77 58
280 37
150
13
394
185

48
23
00
15
15
4'6 75

ro

799 76

F ulfilling treaties with the Chippewas, Ottowas, and Pottawatomies
Do
do
Do
do

13,206 09

1,015 50
9,564 60
671 27
550 00

- ------

Fulfilling treaties with the Winnebagoes
Carrying into effect treaties with the Sacs and
Foxes of Mississippi
Do
do
do
-

'

1,697 00

- I•<

-

00
00
00
60
84
10

486,939 50

-

-

·r

. $1,536 00

-

Trust fund-investment in stock for Cherokees
CheJ:o.kee schools . ..,
-

Total.

819 00

252 00
595 00

Doc. No.2.
STATE~ENT

No. 13-Continued.
Amount drawn
since the 4th of
March, and up
to tbe 30th of
Sept. 1841, inelusive.

Heada of account.

Fulfilling treaties with the Chippewas, Ottowas, and Potta watomies Do
do
do
Do
do
d~
-

.

Fulfilling treaties with the Sacs, Foxes, lowas,
and others
.
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
-

$634 35
00
700 00

"6,fU15

$9,995 3/i

-

Remo\•al and subsistence
Do
do
Do
d6
Do
do

-

dododo-

Buildings at agencies, &c. Fulfilling treaties with the Pottawatomies
Do
do
·do
Do
do
do

-

-

157 50
157 50

314 70

-----112 48

-

629 10

288 00
00
65 90

1,95~

256 50
682 50
- 4,214 93
---7,000 00
-

Fulfilling trea ies with the Florida Indians
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
-

TotaL.

2,418 38
3,000 00

5,153 g3

10,000 00
675 00

10,675 00
Location and support of Seminole Indians removed from Florida
Fulfilling treaties with the Iowas M iscellaneous objects
pay of superintendents and Indian agents Education-Indian youths p rovisions for Indians
Do
do Do
do -

-

ay of sub-agents

Do

do

-

-

-

-

-

-

810 61
19 00
600 00

-

279 40

-

Carrying into effect treaty with the Osages .Civilization of Indians
Carrying into effect treaties with .Otto was and
Chippewas
-

-

-

10,000
4,000
500
1,650
1,145

00
00
00
00
22

1,4~9

61

127 55

..

-

406 9-i
.213 84
1;250 00

-

340 65

843,781 45

(No. 14.)

~

Statement showing the amount appropriated for the service of the Indian department for the year 1841; the sums
drawn thereon between the 4th-of March and 30th of September, and those subsequently to the 6th of November, instant, and the balances remaining undrawn on lh£; .30/h September and the 6th November, 7"espectively.
'
Heads of account.

Amount appropriated.

Specified objects.

.

c

-

Pay of superinte.ndents and Indian agents Pay of sub-agents
Pay of interpreters
Provisions for Indians
Buildings at agencies, and repairs
Contingencies Indian department
Pay of clerk to euperintendent Indian affaira south of
the Missouri
Fulfilling treaty with Christian Indians
Do
do
Chippewas of Mi•siesippi
Do
Jo
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
Chippewas of Saga~w
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
Chippewas, ·M enomonies, and
Winnebagoes
Do
do
Chippewas, Ottowas, and Pottawatomies
Do
do
..
do
do '
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
Choctaws
Do
do
do
:Po
<lo
do

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

---

-

-

-

-

"

-

-.

-

--

-

- .

-

-

--

-

Annuity
Annuitv

.

-

"

-

-- - .
-_

Education

--

Annuity
Blacksmith
Purchase of salt Annuity
Blacksmith•, & c.
.f;d.ucatio:o

.

-

'

-

-

-

.

-

-

--

..

Balanee
30th September.

Amount
drawn.

------_

Establi~hing three blacksmith•' shops Support of farmers, & c.
Purchase of provision&
Purchase of tobacco ·-·
Annuity
Support of blacksmith at 8•ganaw, &c.
Education
_
_

-

Amount
drawn.

.-

$16,500
13,000
11,300
ll,SOO

2,000
36,500

$ 6,602 11
4,125
4,800
4,800

-

19, 768 40

Balance in
the Treasury, Nov.
6, 1841.

$9,8!l7 89 $7,125
$2,772 89
8,875
4,500
4,375
6,500
4,650
1,850
7,000
7,000
2,000
:1,000
16,731 60
3,534 46 13,197 .H

-

1,000
400
28,500
3,000
1,000
2,000
500
2,800
2,000
1,000

400
28,500
2,000
1,000
2,000 •
500
2,800
1,500
500

1,500

-

1,500

-

1,500

32,800
580
250 . .
25,617 50
2,840
7,703 17

' 300
360

-

300'

360

33,100
940
250
30,550
4,400
14,500

!iOO

500

500

1,000

1,000

500
500

500
250

1,932 50
1,560 .
6, 796 !!3

567 50
1,560
3,812 64

'f
Q

~

0

$')

~

?

~

250

..-

4._365
2,91}4

~9

-

do
Chickaaaws
Do
do
do
l>o
do
Creeks
Do
do
Do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do.
Cherokees
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
Fulfilling treaties with the Delawares
Do
do
do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
Florida Indi:1ns
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
Iowas
do
Do
Kickapoos
do
Do
do
do
Do
Kaskaskias and Peoria&
tlo
Do
Kanzas
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
Miamies
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
.Jo
Do
do
do
Do
Eel Rivers, (Miamies)
do
Do
do
Menomonies
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
D>l
do
do
Do
Do
4o
4o

-

--

--

-.-

-

----

---

.-

--. --

Annuity, (applicable to education)
Education
Annuity
Jntere~t on $350,000, at 5 per cent.
Blacksmiths, &c.
Wheelwright, &c.
Education
Agricultnral implements
Education
Blacksmiths
Wagonmakcr and wheelwright
Annuity
Purchase of salt Blacksmith
Interest on $46,080, at 5 per cent.
Annuity
Black•mith's establishment
Education
Interest on $157,500, at 5 per cent.
Annuity
Education
Annuity
Annuity
Blacksmith
Agricultural assistance
Annuity
Blacksmith
Tobacco, iron, and steel
Miller, in lieu of gunsmith Salt-160 bushels
Pay of laborers
Education, &c. Implements of agriculture
Annuity
Annuity
Blacksmiths
Provisions
Tobacco
Farming utensil~, &c.
Sal~-30 barreld

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

--

---

--

-

-.

--

-

--

--

--

--

--

---

-

3,000
3,000 13,083 74j
34,800
34,800
17,500
17,500
2, 760
4,440
600
1,200
1,655
4,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2, 760
4,440
600
1,200
7,000
7,1i00
100
100
580
910
2,304
4,610
7,610
1,000
500
315
1,000
7,875
7,875
5,000
5,000
500
250
3,000
3,000
3,500
3,500
580
940
1,600
1,600
47,568
47,568
580
940
770
770
600
300
320
320
480
250
2,000
I, 105
200
200
1,100
1,100
26,000
26,000
I, 160
1,880
I
3,000
3,000
300
300
500
500
150
150

-

~

I

2,916 26j

1,1136

1,680
600
2,345

1,680
600
1,0:3

n!

1,~19

501

1,34! 50

84

2,000

2,000
1,680
600

1,680
600
360
-

360
2,304
3,000
500
685

2,304
3,000

-

500
ISS 80

250

496 20

t;i
?
0

.~

250

0

360

:160
360

I

360

300

I

300

230
895

I

720

I

I

~

62 941

230
832 06

720

I

~

....
~

STATEMENT No. 14-Continued.

l¢

tj
Heada of account.

Amount appropriated.

Specified objects.

-

--

Fulfilling treaties with the Omahas
Do
do
do
Do
do
Ottowaa and Chippe1vu
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
<
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
.
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
Otoe• and Miuouriu
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
do
•lo
Do
do
do
do
Do
do
do
do
:Do
do
o•aie•
Do
do
do
l>o
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
.
Do
do
.
Ot\owa•
do
Do
Pottawatemiea do
Do
do
de
~
do

-

-

-.

--

--

--

-

--

.---

-

--

-

--

-

Blacksmith
Agricultural implements
Annuity and interest
Education
Missions
Vaccine matter, &r.
Provisions
Tobacco
Salt-100 barrel•
Fish barreld-500
Blacksmiths
.
Gunsmith
.
Keeper of dormitory, & 160 cords wood
Two farmers, &c.
Two mechanics Annuity
Blacksmith
.
Agricultural implements
Education
Two farmer•
Annuity
•
_
rnterest on $69, 120, at 6 per cent. Support of two smith•' eotablishments
.
Two millera
.
Two assistants to millers
.
Cows and calves, and ho~s, &c.
Annuity
Annuity
Education
lalt

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

--

-

--

-

--

$940
500
42,500
5,000
3,000
300
2,000
975
350
750
2,820
820
1,050
1,600
1,200
2,600
946
500
500
1,200
20,000
3,456
2,000
1,200
50
7,300
4,300
14,100
J,OOO
460

Amount
drawn.

Balance
30th September.

Amount
drawn.

$580
500
40,700
1,850
1,200
150
2,000
975
350
750
1, 740
520
760
800
. 600
2,500
680
500
250
600
19,999 70

$360

$360

-

1,000
600
225
7,300
4,300
14,100
1,560 06
4-80

-

1,800
3,150
1,800
150

Balance in
the Treasury, Nov.
6, 1841.

$1,800
2,950
1,650

~00

150
150

t:1

0

~

1,080
300
300
800
600

1,080
300
300
800
600

360

360

250
600

21\0
600
30

..

-

-

3,456
1,000
600
225

1,000
600
225

1,439 94

l,2ill 7i

?
~

?

~

~0

3,456

lSI l 6

do

•
dO

do

..-

DD

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do>.
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
' do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

. - r·-·-

-------

ciD
• ToJ.cco, iron, and awl
do
•
• Three laborers Pottawatomiea of Huron - Annuity
do
or Prairie - Annuity
do
or Wabash- ·Annuity
_
of Indiana - Annuity
•
do
do
or Indiana - , Education
- , Annuity
Piankeshaws
Annuity
Pawnees
Education
do
.
do
Two blacksmiths' cstaLii•hments
do
Agricultural implements
Qnapaw8
Annuity
Educatio>n
do
Blacksmith
do
do
Farmer
Six Nations of New York - Annuity
Senecas of New York
Annuity
Sioux of the Mississippi
Annuity
d.J
do
Interest on $300,000, at 5 per cent.
do
do
Purchase of medicines, &c. .Jo
do
Blacksmith
do
do
Agricultural implements
do
do
Purchasfl of provisions
Yancton and Santie Sioux- Blacksmith
do
do
Agricultural implements
Sacs and Foxes of Missouri Interest on $157,400, at li per cent.
Sacs and Foxes of Mississippi Annuity
•
•
do
do
Inter~st on $200,000, at 5 per cent.
do
do
Agricultural as•istance
do
do
Blacksmiths
do
do
Gunsmith
do
do
Agricultural implements
do
do
Support of two millers
do
do
SalL-40 barrels do
do
Tobacco-40 kegs
15hawnees
Annnity
do
Salt
do
Blacktmilht

-

--

-

--.-

-

-

----

--

--

.

-.

.-

.

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

.-

-

--

.-

---

--

-

----

---- --

.

....
......
880

-tOO

1,110
~

180
400
16,800
liO,OOO
15,000

16.000
20,000
15,000
2,000
800
800
4,598
4,600
500
1,000
1,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
157 50
1,000
640
1,060
300
600
4,500
4,500
6,000
6,000
10,000
10,000
15,000
15,000
8,250
4,125
1,060
640
700
700
5,500
5,500
940
580
400
400
7,870
7,870
31,000 31,000
10,000
10,000
2,000
2,000
2,120
1,280
820
620
800
800
1,000
500
200
200
600
600
6,000
5,000
60
60

I

-

1,120

1,!180

I

180

I

200

180

-

I

-

2,000

I

-

2
500
1,000

500
1,000

842 50
420
300

125 87
420
300

:I'JO
!11,000
2

'J'l6 63

t=

0

?
4,125
420

4,125
420

360

360

S40
300

840
300

z

?

~

500

840

I

I.

600

840

I

~

"w

STATEMENT No. 14-Continuecl.

~

~
~

-----------------------------------------------~------------------------------------.----~--

-.

FuiAIIing treaties with the Senecas and Shawnees
do
Do
do
do
d(}
D.:~
$cnecas
.
Do
do
do
.
D<>
do
do
.
Do
do
Wyandots
Do
do
do
Do
do
Weas
Do
do
Wyandots, Munsees, and
Delawares
Do
do
~'innebagoes
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Do
do
do
Expenses of holding treaty with Wyandots of Ohio Expenses of holding treaties with Indian tribes for extinguishment of their titles to lands in Michig_an
Expenses of holding treaty with Sac and Fox, "Winnebago and Sioux tribes of Indians for their title to
lands in Iowa
E>Cpenses of making treaty of 28th November, 1840,
with Miamies, &c.
- .
For. defraying expense of a delegation of Seminol<: Ind1ans west of the Mississippi to Florida -

.

-

-

---

-

-

Amount appropria ted.

Specified objects.

Heads of account.

-

---

-

Annuity
Blatksmith
Azmuity
Blacksmith
MillerAnnuity
Blacksmith
Annuity

..
.
.

-.

.
.

.

.
.
.
.
.
.

-Annuity
Annuity
Interest on $1,100,000, at 5 per cent.
Salt--50 barrels Tobacco
Laborers and oxen
Blacksmiths
Six agriculturists,fJutchase of oxen,&e.
--

EducRlion
Two physicians -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

...

-

-

;:,

Amount
drawn.

$1,000
1,060
1,000
1,060
600
5,900
940
3,000

$1,000
640
1,000
640
300
5,900
580
3,000

1,000
28,000
55,000
250
525
365
2,820
2,500
3,000
400
3,000

1,000
28,000
52,500
260
525
365
1,740
1,250
1,500
200
1,000

5,000
5,000

3,247 76

Balance
30th September.

Amount
drawn.

$420

$420

420
300

420
300

:160

360

2,500

2,500

Balance in
the 'freasury, Nov.
6, 1841.

t::;
?
0

.~
0

~
1,080
1,250
1,500
200
2,000
5,000
1, 752 24

5,000

-

5,000

15,000

-

15,000

1,080
1,!:50
1,500
200
500

262

9,000

$1,500
5,000
1,490 24
5,000
6,000

For tho tempotary support of certam destitute Kickapoo Indians
Civilization of Indians
For removal, &c. of such Seminole Indians as surrender
for t>mig·ration
-

-

--

-

-

-

.

-

-Dollars

--

22,000
10,000

5,338 75

-

22,000
4,661 25

100,000

80,036 93

19,96.3 07

-

22,000 .
3,488 76

-

19,963 07

1,172 50

1,010,468 804,501 62 205,966 38 76,4!10 31 129,476 07

t:;
?
0

~
~

•
~

~

I, I
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(No. 15.)
Statement of funds in the hands of JJaniel Kurtz, disbursing agent at
the seat of Government, showing the heads of appropriation and the
balance in hand on the 30th September, 1841.
Balances
due U.S.

Heads of appropriation.
1835
Carryins; into effect treaty with Cherokees 1833
Do.
do.
Pottawatomies, Wabash
1832
Vaccination ofJndians
Transportation of annuitits
1833
1834
Cnrrying into eflcct treaty with Seminoles House for agents, &c.
1837
Payment of claims of Mcintosh
1834
1834
Carrying into cffuct treaty with Cherokees 1834
Do.
do.
Appalachicolas
1833
do.
Do.
do.
1837
Sioux of Mississippi
Do.
do.
Holding treaties with certain Indian tribes 1836
1832
Carrying into effect treaty with Shawnees 1832
do.
Ott ow as
Do.
do.
1833
do.
Do.
Payment of impro.. ements abandoned by Cherokees
1832
1832
Carrying into effect treaty with Wyandots Choctaws
1831
do.
Do.
Florida Indians
1831
Do.
do.
Jan. 1831
Annuity for education
Do.
do '
March,1831
Choctaw re~ervations
Feb. 1833
Carrying into effect treaty with Sac.s and F oxes
1833
Kaskaskias and Peorias
do.
1833
Do.
I'iankeshaws and \Vcas
Du.
do.
1833
1833
Locating Choctaw reservations
1837
Present• to Indians
Carrying into effect treaty with Quapaws
1834
Removal and subsistence of Indians
Carrying into effect treaty with Otoes nnd Missourias
1834
Do.
.lo.
Pawnees 1834
do. of Chicago
Do.
1835
Conducting treaty of Chicago
1835
Exploriug country west
Carrying into eflee:t treaty with Cherokees Looms and wheels for Choctaws
Certifying Creek contractsExtinguishment of Cherokee claims in Georgia
1831
Fulfilling treaties with Pottawatomies
1838
Contingencies Indian department
Carrying into effect treaty with Chickasaws, per act 20th April, 1836
•.rreaty stipulations
Annuities
'Riacksmiths' establishments
Carrying into effect treaty with the Creeks 1834
l'ay of sub-agents Provisions at the payment of annuities
llolding treaty with Seminoles
Payment of Cherokee improvements abandoned
Current expenses Indian deportment
Trnmmortation and incidental expenses
Fulfilling treatis with Sues and Foxes
Miscellaneous obj~cts
1833
Carryi11g into eff~Jo~:t treaty "'ith the Winnebagoea Do.
do.
l'•ttawatomies, ( Prairie)
1833

-

-

-

-

-

$13,945
11,179
932
6,083
3,386
557
11,418
6,613
1,500
1,280
27
1,~'77

385
372
3,451
2,436
507
3,475
135
1,031
2,265
1,016
1, 721
973
4,419
1,620
3,804842
3,441
1,850
7,227
40,163
1,536
322
128
8,950
891
5,406
4.22

Balances
due agent.

89
42
60
52
04
41
33
22
00
00
99
59
49
82
44
64
92
50
49
60
!!2
17
00
04
15
00
87
39
72
00
37
43
53
70
08
00
66.,.
15
80
$2,940 89

1,846
2,610
6, 762
3,286
!!14
,400
573
184
452
11, 806
1,778
5, 814
41
839
1,257

19
74
70
07
50
77
03
72
13
39
15
8:1
80
94
69
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STATEMENT No. 15.-Continued.
Balances
due U. S.

Heads of appropriation.

Oarrying into effect treaty with the Pottawatomiea, (Indiana)
Do.
do.
Menomonies
Procuring assent of Menomonles to treaty Expenses of marshal of Michigan
Carrying into effect treaty with the Pottawatomies Extinguishment of Delaware titles in Ohio Claims against Ottowas
Appraising Chippewa improvements
FuUilling treaties with Six Nations, N. Y.
llo.
Stockbridge and Munsees
Effe'1:ti11g treaty with Choctaws, for cattle -

-

-

-

-

-

----

--

---

1833
1833
1832
1832
1832
1832

-

-

1840

-

-

-

--

--

-

-

--

--

--

-

-

-

-

-

---

--

-

------

~

-

--

The disbursing agent ia held aeecountable for the folltming:
General account
Trust accounts

-

-

-

Total

cbar~es

-

-

-

-

-

-

Funds in hand, viz :
In Bank of the Metropolis America
Do.
Do.
State of Missouri Do.
Louisville, Kentucky
Do.
Washington
Special deposite, Treaoury drafts
Do.
Treasury notes
Treasuay notes invested for Stockbridge and Munsees
Do.
invested for Choctaw orphans
Cash

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

36
00
50
58
72
83
00
00

$S 5£

6,000 00
3, 762 73

· - ----2,944 40

224,300 56

'.l'ltUST ACCOU!rTS .

Cherokee school• Kanzas schools
"
Incompetent Chickasaws
Cherokees
Mills-Chippewas, Ottowas, and Pottawstemiea
Education, do.
do.
do.
Chickasaw orphans
Creek orphans
Menomonies
Chippewas and Ottowas
Shawnees"
"
Senecas
Senecas and Shawnees
-·
Ohoctaw orphans -

$958
12,215
50
129
354
1,179
50
495

1819

1835
-

--

$1,345 11
1,626 35 1
13,978 18
11,432
1,991
12,151
9,580
3,91H
2,674
1,509

80 I
27
48
80
41
45
92
3~7 20
850 90
17,000 00

-----78,439 87

-

-

$224,300 56

-

-

302,740 43

-

$48,687
92,468
138
3,075
42,365
57,933
31,750
6,600
17,000

78,439
- __!'!_
_ 87
_

--

--

-

-

-

. ------

-

-

2,944 40
- ------

-

Advances for continge11cie!!, to be refunded -

Balances
due agent.

-

-

'

-

--

---

~20

uo

00
00

299,798 96

302,743

RE8AP1TllJLATl 0 1'<.

32
48
51
00
04
75
86

~~~

-----

i'unds in agent's hand8, subject to ordrrs when eountersigned by the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs and Secretary of War
Claims for which the agent is responsible -

-

-

-

..

$302,743 36
302,740 43

Made up to October 1, 1841.

E. E.

D. KURTZ, IJishursing .llgent.

T
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Statement exhibiting the amount of invest
Names of the tribes for
tv bose l\CCOUnt the
stock is held in trust.

Cherokees
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Cherokee
Do.

-

~chools

do.

..

Names of the ~~ Amount of Aggregate Amount of Aggregate
Slates which ._.,
="'... each lot of amount of the the annual amount of
Cc..
issued the
bonds.
bonds for each interest on the annual
~~
bonds.
tribe.
each.
interest for
~.,
each tribe.

·-

-

-

Kentucky

--

Tennessee Alabama
Maryland
Michigan

Chippewas, Ottowas,
nnd Pottawatomies do.
Do.
Do.
de.
Do.
de.
Do.
do.

--

Maryland
Missouri

-

-

-

--

Maryland
Indiana
Pennsylvania
Do.
Do.

Incompetent Chicka~aws
Do.
do.
do.
Do.
Do.
do.

Indiana
NewYorkMary laud
Kentucky -

Chickasaw orphallB
}')o.
do.
Shawnees

D<l.
8eneot~s

--

-

.-

.

-

Senecas and Shawnees
Do.
do.

-

Kanzas
Do.

-

Creek orphans
Do.
Do,
Menomonies
Do.
Do.

-

.

-

-

-

Arkansas
Pennsylvania
Maryland
Kentucky
Kentucky
Do.
Missouri

-

-

Missouri Pennsylvania

$4,700 00

-

5 250,000 QO
5 300,000 .00
6
.761 39
G 64,000 00

--

-

12,500
15,000
48
3,840

-

6
5~

-

6

5
5
5
5-k

5

Kentucky
Pennsylv11nia
Do.

-

5
5
5

-

5
5
5

.

Alabama

----

-----

45,230 44
123,000 00

6,000 00
7,000 00

2,056 90
550 00

-

7,851 02
3,400 00
1,150 00
265 00
425 00

235,650
--

43

5
5~

5

5

2,713 83
6,150 00

-

---7,300 00

00

---1, 760 49

5

850 00

-

50 00

30,341 50
5,000 00

-

13,000 00

-

20,000 00

- - - - 126,000
77,000 00
9,500 00
2,500 00
89,000
----77,000 00
3,000 00
14,000 00
2,200 00

-

-

----300 00
385 00

2,606 90

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

8,863 83
-

-.

8,150 00

-

-

1,810 49
250 00

-

1,090 00

---3,850 00
---3,A50
180
700
ll<l

00
00
00
00

-

-

6,440 00

·-

-

-

4,450 00

-

-

-

4,840 00
---25,000 00
------2,206,321 76
113,362 92
96,200 00
500,000 00

'
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I

13,091 02

----

475 00
125 00

00

--

685 00
-

4,100 00
1,540 00
800 00

00

-

$36,085 68

----990 00
100 00

28,000 00
16,000 00

----

----

168,230 44

2,000 00

---82,000 00

---~

----

1,000 00

----

00
00
68
00

51,138 00

163,000
----29,341 50
-

----5-k 18,000 00

-

10,000 00

39

5 146,000 00
5 17, 000 00

Alabama
Missouri
Pennsylvania

-

-

$708,761
---41,138 00

6 130,850 43
5 68,000 00
5 23,000 00
5
5,300 00
5
8,1i00 00

--

.

-

-

- -- 56

Chippewas and Ottowas Kentucky
do.
Michigan
Do.
do.
Do.
Pennsylvania
Do.
do.
Do.
Choctaws

5 $94,000 00

'
I
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ments for Indian account in State stocks.
Amount of Aggregate
the eost of cost of the
bonds for
each lot of
each tribe.
bonds.

When the
interest is
payable.

Where the
interest is
payable.

Where the inis deposited
until wanted for
application.

tere~t

Treaties, on reference
to whic11 it may be seen
for what ohjects the intercst is to be applied.

------ ------

----

$94,000 00 - - - _ - - , Semi-annually Philadelphia Bank of America, Treaty ofDec. 1835, and
N.Y.
suppl't of Mar. 7, 1836.
Do.
Do.
Do.
do.
!.150,000 00
Do.
Do.
New York
Do.
do.
300,000 00
Do.
Quarterly
Baltimore Do.
Do.
do.
860 00
Do.
Do.
do.
69,120 00
Semi-aunually New York
$714,000 00
42,490 00
TreatyofFeb. 27, 181!1.
Do.
Quarterly
Baltimore Do.
do.
Do.
10,000 00
Semi-annually New York
52,490 00

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

----150,000 00
72,264 09
19,895 00
4,364 60
7,352 50

-----

52,149 16
119,915 00

---

146,000 00
14,705 00

----33,912 40
980 00

---5,880 00
7,121 87

----18,000 00

-.....
253,876 09
-

-

34,892 40
4,900 00

--

----75,460 00
3,000 00
12,11000
1,802 50

-----

-

-

-

--

92,372 60
500,000 00

-----2,228,054 50

ofSep. '33; mills.
- Treaty
Do.
education.
mills.
- Do.
mills.
- Do.
- Do. education.
Treaty of May, 1834.
.- Do.
do.

-

-

New York Bank of America
Philadelphia
Do.

Do.

do.

.-

Do. '
Do.
l':lo.

-

of June, 1825.
-- Treaty
do.
Do.

D.,,
Do.

-

Do.
Philadelphia

-

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

--

New York
Do.
Philadelphia

-

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

--

New York
Philadelphia
Do.

-

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

--

New York
Do.
Philadelphia
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.

-

N~ Od"~ Tn-'Y of

-

do ..
do ..

Do.
Do.

--

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

do.
- Do.
of Aug. J 831 •.
-- Treaty
Do.
do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

85,695 00

-

-

-

-

124,327 48

-

-

Quarterly
Baltimore Semi-annually New York

13,001 87

19,730
00
---82,000 00
28,487 48
13,840 00
8,217 50
2,017 50

Do.
Do.

160,705 00

-

-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
New York
Do.
Do.
Do.
Quarterly
Do.
Baltimore Do.
Semi-annually Louisville - Bank of Kentur.ky

172,064 16

I, 730 00

---75,460 00

--

Quarterly
Baltimore Semi-annually New York
Philadelphia
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

-

.

-

Treaty of Feb. 1831 • .
Do.
do.
Do.
do.

Treaty of March, 1832.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Treaty of Sept. 1836 • .

do.
- Do.
do.
- Do.
of March, 1836'.
-- Treaty
Do.
do.
do.
- Do.
do.
- Do.

•hr'""ti"
w;•h Ch;ok.
asaws 17th Jan. 1837;

United States.

resolution of Senate U.
S. 2let Dec. 1840 .

•

Doc. No. 2.
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(No. 17.)

Slate-»Mnt e:rhibiting tke annual interest appropriated by Congress to
pay the /allowing tribes of Indians, in lieu of i1ivesting the sums of
mone9 provided by treaty in stocks.

.,"""'c.-'

i

.Sc..

e~

Names of tribes.

c ..

~~~

.!OS~

§~§

-

-

-

-

-

--

Ottowas and Chippewas
$200,000
Osages
69,120
Delawares46,080
Sioux of Misiissippi
300,000
Sacs and Foxes of Mississippi
200,000
Sacs and Foxes of Missouri
157,400
"Wtnnebagoes
1,109,000
c_.ks
3fiO,OOO
Jowas
157,500

-

2,580,100

-s;i:.
""'

Authority by which mw.de.

$12,000
3,456
2,304
15,000
10,000
7,870
55,000
l7,fi00
7,875

Resolution of the Senate.
Resolution of the Senate, Jan'y 19, 1838.
Treaty 9f 1832.
Treaty of September 29, 1837.
Treaty of October~ 1, 1837.
Treaty of October 21, 1837.
Treaty of November 1, 1837.
Treaty of November 23, 1838.
Treaty of 1837.

g::s~

0

ss~

<

e

~~

....
a..>...:

·~

-

c:.-

:

<

131,005
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(No. 18.)
List of Indian schools, with their location, and tqe mtmber of scholars and teaclte1·s, including, so far as reports
have been received, all that receive allowances/rom education, annuity, or the ciVilization fund.

N - ofprincip•b_._[

T•ibo

iMI<Odol.--~-

---S~OL.t.RS.

.
. .

...
A"'
".,

Location.

E-o

-

Rev. Z. Santelli
.
Do.
.
Rev. Francis Pierz
Do.
Rev. Z. Santelli
Rev. lame• Selkrii
Rev. Peter Dougherty
Rev. Leonnnl Slater
Rev. Abel Bingham
Rev. ·w. H. Brockway •
Rev. George King
Rev. G. N. Smith

-

John Thomas
Rev. Solomon Davis
D,,,
Ethlinda Lee
Rev. Cutting Marsh
Rev. F. Ayer
Rev. Sherman Hall
Rev. B. Kavanaugh
~

.

-

---

.-

.

.
Chippewas
.
.
Do.
Ottowu
Do.
.
ChippeWils
Ottowas of Grand river
ChippewasofG. Traverse
Ottowas
Chippewas
Do.
Do.
Otto was

.

-.

Winneball'oes
Otteidas, Christian
Menomoniea
Oneidas, Orchard
Stock bridges
Chippewas
Do.
Do.

.

---.

.

--.

~
ll=l

..

;::

6

0

-

-

---

- - --

42
67

-

35

17
51
46
24

-

-

WISKONSAN SUPERINTENDENCY.
Yellow river
Duck creek
Green Bay
Duck creek
Stockbridge
1
Pokegoma
La Pointe
~
Sandy Lake

.

--

----

.--

-

-

-

-

---

--

---

--

Catholic.
Do.
Do.
Do.
De.
Prostestant EpiacopJIJ
Presbyteria!l.
Baptist.
Do.
l'trethodist.

43
S\l
39

-

-

Remarkl•

'

I E-o

MICHIGo)..N SUpERINTENDENCY.
17
1
Mackinac
26
12
20
Point St. Ignace
1
17
21
1
Vnlage of the Cross
18
24
L' Arbre Croche
2
27
1
40
La Mini11tee
Griowold
1
Grm':d Traverse Bay .
10
Gull Prairie
1
7
Sault St. Mari~
1
24
Little Rapids
22
1
Key-way-we-non
1
Allegan
-

-

Denomtnation.

..,;

American Board C. F. M.

N_, returns.

-

-

~

No returns.
No returns.
No returnil.
No returns,
No returns.

.
Baptiat
Protestant Epitcopal
Do.
Melhodist

-

z
0

--

-

No ret\l!_n.t_.

-

-

-

40

?

.

No tclaplar•

Pres by t~rian

--

~

0

.,

30
~

T. :S. Williamson

. - 1 Siqu-x -

-

lOW A SUPERINTENDENCY.
• I 6 I 46 I 56
• I Lac-'iui-parle

.

r ~01

t:l

I

Am. BQard CQm. F . Mis.

I

00
JoA

No. lS.,..._Continued.

Names of principals.
T<ib•

""''=l

•

~

-

~

SCHOLARS.

.,e

Location.

.....,

..d

.,;

E-<

1:1=1

~

Denomination.
~

I cS I

Remarks .

-.;

0

E-<

ST. LOUIS SUPERINTENDENCY.
Manual-labor school, Rev.
Thomas Johnson
David Jones
Rev .. J. Lykins Rev. J. D. Blanchanl
Rev. J. C. Micltsh

Creek agency Pushmatahas district
Puckshenubb8 May haw
Eagletown
Clear creek
Good water
Choctaw agency

Do.
Do.
Do.
Da.
Do.
Do.

j

-

Fort Leavenworth agenry
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

53

25

7S

Methodist.
Society of Friends
Bapti•t
Do.
Moravian

No
No
No
No

returns.
returns.
raturns.
returns.

-,

No returns.
22
15
24
25

- I

l!l

32

c:aoCTAW ACADEMY.

-

Scott county, Kentucky

-

131

.

-

131

N OTE.-lt will be perceived that a large number of tpe s~hoo!s have madq no reports, but it is presumed t)leir sjtuatiop. d9es not ditfer materially from the re-

turns of the last year.

-

·

~
~

26

52 Choctaws-21 Potta-

watomies-26 Chickasaws-10 Creeks-2
Quapaws-3 Seminoles'-1Miami-10 Miscellaneous -

0

0

~

WESTI':RN SUPERINTENDENCY.

-I Choctaws
Creeks

W. N. Anderson
Rev. R. D. Potts
H. G. Rind
T. Wall
Lavinia Pitchlynn
John T. W. Lewis
E. Hotchkin
William Wilson
P. P. Pitchlynn

Various N. W . tribes Shawnees
Do.
Delawares
Munsees
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EDUCATION AND SCHOOLS.

(No. 19.)

Extract from the report of Robert Stuart, acting superi?'ftendent, ~·c.,
in Michigan.
The missionaries and teachers, so far as I have learned, have been
faithful and active in their arduous and responsible duties. I regret that it
was out of my power: this season, personally to inspect the different stations, but intend to do so as soon as circumstances will admit. Their reports, herewith transmitted, will indicate the present condition and prospects of each, except the Episcopal mission, from which I have received
no report, owing, probably, to the absence of the bishop. I beg leave to
draw your attention to the report of the Rev. T. Santelli, the Roman Catholic missionary at Mackinac; his complaint will, I hope, receive your
early and effective attention. The different denominations should be held
to strict account that all they receive through the treaty should be applied
for the benefit of those who labor among these Indians. ·w ould it not be
well to require each sect to render you, or the acting superintendent, an
annual account, distinctly stating for what, and to whom, their allowance
is paid ? This would ensure the proper application,and correct some existing evils.
SUB-REPORT.
MAcKINAc,

September 3, 1841.

Sm: I have ·the honor to present my annual report for the year 1841,
concerning the state of education, religion, and civilization, within the
bounds of the mission under my charge, embracing the stations of Mackinac, Point St. Ignace, Sault St. Marie, Manistee, and others of less importance, and also the stations of L' Arbre Croche, and village of the Cross,
under the charge of the Rev. Francis Pierz, who is now temporarily absent.
As regards the stations of Mackinac and Point St. Ignace, I could
hope for a larger attendance at the schools, and greater profit under the
means of edncatiou which I have adopted, conld the Catholic population
be made to feel a deeper interest in the education of their children ; but
of this interest they are greatly deficient. The school at Point St. Ignace
has for some time been without its regular teacher, who has been compelled
to be absent on business of a private nature; but the school has, during
this period, received such attention from myself as I could bestow, consistently with the other duties of an extensive parish. The school at
Manistee, which I opened two years ago, would now be in a more flourishing condition, if my superior had furnished me with the means promised,
to enable me to pay the salary of the teacher.
As regards the general advancement of religion and civiliz:a.tion within
the bounds of the mission under my charge, I would observe, that the
half-breed portion of the population, which have been under the influence of our mission, do not show a state of advancement commensurate with their advantages, while the pure Indians, on the contrary,
.manifest improvement in proportion as they arc more or less favored with
the instructions:of their teachers and priests; consequently, the stations of
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L' Arbre Croche, village of the Cross, and Manistee, are further advanced
in civilization and moral improvement than those of St. Marie and others
less frequently favored by tti.e visits of the priilsts, and not enjoying the
means of instruction. The extent of country covered by the mission under
my charge is so great, the number of stations so numerous, and the points of
lacation in some instances so remote from each other, that three missionaries, at least, are required to secure a regula.r and faithful administration of
the ordinances of religion within its bounds. But I am not only left alone
in this extensive and arduous field of labor ; I am also deprived, by my
superior, of the pecuniary aid which is required for my support, and which
is necessary in order to iecure the best means for promoting the advancement in civilization and religion of those under my charge.

*

*

*

*

I have the honor, &c.

•

*

*

T. SANTELLI.
RoBERT STuART,

Esq.,

.llcting Sup't Indian .11../Jairs.

SUB-RBPORT.
GRAND TRAVERSE, .llugust 27, 1841.
In compliance with your request, I will forward my annual report of the
mission at this place· by the earliest favorable opportunity. In my last
report it was stated that a dwelling-house had been erected for the mission
family, and that a school-house was nearly completed. Early after my
return to the station last fall'! completed the school-house, and erected a
house for my interpreter. Until this summer the labor of building, with
the care of the school and the other appropriate duties of the mission, have
devolved entirely on myself, excepting some aid reooived from the people
in erecting the mission-house. We were joined by a teacher and his famtly
in July. There are now connected with the station, and supported by the
board, one missronary and' family, one teacher and family; an interpreter
has also been connected with the station until a few weeks past. We
expect to secure the services of another very soon. Two native youths
are living in the mission family, and are supported by the board. The
property of the mission consists of a school-house, a mission-house, and
small barn, a house for the interpreter, a yoke of oxen, two cows and a
bull, and three hogs with seven }:>igs. During the year the school has
occupied much of my time and attention. The school-house is a log
building 20 by 25 feet, hewed inside and out, whitewashed, and covered
with a good shingle roof. It is divided into two rooms by a swinging
partition through the middle. One room is furnished for the accommodation of the school, and the other for those who attend meetings. On the
Sabbath, the partition being opened, the whole is thrown into one room, and
afl'ords accommodation to those who attend on meeting. The school was
kept in constant operation from October until March, excepting one week
the last of December. The number of children enrolled last winter was
36 Indians, 4 French, and 1 mixed blood. The attendance was from 20 te
25 children, of different ages and sexes. tln the first of March the families·
all removed to their sugar camps, and the scho0l was necessarily suspended
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nnt~l their return. It was reopened in May, and there were enrolled 60
lnd.Ians, 3 French children, and 1 mixed blood. The attendance in the
sprmg was from 30 to ~5, qut t_he attendance has been less during the
summer. We fi~1d the uregulanty of. attendance on the school a great
drawbac~ _to the 1mpr?vem~nt of the chtldren. The causes of irregularity
are founu m the e;nstmg cncumstances and condition of the people, and
ru:e such as educatwn to a great extent will remove, and we are therefore
sllmulat~d t~ perseverance. The confinements and restraints of a school
rool? bemg Irksome to those who have been accustomed to rove unrestram~d, the w.ant of parental government, leaving children very much
to thetr. own wtll as to attendance, and the precarious mode of subsistence
dependmg much on hunting and ~shing, (the. older boys being very frc~
quently ~a_lled awa.Y from sch?ol m t~e pursmt of these occupations,) are
causes ot megulanty. Not:-vtthstandmg? however, the irregularity which
!hese causes produce, there ts 11: gradua~ Improvement perceptible. Meetmgs:-:Thc attendance on meetmgs durmg the wint~r and spring was very
gratl~ylllg. The truths of the gospel, which are the surest means of advan?mg;an_Y people to, or .preserving them in a state of civilization, are
findmg t~etr way to ~he mmds an_d. hearts of some of these people, leading
them to abandon tbeu old superstJtJOns, and to seek the Jiaht and bJessinas
of true religion. By contrasting the condition of tltose who have eujoy~d
more directly the means of improvement, which the mission and Government have afforded, with the bands further removed, or with that of themselves before those means were eujoyed, there is a manifest advance on
the part of many towards civilization. I regret to have to say what duty
requires me to mention: Through the influence of some half-breeds, who
had appointments under the Government, onr efforts have been greatly
counteracted, and I think the improvement of rhe people greatly retarded.
:By the sale and distribution of intoxicating liquors among them, and by
the pernicious example of using it themselves, they have done much to
injure those whom they were sent to benefit. In consequence of my
speaking of and opposing such a course of conduct, they have endeavored
to prejudice the minds of the people against me, and to alienate them from
me. In some cases they have succee~ed to some extent, especially with the
chief Es-qua-go-uabe, aud through lum with his band. The consequence
has been, more drinking and feasting this su'mmer than any time since the
mission was established. As intemperance is the great bane of these
people, it is very desirable they should receive the protection of some
wholesome laws from the Government, which acts as their guardian; and
every consideration appears t~ require that the character and conduct of
those individuals whom the Government introduces among them should
be such as not to degrade that Government in the eyes of these people, nor
debase them in morals lower than they are sunk by nature. Iulooking at
these people, and contemplating them in prospect of the future, there are
many things to encourage to perseverance in efforts for their good. They
hav~ fairJy commenced a village. They l1ave 1aid out a strce.t, and have
erected several substantial !ocrtl hottses. \Vhat retards them Jrom a more
rapid improvement is the uncertainty of their location. . They express
themselves as being strongly desirous of remaining on then present lo~a
tion and makina it their home by purchase, if it cannot be otherwise
'
·
I say noth'mg ; I
secured
to them.o As to the question of their locatiOn
express the desire they have often expressed to me. I would only xema-rk~
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that permanence of location is very important to their advance in civilization; and as they need all the stimulus which that would afford, if their
~nds can be p:.lt at rest on that subject it would be well. In view of
their permanency in their present location, some aid in building is very
desirable. Several have their houses up, and are at a stand, not knowing
how to make window sash and doors, and not having tools. In the absence
of a carpenter, they look to us to aid them, which we do as far as other
duties will allow. In view of the question of the permanency of their
location being determined favorably, with some such aid and protection as
above referred to, I think there is much to encourage the hope that not a
few may be elevated to a state of civilization, and be inspired with the
pure morals and sublime hopes of the gospel.
Your obedient servant,
P. DOUGHERTY.
RonERT STUA!lT, Esq.,
.Acting Sup't India1~ .!lffairs.

SUB-REPORT.
OTTOWA CoLONY, BARRY Co.,

Richland P. 0., .!lugust 18, 1841.
SIR: Since the season has arrived that I should render a minute state-

ment of every thing relating to the progress of the Indians at this colony, in
regard to education, agriculture, and domestic arts, &c., I herewith present
the following: The population of the colony has not increased the past
year; consequently, there has been no necessity for increasing the numbers
of dwellings or of enlarging their fields, as formerly. They have been industrious, many of them having raised supplies of corn to sell to their less
prosperous neighbors. There have been but two deaths during the last
twelve months, and rarely an instance of sicln~ess. The call for furs the
present season has operated to the disadvantage of the Indians ; many of
them, instead of farming to much extent, or laboring in mechanical pursuits,
have employed their time in ht}nting abroad. Another circumstance operating to their disadvantage has been a ready sale for berries among the
white population. Much time has been spent, and every domestic avocation must stop or suffer, for the whole family must leave to collect berries;
but what is worse and most disheartening of all is, the schoolmaster must
suffer a derangement. The number on our school register is 23, eighteen
of whom are children of the mtives; the remainder are white children.
Their studies have been-reading, spelling, arithmetic, and geography.
The school has been kept open for the reception of the children at all times,
when there has been a prospect of attendance. lt is with regret I confess
that I have not realized the improvement in the school which I anticipated.
My mind has often been exercised with interrogatories like the following:
Is the appropriation from Government most judiciously applied? Would
the generous public, if acquainted with the circumstances, contribute to the
school ? What way can be devised to improve this state of things ? &c.
The teachers employed for the winter term could not secure attendance;
and, in giving my attention during the summer term, I did not succeed to
my wishes. I am sensible, from my present and past experience, that the
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only effectual method to promote the progress of education among the
Ottowa tribe is to board, clQthe, and take the whole charge of the children.
In a?opting this plan I would select the most promising youth to board, and
receive any that would attend from their he>mes; also, I would receive
neighboring white children, which would be an assistance to them in speaking the English language. After the pupils had obtained a knowledge of
the common elementary studies, they could withdraw, and give place to
others.
Receipts and Expenditures.-The amount received from various sources the last four quarters, ending July 14, 1841, is $1,034 70; namely, from
Government, for education, $300; for the erection of a building suitable for
school and meeting-house, $200; for agriculture, $150 ; from Indians, out of
their annuities, to liquidate their. debt, in part, on land; $61 50; private
funds, $323 20. The sum paid ont during the same quarters is $1,136 25,
and applied as follows: for cancelling former debt on land, $291; for
implements in husbandry and mechanical tools, $160 85; for the support
of family, $412 11; for erecting buildings, $272 29. Excess of expenditures above receipts, $106 81.
A laudable anxiety was manifested by the natives to possess a more
convenient building for school and meetings; a resolve was made at a
meeting last winter to build a commodious house, and solicit assistance
from Government, through the Baptist board of foreign missions. The
board consented to appropriate $350, by quarterly instalments. The natives have cut and scored the timber; and the building is now in progress,
under contract to be completed this fall. The appropriation of $150 for
agriculture, &c., was applied to the purchase of harness and ploughs and
mechanical tools. It was gratifying to notice the cordial reception and application made of the grant by Government. The plough castings were
wooded by them, and their horses were trained and used iu the harness;
and, with but one or two exceptions, their fields were ploughed with their
horses. Many sleighs were made in the winter, and their horses were
used to transport their products to market. In the spring a team of from one
to four horses (and as many drivers) were engaged in ploughing. They
have already perceived so much benefit from domesticating their horses,
that they are preparing, for the first time, hay and suitable grain to feed
them at their dwellings, instead of their roving in the woods. As the application could not supply each family with a harness, the destitute are
hoping that a continued grant will be made.
.
I would solicit your attention to the long-known obstruction to the advancement of civilization and morality among the Indians, viz: calling and
collecting them at one point, and detaining them for a number of days, to
receive their annuities. There are those who have refrained from 'the use
of liquor entirely during the season, until they were called to the payment;
and there, seeing their old friends giving vent to their appetites, and being
urged by traders to partake of the cup, and now distant from any restraining influences, they yield to the temptation, and waste of property and ruinous consequences fo-llow. I would ask, as a remedy, that the paymaster
take the census of this colony (and other stations would be happy to unite)
on his way to the place of payment, and reserve the share of this colony;, ·
and make the payment on his return.
*
"'
*
""
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,
L. SLATER, Teacher.
RonEBT STt:An'l'.
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SUB-REPORT.

OLD WING, .tlugust 14, 1841.
DEAR SIR : I received a note from you, per E. Cowles, in which you
manifest considerable interest in our welfare and the success of our mission; you also request me to give a report of our mission, prospects, wants,
&c. Mr. Cowles doubtless informed you that, frc.m the first, we have been
embarrassed for want of funds, so that we have not progressed in any respect as we might otherwise have done; yet we have none of us been
idle. It is nearly three years since we began to make arrangements to settle the colony; above two years since we purchased the land; during this
time we have had a school as much as circumstances would admit. The
Indians have always exhibited a warm interest in the school, and the scholars have made great progress in learning. \Ve have had preaching on
the Sabbath a considerable proportion of the time. The Indians have
shown an earnestness, I might say an anxiety, to hear the truth, which I
have seldom witnessed in other people. We have in al!, I judge, about
50 acres of land cleared, except the large timber, which we have had no
oxen to log up till recently; the crops (chiefly corn, potatoes, beans, and
pumpkins) look very promising. The Indians do their work in manly
style; they fully_ evince what they are capable of doing, if they have a
farmer to assist them. The society have received from Govsrnment $750,
which, with what has been received from other sources, has been a small
amount in comparison with the work to be done. Our school-house is not
yet finished; but we intend to finish it this season, though we have no
funds on hand. Our prospects are so blended with our wants, that if our
wants are supplied I have confidence to say our prospects are good. All the
dark shades of our picture are made such (to use the expression) by our
being handcuffed and fettered: we have little to do with. Our wants are
then; first, that some arrangement be made, so that the Indians shall not be
obliged to go to Mackinac every season for their payments; this necessarily
occupies more time than the payment is worth, and, the way they manage,
nearly the whole summer. 2d, we need a farmer who possesses a character adapted to the station. Dr. 0. D. Goodrich, of Allegan, has been named
as a proper man; I think him well qualified, and would be happy could
he be appointed.
"*
*
*
""
"
I am, dear sir, respectfully yours,
GEO. N. SMITH.
RoBERT STUAI\T, Esq.

(No. 20.)
Mis3ION-HousE, SAuLT ST. MARIE,
.!J.ugust 18, 1841.
DEAR SIR .: As I have presented the retrospective comparison requested
by the superintendent in my report to him, it may not be so particularly
interesting to yon. I will therefore omit it, and come directly to the preseJJ.t
state of the mission.
Our school has been regularly conducted through the year; that we
divide into quarters, and have an examination at the close of each quarter,
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and a vacation of one week. W c enroll the names of the scholars anew
each quarter, and report accordingly. The 1st quarter of our year, which
was the last of 1S40~ we had 42 pupils enrolled, 19 of whom were Indians
.and mixed bloods, who are taught free-10 boys and 9 girls. The 2d quarter we had 49 on our list, 32 of whom were favored with gratuitous in.'itructwn-18 boys and 14 girls. The 3d quarter we had 32 enrolled, 17
of whom were taught free. And the present quarter, on the 1st of this
month, which was the date of my annnal report to the board, we had 46
enrolled, 29 of whom are favored with their tuition free. Ten of them are
boys, and 19 are girls. Six new ones have since been received, whid1 makes
the number on our school list at this date 51, 30 of whom have free tuition-11 boys and 19 girls.
Children belonging to Catholic families enjoy the same privileges with
us as others
Besides those alrrmdy reported as·favored with gratuitous instruction, we
arc now teaching 3 or 4 children belonging to a poor widow of French
descent, who lately burie<il. her husband, though the children have no Indian blood in them.
The progress of the pupils in their studies has been as good as could
reasonably be expected with the attendance they give.
Reading, writing, arithmatic, geography, and English grammar, have
been taught in the school, and most of our boarding scholars have made
some progress in most and some in all of those branches.
We are now trying the experiment of conducting our missionary work
with boarding a less number of scholars than formerly.
Eight beneficiaries have been supported a part of the year, 5 boys, and
~ girls; but at present we have but 6-4 boys and 2 girls-one of each
having been dismissed during the year.
Our boys are instructed in the usual branches of farming business common in this country, and also have as good a knowledge of sailing and
managing boats, nets, &c., as could be expected of persons of their age.
Our girls are instructed in the art of housekeeping, sewing, knitting, &c.;
and the girls who attend the school are also instructed in these latter
branches an hour or two after school.
We have a Sabbath school and Bible class connected with the mission,
for the benefit of all who choose to attend.
We maintain the regular administration of the word and ordinances to
the mission church, which is mostly composed of native members; and, in
addition to this, I have a route established of about 120 miles in length, np
and down these waters, which I travel mostly over several times in a year,
in visiting the Indiaus at their different locations for fishing and hunting;
and during the past year I have travelled more than 800 miles in these
missionary excursions, and in them have preached more than fifty regular
discourses, besides much private instruction given to individuals. A large
portion of these journeys have been performed in the winter, when the Indians were farthest irom onr place. I, however, generally visit most of
them in the spring, to encourage and instruct them in preparing their gardens, and have succeeded in getting most of them to plant. potatoes and
some vegetables for the comfort of their families ; and they appear to
realize that it is, in truth, an addition to their comforts.
They have made no special enlargement to their gardens the p,r esent
year, owing, as they informed me, to a report that was circulated among
20
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them just at that season. The story was, that the American Government
was intending to remove them beyond the .Mississippi the present year. It
came near preventing some of them from planting any vegetables at all,
and probably would, had I not visited them just at that time. But I happily suceeeded in removing their fears, and they went on-with their planting ; but it was then too late to do as much as they had before contemplated.
Their potatoes did well last season, but I am unable to report the amount
raised among them. One family, however, raised fifty or sixty bushels;
and another, according to the account he gave me, more than one hundred.
Most of those with whom I labor grow a sufficient quantity to aid them
much in living. Potatoes, turnips, and squashes, are ~orne of the principal
vegetables they raise. Peas, beans, corn, wheat, and buckwheat, have
been tried, but are more likely to be destroyed by frost or vermin. Corn
is sometimes raised to use green.
A pair of oxen are kept, at the expense of the mission, for the benefit of
the Indians and mission. In the use of them, and in my instructions and
aid in agriculture, the Catholic Indians, and all who have not a missionary
to aid them in these things, share.
•
We have connected with the mis~ion about six acres of I ann under cultivation for the growing of grass and vegetables, and about as much more
cleared ready for the harrow and plough, but will require considerable
labor in cultivating it before it will bring a crop.
About twenty dollars have been expended in repairing the mission
buildings the past year. Thirty or forty mqre ought to be expended for
the same purpose between this and winter.
At present, fish are so low that few are disposed to do any thing at barrelling them. Shequa, who has formerly been a leading man in that business, has, for more than two .years, been unable to db any thing, on account
of ill health, but has kept his sons at it a part of the year, and his family
receive a comfortable support. But, so few are engaged in the business, I
have not taken the trouble to ascertain the amount put up.
They have generally done well in making sngar the present season. Most
of the families of any note have made from three to six or seven hundred
pounds.
But three regularly appointed missionaries are at present employed in
this mission-myself and Mrs. B., and the Rev. James D. Cameron. Mr.
Cameron is an itinerant missionary, and travels through different parts of
the Ojibwa country.
My son, Adoniram J. Bingham, has been the teacher of the school until
the 1st of June last, when it became necessary for him to leave the sf;)rvice
of the mi¥sion to fulfil other engagements. I then hired a young lady at
the place, to finish that quarter, and now my daughter is teaching it, under
my special care and direction, while we are looking with expectation for a
teacher appointed by the board.
In relation to the future prospects of the mission and Indians in these
parts, it is ditlicult to predict any thing very favorable, so long as two
things (which we consider as evils) exist as they now do. One is, the influence that the British agency at the Manitolin exerts over the American
Indians around us; and the other is, the intluence that whiskey dealers in
these regions exert over them.
So long as whole families are, in their heathenish and unconverted state
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introduced into their church relation, and flattered with the idea that their
moral state is now good, for they are of the same religion of their Kitclte
Ogema Evekwa, (or great princely mother,) and the great, wise, and pious
men of the British nation, certainly it must seriously militate against the
labors of those missionaries who cannot conscientiously receive into their
Christian fellowship any but those who give Scripture evidence of having
been re:Rewed in tlw spirit of their minds.
And so long as our Indians are accustomed to frequent a place where
twelve or fourteen houses are licensed to deal out intoxicating liquor to a
population of two or three hundred souls, and while there are so many
individuals who spend the most part of their time in peddling the deadly
stuff to Indians as well as others, and no check can be put to it, who, that
knows the native fondness of an Indian for it, can calculate on any very
extensive and beneficial results from the most faithful and self-denying labors of the missionary? But, notwithstanding this dark and gloomy piclure, we do not uespair. God has wrought wonders for us here. A goodly
number of natives, who formerly were intemperate, have been reclaimedwholly abandoned the use of intoxicating drink, professed Christianity,
and, for eight, ten, or twelve years, have lived lives of such devoted piety,
that no complaint of a dereliction from Christian principle or practice has
ever been brought against them : and they yet stand as living evidences of
the power of Christianity to save from vice.
And now, in view of what God has wrought for us, we still hope for
further maRifestations of His mercy; and, from present appearances in our
garrison, we feel our hope strengthened.
Before I close this communication, I would remark that Shequa, a chief
and leading man among his people in every thing pertaining to Indian reform, is desirous to have a house built for himself and family. He is naturally an industrious man, but has been sick, and wholly laid aside from
business for about two and a half years. His complaint is such as to
render it very unpleasant and difficult for them to move about as Indians
commonly do; and the physicians tell him he ought to live in a house.
He has got glass to light it and bark to cover it, and we have nearly
enough logs hauled out to log up the bo.dy of it ; and he now earnestly
solicits the department to send a workman to put it up. It is a subject of
so much importance, in our estimation, that we consider it a proper article
for this report.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. BINGHAM, )lfissionary.
J.urt:Es O&n, Esq.,

Sub-.Agent, Sault St. Marie.

(No. 21.)
MxssxoN-HousE,

RAPIDs,
./lugust H, 1841.
SIR : I embrace the present opportunity of making to you my annual
report of the state of the missions under my care.
Sault St. Marie.-At this station there have been employed during the
past year the undersigned as superintendent, Mrs. Brockway as houseLITTLE
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-keeper, 1fiss Squiers as assistant housekeeper, Rev. G. \V. Brown as school
teacher, and Rev. P. Marksman as interpreter and native preacher.
The religious meetir.gs have generally been well attended. The school
has been continued through the year, with the exception of about three
weeks vacation. The whole number in school during the year has been
48-24 males and 24 females; nine of these are mixed bloods, the rest are
full-blood Ojibwas. Of these, 16 have been boarded and clothed at the expense of the mission. One of the number has been married during the year,
and one has been taken away, so that we now have but 14 which are inmates of the mission family.
.
J(ewawenon mission.-At this station there have been, the past year,
one white and one native preacher; Rev. George King has been in charge
of the mission and school, and Rev. John Kahbage interpreter.
They have had a school through the most of the year; whole number of
scholars 24. The general condition of the missions, and of the Indians connected with them, are much as they were when I last reported to you.
We have made some improvem ents in clearing and fencing land, building, &c., and we still wish to labor for the salvation and happiness of this
interesting though unfortunate people; and we are the more inclined to do
so, inasmuch as we feel that our past labor has not been in vain in the Lord.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
I have the honor to be, sir, yours, &c.
\V. H. BROCKWAY,
Supt. of Mission of the Metho. Epis. Ch. i-n Mich.
0RD, Esq.,
Indian Sub-.llgent, Sault St. Marie, Michigan.

JAMES

(No. 22.)

Extract /1·om the 'report of· D. P. Bushnell.
No reports have been received from any of the superintendents or teachers of schools among the Chippewas, with the exception of that of Rev.
B. T. Kavanaugh, herewith enclosed. The Rev. Mr. Hall's school at this
place has been continued without interruption during the year. The condition of this, as well as of the schools and missions generally, it is believed, does not differ materially from last year. These Indians have not manifested any very general disposition to avail themselves of thu advantage
held out by the benevolence of the various missionary societies f0r their
improvement, and their erratic habits do not afford any very strong assurance that they will soon be disposed to regard them more favorably. Any
effectual improvement in the character and condition of this race must be
the work of time, and accomplished under circumstances of the greatest
discouragement and trial. It is due to the missionaries in this part of the
country to state that they have, in the prosecution of their benevolent labors, endured deprivations and met and surmounted obstacles of the greatest discouragement, with a degree of fortitude and perseverance deserving
the richest reward.
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SUB-REPORT.

LAPOINTE, Wrsxo:ssAN, July 26, 1841,
SIR : In conformity to a regulation in the Indian affairs of our Government, I have the honor to submit the following, as a report of the school
within tbe Indian mission district of the Rock-river conference of the
Methodist Episcopal church, among the Chippewas under my superintendency.
It has now been four years since our missions were established among
the Chippewas, but owing to the disturbances between the Sioux and Chippewa nations, and the unfortunate locations of missions first made, (being
among the bands nearest the Sioux,) we have found great difficulty in keeping up our schools, or any other department of our operations among them.
Our first mission was established at Elk river, near the little falls of the
Mississippi, and a school was for a season taught there, which was well
attended. But the Indians were forced to leave that place, and they removed some seventy-five miles higher np the Mississippi, to Rabbit lake,
where it was supposed they would not be molested by the Sioux. Our
mission at Elk river was also abandoned and re-established at Rabbit lake,
where buildings were erected, and a school taught for a part of two seasons, in which some 25 or SO children were clothed and taught.
In the fall of 1840, a mission was also established at Sandy lake, one of
the most prominent points in that section of country, under the charge of
Rev. Mr. Spates, and a school organized. The mission was well received
by the Indians, and some thirty children were taught through the winter
and spring ; and many of the Indians were induced to receive seed from
us, and to plant potatoes for themselves. The prospect for success at this
place is now very flatterin g.
During the last spriug, the hostilities between the two warring nations
increased to such a degree, that again the Indians at Rabbit lake were
driven from their position, and retired back fnrther into their own country;
and our establishment at the Point was in consequence abandoned.
Finding that there was but little hope of peace being established upon
the borders of thG Chippewa country, I determined to go into the interior
of the Indian country, and make two permanent missions beyond the reach
of the commotion produced annually on the borders hy the warriors,
which wholly unfit the Indian mind for any improvement whatever. Consequently we have now taken a stand at two prominent points : the first
at Whitefish lake, where there are many more Indians than were at our
former station, and where we were earnestly solicited by the Indians, who
were under our instructions at Rock river, and now reside here, to locate;
the second is at Fond du Lac of Lake Superior. As our supplies will be received from the East, this was a convenient point, and one that commands
much influence over surrounding bands. Houses are already provided at
Fond duLac, and a school will open in a short time, greatly to the gratification of the Indians at that place.
We now have three missions in the country. The one at Sandy
lake is under the charge of Rev. H. J. Brace, aided by Hev. Samuel
Spates-a school in operation, of 30 scholars. The one at Whitefish lake
is in charge of Rev. John Johnson; no school is yet in operation, for want
of houses, but will be organized this fall. The one at Fond du Lac is to be
conducted by Rev. George Cossway and wife; a school will be regularly
taught, so soon as the missionary arriv~ At each of these places the In-
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dians were the first to invite us to their villages, and pledge themselves to
patronise the schools, and in other respects be taught by the missionaries.
We entertain hopes of success at each place, as the men employed in each
mission (excepting Mr. Brace) speak the Chippewa language.
The amount of money heretofore expended in support of these missions has beeu from $1,500 to $2,000 per year, for pay of missionaries and
their expenses, and something less for buildings, though the exact amount
could not now be stated.
*
~
""
"'
*
•
*
* .
All which is respectfully submitted.
B. T. J(A V ANA UGH.
D. P. BusHNELL, Esq.,
Indian Sub-.!l.gent.

(No. 23.)

.!l.ugust 11, 1841.
Sm: As superintendent of the Indian school established by the Rockriver annual conference of the Methodist Episcopal church, at the Little
Crow's village of Sioux Indians, it becomes my duty to report to you the
condition and prospect~ of the school under my charge.
The school at this point is one that has been in existence, in one form or
another, for the last three years, but which has been occasionally suspended on account of the absence of the Indians from the village, and for the
last season on account of the houses having been taken from the missionaries by the Indian farmer. Since a restoration of the houses, there have
been in attendance from fifteen to twenty Indian children and youth, and
some twenty-two half-bloods. The interest manifested by the Indian chiJ ..
dren and youth was of such a character as to induce the belief that, if permitted to pursue their studies, they would soon acquire the ability to read
and write with facility. But, unfortunately for them, upon t!Je recurrence
of hostilities this spriug between the Chippew61s and Sioux, the principal
chief of the village came into the school and entered his protest against any
boy or youth of his village attending the school or receiving instruction from
the missionary, under the ill-conceived idea that, if they were educated,
they would not make soldiers or fighting men ; consP.quently, for the last
two months this portion of our school bas been suspended.
The usual attendance of Indian children in our school, when not embarrassed by the influence of war and the opposition of the chief, has: previous
to the present season, been about thirty scholars. They have been taught
principally in English, and a system of instruction employed suited to their
gemus and taste, viz: by the use of the slate in forming characters and writing-the art of writing and orthography in the same exercise. By this
method it is found that Indian children and youth will be delighted with their
employment, and scarce ever tire in school hours in pursuing their studies.
The number of teachers, besides the superintendent, have been one male
and one female. The annnal.cost to the missionary society in supporting
this missior). is about $1,500.
·
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,
W. B. KAVANAUGH.
Cal. A. J. B.&ucE, Indian .!l.gent.
SAINT PETER's,
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(No. 24.)
PoKEGOMA, WISKONSAN TERRITORY,

RESPECTED
~

September 1, 1841.
SrR: I herewith transmit yon the 8th report of this mission.

*

..

~

~

*

During the past winter and in the early part of the spring there was a
very general desire on the part of the pagan Indians to adopt habits of
civilization, particularly in building houses, cultivating the ground, and
educating their children. Five or six commenced building houses and
clearing ground, and some others intended soon to follow their example.
Mr. Russel, the Indian farmar, in connexion with us, aided these to
some extent. Mr. R. had made arrangements to aid them efficiently in
agriculture, and several from abroad had proposed coming here and availing themselves of his aid.
Very unfortunately for the Indians here, some Ojibwas, from the Mis·
sissippi, early in the spring committed fresh outrages upon the Sioux of
St. Peter's, which incensed them to a very high degree. These Indians,
aware of the fact, apprehended that the Sioux would retaliate upon them,
being the most contiguous to St. Peter's of any Ojibwas. So great were
their fears of an attack from the Sioux, that more than half of them left
the place and vicinity, and fled to remote parts. Those who remained
prepared much lar;5er fields for planting than usual; and, while in the
very midst of planting, they were attacked by the Sioux, and two of their
number killed, and four or five wounded. A few days after this event the
whole body of Indians left, to flee to places of safety to the north, leavin'g
half of their grounds unplanted and their fields unfenced. None have
yet returned, and probably will not, (to remain,) unless our Government
should interpose their kind offices in their behalf, in preventing further
depredations of the Sioux upon them.
The Indians of this quarter have, for a number of years past, been on
friendly terms with the Sioux of St. Peter's, their southern neighbors, and
desire still to be. \Ve have no expectation that the recent breach will be
healed, unless our Government act as mediator, as the Sioux are determined to prosecute the war against them.
Very, &c.

F. AYER.
To the

SEcRETARY oF WAR.

(No. 25.)

Report of the mission school at Lac-aui-_varle for the year ending May,
1841.

September 20, 1841.
Thomas S. Williamson, M. D., and Stephen R. Riggs, A. M., missionaries; Alexander G. Huggins, farmer and teacher; Mrs. Williamson,
Mrs. Riggs, Mrs. Huggins; Fanny Huggins, female teacher; John N.
I-Iirker, assistm~t laborer.
Number of names on tbe school bills of th(.year: females 56,
males 45 101
LAC-QUI-PARLE,
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Average attendance for term ending November, 1840
Average attendance winter term, ending March 1, 1841Female school
Boys' school

12!2lj14~
35~

1-!

Average for nine weeks of the spring term
Of these, eleven have been studyin~ English, and thirteen arithmetic,
two or three of whom advanced as far as the single rule of three.
The women and girls have, during the year, spun and wove three blankets and eight short gowns.
Owing to the drought, the corn raised by the Indians at this village this
summer is not as much, probably by one-third, as they have had for two
years past. They have now, probably about fifteen horses.
The mission-houses are the same as reported last year, with the addition.
of a house in building, of unburnt bricks, 36 feet by 24, intended, when
finished, for a church, and also, by means of a folding partition, for two
school rooms. The live stock of the mission are three horses, twenty -one
cattle, four· sheep, and two hogs, with a few fowls. The land enclosed
by fence remains the same as last year. Number of Indians here, about
the same as formerly reported. The number of births have, however, exceeded the deaths. The aversion to labor, on the part of the men, mi;.y be
said to 6e wearing away a little; they have assisted us more this summer.
than ever before.
~
This report is respectfully submitted, on behalf of the mission_
S. R. RIGGS .

•

(No. 26.)
'·

CHoCTAW AGENCY, October 6, 1841.
SIR: I have delayed a few days making a report on schools, hoping to·

be able to give you more general information. I have but very little tO'
communicate, except from the Choctaw teachers, as they are the only ones
that have furnished me with any report.
The Cherokees have a large education fund, under the treaty stipulationt
which has not yet been applied. The national council, now in session,
under whose control this fund is plaeed, is expected to take immediate
measures to put schools in operation. The fund is ample to do much good.
Many of the Cherokees are intelligent, educated men, who have had the
advantage of examining our institutions. We may, therefore, expect that
they will adopt such a system of education as will enable them to edu~ate
generally their people. There are several missionary schC?ols, under the
,American board of missions, in the Cherokee nation, that are actively engaged in teaching.
The female school at Dwight is highly spoken of. I regret very much
that I have not [a report] from this institution. It is conducted with ability
and discipline. The students are generally boarded at the school. In ad(lition to their general education, which is as liberal as you will find in
most of our female schools, the girls are taught knitting, sewing, needlework, and such a knowledge of domestic affairs as may render them useful in after life.
I attended lately the Choctaw and Chickasaw general council for four
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days. The. subject of. education was warmly and favorably discussed. A
general feelmg IS mamfested upon this subject. The council are in favor of
~change in the app!ication of ~heir sc~ool fu~1d from the Choctaw academy,
111 Kentucky, to the1r own nation. hesolutwns expressive of their wishes
have been adopt~d, which will be submitted to the department. Many
p~ans and suggestwns have been made to educate Indians. The task is a
difficult one, surrounded by many obstructions. The manual-labor system would succeed better than any yet adopted. The children would be
under the control of the teachers all tl1e time; a punctual attendance
would be the consequence. At present the schools are placed in convenient neighborhoods. Parental authority is slightly exercised in compelling attendance. In winter the children are thinly clad, and in summer
they are occasionably required in the crops. All these hinderances prove a
great drawback in obtaining an education. These would be obviated by
a boarding school upon the manual.labor system.
I have witnessed the slow progress of education amongst the Indians for
some time. A deeper feeling pervades the Choctaws than usual. This
should be encouraged. A beginning in their own country, upon the system
they propose, would give energy and more general activity. The establishing of such an institution, conducted upon proper principles, would
itself exercise a great moral influence. They say, with much justice, that
the great expense of sending boys so far from home would be saved ; that
the expenditure would be amongst them, and, as you will see from their
resolutions, have provided for bringing their boys home. Should this proposed school go into operation, a printing press will also be established,
and every facility afforded to make it useful.
I enclose you several school teachers' reports, with the number of
scholars. Yon can see that they are doing some service. These schools
were placed some years since through the nation, at what was then believed the best locations. In some instances the Choctaws have removed
to other sections of the country; by this means the schools have been
broken up to some extent. The appropriation under which these schools
have been maintained has expired by limitation. There is a balance of
the fund unexpended, which should be applied to keep up such schools as
are most active and usefully employed. Two of the teachers are young
ladies of about eighteen years of age, native Choctaws. They conduct the
schools, and deserve great credit for their ability and exertions in behalf of
their people. They speak the Choctaw language, and have the entire confidence of the nation. The three teachers, under the twentieth article of
the treaty of 1830, have yet some ten years unexpended time. They have
the same difficulties to contend with, as their scholars com~1 from home,
and return at night. Mr. William Wilson, who teaches near this place,
has a tolerably good school. A few are boarded at their own expc11se,
from other pal'ts of the nation; by this means the school is kept up. Mr.
Wilson is qualified by euucation and strict integrity of moral character to
take charge of a much higher institution. The Rev. Ramsay D. Potts has
used great exertion to keep up his school. The neighborhood is thinly
settled. He is a preacher of the Baptist denomination, and has, by his
piety and labor, united a number of Choctaws to his church. Mr. Rind
has a small school. He is using exertions to enlarge it. Should the fnnd
now used in Kentucky be transferred to this nation, as tho Choctaws ex-
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pect, some of the teachers, or their salaries, can be judiciously transferred to the larger institution.
You will find enclosed a communication from the Rev. Cyrus Byington,
a Presbyterian missionary, which gives a pleasing view of the labor of
those missionaries in this nation. It is an act of justice to this gentleman,
as well as to others engaged with him, to state that they have devoted
their time and talents to the improvement of the Choctaws for many years,
even before their emigration. That they have by their example, as welt
as preaching the gospel and educating the Choctaw children~ rendered essential service, is evident, and does not admit of a doubt. It is rare on
Red river to see a drunken Indian, while many Choctaws are members of
the church, and give a regular attendance at preaching. Sabbath schools
are in operation, as you will find from the report. I regret that I cannot
give so favorable an account of the district on Arkansas. Here education
has not been so highly prized; and while that portion of the nation constitllting the great majority of the tribe on Red river have evidently advanced,
this district is more given to idleness and intemperance. The Methodist
society have an itinerant preacher amongst the Choctaws. They have
also a number of natives, who have united themselves to this society. I
have, however, no report furnished me.
I The Creeks [have] but oue school under treaty stipulation. They emerge
slowly from their old habits, and show but little interest upon the subject
of eElucation. They are, perhaps, the most numerous tribe on our frontier. They are but little intermixed with the whites, and have a general
distaste for education. At present they have no missionaries with them,
owing mainly to the imprudence of one that resided with them a few
years since. They have a native or two, that preach occasionally ; but
it is a lamentable truth that the Creeks are so deficient in the means of
civilization.
If the funds designed for education were concentrated upon an institution located within their own country, upon the manual-labor system, I
have no doubt, with proper management, such an institution would succeed. There seems to be no plan tbat would ensure success so wdl as ·this.
The object is so desirable, not only for education, but to introduce the
mechanic arts, that it is worthy of a trial.
The Osages and Quapaws have each an education fund, which, at a
proper time, should be applied to schools in their nation. The Chickasaws, from their large investment, have it in their power, when they become more permanently settled, to establish schools to educate their
people.
Entertaining the belief, predicated upon some experience with Indians,
their customs and manners, that they are to be reclaimed and civilized hy
means of education and the introduction of the mechanic arts, I cannot
but hope that all the means calculated to effect this great object will be
carefully and steadily applied, to effect a reformation so ardently and
fondly desired.
Very respectfully,
WM. ARMSTRONG,

.llcling Superintendent W. T.
T.

HARTLEY CRA wFonn,

Esq.,

Cormn£ssioner Indian .lljfairs.
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SUB-REPORT.

CuocTAW AGENCY WEsT, October 6, 1841.
SrR: In compliance with your instructious, I beg leave to submit the
following report of the school under my charge :
I was appointed teacher o,· the scho0l which I now occupy about the
lfist of May, A. D. IS37, and commenced teaching on the lst of June following; since which time I have regularly discharged the duties of my
station.
My school has generally been pretty well attended. The situation of
my school, though by no means the best in the nation, yet I believe it is
as good as any selection that could be made in this district.
During the past year I have had thirty-two scholars in my school, of
whom about twenty have been regular, the rest irregular. Of the former,
all can read, and the greater part very well. Three have studied the Latin
and Greek languages, with some of the higher branches of mathematics;
five have studied English grammar, and sixteen geography, with the use
of the globes, (an excellent set of which I procured last year, at my own
expense.) These, with spelling, reading, writing, and arithmetic, comprehend all the branches taught in my school.
The progress of all regular scholars has been generally good.
Much has been said by different persons respecting the Indian character, and their susceptibility of improvement and civilization. While some
have maintained that they can be reclaimed from their native habits of
roaming at large, and subsisting by the chase and the spontaneous products of the earth, others have as strenuously supported sentiments opposite to the former, and assert that there is something in the natural
stri.lctnre of the Indian's mind which resists all efforts that may be made
to redaim them from the customs of their ancestors. And, in order to
establish their opinion, they say that an Indian boy may be taken, when
young, and educate& amongst the whites, where he can acquire a perfect
knowledge of all their manners and customs; and tllen, let this boy, when
grown to be a man, return to his nation, he will soon relinquish the manners and customs of civilized life, and adopt those of his tribe. This is,
no doubt, the case amongst sotl'le of the most uncivilized tribes. 'Ve
should, however, pause and inquire into the cause, before we adopt sentiments so unfavorable to the Indian race. Does this change of manners
proceed from the natural structure of his mind, or from the condition in
which he is placed? If we attentively examine the subject, we will
find the latter to be the source whence proceeds this change of action.
Man is truly an imitative being, in all ranks and conditions, and is much
disposed to follow the footsteps of the multitude. This sentiment is abundantly exemplified in our own Western States, to which emigrants from
all the older settled portions of the United States are daily flocking. And
we may inquire, do these men pursue the same habits of constant industry and economy that they did in their native States? Do they generally
devote that attention to the comforts and conveniences of living that they
did when surrounded with neighbors who were exerting themselves to
surpass each other in all kinds of improvements?
The answer is obvious to every one who has any knowledge of the
West. This change cannot be justly attributed to any natural want of
energy in the emigrants, (for, as a general rule, the most energetic and
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enterprising emigrate,) but solely to the influence of circumstances. How,
then, are we to remedy this ~vii? How are we to remove the causes
which tend to keep the red man in a savage or barbarous state? Shall
we, as hitherto, send a few youths every year to some school amongst the
whites, and educate them there, and then send them back to their nation,
with the expectation ti-41.t they can· accomplish a general r<?formation?
This system has been sufficiently tried, without effecting the desired change~
'Ve should therefore adopt a system based on the broad principles of general reform, which can be effecled only by the general diffusion of knowledge
among the great mass of the people.
The education of the Indians, in their present condition, should not be
confined to letters alone, but should embrace agriculture and the mechanic arts, together with whatever else would tend to their general improvement. Manual-labor schools should be established in the nation,
which schools should be open for the reception of all the youth in the nation, for whose benefit they have been established. By this means a sense
of equal rights and privileges will be established, which will have a tendency to make them feel the importance of the station they occcupy, and inspire them with a degree of national pride.
The teachers of these schools should be selected with great care, as they
onght to be practical men, well educated, of great patience~ unwearied exertion, and unblemished morals. They should, n1oreover, be so ii beraliy
provided for as to render it unnecessary for them to direct their attention to
any thing else than the improvement of the general condition of the Indians among whom they may be placed.
In the work of educating the Indians, much time and patience are required; as a nation cannot natnrally be born in a day, so neither can the
manners and customs of a people Je changed instantaneously. Generations must pass away, and their places be filled by others, before a complete and absolute change can be effected.
By a reference to the pages of history, we will find this sentiment corroborated by the slow and gradual improvement of all nations that have
been reclaimed from their savage customs and manners. Take, for example, the inhabitants of the British islands, from the time of the invasion
of Julius Cc.esar until the present time, when they may justly be esteemed
one of the most enlightened nations on the globe.
The Indian tribes that have been emigrated to the west of the Mississippi
are more favorably s tuated for improvement and civilization than any
other tribe has heretofore been, inasmuch as they have a country, without
the lirnits of any State, guarantied to them and their posterity, where they
have the protecting and fostering arm of Government extended around
them, to defend and protect their rights from the lawless encroachments of
the whites or other tribes oflndians.
All the emigrant tribes have a territory ample in extent, and resource!!
to meet all their necessary wants, whether they direct their attention to
past mage or agriculture; for both which their country is naturally well
adapted.
In addition to all this, they have ample funds, under the direction and
control of the United States Government, for the support of schools in
every part of their country, and also for carrying on all the affairs of their respective Governments; which funds would thus be much more usefully ex-
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pended for national purposes than if they were distributed, as they are now
generally done, in the form of annuities to individuals.
The system of annuities has, no doubt, a tendency to make the Indians
generally more improvident and less industrious than they would otherwise
be. Necessity is the mother of exertion ; and if the Indians had to obtain,
by their own exertion, those articles which they p.rocure at present with
their annuity money, I have no doubt they would be better off in every respect ; and a few years' experienee would show the advantage of this
change of system.
·
There are some who exert themselves, and do by no means depend on
their annuity as a means of subsistence, bnt view it as so much clear gain.
However, there are others that depend on their annuity entirely, for the purchase of all their blankets, clothing, anu other articles of merchandise.
Inattention to female education has greatly retarded civilization amongst
the Indian tribes. It is a fact, now universally acknowledged by all enlightened nations, that mothers have a greater influence in forming the
character of the rising generation than fathers.
Schools should therefore be established for the education of all the females of the rising generation; and, as with the males, their education
should not be confined to letters alone, but should embrace spinning,
weaving, knitting, sewing, and domestic economy.
This kind of an education wonld enable them to manage the concerns of
a family, whrn they are married, so as to make home a place of comfort to
their husbands, instead of an abode of filth, as is too frequently the case.
By these and other means of a similar nature and tendency, I feel confident that the Indian tribes generally can be reclaimed from their tmcivilized habits, and made to appreciate the blessings of civilization.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
WILLIAM WILSON.
Major "VJLLIAM ARMSTRONG,
Sttp't Indian A.ff-"airs, Western Territory.

S!JB-REPORT.

CLEAR CREEK, CHOCTAW NATION,
.flugust 10, 1841.
DEAR SrR: The time has arrived for making my report of the school
under my care on Clear creek. My school, during the past year, has numbered 26 scholars; eight of that number are progressing in geography,
history, arithmetic, and book-keepiug; five in reading, writing, and the first
principles of arithmetic; the other thirteen varying in spelling from three
letters to a beginning of easy reading lessons. I find them quite susceptible, and those of an age to feel their interest are very studious, aud are
progressing rapidly. This neighborhood is composed chiefly of intelligent
half-breeds, who feel a particular interest in the education of their children. There are but 3 full-bloods in this school. and all bid fair to become
useful to the nation.
·
Having in former reports given you a general aspect of the face of the
country, I now proceed to its cultivation. Within the bounds of my observation, farming is considerably on the advance, though this section has
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suffered considerably from drought. I think in 10 or 15 miles around
there will be made 1,200 or 1,500bales of cotton; a small surplus of corn;
considerable of the different kinds of small grain, but not enough for use.
Minerals and mineral springs are plenty--some reputed good. As to minerals, they have not been examined by competent judges; therefore it is
not for me say whether they might prove a source of wealth to the nation
or not. In addition to the salt work already reported, there is another just
started. From the experiment made, it is believed it will prove profitable.
In addition to the mills already reported, there is a saw and grist mill in
building by the Government millwright, which promises to be useful and
profitable. Water power is generally good throu~h this section, and several
are in waiting for the workman; which closes all that is under my immediate
observation.
Very, &c.
JOHN T. W. LEWIS.
Capt. WM. ARMSTRONG.
SUB-REPORT.
EAGLE

TowN,

CHoCTAW NATION,

.Bugust 4, 1841.
Sm: As the time has arrived for preparing a report of the school
at this place, will you be pleased to accept of the following? The school
commenced on the 20th day of October, 1840, and closed on the 3d day of
June, 1841. The whole number of scholars enrolled was 25; the average
number of regular scholars was 15. In the first class there were five
scholars; they attended to reading, spelling, geography, and arithmetic.
In the second class there were six scholars; these attended to spelling, reading, and a little to geography. In the third class there were four scholars;
they attended to easy readings. There were two in the alphabet at the
close of the school. Four scholars commenced with the alphabet. I am
happy to say that most of the scholars who attended school behaved well,
but some were irregular in their attendance. Several of the children were
taken from the school by their parents, to work at home. Not more than
four or five attended at the close of the school. I mention this as the reason
why the school closed so early. There has been a deficiency of common
school books; nor were any writing books furnished for the school. There
is now a want of spelling books, reading books, geographies, and writing
books.
At the Sabbath school about 30 scholars attended. In tlus school I had
the assistance of Mrs. Byington.
I am, &c.
LAVINIA PITCHLYNN.
Capt. Wx. ARMSTRONG, .Bgent of the U. 8.
DEAR

SUB-REPORT.
PusHEMAHTAHAH DISTRICT, CHOCTAW NATION,

July 31, 1841.
Sm: I herewith submit to you the report of the school under my ~harge,
for the year ending July 31st, 1841.
In consequence of the removal of many of the Indians from my neighbor-
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hood, anu the apathy of 6thers, the school has not been so well attended
as heretofore. Previous to the lst of April, the school was attended by
22 scholars, 11 of whom boarded in my family. For 4 I received compensation for their board; the residue I supported myself.
The studies pursued (with the exception of one in easy reading) have
been reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, and history of United States.
The improvement has been as good as could have been expected from
the liffiited quantity of books to be obtained. The school is in great want
of Woodbridge's Geography and Atlas, and reading books.
It has pleased the Almighty to bless this station with the influences of
His Spirit; the result of which has been about 25 conversions-Indians,
whites, and blacks.
*
"'
*
*
*
*
The present appearance of the crops is very unpromising, in consequence
of the long-continued drought.
More cotton has been planted in this than in former years, and one gin
has been erected by John Homah, in the vicinity of the public shop.
All which is respectfully submitted, by yours, &c.
RAMSAY D. POTTS.
Capt. W M. ARl1STRONG, .!!gent for Choctaw Indians.

SUB-REPORT.

GooD WATER, July 6, 1841.
Sm: I improYe this opportunity to forward my annual report of this
school ; and I am happy to state that, for the last six months, it has been
as interesting as at any fotmer period since I commenced it.
The number of scholars is not so large, but their attendance has been
'regular.
"
Whole number in school,
19
Regular attendants,
15
In arithmetic,
8
In geography,
8
In writing,
11
Reading and spelling,
7
Words of two syllables, .2
Words of one syllable, 1
The class in geography have used "Woodbridge's improved edition;''
they have been through it, aud are now Feviewing. The class in arithmetic have used" Smiley's Federal Calculator;" one is now in the "double
rule of three," two are in "reduction ;" three are in the ~omponnd rules.
All in this class, save one, hav.. been studying arithmetic only for the last
three or four months. The class in geography, also, are new beginners.
All the advanced scholars of the last year left at the summer vacation. I
can say, in trutn, that there has been as much improvement in this school
for the last year as in any one that has past. But this improvement has
not been in the same branches of science. Connected with the school we
have had an interesting Sabbath school. Those who could memorize have
committed to memory and recited parts of the Bible and catechisms.
The cause of education has received a new impulse, in this district,
of late. There are three neighborhoods where the people are now very
desirous to have schools.
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The cause of temperance is also gaining ground. It is the opinion of
those who are well able to judge, that there has not been half the quantity
of whiskey drank in this district that there was last year. This is, no
doubt, one ca.use of the increased healthiness of the country.
*
'"
I am yours, &c.
E. HOTCHKIN.
Capt. W 111. AnlltSTEONG,
Supe1·intendent Indian Affairs.

SUB-REPORT.

PucKSHENUBBEE DISTRICT, CHoc•rAw

NATION

\VEsT,

Red River, August 16, 1841.
Sm : In compliance with the duties enjoined upon me, I transmit to you
a report of the condition of the school under my care; also, of the prospect
of the crops within my kno\\'ledge. During tha past session the average
number of scholars has been fifteen; irregularly, twenty-two-eight females and fourteen males. Their studies have been spelling, reading,
writing, and arithmetic. The regular scholars all talk English, and arc
anxious to improve. I believe that a much greater amount of good would
be produced to the nation by having female schools, where not only the
mental branches would be attended to, but all the necessary branches that
relate to housekeeping, needlework, &c.
As to the crops, they will fall short of those of last year. The early
planting will do well; but, from the early commencement of the drought,
the late planting (by far the greatest portion) will be very short ; indeed,
some have entirely failed. The cotton crops do not appear to do so well;
the frost, in the first, injured them~ and the drought has been of no advantage. On the other topics I have nothing new, and must therefore refer
you to my former reports.
Very respectfully, &c.
H. G. RIND.
To Capt. \VM. ARMSTRONG, 0/wctaw .flgent.

SUB-REPORT.

MAYHEw, .flugust, 1841.
SIR: This year I have not had many scholars. Some have quit school,
and others do not attend regularly. Those that have attended regularly have
made good proficiency in their studies, and those that have not attended
regularly have not improved as mnch as I could wish. Some have been detained from school on account of sickness, and others have been kept at home
to work. By boarding six, I have had, including all, twenty-four. In history 2, English grammar 1, arithmetic 11, geography 8, writing 11, reading
in Testament and spelling 14, words of three syllables 2, words of three and
four letters 4. I think the scholars have learned well, notwithstanding we
have not had a supply of books. If you could forward us some books,
they would be very acceptable.
We have a Sabbath school, which has been attended regularly, ever since
I commenced teaching, by the scholars and a good many of the adults.
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This increasing disposition to learn to read is encouraging. This school
was closed on the lOth of July, and will commence on the lOth of September.
Most respectfully, &c.
TRYPHENA WALL.
Capt. w}.{. ARMSTRONG, &c.
SUB-REPORT.
STOCKBRIDGE, CHOCTAW NATION,

August 4, 1841.
Sm : The object of this communication is to present you a brief
report of the operations of the missionaries of the American board in this
nation.
Agreeably to a rule in our mission, it devolved on me to visit the schools
and to·make a report to yourself, and I feel much pleasure in presenting
the same.
During the year past, ending near the lst of July, 1841, there were five
schools in operation, under the direction and at the expense of our mission.
The whole number of scholars was 157. The average number of regular
scholars was much less.
n 'E AR

c

Tnchers.

Stations.

. c.;

·-~0 ·-p
.. 0
"'0
... ..c
Term time. .. ..c ..!! ~
-a~ 0 ..C>,

..

..c~

"" "

ri1"3 rt:l'TJ

Pine Ridge
Wheelock
Red river
Bok-tuklo
White Clay
Mountain Fork

-

-

-

Mrs. EJecta M. Kingsbury
Miss Sarah Ker
Miss Anna Burnham Mrs. Anna Folsom
Mrs. Nancy C. Duker Mr. A. D. Jones and Mr. G. S. Gaines And after Mr. Jone• left, in April, Mrs. J. N.§
Byington and Miss EJecta McChure

-

-

-

-

-

8 months
9
"
7
"

3
3,t
2~

"
"
"

2

"

IS

48
42
8

14
48
30

14

8
11.

27

40

- - -157

154

In addition to the above, there are three teachers holding appointments
from yourself, whose schools I also visited, as they are located within our
sphere of missionary labor. The teachers furnished me with a few data,
which I feel happy in presenting to you in this report, viz :
.5~

Teachers.

Stations.

Term time.

0
"'
0
'-..C

~ ~

..C>,

.E ..!!i
0

•n 0

'-..C

-.,
"0 "•

..c~

ril'tl ~.,
rn

""

Eagletown
Good Water
Mayh&W

-

Miss Lavinia Pitcblynn Mrs. Philana T. Hotchkin
Miss Tryphena Wall -

.21

--

-

-

--

7~

10
10

months

"
"

25
19
23

80
20
45

67

95

-- --

~
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It gave me pleasure to visit the three last schools, and I trust it will not
be deemed improper for me to remark that I think the teachers were devoted to their work, and exerted themselves according to the best of their
skill. And I might say the same of all the teach ers, most of whom are females. Four of them are native daughters, and trained in our mission
school.
Within a short time several Sabbath schools have been commenced, fo r
the benefit of persons of all classes, and it is pleasant to find several cap tains attending these schools as pupils. By the close of another year w e
may be able to report some good results.
In our evangelical labor we have a large field , extending from Arkansas
line to the Blue. Last April a new Presbytery was constituted, by 1he
name ofthe Indian Presbytery. The first meeting was held at Wheelock ;
we then had six churches under our care, and 271 members, viz.
Mountain Fork
- 7S
Pine Ridge
38
Wheelock 67
Mayhew
- 29
Greenfield ·19
Chickasaw
, - 40
'Since which time, 43 more persons have been added to these churches.
The contributions made for religious objects, within our bounds, amounted
to $408 31. We also have much to do for the sick, far and near, at all
times.
We trust our people are improving; and we hope that the cause of temperance has many firm friends among us.
I well remember hearing your respected but departed brother predict
that the Choet..1. ws would improve, and surpass other tribes, if not all other
tribes of red men. In a visit lately made through the oat ion to the DJ.ue,
I saw many plain marks of improvement that cheered my heart. "' '" "'
With much respect,
CYRUS BYINGTON.
Captain W M. ARMSTRONG,

.llgent of the U. S. Government.
(No. 27.)

Exb·act from the report of R . .11. Calloway.
The fund for the purposes of education is not likely to be needed for
several years to come ; not at least until they are scattered from their towns
and settled after the manner of their neighbors. I shall, at some future
day, report such a plan as my best judgment shall dictate of a school for
Osages. The prejudices of these people arc so strong against missionaries, that the heart appears to sicken at the bare mention of one. This is
not (though I am sorry to say it) entirely without reason. They have had
excellent teachers, however, to assist them in forming these prejudices.
(No. 28.)
NEostJ:o Sun-AGENcY, .!lugust 1, 1841.
SIR:
*
*
*
*
*
"'
*
There are no schools of any description in this sub-agency . The
Quapaws compla in, with some r eason, that their education annuity has
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mever been applied, as they were promised it should be, to the support of
in their own country. They say they are tired of asking for the retum of the four boys sent to the Choctaw ncaderny some eight or ten years
:Since. One of these boys ran away from the school, and came home not
long since. He understands little or no English, had forgotten his native
.tongue, and seems to have learned nothing but to talk Choctaw-an accorn- .
plishmeut which the Quapaws think lte might have acquired sooner, and
at less expense, in the Choctaw nation than at the Kentucky academy.
Hitherto the prejudices of a portion of the Senecas have run strongly
against any elforts to iustruct their children. There is but one or two
.among them, and not one in the united band that can read and write. I
Jwpe to be able, however, in time, to induce them to receive instructers,
.and have but little doubt that before long they will emulate the excellent
-example set them by their relations among the Shawnees and Delawares
.ef the Missouri.
Very, &c.
.~hools

JOHN B. LUCE.
Capt. WrLLIAr.r ARMSTRONG,
.!lcting Supe1·intendent W. T.

(No. 29.)

E:r:lmct from the report of .11. M. M Upshaw, Chickasaw agent, to acting superintendent Indian affairs W. T., on lite subject ofsclwols, ~·c.
They (the Chickasaws) have had no school teachers nor missionaries
Tesiding with them, and no nation of people can ever become enlightened
without schools and the Bible. Cultivation of the sc>il, iu my opinion, is
the first step to civilization; education and the Bible t•J enlighten. I certainly would auvise -to have one or two good teachers: and the advantages they
would receive from one or two good missionari~s, who would teach them
cthe Bible and its blessed truths, (and notmeddle with their natioual affairs,
nor preach abolitionism to their negroes,) " ·ould be of inc~alcnlable advantage. The Rev. Cyrus Kingsbury, a Pn:!sbyterian minister, (and Ollli of
the hcst of men and ministers, and whose only aim appears to be to d()
good,) has visited the Chickasaw di,-crict once a month, for nearly a year,
.and, I am happy to say, it has had a good effect.

(No. 30.)

Report of James Logan, C1·eek .llgent.
It will be seen by the report of the teacher of the Creeks (which I

have enclosed) that the number of the scholars is not quite eqll1l to that
of last year. This however, is not owing to a want of disposition in the
Indians to educate their children, but rather to the situation of their settlements. There is not a sufficient number of inhabitants in any one settlement
that have a proper estimate of the value of education, to make a verv lar"'~
school; yet there are enough to make many large schools, if th ey cotJld g~t
their children toarped, for which they are willing to pay. A few years
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since, the Creeks became violently opposed to education, (or rather to the
medium through which they received it,) from causes that have long since
lDeen made known to the department. Their former prejudices against education are now in a gn:~at measure removed. I have frequent applications
for schools in various settlements in the nation. The Indians are much dissatisfied respecting the manner in which their funds for education purposes
are expended, and insist that they could be much more advantageously
applied in the nation, the truth of which I have no doubt. They say that
thev are not willing to send their children from homa to be educated, and
thirik it a great waste of funds for the Government to expend four thousand
dollars for the support and education of fourteen boys at the Choctaw academy, in Kentucky. As the Creeks have been promised that their funds
should be applied in the nation next year, I would suggest the propriety of
establishing at least four additional schools in the nation, for which suitable
situations could be fonnd; the people of these settlements would provide
school-houses at their own expense. I would further suggest the proprietyof definite instructions being given as to the manner of procuring books:
and stationery for the sehools, as they cannot be had here without payinga heavy per cent.

(~o.

31.)
WAR DEPART:MEN'I',

Office Indian .flj{airs, July 11, 1840.
SrR : I have atteYJtively considered the expediency of establishing a manual-labor Indian school at Fort Coffee. Since it became my especial dutyto advance the.civili:t.ution and general welfare of the Indians, by all lawful
means in my control, l have uniformly considered education as the great
and primary object; and :o.hallregard myself to be fortunate if I can, while
charged wit~ the administra.tion of their affairs, put the application of Indian school funds into such a channel as will afford them all the advantages
they can receive from them; DY, if this may not be, even to give such an
impulse to official eflort on the~r behalf as may ultimately, bnt soon, place
their schools upon the best footmg.
It appears to me that the establishrnent proposed will be, with proper
direction, a measure of great consequence. The buildings have been abandoned as a fort. They are suitable for an extensive school estahlishment.
The farm is open, so as to connect the manual-labor and farm b1mefits with
the others; the situation is healthy, and, althot•gh in the Choctaw country,
it is on the Arkansas river, near the boundary line, and quite convenient to
the Creeks, Cherokees, Senecas, Senecas and Sha wneP-s, Seminoles, and not
very remote from the Chickasaws and Osages. AU the advantages that
could be reasonably looked for seem to be here combined.
I indulge the hope that I shall be able to make the beginni_rg of open-·
ing a for"ntain of many blessings to the India,n race. This sch'bol should,
in my judgement, be on an extended plan. For the present; reading, writina and a competent knowledge of figures, will be all that is required, [or]
co~ld be used by them. As they advance, if the disappointment that has
attended all exertions hitherto shall not continue, their education may be
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To this should be added at once the teaching
aux~liary in
leading them into the walks of civilized life, and necessary to their comfortable snbsistence. The females, of whom I would have ut all times at least
one-half at school, should be taught to sew, spin, and weave; and, as we
progress, it would be an excellent feature in the plan (that at the proper
time I will endeavor to execute) to buy tlie materials for clothing the whole
school, which, under proper tuition, the girls should make up fo•r wear.
I would, further, have the different mechanic arts taught in this school. I
know all this will take time ; but it is the outline of a plan which I would
be much gratified to be the instrument of carrying out, and which, if I remain where I am, I will try to execute. 'Vith primary schools, where the
young could be taught their first lessons, all over the Indian country, and
from which, at suitable ages and stages of advancement, as many as circumstances, capacity, and other considerations, made it prGper to educate
further at Fort Coffee, could bP. removed to the larger establishment. Thi'l
would be a system analogous to those prevailing among ourselves, and
give the India us all the opportunities for improvement which I hold it to
be my imperative duty, as far as in my power, to extend to them. To my
mind it is full of promise.
·
vVe must begin moderately, and gradually extend the establishment as
means may be obtained. Perhaps of the nine schools now maintained in
the Choctaw nation, or those among other tribes, one or more might be
discontinued with the consent of the nation or tribes, and the funds now·
appropriated to their usc applied to the new establishment. I can furnish
S2,000 from the civilization fund per annum; and in two years the fnnds
now used a.t the Choctaw academy will cease to be expended at that institution, and may be, in my opinion, more beneficially and satisfactorily
used at Fort Coffee-always looking, however, to their own consP.nt and
co-operation in this measure, to whicll you will direct your attention from
the beginning. "Without their hearty aiJ., little good is to be anticipated;
with it, much. The Choctaw fund, now appropriated to the academy, is
$18,000; the Creek $2,000; the Chickasaw $5,000; Florida $1,000; Miami $1,000; Pottawatomie $3,000; and Quapaw $1,000. If the Indians
could be convinced of the great benefits that would result to them from
the application of so much ~f their education funds to the Fort Coffee manual-labor school as would still leave them sufficient for the support of the
primary schools, (which it is a leading object with me to spread over every
Indian district,) I should consider myself as having done something for
these unfortunate people and for my own official reputation. The latter,
however, is not the object, but would, I confess, be a gratifying consequence, which l could only value as the evidence of proper attention,
rightly directed.
Much must be left to your discretion. As soon as the necessary incipient measures are taken, a competent teacher must be selected; and, in
doing this, he must be a man of irreproachable morals, and of capacity and
acquirements far above what are usually sought for in an Indian tutor.
He must be fully qualified to be the principal of the institution when it
shall have reached the full extent to which my views look, and \vith which
alone I will be satisfied. He must therefore not be inferior to gentlemen
placed at the head of academies in the populous States. On this every
thing will depend. A false step here will be fatal; and of conrse the most

<>f the males to f:trm, as a most, if not the most important
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independent and judicious selection will be made, considering only theinterest of the Indians and the snceess of the project.
As soon as the condition of the school will require or admit of it, a farmer
must be employed to teach the boys, and a matron (who will be a good
seamstress) engaged to instruct the girls (who must not be less in nnn1bcr
than one~half the pupils) in sewing, and cutting out, and fitting clothes.
Spinning, weaving, and the mechanic arts, can be introduced gradually, as:
we shall be provided with funds.
In these suggestions you will see what I wish. The foundation must
be laid so broadly as to support the extended superstructure that it is hoped
will be raised upon it. The most rigid economy must be observed. Our
present means are very limited; and not one dollar must be expended
which cannot be lawfully applied to the object, and that is not within thefair and legitimate scope of the intention of Congress in making appropriations, or of the various treaties existing between the United States and the:
different Indian tribes.
Very, &c.
T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD.
Capt. W11r. ARMSTRONG,
Superintendent of Western Territory.

(No. 32.)

Statement showing the amount and disposition of funds provided by"
treaty for education purposes.
Trib~s.

-

-

-

--

--

-

-

-

-

Chippewas
Chippewas, Ottawas, and Pottnwatomies
ChipJ:ewas, Menomonies, 'W innebagoes,
and New York IndiansChoctaws
Choctaws
Choctaw8
Chickasaws
Creeks
Creeks
Cherokees
Delawares
¥lorida lnilians
Kickapoos
Miamies
Ottawas and Chippewas
Otocs and Missourias
O,;ages
Pottawatomies
l'ottawatomies
Pottawalomies
Pawnees QuapawsSacs and Foxes of Misso1iri
Winnebagoes
Winnebagoes

--

---

-

-

-

-

-

-

---

-

---

---

-

---

--

--

-

-

-

--

-

Date of treaty.

Amount.

Aug.
5, 1826
Sept. 26, 1833

$1,000
3,825

Aog.
Sept.
Sept.
Jan.
May
March
Feb.
May
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
March
Sept.
.June
Oct.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
May
Oct.
Sept.
Nov.

11,
27,
27,
20,
24,
24,
14,
6,
24,
18,
24,
23,
28,
21,
25,
16,
20,
27,
9,
13,
21,
15,
I,

1,500
2,500
12,000
6,000
3,000
3,000
1,000
2,000
2,304
1,000
183~
500
1826
2,000
I 836
8,000
. 500
1833
1825
3,456
1826- 2,000
1,000
1828
2,000
1832
1,00,0
1833
1833
1,000
1837
770
1832
3,000
1837
2,800

1827
I 830
1830
1825
1834
1832
1833
1828
1829
1823

How expended.

Bapti•t board.
Protestant Episcopal.
Schools in the nation.
Choctaw academy.
Ch'bctaw academy.
Choctaw academy.
Choctaw r.cademy.
Schools in the nation.
Schools in the nation.
Choctaw ac~~<.lemv.
Schools in the nation.
Choctaw acai!Pmv.
Schools in the na.tion.
Schools in the nation.
Choctaw academy.
Uhnctaw academy.
Choctaw academy.
Schools in the nation.
Choctaw academy.
Schools in the nation.
Schools in the nation.
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(No. 33.)

Statement showing the condition of the fund for the civilization of
Indians.
Balance to the credit of the fund on the 1st

January, 1841
Add, appropriated in 1841
Deduct amount of payments te 30th September Required to complete the payments for the
year

$14,364 57
10,000 oo

$24,364 57

1---

8,586 05

ll-,747 50

-I

Balance

11,333 55
13,031 02

DEPART~IENT OF WAR, OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS,

November 2 3, 1841.
CONDITION OF THE INDIAN TRIBES, RELATIONS WITH THEM, AND DESCRJP'_\ION OF THE INDIAN COUNTRY.

(No. 34.)
CnocTAW AGENCY, September 30, 1841.
SIR: In pursuance of instructions and the established rules of the department, I herewith suhmit the following statement of the several Indian
tribes attached to this superintendency. Siuce my last annual repon it could
not be expected that any material change should take place. A gradual
and steady improvement in many portions of the Indian country is visible,
while others evince a great indifference in their condition. A reformation
amongst the Indians must be slow; old prejudices are to be overcome, habits of industry substituted for idleness, laws established where the will of
the chief governed. That favorable changes to some extent are taking
plaee, with several of the Indian tribes, does not admit of a doubt. That
this is to be attributed mainly to a change of residence is equally true.
Located as they now are beyond the limits of any State or Territory, each
tribe feels the security they have in their present homes, not heretofore enjoyed, based upon the guarantee of the Government of the United States.
Feeling this security, they have every incitement to improva their general
condition.
The Cherokees are considered as the most enlightened Iudian tribe, their
intercourse with the whites having been of a more general character. They
attended earlier than the other tribes to the education of tlwir people, and
enacted Ia ws aud regulations for their government, in advance of their red
brethren. The dissentions and diilicnlties which so unhappily divided the
Cherokees, after the emigration of the great body of the people, seem to be
amicably adjustcd1 by a union of all parties.
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The national council convenes on the first Monday in October annually.
The legislative department is composed of two bvdies-the committee and
the council.
The Cherokees are governed by a constitution, ratified by the people.
Their laws are regularly printed, and based upon equal rights and privileges. Judges and sheriffs, and other officers, are elected, to execute the
laws. Trials by jury for capital offences are guarantied to each individual.
Administrators and executors are appointed to settle estates, and, indeed,
every thing calculated to give protection and stability to the laws. Under
circumstances so favorable, with a constitution and a code of laws in successful operation, the Cherokees may be considered as having established
a permanent Government. The country they occupy is sufficient in extent
fOr a much larger population than the present Cherokees number. A portion of the laud is prairie, very fertile, produces corn, wheat, oats, and also
affords fine range for stock, flf which the Cherokees own quite extensively,
consisting of horses, hogs, cattle, aud sheep. In some portions of the
country fine dwellings have been erected, and even the common Cherokees
have comfortable houses to live in. Mechanics of various kinds are to be
found in the nation. A large majority of the merchants are natives, who
carry on trade with their people. Salt water is found in several places,
particularly at the Grand Saline, which has been worked to some extent.
Preparatious are making to manufacture salt at this place upon a more extended scale; and, from the quantity and strength of the salt water, there
will be no difficulty in manufacturing very largely. Lead and iron ore are
said both to be found in the Cherokee nation, which no donbt in a few
years will be realized, when the resources of the country become further
developed. During the last twelve months a very large sum of money
has been paid to the Cherokees, under treaty stipulations, for improvements, spoliations, &c.; a balance is still due, which is expected to be paid
during the present year. The large ·claims have generally been paid.
Those remaining unpaid, in most instances, are where the claimants are
dead ; ip such cases, payment is rnade to administrators, which generally retards payments. The greatest evil attendant upon the Cherokee people is
the large quantities of spirituous liquors which are introduced in their country. From their locality, bordering on a portion of the States of Arkansas
and Missouri, with the Arkam;as river running through a portion of their
territory, notwithstanding the severe laws prohibiting the introduction of
spirituous liquor into the Indian country, it has been found thus far impracticable to prevent large quantities from being introduced. This not only
strips them of the money that should be beneficially applied, but it produces dissemions amongst themselves, and is a source of incomparable
evil.
The Choctaws, like their brother Cherokees, have made great efforts to
throw off the Indian life. In many parts of the nation, and particularly on
Reel river, the most pleasing anticipations have been realized. Schools are
to be found in the country, and a general inclination for the education of
the people. This is one of the principal agents by which any tribe of red
people are to be reformed. Acting upon this belief, aided by the exertions
of some pious and useful missionaries. the Chaeta ws, siuce their emigration,
have made ~·ery rapid strides towards civilization. They have formed a
constitution, upon which their laws are based, which lately has hcen printed both in English and Choctaw, and circulated through the nation. The
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general council· convenes annually on the first Monday of October, and
usually remains in session two we~ks. The council which convenes in a
few days will be an interesting one, as the Chickasaws, for the first time
since their emigration, have elected councillors. and come into the general
council, as the fourth district of the nation, with a full representation. The
general council COtllliStS of forty members, electedjrom the fom districts,
according to population, and n1akes the only representative body. From
their l'lumbers a speaker is elected, w.ho presides over the deliberations of
the body; a clerk is also elected, who keeps a journal of the proceedin~s.
Each of the four districts has a chief, who sit as a body for the approval
of such laws as are enacted by the. council. The general council-house is a
spacious and comfortable building, erected by treaty stipulation, with convenient rooms for committees, a gallery, and seats prepared for spectators.
The members are paid a per diem pay of two dollars, and mileage, from
the national funds. Judges are elected, who hold courts ~t stated periods.
No compulsory laws have been enacted to collect debts. The system of
credit, when extended between individuals, rests upon tl~e faith of the
·debtor for payment. The country owned by the Choctaws extends from
the Arkansas to Red river, commencing at Fort Smith, and running up the
Arkansas to the Canadian, and up the Canadian to the limits of the United
States, and with said limits to Red river, down Red river to where a due
.south line from Fort Smith with the S.t ate line of Arkansas strikes Red
river.
These limits embrace a country far in extent beyond the wants of the
·Chaeta ws, possessin~ advantages over any other Indian .tribe, by being in the
cotton region. On Red river this valu<!-ble staple is cultivated by a number of Cho3taw3 and Chickasaws; and, from the best estimate I am able
to make of this year's crop, there will be for exportation at least one thou.sand bales of cotton. There are seven cotton gins in the nation, and, from
appearances, there is every reason to calculate that additional gins will be
put up next season, and that many of the common Indians will cultivate
one or more acres of cotton, which, when sold in the seed to the ginners,
will, even at a low price, be a handsome and sure source of income, and
stimulate others to increased industry. There are also several grist and saw
mills on Red river. Corn, oats, beans, pumpkins, potatoes, and vegetables in great varieties, are raised !Jy the natives. Many of them have built
good and comfortable houses, and are preparing their farms with every indication of substantial farmers. Many of the females spin and weave, and
·do much towards clothing their families by the industry of their own labor. Portions of the country are found peculiarly adapted to raising stockthe prairies affording fine grass for the summer, and an excellent substitute
for timothy hay, whsn cut and cured in proper season. Stocks of cattle,
hogs, and horses, are owned by the Choctaws. Hut little feeding is required,
the range both summer and winter being abundant for all stock not used,
and permitted to go at large. Salt water is also found in the Choctaw nation. The only works at which any quantity is manufactured are on Boggy,
abont fifteen miles from Red river. They are owned and worked by Colonel
David Folsom, a highly iutelligeut and worthy Choctaw, who has thns far
only manufactured a supply commensurate with the demand. Many of
·the Texiaus get their snpply of salt from these works.
The Choctaws have four blacksmiths, furnished under treaty stipnl.ations ;
two of these, with all tbe strikers or assistants, are natives. They have
\
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also some eight or ten shops, belonging to the nation, which are only worked during the very busy ploughing season, by employing native strikers,
with the promise that they shall have a shop when qualified to take charge
of one. Great inducements are held out to natives to become good blacksmiths. lly these means the nation will have mechanics of their own,
when these treaty stipulations, which are temporary, expire. There are
also other mechanics found in the natiou.
The Chi.ckasaws, as already stated, are by treaty amalgamated with the
Choctaws; they speak the same language, and , have intermarried with
each other for many years past; they lived adjoining previous to their
emigration. The Chickasaws have a separate fuud, arising from the .Proceeds of the sale of their valuable counb·y. This is under the general control of the Chickasaw chiefs, separate and distinct from any supervision of
the Choctaws. In every other respect they enjoy equal rights and privileges, except as to the funds owned by each.
The district of country assigned them is on Red river, being the western
district of the nation. They are much exposed, from their frontier location, with Texas immediately opposite to them, engaged in a war with
the Indians of that country, and the scattering tribes that have so improperly settled down npon the western border. The consequence has been,
that the Chickasaws have lost many valuable horses· and other property,
and l1av€ been prevented from extending their settlements as far west as
they would have done under more favorable circumstances.
During the past summer, two companies of dragoons were on Blue and
"\Vashita, for a short time. They removed a number of straggling Delawares, Shawnees, Kickapoos, Cushshattoes, &c. They are returning since
the troops left; and, until a permanent military force is established on Blue
or Washtta, which is the great passway in and out for these tribes, there
will be 110 general security.
Since the emigration of the Chickasaws, a large number of the tribe have
been indisposed to work. The very liberal provision allowed by their
treaty, giving to each certain reservations of land, has been the means of
affording large sums of money from the sales of these lands. This accession
of wealth, acquired without industry, has proved rather a source of evil to
many, who, finding themselves suddenly iu possession of so mnch money,
have lived on it without making proper exertions to provide for themselves
when these mean..s shall have been expended. Others have taken care of
their money, and have opened extensive farms, purchased stock, and such
things as were requisite for persons in a new country.
Many of the Chickasaws this year have moved up to Blue and 'Vashita, and have given better indications than heretofore of their intention to
make a crop. The great and protracted drought, which pervaded the
whole Indian countq, has been peculiarly oppressive on Red river. The
consequence will be, that the Chickasaws will be short of corn, and experience a pinching year for subsistence before another crop is made.
The Chickasaws have a large investment in the hands of the Government; the interest of which is for the benefit of the whole tribe. As yet
no payment has been made from this fund, owing to the heavy payment
created by the emigration of the tribe, who, according to tlwir treaty, pay
their own expenses. The Government have wisely and properly decli!leJ
disposing of any portion of their national investment, but have waited
until the interest will gradually liquidate their debts. Next year the
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Chickasaws will expect a general annuity, after which they will receive the
interest on their stock to a larger amount thau perhaps any other tribe.
That a portion of this should be expended for mechanical purposes, and
for the advancement of the people in education, cannot admit of a doubt.
Experience has coufirmed n1e in the opinion, long entertamed, that large
snms of mouey paid to an Indian tribe, as an annuity, create a dependence frmn this source for a living, and thereby produce idleness.
Scattered, as the Chickasaws have been, and are, to some extent, over
the Choctaw couutry, they have required more blacksmiths, to euable them
to make their crops, thau their numbers would seem to warrant. They
were very destitute of fanning utensils. The object should be to draw them
to the district assigned tl em, where they can be supplied with mechanics
and schools from their national investment.
The country assigned them is equal to any portion of the Indian country,
with the privilege extended to them of settling in any part of the Chaeta w
nation. Many of the Chickasaws owu large numbers of slaves, and are
engaged in the cultivation of cotton. Although the majority of the tribe
are incliued to idleness, there are notwithstanding some very respectable and
intelligent men, who, by their example and influence, are using great .exertions for the benefit of these people. \Vith their wealth and advantages,
they have resources sufficient to place them in fair competition, not in numerical force, but certainly in ~tablishing schools and mechanical arts,
which are best calculated to exert a beneficial influence over anv tribe or
~~

.

.

The Creeks, in point of numbers, are equal if not greater than any of our
tribes. They number at least twenty thousand strong, and have given evidence in times past that they were good warriors. Since their emigration
they have manifested, on all occasions, the greatest friendship for the United
States. They have been divided into what is called Upper and Lower Creeks.
Although this distinction still exists, there is but one primcipal chief of the
Creek nation~ (Gen. Roly Mcintosh.) They have not advanced as far as
either the Cherokees or Choctaws in passing regular laws. Annually they
are improvinfrr in this respect; and lately, very much to their credit, and for
the benefit o their people, they have passed a very severe law against the
introduction of spirituous liquor into their country. There are very few
mixed bloods in the Creek nation: it is, therefore, a work of more time and
labor to introduce written laws. The Creeks have a great wish to educate
their people, and show clearly, by the improvements they have made since
thtir emi3ration, that they have done some good. The country they own
is well adapted to raising corn, beans, pumpkins, and melons. A number
of the natives have raised quita a quantity of rice-a novel production in
this country, but which seems to grow quite well. The Creeks are getting
good stocks of horses, eattle, and hogs, and many of them putting up comfortable log cabins. They hnve extended their settlements further west of
late, and have yet a Large scope of country unoccupied. The Creeks, to
some extent, still cultivate in towns; many, however, work separate fields,
and amongst all the Indian tribes it is conceded that none make corn in
more abundm1ce than the Creeks. They have four blacksmiths, two wagon
makers or wheelwrights, fllfntshed them by treaty stipulation; these, with
a requisite supply of iron and steel, &c., enahle them to have such work
done as answers their agricultural purposes. They have also some schools.
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in their nation, and recieve from the Government of the United States, under treaty stipulation, a considerable annuity.
The Seminoles constitute properly a portion of the Creek nation ; their
language differs but very little. Since the removal of tbe different parties
that have emigrated from time to time, they have been located in the Creek
nation, between the Deep fork of the Canadian and the Arkansas river.
This location was obtained in consequence of the country assigned the
Seminoles, lying between the main Canadiar. and the North fork running
west to Little river, being taken oy Hopoethle Yoholo's party of Creeks
previous to the emigration of the Seminoles. It has been thought that the
country the Seminoles now occupy was not, in point of soil or extent, sufficient for their accommodation. Lately this country has been examined by
the Creek agent and others, and pronouilced to be very rich; the only objection is, that water is somewhat scarce. I have conversed with the Seminole chiefs who have resided in the conn try for a year past; they profess
to be well satisfied with the country. The Seminoles, this season, who were
on the Deep fork in time to make a crop, have made more corn than they
will require, notwithstanding the severe drought. They also have raised
beans, pumpkins, and melons, in great abundance. During the past season, I directed the agent, and the commissary, who is issuing provisions to
the late emigrant Seminoles, to use every exertion to induce Alligator and
other Seminoles who had joined him, and located themselves above Fort
Gibson, iu the Cherokee country, to remove over the Arkansas to their own
country. This object wa:; expected to be accomplished this fall. Alligator
has returned to Florida, to induce the remainder of the tribe to emigrate,
which may for the present prevent his party from removing, at least until
his return. This is the second delegation that have returned to prevail on
their people to remove. I have every reason to believe that they will act
in good faith. They have been subsisted and taken care of by the Government, and feel that they want strength here in the \Vest to place them on a
footing with other tribes, and withal have a country in which they can live
in peace; to use their own language, they can lie down at night without
the fear of being killed before morning.
The Seminoles should have a separate sub-agent. They look with great
distrust upon the Creeks, and are rather unwilling to have the same agent.
A sub-agent located amongst them would draw them togethe1', and be able
to adjust ~he many disputes that exist between themselves about property,
and be otherwise of great benefit to them. They have a blacksmith, assistant, iron, steel, blankets, &c., furnished them, with an annuity in money,
which has been regularly paid them. They therefore feel secure, as no
doubt they believed there was no country provided for them, and that they
would, if not killed when taken in Florida, meet a cold reception in the
West.
The Osages are the only tribe within this superintendency who, to any
·€Xtent, depend upon the cbase for subsistence. They continue to make
their fall and summer hunts. The buffaloes have receded b~ck so far, since
the emigration of other tribes on the frontier, that every year they have to
extend their hunting excnn:ions to obtain even a scanty supply, and that at
the risk of falling in with the wild tribes of the prairie, whose only dependence for a living is upon the buffalo. One or two bands of the Osages
have l:lhown a disposition to make corn. Great exertions are inaking by
their age nt to induce them to give up their huntin g life, which, with the
.scarcity of game, may produce a favorable change.
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By treaty stipulations, the Government, have generously provided funds,
to be invested in agricultural implements, mechanical purposes, and stock
animals, with a fund for education. The first object of the agent has been
directed to prevail.on the Osages to fence in their grounds, and raise corn,
&c. This is doing to some extent. Next spring it is designed to furnish
them with a portion of stock animals, when it is believed they will keep
them for iucreasing their stock. Great complaints have been made by
other Indian tribes, as well as our own citizens, of depredations by the
Osages. This can be prevented in no way so effectualfy as by turning
their attention to habits of industry, and thereby employing them at home.
The country they own, although inferior to other parts of the Indian country, has notwithstandit1g a suffi.cierlt portion of good land for all farming
purposes, and in extent of country is greatly beyond even the wants of an
Indian.
The Senecas, Senecas and Shawnees, with the Quapa ws, who are located immediately adjoining.each other, with the Cherokees ou one side £nd
:Vlissouri on t.he other, constitute what is termed the ~eosho sub-agency.
The country they occupy, though small, lies compact, and is both ample '
in extent of territory aud fertility of soil for the wants of the small tribes
for whom it is designed. Each of those bands cultivates separately. They ·
have blacksmiths to do their work, and one of them a farmer to aid them
in preparing their grounds and giving them a general knowledge of farming. They raise corn, beans, vegetables of different kinds, and also raise
wheat, which grows well in their country. One of the tribes has a good
grist and saw mill. Flour is manufactured to a considerable extent at these
mills. Being located so near the Missouri line, the citizens have large quantities of wheat manufactured into flonr at these mills. There is no tribe of
Indians that could be more comfortable than those within the Neosho subagency. Their country is rich, healthy, and finely watered. They are, however, so near the Missouri line, where spirituons liquor can be so easily
obtained, that every inducement [is J held ont to them by establishing whiskey shops for their accommodation. All these temptations are not easily
resisted by Indians, and prove their greatest curse.
The uifferent tribes within this superintendency may be estimated at
seventy thousand, exclusive of the wild tribes of the prairies. Amongst
them may be numbered some of the best warriors. :\!though the military
force on the frontier is very small, the most uninterrupted peace has been
maintaineLl since tho emigration of the Indians. Each tribe has allotted
to it a country fertile and extensive. Many of them are farmers and
graziers, and take a deep interest in the welfare of our own Government, in
whose hands large investments are held for the benefit of these tribes.
Justice rcquir~s at our hands that a faithfnl fulfilment of the various
treaty obligations be strictly complied with. This done, and a mild and
judicious policy observed towards the Indians, we may expect a continuance of peace, with a fair prospect of civilization, or at least improving the .
condition of a race of people that are entitled to our deepest sympathy.
Very respectfully,
WM. ARMSTRONG,

.flcting Superintendent Western Te1-rif.ory.
T. HARTLEY CnAwFonn, Esq.,
Commissioner Indian .d./fairs.

,
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(No. 35.)
CHICKAsAw AGE:"CY, Scptembe1· 13 1 184l.
Sm: Agreeably to regulations, 1 now report to yon the condition of tbe
Chickrasaw tribe of Indians west. They, according to their agreement with
the Choctaws, have a district in the Choct~lW couutry, which is the southwestern part of the nation; but they have a right to settle in any part of
the nation, and a large portion have settled in various parts of the country,
hut the larger portion have settled in the Chickasaw district. Within th e
the last two or three months several have moved in, and a great many
others are preparing to move this fall; and I think that in the conrse of a
year nearly the whole tribe will be in their district. I have travelled pretty
much over their district, and find that they generally have good water, and
some very good land, well adapted to the usc of Indians; but it is my
opinion that there is not go0d laud enough in the district to accommodate
the whole tribe. The Chickasaws show an increasP.d desire to cultivate
the soil. Their crops bid fair at one time this year .to be abundant; bnt,
owing to the dronght of nearly three months, they will not make more than
a third of a crop of corn. Some fifteen or twenty have large crops of cottoll, whicl;l were not so much injured. The only public workmen they have
had, since their emigration to the \Vest, are blacksmiths; three have been
employed generally.

*
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*
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The Chickasaws, for the last two years, have been healthy; but the first
eighteen months after their arrival they were very unhealthy, and a great
number of them died. In fact, all persons that come to this country are
certain ta have severe sickness. The Chickasaws have never vet received
a general annuity, which they want at this time very much; b~lt the situation of their funds is such, that I presume it wiJl be impossiule for them to
receive one until the next vear.
Gamblers and other disorderly persons have been kept out of the district; and they have had very little intoxicating drink among them, and
would have less had I the force to carry my wishes into effect; but, being
so far removed from any kind of force, I have to use my personal influence
and force.
For the last two years the Chickasaws have been very much annoyed
by Yarious band::~ of Indians who intruded iuto their district, viz: Delawares, Shawnees, Kickapoos, Cherokee:s, Caddoes, Uchees, Coshattoes, and
others. The ostensible business of these various bands was hunting, but
they carried on an extensive trade with the Comanches and other wild
tribes who are situated to the south and west of the Chickasaw district;
and I have reason to believe (from the horses they brought into this country, being State-raised horses, and generally shod) that they, or thr. Indians
they traded with, stole them from the citizens of 'fexas. This last winter
these bands became more numerous, and much more troublesome. They
commenced killing the stock of the Chickasaws, and stealing their horses;
and got so strong, bold, and threatening, that the Chickasaws, Choctaws,
and traders, petitioned me to have them·rem@ved forthwith. I immediately
went among the various bands, and advised them to move; but all I could
say to them had no effect. They at one time threatened hostilities ; and
the good and peaceable citizens became so alarmed, that I called on the
commanding general of the second department, western division, to send,
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as soon as possible, troops to protect the frontier, and move those bands off;
which request was complied with in the last of April, May, and the first
part of June. The troops left the Chickasaw district about the 15th of
June; :;ince which time some of the Indians have returned, and have
stolen some fine horses and some negroes. Two negro men haYe been
stolen from Blue river in the last ten days.
About five weeks since, some of the citizens of the republic of Texas,
well armed, crossed to the north side of Red river and killed two Indians,
a man and a woman; the other Indians made tueir escape, but their property was all destroyed. Two or three weeks afterwards, a company of
about !rixty or eighty Texians, well armed, crossed Red river above the
mouth of the False Washita, and scoured the country between the ·wash ita
and Red river, committing depredations upon some of the houses of the
Chickasaws.
The situation of the Chickasaw country is. such, that it will be impossible ti1r them to live in peace and safety without they have pwtection from
the United States: the southwestern part of their district is the great outlet and inlet to the mean and disaffected of all tribes north, and Spaniards
and wild Indians in the south and west.
Very respectfnlly,

A. M. M. UPSHAW, C. A.
To Maj.

WILLCAM ARMSTRONG,

.llcting Sttperintendmt 11--"". T.

(No. 36.)
CnEEK AGENCY, September 30, 1841.
Srn: I have the honor to submit, herewith, the following report of the
Indians embraced within this agency.
As regards the Creeks, I feel the greatest pleasure in being able to inform
you that perfect harmony prevails amongst all parties of the nation. The
ill feelings and jealousy which existed between the two parties, the Upper
aud Lower towns, and whioh at one time threatened to terminate only in
bloodshed, are entirely removed, and the most sincere friendship exists
among them. Their old established rule and ~ustom of each party holding
their own general council, and in all cases acting independent of each
other, has been done away, the whole nation at present being represented
in one general council by the chiefs of the difrerent towns; Roly Mcintosh, the chief of the Lower towns, or Mcintosh party, presiding as the
acknowledged chief of the united towns and the whole Creek nation.
This council meets annually, and revis~s and passes such laws as affect
the interests of the nation at large. Before it, individuals present their
claims and receive redress for grievances. Its general character is that of
a court of justice; its decisions are, however, imperJ.tive, and from it there
is no appeal. The Jaws passed by it remain in force for a year, at which
time, if they are discovered to be inefficacious, they are repealed or abolished altogether.
The character of the Creeks, as an agricultural people, has already been
noticed. An oppressive drought which occurred this year will reduce the
crops at least one-half of what they would have raised had the season been
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favomble. However, from the rich and alluvial nature of the land they
cultivate, they will yet obtain sufficient for their own consumption.
The happiness and general welfare of the nation have been greatly promoted by a law which was enforced by the last general council; this was
for the suppression of the sale and use of all ardent spirits in the Creek
country. In spite of all the precaution and vigilance of the military at
Forts Gibson and Smith, whiskey, in large quantities, was at all times introduced into the Indian country; and there was not an assemblage of the
Indians, met for the purpose of transacting business, but what large numbers of them could be seen beastly in~oxicated-so much so, that it really
was a mater of difficulty to do any business, in cousequence of the chiefs'
in<iulging in the use equally as much as tite common Indians. The benefits
of it have already become visible. Heretofore, scarcely a night passed
but what were heard the yells and whoops of drunkeu Iudians ; now, all is
quiet, and there is every probability of that "bane" of the Indian, whiskey, being fully abolished from the use of the iuhabitants of the Creek
nation.
The Creeks have now one mill in operation; one more will be erected
so soon as funds are received for that purpose. I would respectfully solicit
the attention of the Department to the subject. The Creeks were entitled,
by treaty stipulations, to have four railway mills ; they were, however,
considered to be ineffective, as they were liable to become out of order,
and at best would last but for a short time. lt was considered preferable
to erect two hor~e mills in their place; I accordingly employed a millwright for that rurpose, (whose contr::tct I referred yon to.) No money,
however, has ever been received for that purpose. I respectfully request
that the amount may ba remitted as soon as possible. The mill grinds
well, and it is greatly frequented by the Indians.
As regards the Seminoles, they are generally comfortably located npon
the lands of the Deep fork. They appear contented, and have this year
raised considerable quantities of corn and the generality of garden vegetables. Their crops are better than those of the Creeks, as they suffered less
from the drought. The last emigrants of the Seminoles have expressed
much satisfaction with their new homes, and appear perfectly contented.
They have been favored with very good health sincQ their arrival-a circumstanee quite unusual at this season. They have received, in part, the
articles allowed them by the stipulations. I have, however, to state that
all the linseys and frocks were consumed at the last issue. A Ja~ge quantity more will be required. The Seminoles have seven or eight hundred
acres of excellent land under a good fence, in corn, and all are comfortably
situated in log cabins, erected out of the funds appropriated for that purpose, from which they have derived much benefit, and have given more
satisfaction than any I have expended in the country.
I am, &c.

JAMES
Oapt.

WILLIAM

LOGA~,

Creek .llgent.

AursTRONG,

AcNng- Sup't Indian Territory.
(No. 37.)
OsAGE Sun-AGENCY, .!lugust 1, 1841.

The Osages inhabit a country fifty miles in extent ·north and
south, and runn1ng west, for quantity, I know not how fnr. Between their
SIR :
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eastern boundary and the State of Missouri is a reservation of Cherokee
land, fifty miles north and south by twenty-five east and west. The Osage .
reservation is watered by the Arkansas, Verdigris, and Neosho rivers, be&ides several smaller streams, all running from a northwest to a southeast
course across their country. These streams afford sufficient quantity of excellent timber to supply all their wants as agriculturists; of this there are
every species of the oak, some cotton wood, black walnut, elm, &c. '.A
large portion of their country is prairie, and most of it very rich soil.
The Osages numbered, at the payment of their annuity in March last,
1,484 men, 1,436 women, and 1,375 children-making in all 4,301 souls.
They depend on the chase entirely for a subsistence. Their women make
some corn, beans, and pumpkins, which they raise entirely with hoes, in the
edges of the timber adjoining the prairies. This is done before they leave
home on their summer hunt, which is about the first of June; and a scanty
subsistence is raised in this way. I have known them for the last two
years to purchase of their white neighbors in Missouri. By their treaty of
1839, they are given stock animals, hogs and cattle, which, by the language
of the treaty, were to have been given to "each head of a family," so fast as
they made agricultural settlements. They have, however, received two
hundred head of cattle and four hundred head of stock hogs, very few of
which remain to them. There are some of their chiefs and considerate men
who have expressed a wish to live (as they say) like white men-to fence
and plongh their land, raise hogs, cattle, &r. To enable them to make
these fields, they should have the wagons, rarts, teams, and tools, estimated
for to work with. After that time, they might receive their stock animals.
I am decidedly of opinion that their mills should be built for them without
delay; at least the saw mill, where lumber coulJ be had to build the
houses for chiefs, named in the treaty of 1839. The prices of these buildings, as specified in the treaty, are so small that houses cannot be built of
much duration or comfort. General Arbuckle is supposed to be a man
well acquainted with the manners, habits of life, &c., of Western Indians,
and more particularly the wants and necessities of the Osages; and why
he has, in making the treaty of 1839, given them stock animals, wagons,
carts, teams of oxen, and farming implements of various descriptions, without a farmer to learn them the use of these things, I am at a loss to . fi)Onceive. I would therefore beg leave to suggest the propriety of using a portion of their school funds (say $1,000 or $1,500 per year) for the hire. of a
farmer, with a few additional laborers, to assist them in their farming operations for a few years.
Hitherto these people have lived in the world without law, or the fear
of God before their eyes; and, in consequence, have repeatedly sinned
against their neighbors, and for several years past have drank much more
than formerly. The venders of whiskey are to be found at almost every
other house, from the Cowskin to Missouri river, near the boundary line.
If those persons, who, I doubt not, would like much to be called gentlemen,
and who have many complaints to make of the predatory visits of Indians
to their neighborhood, would take some measures to remove or otherwise
prevent their worse than Indian neighbors from keeping and selh'ng whiskey to Indians, for the last piece of money they may have, and then their property at a sacrifice, they would perhaps have less cause of complaint.
The Osages have called on me to assist them in making laws to restrain
their mischievous young men. The necessity of this course has been
22
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forced upon them by circumstances too strong to be resisted. They are
now nearly surrounded by neighbors, who all have laws for their Government, and who have many causes of complaint against them. I shall be
<Careful to provide a clause to prevent the introduction, or at least the sale
of spirits in their country.
The Osages have done but little this year in the way of improvement.
They are clamorous for their mills, houses, &c.; all will stand still until they get them. I have not the field notes of survey, or I would give
you a map of their country, and show the sites of the smith's shop and tradiug-house. Their smiths have, since the completion of their buildings,
been employed in repairing their few old farming implements-hoes, axes,
some iron wedges, guns, traps, &c.; upon the two last of which they yet
depend mostly for their support. Considerable of these repairs have been
done. As they have been without a smith for many years, I have thought
it proper to employ, instead of one of their blacksmiths, a gunsmith. This,
I think, will be necessary for several years yet to come.
The Osages I do not consider a warlike people, though they are, and
have been for several years past, at war with the Pawnees, with whom
they had treaties of peace. They complain that the Pawnees were the
first aggressors by stealing their horses, for which the Osages took their
scalps. They believe it impossible for peace to exist between the two
people.
They also have some complaint against the Delaware people, with
whom they have treaties of peace. The Osages charge the Delawares with
having killed eight of their people, and that, too, while they were seated
and eating with them. This killing took place in April, 1840,[at]some place
south of Arkansas river, as two small hunting parties were returning home,
one of Delawares, the other Osages. I shall leave here in a few days with
some of the principal men of Osages, to visit our Delaware neighbors, and
try, if possible, to settle this matter.
(No. 38.)
NEosHo Sun-AGENCY, .flugust 1, 1841.
SrR : In compliance with the regulations, I herewith submit the ordinary
annual statement of the affairs of this sub-agency.
The Quapaws at the late payment numbered 215-ten less than were
reported last year. This variation is owing to the fact that many of them
are constantly moving backwards and forwards between their proper homes
and the camps of their straggling relations on Red river; and it is probable
that, in consequence of the recent efforts to remove the intruders from the
Choctaw lands in that neighborhood, the roll will show a much larger number next year. I have not been long enough among them to judge of their
comparative condition; but their farmer thinks that, upon the whole, they
have improved during the last year. The number of acres cultivated is
not larger, nor the amount of prod.uce raised; but more of them are disposed to work, and many of them have lately shown a strong desire to
raise stock. There is reason to hope that efforts now in progress to assist
these last will prove successful.
·
The number of the Senecas (175) is precisely the same as that last reported. They appear to be decidedly retrograding. Many houses are going
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to ruin, fences tumbling down, and farms once flourishing overgrown with
weeds. The cause of all this is a curious instance of the evil that may
result from schemes, apparently judicious, for the improvement of Indians.
Before removing to their present location, being already pretty well advanced in agriculture, they were promised, as an inducement to further exertion, a grist and saw mill. The mills were built, but unfortunately there
were no others in that part of the country ; consequently, the white settlers
from adjoining counties in Mi:-souri and Arkansas flocked in with grain
and timber, and the mills soon yielded a handsome revenue-the tolls of
the grist mill alone amounting in good seasons to nearly two quarts of
meal per day to each individual of the tribe, double the ordinary flour ration allowed to privates In the army. Many an industrious and well-disposed Indian has been h1duced first to give up labor as unnecessary, and
next to sell his surplus meal for whiskey. There are two uistilleries in
Missouri, near the Seneca line, ready to absorb these toll grains, and it is
said one of them is supported and carried on entirely by grain bought
from and whiskey sold to the Indians. To such a pitch had this matter
reached when I arrived, that every Monday, the day on which the tolls are
distributed, three-fourths of these unfortunate people might be seen drunk
about the mill. Since then the severe drought has dimiuished the receipts
from this quarter to a mere trifle, and measures are in contemplation
which, it is hoped, will effectually prevent the recurrence of this evil.
There are 225, in all, of the mixed band of Senecas and Shawnees.
Nearly all of them are industrious, and live comfortably. Many have wheat,
~rn, and oats, to sell. I cannot state the number of acres in cultivation,
but it 1s larger than it was last year. There is scarcely a drunkard among
them, :mu a body of men more truly respectable cannot be easily found in
any country.
'*
*
"'
"'
"'
Very respectfully,
JOHN B. LUCE.
Capt. vYM. ARJ.lSTRONG, Act'g Sup't
T.

w.

(No. 39.)
AcTINQ SuPERINTENDENCY oF MxcHIGAN,

•

Detroit, October 18, 1841
~

~

*

'Snt:
There is little left for me to say at present, relative to the condition of
the Indians of this region, after the voluminous reports made to you from
year to year by my predecessor. No material change has taken place in
their relations within the past year. About sixty of the Ottawas, who had
taken up their residence on the British side of Lake Huron, have returned ,
and report that more are dissatisfied with their situation there, and disposed
to come back, on assurance that the Government will use no coercive measures to remove them west of the Missouri, of which they have extreme
dread. I ventured to intimate to them the possibility of the Pre5ident
being able to procure for them some other favorable location, in the vicinity
of kindred tribes, &c. This hope, with the promise that they were not to
be immediately removed, seemed somewhat to relieve their anxiety. I am
apprehensive that they can never be induced to emigrate to the west of the
ltfissouri, without force, and even then most of them would endeavor to
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make their escape to Canada. The time is not very distant, however,
when the Ottawas, between the Grand river and the Manistee, must vacate
their present locations and leave the State, unless they take up their residence in the vicinity of Mackinac. The region between the Grand Traverse and Thunder bay, (on the peninsula of Michigan,) with the country
north of the straits of Mackinac, will 11either be purchased nor settled
by the whites for ten or perhaps twenty years to come; so that there is no
urgent necessity for removal on that account. The imrpediate question
therefore is, what action would be most beneficial to the Indians themselves? And the solution, in my apprehension, is involved in many difficulties. I have for years looked with alarm upon the policy of congregating
so many and various tribes on our Southwestern frontiers; the danger is not
only imminent to the Indians among themselves but also to our sparse and
ill-protected settlements; and that there has not as yet been any serious
outbreak is, in my opinion, no guarantee of future safety ; for Indians
are timid and cautious, until they ascertain both their own strength and
that of their neighbors; and I am fearful that, unless a strong force be
maintained among them, we shall experience much trouble ere many more
years elapse. It gave me, therefore, unfeigned pleasure to learn that it
was in contemplation to establish an Indian colony in the Northwest, where
neighboring and friendly tribes could be bnmght in juxtaposition without
throwing them too suddenly or in great masses together; such a movement
is called for by humanity as well as by sound p·olicy. A considerable number of these Indians have made commendable advances towards 'civilization; some are worthy members of Christian churches, and a general desire
pervades them to have their children educated; for in this they now believe
consists the only hope of their preservation. Several have already purchased land, and many. more are saving their money for the sama purpose.
A respectable portion of them also seem very desirous to become citizens,
and settle on their own farms, under the protection and sanction of our
laws; and there is much solicitude evinced, by many of our best citizens,
"that a remnant of them should be saved." Petitions to the State Legislature arc, I understand, in a course of preparation, cbiming for such as
procure farms the rights of citizenship, and deprecating any effort to have
them at present removed, as many are making rapid progress toward civilization, &c. I was highly gratified with their general conduct and deportment at the payments; for I anticipated sad scenes of intoxication and
rioting; but there was comparatively little excess of any kind, and I believe they carried off half their money to their wintering grounds.
My opportunities, since my appomtment, for thorough investigation into
their actual condition and prospects, have not been sufficient to satisfy my
own mind as to the basis and strength of their purpose to emerge from.
their past estate; but I have strongly exhorted them to persevering efforts
in this respect, assuring them of the sympathy and fostering aid of the
Government.
Too much consequence has been attached to the British post on the
Manito line islands; and, through sources worthy of entire confidence. I
have long since been assured that it would have been withdrawn years
ago, were it not for the noise our people made respecting it, combined
with the efforts of the officers of the British Indian department to magnify its importance, and cause their Government to believe that the
faith of the nation was pledged to furnish annual presents ..to the surround-
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ing tribes, for their services during the last war. Their object in this is
simply to perpetuate their own lucrative offices. My decided opinion is,
that if, in lieu of the excitement which has been kept up on this subject
by our press and people, the Government had annually placed $1,000
worth of provisions at the disposal of the agents at Mackinac and the
Sault de St. Marie, and permitted them to have used their influence in
inducing as many Indians as possible to go to partake of the bounties of
Queen Victoria, the parties would very soon have become disgusted with
one another. At all events, I am confident that some such expedient would
have been the mostetfectual remedy; and, were it quietly undertaken even
now, the establishment would either be broken np or abandoned by the
Indians within two years.
"'
"'
"'
"'
*
Several changes have, of late, bePn made within the superintendency,
as you are aware, and I feel much confidence that hereafter the benevolent
designs of the Government will be faithfully and efficiently carried out.
The services of the physicians and blacksmiths are very essential, and
always highly valued by the Indians. The present carpenter (wt.o is also a
cooper) will, I think, render himself quite serviceable; and, although the
farmers have heretofore not given much satisfaction, there is no reason
why it should continue so, and I hope, ere long, to see this branch rendered
eminently useful.
I have had several interviews with the chiefs of the Swan-creek and
Black-river Chippewas. About 200 of them are yet in this region; that is,
108 remain in the vicinity of Black river, and another band of 107 have
erossed the St. Clair river, and partly joined the colony of British Methodists, nearly oppos:te to Fort Gratiot. A few of those who have remained
-on our side have bought farms, and are determined to become citizens;
the residue wander about, doing little good, and must, ere long, be removed
somewhere. They complain earnestly that they have been deceived, both
in the letter of the treaty and the bad faith in which it was carried out.
The Government will have to extend its bountiful aid to them ere long,
else many of them must perish: yet they have great dread of crossing
the Missouri. Should the policy of removal w<:st of this river be discontinued, and a new colony established, you will no doubt endeavor to have
the plan matnred in the course of the ensuing winter. And I hope you will
pardon me for suggestiug, that it might be \vell for you to call to Washing-'
ton some individuals best acquainted with the country, Indian character,
&c., so as to hav'e near you the talent and information which so grave a
::mbject demands; and, in my opinion, you can find no man better informed and more capable, in this respect, than Governor Doty, of Wiskonsan. If
an experienced and judicious missionary could also be consulted~ it might
be useful, (and would uo doubt give much gratification to the Christian
community,) especially if a revision of the whole system be in contemplation; and, I presume, the sooner the general policy is laid upon a permanent basis the hetter.
Several applications have been made at this office, on behalf of the Indians of Grund river, for a sub-agent; and, if they are to be permitted to remain for any length of time in their present locations, one should be appointed (his salary need not exceed $500) who can act both as agent and
interpreter; for there is no person in that region to mediate between them
.and the whites,although they are in constantcontact,and often imposed upon.
The Indians within the sub-agency of Sault St. Marie, who reside near
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the village, suffer materially from the baneful effects of ardent spirits ; and
I am pleased to learn that it is in contemplation to remove the Methodist
mission and school to a distance of some fifteen miles from the falls . This
would be a decided advantage in every respect; and I have no doubt a
considerable settlement would soon be formed around them, of the more·
respectable, from the different band5l; but, in order to effect this desirable:
movement, they must abandon their present improvements and build anew ..
This will require some funds, of wh1ch thby are very short. If the depart-ment will pay them next season the appraised value of the old improve- ·
mentfl, they will manage to procure whatever more may be necessary..
this has been promised by Mr. Brockway, the. principal missionary, with.
whom I have conversed at large on the subject. Your decision on this :
subject will be tarnestly looked for, and I hope it will be favorable.
These Indians, generally, make some progress in the cultivation of the:
soil and manufacture of maple sugar; which, with their fine fish, Dlight
enable them to live comfortably; but, as you have herewith the subagent's annual report and accounts, I forbear troubling you with further
details.
Herewith are forwarded the annual returns of Mr. Hulbert, the subagent of Saganaw. His report indicates that but little change has taken
place in the condition of the bands within that district. They are w ithout
schools or missionaries, and rather deteri6rating, from their over free intercourse with rum dealers, who abound in all the villages around them.
Their reserves are secured to them by treaty until July, 1843, when it
will become necessary and best to remove them. The sub-a;ent, &c., is ·
active and faithful in doing all he can for their benefit; but either their moral
or physical improvement, where they now are, is hopeless. Their soil is'
fertile; so that, with the labors of the blacksmith and farmers, they generally
live comfortably.
..
'*
'"
'*
"'
"'
""
These (the Chippewas of Mississippi) Indians have enjoyed general health
during the past year, and they would be enabled to live in comparative
comfort, were it not for their constant troubles with the Sioux, which keep
them in very restless and unfavorable circumstances for advancement towards civilization; and strong efforts will, I hope, be made to put a stop ·
•
to this exterminating war.
¥

-~

-:,.

*

w.

-~

·:tt

*

'*

Your obedient servant,

ROBERT STUART,
.f:Jct'g Sup' t Indian .fl.Jfairs.
Hon. T. H. CRAWFORD,
Com. Indian .11./Jairs.
(No. 40.)
OFFICE o.- SAGAXAW SuB-AGENCY,

Detroit, October 15, 1841.
.SIR: In obedience to the regulations of the War Department, I have ·
the honor to transmit a brief report relating to the Saganaw sub-agency
for the past year. Little or no changes have taken place in the condition,
habits, or occupation, of the several bands, since my last annual report.
Some few of the said bands manifested a desire to cultivate sufficient land
. to supply the necessary vegetables and corn for their own consumption.
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For all such, lands were prepared, say seventy acres, which proves very
productive.
The appropriation of the $2,000 for the payment of overseer, of farmers, blacksmith, assistant, &c., together with the aid of the smith's shop,
afford abundant means to supply the Indians with all necessary farming
utensils, cattle, &c.
The blacksmith and assistant have been constantly employed the past
year in repairing all necessary work brought to the shop by Indians, and
manufacturing articles usefnl to the Indians; which are distributed among
them as their necessities require, and for their greatest benefit. I am happy to state that general health has prevailed among them during the past
year; and my opinion is, that no tribes possess greater facilities to acquire
the comforts of life than they, would they improve them.
*
*
.,.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN HULBURT,
.llcting f1ttb-.llgent.
RoBERT STUART, Esq.,
Acting Sup. Indian .!Jffairs, Detroit, lvlichigan.
(No. 41.)
Fox AGENCY, September 1, 1841.
Srn : In compliance with those paragraphs of the revised regulations
of the I11dian department, requiring certain reports and statements to be
annually furnished in time to reach the War Department by the 1st day
of October, I have the honor to present the following report, in connexion
with the aceount, abstract, estimate, &c., enclosed:
It will be recollected that the Sacs and Foxes were stated, in my last
annual report, to have been for some time existing in a state of much discord and domestic embarrassment. These commotions, which found their
origin in a dispute as to the mode of payment and subsequet1t disposition
of the annuities due said tribes for the past year, were principally attributable to a rivalry among the trading interest, and the different opinions
entertained, by those licensed in the trade, in regard to that mode promising the greatest certainty of payment to themselves, for the credits they had
already extended to the Indians to a large amount. The effort to make the
payment, soon after attempted, appeared to increase the confusion among
them; which, in fact, seemed to find cause for renewed animosity at every
occasion on which they were assembled. 'fhese dissensions, so injurious
to their own happiness, and so perplexing to those charged with transacting among them the business of the Government, have at last, as was
specially reported at the time, been happily adjusted; and, although a de-.
gree of jealousy is still, at times, seen to manifest itself, I am ~uite sanguine in the belief that it will become gradually extinct, the Indians
having had such ample means of testing the futility of dispntes like those
which have agitated them.
Much, moreover, may and should be done toward3 restoring and maintaining a perfect harmony, by judicions eftorts, after they shall have acquired a new residence~ as must happen from the anticipated treaty, by
locating them as much tn a body as possible, and by confining all their
trading-houses within certain established limits, of no greater extent than
absolutely requisite. By this means, and by selecting such a site for their
SAc AND
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smith shops and other public buildings as will aim chiefly at their convenience in one particular neighborhood, much of that evil may be remedied which has lately attained among them-of breaking up into small
parties, subject to some petty chief, whose motive for so doing is, generally, that some equal has set him the example.
The iniquity practised upon these Indians by those depraved and lawless individuals, who hover upon the confines of their country, engaged
in the detestable occupation of providing them with whiskey, seems unabated, but rather,judging from the increased drunkenness among them, is
progressing, in the prospect of full remuneration at the treaty. Laws
would seem useless, when the ingenuity in evading them is only paralleled by the success, and where the Indians themselves, although advised
and urged to pay uo accounts incurred in that traffic, yet, from an unwillingness to offend any of those who reside in such close proximity, and
from a fear that the further supply might otherwise be prevented, are
accustomed to liquidate these demand with a most scrupulous integrity.
Extensive infractions of the intercourse act in that section, prohibiting
the surveying, marking of trees, and otherwise designating boundaries
within the Indian territory, have been for several months past, and still
are, constantly occurring. Information of the intended treaty having become extensively circulated has caused this portion of the country to be
visited by large numbers of persons, some of whom occasion much annoyance to the Indians, besides committing acts in direct violation of the laws
of the United States. Of the intruders who have settled upon Indian
lands, and hav~ been frequently warned to remove therefrom, with most
ample assurances of what would be the final result of pertinacity on their
part, none have removed since my late special report upon the subject.
I earnestly hope, as I then recommended, that no delay will be suffered in
taking the necessary measures to convince these people of the potency of
the law.
No incident has occurred, of which I have been informed, since my
last annual report, tending to disturb that harmony between the Sacs and
F'oxes and their neighboring tribes, so essential to the repose and safety
of our own frontier. An enmity, the origin of which cannot be traced,
from its remoteness, still existed between them and the Sioux; and the
fact that no recent collision has taken place among them is attributable to
the lack of opportunity rather than the want of inclination, or from any
evidence of a more friendly spirit. This latter tribe, in fact, seem to be
regarded by all their neighbors as an Ishmaelitish race; while the Sacs
and Foxes maintain the most friendly relations with every other contiguous tribe, if we except the Winnebagoes. An ill feeling has for some
years subsisted against this tribe, engendered by the active part they were
induced to take during the. Black Hawk war. But the promptitude with
which the Government has heretofore interposed its authority, when violence has been resorted to between them, no doubt exerts the principal influence in obviating the frequent recurrence of hostile acts.
Of the two mills erected under the second article of tbe treaty of 1837 (and
both of which were destroyed) onP. has been since rebuilt. A bolt for the
manufacture of flour has been attached to it, and is now almost completed.
Much of the wheat raised in their fields last season has been taken
to this mill during the summer by the Indians; but, for want ®f a bolt, it
of course produced but indifferent flour. A large quantity of wheat is
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expected to be raised upon their farm next season, and, even in view of a
previous cession of their lands, it is not probable that their removal will
be completed before they will have derived some advantage from their
mills in the manufacture of it.
The present appe\}.rance and condition of the Indian farm, while it reflects much credit upon the judgment arrd industry of the worthy individual who conducts it, also promises to afford the Indians much gratification
for the outlay it has occasioned, as well as to preserve many of them from
much suffering, by a judicious distribution of the surplus produce among
the most indigent, according to their necessities. The farm has been much
enlarged since last winter, and the entire quantity of ground enclosed,
amounting to 177 acres, is now under cultivation, excepting about 17 acres
used as pasture. One hundred and ten acres have been broken this season,
and upwards of 100 enclosed, requiring nearly 19,000 rails: 75 acres are
in corn-30 being what is called sod crop, the remainder upon land cultivated last year. The whole of this last is intended for distribution, and is
expected to yield at least 35 bushels per acre, the prospect having been
somewhat injured by a severe storm of wind in July. Fifteen acres (o f
sod, mostly) were so\ved in oats, and have yielded about 20 bushels per
acre. About 500 bushels of potatoes, and 800 of turnips, will, it is hoped,
be spared for distribution. But the cultivation which appears to render
greatest satisfaction to the Indians is that of two acres in watermelons.
About one-half of those residing on the Des Moines are alternately invited
once in each week, and several hundred melons issued to them. As this
is, perhaps, the only article which they prefer to whiskey, they readily
come several miles to procure them. Two beeves have been killed and
three others are fattening for the Indians. Although aware of the intention of holding a treaty with these Indians, I thought it inexpedient to p~r
mit so large a portion of valuable land to lie idle during the winter; and,
therefore, arrangements were made for seeding 90 acres in fall wheat. In
fact, the wheat is already harrowed in upon upwards of 40 acres, and the rest
will be completed as rapidly as it can be got in. Should this expected cession
be obtained, I hardly presume that the treaty would be ratified, and the land
abandoned by the Indians, much before another harvest. Owing to the
excessive rains of last fall, it was impossible to raise any wheat, even for
consumption of the farm.
The smiths ha,•c been appropriately employed at their resp~ctive duties.
Owing to the proximity of so great a portion of the tribe, they, especially
the gunsmith, are generally kept quite assiduously occupied by the Indians.
From want of means other than mere conjecture for obtaining information as to the population of these tribes, I am unable to furnish an accurate
statement. I think, however, there can be nothing to cause it to vary
much from the estimate reported by me last year. Neither have I astronomical, geographical, or other data, whereon to construct a map, as required by the regulations. This agenyy is abont 17 miles due west from
a poilllt one and a half mile south of our post town, (Fairfield.) Three
villages are respectively 5, 6, and 7 miles west of this, on the bank of the Des
Moines; a fourth, 25 miles distant, north of west, on the same river; a
fifth, 10 miles north of the last mentioned, on Skunk river; and the sixth,
on the Iowa, from 60 to 70 miles di~tant from this agency. The Soap-creek
mills lie south, across the Des Moines, and seven miles distant.
The Sacs and Foxes, in their manners, their social relations, and their
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national customs and peculiarities, are, perhaps, a wilder race, an~ less reclaimed from their primitive barbarity, than any of the red nations which,
with the same advantages of contiguity, have had equal means of imitating the vices and virtues of civilization, and of engrafting its comforts
upon their .own habits of life. Possessing a delightful country, abounding
in great varieties. of game, though less valuable than formerly in that respect, it is hardly to be expected that they could be easily persuaded to
exchange the gratifications of the chase, so congenial to their minds, and
in which much of their time is passed, for the less exciting pursuits of agriculture, of g"eneral domestic industry, and of intellectual cultivation.
Still, with all their wildness, they are a people possessing many estimable
and redeeming characteristic features ; and it should be a subject of deep
solicitude, that they be efficiently protected from the villany of thosl' who
are rapidly wasting and depraving them by the murderous draught of
intoxication. That untutored ferocity which, in war and among their
enemies, derives the most exquisite delight from the highest refinement of
agony and torture inflicted upon their victims, in peace, and among friends,
is replaced by the most bland and amiable deportment. They are emphatically a religious community; are, with a rare exception, very honest;
and of the sincerity of the friendship cherished by at least the mass of them
towards our Government and people there need exist no doubt.
Very respectfully, I have the honor to be your obedient servant,
JOHN BEACH,
U. S. Indian .flgent.
His Excellency JOHN CHAMBERs,
Gov. of Iowa, Sup't Ind. .llffairs, Burlington.

(No. 42.)

LA PoiNTE SuB-AGENCY, September 30, 1841.
SIR: I have the honor to lay before you, in compliance with the regulations of the department of Indian Affairs, the following report:
La Pointe, the present site of the sub-agency for the Chippewas of 'Viskonsan, is situated on Magdaline island, the largest of a group consisting
of about twenty, called the" Apostles," in Chequamey's bay, 90 miles
from Fond dulac, the western extremity 'o f Lake Superior, and about 100
from Sault St. Marie, at the foot of the lake, which is at present the oflic.e 'to
which letters are sent, and about 1,700 miles from the seat of Government.
The population, exclusive of Indians, is nearly 400 souls, principally Canadians and their descendants. There are two missionary establishments,
in one of which a school is constantly taught and instruction given gratuitously, and two places of public worship. There are no buildings or fixed
property of any description belonging to the Government. Annuities to the
amount of $31,000, in money, goods, provisions, &c., arc paid here annually, to" Chippewas of Mississippi," who number about 31000 souls. These
annuities are of great importance to the Indians; but I regret to state that,
in consequence of being called together to receive them, some of them from
great distances, so late in the season, the benefits they might otherwise derive from these payments are in a great measure lost. In many cases there is
ample evidence of its being a decided injury to the recipients. The
autumn is to them the most important season; and, if they fail then to make
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the necessary provision to meet the rigorous winters of this latitude, their·
sufferings are often very severe. Depredations on the property of whites,
which have latterly been much complained of, generally have their origiu
here.
The Indians attached to this snb-agency have, during the year, been engaged in their customary pnrsuits, and it has b€en a general time of health
wllh them. Hostile collision£ with their old enemies, the Sioux, have been.
frequent as heretofore, and these serve to keep the border in a continued
state of excitement. An attack made by the latter in May last on the
little band at Pokagoma, the details of which, contained in the copy of a
communication from J. Russell, were transmitted to your office on the .20th
July last, has almost wholly dispelled the hopes which, from the desire they
and a few others in their vicinity had recently expressed for the adoption
of civilized pursuits, were deemed well founded, that much might be done
by the meaus within our reach to ameloriate their condition, and that
their example might have a beneficial influance on other portions of the
tribe. Many, among whom are those who had previously manifested strong
aversion to the while man's habits, assembled there in the spring, for the
purpose of availing themselves of the assistance of the farmer in ~reparing
ground and planting; and he was directed, in case the team furnished him
and his own services were insufficient to preparo land for all who desired
it, to hire such additional teams and hands as wonld be necessary, and t«>
afford them every facility and encouragement in his power. By his and
the kind and gratuitous aid of the missionaries, many new fields were
fenced and broke up, and considerable quantities of corn, potatDes, and other
vegetables planted. The Indians, considering th~::ir previous habits, went
to work with a degree of cheerfulness and energy highly creditable. The
season was favorable, and gave promise of an ample reward to their exertions. But these flattering prospects were doomed to be blighted in the
bud. In an evil hour the enemy came upon the unsuspecting little colony,
and drove th~m from t~eir peaceful homes, again to seek in former haunts
a precarious subsistence from the chase. This attack on the Chippewas, I
have no doubt, was made in retaliation for one made by them on the Sioux
at St .Peter's a few weeks before, in which a chief and his son, of the latter
tribe, lost their lives. Though, according to a recognised rule of justice, as
practised among the Indians, which discriminates not between the innocent
and guilty, it is much to be regretted the act should have been expiated
on this inoffensive little band; the more, as no assurances that can be given
them of protection for the future can induce them to return to their homes;,
and I know of no other suitable place, promising greater security, where
they can be located. They have taken no part for several years in the unllappy affrays between their tribe~ and the Sioux, though they have been
frequent sufferers thereby.
Considerable damage was done to the property of white people at Pokagoma by the Sioux; and a Chippewa half-breed, livir.g like a white man,.
was fired at several times, and badly wounded, besides losing considerable
of his property. I have understood it to be the intention of the half-breeds,
who have recently held here several meetings on the subject, to fit out a
war party to avenge this injury, in case it fails to elicit the notice of the
public authorities. In view of these facts, some action seems to be called
for on the part of the Government, if for no other reason than to prevent a
repetition of such acts in future.

.'
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The fishing trade, which has been extensively carried on for a few years
past by the American Fur Company and others on Lake Superior, has this
year been in a great measure abandoned, in consequence of the great
decline in the price of the article. The efl'ecf will be severely felt by the
Lake Indians, who !:lad, from the rapid impoverishment of game and the
general inadaptation of their lands to cultivation, been forced to resort to
:fishing. The equitable manner in which this traffic was conducted had a
highly favorable influence on the nation, and I have no doubt .contributed
more than any other cause towards the improvement observable in their
condition within the last few years. So rapidly is the game diminishing ·
throughout this region of country generally, that the Indian is no longer able ·
to provide himself with necessaries by hunting, as formerly ; and he will no
doubt in a few years be forced to change his habits or location. In either
case, the inexhaustible fisheries of Lake Superior will afford him the means
of a livelihood the most consonant to his habits and feelings; and the tendency of the change would be, judging from the experience of the past,
gradually to raise him from his present degradation.
It would have a beneficial effect, it is believed, to extend the purchase
contemplated to he made from the Indians, of thP- remainder of their country
in the State of Michigan, so as to include that claimed by the bands of
Vieux Deserte, La Pointe and Fond duLac, in Wiskonsan. If it is contemplated ever to extinguish their title, a more favorable time could not be
chosen to effect it, as they are now very desirous of selling, and they are
all more or less connected with the bands of the Auce and Outanagon.
The extent of country claimed by each is very equally proportioned to their
numerical strength; so that the provisions of a treaty might equitably be
made to extend to all alike, without reference to geographical distinctwns.
I have not, in consequence of the postponement of the payment to these
Indians to so late a day, been able to obtain a correct list of their numbers
in time to accompany this report. In 1839, from' actual returns and estimates, they were reported at 5,532 wuls; but, from later, and, as I believe,
more correct information, the number is supposed to be much greater, and
will reach about 6,500. Two or three bands which were then supposed
to be within the limits of Michigan were not returned; and some of those
more remote, who·se numbers were estimated, were stated much too low.
The acting superintendent of Michigan, on the 30th September, 1840, reports 2,200 Chippewas in that superintendency west of Chocolate riverthe boundary of the cession of 28th M~rch, 1836, viz: 200 on the Isle
Royal, and 2,000 on the peninsula. The report of the sub-agent at St.
Marie, for the same year, shows the latter, consisting entirely ofthe Auce
and Outanagon bands, to amount to 300 ~ouls; and, judging from personal
observation, the number is believed to be stated correctly. I!!le Royal was
first resorted to as a fishing station in 1837, and since then has been used
.in the autumn and spring by the white and half-breed population in this
vicinity as such; but has never been inhabited by the Indians. Indeed, a
barren, rocky island, of 45 miles in length by about 8 [in breadth,] 15 miles
from the main land, covered with small scrubby timber, destitute of game,
with the exception of a solitary herd of reindeer, and almost of soil, it is
incapable of supporting even an Indian population.

'*

"'

..

"'

Very respectfully, &c.

*

*

*

D. P. BUSHNELL.
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(No. 43.)
IowA TERRITORY,
September 30, 1841.
SIR: I have the honor to report that the situation of the Indians within this
agency remains much the same as former reports on the state of this agency
place them. If any change is perceptible, it is for the worse. Since the specie
annuity payment last May, some of the villages of the Meda wakanton Sioux:
have indulged to excess in the use of whiskey and other intoxicating
liquors. After expending a large share of their money, some have sold a
great part of their flour, pork, and nearly all the corn furnished them
under the treaty of 1837, for whiskey. This year the farmers report Yery
favorably; and most of the yillages interested in the treaty o£'1837, under
which they receive of Government five thousand five hundred dollars in
provisions; request that some other articles of provisions be substituted in
place of corn, of which they have raised more than sufficient for their
families for the next season. They express a wish for sugar, coffee, and
tea, in place of corn. In my estimate for provisions, the requisite change
will be made, to meet the wishes of the Indians. The specie annuity of
this year has not yet come to hand; there are also two thousand dollars in
goods still back, and, owing to the very low stage of water, I am apprehensive they will not be up this season. All articles of freight for this
agency should be sent up as early as the month of July, for after that time
the river is so low that only the small-sized boats can get up here; and, in
fact, the boats have generally, in the latter part of the season, to stop some
forty miles below, and forward their freight in keels. The prices charged
are also double, and often treble, the amount charged early in the season.
The blacksmith and his assistant, under the treaty of Prairie du Chien of
1830, were discharged last June. The two smiths, under the treaty of
the 29th September, 1837, have been and are employed in repairing and
making such articles as the Indians require. Should the treaty made by
his excellency Governor Doty be approved and carried into effect, it may
save the Sioux, as they v,·ill be removed further from the influence of
whiskey and white settlements, both ·of which have a demoralizing effect on
the savages. This treaty [was] made by his excellency Governor Doty with
the Sissetons of Lake Travare and Sleeping-eyes band, Wahpaton of Little
Rapids and Lac-qui-parle, the Wahpacootas of Blue Earth and Cannon
river, aml the Medawakantons, by which it is estimated that from twenty:five to thirty millions acres of land will be acquired to the United States.
The two lower bands of Sioux, who declined treating with Governor Doty_,
(should they not hereafter sell,) I would advise the removal of them back
from the Mississippi river to a point on the river Embaratz, about thirty
miles south of Wahcoota's village, or Red Wing's, and establish a manuallabor school and smith's shop near them. This place would, in a great
measure, secure them from the attacks of the Chippewas; the Winnebagoes
would be between them and the Sac and Fox Indians, and the whiskey
trade would be in a degree cut off. The manner in which the trade with
the Sioux is to be regulated by the treaty will be decidedly beneficial to
the Indians. I am of opinion that the one-third of the interest on the three
hundred thousand dollars, or five thousand dollars per annum for twenty
years, to be expended for the benefit of the Stoux in any manner the President of the United States may direct, should be appropriated in establishing a manual-labor school, and that at or near the place to which the
ST. PETER's AGENCY,
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Sioux will be removed, should the last treaty be confirmed. [In] my report
made to your excellency this summer, you are informed of the sit11at10n
and number of the Sioux,as far as they[can] be ascertained. The Chippewas
still continue their attacks on the Sioux. On the night of the 27th, a small
party fired into the lodges of a few Sioux encamped on the bank of the St. Peter's, within half a mile of the fort, and immediately in front of the agency
house, fortunately without doing any injury to the Indians within the lodges.
The report of Mr. W. B. Kavanaugh, superintendent of the mission
school at "Little Craw's village," is herewith transmitted, and marked A.
Very, &c.
AMOS J. BRUCE,
U. 8. Indian .!Jgent.
His Excellency JoHN CHAMBERs,
Supt. lnd. .d./fairs, Burlington, Iowa Territory.
(No. 44.) .
Extracts from a report from D. D. Mitchell, Esq., superintendent Indian
affairs at St. Louis, dated 3d November, 1841, to the Commissioner
Indian .'1./fairs.
Sm: Having been only a few days in the dischurge of the duties of this
office, and no annual reports, except one from Mr. Cooper, having been sent
in, I have little or no official data upon which a satisfactory report could be
founded.
The long vacancy which occurred in the superintendency of this district,
together with the lateness of the season at which the annuities were sent,
and the consequent absence of the agents and sub-agents, furnish a plausible reason for their omissions. My previous knowledge of the situations of
most of the tribes, together with what infor~ation I have been able to collect
from the records of this office, enables me to furnish such information as it
is hoped will suffice for the present.
Where treaties do not specially provide for the payment of annuities, or
any portion thereof, in goods, the wants and wishes of the Indians should
be respected, and the payment made in whatever manner they may choose
to require. The expense to the Government would be the same, and much
trouble to the agents and ill feeling on the part of the Indians, avoided.
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The annuitioo of the Omahas having expired by limitation leaves that
band in the most abject destitution. They are exceedingly anxiomJ to sell a
portion of their lands, which it might perhaps be of importance to the
Government to obtain. A portion of these lands are well adapted to agricultural purposes; and, should it be found expedient hereafter to locate any
of the tribes now living north of the Missouri to the south of that river, the
lands which might be thus acquired would prove a desirable residence, and
one to which they would cheerfully remove.
The attention of the Government has been so often called to the free
introduction of spirituous liquors into every part of the Indian country, that
any remarks on that subject, in a report of this kind, will perhaps be deemed superfluous. It is nevertheless an evil which continues to be loudly
complained of, and demanrJ.s the most serious attention of the department.
Many years' experience in the Indian trade has served to convince me that
the existing laws regulating our intercourse with the Indians are wholly
· inadequate to prevent or even check a traffic whicl~ has been found ruinous
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to the Indians, disgraceful to the Government, and highly injurious even to
the rraders. I will, if agreeable to the Department, prepare and recommend
a plan for the reorganization of the Indian trade, which, if adopted, will,
I think, correct the evils of the present system, go far towards regenerating
the Indians, and certainly prove honorable to the administration.

*

*

..

*

*

*

*

*

(No. 45.)
CouNCIL BLuFFs SuB-AGENCY, Octobe1· 2, 1841.

SIR: In compliance with the regulations of Indians affairs, I have the
honor to submit my annual report of the condition of the united nation of
Chippewas, Ottawas, and Pottowatamies, within the Council Bluffs subagency.
The civilization of these tribes has made but little progress within the last
year. There is neither farmer nor school teacher employed by the Government within thi.s agency, and but one blacl{smith and his assistant-a halfbreed. ·They cannot supply near all the wants of the Indians, and their
:;:hop and dwelling arc in bad condition, the Government having furnished
no means for the erection of those buildings.
The principal reason of these people not progressing faster in civilization
is ardent spirits, which are kept along tbe line of the State of Missouri, and
conveyed into the Indian country by the half-breeds.
The whiskey trade has increased double this season, and cannot be
prevented by your Indian agents, unless they can have aid from the Government. The Indian will sell any thing for liquor; not unfrequently bartering off his horses, guns, and blankets, for whiskey. This practice is increasiug rapidly, and the ruin of the nation certain unless a stop can be put to
the intr<~duction of spirituous liquors. The difficulties between these people '
and the Sioux still continue. They have lately held a talk with the Rev.
Isaac McCoy on that subject~ of which I suppo~e you will be fully advised.
Notwithstanding the troubles above referred to, their women have raised
a considerable quantity of corn and vegetables, and, if they do not barter them
off for whiskey, and are not prevented from making their winter's h-.nt by
the Sioux, will have enough to supply their wants. The traders keep a
sufficient supply of all kinds of Indian goods, and some provisions, from
whom they could be well suppiied if they would lay out their money
prudently. The chiefs complain that their treaty stipulations have not been
complied. with, and in consequence of which they have built a saw and grist
mill at their own expense. That is doing a tolerably good business. Hilly
Caldwell, the principal business chief of this nation, and who drew a life
annuity of $1,000 per annum, died on the 27th ult. The Indians at this
time are generally collected near the trading-houses, waiting for their annuity, the lateness of which prevents them from starting on their hunt as early
as they otherwise would. I would respectfully :suggest to your department the propriety of those payments being made earlier, as then the
Indians would leave their villages for the hunting ground as soon as they
get their crops secured, which is generally by the 14th September, and
avoid much dissipation, by being out of the reach of those whiskey dealer a.

*

*

*
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Very respectfully, &c.
STEP HEN COOPER,
In'dian Sub-Agent.
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Mu:~~n SuB-AGENCY, INDIANA, Sept. 30, 1841.
SIR: Under the regulations of the department, it becemes my duty to

report the situation of the Miami tribe, under the care of this sub-agency.
In the month of August last, the Miamis lost their head chief, in the death
of John B. Richardville. This tribe have suffered a loss, to them irreparable. His talents were of the first order. It is but necessary to refer to
the treaties made by him, to see with what ability he managed the affairs of his tribe. His influence with the Indians has been unbounded.
With the citizens, his stern honesty and strict punctuality, as well as dignified
bearing, commanded universal respect. He ardently desired his life to be
prolonged, to enable him to aid in the removal of the Miamis to their
new homes.
The tribe are diminishing yearly. More than half the adults who
die perish by the hands of their fellow-Indians. Frequently members of
the same family destroy each other during their scenes of drunkenness and
riot. Nor will these murders cease until a public example is made, which
would deter in a great measure others.
These Indians manifest a total unwillingness to have their numbers
taken. During the council, preparatory to the payment, the chiefs or
head men of each party, in an assembly of their chiefs and leading men,
named the individuals composing their respective parties, so that a proper
distribution can be made of their annuity. An excess of numbers is frequently discovered in some of the parties during this council ; notwithstanding which, I feel assured the aggregate thus taken exceeds their number. In no case have they presented a less number than 800, ''!"hile I feel
assured that the whole tribe does not exceed 600 souls.
The Miamis are unwilling to encourage schools. Attempts h.ave been
made to alter their views in this matter, without success.
At each of their villages some corn, pumpkins, and potatoes, are cultivated. The labor is performed by white men. The Indians perform no
labor. Not even the amusement of the chase arouses them from their inactivity and indolence. Their credit has been so unlimited that all their
wants and desires were gratified, and every excess which they chose to
indulge in within their reach.
The iron, steel, salt, and tobacco, furnished those fndians under tr~aty
stipulations, do them much good. Their blacksmith is kept constantly employed in working for them, principally shoeing horses, of which they have
a great number.
•
'
The two hundred dollars worth of farming utensils, fur~ished annually
under treaty stipulations, have been sought after, by those of the India,ns
who have farming carried on, with n)nch anxiety.
I cannot conceive of any method to mitigate the condition of this tribe
until they are removed to a country where they can be kept from the use
of arden~ spirits. Owiug to the too frequent use of this baneful poison, we
may attribute their presept degraded state, their frequent mnrders, and
rapid diminution of numbers.
But little use is made of their mill; indeed, they are too indolent to carry to or from it. I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ALLEN HAMILTON, Sub-.!lgent.
T. HARTLEY CnAl\'FOB.D, Esq.

Commissioner Indian .Affairs, JVashinglon City.
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REPORT ON A NATIONAL FOUNDRY.

ORDNANCE 0F.FICE,

Washington, November 1, 1~41.
Sut: Agreeably to your instructions of the 27th ultimo, requiring the
opinion of the Ordnance department on the subject of establishing a national foundry, I have the honor to report:
·
The establishment of a national foundry has been repeatedly recommended by this department, and its opinion of the expediency of such a measure
remains unchanged, and is strengthened by the results of the observations
made by the members of the ordnance board who were sent last year to
Europe for the purpose of examining the foundries for ordnance in several
foreign countries.
The objects of a national foundry in the United States would be, chiefly:
I. To afford the means of testing and comparing the various kinds of
iron and other materials used in the manufacture of ordnance, and the results of various processes. of manufacture. Under this head would be em;
braced, the trial of different kinds of iron ore, and of different kinds of fuel,
&c., used in reducing them; the effect of mixing various kinds of ore and
of iron together; experiments on making iron cannon from certain ores,
with metal from the first fusion, as is practised successfully in Sweden; a
comparison of the merits of different alloys, and different modes of mould~
ing and casting, in the manufacture of brass ordnance.
·
2. To furnish the means of making suitable experiments in establishing
the best patterns for ordnance, and in adopting new kinds of cannon, either
for the land or sea service.
3. To establish a standard of quality and proof in the manufacture of
ordnance, for the purpose of exercising the necessary control over private
contractors in these respects, as well as in regulating their prices for work.
In order to be capable of accomplishing these objects, and at the same
time of producing a useful quantity of work, without engrossing the manufacture of ordnance, the establishment should include\ blast furnace, with blowing machin~ry, roasting kilns, coal houses, &c.;
4 air furnaces for iron, ·in two pairs ;
2 air furnaces for brass ;
·
1 cupola furnace, with bellows;
. ·
Foundry.
2 drying ovens, cranes, and other appendages to a foundry
building ;
.
4 boring ~eds for heavy cannon; ~
2 boring beds for light cannon ;
Boring mill.
1 trunnion lathe ;
.
Finishing shop ~ .
Pattern shop, '5 Wlth lathes and other machmery;
Smiths' :shop;

1 '
J
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Store-houses;
Dwelling-houses for officers and principal workmen.
These buildings and fixtures should be so arranged that the establishment might be capable of enlargement, as the wants of the country might
hereafter require.
The cost of such an establishment would depend very much on the site
which might be chosen for it : if placed in the vicinity of a village, or in a
populous country, little expense need be incurred for dwelling-houses belonging to the establishment. The site should necessarily be such as to afford ready means of receiving materials, and of distributing the products of
the manufacture. If to these advantages could be joined that of the immediate vicinity of beds of iron ore of established excellence, the value of the
site would ]?e much enhanced. And, on the other hand, it may be remarked that, if the means of transportation are easy, the smelting furnace need
not constitute a part of the establishment, but may be placed, as convenience may require, at a distance from the foundry. It is also well worthy
of consideration whether the foundry may not be attached to one of the existing arsenals-=--an arrangement by which the cost of establishing it, and
the time r'~quired for putting it in operation, might be much diminished.
Independently of thf cost of the site and of erecting dwelling-houses, the
allowing may be taken as an approximate estimate of the cost of such an
establishment ·as is above proposed:
1 blast furnace, with machinery and appendages
$45,000
1 foundry ~uilding- $1,0,000
6 air furnaces
12,000
·1 cupola, furnace, with fixtures
2,000
2 drying ovens, cranes, flask s, and other appendages to· a
6,000
foundry
30,000

boring-mjll building .
Moving power and gearing
6 boring beds · - ·
1 trunnion lathe - ·
1

-

10,000
15,000
8,000
1,000
34,000
5,000
15,000
6,000
10,000
15,000

Railways for moving guns, &c. . . ::.
Finishing shop, with lathes and other machinery
qo.
do.
Pattern shop, .
Smiths' shop
·
Store-houses
Total

-

160,000 '

As all the details of the establishment must conform to the site which
may be chosen, the only action on the subject which would seem to be now
expedient is, to procure authority and means to select and purchase a site,
for which purpose the sum of $25,000 would probably suffice.
Respectfully submitted. By order:
A. MORDECAI,
CaP.t. Ord., and .l.lssistant t9 Col. of Ord.
Hon. J. C. SPENCER,
Secretar!J of War.
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ENGINEER DEPARTMENT,

Washington, November, 17, 1841.
SIR: I have attentively perused the accompanying report from the Ordnance department, (on tire subject of a national foundry,) transmitted to me
with your note of the 15th instant, and I concur fully with the writer of
that report as to the necessity and importance of such an -establishment,
and as to the particular purposes to which it should be applied, so far as he
has enumerated them. Having studied brevity, the writer alluded, merely,
to some topics on which, but for the restriction, his argument might, and
no doubt would, have been pointedly enforced.
I will adduce one instance :
An iron gun is occasionally produced, which almost defies the power of
gunpowder to break it; while the very next fruits of the same metal, the
same fire, and the same hands, will fly to pieces at the first trial. No circumstances can be conceived which would impart to the first gun a strength
greater than belongs to the metal of which it was formed-it was, after all,
merely an iron gun. V.te can, however, imagine many causes of inferiority to exist in the second gun, not known to or not under the control of
the founder. The first gun is strong by accident, in spite of the ignorance
of the founder; the second is weak because of his ignorance. .And this is
the actual state of the art.
· While this state continues, the Government will of course order very
heavy guns, with a view to save the lives and the courage of their men, as
well as to save the guns. And as the profit of the founder is the greater
as the gun is heavier, his interest is adverse to a reduction of weight-to
that improvement in the art on which so immense a saving to the Government depends.
Owing, not to the weakness of iron, but to the uncertain strength of iron
guns, the field train (required to be light) is now made of brass in most
services, at a cost four or five times greater than iron. And an occasional
fortunate casting shows that the dimensions of our iron guns are much
greater than, in a more perfect state of the art, would be necessary.
Many considerations, illustrating, with similar detail, the points presented in Captain Mordecai's report, might be brought forward by a person familiar with the subject, all showing the great importance of the contemplated establishment; and I know of nothing in opposition to such an
establishment but the interest of private founders.
I must, however, advert to one matter, which should not be lost sight of.
The establishment should be national in every sense ; it is necessary to the
militia; it is as much demanded by the wants of the naval as by those of the
military service. Its magnitude, its location, and its organization, should
have reference to this triplicate function .
I have the honor to refer you to the following papers relating to the
subject:
·
Annual report of Secretary of Warl December, 1831; 1st session 22d
Congress, val. 1, doc. 2, page 23.
Annual report of Secretary .o f War, December, 1836; 1st session 24th
Congress, val. 1, doc. 1, page 47.
.
Report of Gen. Wool and Col. Talcott, February, 1836; 1st sess10n 24th
Congress, vol. s, doc. 106.
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Report of board of officers, November, 1840; 2d session 26th Congress,
vol. 1, doc. 2, page 59.
Very respectfully, your most obedient servant,
JOS. G. TOTTEN,
Oat. and Chief En~i11eer.
Hon. J. C. SPENCEB,

Secretary of War.

•
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No. 13.
REPORT ON A DEPOT FOR GUNPOWDER.

Report of the beard of officers wMclt convened hy virtue of lite following
orders, and for the purposes specified therein.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
.Adjutant General's Office, Washington, Octobe1· 28, 1841.
GENERAL ORDERs-No. 66.
I. ·The following instructions have Leen received, through the Secretary
of War, from the President, and are published for the guidance of all concerned:
"Major General Scott., Colonel Totten of the Engineers, and LiPutenant
Colonel Talcott of the Ordnance, will compose a board to inquire into and
report upon the propriety of establishing some safe depot for the preservation of the gunpowder of the United States, where it shall not be· exposed
to the ordinary accidents of a neighborhood, and where no injury could
be sustained by other buildings or persons in case of explosion.
"The board will examine Constitution island, in Hudson river, near
West Point, and such other positions as may be deemed expedient, and
give an opinion which should be preferred. A statement of the quantity
of powder to be stored, and an estimate of the expense of establishing and
maintaining the depot, will accompany the report."
U. The board will assemble on the 8th November next, at \Vest Point,
New York, and Captain Schriver, A. A. General, is detailed to record
its proceedings.
Hy command of Major General ScoTT :
L. THOMAS,
.fl. .11. General.
(

WAsHINGTON CITY, .November 27, 1841.
Agreeably to the above order, the board met at West Point on the 8th
instant, and on the 9th made a careful reconnaissance of Constitution island,
and also of Washington's valley, in the vicinity of West Point.
The island presents a very irregular, broken, and rocky surface, with
several dells, where large magazines could be placed in such positions as
would secure the neighborhood in some degree from the immediate effect
of explosions. Such injury as might result from brieks and stones thrown
high into the air, and the reaction or rush of air to fill the vacuum caused
by the explosion, cannot be effectually prevented; and the unroofing of
almost every building connected with the military academy would probably be a consequence of the possible explosion of only a few thousand
barrels of powder on this island. The expense attending the use of this
site would be very great, both for the first cost and the preparation of the
ground for building.
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Most of the objections to Constitution island, except the cost of land,
apply equally to Washington's valley, and both situations are almost inaccessible for several months in winter. Expensive roads would be necessary, ten or twelve miles either east or west of the Hudson river, to reach
the avenues of communication by land north and south.
Polypel's island, besides being too limited in extent, labors under the
same objections as Constitution island and Washington's valley.
The serious objections to all the above-mentioned sites induced the
board to visit the sanciy plains or waste lands west of the city of Albany,
where a tract of land could be found of any required extent or form, and
at such a distance from population as might be desired: Fotir positions,
varying from three and a half to seven miles·f'fom the city, were viewed,
and it was found that a square mile, or a tract of any other reasonable
size, could be obtained at a fair price, (thirty dollars per acre.}
In relation to the advantages of a location uear the city of Albany, the
board cannot better express them than by quoting·, from document 206, H.
R. 26th Congress 1st session, that part which relates to· the defence of the
Northern frontier. This position, as regarJs the Northern and Atlantic
frontiers, possesses the opposite qualities of being at the same time remote
and proximate-far' as to distance, but near as to time; which, while it
brings a portion of the military resources of the country to the support of
the inland frontier, whether defensive or offensive, at the same time takes
them not away from the seacoast. In a word, Albany is a great central
position, from which radiate the principal lines of communicatiton to the
North, to the South, to the East, and to the West.
The cost of constructing will be at as low rates as at any other place in
the country. The soil is dry, and the surface well suited to such buildings.
The positions examined may be seen by reference to the accompanying
sketch.
No. 1 is considered too near to Albany, and presents no peculiar advantages to compensate tor an increase of price.
No. 2 is an extensive plot, with an undulating surface, embracing a
greater extent of ground than is required, from which a square mile can
be selected.
~o. 3 is about equal in extent to a mile square, and has most of the features of No. 2. It is also in an isolated position. One point, however,
pertaining to this plot does not belong to the others-it lies within the
chartered bounds of the city of Albauy.
No. 4 lies between the railroad and turnpike, and is less than a mile in
width. This fact, together with its higher price, induces the board to
reject it.
A careful topographical survey should be made, and the levels of the
high and low points ascertained, to adjust the drainage, &c. This accomplished, a selection can be made from the two deemed most eligible.
Some kind of road will be necessary, and a railway to intersect the Mohawk and Hudson river railroad at a convenient point would be preferable,
for this kind of road will admit of packing the powder in cars specially
made for the purpose, in which it can be safely transported.
The storage, or room necessary to contain the gunpowder, will depend
on the quantity required for future service. To ascertain this, we r~fer to
tabular statements published in the document before adverted to.
The quantity of po,vder required to provide the forts now built, and to
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be hereafter constructed on all the frontiers, with one hundred rounds or
ammunition per gun; is as follows:
Pounds.

On the Atlantic frontier
On the Northern frontier
On the Western frontier
On the Gulf frontier , ,

6,496,280 . .
197,600
6,693,880
25,250
940,665
965,915
7,659,795

the whole being equal to about 76,600 barrels-or 66,939 barrels for •' the
Atlantic and Northern frontiers, and about 9,660 barrets for the Gulf and
Western frontiers.
·
For the supply of a suitable . quantity offl,mmunition to troops which
may be deemed necessary to act in the field; there
alsO' be required
12,040 barrels; making,· with the above, a total of about .88,640 barrels. !
It may be assumed that 10,000 barrels of this quantity should be depos~
ited west of the Alleghany mountains; and a like quantity near Augusta,
Georgia, to supply the Southern and a portion of the Gulf coast; and at
a suitable time, or when the quantity manufactured shaH warrant the
measure, two depots should be provided for these supplies.
Of the whole quantity required on the Atlantic frontier, a large portion (say 20,000 barrels) must pass through the various arsenals and ordnance depots, to be issued in the shape of ammunition prepared for service; and as the manufacture cannot be expected, in time of war, to
exceed the current consumption, it will be sufficie11t to provide storage for
60,000 barrels.
1
The gunpowder now deposi~ed at the several arsenals and ordnance
depots, independent of that at the forts, amounts to 1$,250 ba~els, of 100
pounds each.
.- .
There is also a quantity af saJtpetre, sufficient for the .manufa.cture of
16,250 barrels. Total, 29,"500 barrels, of 100 pounds each.
For the convenience of constructing them, it .ls believed that twelve
magazines, each capable of containing 5,000 ••ls, will better suit the
purpose intended than .a less number of larger dimensions. This plan has
also to recommend it, the fact that two or more may be erected at once,
and the remainder postp01ied t.ill wanted; taking due care so to locate those
built as to conform to the general design, embracing the whole number to
be ultimately constructed.
The proposed structures will be 136 feet 8 inches long, and 41 feet wide
in the clear, with groined arches of brick resting on the walls, and two
rows of piers; the walls and foundation to be of stone; the roof of timber
and plank, covered with slate ; the doors and windows, for ventilation, to
be double, and covered with copper.
The cost will be governed in some degree by the peculiarities of the
ground selected; but it may be assumed that one building of the above
description may be erected for $17,000.
The maintenance of a guard, if taken from the army, (and that is recommended,) will be no additional expense.
The board recommend the purchase of a tract of one mile square, (640
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acres,) and the erection ultimately of three magazines in each of the four
angles; three of the whole number (twelve) to be commenced at once,
and in different angles.
The estimate of cost is annexed, and the whole respectfully submitted.
WINFIELD SCOTT,
President of the Board, and MaJor General.
JOS. G. TOTTEN,
C6lonel of Engineers.
D. TALCOTT,
Lieutenant Colonel of 01·dnance.

E.

ScHRIVER,

A . .d. General and Recorder.
Ron. J. C. SPENCER,
Secretary of War.

Esti11tate of the expense of establishing and maintaining the depot.
For a topographical survey
$500
640 acres of land, at $30 per acre
19,200
3 magazines, at $17,000 each
51,000
Barrack for the guard 2,500
A structure to be used for emptying and filling barrels, and also
for cooperage
1,000
A railroad, including branches to the several magazines, and
powder cars
30,000
An enclosing wall, six feet high, for the whole tract
50,000
154,200

There will be an aunual expense, as follows :
For wages, subsistence, clothing, &c., for four laborers~ at $365
per annum
Compensation to a storekeeper-pay and emoluments of that
office

$1,460
1 ,050

2,511

Authentic:

E . SCHRIVER, Recorder.
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REPORT
OF

THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY.

NAvY

DEPART:MENT,

December 4, 184I•.

To the PRESIDENT oF THE UNITED STATEs:
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following
REPORT:
The navy of the United States is composed ofEleven ships of the line; of which one is rated for 120 guns, and ten for
4 gnns.
Fifteen frigates of the first class; of which one is rated for 54 guns, and.
fonrteen for 44 guns.
Two frigates of the second class, of 36 guns each.
Eighteen sloops of war; of which eleven are rated for 20 guns, two for
IS gun , and five for 16 guns.
Two brigs and four schooners, rated for ten guns each.
Four steamers; be bides
Three store-ships, three vessels used as receiving vessels, and five small
schooners.
At the date of the last annual report from this Department, the ships i:a
commission were employed as follows:
In the Mediterranean, the Ohio, of 74 guns, Captain Lavallette; the
Brandywine, of 44 guns, Captain Bolton; and the Cyane, of 20 guns, Commander Percival, who was relieved on account of ill health, and succeeded
by Commander Latimer; the whole squadron under the command of Commodore Hull. The Cyane was relieved by the sloop of war Preble, Commander Voorhees, and returned to the United States in May last, her cruise
having been performed. The Ohio returned on the 17th of July last, and
the Brandywinn on the 9th of May last. The return of the Brandywine
was owing to particular causes, not connected with the original purposes of
her cmise; and, as her presence in the Mediterranean was important, she
was ordered back, under the command of Captain Geisinger. In July last,
the sloop of war Fairfield, Commander Tattnall, sailed for the Mediterrancau, takiug out Commodore Charles \V. Morgan, who now. commands
the squadron on that station. The squadron consists at present of the
Brandywine, Fairfield, and Preble. The honor of the flag, in its intercourse
with those of other nations, appears to have been properly sustained by this
squadron; a due support and countenance have been afforded to our mercantile interest, and the amicable relations of vur country with foreign nations have been respectted and preserved.
24
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In the Pacific ocean, the frigate Constitution, Captain Turner; the sloop
of war St. Louis, Commander French Forrest; the sloop of war Yorktown,
Commander Au lick; the sloop of war Dale, Commander Gauntt; and the
schooner Shark, Lieutenant Bigelow; the whole under the command of
Commodore Alexander Claxton. Commodore Claxton died at Talcuahana
in March last, to the great loss of the service and the just regret of the
country. Upon that event, the chief command of the squadrott devolved
on Captain Daniel Tumor, who returned to the United States with the Co nstitution on the 31st of October last, the time of her cruise having expired.
Commodore Thomas Ap C. Jones, having been appointed to the command
of that station, will sail in the frigate United States in the com;se of the
next fortnight. The sloop of war Cyane, Commander Stribling, sailed for
the same station early in November. Upon the arrival of Commodore
Jones, the squadron in the Pacific will consist of the frigate United States,
the sloops of war St. Louis, Yorktown, Cyane, aud Dale, and the schooner
Shark.
Orders were given to Commodore Claxton to employ one of his vessels
in cruising in the Gulf of California and alon g the northwest coast of
America, and, if circumstances should permit, to despatch anoth er to visit
the Sandwich and Friendly islands, iu order to afford protection and assistance to our citizens engaged in the whal e fish eries. In obedience to
this order, the sloop of war St. Louis, Commander French Forrest, was
ordered to cruise in the Gulf and along the western coast of California.
This duty was performed in a manner highly creditable to Commander
Forrest. The atrocities committed on American aud English residents at
Monterey and its neighborhood, bythe Mexican authorities, are well known.
Under the unfounded pretence of a conspiracy among the foreign ers to
wrest the country from Mexico, and to set up a separate and independent
Government of their own, they were attacked by armed soldiers in the night,
wounded, beaten, imprisoned, sent in chains to a distant place, and their
property destroyed, without even the forms of trial. In the midst of these
outrages, Commander Forrest arrived npon the coast, and by his prompt
and spirited interposition, vindicated and secured the rights not only of
American citizens, but of British subjects resident in Upper California. For
these services Commander Forrest received, and appears to have well deserved, a formal expression of the thanks both of Americnn and English
residents.
In conseq:1ence of the civil disturbances in Upper Peru, it was deemed
proper to despatch the Shark, under the enmmand of Lieut. A. Bigelow, to
cruise upon that coast. The movement was judicious and well timed, and
the delicate trust reposed in Lieutena!l.t Bigelow was di scharged in a manner high}y satisfactory to this Department. The property of American citizens, exposed to the rapacity and lawless violence of contending factions in
the midst of civil war, was effectually protected, whilst all 'vho witnessed
the operations of the Shark were iuspired with increased respect for the
American flag. It is highly gratifying to observe, that Lieut. Bigelow, as
well as Commander Forrest, extended the protection of onr flag to the citizens and subjects of other countries as well as to those of our own.
In fnrther execution of the orders of the Department, the sloop of war
Yorktown, Commm,1der Aulick, was despatched in May last to ·the Sandwich and Friendly islands, with a view to render such assistance as might
be necessary to our whale fishers and other citizens trading in that part
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No intelligence has been received from her since she left
Valparaiso.
The conduct of this squadron, as well under the command of Commodore Claxton as under that of Captain Turner, has beea highly satisfactory
to the Department. No disorder nor failure in duty has yet been reported
to me, calling for my censure or disapprobation. On the contrary, the
strictest regard appears to have been paid to the honor of the flag, and to
the duties which it owed to the country and its citizens. Captain Turner
very properly availed himself of an opportunity to show respect to a.
friendly Power, by receiving on board the Constitution, at Calla:o, and conveying ~o Rio, the Brazilian charge d'affaires. For this act of courtesy he
received the thanks of the Imperial Government.
I would respectfully solicit your attention, in a particular manner, to the
situation of American interests in the Pacific ocean. According to .an estimate made by an intelligent gentleman lately retmned from the Pacific,
there arc at this time 110t less than forty millions of dollars engaged in the
whale fisheries alone, of which the greater part is American. I have great
confidence in the accuracy of this estimate ; but, even if it be too large,
there will remain, after all reasonable deductions, an interest of vast magnitude and importance. American merchants have formed establishments
in different parts of the coast, from Chili to Columbia river, some of them
very extensive and important, and all of them worthy the attention of Government. In Upper California there are already considerable settlements
of Americans, and others are daily resorting to that fertile and delightful
region. Such, however, is the unsettled condition of that whole country
that they cannot be safe, either in their persons or property, except under
the protection of our naval power. This protection cannot be afforded in
proper degree and with suitable promptness by so small a squadron as we
have usually kept in that sea. To cruise along so extensive a coast, calling at all necessary points, and at the same time to visit those parts of the
Pacif1c in which the presence of our ships is necessary for the protection
and assistance of our whale fisheries, requires twice the number of vessels
now employed in that service. It is highly desirable, too, that the Gulf of
California should be fully explored; and this duty 'a lone will give employment for a long time to one or two vessels of the smallest class. For these
reasons I have caused estimates to be prepared for a ldrge increase of the
Pacific squadron.
I also respectfully submit to your consideration the propriety of establishing, at some suitable point on our territory bordering that ocean, a post to
'\vhich onr vessels may resort. Many positions well adapted to this object
may b('found between the mouth of Columbia river and Guayaquil. which,
it is presumed, may be procured, if they be not to be fonnd on om: own
territory. Our public vessels cruising in that ocean a.re generally absent
from the United States not less than four years; within which time they
necessarily require a variety of supplies which cannot now be obtained
without very great difficulty and expense. Any considerahle repair is
almost impossible, with all the means which can be furnished by all the
nations of the coast. Such a post would also be of incalculable value as a.
place of refuge and refreshment to our commercial marine. I need not enlarge on the many and great benefits which might be expected from the
establishment of some general rendezvous for all our vessels trading and.
cruising in. this distant sea.
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In addition to this, a naval depot at the Sandwich islands would be of
very great advantage. It is a central point of the trade carried on in the
Pacific, and possesses many peculiar recommendations of climate and local
conveniences and accommodations.
On the coast of Brazil, the frigate Potomac, of 44 guns, Captain Storer;.
the sloops of war Concord, Commander Boerum ; Marion, Commander
Belt; Decatur, Commander Ogden ; and schooner Enterprise, Lieutenant
Goldsborough; all under the command of Commodore Charles G. Ridgely.
Commodore Ridgely, having desired to be relieved in consequence of ill
health, and. having been informed that his successor would soon leave the
United States, returnecl home in the Constitution, laaving the sguadrolt
under the command of Captain Storer. This was in nowise injurious to
the service ; and the reasons assigned by Commodore Ridgely for his return
before the arrival of his successor are altogether satisfactory to the Department. On the 1st of November the Delaware, of 74 guns, Captain C.
S. McCauley, having on board Commodore Charles Morris, left Hampton
roads for this station. On her arrival, the squadron will consist of the Delaware, Potomac, Concord, Marion, Decatur, and Enterprise, all under the
command of Commodore Morris.
Nothing of particular interest has occurred in the operations of this
squadron. The friendly relations of onr country with the Governments of
the coast have been strictly maintained, and the rights of our citizens have
been duly respected by the local authorities.
In the "\Vest Indies, the Macedonian, of thirty -six guns, Commodore Jesse·
Wilkinson; the sloops of war Levant, Commander Fitzhugh; and Warren,
Commander J amesson. This squadron was ordered to return to the
United States, to avoid the hurricane season in the West Indies, and is still
here. The sloop of war Vandalia, Commander Ramsay, will take the
place of the Levant, and the \¥hole squadron will be ordered back to its,
station as soon as the vessels can be supplied with crews.
In the East Indies, the frigate Constellation, of thirty-six guns, Commodore Laurence Kearny, and sloop of war Boston, Commander Long, all
nnder the command of Commodore Kearny. The latest despatches from.
this squadron are dated at sea, ofr the Cape of Good Hope, 31st July, 1841.
At that time the officers and crews of both vessels were in good health, and
they were making the best of their way to the place of their destination.
The exploring squadron, under the command of Lieutenant Charles
Wilkes, consists of the sloop of war Vincennes, commanded by that officer;
the Peacock, Lieutenant Hudson; the brig Porpoise, Lieutenant Ringgold;,
and the schooner Flying. fish, as a tender to the squadron.
Intelligence down to the 6th of April, 1840, has been communicated in
previous reports from this Department. At that time the squadron was iu
New Zealand. In further prosecution of his cruise, Lieutenant Wilkes
visit0d the Fijee islands, and succeeded in establishing useful regulations
of trade and intercourse with some of the principal chiefs. His surveys of
this group were prosecuted with great care and industry, and have served
to ascertain the positions of a large number of dangerous reefs, and to icdicate many secure and convenient harbors. This will be of great value·
t_o our citizens trading with that group, and particularly to the whalers. In
many of the harbors in which hitherto it was considered too dangerous to
- enter, whales abound, although very few are to be fount! iu the neighboring sea.
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The melancholy tragedy which has already been announced in the public journals was enacted at this group. Lieutenant Joseph A. Underwood and Midshiprr..an ·wilkes Henry, while engaged in surveying, were
treacherously assailed by the natives, and, after a brave but ineffectual resistance, were murdered, before it was possible to relieve them. Their
bodies were rescued and properly interred, and Lieutenant Wilkes inflicted
on the offending savages a severe chastisement, which will probably deter
them from similar outrages in future. He was also fortunate enough to
capture a noted chief, who instigated the massacre of a greater part of the
crew of the brig Charles D<;lgget, of Salem, in 1834. This chief he proposes to bring to the Unit.ed States, to be dealt with as the Government
shall direct.
At the last dates, 24th November, 1840, the squadron was at the Sandwich islands, undergoing repairs. It was the intention of Lieutenant
Wilkes to visit the northwest coast of America, and to return to the
United States early in the summer of 1842.
A squadron of small schooners, under the command of Lieutenant John
T. McLaughlin, has for some time been co-operating with the army in
Florida. This force has been increased~ since the last annual report from
this Department, by the addition of three revenue cntte!"" placed UDder tha
direction of the Dt•partment for that purpose, by th. SecrEtary of thr•
Treasury, and a new schooner built under the direct~ t of the War De ,
partment. The whole force now consists of seven scha: ; wrs.
Important assistance has been rendered by this little squadron, in ~lv
military operations in Florida. It has furnished the me.u1s of penetratmg
the interior of the country and attacking the enemv in his fastnesses.
Ltetu"'•·-~t _Nf,.,T ~ushlin has manifested great ~~·=rgy,-mrd zeal,
and much credit i<> <:h>.o_ 1L, 6 ;_~· ~ 0J,...l .._. .u~ -rorce under Ius command, for
the handsome manner in which they have acquitted themselves.
In obedience to the act of July~ 1840, the brig Consort, under the command of Lieutenant Powell, ha:s been diligently engaged in the survey of
the coast, from the bay of Appalachicola to the mouth of tht) Mississippi.
This survey was completed in June last, and Lieutenant PoiVell has since
been engaged in the survey of the South shoals of Nantucket.
· The brig Dolphin, Commander Bell, and schooner Grampus, Lieutenant
Pai.ne, returned, the former in May, and th e latter in August last, from
their second cruise on the coast of Africa. These vessels have been actively and efficiently engaged in the suppression of the slave trade, and in
the protection of our citizens engaged in commerce on that coast. I regret
to say that their officers and crews have suffered severelr from the dise~soo
of the climate; and it is owing in a great degree to the constant vigilance
and prudent precautions of the commanders, that their sufferings were not
-still greater. Notwithstanding the extreme sickliness of the climate, it is impossible to dispense with a squadron on that coast. In addition to the interesting duty of suppressing the slave trade, which could not be otherwise ·
effected, the lawful commerce of om: citizens with all parts of the coast is
!apidly increasing, and already employs a very large capital. This trade
IS~~ obJ~Ct of so much importance, and is contended for in so ~trong a
spmt ofnvalry by traders of different countries, that the rrescnce of national
vessels is absolutely necessary to protect them in their just rights, and to
prevent those ontrages, unfriendly to the harmony of nations, to which
men are often driven by t.1e thirst of gain. It is also worthy of consiJera-
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tion, that the presence of onr public vessels is of great importance to our
colonists, by giving them consequence in the eyes of the neigh boring native
tribes. These views give great interest to this squadron, and render it
desirable that it sho!Jld be placed upon the most eflective footing. Many
additional precautions, however, are neeessary, in order to protect the crews
from the fatal diseases of the climate, and thus to enable the squadron
properly to diseharge its duties. I have taken measnres to obtain therequisite information upon this point, and hope to be able to avail myself of
it when a new squadron shall be appointed to that service.
The operations of these vessels have been highly valuable in protecting
!he rights of our citizens engaged in trade, a11d in preventing the traffic
m slaves. They have performed all that could have been reasonably expected of so small a force. An additional number of vessels, some of
which should be of larger size, will undoubtedly be necessary for the
security of our increasing trade in that quarter, and for the effectual suppression of the slave trade. This tracle, I regret to say, is still carried on
to a considerable extent, notwithstanding the vigilance of our cruisers,
aided by the active co-operation of those of Englaud.
Representations having been made to the Department of an act of unlawful violence committed agaiust American citizens on the coast of New
Grenada, the brig Dolphin, under the command of Lieutenant McKean,
was des£alchetl to that quarter in September last, with such instructions
as were deemed necessary to redress the wron~, and to guard against the
commjssion of similar outrages in future. Intelligence has been received'
as late· as 15th October, at which time she had reached her place of destination. The particular outrage complained of was not committed 1.1pou
an A.meric~eL:._ but the presence of the Dolphin was nevertbn 1--- •
considered by our coiiSill~~ t..;~hlu_a.dv:whtg_eQ!.lS..-1D il.I.uv.<c:an mterests, in the then disturbed state of the counti·y.
The steamships Missouri and Mississippi, built under ~he act .of 3d
March, 1839, the former at New York, and the latter at Philadelphia, are
nearly ready for service, and will form a part of the home sqnadron. .
Orders have be·en given for the C()nstruction of three steamers of medmm
size, under the act of 3d March, 1841: one at New York, one at Philadelphia, and one at Norfolk. In addition to these, Captain R. F. Stockton.,
is superintending the construction, at Philadelphia, of a steamer of 600·,
tons, to be propelled by Ericcson's propeller; and Lieutenant "vV. W.
Hunter is engaged in like manner at Norfolk with one of 300 tous, to be
propelled by submerged water wheels, invented by himself. Very valuable results are anticipated from these experiments.
Orders have been given to build a first class sloop and three s~nall vessels of war, and to finish the frigates Cumberland, Savannah, Rantan, and
St. Lawrence.
The balance in the Treasury to the credit of the navy hospital fund is
$217,907 53. This fund is gradually increasing, from the assessment of
20 cents per month upon the pay of officers, seamen, and marines, S? that
a cqntinning surplus may be expected. I recommend that authonty be
given to invest these surpluses, as they accrue, in some interest-bearing
fund. So much of its annual increase as may not be needed for the particular purposes of the fund may be advantageously applied, in other forms,
to the cprnfort of our seamen. Tbe average annual increase o{ this fund,
from the 1st January, 1836, has been $27,~ 223 67; which, if it had been
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invested in 6 per cent. stock, would have added to the amount $57,482 04
on the Ist of January next.
Of the appropriation for the c: suppression of the slave trade," there remains nnexpended the sum of $4,~65 14, which has been carried to the
surplus fund. I recommend that it be recfppropriated, and the further sum
of $3,000 be added, in order to meet outstanding liabilities of this fund.
Under the heac1 of "contingencies not enumerated" there remains, of
the appropriations of the last three years, the sum of $9,246 76; of which
$3,246 76 will be carried to the surplus fund on the lst of January next,
if not previously applied to the proper purposes of the fund.
For the condition of the" navy pension fund," I respectfully refer you
to the amu.'xed report of the Commissioner of Pensions.
The operation of the apprentice system continlles to be highly encouraging. Complaints are occasionally made that the pledges of the Government are not redeemed, J.1ut no suflicient evidence has yet reached the Department of the existence of any serious abuse. Great interest is felt in
the success of this experiment, and every effort is used to secure to the apprentices all the benefits and advantages promised by the terms of enlistment. The vigilance of the Department will be constantly exerted to ·
gm~rd against all abuses, and to introduce into the system every practicable improvement. The number of apprentices now enlisted is about 1,000.
This is not so favorable a result as might have been expected. An extension of the system is contemplated, so as to give to boys in the interior of
the country an opportunity to join the service, without subjecting them to
the expense of a journey to the rendezvous on the seaboard.
Great diificnlty is experienced in the enlistment of seamen. To wh~t
canse this should be attributed, I am unable to say; and 1 consequently, I
am not prepared to suggest any remedY:· Jt _is, l~owever, prollabl~ true
thnt the mere seaman is of too little cons1deratwn m the general est1mate
vf <!"-' "ta v Jce. Li:l w" tmd regutanons securing to him the enjoyment of
his just rights, liberal wages puuctually paid, and a strict application, if
not an extension, of the benevolent policy which provides for him or his
family when he is disabled or killed in the service, would probably secure
for our ships of war the preference in most cases over those of the merchant
service.
Experiments in gunnery and projectiles, which have been conducted for
several successive seasons, under the direction of Captain M. C. Perry, rn.
the vicinity of New York, have been continued on board the United States
steamer Fulton, Captain John T. Newton, but under the general control of
C~~tain Perry. In testing a gun in the usual mode, it unfortunately burst,
k1llmg several men and wounding others. I have caused the suhjeet to
be investigated by a conrt of inquiry, whose finding shows that, however
distressing and deplorable the accident may have been, no just censure can
be attached to the officers who conducted the experiment.
Measures have been adopted, and are now in process of execution, for
supplying the navy with the requisite guns. Less progress has been made
than was desirable, because of the great pains which have been taken to
obtain the best guns which could be procured in the country. In a short
time they will be fnrnished, ofthe various descriptions used in the service
including the Paixhan guns.
'
Under the appropriation of the last session, for the purpose of "making
experiments to test the value of improvements in ordnance, in the c;on-
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struction of steamers and other vessels of war, and in other matter:J connected with tlze naval service and the national defence," nothing has yet
been actually paid. Some experiments, however, have already been authorized, and others are now under the consideration of the Department,
from which very beneficial resvlts are confidently anticipated. It is not
proper, however, to make them public at this time. So many scientific
and practical men, throughout the country, are now turnii1g their attention
to this subject, that we may reasonably expect great advantages from a.
judicious use of this appropnation.
I have, under your directions, taken measures for the construction
of a steamer on Lake Erie, in compliance with the act of 9th September,
1841.

I regret to say that the measures which have been adopted for the preservation of live oak and red cedar timber, under existing laws, have not
oeen attended with the desired results. Whether this is owing to inefficiency in the laws themselves, or to want of due vigilance and fidelity in the
agents employed, I am unable to say ; but I have the most conchtsive evidence that tbe timber is daily taken in large quantities from the public
lands, without authority and contrary to law. This is a serious mischief,
and one which calls for prompt remedy. It is confidently believed that
the agencies now authorized by law 'will not answer the purpose. The
lawless bands who are engaged in these depredations pay no respect to
the unsupported authority of the agents ; and, as it is almost impossible to
bring them to justice through the ordinary forms of trial, they are left to
plunder unrestrained. The presence of a military force, charged with that
especial duty, is believed to be absolutely necessary to preserve this mo~t
valuable timber. A very ~mall force would answer the purpose. A single
steamboat, with her ordinary crew and a few marines, under the command
of an active and j-udiciouo no.vy officer, would be able to pass rapidly frVL-L'---.Il..
point tO point, and extend full protoc.tion to vVC>•y timhPl' rli<>tri':t whil"h is
accessible by water. The co-operatiOn of revenue cutters nught be afforded, if required. This would be at once the most effectual and the
clteapest expedient. Agents might still be employC'd to watch the interior
districts, and to give uotice of all trespasses committed on them. Power
should be given to arrest offenders, and to bring them before the proper
tribunals for trial. The penalties aud forfeitures prescribed by the acts of
1817 and 1831 are supposed to be sufficiently severe; the only difficulty
uow is to detect offenders and briug them to justice . . Additionallegisla- ·
tion, also, is probably necessary, to define accurately the limits of the reserved districts, and to prevent all interference with private rights. The
whole subject is respectfully submitted, as one which claims the early and
serious attention of Congress.
Every effort has been made, in compliance with the law, to obtain waterrotted American hemp for the use of the navy, bnt hitherto without success.
One contract has been mad!!, but the contractor bas been unable to comply. with its terms. We are therefore, for the present, thrown upon our
former resources for a supply of this article; but I shall continue to use all
possible exertions to carry out the wise policy of Cougress upon this point.
That reform is necessary, in every part of our naval establishment, is on
all hands admitted; and it is a subject of general regret that it has been so
loqg-deiayed. The delay has been in the highest degree injurious to the
service, 'limd is daily reudering reform more and more difficult, as it be-
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eomes more and more indispensable. Impressed with this truth, and anxious that no time should be lost in commencing this important work, I respectfully bring it to your notice at the earliest day. I do not propose,
however, to present at this time more than the mere outlines of the many
important subjects to which I desire to invite your attention. It is presumed that Congress, if it should act upon the subject at all, will refer it
to committee~ of their own body, before whom I hope to be prepared to
lay all the information that may be required.
The first step ought to be the preparation of a full code of laws and rples
for the government and regulation of the naval service. \Vithout this,
every other measure of reform will be 1.mavailing. It is of the essence of
free government, that the rights, the duties, aNd the responsibilities of all
men, in all conditions, should be ascertained and accurately defined ; and
it is of the es~ence of tyranny, that men should be punished for in1puted
offences, or at the arbitrary discretion of their judges. This truth applies
with peculiar force to those who are engaged in military ~ervice. The
:strict discipline which that service requires renders uecessary a great
variety of rules which would be useless in the ordinary conditions of society, which involve no moral nor social crime, but which, nevertheless,
it is often uecessary to enforce by the most rigorous sanctions. It is in
the highest degree unjust in itself, and violative of the spirit of our institutions, that these new and peculiar responsibilities should be in any respect uncertain. And yet it is in many cases extremely difficult to determine, according to existing rules, what is and what is not an offe nee in our
naval service ; and in a great variety of cases it is altogether uncertain and
dependent upon the arbitrary will of courts martial, iu what mode and t(}
wh•>t o:xtapt

otto.,.....,,

·.:o.:.L .,,. imputed, "'hall be p mishcd.

A short rcviP.W

of our legislation upon this subject will serve to present it in its proper
light.
'
By the act of Congress approved 23d April, 1SOO, certain general rules
and regulations were enacted, embracing the most prominent and important subjects relating to the service. These arli still in force; but although
they are of a character to apply to the navy, in whatever condition it may
be placed, and were deemed altogetker sufficient for it in its then infaut
state, they are too few in number, and enter too little into details, to answer
their purpose at the present day. Acting upon ~his idea, the Board of Navy
Comruissioners, soon after its establishment in 1 S 15, compiled "Rules,
Regulatious, and Instructions, for the Naval Service of the United States,"
"with the consent of the Secretary of the Navy, in obedience to an act of
Congress passed ith Febrnary, 1815, entitled an act to alter and amend the
several act for establishing a Navy Department, by adding thereto a Board
of Commissioners." This compilation, commonly called the Blue Book, is
still pmct i cal~lJ in force, and, together with the act of 1SOO, constitutes the
only system of rules and regulations for the government of the navy.
By the act establishing the Board of Navy Commissioners, it is provided
"''that the said Board of Commissioners, by and with the consent of the
Secretary of the Navy, be, and are hereby, authorized to prepare such rules
and regulations as shall be necessary for securing an uniformity in the several·c]asses of vessels anu their equipments, and for repairing and refitting
them, and for securing responsibility in the subordinate officers at1L! ::tgen ts
which regulations, when approved by the President of the United States;
.shall be respected anJ obeyed, until altered and revoked by the same au~
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thority; and the said rules and regqlations, thus prepared and approved,
shall be laid before Congress at their next session." \Vhether or not the
Blue Book (which derives i!s authority from this law alone) was ever approved by the President of the United States, or laid before Congress, I
have 111) means of ascertaining. The probability is that it was not approved, as the book itself contains no evidence upon the subject. But, eveu if
both these formalities were observed, it is altogether clear to my mind that
the Commissioners acted without authority in prescribing many of the rules
anJ regulations contained in that book.
The obvious intention of the act of Congress is to make the Navy Commissioners the ministerial agents of the Secretary of the Navy, for certain
p11rposes. He has no authority to employ any o'ther agents for those purposes. Among other things, it is their duty, under the second section of
the act, " by and with the consent of the Secretary of the Navy, to prepare
such rules and regulations as shall be necessary," in the execution of the
specific du~ies therein assigned to them, and for "securing responsibility in
the s_nbo!dmate officers and agents" employed in those duties. There is
~othmg Ill the terms of the act, and nothing in its plain purpose and intention, to. authorize the Commissioners to prepare a gene1·al code of rules and
regulatwns for the government of the navy. They WPre strictly confined
to the purposes melltiolled in the act, to wit: "secnring an uniformity in
t?e several classes of vessels and their equipments, and repairing and refittmg them." For these purposes, and for no other, they had authority to
prepare, by. and with the consent of the Secretary of the Navy, such rules
and regulatwns as they might deem proper ; and, as a necessary incident
Cilf this authority, to prepare additional rules for securing responsibility in
their subordinate agents.
That this is the true meaning of the act of Congress is so apparent that
I deem it wholly unnecessary to enter into a more 1critical examina.tion inorder to prove it.
But the Blue Book is not eonfined to these objects. It contains a great
variety of rules and regulations applying to every department of naval duty,
and to every officer and man connected with the naval service. It is de~
signed as a general code of rules and regulations for the government of the
.
Jlavy, and, as such, it is universally received, and daily acted on.
Under this ct>de, thus questionable in its authority, and altogether msufficient in itself, the navy has been governed for twenty-three years ! There
is, in truth, no law upon the subject-no obligatory rnle whatever, exc~pt
what is found in the act of 1800 ; and that is altogether imperfect and madeqnate.
This snbject was brought before Congress in 1832. A law. was passed
in that year, authorizing the President to constitute a board ot naval ~ffi
cers, to be composed of the Navy Commissiouers and two post captams,
whose duty it should be," with the aid aud assistance of the Attorney General, carefully to revise the rules and regulations governing the .nava_l service, with the view to adapt them to the present and future exigencies of
the service ; which rules and regulations, when approved by h.im ~nd sanctioned by Congress, should have the force of law, and stand m lieu of all
others theretofore enacted." The board, thus constituted, convened in November of the same year. In November, 1833, they submitted the result
()f their labors to the Secretary of the Navy, and on the 23d of the following month the rules and regulations thus prepared were approved by the
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President of the United States, and submitted to Congress. On the 7th
February, 1834, the chairman of the Naval Committee of the Home of Representatives moved that 1,000 additional copies be printed, which was directed on the following day. On the 1st May, 1834, the President submitted to Congress "certain proposals for amending the present laws in relation to the naval service." Whether or not these were the same proposals which he had previously submitted, (viz: on the 23d December, 1833,)
I am not informed, nor is it of any importance in itself. The probability is,.
that some amendment of the rules originally prepared was presented in
May, 183-L On the 8th of the same mouth, the chairman of tbe Naval
Committee of the House of Representatives reported a resolution for the
printing of 1,000 additional copies of the amended rules and regulations for
the government of the navy. No fnrther action was had upon the subject,.
and Congress adjourned on the 30th of the following month.
From this statement it appears that this important subject has been before Cougress ever since the year 1832, and that nothing etTectual has yet
been done to accomplish the object of the act of that year. Soon after the
appointment of Mr. Paulding as Secretary of the Navy, he took the subject up, and urged it with all prop~r zeal. Such, however, was the pres-sure of other dnties upon the Board, that it was impossible for them to attend to the revision of tlw naval code, as Mr. Paulding desired, until December, 1840. On the 19th February, 1841, they submitted their report to
the Secretary of the ~avy, who approved thereof, bnt did not lay it beforeCongress, as the act of 1832 directed. Neither was this done at the called
session of May last. I have now the honor to lay this report before you,,
and to ask that it be submitted to Con

neteeine:ITtrc>b~~~rr&W:aore~rnf:t]1yf!JJn1Jl~p~o~rfitaun1tt~~~tS:,:Dlct,~aus0ITHtt..~~r~-------
ther action of Congress in regard to them is necessary, I recommend that
they be again submittetl to revision. I would respeetfully suggest that the
preparation of rules and regulations ibr the government of all r.lasses and
grades in the navy ought not to be intrusted to any one of them exclusively. A mixed commission, embracing the -::ivil as well as the military
departmunts of service, would, it is believed, be best qualified to ;1dapt to
every part of the service the proper Jaws and rules for the government and
reg Illation of it. Such a commission might, with the aid of the rnlcs now
submitted, easily report to Congress in time for its action during the present session.
The evils resulting from the want of a proper naval code are of the most
serious character, and will, if not remedied, ultimately ruin the naval service of our country. \Vhat can be expected of a community of men, Jiving together under circumstances tending to constant excitement and collisions, with no fixed Ia w to govern them, and where even rank and station
are imperfectly defined? The necessary consequence of such a state of
things must be, disputes, contests, disorder, and confusion. Sometimes unauthorized power will be assnmed, and at other times Ia wful anthority will
be disobeyed. It is impossible that a wholesome discipline can prevail in
this uncertain condition of official rank and authority. The same urcertainty prevails in regard to punishments. The unbounded latitude of discretion allowed to courts martial in this respect is of most evil consequence,
and calls loudly for correction. It invites to the indulgence of prejudice
and favoritism-subjecting light offences to undue punishment, and suffer-
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~ng great offenders to escape with trivial penalties. And, even if no such
Improper bias could be supposed to exist, it is not to be expected that all
courts will look upon all offences with the same eye. Men of lenient and
indulgent feelings will punish lightly the same offences which those of a
{lifferent character will punish with the most rigorous severity. Hence an
ir1equality of punishment will prevail, odious in itself, calculated to excite
discontent, to bring courts martial into disrepute, and to destroy the just
influence of their sentences, as a means of preserving the h,mor and discipline of the service. To prexent these evils, to remedy the disorders which
now prevail, and to place the navy in a healthy and efficient condition, it
is absolutely necessary to provide for it a code of la\vs and rules which
shall accurately define rank and nuthority, plainly prescribe duties andre.sponsibilitie~·, and ascertain crimes and their punishments.
And I would
respectfully urge upon the proper departments of the Government the indispensable necessity of entering upon this important work without loss of
time.
The subject next iu importance is the reorganization of the Navy Department. I have had but a short experience in this Departrmmt; but a
.short experience is enough to display its defects, even to the most superficial observation. It is, in truth, not organized at all. The labor to be
performed mnst, under any circumstances, be great and onerous; but it is
rendered doubly so by the want of a proper arrangement and distribution
of duties. At present, a multitude of duties are imposed upon the head of
· the Department, which any one of its clerks conld discharge as well as
himself, but which, from their pressing nature, he is not permitted to post~
l2£~~.]:Iegce ~j~)YJ~.Uf.lJC..-i~R£fl1.l?.l~§ J!!....t.r:ltl!Pfl:T~ta~},~, ~nn<W~m..~Sl
·subjects, involving the great interests of the service. These details are indeed so numerous and multifarious as to constitute iu themselves an amount
of duties fully equal to the powers of any one man. In addition to this,
the present want of proper arrangement is extremely unfavorable to that
direct individual responsibility which it is so necessary to impose on every
public ofS.cer. The same cause occasions delays in the operations of the
Department, by rendering necessary a variety of tedious official forms, and
-<:onsequently preventing that promptness of action which is iudispensable
to its due efficiency. And it is not the least among the evils of this state
of things that the precise condition of the several branches of the sen,ice
~annot be ascertaiued withowt much time and labor; thus adding to the
cost of the Department, while it diminishes its usefulness. These inconveniences and embarrassments, and many others which are daily felt, in the
administration of the Department, would in some degree be removed by a
mere rearrangement and proper distribution of the Jahor now employed in
it; but additional labor is absolutely necessary, in ortler to enable it to discharge its functions in the manner required by the interest of the service.
It would not be proper to enter into all the details of the subject in this report. It is already before Congress, and will doubtless receive the early attention of that body. A resolution was adopted by the House of Representatives on the 19th February, 1839, directing the Secretary of the Navv to
"report to this House, at the commencement of the !1ext Congress, a plan
for the reorganization of this branch of the public service, adopting as the
basis of his plan the division of the duties now performed by the Board of
Navy Commissioners, and their assignment to separate bureaux." In obe-
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dienee to this resolution, Mr. Paulding, the then Secretary, submitted, on
the 30th December, 1839, a long and elaborate report, "based on the principle preseuted in the resolution." To this report I respectfully refer. In
most of its views, and in all of its more important conclusions, I fully concur. I do not, however, adopt his plan precisely as he has proposed it.
Some change in the principles, and some additional provisions, will probably be necessary., which the experience of the Department will enable it
to suggest, in arranging the details of the law. I earnestly invoke immediate attention to the subject, firmly believing that the proposed reform
is indispensable to the dne administration of the Department, and that it
cannot be longer delayed without .serious injury to the service.
There is reason to believe that it is now the settled policy of ihe Government to increase the navy as rapidly as the means at its disposal will
admit, and it may therefore be unnecessary that I should offer any suggestions upon that subject. I should not feel, however, that my duty was
properly discharged, if l should fail to add whatever influence my own
recommendation may possess to the many considerations which suggest
this as our true policy.
We may safely estima te the mercantile property of our citizens annually
afloat on the ocean, and employed in foreign trade, at not less than one
hundred and twenty millions of dollars; and to this is to be added the value
of the vessels in which that property i·'> conveyed, and the value of American interests vested in mercantile establishments abroad, and dependent on
American trade. The coasting trade, not including such articles as are exported, cannot be accurately estimated, but it certainly amounts to many
millions of dollars. Taking the aggregate of all property annually exposed to an enemy on the ocean, on the lakes, and on our principal bays
and rivers, it will probably be found that it does not fall short of one hundred and fifty millions of dollars. So large an interest is entitled to demand, and justly expects to receive, the most certain and ample protection. This is due alike to the citizen whose property is thus exposed. and
to the Government whose revenues are derived principally from the duties
•vhich that property pays. But that protection can be found only on the
ocean. Trade is never secure, unless it can, at all times and in all places,
appeal for support to the national flag; and it ought to feel that it is safe
wherever that flag is displayed.
Every nation engaged in foreign commerce to any valuable extent provides, as a part of its established policy, an adequate military marine.
Our own country is far behind all the considerable nations of the world in
this respect. As compared with England and France, the two principal
commercial n::ttions of EuropB, it is founll that England, with much less
than twice our foreign tonnage, has more than eight times as many vessels
of war, exclusive of her steamships; France, with only one-third of our
foreign tonuage, has more than five times as many vessels of war. The
comparison might be still further extended, scarcely less to the disadvantage of our own country. It may well excite surprise that, with so large
an interest at stake, and with a certainty that it will rapidly increase from
year to year, so little preparation should have been made for its protection
and security; and this surprise will not be diminished when we reflect ou
the vast interests which are connected with, and dependent upon, our foreign commerce, and which must necessarily flourish or decay along with it.
The farmer, the planter, the mechanic, the manufacturer, and even the day
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laborer, depends, in a greater or less degree, upon this for the success of
his own peculiar branch of industry; aud even the fine arts themselves are
not exempt from the same influences. Commerce may be regarded as
our principal interest, because, to a great extent, it inciHdes within it eve1y
other interest.
Wal·s often arise from rivalry in tr&de, and from the conflicts of interests
which belong to it. The presence of an adequate naval force, to protect
commerce, by promptly redressing the injuries which are done to it, is one
of the best means of preventing those disputes and collisions which are so
apt to interrupt the pt>ace and harmony of nations.
But these views, although sufficiently important in themselves to justifyand require a very large increase of our naval force, are by no means the
most interesting which the subject suggests. Ranking in the first class of
nations, we are under an absolute necessity to regulate our policy, in some
degree, by that of other countries, so far as their policy may affect us.
All the considerable maritime Powers have, within late years, added greatly
to their naval forces, and arc at this moment actively engaged in the same
work. This fact alone would seem to render it absolutely necessary that
we should make similar preparation on our part. In proportion as other
countries multiply the means by which they may annoy us, we ought, in
common prudence, to add to onr own defences and to our own means of
resisting insult and injury. Any other course will only invite aggressions
upon our rights, which ·will co,ntinue to increase so long as we shall patiently bear them, and which must ultimately force us to resistance, at the
precise time W·hen we are least prepared to make it successfully.
Free Governments, which are necessarily more embarrassed in their
councils, and slower in their action, than those which are not bound to observe the necessary forms of free government, have a peculiar interest to
guard their soil from invasion. The nature of our institutions presents a
very strong appeal upon this point. A war between the United Smtes and
any considerable maritime Power would not be conducted at this day as
it would have been even twenty years ago. It would be a war of incursions, aiming at revolution. The first blow would be struck at us
through onr own institutions. No nation, it is presumed, would expect to
be successful over us for any length of time, in a fair contest of arms upon
our own soil ; and no wise nation would attempt it. A more promising
expedient would be sought, in arraying what are supposed to be the hostile elements of our social system against one another. An enemy so disposed, and free to land upon any part of our soil which might promise
success to his enterprise, would be armed with a four-fold power of annoyance. Of the ultimate result of such incursions, we have no reason to be
afraid; bu , even in the best event, war upon our own soil would be the
more expensive, the more embarrassing, and the more horrible in its effects,
by compelling us, at the same time, to oppose au enemy in the field, and to
guard against attempts to subvert our social systems.
Heretofore, we have found in the shallowness of many of our waters
security, to a certain extent, against invasion by sea. So long as maritime
wars w&e conducted in vessels of large size and great draught, we had
little to apprehend from them except at a few points, and those were SWilceptible of adequate defence on land. But this seeurity can no longer be
relied on. The application of steam power to vessels of war, and the improvements which have recently been made in artillery, are destined to
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change the whole system of maritime war. Steamboats of light draught,
and which may be easily transported across the ocean in vessels of a larger
class, may invade us at almost any point of our extended coast, may penetrate the interior through our shallow rivers, and thus expose half our
country to hostile attacks. The celerity with which these movements
could be made, the facility with which such vessels conld escape, and the
promptness with which they could change the point of attack, would enable an enemy, with a comparatively inconsiderable for~e, to harass our
whole seaboard, and to carry ail the horrors of war into the securest retreats of our people. The effect of these incursions would be terrible every
where, but in the southern portion of our country they might, and probably would, be disa strous in the extreme.
It is obvious· that a war thus conducted must be successful to a very
great extent, in spite of all the defences on land which we could contrive.
Nothing less than the conversion of half our couutry into a military garrison, could protect us against it. Such is the exposed condition of our country, such is the character of our institutions, and such the position of our
people, that a population of twice our present number, under the best possible military orgauization, would a vail us but little. Whilst the combined Powers of the world could not subdue us, even a secondary naval
Power could a void our land defences, set our armies at defiance, and prosecute against us a war intolerably harassing and disastrous.
The single question, then, which we have to decide, in reference to this
subject, is, where and by whom shall those battles be fought, which may
hereafter hecorne necessary in defeuce of our property, our institutions, our
honor, and our lives? Shall we meet the enemy npon the ocean, with men
trained and disciplined for the contest, or suffer him to land upon our
shores, trusting to a scattered and harassed people, to expel him from their
farms and their firesides? This qu estion admits of but Qlle answer. But
it is woroe than idle to snppose that all those high interests to which I have
allnded, can be adequately protected by our present naval force. Four
thousand miles of exposed sea and lake coast, a foreign commerce scattered t~1rough the most distant seas, and a domestic trade exposed alike upon
the ocean and npou our interior waters, are, in effect, surrendered to the
enemy, when they nre intrusted to the protection of some twenty ships in
commission.
If these views be not altogether deceptive, the policy of increasing our
navy, without further delay, is obvious. I.-low far it shall be increased, the
wisdom of Congress will decide. Looking to it as the chief if not the only
adequate defence of our country against those wars of incnrsions from
which so much evil is to be apprehended, I respectfully suggest that we
cannot safely stop short of half the naval force of the strongest maritime
Power in the world. Our policy is peace, and we do not propose to ourselves a war of aggression in any case, except so far as it may be necessary
as a measure of defence. It is twt probable that any nation could detach
from other service more than one-fourth of its whole naval force, to n.ttaek
YS upon our own coast; so that, after deducting such part of our own force
as \\<e could not employ at all, and such part as we should be compelled to
employ elsewhere, we migl1t reasonably hope to repel from our shores any
maritime Power, with only half its force iu ships. \Vith less than this, our
:tleets would serve only to swell the triumphs and feed the cupidity of our
enemy. It is better to have none at all than to have less than enough. I
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am aware that this great increase of our naval power,canhot be effected ia
any short time. I propose it only as the object at \\rhich our policy ought
to aim, and towards the attainment of which your measures ought to be
steadily directed. An annual appropriation, as liberal as the means of the
Treasury will allow, will in a few years accomplish all that is desirable.
Of what descriptions of vessels our navy ought to be composed, is a question of great irapwrtance, and one which we are compelled to decide with
reference to the practice of other countries. Doubtless, a very large part
of it ought to consist of steamships. Experience has shown that these
vessels may be rendered perfectly safe at sea, and that they may be so
constructed as to adapt them, in other respects, to purposes of war. Of
their great usefulness, the world has had a striking proof in. the recent operations of the British squadron on the coast of Syria-troops were transported a distance of two thousand miles over the ocean, and were engaged
in battle in Asia .Minor on the sixh~enth day after leaving England. This
and other facilities, afforded by this class of vessels, were so great and effective, that the admiral declared that" his success was owing to the efficiency of his steamers." We rna y well profit by the lesson thus taught
us. I respectfully suggest, however, that it would not be wise in us to engage very extensively in the constrnction of steamships of war of the
largest class, at this time. Imitating the example of England, our wisest
policy would be to aid the private enterprise of our citizens in constmcting
packet ships, to ply between this country and foreign ports. These should,
of course, be so constructed as to fit them for war purposes, and should be
held snbject to the demand of the Government, upon equitable conditions.
There will, in all probability, be enough of such vessels to answer all the
purposes for which steamships of the largest class would he required, and
they would be furnished at a comparatively small cost to the Government.
Improvements are daily made, not only in steam machinery, but in the
propelling power ap~licd to steam vessels. Experiments are now iu progress which promise important results in these respects, and it would
probably be judicious not to expend large sums in the construction of
steamships for distant cruises, nntil these results shall · be made knowl'l.
Bnt the same reasoning does not apply to steam vessels of a smaller class,
destined for the defence of our own coast and harbors. These ought not,
under any eircumstances, to be delayed. They would be particularly useful on the lakes and in the Gulf of Mexico. On the lakes they might be
advantageously employed, under proper regulations, in the revenue service. They would be peculiarly adapted to the Gulf of Mexico, in consequence of the calms and currents which prevail there, and of their greater
facility in makin~ harbor in the violent tempests which are common in
that latitndc. There is, in truth, but the single harbor of Pensacola, in
whir.h a ship of large draught can find shelter, although there are many
which afford sufficient depth of water for steam vessels of the proper size.
These vessels should be built of white oak, reserving the live oak for those
of a different class.
Steamships have been buih in Europe altogether (lf iron. As far as
the experiment has been made, it is understood to have been successful.
I recommend that it be made here also, with at least one vessel of medium
size, suffir.iently large to afford a fair test, w;thout exposing too much to
the hazard of fail nrc. The great abundance of that material, found in all
parts of our country, affords us every facility which can be desired; and our
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workmen will soon acquire, if they do not now possess, the requisite skill
in converting it into vessels. We may thus acquire a cheap and almost an
imperishable naval force, while, at the same time, we afford encouragement to some of the most useful branches of our home industry.
In my opinion, there is no necessity at present to increase the number
of our line-of-battle ships. Some of those which we now have, would he
more useful if cut down to frigates of the largest class. There is, even in
the present condition of the service, a pressing demand for sloops of war,
brigs, and schooners; and I recommend that a suitable number of them be
immediately built. Not less than ten are necessary, even in the present
condition of our navy. One of them should be kept in commission and
ready for service at each of our principal ports ; and this may be done
without any considerable additional expense, because they will always be
prepared to perform a variety of duties for which the Government now
pays high prices to merchant vessels. Moreover, they may be built out
of such timber as is rejected in the construction of larger vessels. It is
proper that we should have some of our vessels always ready for sudden
emergencies, and none are so cheap or so convenient as brigs and schooners.
In view of any cor.siderable increase of the navy, a large addition to our
frigates of the first class ought to be made. Our present 44-gun frigates
would not encounter, upon equal terms, the modern frigates of the first
class of England and France. To enable us to contend successfully with.
these, the principal maritime Powers of Europe, we must not only increase
our general naval force, in proportion as they increase theirs, but we,must
also build vessels of corresponding size and description with those which
they. will use against us.
I renew, with anxious desire for its success, the recommendation so often
made by my predecessors, for the establishment of higher grades in the
naval service. This will be absolutely necessary, if the navy should be
considerably increased, and would be highly useful, even in its presentcondition. The rank of admiral is known in all the navies of the world
except our own ; it has existed through a long course of past ages,
and has been fully tested in the experience of all nations. It still
exists, and is still approved. I can perceive nothing in our peculiar situation to prevent us from profiting by the Jesson thus afforded.
That which has been found valuable in the naval service of other countries, we have good reason to believe, will be equally valuable in onr own.
But, apart from this view of the subject, there are many reasons, of a positive character, why we should no longer delay to place ourseives upon au
equality, in this respect, with all the considerable nations of the world.
It is, as a general rule, wise and politic to establish as many grades as
possible in all military service. The officer should always have before him
some station, yet to be reached, and worthy of a high and generous ambition. He who has attained all that is attainable, has no need of any further exertions than just enough to sustain him where he is; all beyond this
is supererogatory, for he is not permitted to hope that either the utmost
exertion of his powers, or the most generous self-sacrifices in the public
service, will ever raise him one grade higher in the ranks of his countrymen.
A captaincy in the navy is of very difficult attainment, according to out"
slow rate of promotion; yet all those who are fortunate enough to reach it
25
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continue to feel, in no less degree than before, the depressing influences to.
which I have alluded. They daily see, in the navies of other countries,
men, not older in the service than themselves, nor more worthy in any
respect, filling higher stations, and enjoying more distinguishing proofs of
the confidence and gratitude of their country. They also see men, of equal
grade with themselves, cheered and encouraged by the hope of a well-deserved preferment, to which they know that their own country does not
permit them to aspire. What can be more natural than that they should
feel disheartened and mortified, and, ultimately, be forced to compare, disadvantageously to their own country, its naval service with that of other
nations.
It is considered wise and proper in the army to raise the rank of the
officer in proportion to the number of men subjected to his command.
There are in that service nine different grades of commissioned officers,
while in the navy there are but three; hence it is very difficult to tlrrange
the comparative ranks of the two services. Indeed, it is impossible to do
it without supposing new ranks in the navy, unknown to the law. This,
though not a very serious evil, is an inconvenience which it is desirable to
avoid; and, :m far as the good of the service is concerned, it is not perceived
why a captain in the navy should be c<msidered better adapted to the command of a fleet, than a brigadier general in the army to the command of a
division. The two services equally require rank according to the extent
of command. It is true there is no necessity for so many grades in the
navy as in the army; but the difference is in the lower grades only, and
not in the higher.
Our naval officers are often subjeated to serious difficulties and embarrassments in the interchange of civilities with those of other countries on
foreign stations. The admiral of England, France, or Russia, is not willing to admit that he is of no higher grade than the post captain of the
United States. Our commanders, in order to enforce from other countries
the same respect which they themselves are willing to pay, are compelled
to insist that the highest grade of service in the United States, by whatever
title it may be distinguished, is equal to the highest grade of service in any
other country; and, of course, that an American post captain is of equal
rank with the admiral of any other country whose commission is not of
older date. This claim is at least very questionable. Rank is a positive
thing, and, by the consent and usage of nations, is indicated in the naval
service by the flag which the commander wears. It is not surprising~
therefore, that the admirals of Europe should refuse to recognise as their
equals in rank, the captains of the United States, whose very flag affords
conclusive proof that their own countrv regards them as inferior. It is
true this claim of equality has in some instances been allowed, but it is.
generally denied; and hence that interchange of friendly courtesies, so
useful in preserving the harmony and good understanding of nations, has
often been prevented. In war, the inconvenience would be still more serious. Whatever concessions might be made in time of peace, from feelings
of r~spect and courtesy, no just claim of rank would be yielded in time of
war. The American captain, called to act in concert with the admiral of a
friendly nation, of younger date, would necessarily be compelled to yield
the honor of the chief command, or to contest it at the price of that harmony which would be necessary to the success of their joint enterprise.
It is not to be supposed that nations, whose systems have been so long
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established and acted on, will yield, in this respect, to the peculiar views
and wishes of the United States. The inconveniences resulting from our
anomalous position are seriously felt, and ought, in my opinion, to be removed, by placing our officers on a ground equally advantageous with that
which is occupied by those of other countries and corresponding commands.
.
·
Additional ranks in the navy would be eminently useful as an instrument of discipline. The post captain of to-day is precisely equal in rank
to the oldest post captain in the service. He feels his equality from the ·
first moment that he attains it, and at the same n1oment the disinclination
to be commanded and controlled by his equal, rises within him. He will·
not willingly submit to learn, as a scholar, what his own position authorizes him to teach. He looks to a separate command for himself; he begins to lay down systems of his own, and turns a deaf ear to the lessons of
experience imparted by older heads, because they cannot claim any higher
rank. The respect and deference, so necessary to discipline, are rarely
felt, except where there is a difference of rank; and they are most strongly
felt where that difference is greatest. ln this way the creation of higher
grades would be advantageously felt through all the grades ·below them.
It would be particularly beneficial in its influences upon the younger
dasses of officers, upon whom it is so important that correct impressions
should be made.
There is yet another encouragement which should be held out to our
navy in a much more liberal spirit than has heretofore been manifested.
Advancement in the service has been so slow, as to render it almost hopeless to a large number of our most promising officers of the lower grades.
Many would long since have retired from it in despair, but for the fact that
their education and pursuits unfit them for profitable occupations on shore.
Surely an officer who has faithfully devoted to his country twelve or fifteen years of the prime of his life, and at the expense of all qualification
for other pursuits, is entitled to be advanced at least one grade in the ranks·
of her service. I respectfully submit that it is not wise in us to place ourselves in a position to be compelled to intrust to age and imbecility, the ·
duties which require the vigor and energy of younger years; and yet,
under the systems which have heretofore prevailed, there are fp,w who can ·
hope ·to attain the higher commands, until they have also attained a period·
of life at which the best powers of man begin to decay.
If it be our purpose to increase our naval force, we cannot too soon·
begin to train a suitable band of officers to take charge of it. It is to be ·
borne in mind, that although we can build a good ship in a few weeks, it
requires twenty years of arduous service, of active instruction, and of
strict discipline, to qualify an officer to command her. If, therefore, we
would be prepared for the exigencies of the next twenty years, we
must begin our preparations to-day. It is mere prodigality to build ships,
if we have no officers to command them. There is no school for the sea
officer but the ship itself. The theory which he may acquire on shore,
although a necessary part of his education, only prepares him to begin to
learn what he is required ·to know as a naval commander. A small fleet,
properly employed, will afford such a school to pupils enough to supply a
large one. We should not, therefore, wait to build new ships, before we
begin to train their officers. We have at present not enough for our navy,
if all our ships were in commission. Those ships, if actively employed, tu--
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gether with such as shall be built from time to time, even under the most restricted scheme for the increase of our naval force, will afford all necessary
means of employing and training twice the present number of our officers of
every grade.
There is an absolute necessity for a large increase of the marine corps.
On this subject I refer to the accompanying letter of Col. Henderson, and
the tables which he has prepared for the information of this Department,
{No. 16.) From these it will be seen that nothing less than three times the
present number ot marines will answer the exigencies of the service, even
without any increase of our present naval force. Requisitions are frequently maae for marines, with which it is impossible to comply, however
nRcessary their services may be. In some cases, officers in command of
important posts have felt it due to themselves to inform the Department,
that they could not holrl themselves j nstly responsible for the safety of the
public property intrusted to their charge, for want of the force necessary
to protect it. At present, citizens are employed as watchmen at navy
yards, at prices greater in some instances than the wages of marines ; and
as they are not liable to martial law. and are free to quit the service when
they please, great inconvenience is frequently experienced, and the public
property is not always duly secure. A sufficient force for all such purposes ought to be provided, of men belonging to the service, and amenable
to the laws which regulate it.
Of the importance of marines in the naval service, but one opinion i3
now entertained. The principal maritime nations of the world, with the
exceptioB. of ourselves alone, have within late years greatly increased this
part of their force. I respectfully suggest that there should be provided
for each ship not less than one marine for every gun, besides a sufficient
number for the police of naval stations on shore. A still larger proportion
of marines would, in the opinion of experienced officers, be highly valuable
in the service.
The laws and regulations for the government of the marine corps are
extremely imperfect, and require amendment. A new code has already
been prepared by a board of ofiicers constituted for the purpose, which it
is proposed to incorporate in the general revision of the naval code, hereinbefore recommended.
The propriety of establishing nav:.1.l schools has frequently been submitted to the consideration of Congre~s. I again respectfully bring it to
your notice, as a subject of increasing interest to the navy. The use of
steam vessels in war will render necessary a different order of scientific
knowledge from that which has heretofore been required. If our navy
should be increased by the addition of any considerable number of steam
vessels, engineers will form an important class of naval officers. It will
be necessary to assign to them an appropriate rank, and to subject them to
all the laws of the service. Great care should be used in the selection of
them, because a great deal will depend on their skill and competency;
hence it is necessary that they snould pass through a prescribed course of
instruction, and that the Govemment should have the proof of their competency which an examination, conducted under their own rules, would
afford. This important object can be best attained by the establishment of
naval schools, provided wi'th all necessary means of uniting practice with
theory. The advantages which the army has derived from the academy at
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West Point, afford a sufficient proof that a similar institution for the navy
would produce like results.
In conne.xion with this subject, I would ask your attention to the situation of the professors of mathematics now employed in tile service. This
useful class of men, have no permanent connexion \\·ith the navy, but are
called in only as their services are needed, and are not paid except when
on actual duty. The consequence is, that they cannot rely on this employment for support, and are often reluctantly driven to other pursuits. It is
to be presumed that men whose talents and attainments qualify them to be
teachers in the navy, are equally qualified to be teachers on land; and, as
this latter is the less precarious position, the best qualified will be the most
apt to seek it. Hence the Department cannot rely with any assurance on
being able to command suitable professors at all times, when their services
may be required. It is, I think, of great importance that some provision
should be made upon this subject. I also recommend that a certain rank
or position be given to the professors, which will relieve them from the
necessity of messing and sleeping with their pupils. This close and constant association is well calculated to weaken the respect and influence
which their relation to the young officers ought to inspire, ann which is
absolutely necessary to give due effect to their instructions. I doubt
w2ether their services upon the present system are worth the money which
they cost, although they would be highly valuable under proper regulations.
It will be perceived that the estimates for the ensuing year are much
larger than they have heretofore been. It is confidently believed, however, that nothing has been asked for which is not necessary, and that
nothing which is deemed necessary has been over estimated.
Having recommended a large increase in most of our squadrons, it followed, of course, that I should ask the requisite appropriations to support
them. Presuming that Government does not build ships without designing
to use them, it would appear to be the obvious duty of this Department, to
keep as many of them in constant service as can be profitably employed.
This is, indeed, the true economy. Some of our finest ships have decayed
to a serious extent, while yet upon the stocks, and still more have, after
having been launched, required expensive repairs before they have been
sent to sea. This is the necessary consequence of keeping them in our
docks. Ships in actual service are generally clean, tight, dry, and properly
ventilated. A careful guard is kept over them, so that slight decays are
immediately detected, and rapaired without any considerable expense. It
has frequently happened that our vessels have been found, after their return
from long cruises, in better order for service than when they left the docks.
Ou the other hand, when they are kept in port without crews, they decay
rapidly, for want of the care and attention necessary to preserve them. It
may well be doubted whether the aggregate of losses sustained and repairs rendered necessary, by the non-use of our vessels, has fallen very far
short of what it would have cost to keep them in commission.
But this is the least part of the evil. While our vessels are unemployed,
our officers are idle. They thus lose the opportunity of acquiring a due
knowledge of their profession, and naturally fall into those injurious habits
which idleness always engenders. It would not be surprising if they should
forget, in some degree, their respect for the flag which they are so rarely
permitted to hoist, and lose, in indolence and despondency, the lofty spirit
and generous aspirations to which the navy owes its past renown. I am
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happy to asssure you that its present personnel does not deserve this neglect.
At no previous time has it been able to boast of so many able officers of
the higher grades, or of so many young officers of fine spirit, good attainment, and fair promise. Nothing is required but to brush off the rust of
idleness by giving thememployment, and to hold out to them the encouragement of a reasonable hope that a life devoted to the country, in the arduous
service of the sea, may claim, at least, the reward of that country's notice
and respect.
.
Other reasons for the present increased estimates will be found in the
report of the Navy Commissioners, which I herewith present. Their statement is so minute and specific, and at the same time so condensed, that it
conveys all needful information upon this point, in as few words as I could
use for the same purpose. I content myself, therefore, with a simple reference to that document, remarking, at the same time, that it meets my entire approval.
It will be perceived that a very small appropriation is aked for continuing the necessary work at the navy yard at Pensacola. The great imporltance of that yard is fully appreciated, and every effort will be used to
complete it in as short a time as possible. It is believed, however, that the
appropriation now asked is as large as can be advantageously used during
the next year. I shall not hesitate to ask an additional appropriation,
should it hereafter appear to be necessary.
I invite your attention in an especial manner to the navy yard at Brooklyn. Should the Government proceed with the construction of the dry
dock at that place, it is believed to be absolutely necessary to enlarge the
yard to a very considerable extent. There is not at present a sufficient
water front for the accommodation of half the number of vesse>ls which will
.probably be assembled there at one time; nor is there within the yard space
enough for conducting advantageously, the necessary mechanical operations
of such an establishment. It is also worthy of consideration, that the safety
of the yard is much endangered by the adjoining private bnildings, one of
which is a turpentine distillery, and nearly all of which are built of wood.
In case of fire on that side of the yard, it would be extremely difficult to
save the public property. I respectfully suggest that an establishment of
such magnitude and value, should be bounded on all sides either by water
or by a public street, so as to afford the greatest possible security against
danger from fire. The present is a very favorable time for the purchase of
the additional ground necessary to the attainment of this object. I recommend this subject to your consideration before any large additional expenditure shall be made for permanent improvements under the present arrangement.
A suit has been commenced, by an individual, for the recovery of eight or
ten acres of the land attached to the navy hospital at Norfolk. So much
of that land as is unclaimed by individuals, has now growing upon it a
grove of flourishing trees, which would, if properly protected, afford great
comfort and refresament to the invalids, while it would add much to
the beauty of the grounds. At present, however, it is not enclosed, and
consequently is subject to depredations which there are no means of preventing. These depredations will in a short time destroy the whole growth.
A very small expenditure would protect it, and would be very beneficially
.applied to that object.
Yon will perceive that the Commissioners ask for additional clerks.-
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Fully convinced that these are altogether necessary, I should strenuously
urge the subject upon your attention, but for the hope that the wants of the
entire Department in that respect will be provided for in the re-organization
of it, which I have herein so earnestly recommended.
Additional marine barracks are required, and if that corps should be
eonsiderably increased, will be absolutely necessary.
Permit me to e.xpress my entire approval of the suggestion of the Commissioners in relation to a suitable depot for the charts and nautical instruments belonging to the Navy. These have been procured at great labor
and expense, and are indispensable in the naval service. The small expenditure which will be necessary to preserve them in a condition always ready
for use, is not worthy a moment's consideration when compared with the
great purposes which they are designed to answer. They are a necessary
part of a naval establishment worthy of the present and growing greatness
-of our country.
In the administration of this Department, it will ever be an object of great
solicitude with me, to practice a prudent economy in all things. But I have
not sought to save the public money, by simply declining to apply it to its
most valuable public uses. Believing it to be an object of the first importance to place our navy upon the most efficient establishment, I have not
expected to effect that object at any small cost. The saving which exposes
the country, in a defenceless condition, to hostile attacks, will not be recommended by me. The spirit which pauses to calculate the cost of measures
rendered necessary for the support of the honor and glory of our country,
will never, it is hoped, display itself in this Department. I have felt it to
be my duty to place the alternative fairly and fully before the country.
An efficient navy cannot be built and supported without very great expense;
but this expense is more than repaid, even in time of peace, by the services
which such a navy can render. In war, it will be worth to us all the value
which we place on the safety of our exposed seacoast, on the security of
millions of our people, and on the well-earned glory of our naval flag. It is
enough that a necessity for this expenditure can be shown; the amount
of it will be a secondary consideration wit,h a people who truly love their
.country and properly value its institutions.
All which is respectfully submitted.
A. P. UPSHUR.
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Schedule of papers accompanying the report of the Secretary of theNavy to the President of the United States, of December 4, 1841.
No. 1. Report of the Commissioners of the Navy, transmitting estimates
for the naval service for the year 1842.
2. Estimate for the office of the Secretary of the Navy.
3. Estimate for the office of the Navy Commissioners.
4. Estimate for the expenses of the southwest exl:!cutive building.
5. General estimate for the navy.
Detailed estimate A 5. Vessels in commission.
B 5. Receiving vessels.
C 5. Recruiting stations.
D 5. Yards and stations-pay of officers and
others at.
E 5. Pay of officers waiting orders.
F 5. For provisions.
G 5. Improvement of navy yards.
H 5. Hospitals.
6. Estimate for the marine corps.
7. List of vessels in commission, their commanders, and stations.
8. Statement of vessels in ordinary.
9. Statement of vessels on the stocks.
10. Statement of labor, (days' work and amount.)
11. Statement of stores and materials on hand.
12. List of deaths in the navy.
13. List of dismissions in the navy.
14. List of resignations in the navy.
15. Report of the Commissioner of Pensions.
A 15. List of invalid navy pensioners.
B 15. List of widow pensioners.
C 15. List of minor children pensioners.
D 15. Receipts and expenditures on account of the navy pension.
fund.
16. Report of the commandant of the marine corps, on the increase
of the corps, with tables No. 1 and No. 2.

No. 1.
CoMMISSIONERs' OFFicE,
November 30, 1841.
Sta: The Commissioners of th~ Navy have the honor to lay before
you the estimates for the navy, for the year 1842, made out in conformity
with your directions.
The principal of these are divided into the four general heads of pay
and subsistence; increase, repair, armament, &c. ; improvement of navy
yards; and contingent.
Under the first head are included the pay and provisions for the subsistence of .every person belonging to th~ navy, at present employed, and intended to be employed in the ensuing year, so far as any probable estimate can be made of' the employment of the vessels and the wants of the
NAvY
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service, founded on your design to increase the squadrons on foreign stations, to prepare the home squadron in the most efficient manner, and
also to add to the public utility, by a small increase in the number of
vessels.
The second head includes the preparation of materials of every kind
for building such vessels as it may be deemed proper to build, or to commence the building of, in the course of the year. The repairs of all vessels, whose repairs are to be undertaken, are also included in this estimate,
during the above-mentioned period of time, under the two heads of labor
and materials, with the preparation and procurement of materials of
wood, iron, cordage, canvass, and every other article which enters into
their repair; looking forward to a small but gradual accumulation of them
beyond the annual expenditure, so that, in a case of emergency, the means
may be at hand to commence an immediate preparation for it.
Under the third head is embraced an estimate for such additions to the
present existing establishments, in which the various duties appertaining
to the navy, in almost every respect, are carried on, as may be necessary
to put into successful operation the objects enumerated under the second
head; and at the same time to increase their facilities for business, whilst
they forward the general design of making them, at a gradual but not far
distant period, as efficient as their several capacities will admit of.
Under the fourth head is placed an estimate for those articles, services,_
and duty, such as it is found impracticable to appropriate for, without entering into details of such small amounts and such numerous items as to embarrass and multiply the dnty of the disbursing officers, without an adequate
remuneration, by the economy of time and labor.
It will be perceived, by a comparison of the estimates for the present
with those of the approaching year, that there is a considerable increase
in the amount of those of the latter, which is to be.. accounted for in the
two following modes : the increase of the nutnber of officers of every rank,
from midshipmen to captains; and the iucrease of our naval force, abroad
and at home. It may more properly be said, with reference to the last
named, by the establishment of a squadron to act on our own coast and in its
l'icinity, which, although not established now for the first time, has not
existed for many years. For the increased amount of that of the second
head, viz: increase, armament, repair, &c., over that which was estimated
for as necessary for the present year, we must look at the various objects
which it is intended to provide for in the coming year; and the number of
them will show the propriety, as well as the expediency, of enlarging the
appropriation for this purpose.
In the first place, the intention of the Government to increase its defensive means by the aid of steam power, applied to vessels of a sufficient
size, to act in harbor defensively, or at sea offensively, is to be fulfilled, sofar as those means have been indicated by the late act of Congress on th~
subject, and the directions of your predecessor. These were and are to provide medium-sized steamers, of which three are already directed to be built,.
of the usual form, and to be worked by engines of the proper capacity, in
the usual way; whilst two others, on a plan entirely new, but differing essentially in manner and form, are to be construcied with the view of ascertaining their e.iliciency and superiority, according to which their increase
or discontinuance will, it is presumed, be determined. The first, of 60()
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tons, is upon a plan presented hy Captain Stockton, of the navy; and the
.second, of 300 tons, by Lieutenant V\·. W. Hunter, of the navy.
In the second place, the completion of several of the first class frigates, at Norfolk, New York, and Philadelphia, and the contemplated completion of others at Boston and Portsmouth, N. H., as well as a strict
examination of all the ships of the line building at the different ports, with
.a view to remedying any defects that may be founJ in them, as the consequence of decay or of early exposure to the weather, before the erection of
.ship-houses, will add considerably to this item ; and it seems to be a
measure imperiously called for by a proper regard for the interests of the
.navy, and, a more important consideration, the object for which that navy
is intended.
In the third place, it has been considered at this time proper to direct a
thorough survey of several vessels which have for years remained in a
doubtful state, either as to condemnation or repair, in order to put them
in a condition beyond the necessity of a further expenditure, if found unserviceable ; and if, on the other, they or either of them· should be found
worthy of repair, to commence it at once, as it is believed no more opportune occasion than the present will be afforded for that purpose. One, at
least, of these will be, it is confidently anticipated, a valuable acquisition
to the service by this operation; for, if not found fit for equipment as a ship
<Of the line, (her present designation,) she may become a most serviceable
vessel in that useful class of ships of war called frigates, an increase of
which is at all times desirable, as the most easy and expeditious of equipment, in proportion to their force, and the most useful when equipped.
In the fourth place, the building of an additional sloop of war of the
first class, with the building of three vessels of an inferior size, tl1e frames
-of all of which, with those of many others oflarger sizes, have, by a becoming
forecast, been provided, will, independent of them, by the necessary out··
lay for materials of timber, metal, cordage, and canvass, add considerably
to this item, although the expense will be amply compensated by the in.crease of our naval means, in providing a class of ve&stls, the want of
which is yearly felt as an evil, and to which a remedy should be applied.
In the fifth place, a general provision for such durable and imperishable
.articles as always enter into the construction and repair of vessels, beyond
the contemplated wants of the year, to supply an unlooked-for deficiency
by accident of any sort, or by the unexpected demand for these articles,
which could neither be calculated on fairly nor foreseen, will add somewhat,
although not much, to this item.
Under the third head, ''improvements of navy yards," the amount has
been made as large as in all probability the opportunities for work and
their situation will allow to be expended in the coming year, in addition to the balances which may be on hand. With the exception of the
-sum assigned to the dock at New York, the remainder is to be expended
in prosecuting those works which have been commenced hitherto, in pursuance of the plans adopted under the act of Congress of March, 1827,
.{!Ommonly called the gradual-improvement law. To this, the only exception is that presented by the yard at New York, for which no regular and
permanent plan has yet been made, on account of the doubt existing, at the
time the others were laid off, as to the propriety of continuing it at the
present place. That doubt, however, it would appear, has been solved, sub:Stantially at least, by the commencement of the dock in that yard, for which.
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an appropriation of $50,000 was made last year. To this an addition is
made, in the estimates for the present year, of $150,000, which it is believed
will be as much as can be expended, until a further appropriation is made in
the session of Congress subsequent to that which takes place in a short
time. The above sums will be principally absorbed by the payment for
materials of wood and stone, for coffer dams and the foundation, for excavation and embankment; of whirh two last an unusual proportion must
be performed, by reason of the positior( of the dock. The enlargement of
this yard and the preparation of a plan by whioh the improvements may
be permanently made, as is the case at the other yards, is of great importance, and seems to be a very proper subject for consideration at this time,
as the workmen and materials for the dock will necessarily occupy a large
portion of that space which is not now sufficient for naval purposes. To
preserve in proper repair all, to increase the accommodations in some, ·and
to extend the buildings of other of onr hospitals near the principal navy
yards, including that at Pensacola, which is almost daily becoming more
important, a considerable increase of the amount last appropriated for those
objects has been considered necessary, as will be seen by a comparison of
the sums for the present and coming years.
Under the fourth head of contingent, embracing the two items enumerated and unenumerated, no change has been made in the estimate for
either, as it is presumed there will be little or no difference in the expenditures under that head.
Having briefly explained the nature of the four principall'lppropriations,
and entered into a detail of their constituent parts, which it is hoped, and
indeed desired, may be satisfactory, we beg leave to pass on to another
subject, believing it may be equally important to have it presented to your
view; and that is, the progress made since the last report in the materials
for and the vessels of the navy. Under the first of these items, a considerable quantity of live oak, engaged for several years, to be delivered by various contractors, although not in quantities as large as could have been
wished, owing to mishaps and other interruptions, has been delivered.
Quantities of other kinds of timber, (oak and pine, for instance,) for the repair
of vessels, with large proportions of iron and copper, have also been received
from the persons engaged to furnish them. Iron, also, for chain cables and
for tanks, has been received to nearly the whole amount under ~ngagement.
The present estimates are intended to embrace the acquisition of quantities
of all the above-enumerated articles but the first.
Under the law for procuring ordnance, preliminary steps have been taken
to procure a large addition to the cannon of the navy, and particularly with
reference to the Paixhan guns and shells. Provision will also be made
for adding considerably to the stock of powder and shot.· Whilst on this
subject, we take the occasion to state that our attention will be turned to
the advantage of reducing the number of the caliber of the guns for the
navy, so as to have them, as nearly as practicable, of one size hereafter.
The advantage of such an equality is too obvious to need explanation ; and
the subject may be dismissed by saying, the only variation, excluding
Paixhan guns, is to be in the length and weight, instead of both those and
the size of the bore, as is now the case.
Since our last annual report, the Congress, a frigate of the first class, has
been launched at Portsmouth, N. H., and finished, with the exception of
her equipment, which is going on rapidly, and it is expected will soon be
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completed. The two sea steamers, Missouri and Mississippi, built at New
York and Philadelphia, have been launched, and are equipping with despatch, and will in a short time be ready for service, as a part of the home
squadron, for which they are intended. As these vessels, though of tbe
same size and form, have engines of different kinds, it is desirable that
they may have an opportunity of testing their relative qualities and power
by frequent trials at sea in all kinds of weather. The frigate United States
has been prepared for service, as well as the sloop Cyaue, for the Pacific.
The Delaware (74) has sailed for theBrazils, as the ship for the commander
of that squadron. The Brandywine, a frigate of the first class, having
been refitted, has returned to the Mediterranean, as the commanding ship
of that squadron; and the Fairfield, sloop of war, has also ,been sent thither.
The Macedonian, Warren, and Vandalia, are preparing, and are nearly
ready for the service of the West India squadron. The Independence,
razee, intended for the commanding ship of the home squadron, the Columbia, a frigate of the first class, with the John Adams and Falmouth,
first class sloops, are preparing, and are nearly ready for the home squadron, of which the small vessels, Boxer and Grampus, form the remainder.
In concluding this general but condensed view of the wants and resources
of the navy, its operations in the present, and the contemplated arrangements for the next twelve months, it may be proper to s!ate, that the excess of the sum called for, on account of the navy, for the ensuing year,
over that of the present, is to be found in the increased number of promotions and original appointments of officers of the junior rank and other
ranks ; an increase of the number of vessels beyond those at present employed, and the subsequent addition to the number of officers on sea pay,
with the requisite proportion of persons to man them. The addition of
two steamers, one first class sloop of war, and three smaller vessels, with
the outfits and stores of the first mentioned, as well as the last, contribute
essentially to swell the amount.
Believing that a short statement of the necessity for the employment of
additional clerks in the office of the Navy Commissioners may be proper,
we must observe that, for several year:s, the inconvenience arising from
their want has been so sensibly felt as to induce re~resentations and estimates, hitherto without effect. The present number allowed to this office
is insufficient to discharge the duties of the board. These duties comprise
subjects nearly if not quite equal in amount to those of a similar nature
in the ar!lly, which are assigned to separate bureaux, and require twenty
clerks, it is believed, in addition to the officers employed as assistants to
the heads of those bureaux ; whilst to the Commissioners are allowed
only six clerks and a draughtsman, with a secretary to the Board. We
earnestly remark, that we consider those now asked for as indispensably
necessary, to enable us to answer the numerous calls for information that
so frequently occur during a session of Congress, in addition to the already
onerous, heavy, and increasing current duties of the office. With this
addition, we might be enabled so to arrange the business to be performed as
to present, at a very short notice, a lucid statement of any subject required,
besides the compilation and digestion, for hourly use, of a mass of important matter, which, for such a want, is almost unavailable.
The Commissioners of the Navy have to remark, in laying before you
the estimate for the marine corps, the necPssity, in their opinion, for bar- r
racks at the four principal navy yards, or ports, for the portion of marines
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which it may be necessary to retain in the vicinity of each, for supplying
detachments to the ships preparing for sea, and those returned from sea
service, &c. They believe the establishment of them, as above mentioned,
will add much to the efficiency and comfort of the corps, and be a measure
of sound economy. The sum proposed appears to them sufficient for the
purchase of sites, and for the expenditure upon materials for the ensuing
year ; which, it is presumed, will be effecting as much as can be done
within the period for which the appropriation is to be made. The
amount asked for (viz: $175,000) is the same that was asked for last year,
reduced, by the direction of your predecessor, Mr. Secretary Paulding, to $100,000.
We have considered it proper to enumerate the several heads of the
aeneral estimate for the year 1842, by which you will perceive, at a glance,
.. amouut of the whole appropriation asked for, as shown by the sheet
.aarkcd No. 5.
In concluding this communication, the Board beg leave to call your atto the subject of a permanent depot for the charts and instrun:ents
•llnn~·imr to the navy.
ildings which have hitherto been used as a temporary depot
rented, and are inconvenient and unsuited to the wants of such
"'nuonment; the utility of which, as a matter of economy only, is
.......,,"""'o'"u ir. the careful preservatiou, and distribution to sea-going
of the valuable instruments and charts which have been carefully
and procured for the service, at considerable expense. To this
may be added the facilities which such an establishment presents to offieera of the navy, for obtaining useful, valuable, and, indeed, nccess..<try
bowlcdge, in some of the higher branches of their profession. ·
:file Board are fully convinced of the advantage of such a permanent
•blishment, properly constructed and judiciously located, and earnestly
lloommend it to your favorable consideration. The probable cost of a
tiitable site and buildings would not exceed $50,000. If half this sum
appropriated, it could be commenced the ensuing season with advanand be completed in 1843.
We have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your obedient servants,
L. WARRINGTON.
W. M. CRANE.
Hon. A. P. UPSHUR,
D. CONNER.
Secretary of the Navy.

-,t

"'

0

*
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No.2.
of the sums required for the support of the office of the Secretary of the Navy for the year 1842.
of the Navy- $6,000 00
- $8,200
per act of April 20, 1818 1,000
per act of May 26, 1824
1,000
per act of March 2, 1827

MenU~P.r

and assistant messenger
lllttlage:nt expenses -

- - - 10,200 00
1,050 00
5,000 00
.22,250 00
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SUBMITTED.

For increasing the salary of one of the clerks under the act of
.20th April, 1818, now $800, to $1,000

$200

o~

No.3.

Estimate of the sums required }'or the support of the Navy Commissioners' office for the year 1842, as at present established by law.
For the salaries of the Commissioners of the Navy $10,500 oo
For the salary of their secretary
2,000 oo
For the salaries of their clerks, draughtsman, and messenger,
per acts of 20th April, 1818, .24th May, 1824, and 2d
March, 1827
8,450 ()()
For contingent expenses
3,600 00
24,550 00

...

UBMITTED •

For two additional clerks, at $1,400 each For two additional clerks, at $1,200 each -

2,800 00
2,400 00
5,200 00

For this sum to pay arrearage for clerk's salary heretofore appropriated, the same having been carried to the surplus
fund in 1835, and now estimated for, in conformity with
the direction of the Secretary of the Navy

==

618 33

The amount asked for the contingent expenses of the office is increased
beyond the ordinary contingent demands, in order to meet the expenses of
extra clerical assistance, which has been and which it will be indispensably necessary to employ, to keep up the current business of the office, until
the additional aid asked shall be authorized bv law.
.
L. WARRINGTON.
W. M. CRANE.
D. CONNER.
NAVY COMMISSIONERS' OFFICE,

November 30, 1841.
No.4.

Estimate of sums required for the expenses of the southwest
building for the year 1842.
Superintendent Two watchmen, at $700 each, watching day and night
Contingent expenses, including oil, fuel, labor, repairs of building, engine, and improvement of grounds
-

executive
$250 00
1,400 00

3,350 00

-

5,000 00
-- - -

Doc. No. 2.
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NoTE.-The additional sum of $200 each is included in the above item
of estimates for the watchmen, in consideration of being required to watch
day and night, to wit: from 3 o'clock, P. M., till relieved by the messengers of the Department, about 8 o'clock, A. M. When their salaries were
fixed at $500, they were required to watch only from sunset till su.nrise.

No.5.
GENERAL ESTIMATE.

There will be required for the general service of the navy during the
year 1842, exclusive of the amount required for the marine corps, the sum
of eight millions two hundred and thirteen thousand two hundred and
eighty-seven dollars twenty-three cents, in · addition to any balance that
may remain in the Treasury on the 1st of January, 1842.
For 1842.

For 1841.

1. For the pay of commission, warrant,

petty officers, and seamen

-

$3,195,432 23

$2,434,280 59

78,420 00
720,000 00

75,170 00
500,000 00

30,000 00

30,000 0(}

3,165,000 00

2,000,000 00

2. For pay of superintendents, naval

constructors, and all the civil establishments at the several yards
3. For provisions
4. For medicines and surgical instrnments, hospital stores, and other expenses on account of the sick
5. For the increase, repair, armament,
and equipment of the navy, and wear
and tear of vessels in commission 6. For the improvement and necessary
repairs of navy yards, viz :
Portsmouth, N. H.
Charlestown, Mass.
Brooklyn, N. Y. .Philadelphia
Washington, D. C.
Gosport, Va.
Pensacola7. For hospital buildings and their dependencies, viz :
Charlestown, Mass.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Norfolk, Va.
Pensacola, Fl.
Philadelphia naval asylum

47,425
86,000
183,600
17,100
43,700
92,800
33,800

00
00
00
00
00
00
00

25,000
42,200
78,SOO
9,000
11,000
49,000
20,000

00
00
00
00
00
00
00·

3,960
20,000
13,750
28,000
1,300

00
00
00
00
00

1,500
3,000
2,000
1,500

00
00
00
00
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For 1842.

I

For lS.U.

8. For contingent expenses that may ac-

crue for the following purposes, viz:
For the freight and transportation of materials and stores of every description;
for wharfage and dockage,storage and
rent, tra veiling expenses of otficers,
and transportation of seamen ; for
house rent to pursers when duly authorized ; for funeral expenses; for
commissions, clerk hire, office rent,
stationery, and fuel, to navy agents;
for premiums and incidental expenses
for recruiting; for apprehending deserters; for compensation to judges
advE>cate; for per diem allowance to
persons attending courts martial and
courts of inquiry, or other services, as
authorized by law; for printing and
stationery of every description, and
for working the lithographic press;
for books, maps, charts, mathematical
and nautical instruments, chronometers, models, and drawings; for the
purchase and repair of fire engines
and machinery; for the repair of
steam engines in navy yards; for the
purchase and maintenance of oxen
and hmses, an~l for carts, timberwheels, and workmen's tools of every
description; for postage of letters on
public service; for pilotage and towing ships of war ; for taxes and assessments on public property ; for assistance rePdered to vessels in distress;
for incidental labor at navy yards, not
applicable to any other appropriation;
for coal and other fuel, and for candles
and oil, for the use of navy yards and
shore stations; and for no other object or pmpose whatever
.9. For contingent expenses for objects
not hereinbefore enumerated

$450,000 00

$450,000 00

3,000 00

3,000 00

8,213,287 23

5, 735,450 59

NAVY CoMMISSIONER~' O.r.rrcE, NQfJ. 30, 1841.

L. WARRINGTON.
W. M. CRANE.
D. CONNER.
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A No.5.
VESSELS IN COMMISSION.

Estimate of the amount of pay that will be 1·equired for the yea?' 184.2,.
for the/allowing vessels in commission, viz:
ships of the line,
1 razee,
4 frigates of the lst class,
2 frigates ofthe 2d class,
13 sloops of the lst class,
1 sloop of the .2d class,
2

5 sloops of the 3d class,

11 brigs and schooners,
3 steamers,
3 store ships,
8 small vessels.

Eight commanders of squadrons 2 ships of the line
1 razee 4 frigates of the lst class
2 frigates of the 2d class
13 sloops of the 1st class
I sloop of the 2d class
5 sloops of the 3d class
11 brigs and schooners
3 steamers
3 storeships
8 small vessels Scientific corps
Estimate for 1842 Estimate for 1841 -

$32,000
.297,342
112,845
352,485
146,.287
574,798
40,695
164,946
.201,247
168,009
38,563
146,36.2
20,700

00

50
.25

00
82
25
91
.25

75
75
75
00
00

.2,296,.284 .23
1~687,350 34
608,933 89

NoTE.-The increase in this item, of the first head in the general estimate, arises from the provision made for ia !home squadron, some change
in the force to be employed, and the increase· of force on 'some of the foreign stations.
·
NAvY CoMMISSIO:liERs' OFFicE,
November 30, 1S41.
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Estimate of the number and pay of officers, l}c., required for eigltt ,.eceiving vessels for the year 1842, being part of the first item in tlte
general estimate for that year.
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Captains
Commanders Lieutenants Masters
Pursers
Surgeons
Assistant surgeons Passed midshipmen Midshipmen Clerks
Boatswains Gunners
Carpenters
Sail makers Yeomen
Boatswains' mates Gunners' mates
Carpenters' mates
Quartermasters
Masters-at.arms
Ships' corporals
Ships' stewards
Officers' stewards
Surgeons' stewards Ships' cooks Officers' cooks
Captains of the hold Seamen
Ordinary seamen
Landsmen andapprentices
-

- -

-

3

-

-

-

-

- - - - -

-

1

1

-

-

-

1
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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Estimate for 1842 Estimate for 1811 -

-
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1
2
1

-

1 -

3 -

- -

-

1
2
1

6
1
1 1 1 .18

-

-

E-<

· - - - ------

-

75 15

0"

z z

I 1
1 - 1
1 1
1 I
1
1
1 1
4
1 1 4
1
1 1
1 I
1
- 4
4 1
1 1
1 ]
1
1 l
2
1 1 2
1 1
1
1
1
1 1 1
2
2
1 1 2
1
1 1
100 100 2 2100
100 100 4 4100
1
I
I
1
1
1
4
1
I
4
1
1
1
2

A1110a:nt.

!'.,>

75

-

3

-

-

-

-

1

1

-·

1
1

-·
1
1

2
4

-

- - -- - - 330 330 19 19 330 19

19 19
0
0 330 330 19 16 330

~~~ --=-

3 $10,500 00
10,500 00
5
28
42,000 00
8
8,000 00
3
I,987 50
3
7,200 00
3
3,600 00
5'-1
40,500 00
I5
5,250 00
3
1,500 00
2,250 00
3
3
2,250 00
3
2,250 00
3
2,250 00
3
1,440 00
17
3,876 00
3
684 00
8
l,S24 00
12
2,592 00
3
648 00
3
540 00
8
1,728 00
11
2,376 0 0
3
64S 00
8
1,728 00
11
2,370 00
3
540 00
310 44,640 00
320
38,400 QO

225

18,900 00

1085 262,977 50
0 1025 !---2oo,I47 50
'--·
60 62,830 00

-=-F -;r~r~;

NoTE.-The increase in the estimate for 1842, over that for 1841, is
caused by three additional receiving vessels at Portland, New Bedford, and
New Orleans.
N• vr CoMMlSSIOJ!fERs' QnxcJ!, NotJemher 801 1841.
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C No.5.
RECRUITING STATIONS.

Estimate for the pay of officers attached to recruiting stations for tlte
year 1842, being pa1·t of the first item oft he general estimate for that
year.
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1
2
1
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1
2
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0
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~
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~ 0....
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-
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1
2
1
2

~

0

~

zz

1
2
1
2

1
2
1
2

I

....cd
"' .n

"d§
~·-<

cd .....

"i5
,....,

~

0

E-<

- ---1
2
1
2

4
4
4
8

12
20
12
24

--- - - ---- 6 6 6 0 6 6 ~I -; 20 68
- 0 0 6 6 6 6 6 0 00 30
1- -=-\-; -;;-I ~
- ~~-;

-

$25,200
30,000
21,000
8,400
84,600
37,750

-46,850

NoTE.-The increase in the foregoing estimate for 1842, over that for
1841, is caused by the establishment of seven additional recruiting stations.
NAvY CoMMISSIONERS' OFFicE, November 30, 18-tl.
D No.5.

Estimate of the pay of officers and others at navy yttrds and stations
for the year 1842.
No.

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

Pny.

Aggrng•'-'·

Naval.
Captain Commander
Lieutenant
Master Midshipmen, at $350 each
Surgeon Boatswain
Gunner 1 Carpenter
1 Sailmaker
1 Purser, including all allowances
1 Steward, assistant to purser

1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1

-

-.

-

-

--

-

--

-

-

$3,500

2,100
1,500
1,000
1,050
1,800
500
500
500
500
941 75
360
$14~51

7
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No.

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.-Continued.

Pay.

Aggregate.

Ordinary.
1
1
6

12

Lieutenant
Carpenter's mate Seamen, at $144 each
Ordinary seamen, at $120 each

-

-

-

-

Civil.
1
1
I
1
1
1
1

Storekeeper
Naval constructor
Foreman and inspector of timber Clerk to the yard Clerk to the commandant Clerk to the storekeeper Clerk to the master builder
-

-

-

Porter

1

-

-

~

-

-

-----

- I·
-

-

$1,500
228
864
1,440

$4;032

1,400
2,300
700
900
900
750
400
300
7,650

Total

-

-

-

- -

-

25,933.75

BOSTON.

Naval.

--

1
1

2
2

--

-

1

2
1
2

4

-

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

...
Captain Commander
Lieutenants, at $1,500 each
Masters, at $1,000 each Surgeon Assistant surgeons, at $950 each Chaplain Professors, at $1,200 each
.Midshipmen, at $350 each
Boatswain
Gunner Carpenter SailmakerPurser, including all allowances
Steward Steward, assistant to purser

,.

•

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,500

2,100
3,000
2,000
1,800
1,900
1,200
2,400
1,400
500
500
500
500
1,141 75

216
360
23,017 75-
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D No. 5-Continued.
No.

BOSTON-Continued.

Pay.

Aggregate.

Ordinary.
3
1
6
1

1
1

4
2
14
.36

Lieutenants, at $1,500 each
Master
Midshipmen, at $350 each
Boatswain
Gunner
Carpenter
Carpenters' mates, (3 as caulkers,) at $228
each Boatswains' mates, at $228 each Seamen, at $ 144 each
Ordinary seamen, at $120 each -

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

$4,500
1,000
2,100
500
500
500

912
456

I

2,016
4,320

$ 6,804

Hospital.
1
1
1

2

2
l

-

-

Surgeon Assistant surgeon Steward Nurses, at $120 each~ Wben number of sick ~
Washers, at $96 each shall require them.
Cook
-

-

Civil.
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

Storekeeper
Naval constructorMeasurer and inspector of timber
Clerk to the yard Clerk to the commandant Clerk (2d) to the commandant
Clerk to the storekeeper
Clerk (2d) to the storekeeper
Clerk to the naval constructor
Keeper of magazine
Porter
-

-

-

Total

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,750
950
360
240
192
144

----- s,63a
1,700
2,300
1,050
900
900
750
900
450
650
480
300

-----

-

10 380

--53,837 75

NOTE.-The surgeon and assistant surgeon of the yard are to be re-quired to attend to the marines also.
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No.

NEW YORK.

Pay,

Aggregate,

Naval.
1
1
2
2
1
2

1
2
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-

Captain
Commander
Lieutenants, at $1,500 each
Masters, at $1,000 each Surgeon Assistant surgeons, at $950 each
Chaplain Professors, at $1,200 each
Midshipmen, at $350 each
Boatswain
Gunner CarpenterSailmakerPurser, including all allowances
Steward Steward, assistant to purser

1

6
1
1
1
4

2
14
36

--

-

-

-

-

-

.
3

-

-

-

-

-

$3,500
2,100
3,000
2,000
1,800
1,900
1,200
2,400
1,400
500
500
500
500

1,141 75
216
360
$23,017 7

Ordinary .

Lieutenants, at $1,500 each
.
Master Midshipmen, at $350 each
Boatswain
Gunner Carpenter Carpenters' mates, (3 as caulkers,) at $228
each
Boatswains' mates, at $22S each Seamen, at $144 each
Ordinary seamen, at 120 each
-

-

-

-

-

-

>

4,500

1,000
2,100
500
500
500

912
2,016
4,320

16,804·

Hospital.
1

1
1
2
·2
1

1
1
1

-

.

456

-

Surgeon
Assistant surgeon Steward
Nurses, at $120 each~ Whennumberofsick ~
Washers, at $96 each shall require them.
Cook
-

-

-

-

1,750
950
360
240
192
144
3,636-

Civil.

Storekeeper
Naval constructor
Measurer and inspector of timber

-

1,700
2,300
1,050

Doc. No. 2. ·
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D No. 5-Continuecl.
:Vo.

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

NEW YORK-Continued.

-

Clerk to the yard Clerk to the commandant Clerk (2d) to the commandant
Clerk to the storekeeper Clerk (2d) to the storekeeper
Clerk to the naval constructor
Keeper of the magazine
Porter
-

-

Total

-

-

Pay.

-

-

-

-

Aggregate.

$!100
900
750
900
450
650
480
300

-

-

-

- -

$10,380

-

53,837 75

NOTE.-The surgeon and assista:nt surgeon of the yard are also to be
required to attend to the marines.

No.

Pay.

PHILADELPHIA.

Aggregate.

Na?Jal.
Captain
Commander
Lieutenant
Master
Surgeon
1 Assistant surgeon 1 Chaplain 1 Boatswain
1 Gunner
1 Carpenter1 Purser, including all allowances 1 Steward -

1
1
1
1
1

-

$3,500
2,100
1,500
1,000
1,800
950
1,200
500
500

500
1,141 75
216
$14,907 75

Ordinary.
1
1

4
12

Lieutenant
Boatswain's mate Seamen, at $144 each
Ordinary seamen, at $120 each

-

Naval.llsylum and hospital.
1
1

1

Captain
Master
Secretary -

1,500
228
576
1,440

----3,500

1,000
900

3,744
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D No. 5-Continued.
No.

1

1
1

2
2
1

PHILADELPHIA-Continued.

Pay.

Surgeon
I
Assistant surgeon
I o attend to the
Stewa<d
hospital, also,
Nurses, at $120 each
if
required.
Washers, at $96 each
Cook

I

l
r

Aggregate.

$1,750
950
360
240
192
144
$9.,036

Civil.
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

-

Storekeeper
Naval constructor
Inspector and measurer of timber
Clerk to the yard Clerk to the commandant Clerk to the storekeeper
Clerk to the naval constructor
Porter
-

-

Total

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,250
2,300
900
900
900
750
400
300

-

- -----

-

- -

-

7,700
35,387 75

NoTE.-The surgeon and assistant surgeon of the yard are also to be
required to attend to the receiving vessel and the marines.
Pay.

WASIIINGTON.

No.I

Aggregate.

Naval.

-

Captain
- $3,500
Commander
2,100
1 Lieutenant
- 1,500
Masters, one in charge of ordnance, at
2
$1,000 each
- 2,000
1 Surgeon - 1,800
1 Assistant surgeon 950
-.
1 Chaplain - 1,200
1 Boatswain
500
-.
Gunner, as laboratory officer
1
500
Carpenter1
500
1 Purser, including all allowances - 1,141 75
1 Steward 216
Steward, assistant to purser
l
360
1 Steward to hospital
216
1
1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$16,483 75
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D No. 5-Continued.
No.I

Ordinary.
I
I
6
14

I

WASHINGTON-Continued.

.
Boatswain's mate .
Carpenter's mate Seamen, at $144 each
Ordinary seamen, at $I20 each

Pay.

.

.

.

-

-

Aggregale.

..

$228
228
864
I,680

-.
-

-

$3,000

Civil.

.
Storekeeper
Naval constructor, (to be employed as the
Secretary may direct) 1 Master builder
I Inspector and measurer of timber
I Clerk to the yard I Clerk to the commandant I Clerk (2d) to the commandant
-.
1 Clerk to the storekeeper .
.
1 Clerk to the master builder
.
1 Masttr camboose maker and plumber
1 Chain cable and anchor maker .
1 Keeper of the magazine .
1 Porter
-

-

1

I

-

-

Total

-

-

.

-

--

-

' I ,700
2,300
I ,250
900
900
900
750
750
450
1,250
I,250
480
300

-

.

-----

-

13,180

--32,663 7$

NOTE.-The surgeon and assistant surgeon of the yard are also required
to attend to the hospital when necessary.
No.

NORFOLK.

Pay.

Naval.
1

1

2
2
1

2
1

2
4
1

Captain
Commander
Lieutenants
Masters, at $1,000 each Surgeon .
Assistant surgeons, at $950 each Chaplain Professors, at $1,200 each
Midshipmen, at $350 each
Boatswain

ss;soo
2,100
3,000
2,000
1,800
1,900
1,200
2,400
1,400
500

Aggr~gate .
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No.

1
1

I
I
I
I
3
I
6
I
I
I
4
2
14

36

Pay.

NORFOLK-Continued.

-

-

Gunner
CarpenterSailmakerPurser, including all allowances
Steward Steward, assistant to purser

-

-

-

1
2
2
1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Lieutenant
Surgeon Assistant surgeon Steward Nurses at $120 each ~ When number of sick ~
Washers, at $96 each
ehall require them.
Cook
-

-

-

-

-

Civil.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

-

Ordinary.
Lieutenants, at $1,500 each
Master Midshipmen, at $350 each
Boatswain
Gunner
CarpenterCarpenters' mates, (3 as caulkers,) at $228
each
Boatswains' mates, at $228 each Seamen, at $144 each
Ordinary seamen, at $120 each -

Hospital.

I
I
I

-

-

Storekeeper
Naval constructor
Inspector and measurer of timberClerk to the yard Clerk to the commandantClerk (2d) to the commandant
Clerk to the storekeeper Clerk (2d) to the storekeeper
Clerk to naval constructor
Keeper of magazine
Porter
-

-

Total

-

-

-

-

-

Aggregate.

$500
500
500·
I,141 75
216
360

$23,017 75
4,500
I,OOO
2,100
500
500
500
912
456
2,016
4,320
16,804
1,500
1,750
950
360
240
192
144

-----

5,136

1,700
2,300
1,050
900
900
750
900
450
650
4SO
300

-----

-

10,380

----55,337 75

NoTE.-The surgeon and assistant surgeon of the yard are also to be
required to attend to the marines.
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D No. 5-Continued.
Pay.

PENSACOLA.

Aggregate.

---1
1
2

1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

Naval.
Captain Commander
Lieutenants, at $1,500 each
Master
Surgeon Assistant surgeon Chaplain
Midshipmen, at $350 each
Boatswain
Gunner CarpenterSailmakerPurser, including all allowances Steward -

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

Ordinary.

1
1
1
10
10

CarpenterCarpenter's mate Boatswain's mate Seamen, at $144 each
Ordinary seamen, at $120 each

-

Hospital.

Surgeon Assistant surgeon 1 Steward 2 Nurses, at $120 each~
2 Washers, at $96 each
1 Cook
-

1
1

-

Civil.

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

--

-

-

--

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,800

950

1,200
1,050
500

500
500
500

1,141 75
216
$17,957

-

-

-

$3,500
2,100
3,000
1,000

500
22S
228

1,440
1,200

-----

-

-

-

-

3,596 00

1,750
950

360
240
192
144

Whennumberofsick ~
shall require them.

Storekeeper
Clerk to the yard Clerk to the commandant Clerk (second) to the commandant
Clerk to the storkeeper
Clerk (sec~nd) to the storekeeper Porter
.

3,636 00
1,700
900
900
750
750
450
300

__.__
I

Total

-

-

-

i5

- -

-

5,750 00

1$30,939 75

NOTE.-The surgeon and assistant surgeon of the yard are also to attend
to the marines and the receiving vessel, if one should be stationed near the
yard, and to such persons in the yard as the commander may direct.
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D No. 5-Continued.

No.

STATIONS.

I

Pay.

Aggregate.

I

Baltimore.
1
1
1
I
1

-

-

Captain
Lieutenant
Surgeon
Purser, including all allowances Clerk
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$3,500
1,500
I,500
862 50
500
$7,862 50

Charleston.
1
1
1
l

-

-

-

-

Captain
Lieutenant
Surgeon
Purser and storekeeper, including all allowances -

-

-

3,500
1,500
1,500
I,189 75
7,689 15

Sackett's Harbor.
I

Master

-

-

-

-

1,000

- ---

1,000 00

For duty at rVashington, or on general
duty-ordnance.
1
1
2
4

-

-

-

-

Captain
Commander
Lieutenants, at $1,500 each
Passed midshipmen, at $7 50 each

-

-

-

3,500
2,100
3,000
3,000
ll,600 00

Chart and instrument depot.
2

4
1
1
1

-

Lieutenants, at $1,500 each
Passed midshipmen
-

-

-

-

Chief naval constructor
Civil engineer
Principal steam engineer -

-

-

-

.,
-

-

3,000
3,000

6,000 00
3,000
4,000
2,500

9,500 00

Fm·eign stations.
1
1

Storekeeper at Mahon
Storekeeper at Rio de Janiero

I•

-

-

1,500
1,500

-----

3,000 00
;
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D No. 5-Continued.
RECAPITULATION.
Naval.
Hospital.
Ordinary.
I st head, 4th I st head, 5th I st head, 6th
item.
item.
item.

"

-

-

-

--

Portsmouth, N. H.
Boston
N ew York
Philadelphia
Washington
Norfolk
p ensaeola
Baltimore
Charleston
ackett's Harbor OrdnanceChart and instrument depot
T aval constructor Civil engineer
Principal steam engineer
Storekeepers

-

-

----

-

Estimatecl for I842
Estimated for 184l
lRcrcase for I 842 -

-

$l4,25I 75
23,0I7 75
23,017 75
I4,907 75
I6,483 75
23,0I7 75
I7,9ll7 75
7,362 50
7,689 75
I,OOO 00
I1,600 00
6,QOO .00

-

-

$4,032
I6,804
I6,804
8,744
3,000
I6,804
3,596

--

-

-

$3,636
3,636
9,036

-

5, I:l6
3,636

-

-

-

-

Civil.
2d head.

$7,650
I0,380
I0,380
7,700
I3, I80
I0,380
5,750
500

-

--

3,000
4,000
2,500
3,000

---------78,420
- 166,306 50 64,784 25,080 ----

- 157,312 50 - -64,784
- - - - -- - 8,994 00

-

25,080

-

Aggregate.

$25,933
53,837
53,837
35,387
32,663
• 55,337
30,939
7,862
7,689
I,OOO
11,600
6,000
3,000
4,000
2,500
3,000

7~

75
7575
7~

75
7!'>
50
75
00
00
00
00
00
0
00

75,170

334,590 50
322,34.6 50

3,250

I2,244 00

NoTE.-The difference in the foregoing estimates is occasioned by additional officers being attached to the ordnance service and to the chart
and instrument depot, the salary of the naval constructor at Washington,.
and a small addition to the pay of the storekeepers' clerks at Portsmouth,.
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and Norfolk.
NAvY CoMMISSIONERS' OFFICE,
·
November 30, 18H.
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ENo. 5.
WAITING ORDERS.

Estimate of the pay ?'eqttired for the commis8ioned and warrant officers
waiting orders for 1842, being the seventh item of the .first head ofth.fJ.
general estimatefor that year.
31 captains 4 7 commanders
58 lieutenants
16 surgeons 6 chaplains
72 midshipmen

$77,500
84,600
69,600
25,600
4,800
21,600

00
00
00
00

00
OQ

283,700 00
Add for 39 midshipmen, who, after examination,maybeentitled to be arranged as passed midshipmen, in addition to
their pay as midshipmen Estimated for 1842 Estimated for 1841 -

11,700 00
295,400 00
25

261,856

$33,543 75
NoTE.-This difference is occasioned by the change in the number and
rank of officers waiting orders.
NAvY

CoMMISSIONERs' OFFICE,
November 30, 1841.

F No.5.
PROVISIONS.

Estimate of the amount required for provisions for the year 1842, e~
planatory of the third item of the general estimate fur that year.
9,867 persons in vessels in commission, exclusive of marines.
999 marines, embarked in vessels in commission.
1,382 persons attached to recruiting vessels, and enlisted persons 3>t shore
stations.
12,248 persons, at one ration per day, will make 4,470,520
rations, which, at 20 cents each, are equal to
- $894,104 00
.Estimating the balance under this head that may remain in
the Treasury on the lst January, 1842, as available for
that year, there may be deducted from the above the sum
of$174,104, which may not be required 174,104 00
$720,000 00

Doc. No. 2.
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NoTE.-From the amount now in the Treasury for provisions, the above
sum, with the probable balance which will be on hand on the 1st January,
1842, will, it is believed, be sufficient for the demands under this head for
the ensuing year.

NAvY

CoMMISSIONERs' OFFICE,

November 30, 1 S41.

GNo. 5.
IMPROVEMENTS OF NAVY YARDS.

Estimate of the proposed improvements and repairs to be mack in the
navy yards during the year 1842, explanatory of the sixth head of the
general estimate .
.flt Portsmouth, New Hampshire.
For completing wharf No. 3
- $28,000
For taking up fallen materials of wharf No. 1
5,000
For continuing wall west side of launching-slip No. 2, and for a
portable bridge across end of the same
4,775
For completing knee-dock site 22
1,150
For repairs of all kinds, including navy-yard bridge
8,500
$47,425

.Ill Charlestown, Massachusetts.
For extending smithery For pier wharf, angle 59 For dredging at entrance of dock
For steam engine to ropewalk
For rigging loft, cordage store, &c.
For addition to floating gate of dry dock
For repairs of all kinds -

:..

$9,500
22,000
2,500
8,000
35,000
4,500

4,500
$86,000

.Jlt Brooklyn, New York.

For foundation of granite sheds for guns
- $3,500
4,900
For re-slating roof of sail loft and coppering roof of yard offices 5,000
For dredging out docks and channels, &c.
1,700
For a pitch house, setting boilers, &c.
4,500
For a guard house for marine guards, police officers, watchmen, &c.
5,000
For building for fire engines and cistern - 150,000
For continuing construction of dry dock 9,000
For repairs of all kinds $183,600
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.llt Philadelphia.

For two houses for officers on plan of yard
For repairs of all kinds -

- $15,500
1,600
$17,100

.llt Wasltington.

For renewing wharf, end of ship-house For browstage at north end of saw mill, new shears, &c.
For addition to officers' quarters
For barracks for ordinary and watchmen
For a new iron foundry and extending iron store
For shops for machinists and paint shop
For a new saw mill
-For new machinery in chain-cable shop, planing machine, &c. For repairs of all kinds in yard and naval magazine

$7,500
1,800
2,200
1,500
6,700
4,500
6,000
7,000
6,500
$43,700

.flt Norfolk, Virginia.
}~or quay wall10, launching slip, and timber docks
For building store-house No. 16, to be used as timber shed
F·or dredging machine and culvert
For repairs of all kinds -

==
- $40,000
36,000
7,000
9,800
$92,800

.Ill Pensacola.
For building offices
For guard-house and gateway west side of yard
·'For completing timber shed No. 1
For repairs of all kinds -

- $16,300
7,500
5,000
5,000
$33,800

RECAPITULATION.

:For navy yard Portsmouth, New Hampshire
For navy yard Charlestown, Massachusetts
For navy yard Broooklyn, New York
For navy yard Philadelphia
For navy yard Washington
For navy yard Gosport, Virginia
For navy yard Pensacola

- $47,425
86,000
- 183,60()
17,100
43,700
92,800
33,800
$504,425
----

~--

NAvY Co:MMIS3IONEns'

OFFicE,

November

ao, 1841.

Doc. No. 2.
•
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HNo. 5•
HOSPITALS •

.lln estimate of the sums that will be required during the year 1842 for
the repairs and improvements of the hospitals at the several navy
yards, viz:
For hospital at Charlestown, Massachusetts
For hospital at Brooklyn, New York
For naval asylum at Philaddl'hia
For hospital at Norfolk, Virginia
For hospital at Pensacola
Total required for hospitals
NAVY

$3,960
20,000
1,300
13,750
28,000
- $67,010

----

CoMMISSIONERs' OFFICE,
November 30, ~841.

No.6.

Original estimate of the ell.'penses of the quartermaster's department of
the United Slates marine corps for the year 1842.
HEADQUARTERS oF THE MARINE CoRPs,
· Washington, October 7, 1841.
SJR: The estimates for the marine corps for the year 1842 accompany
' this letter.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

ARCHIBALD HENDERSON;
Colonel Commandant.

Com. LEwis WARRINGToN,
President Bom·d of Navy Commissioners.

HEADQUARTERS MARINE CoRP:>,

Quartermaster's Office, Washington, October 7, 1841.
SIR: The triplicate estimates for the support of the quartermaster's department of the marine corps for the year 1842, which are herewith submitted, vary from the estimates of the last year in the addition of $500 to
the appropriation for military stores, the increase being for the purchase
and repair of instruments for the band.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
AUG. A. NICHOLSON,

Quartermaste;r Marine Corps . .
Col. ARcHIBALD HENDERsoN,

Commandant Marine Corps, l-/eadquarters.
27

'
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HEADQ.UARTERS oF THE MARINE CoRPS,
Paymaster's Office, October 7, 1841.
SIR: Herewith you will receive triplicate estimates for the pay department of the marine corps for the year 1842.
I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,
GEO. W. WALKER,
Paymaster Marine Cotp$.
Col. ARcHIBALD HENDERsonr,
Commandant U. S. Marine Cm')Js, Headquarters.

Estimate for the quartermaster's department of the United
marine corps fm· the year 1842.

•

State~

There will be required for the support of the quartermaster's department
of the marine corps during the year 1842, in addition to the balances remaining on hand on the 1st of January, 1842, the sum of three hundred
and eighteen thousand nine hundred and eleven dollars and sixty-one
cents.
For provisions for the non-commissioned officers, musicians,
privates, servants, and washerwomen, serving on shore - $45,054 99
For clothing 43,662 50
For fuel
16,274 12
For the purchase of a site, and to commence the erection of
barracks at Charlestown, Massachusetts
50,000 00
For ditto at Brooklyn, New York
50,000 00
For ditto at Gosport, Virginia
50,000 00
To commence the erection of barracks at Pensacola 25,000 00
For keeping barracks in repair, and for rent of temporary barracks a.t New York
6,000 00
For trausportation of officers, non-commissioned officers, musicians, and privates, and expenses of recruiting
8,000 00
For medicines, hospital supplies, surgical instruments, and
pay of matron and hospital stewards
4,140 00
For military stores, pay of armorers, keeping arms in repair,
accoutrements, ordnance stores, flags, drums, fifes, and other
instruments for the band 2,800 00
For contingencies, viz : freight, ferriage, toll, wharfage, and
cartage, per diem allowance for attending courts martial
and courts of inquiry, compensation to judges advocate, .
house 1ent where no public quarters are assigned, per diem
allowance to enlisted men on constant labor, expenses of
burying deceased marines, printing, stationery, forage, postage on public letters, expenses in pursuit of deserters, candles and oil, straw, barrack furniture, bed sacks, spades,
axes, shovels, picks, carpenters' tools, and for the keeping
17,980 0\l
of a horse for the messeng~r
i
318,911 61.
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ESTIMATE FOR 1842-Continued.
Fuel for eac)l.

~

FUEL.-For waom required.

..0

s

-

--

Colonel commandant
Lieutenant colonel, south of latitude 39
do.
do. 39
Majors,
Majors,
north
do. 39
do.
Jo. 43
Captains,
do.
c aptains,
do. 39
Captains,
south
do. 39
Staff,
do.
do. 39
Staff,
do. 39
J:~Ortb.
2
Lieutenants,
do.
do. 43
I2
Lieutenants,
do.
do. 39
14
Lieutenants,
do. 39
south
Nop-commisaioned officers, musicians, privates, servants, and washerwomen, north
239
of latitude 40
Do. south of latitude 40 370
I
Clerk to paymaster
1
Hospital matron Commanding officer's office at Port,;mouth,
I
New Hampshire
1
Guard room at do.
Hospital at do.
I
}[ess room at do.
1
Offices of the commanding officer and assistant quartermaster nt Charlestown,
4
New York, and Philadelphia
3
Guard rooms at do.
3
Hospitals at do.
Mess rooms at do.
3
Offices of the commandant and staff and
commanding officers at headquarters,
7
Norfolk, and Pensacola
Guard room~ at headquarters, navy yard
Washington, Norfolk, and Pensacola 4
Hospital at headquarters 1
Hospitals at Norfolk and Pensacola
2
Mess rooms for officers at headquarters,
Norfolk, and Pensacola
3
Armory al Washington
1

-

--

-

-

.;

-.;
.,

"

-

"20

0

....

.<:1
<.>

c

"20
0

I
4
4

-

I
I
2
I

5
4
2
4

-

8
25
I9
4

5

1-

-

--

-

1
1

4
4

25
19
4

-

--

--

8
24
I8
4

-

72
55
12

-

-

7

- -

49

-

-

21
33
16

-

--

-

3

4

-

-

Cords •
- Which, al $7 per cord, is

-

-

.,.;

.;

19
I8
I6

-

-

Amount.
.;

., .<:<.>
...."' ....c
-- -- - - -- --- -1 S6
4
- 36 4
1 26
- - 26
1
26
26
- 3 29
- - 87
I 24
4
8
24
4
8
(j
2 23
- 47 4
63
3 2I
2
6
3 26
- - 78
29
I 29
- -

z::s

-

Total fuel.

4

-

-

38
222
:l3I

2

Dolls. Cts.

8

.,

-

-

-

4

-

4

-

8

-

-

388
555
2
I

3

•8

2
4

8

5

4

1

4
4

I

3~

:lJ

4

.
'

33
IO

4

30 "- 30
--- -7
-- -- -- -- -- 2,324
- - -

16,274 12
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c

"'
E

PROVISIONS.-For whom required.

.i'c""
~

} 'or non-commi~;sioned officers, m11sicians, privates, and washerwomen
- 517
For clerks and officers' servants
For two months' rations for each soldier
as premium for re-enlisting, agreeably
to the act of 2d March, 1835
125

-

... "

c

"'
E
0
it
.,...
..c
.,

iS":

>.

c

~
c

"'
::<>

rn

...,t:

~

>.

. Aggregate
"":J
.,... .,c "":J
amount.
li:i ~

"'"' §e.
"'"
"'o

.;

"'""
"30 -~§-~

..;:

..!l

0

E-<

~

-- -- -- -- -- --

-

68

-

-5

552
73

-

-

-

-

-

125

1

34

-

1

""2l c

CLOTHING.-For whom required.

ic

.....

·~

~

~

-

1

1

-

- •

-

-

- -- -

1,444 79

----45,054 99

0

Dolls. Cts.

/Z)

For non-commissioned officers, musicians, and privates,
1,156
at $33 per annum
For officers' servants, at $33 per annum
-'
}'or paymaster's clerk, at $33 per annum
For 300 watch coats, at $8 50 each
For two months' clothing for each soldier as premium for
125
re-enlisting, agreeably to the act of 2d March, 1835 -

38,281 20
5,329 00

Amount.

.;

"t: ..;:., ]
"' 5
~
E-<
--- -- -~s

Dolls. Cts.

-

-

- -

-

-

-

125

68

1

1,156
68
1

'38, 148
2,244
33
2,550

00
00
00
00

687 50

----43,662 50

Respectfully submitted.
AUG. A. NICHOLSON,
Quartermaster Marine Corps.

Detailed estimates of pay and subsistence o.f officers and pay of non-comiss£oned officers, ?rtusicians, and privates, of the
marine cmps o.f the Umted States for the year 1842.
SUBSIS'rENCE.

PAY.

I

Total. ~o. ra- No.extraor l Total.
No. Payperl Extra INo.ser-'No.ser.
vantsat1vants at
ltons per double rarnon th . pay per
month. $8 per $7 per
day at !tons at 20
month. month.
20 ccnts.cts. p. day.

R.l.!i'K AND GRADE.

I

Colonel commandants ~
•
1
Lieutenant colonels
1
Majors
4
1
Adjutant and inspectors Paymasters
- '
I
Quartermasters I
Assistant quartermasters
I
Captains commanding posts and at sea ..
3
Captains on recruiting service 2
5
Captains
First lieutenants commanding guards or detachments at sea
5
First lieutenants
16
Second lieutenants
20
Hospital stewards
I
Sergeant majors
1
Quartermaster sergeants
•
I
Drum and fife majers 2
Orderly sergeants employed as clerks to col. com't, adj't and insp' r, and q'rmas.
3
50
Sergeants
CorporalsJ
SO
Drummers and fifers
60
Privates
- 1,000
Clerk to paymasters
1
Amount required for payment of bounty for re-enlistment
125
Additional rations to officers for every five years' service Orderly sergeants and sergeant of guards at sea 27
•This sum of $650 covers and. ~s irt liell of pay, clothing, rations, fuel,
and q,uarters, for the year 1842~

I

75
60
50
60
60
60
50
50
40
40
40
30
25
18
I7
I7
I6
I6
13
9

-

.

--_-,--2- $1,068 _ _6_ _ _6___ $876

- .
2
2
2
I
. .- $20
20
-

2
2
I
I
I
I
I
I
-

8

-

-

-

7
I6

-

-

-

888
3,072
912
912
912
696
2,088
I, 128
2,820
2,820
7,104
7,680
216
204
444
384
I,296
'1,800
8,640
5, 760 .
84,000
650"
I, 750
5,184

5
4
(
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
I
IH
-

5
4
4
4
4 4
4
4
4
-

730
2,336
584
584
584
584
1,752
I,I68
I,460
2,920
4,964
5,840
73
-

I

Aggregate

.

$1,944
1,6IS
5,408
I,496
I,496
I,496
I,280
3,840
2,296
4,280
5,740
12,068
I3,520
289
204
444
384
I,296
7,800
8,640
5,760
84,000
650
I,750
I0,498
5,184
183,381

t:i

0

r
2!
0
~

CIJ

.Respectfully submitted.
GE~~ ~~ WALKER,

Paymaster Marine

Corpa~

c.c
....:t
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The Comissioners of the Navy have to remark, in laying before you the·
estimates for the marine corps, the necessity, in their opinion, for barracks
at the four principal navy yards or ports for the portion of marines which
it may be necessary to retain in the vicinity of each, or supplying detachments to the ships preparing for sea, and those returned from sea service,
·&c. They believe the establishment of them as above mentioned will add
much to the effi6iency and comfort of the corps, and be a measure of
sound economy.
.
The sum proposed appears to them to be sufficient for the purchase of
sites and for the expenditures upon materials for the ensuing year, which,
it is presumed, will be effecting as much as can be done within the period
for which the appropriation is to be made. The amount aslwd for (viz:
$175,000) is the same that was asked for last year, but reduced by the direction of your predecessor, Mr. Secretary Paulding, to $100,000.

No.7.

List ofvessels in commission of each squadron, their commande1•s and stations, on the 1st October,

1841.

-~

Class.

rigate
loop
loop
rigate
loop
loop
:oop
oop

Commanders of vessels.

Name.

- Brandywine

-

Fairfield
Preble
United Stales St. Lonis
r
Cyane
Yorktown
Dale
~hooner
- Shark
1ip ofthe line Delaware
rigate
- Potomac
oop
- l\brion
oop
- Decatur
oop
- Concord
:hoouer
- Enterprise rigate
- Constellation oop
- Boston
F rigate
- Macedonian oop
- Levant
oop
- Warren
oop
- Vincennes
oop
- Peacock
B rig
Porpoise
. - Dolphin
rig

.-

-

Commanders of •quadrons.

-

Captain D. Geisinger
Commander J. Tattnall
Commander Ralph V om·hees
Captain James Armstrong Commander French Forrest
Commander C. K. Stribling
Captain John H: Aulick Commander Charles Gauntt
Commander Thomas A. Domin
Captain C. S. McCauley
Captain George W. Storer Commander W. LBelt
Commander H. W. Ogden Commander W. Boerum · Commander L. M. Goldsborough
Commodore Lawrence Kearney
Commander John C. Long Commodore Jesse Wilkinson
Commander A. Fitzhugh Commander C. L. Williamson
Lieutenant Charles Wilkes Lieutenant William L. Hudson
Lieutenant C. Ringgold
Lieutenant W. W. McKean

-

..

Com. Charles \V. Morgan• Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Com. Thomas Ap C. Jones
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Com. Charles Morris
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
· do.
Com. Lawrence KearneyDo.
do.
Com. Jesse Wilkinson
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
- Lieutenant Cha's WilkesDo.
do.
do.
Do.
-

--

-

-

-

-

Stations.

Mediterranean.
Mediterranean.
Mediterranean.
Pacific.
Pacific.
Pacific.
'
Pacific.
Pacific.
.
Pacific.
Coast of Brazil.
Coast of Brazil.
Coast of Brazil.
Coast of Brazil.
Coast of Brazil.
Coast of Brazil.
East Indies.
East Indies.
West Indies.
West Indies.
West Indies.
Exploring Expedition.
Exploring Expedition.
Exploring Expedition.
On special service
(

~
c
?

z~
~

c,.,
~

c:c

,;:...

No. 7-Continued.

0

~

...
Class.

Name.
._

Steamship
Schooner

-

Schooner
Schooner
Schooner
Schooner
Schooner
Schooner
Schooner
Ship of the line
Ship of the line
Ship of the line
Brig
Schooner
--

-

I

Commanders of vessels.

Commanders of squadrons.

I

- - • -FlirL*
Lieutenant J. T. McLaughlin
- Lieut. J. T. McLaughlin Wave '*
Lieutenant William Lewis Herndon
Do.
do.
Otsego"'
Acting Lieutenant .Tames S. BiddleDo.
do.
Phamix*
Acting Lieutenant C. R. P. Rodgers
Do.
do.
Jeffersont
Lieutenant John Rodgers Do.
do.
Lieutenant John B. Marchand
Do.
Van ELuent
do.
Do.
Madisont
ACting Lieut. William S. Dravton do.
Captain Joseph Smith
- ·
- Columbus
North Carolina Captain F. H. Gregory
-Penns!rlvania - Captain C. W. Skinner
- .
Pioneer
- Commander ,V. C. Nicholson
-.,
Experiment - Commander F. Engle
- -

- Fulton

-

-

Grampus

-

Captain John T. Newton Commander JohnS. Paine -

I

- - ·-

"Tran11f•med from ·war Department.

-

-

t Transferred from Treasury

Department.

Stations.

Atlantic coast.
At Boston, refitting for
sea.
Coast of Florida.
Coast of Florida.
Coast of Florida.
Coast of Florida.
Coast of Florida.
Coast of Florida.
Coast of Florida.
Receiving vessel, Boston.
Receiving vessel, New
York.
Receiving vessel, Norfolk.
Receiving vessel, Baltimore.
Receiving vessel, Philadelphia.

t:;
0

~

~
0

~
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.11 statement of the names of.the vessels in ordinary or under repair at
the several navy yards.
AT PoRTSMOUTH, N. H.
The frigate Congress has just been built, is equipping, and can soon be
got ready for sea service.
AT CHARLESTOW!i, MAss.

The ship of the line Columbus is in good order, and is used as a receiving ship. ·
The ship of the line Ohio has lately returned from sea, and is now repairing for service, and can be got ready in a short time.
The frigate r:otumbia has been repaired, and is now ready for service,
(home squadron.)
The sloop of war Joltn .Adams has been repaired, and is now ready for
service, (home squadron.)
The sloop of war Erie has been repaired and fitted as a storeship, and
is nearly ready for service.
The schooner Grampus has been repaired, and is ready for service,
(home squadron.)

N. Y.
The ship of the line North Carolina is in good order, and is used as a
receiving ship.
The ships of the line Washington and Franklin both require very extensive repairs. A survey has recently been ordered upon them, to ascertain the probable expense of preparing them for service, either as seventyfours or razees.
The frigate Hudson is considered unfit for sea service, and a survey has
been ordered on her. This is a white-oak ship, and was purchased in
AT BROOKLYN,

1826.

The Onta1·io sloop of war has been ordered to be repaired as a receiving ship, to be employed at the South.
The razee Independence is nearly ready for sea service, (home squadron.)
The Falmouth sloop of war is nearly ready for sea service, (home squadron.)
The brig Boxer has been repaired, and is ready for sea service, (home
squadron.)
The steamer Missouri has been built, is equipping, and can be got ready
in a short time.
AT PHILADELPHIA.

The steamer Mississippi has been built, is equipping, and can be got
ready in a short time.
The schooner Experiment is fitted. for and used as a receiving vessel ; is
not considered fit for general service.
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AT BALTIMORE.

' The brig Pioneer is in good order, and used for a receiving vessel.
AT NoRFOLK, VA.

The Pennsylvania ship of the line 'is in good order, and used for areceiving vessel. She requires the completion of her magazines and storerooms, and some sails.
The frigate United States has been repaired, and is ready for sea.
The frigate Java is unfit for service~ Timber is collecting for her, and
, she is to be rebuilt.
The sloop Vandalia has been repaired, and is ready for sea.
The sloop Lexington has been repaired and fitted as a storeship, and
is nearly ready for service.
The steamers Poinsett and Engineer, small vessels, transfen:ed from the
War Department, are considered as unfit for cruising vessels, and capable
of rendering very little service at any time.
The brig Consort is repairing, to be used as a receiving vessel at Port~
land, Maine.
·
NAVY Co.?tiMISSIONERS' OFFICE, November 30, 1841.

No.

9•

.11 statement of the names of the vessels on the stocks at the seue1·al navy
yards.
AT PoRTSMOUTH, N. H.
The "Alabama" 74 and the "Santee" 44.
AT CHARLESTOWN, MAss.

The ships of the line "Virginia" and "Vermont," and the frigate" Cumberland." Orders have been given to prepare the last ship for launching.
AT BROOKLYN, N.

Y.

The frigates" Sabine" and "Savannah." The "Savannah" has been
ordered to be prepared for launching, and the" Sabine" will be.
AT PHILADELPHIA.

The frigate "Raritan."
plete this ship.

Orders have been given to launch and comAT NORFOLK,

v A.

The ship of the line "New York" and frigate "St. Lawrence." The
" St. Lawrence has been ordered to be prepared for launching.
RECAPITULATION.

Four ships of the line and six frigates.
November 30, 1841.

NAVY CoMMissiONERs' 0FFrcx,
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No.10.

Statement of" the amounts expended during the preceding fiscal year~
(from October 1, 1840 to September 30, 1841,) for wages of mechanics and laborers employed in building, repairing, or equipping vessels
of the navy, or in receiving and securing stores and materials for
these purposes;" and, also, the nttmber of days' work which were performed during the same time, were as follows, ·viz:
:Navy yards.

Number of days'
labor.

-

Portsmouth, N. H.
Charlestown, Mass. New York
Philadelphia
Washington, D. C.
Norfolk, Va.

-

-

-

-

NAvY

---

Cost of labor.

23,149
70,678
73,272
38,787
45,176
101,874

$33,103
122,082
124,574
64,608
61,678
169,800

352,936

575,848 62

------

Average price of
labor per diem.

43
72{-o
70
66-f0
36-fo
1 66fo

94
68
00

$1
1
1
1
1

66

94
40

1 63

CoMMISSIONERs' OFFICE,

November 30, 1841.

No. 11.

Statement showing the cost or estimated value of stores on hand at the
several navy yards on the 1st October, 1840; of articles received and expended during the year; and of sto·res on hand 1st October, 1841, under the appropriation for "increase, repairs, armament, and equipment of the navy, and wear and tear of vessels in commission."

.

Y alue on hand
Oct. 1, 1840.

Portsmouth
Boston
New YorkPhiladelphia
Washington
Norfolk
Pensacola -

-

-

Total

Value on hand
Oct. 1, 1841.

Receipts.

Expenditures.

-.
-

$609,054
1,993,292
1,698,777
438,595
527,525
1,504,388
110,989 .

$157,091
477,763
172,931
100,327
242,448
476,587
6,803

$125,495
378,493
2.29,084
70,411
257,185
335,935
11,308

2,092,562
1,642,624
468,511
512,788
1,645,040
106,484

-

6,882,620

1,633,950

1,407,911

7,108,659

Navy yards.

-

NAVY ColnnssiONERs' OFFICE,

IYovembor 30, 1841.

$640,650

---

I
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No. 12.

List of deaths in the navy, as ascertained at the IJepartment, since the
1st December, 1840.
N arne and rank.

Date.

Place.

Captains.

Alexander Claxton
Thomas H. Stevens

7thlVIar., 1841
21stJan.,1841

Pacific ocean.
Washington.

31st Oct., 1841

Concord, N. H.

25th Ap., 1841
11th Oct., 1840
30th Ap., 1841
3d Feb., 1841

Fredericktown, ~fd.
At sea.
Drowned at Norfolk.
At sea .

Commander.

Ebenezer Ridgeway
Lieutenants.

-

Joseph Stallings
Gurdea C. Ashton
William B. Lyne Algernon S. Worth

.

Surgeons.

Mordecai Morgan
John R. Chandler Samuel W. Rufr -

-

22d July, 1841
28th July, 1841

Pensacola.
Norfolk.
New Orleans.

.l:lssistant surgeons.

Buckner T. Magill
Edward McKinley

-

At sea.
Florida.

Passed midsllipnzen.

Joseph A. Underwood
James Anderson D. Ross Crawford Albert S. Whittier

-

-

24th July, 1840 Killed at Fijee islands.
28th Pee., 1840 Penny Grove, Penn.
26th July, 1841 Drowned in Delaware river.
24th Jan., 1841 Coast of Africa.

lJfidshipman.

Wilkes Henry

- 24th July, 1840 Killed at Fijee islands.

Boatswain.

David Eaton

- 22d Feb., 1840

Washington.

Charles Wade

- 27thFeb.,1841

New York.
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Name and rank.

Place.

Date.

Afarine corps.

Lt. Col. R. D. Wainwright
1st Lieut. F. N. Armistead

5th Oct., 1841
14th Ap., 1841

'Vashington.
Norfolk.

Navy agent.
George Johnson

-

- February, 1841

Lost in Gulf of Mexico, on
his way to Pensacola.

No. 13.

List of dismissions from the navy since the 1st December, 1840.
Name and rank.

Date of dismission.

Lieutenant.
John C. Sharp

28th December, 1840.

Passed midshipmen.
Richard M. Harvey ·William M. E. Adams
J. F. Marrast -

20th July, 1841.
8th July, 1841.
15th October, 1841.

Midshipmen.
Charles S. Cooper
G. D. Lemoine

1st March, 1841.
1st March, 1841.

Navy agents.
John Thomas John Laighton
Leonard Jarvis
John R. Livingston, junior

27th
29th
20th
18th

August, 1841.
April, 1841.
September, 1841.
.1\'Iarch, 1841.

Naval storekeepers.
Enoch Barnes
Seth J. Thomas
Thomas R. Hunter

19th April, 1841.
19th April, 1841.
6th January, 1841.
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No. J4.

List of resignations in the navy since the 1st December, 1840
Name and rank.

Date of ac<.'.eptance.

Lieutenants.
William H. Kennon
John W. Moo.ers

-

16th December, 1840.
22d September, 1841.

Passed midshipmen.
Richard H. Lowndes Thomas W. Cumming
EdwardS. Hutter
Samuel Pearce
Benjamin R. Nichols -

18th June, 1841.
23d February, 1841.
22d September, 1841.
9th June, 1841.
5th May, 1841.

Midshipmen. :
John V. Hixon
William Hewitt
3 ohn K. Mills
Dallas R. Wood

4th February, 1841.
26th December, 1840.
7th July, 1841.
26th October, 1841.

Professor of mathematics.
J. H. Belcher -

lOth April, 1841.

Boatswains.
Charles Matthews
John Young -

22d May, 1841.
2d July, 1841.

Gunner.
John D. Ander~on

lOth April, 1840.

Carpenters.
Thomas Johnson
Joel Bliss

12th October, 1841.
26th May, 1841.

Sailmake1·.
George Parker

12th 1\Iay, 1841.

Navy agent.

Michael W. Ash.

19th January, 1841.
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PENSION OFFICE~

Hovemoer 20,

1841.

SIR: I have the honor to transmit, herewith, for the purpose of laying

before Congress, in conformity with the 3d section of the act of the 1Oth
of July, 1832, entitled "An act for the regulation of the navy and privateer pension and navy hospital funds," three lists, containing the names
of persons who have been wounded or otherwise disabled in the naval
service, and who have been pensioned for such injuries or disabilities, and
the names of widows whose husbands have died in the naval service, and
of orphans whose fathers have died in the same service, with the dates
and amount of their respective pensions, and the dates of the acts of Congress under which they have been granted.
It will be perceived, from these lists, that there are now on the invalid
navy pension rolls 491; and that the annual amount to pay those pensions is
$33,998 64. There are 363 widows on the pension lists, and $67,749 96
will be required to pay them in 1842; and 105 orphans, whose pensions
amount to $12,154 annually. All these will probably be paid up to the
1st of July, 1842, because the law of August 16, 1841, entitled "An act
to provide for the payment of navy pensions," continues all pensions allowed to widows and orphans under the act of the 3d of .1\-Iarch, 1837, up
to the ~nd of the next se$sion of Congress ; and there is but little probability that the next s~ssion will terminate before July, as the long sessions
for nearly ten years past have closed in that month. The aggregate sum
to pay these pensioners for six months, amounts to $56,951 ; and this sum
will be required to pay them on the 1st of July, 1842. There is now in
the Treasury, of the appropriation made in August last, $61,468 30; and
this sum will be exhausted by the payment due in January. There are
now pending a number of claims, one of which only will amount to about
$12,000. The whole number of claims now in the office, which will probably be allowed, will be nearly $14,000; and, during the succeeding
year, it is probable that claims to as great an amount may be admitted,
which will increase the expenditure at least $28,000. This sum, added to
$56,951, which will be wanted on the 1st of July, 842, to pay those
who are now on the rolls, will make an a\)-ptO\)ti.at:c ~ t $84,9 51 necessary. 'The amount necessary to meet the payments due in January, 1843,
will depend upon future legislation on the subject.
•
The only stocks which now remain of the navy pension fund are 700
shares of the Bank of vVashington, the nominal value of which is $14,000,
and stock of the Union Bank of Georgetown, the nominal value of which
is $9,600. The latter institution is now closing its concerns; and, as soon
as collections can: be made, the directors will pay from the dividends of its
capital stock the amount due to the navy pension fund. The stock of the
Bank of vVashington cannot now be sold to advantage, and the amount
of interest which it yields is so inconsiderable that I have not introduced
it into the present report as available. Perhaps it may produce $700
during the ensuing year.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. L. EDWARDS,
Commissioner of Pens·ions.
Hon. A. P. UPsHuR,
Secretary of the Navy.
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A No. 15 .

.lllphabetical list of invalid navy pensioners, complete to the 20th of
November, 1841.
Names of pensioners.

Samuel Abbot
Zephaniah Allen
George Adams
George Alexander
William Adams
Joseph Ashley
James Allcorn
Robert Andrews
Thomas Austin
John Adams
A lex.ander Adams
John Agnew
Nathan Burr
Samuel Bryant
J ohB Brown
Peter Barnard
John Brannan
Juhn Beatty
L uke Brown
John Bevins
J saac Bassett
J ohn Bostrom
F rederick Boyer
'F homas Barry
J ames Bird
J ohn Burnham
J ohn Butler
J ohn Berry
J ohn Brown, 4th
E dward Berry
L loyd J. Bryan
J ames Bantam
J ames Bell
G'Qdfrey Bowman
J onathan Bulkley
E dward Barker
J ames Barron
J ohn Baxter
p eter Borge
J ohn Brumley
w illiam Barker
w illiam Baggs
G eorge Boyle
J ohn Broce
w illiam Bain
D avid C. Bunnell
T homas Bowden
1Ienry S. Baker
R obert Berry
J oseph Barrett
J ohn Bennett
J ames Blake
A !fred Batts
G oorge Bennett

-

--

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

Commencement of Monthly Acts of Congress
pension. under which alpension.
lowed.

Rank.

-

Seaman
Marine
Quartergunner
Ordinary seaman
Seaman
Ordinary seaman
Sailingmaster
QuartEirgunner
Yeoman
Seaman
Seaman
Seaman
Qua.rtergunner
Seaman
Seaman
Ordinary seaman
Seaman
Marine
Seaman
Quartergunner
Ordinary ~eaman
Quartermaster
Sergeant marine corps
Gunner
Seaman
Master's mate
Seaman
Master-at-arms
Seaman
Seaman
Passed midshipman
Ordinary seaman
Seaman
t,eaman
Mid~thipman Marine
Captain
Seaman
Captain's steward
Seaman
Marine
Marine
Seaman
Quartcrgunner
Quarter gunner
Seaman
Quartermaster
Seaman
Seaman
Q uartergunner
Seaman
Ordinary seaman
Ordinary seaman
Ordinary seaman

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

..

March 1, 1815
March 1, 1801
31, 1836
Dec.
19, 1814
July
25, 1838
July
Dec.
18, 1835
Jan.
I, 1815
August 1, 1829
7, 1838
Dec.
17, 1836
Feb.
6, 1812
Oct.
August 1, 1825
Dec.
13, 1814
March 5, 1830
July
1, 1829
1, 1814
Dec.
June 28, 1815
June
1, 1830
5, 1834
July
24, 1837
Feb.
15, 1814
May
May
30, 1834
5, 1834
Sept.
August 10, 1809
Nov.
7, 1828
Dec.
10, 1813
Nov. 22, 1815
March 18, 1835
August 31, ·1825
July
4, 1837
Jan.
22, 1887
5, 1833
July
August 23, 1823
Sept. 10, 1813
June 17, 1834
May
18, 1836
June 22, 1807
Feb.
28, 1819
May
19, 1834
Sept.
1, 1826
July
1, 1802
March 1, 1814
Nov. 21, 1837
Nov.
I, 1826
22, 1833
Oct.
April 27, 1813
Dec.
7, 1837
Dec.
11, 1838
June 22, 1829
April 17, 1813
Dec.
14, 1814
Jnly
26, 1822
Oct.
24, 1833
Sept. 16, 1839

$5 00
3
5
8
3
2
20
4
7
6
3
5
4
3
6
4
5
4
3
7
5
3
2
5
6
9
5
4
3
4

00
62~

00
00
50
00
50
50
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
25
00
00
00
00
50
00
50
83k
4 00
6 00
6 00
9 00
3 50
25 00
6 00
6 00
6 00
G 00
3 00
4 00
9 00
3 50
3 00
4 00
4 50
6 00
9 00
6 00
5 00
5 00
2 50

April 23, 1800.
do
do
do

ll()

do
do
do
do
do
do
llo
do
do
dodo
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
(1().

dl>
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do·
00•
do·
do
do
do
do.
llo.
M
do
do
do
do
do
do
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Names of pensioners.

Commencement of Monthly Actr; of Congress
pension.
pension. under which allowed .

Rank.

.
J,emuel Bryant
Samuel Bosworth
J ames Barker
Junius J. Boyle
Thomas Bartlett
William B. Brown
E dmund Brett
R obert Butler
Robert Blair
Samuel Butler
rhomas Buchanan
Thomas I. Clarke
Horace Carter
ohn Clark
J,eonard Chase
Jehn Clements
Michael Collins
Abraham Caswell
David Connor
Daniel H. Cole
John H. Chauncey
William Cook
James Cole
Horatio N. Crabb
John Conklin
David Christie
Enos R. Childs
Nathaniel CcJVilJ
N athanicl Chapman
George Cornell
John C. Champlin
John Clark
Thomas R. Clarka
John C0le
John Clough
Edward Cardevan
Francis Covenhoven
Stephen Champlin
R. B. Cunningham
R. C. Cogdell
Robert Cathcart
John Collins
George Coomes
William Cantril!
Ed""·ard Carr
Rohert Carl'on
William Dunbar
Richard Dunn
Jame:; Dixon
David Denvers
Marmaduke Dove
Stillman Dodge
John Downes
John A. Dickason
Timothy Donegan
Wilfiam Dunn
Joseph Dalrymple
Owen Deddolph

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

Ordinary seaman
Seaman
-

Quarterma~>ler

Midshipman Seaman
Gunner
Marine
Quartergunner
Seaman
Quartergunner
Marine
Carpenter's mate
Landsm<~.n

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Boatswain's mate
Ordinary seaman
Seaman
Seaman
..
Ordinary seaman
Lieutenant
- Marine
Midshipman Cabin cook Seaman
Lieutenant m. corps = \ Seaman
Marine
Midshipman - Quartergulmer
- Quartergunner
Carpenter's mate
- Seaman
Seaman
- Ordinary seaman
- Ordinary seaman
Sailingmaster
- Seaman
Ordinary seam:m
Lieutenant Lieutenant Passed midshipman Seaman
Seaman
Seaman
Marine
- Seaman
Ordinary
seaman
- Seaman
Seaman
- I Seaman
- Marine
Sailingmaster
Ordinary seaman
Master commandant Carpenter
Ordinary seaman
Gurmer
Seaman
Gunner

-

-

-

-

.
-

-

-

-I
-

-

- 28

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,
3,
2(1,
22,
24,
4,
12,
30,
1,
28,
4,
27,
26,
15,
1,
29,
22,
30,
23,
27,
30,
30,
1,
1,
31,

10,
10,
21,
May
31,
Feb.
18,
Feb.
6,
June
4,
Feb.
28,
June
22,
Sept.
3,
March 25,
Feb.
24,
Sept. 20,
Fe h.
9,
July
l,
April
8,
May
13,
June
26,
May
31,
Jan.
1,
Nov.
11,
Oct.
22,
April 20,
May
1,
Nov.
28,
August 19,
April 21,
Oct.
8,
Feb.
24,

1814
1823
1836
1823
1834
1835
1815
1835
1832
1815
1829
1839.
1837
1838
1828
1812
1834
1838
IS 15
1833
1817
1836
1823
1831
1837
1841
1823
1832
1815
1813
1831
1825
1823
1832
1829
1836
1807
1814
1840
1839
1816
1813
1825
1830
1835
1821
1840
1829
1835
1835
1833
1831
1813
1835
1837
1835
1814

June

1814

August
July
April
Nov.
Nov.
July
June
April
Jan.
August
June
April
Feb.
Jan.
August
Dec.
April
Sept.
M~y

lJec.
Sept.
June
May

Jan.
Dec.
Jan.
April
Jan.
June
Sept.
May

I,
')

""•
1,

~5,

$8
6
8
4
6
2
3
3

00 April 23, 1800.
00
do
00
do
75
do
00
do
50
do
00
do
75
do
do
6 00
do
8 00
do
3 00
do
2 37~
d~>
2 00
dl>
7 12~
dt)
5 00
do
6 00
d()
4 50
do
~ 50
. do
16 66j
3 00
do
4 75
do
4 fiO

5
7
3
4
9
9
9
9
6
3
2
5
15
3
3
10
12
6
6
6
8
2
G
5
4
6
3
3
5
3
10
3
2
10
4

da

00
00
50
di>
do
00
00
do
50
do
co
00
00
do
00
do
do
00
d,()
00
50
do
00
do
00
do
00
do
75
do
do
00
do
50
25 March 3, 1837.
00 April23, 1860.
00
do
00
d-o
00
do
00
do
do
00
do
50
do
00
do
00
do
00
do
00
do
33t
00
3?1
do
'-'3
do
50
00
tlo
50

500

do

do
d
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Rank.

N an1es of pensiooers.

Matthias Douglass
James Dunham
John Daniels
Joba Dunn
John Davidson
Samuel Day kin
John Diragen
Jan1os Darley
George Edwards
Francis H. Ellison Thomas Edwards
Standish F. Edwards :Francis Elliott
Ebenezer Evans
Jesse Elam
William Evans
Abner Enos
Gardner Edmonds
D. S. Edwards .
James Eddo
Alvin Etlson
•nomas English
Nicholas T. Farretl William Farrell
Alfred Fisher
Warren Fogg
Jack Flood
James Ferguson
Andre·.v W. Fleming Robert .Forsaith
William Flagg
John Fallerhee
George Fitzgerald
:Michael Fitzpatrick
Moses l"'rench
Peter Foley
William Fitzgerald William M. Goodshall
Chester Goodell
Charles Gordon
James Good
Anthony Gerome
William Gregory
Samuel H. Green
John Geyer
Daniel Gardner
Anthony Gale
.
J ohn Grant
William Gunnison
James Glass
Jamei ()rant
Patrick Gilligan
J ohn Granso
John Grant
Peter Green
William Gillen
Jerry Gardiner
Richard Gi!body

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Commencement of Monthly Acts of Congress
pension.
pensiou. under which allowed.

...
Seaman
Gunner
Quartermasller
Marine
Lieutenant Marine
Seaman
Ordinary seaman
BoySailing master
Quartermaster
Seaman
Marine
Seaman
Marine
Marine
Master's mate
Ordinary seaman
Surgeon's mate
Captain forecastle
Lietttenant m. corps Ordinary seaman
Marine
Seaman
Seaman
Marine
Seaman
Sai lin gmaster
Seaman
Marine
Lieutenant Landsman Seaman
Master-at-arms
Seaman
Marine
Seaman
Seaman
Ordinary seaman
Ordinary seaman
Seaman
Seaman
Marine
Quartermaster
Seaman
Ordinary seaman
Lieut. Colonel m. c. Seaman
Ordinary seaman
Sergeant marine corps
Seaman
Marine
Captain maintop
Ordinary seaman
Seaman
Seaman
Ordinary seaman
Ordinary f:eaman

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

April 2~, 1814
July
4, 1828
Sept.
7, 1816
July
l, 1818
March I, 1801
Oct.
22, 1834
Dec.
22, 1815
March I, 1838
May
21, 1837
Dec.
27, 1830
Jan.
J, 1823
May
11, 1837
April 20, 1838
,. March 2, 1813
August I, 1828
May
I, 1827
June
4, I830
June
4, 1814
June
28, 1822
Jan.
16, 1835
Feb.
6, 1832
May
14, 1832
May
10, 1830
June
4, 1829
May
15, 1835
June
1, 1813
July
7. 1837
Feb.
19J 1827
Dec.
20, 1839
),fay
18, 1799
Oct.
31, 18t)0
August 1, 1827
Oct.
11, 1838
June
4, 1829
April 14, 1834
June 27, 1837
Dec.
31, 1836
July
15, 1825
Dec.
12, 1834
1\tay
11, 1835
Jan.
1, 1829
Jan.
1, 1832
May
28, 1830
Jan.
1, Hl19
April
6, 1815
March 28, 1814
Jan.
5, 1835
May
20, 1813
Nov. 24, 1838
Oct.
24, 1836
April
9, 18%9
June
4, 1829
March 30, 1838
July
1, 1831
April
3, 1827
Jan.
1, 1832
Jan.
14, 1818

Jan.

14, 1826

$10
5
9
3
20
3
5
5
4
15
9
3
3
6
6
3
6
5
7
1
7
5
3
6
5

00 April 23, 1800 •.
00
do
00
do
00
do
do·
00
00
do
do
00
do
00
do
00
do
00
do
00
do
00
tlo
50
do
00
do
00
do
00
de>
00
do
00
do
50
do
75
do
50
do
00
do
00
do
00
do
00
do
87!
do
6 00
d()
10 00
do
4 flO
do
3 00
do
18 75
do
4 00
do
2 00
tlo
9 00
do
6 00
do
5 50
do
ti 00
do
6 00
do
3 00
do
5 00
12 00
do
Jo
6 00
4 00
do
9 00
do
6 00 April 2, 1816.
2 50 April 23, 18(}().
25 00
do
6 00
do
5 00
do
3 25
do
8 00
do
do
3 50
3 50
do
do
4 00
do
5 00
do
6 00
do
5 00
do
4 00
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Names of pensioners.

Rank.

Commencement of Monthly Acts of Congress
pension.
pension. under which allowed.

-------

-

John Hodgkins
Corporal's mate
Benjamin Harrod
Seaman
James Hatch
- Quartergunner
William Herringbrook
Seaman
John Hogan
- Seaman
John J. Hardy
Seaman
John Harvis
Quartcrgunner
John Hussey
Ordinary seaman
Simon Hillman
Ordinary seaman
Horatio N. Harrison - Passed midshipman James D. Hammond - Ream an
Elijah L. Harris
- Marine
John Hamilton
- Seaman
John Hoxse
Seaman
S;,1muel F. Holbrook - Carpenter
Isaac Harding
- Seaman
Garret Hendricks
Seaman
U.riah Hanscomb
Ordinary seaman
Isaac T. Heartte
Acting 11ailingmaster Samuel Hambleton - Purser
John Hamilton
- Seaman
John Hall
- Quarterma;;ter
Roswell Hale
Ordinary seaman
Thomas Huntley
- Seaman
Ephraim Hathaway
J.,andsman J. L. C. Hardy
Midshipman Alexander Hamilton
Boatswain's mate
Henry Hervey
- Searnan
William Haruilton
Seam::.n
J06hua Howell
- Ordinary seaman
William L. Hudson
Sailingmnster
Elias Hughes
- Ordinarv seaman
Robert Hazlett·
M usicia~ marine corps
Henry Hampton
Ordinary seaman
Michael Johnson
- Seaman
David Jenkins
- Seaman
Ric)lworth Jordan
I Seaman
Gilbert. Jones
Ordinary
seaman
- I
James Jackson
- Se<tman
Thomas Ap C. Jones _ Lieutenant
William Jones
- Boy Thomas Irwin
- Private
Ob:tdiah Johnson
Ordinary seaman
Lewis Jones
Seaman
John Joyce
- Ordinary seaman
lchabod J ack~on
Seaman
John Johnson
Seaman
J nseph Jackson
Cook
Joseph Jennette
Captain mizentop
Thomas Jackson, 2J
Quartermaster
Sylvester Jameson
- Seaman
Ed\\'ard Ingram
Boat;;wain
ames Jefters
Oruinary seaman
Henrv Jackson
- \ Captain foretop
Hrnry Irwin
- Marine
·
Nicholas Kline
- \ Sergeant marine corps
William C, Keene
- Master-at-arms
·william Kinnear
Marine
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

~- I

~

-

-

-

1

July
I,
Oct.
28,
July
1,
Feb.
18,
March 4-,
June 25,
August 1,
Jan.
1,
July
3,
July
15,
Deu.
29,
~ept.

~5,

18141836
18141814
1830
1813
1827
1832
1815
1838
1812
1833
18%7
1800
1820
1834
18341799
1817
1813
1827
1830
1819
1837
1838
1821
1838
1834
1829
1836
1817
1837
11!36
1840
1812
1828
1836
18l5
1815
1Sl4
1814
18'37
1819
1835
1839
1837
18141839
1838
1813
1828
1831
1805
1836
18:37
1832
1813

May
1,
August 15,
Sept. 30,
May
9,
August 9,
Oct.
16,
April
I,
Sept.
10,
May
1,
Oct.
20,
Dec.
25,
August 31,
June
15,
July
31,
May
31,
March 8,
July
l,
June
30,
July
6,
August 28,
12,
Dec.
June
14,
Jan.
31,
.:-\.ugnst I,
March 15,
June
30,
March 4-,
14-,
Dec.
August 24,
Jan.
31,
April
1,
Ort.
27,
August 30,
Jan.
25,
March 28,
Oct.
29,
June
12,
Juno
1,
August l,
l,
April
Dec.
7,
Sept. 20,
Feb.
20,
Jan.
I,
Sept. 10,
April 3, 1834

---

$7 00 April 23, 1800.
3 00
do
12 00
do
6 00
do
3 00
do
6 00
do
4- 50
do
5 00
do
4- 00
do
6 50
do
6 0
Jo
300
do
6 00
do
do
8 50
5 00
do
5 00
do
6 00
do
do
6 00
20 00
do
20 00
do
6 00
do
do
4- 50
5 00
do
llo
3 00
do
4- 00
do
4- '75
do
7 12~
do
4 00
6 00
5 00
do
do
15 00
do
5 00
do
2 00
do
1 66f
do
3 00
6 0(')
do
do
6 00
do
2 50
uo
5 00
do
25 00
do
2 25
1 75 March 3, 1837
5 00 April 23, 1800
do
6 00
do
3 75
do
4- 50
do
6 00
do
4 50
do
2 33 k
do
9 00
do
6 00
do
5 00
do
6 00
do
3 75
do
L 75
Jo
5 00
do
9 00
do
3 00

ao

.
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Rank.

Commencement of Monthly Acts of Congress
pension.
pension. under which allowed.

- - - ------

-

Daniel Kleiss
Ordinary .>eaman
- May
6, 1829
~5 00
April 23, 1800.
Andrew Key
- Boatswain's mute - July
9, 183~
19 00
do
James Kelly
Marine
- August 24, 1814
4 50
do
John Kigg!ln
- Ordinary seaman
- April 30, l 838
2 50
do
Henry Keeling
Gunner
- August 30, 1834
5 00
do
John Kennedy
Q uartergu nner
July
1, 1825
4 50
do
George Kensinger
- Master-at-arms
- May 22, lSHl
9 00
do
Thomas Kelly
- Seaman
- April 25, 1815
4 00
..lo
Joseph Kelly
- Seaman
- Oct.
!11' 1835
4 50
.John Keegan
Q\lartern1aster
March 27, 18:)0
d{)
6 00
.John Luscomb
Ordinary seaman
Jan.
15, 1838
2 50
do
John Lan~
- Seaman
- July 27, 1837
i 00
do
Edward Libbis
Ordinary ireaman
June
11, 1836
1 66!
do
John Lewis
- Boatswain's mate - Jan.
1, 183'2
9 00
do
John Lovely
Seaman
- April 23, 1835
6 00
do
Henry P. Le;:lie
Carpenter
- Feb. 18, 1840
5 00 March 3, 1837.
James Lloyd
Marine
- April 5, 1834
2 00 April 23, 1800.
Isaac Langley
- Ordinary seaman
- Dec.
1, 18145 00
do
John Lloyd
- Marine
June
8, 1819
3 00
do
John Lagrange
Seaman
Nov.
30, 1834
4 50
do
Robert Lewis
- Steward
Sept.
5, 1830
6 75
do
Richard Lee
- Quartermaster
July
1, 1820
6 00
do
Timothy Lane
- : Uook
- March 25, 1816
8 00
do
Peter Lewis
- Ordinary seaman
- July 30, 1837
5 00
do
John Leonard
Seaman
Julv
1, 1829
9 00
do
John G. Lanman
- Quartergunner
- Ju~e 20, 1836
750
do
Edward Martin
- Seaman
March 3, 1837
3 00
do
Jacob Marks
- Marine
- June 30, 1810
43:i
do
Richard ME'!rchant
Marine
June
30, 1824
1 75
do
Charles Morris
J,ieutenant
- August 19, 1812
12 50
d@
James Mount
- Sergeant
- June
7, 1837
3 25
do
James Moses
Purser's steward
- April :z3, 1816
9 00
do
James McDonald
- Corporal marine corps De<'. 31, 18142 25
do
Jo!eph Marks
Seaman
- May
1, 1827
6
00
do
Edward Myers
Seaman
May
27, 1827
3 00
do
Thomas Murdock
- Seaman
- June :3o, 1836
6 00
do
William McKeever
Ordinary seaman
- Oct. 14, 1835
2 50
do
John Munroe
- Seaman
July
22, 1835
4 50
do
John Meigg~
Seaman
July
1, 1819
10 00
do
John McGarr
- Steward
Nov.
11, 1832
4- 50
do
G. T. McLaughlin
Passed mid~;;hipman - Feb.
8, 1837
9 37~
do
.M. F. Maury
Lieutenant - Oct . 18, 1839
12 50
do
Archibald Moffat
Ordinary seaman
June
1, 1832
5 00
do
Enoch M. Miley
Quartergunner
- March 28, IS 148 00
do
Peter McMahon
- Ordinary seaman
Nov.
2, 1807
6 00
do
Samuel Meade
- Seaman
- Oct. 19, 1837
3 00
do
Andrew M!!.ttison
- Seaman
Sept.
10, 1813
5 00
do
Patrick Murphy
- Ordinary seaman
- Oct. 19, 1836
5 00
do
Giles Manchester
- Ordinary seaman
- May
l, 1827
5 00
do
James Merrill
0 rdinary seaman
- Oct. 23, 18l9
500
do
Colton Murray
- Boatswain's mate
August !, 1831
9 00
do
r6hn McMahon
- Ordinary seaman
July
9, 1836
5 00
do
George Marshall
- Gunner
March 31, 1825
2 50
do
William P. McArthur
Midshipman Jan.
15, 1838
4 75
do
Matthias McGill
- Seaman
May
28, 1814
8 00
00
Samuel Miller
Captain marine corps
April 24, 1814
10
00
Jo
John Marston, jr.
- Midshipman •
- Dec. 3!, 1814
4 75
do
William Mervine
- Mi shipman Nov.
28, 1812
3 161
di>

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

uo
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John Myrick
John Metzer
J ohn Moore
J ames McDonald
J ohn Malprine
p atrick McLaughlin
J ohn Myers
Samuel !\1chaacs
William Moran
Enos Marks
John H. McNeale
John Mitchell
Matthew McMurray
'fbomas Miller
J obn Moore
w illiam Middleton
Henry J. Mercier
James Nickerson
James Nagle
John F. Noyer
John Nugent
F rancis B. Nichols
w illiam Napier
David Newbury
illiam Newton
J ebn Neilson
A sael Owens
s'amuel Odiorue, jr.
I saac Omans
Charles '1'. Platt
tephen Phyfer
David Porter
p eter Pierson
J ames Perry
Thomas Paine
illiam Perry
charle& Pasture
:N'eal Patterson
p aync Perry
Jotm Pete;son
John Percival
N. A. Prentiss
Edward Power
H enry Powell
sher Parsons
T homas B. Parsons
J oseph Peck
charles Perry
J obn Price
J ohn Piner
Daniel Pec.k
:Bavid Quill
John Randall
John Roberts
John Robinson
James Reid
Thoma!: Richie
James Roberts

w

s

w

u

Commencement of Monthly Acts of Congress
pension. under which alpension.
lowed.

Rank.

:'iarpes of pensioners.

-

Gunner
- August 7, 1837
Seaman
- Feb. ~6, 1839
9, 1838
Seaman
- Jan.
- Dec. 31, 1826
- Seaman
1, 1839
- Feb.
- Landsman - Ordinary seaman - Nov. 1~ 1815
Nov.
l, 1828
- Seaman
30, 1814
July
- Boy - Se11man
- Dec. 5, 1815
- Ordinary seaman
- Feb. 16, 1815
1, 1832
- June
- Seaman
- June 11, 1832
- Quartermaster
Sept.
1, 1827
- Seaman
- Seaman
- Oct. 23, 1829
Dec.
4, 1817
- Seaman
1, 1837
- Seaman
- Jan.
- May 20, 1837
- Ordinary seaman
Seaman
- Jan. 1.5, 1815
Seaman
- June 30, 1834
1, 1826
Marine
- July
- August 14, 1813
- Seaman
1, 1818
- June
- Midshipman 1, 1826
- Uorporal marine corps July
- Ordinary seaman
- April 15, 1836
- Sept. 11, 1814
- Ordinary seaman
1, 1832
- .Tan.
- Quartergunner
- Jan. 22, 18~8
- Seaman
24, 1825
- Dec.
- Seaman
- Seaman
- June 26, 182l
4, 1829
June
Lieutenant
- Ordinary seaman - April 4, 1825
- Jan . 24, 1825
- Captain
- March 20, 1836
- Seaman
1, 1827
Ship's corporal
- Sept.
- Sailingmaster
- Feb. 7, 1834
April
9, 1825
- Searflan
- March 4, 1815
- Seaman
1, 1A20
- July
- Seaman
April
6, 1815
- Seeman
- Sept. 10, 1813
- Ordinary seaman
- Dec. 22, U:!25
- Lieutenant - Nov. 30, 1814
- Sailingmas~r
May
27, 1834
- Ordinary seaman
- Feb. 10, 1840
- Seaman
7, 1816
- Feb.
- Surgeon
Sept.
l, 1808
- Se11man
Seaman
- Oct. 19, 1836
Nov.
30, 18~7
- Seaman
- May 11, 1835
- Seaman
- Ordinary seaman - Nov. 6, 1828
- Seaman
- July 1, 1829
20, 1815
Feb.
- Quartermaster
2, 1805
- Sept.
- Marine
- June 1, 1813
S•am•n
- Jan. 31, 1814
- Master's mate
- Jan. 14, 1838
- Ordinary seaman
- s~am311
- May 14, 1839
- , Quartergunner
- April 14, 1832

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-I

-

-

$5 00
3 00
4 50
3 00
3 00
5 00
6 00
5 00
~ 00
5 00
3 00
8 00
6 00
4 00
6 00
8 00
1 25
6 00
5 00
5 00
6 00
4 75
4 00
2 59
1 25
9 00
3 00
6 00
6 00
25 00
7 00
40 00

6 00
9 00
20 00
6 00
5 00
8 00
6 00
5 00
12 50
10 00
5 00
3 00
12 50
6 00
2 50
4 50
6 00
5 00
6 00
5 00
3 00
3 00
1 25
5 00
3 00
l

sn

April 23, 180().
do
do
do
do
do

Jo
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
llo
do
do
do
do
do

tlo
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
April 2, 1816.
April 23, 1800.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
tlo
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Names of pensioner8.

Jasper Read
John Rogers
John Romeo
John Revel
Burnett Rogan
James Rankin
..
James Rodgers
James C. Reed
Alonzo Rouley
Edward Ross
Edward Rowland
Rosnante Rhodes
Samuel Riddle
Thomas Riley
B. S. Randolph
D aniel Riggs
Samuel Rose
Nathan Rolfe
J obn Rice
William Robinson
J obn Riley
J ohn Richards
B enjamin Richardson ohn
Richmond
J
N athaniel Staples
p atrick Scanton
B enjamin Stevens
Stephen Simpson
w illiam Smith
E li Stewart
H arrnon Sutton
Thomas J. Still
Charles Sheeter
Thomas Smith
Joseph Smith
A lfred Smith
J ohn Stevens
J eremiah Sullivan
T homas Smith
Aaron Smith
J oseph Smith
J ohn Smith, 5th
William Stockdale
William Smart
J ohn Smith
J ames Smith
J ames Shanklin
R obert SpeJden
w illiam Smith
J ohn Strain
J ames Spiers
John Smith
J ohn Scriver
J ohn Schrouder
H orace B. Sawyer 0 tis Sage
s amuel Spooner
'\\·illiam Seymour
-

~

-

-

-

-

-

I

Rank.

Commencement of Monthly 1Acts of Congress
pension.
pension. under which allowed.

Seaman
Captain's yeoman
Ordinary seaman
Ordinary seaman
Landsman Seaman
Sailingmaster
Ordinary seaman
Ordinary seaman
Boy
Ordinary seaman
Seaman
Seaman
Gunner
Midshipman Ordjnary seaman
Seaman
Seaman
Seaman
MariAe
Marine
Quartergunner
Master's mate
..
Marine
Seaman
0 rdinary seaman
Mat~ter's mate
Marine
Ordinary seaman
Master's mate
Seaman
Marine
Boatswain's mate
Seaman
Boat:;wain Ordinary seaman
Quartermaster
Seaman
BoatswaiA Ordinary seaman
Lieutenant Seaman
Marine
Ordinarv seaman
Seaman"
Ordinary seaman
Ordinary seaman
Lieutenant
~ergeant marine corps
Seaman
Ordinary ~;eaman
Boatswain Seaman
Seaman
Midshipman Corporal marine corps
Ortlinarv seaman
Seaman·
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

March 28, 1814
May
18, 1832
April
6, 1838
August 20, 1833
June
6, 1838
June
8, 183!J
July
27, 1815
March 5, 1837
March 15, 1836
January 1, 1827
Sept. 11, 1814
Dec.
5, 1815
June 30, 1836
June 23, 1837
October 7, 1815
18, 1836
May
24, 1836
May
14, 1813
Dec.
19, 1830
July
15, 1817
June
July
1, 1831
October 20, 1829
October 8, 1829
31, 1816
July
1, 1833
May
January l, 1811
June 27, !814
Nov.
16, 1835
June
I, 1827
May
20, 1814
July
I, 1829
January 1, 1832
Nov.
1, 1832
April
5, 1839
Dec.
31,1837
Sept. 27, 1837
May
21, 1831
June 30, 1837
April
6, 1815
August 1, 1828
Sept. 11, 1814
May
5, 1827
July
26, 1816
1, 1829
Jwly
August 31, 1834
2, 1837
Dec.
June
1, 1813
5, 1823
Dec.
January 7, 1841
Feb.
28, 1837
5, 1837
May
31, 1827
Dec.
April 10, 1811
June 29, 1819
3, 1813
June
Nov.
16, J 835
October 15, 1838
17, 1836
Feb.

$3
4
5
2

00
50
00
50
2 00
4 50
15 00
2 50
5 00
3 00
5 00
6 00
3 00
7 50
6 00
3 75
4 50
6 00
6 00
6 00
3 00
9 00
10 00
1 75
3 00
6 00
10 00
3 50
5 00
7 00
3 00
3 00
6 00

April 23, 1800.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
d~

do
do
do
do
do
do
tlu
ao
do
do
d@
do
dll
do
do
do
do
do
do
dt>
do
do
00
do
do
do
do
April 2, 1816.
April23, 1800.
~

2 00
5
2
4
6
10
2
18

s

6
5
3
2
2
25
6
4
3
5

5
6
4
4
I
6

00
50
50•'
00
00
50
Jo
75
do
00
de
00
do
00
do
00
do
50
do
50
do
00
50 March 3, 1837.
5o April 23, 1800.
do
75
00 I
do
do
00
do
00
dg
75
do
50
do
66-J,
do
00

I
I

l
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Commencement of Monthly Acts of Congress:
pension. under which alpension.
lowed.

Rank.

---~

Jonas A. Stone
A lexanuer Smith
I'homas Stallings
L eonard Stevens
Richard S. Suter
L ewis Thomas
J ohn Tarlton
J ames Turnbull
0 wen Taylor
B . R. Tinslar
T homas 'findley
J ohn Taylor
Jacob Tonkins
samuel Taylor
G eorge 'l'unstull
I saac Thomas
illiam Thompson James Thompson
Julius Terry
J ames Tull
H enry TownsetH.l
David Thomas
p hilip Tulley
p eter Tooley
George 'furry
enjamin
u
nuerwood
B
George Upham
G:rabriel Van Horn
illiam Venable
J ohn W. West
Job G. Williams
william Whitney John A. W ehster
Peter W oodhury
Robert Woods
Charles W. White Reuben Wright
Caleb J. Wig~ins
Henry R. Williams John Williams
J OSt'ph Ward
William Williams
.
William S. Welsh
J ames Wilson
J ames B. Wright
c hades Weeks
T homas Williamson F r:mcis Williams
George Wiley
J ohn Waters
J amllf! Woodhouse
George Wilson
J ohn Williams
J ack Williams
Daniel Watson
c harles Wheeler
Henrv Ward
H e11ry W a! pole
-

-

-

-

w

-

-

w

-

-

-

-

St>aman
Seaman
Ordinary seaman
Sergeant marine corps
MiJshipman Marine
Ordinary seaman
Ordinary seaman
Seaman
.
Surgeon
Seaman
Quartermaster
Marine
Ordinary seaman
Seaman
Marine
Ordinary seaman
Seaman
Ordinary seaman
Sergeant marine corps
Ordinary seaman
Marine
Seaman
.Marine
Boatswain Ordinary seaman
Marine
Marine
Boatswain's mate
Lieutenant Lieutenant m. corps Seaman
Sailingmaster
Quartermaster
Seaman
Ordinary seaman
Carpenter's mate
Ordinary seaman
Yeoman
86aman
Seaman
Marine
Seaman
Quartermaster
Quartermaster
St>aman
Surgeon
Landsman Seaman
Seaman
Seaman
Seaman
Captain fort>top
.
Seaman
Carpenter'~ mate
Seaman
Quartergunner
Seaman

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4,
April
26,
July
Nov.
7,
January 27,
16,
Dee.
11,
May
8,
May
6,
April
August 19,
January 31,
6,
April
31,
May
31,
May
Nov. 30,
April 14,
October 30,
~o.
May
June 30,
August31,
June 29,
18,
Dec.
January 1,
January 10,
January27,
August 9,
April 24,
12,
July
2::l,
Dec.
2,
May
Nov. 30,
June 30,
No\",
1,
Sept. 13,
March 18,
31,
Dec.
17,
Feb.
August 30,
23,
May
August 2,
1,
July
I,
July
9,
July
1,
May
1,
July
1,
May
23,
Feu.
31,
Dec.
January 15,
March 1,
Sept. 30,
March 17,
March 23,
9,
Sept.
March 22,
10,
May
October 3,
27,
May
October 2,

1829
1836
1826
1837
1814
1839
1833
1815
1812
1830
1815
1839
1840
1839
1836
1826
1826
1836
1812
1616
1814
1806
1816
1b37
1839
1815
1816
1837
1834
1830
1828
1818
1814
1813
1836
11'137
1814
1814
1840
1818
1818
1838
1827
1817
1831
1830
1S3!l
1838
1837
1838
1836
1838
1836
1828
1838
1836
1833
1820

$9 00
3 00
2 50
3 25
9 50
2 66~4 00
5"00
6 00
6 50
3 00
8 00
3 50
5 00
3 00
6 00
7 50
6 00
5 00
5 00
5 00
3 00
6 00
350
3 33t
5 00
3 00
3 50
4 75
6 25
750
8 00
20 00
9 00
3 00
5 00
8 00
3 00
7 50
6 00
6 00
3 50
6 00
9 00
9 00
6 00
15 00
1 00
300
3 00
6 00
6 00
1 87~
6 00
4 75
3 00
9 00

3 00

April23,
do
do
do
do
do
do
April 2,
April 23,
do
April 2,
April 23,
do
March 3,
April 23,
do
do
do
00
do
do
t'lo
do
d.o
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
June 30,
April23,
do
. do
do
do
March 3,
April 23,
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

1800..

1816.
1800.
1816.
1800.
1837.
1800.

1834-.
18~.

1837.
1800.
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Rank.

Names of pcn:Oioners.

Henry Willi11ms
Solomon White
·rhomas Ward
William Ward
William Welsh
Samuel E. Watson
John Wright, 2d
William A. W eavcr
James Williamson
John Wright
John Waters
Jame<: Wines
William Wicks
Elias Wiley
William Wright
Edward W atti!l
".rhomas Welsh
Samuel ·W illiams
William Wagner
John J. Young

Commencement of Monthly Acts of Congress
pension. under which alpension.
lowed.

-

Ordinary seaman
Seaman
Captain foretop
Seaman
Ordinary t:eaman
Major marine corps Ordinary seaman
Midshipmau Armorer
Quartergun ne•
Ordinary seaman
Seaman
Onlinary seaman
Ordinary seaman
Seaman
Seam au
Quartergunner
Quartermaster
Quartergunner
Lieutenant -

-·

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

March 3, 1838
Feb.
29, 1812
Jan.
I4, 1835
Augu~>t 1, 1832
Jan.
I, 1822
Feb.
4, 1837
1, 1822
May
June
1, I813
Sept.
1, J 831
Nov.
7, 1836
April 24, I824
March 28, I824August 4, 1813
Sept. 10, 1813
August 31, 1832
Dec.
31, I828
:Fe h.
26, 1820
Sept.
I, I827
3, 1819
Dec.
21, 1829
May

$5
4
7
6
2
I8

00 April 23, 1800.
00
do
50
do
00
d<.l
50
do
75
do
5 00
do
9 bO
tlo
6 00
do
5 62~
do
5 00
do
6 00
do
4 00
do
2 50
do
3 00
do
3 00
do
]~ 00
do
6 00
do
9 00
do
25 00
do

.
1'he number of invalid pensioners ie 4 91 ; annual sum to pay them, $33,998 64-.

B No. 15 .
.lilphabeticallist of widow pensioners, complete to the 20th of November,.
1841.

I,

Tames

(If

pensioners.

Husband's rank.

Commencement
of pension.

-

-

Sally Anuis
Abigail Appleton
Mary P. Archer
Emma Anderson
Martha Ann Atwood Louisa Auchmuty
Louisa Ashton
Catharine L. Armistead
Catharine Anderson
Elizabeth Armitage ~arah Bernard
Eliza K. Boughan
Susan Barber
Emily Beale
Elizabeth Beeler
Lydia Brown
Jane Bergamer
Mary E. Broom
Mary Ann Boyd
Elizabeth Buck
Elizabeth Bellingham Caroline :M. Berry
-

-

-

-

Seam au
Seaman
Seaman
Passed midshipman
Purser
Lieutenant Lieutenant Lieutenant m. corps Marine

-

~eaman

-

-

C11rpenter's mate
Lieutenant
Bov Pu~t'er
Corporal marine corps
.
Carpenter
Marine
Major marir,e corps
Surgeon
Musician tnarine c.orps
Seaman
Lieutenant -

-

-

I

-

-

April 20,
January 4-,
October 12,
29,
Dec.
11,
May
October 8,
October II,
April 14,
I9,
Feb.
March 7,
Sept. 10,
Nov.
6,
October 24,
4,
April
8,
Sept.
March 28,
12,
Sept.
14,
No''·
March 26,
5,
Dec.
August 9,
17,
July

I815
I815
1839
1840
I823
1835
1840
1841
1813
1810
1829
1832
1840
1835
1830

Monthly Acts of Congr
under which
pension.
allowed.

1839
I840
I839
1838
1837

$6
6
6
12
20
25
25
15
3
6
9
25
3
20
4
IO
3
25
30
4
6

1824

25 00

18~4

00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
50
00
50
00
00
00
50
00
50
00
00
00
00

March 4,
March 3,
do
do
do
June 30,
.March i'i,
do
do
do
do
June 30,
March 3,
June 30,
March 3,
June 30,
March 3,
do
do
.;lo
do

1814
1837

1834
1837

1834
1837
1834
1837
1834
1837
I

June 30, 1834..
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Names of pensioners.

Husband's rank.

Maria Babbit
P'()lly Barry
Elizabeth Bishop
Martha Burrell
Elizabeth Bartlett
A l>igail Bailey
N abby Burchstcad
E liza Bradlee
J ulianna Burchmore L etitia Blake
E Iizabeth Beckford
J ulianna S. Bab!Jit
H uldah Bennett
Phrebe Butler
8 U!'an Bainbridge
Catharine M. Beers E Iizabeth B ames
s arah Beggs
s arah Berrv
E Iizabeth H. Baldwin
E Iizabeth E. Chandler
lS'usan Cor!ette
L eah Carter
Ann D. Campbr.ll
& rah Ann Cooke
M ary Crawford
Mary Cheever
~ bigail Cowell
H arriet Carter
M argaret Carmick
M argaret Cowen
Rebecca G. Cooper Caroline L. Covington
Ann Maria Clunet
EliM M. Cloud
Elizabeth Cernon
Maria Christy
Isabella Cope
Eli"ta Cassin
Maria J. Guvilier
Sarah Clementson·
BleailOr Correia
Celia Cross
Catharine Chauncey
Prances F'. Cook
Eliza W. Cocke
Ann V. Cocke
Fa.nny Cassin
Sarah Coulter
Mary Cassin
Elizabeth I. Caldwell Susannah Crickett
Harritt Creighton
Margaret Chapman Eleanor Cox
Anna Cain
Ann Conrad
Ellen Coxc
-

Surgeon
Marine
Seaijlan
Seaman
Seaman
Landsman .
Carpenter
Sergeant marine corps
Surgeon
Marine
Landsmau Commander Sailingmaster
Purser
Captain
Surgeon
Carpenter
Sailnaker
Boatswain Captain's clerk
Surgeon
Ordinary seaman
Musician marine corps
Lieutenant Surgeon
Passed midshipman -

-

-

-

-

-

Commencement
of pension.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Lieutenant
Lieutenant Majl)r marine corps Gunner
Boatswain Gunner
Sergeant marine corps
Assistant surgeon
Ordinary seaman
Seama1i
Seaman
Purser
Musician marine corps
Sailmaker
Gunner
Lieutenant Captain
Lieutenant Lieutenant Lieutenant Lieutenant Surgeon
Lieutenant Lieutenant Seaman
.
Captain
Ordinary seaman
Marine
Ship's corporal
Laudsman Pa:-scJ wiJshipman

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

24,
May
Dec.
7,
Dec.
18,
Dec.
14,
April 25,
Dec.
31,
Dec.
11,
April 12,
Sept.
10,
August 14,
Nov.
30,
Sept.
9,
August 18,
April
9,
July
27,
June
8,
Nov.
2,
Sept. 21,
March 2,
April 12,
July
28,
5,
July
Sept. 23,
June
3,
Dec.
4,
July
26,
April 12,
April 18,
Sept.
6,
Nov.
6,
Sept.
14-,
October 4,
Nov.
4,
Dec.
1,
August l,
Nov. 28,
Sept.
7,
31,
Jan.
August 19,
June
28,
July
9,
Dec.
31,
Fe h.
10,
28,
Jan.
Feb.
7,
March 7,
31,
May
Nov. 30,
12,
Oct.
15,
Oct.
August 9,
June
19,
Oct.
13,
5,
July
April 10,
25,
Oct.
March 8,
June 30,

1826
1812
1813
1822
1813
1813
1833
1838
1829
1836
1839
1840
1840
1837
1833
1831
1819
1840
1829
1816
1841
1840
1834
1836
1838
1841
1814
1814
1823
1816
1831
1840
1840
1825
1831
1823
1839
1840
1821
183<1
1833
1823
1834
1840
1834
1823
1835
1826
1840
1837
1831
1812
1838
18(\5
1837
1834
1834
1822

Monthly Acts of Con~ress
under which
pension.
allowt>tl.

$25 00

June 30,
March 3,
do
00
do
00
do
00
do
00
00 June 30,
e 50 March 3,
27 50 Juue 30,
do
3 50
do
4 00
30 00 March 3,
do
20 00
do
20 00
50 00 J unc 30,
25 00 March 3,
do
lO 00
do
10 00
10 00 .Tune 30,
12 50 March 3,
30 00 March 3,
do
500
4 00 June 30,
do
25 00
35 00 March 3,
do
12 50
8 33~ April 12,
25 00 March 3,
do
25 00
25 00 March ·3,
do
10 00
do
9 00
do
10 00
6 50 .Tune 20,
15 00 June 3(),
5 00 March 3,
do
6 00
do
6 00
20 00 March ::J,
4 00 J Ulle 30,
10 00 March 3,
do
10 00
25 00 June 30,
do
50 00
25 00 June 30,
25 00 June 20,
25 00 June 30,
do
25 00
25 00 March 3,
do
25 00
25 00 .I unc 30,
6 110 March 4,
50 00 March 3,
do
5 00
do
3 50
do
700
do
4 00
);l. 50
do
3
6
6
6
4.
10

50

1834.
1837.

1S34.
18:37.
1834
1837.
1834
1837 ..
1834.
1817.
1837
1834.
1837.
1S14
1817.
1837.

1813
1834.
1837.
1817.
1834
1837.
1834
1834
1813
1834
1837
1834
1814
1837

•
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NamE's of pensioners.

ltusband's rank.

Commencement of Monthly Acts of Congret;
pension.
pension. under which al
lowed.

1

-

Elizabeth Cash
Rodolphine Claxton
Elizabeth Ann Dent Susan Decatur
Mary Ann Denham I, aura P. Daggett
Sarah Drew
Susan Davis
Ellen Dever
Mary Frances Davis Prudence Denham
"Peggy Dorney
Eliza Doxey
Ellen Dix
Lamitia Dill
Virginia Duncan
Arabella Dubois
Sarah Davis
Mary Davis
Jane Evans
Ann Edwanls
Abigail Eldridge
'Phebe Eldridge
Hannah Everett
Ann R. Edwards
usan Eaton
Harriet Ann Elbert Dorothy M. Evans
Abigail Fernald
ucy Flagg
Mary Forrest
Mary Ford
Rachel Felt
Ann Fletcher
Iizabeth Ferguson
Mary T. Forrest
atharine Fremody
Eliza M. Fortin
s usanna Flann
J ane Goslin
M argaret F. Green M ary Gallon
s~ophia Gardner
E liza ~rayson
.M ary Glass
E Iizabeth Goldthwait
E Iizabeth C. Gray
R cbecca Gulliver
J oan Goodwin
A nn B. Grimes
M ary S. Gadsden
0 live Grover
A nn T. Green
A nn Gardner
H annah L. Gamble
M ary Griffin ;n· ionysia Goodrum
E lien Nora Hanbury -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Seaman
Captain
Captain
Captain
Sergeant marine Ci)rps
Gunner
Sailing master
Qua rtergunner

-

Land~man

-

-

1837
1841
1823
1820
1841
1836
1823
1800
1823
1839
1837
1838
May
~o. 1828
April 16, 1823
19, 1831
Dec.
August 3, 1836
August 30, 1837
6, 1820
Jan.
11, 1814
Sept.
2, 1824
June
Oct.
16, 1800
2, 1831
June
Dec.
31, 1806
April 12, 1837
Jan.
19, 1824
22, '1840
Feb.
20, 1812
Dec.
9, 1832
July
Feb.
24, 1815
April 20, 1816
March 11, 1832
April 20, 1815
14, 1815
July
Jan.
20, 1818
July
24, 1814
1, 1825
Oct.
Jan.
20, 1836
Jan.
28, 1833
Oct.
1, 1839
Dec.
28, 1831
Nov.
11, 1834
April 28, 1825
1, 1815
Sept.
30, 1823
June
Oct,
1, 1837
August 25, 1813
15, 1836
Feb.
31, 1822
Jan.
August 29, 1837
25, 1834
July
Augu!'t 28, 1812
February 2, 1836
August 24, 1812
Apnl 28, 1835
Sep~.
11, 1836
NO\•.
1, 1814
9, 1836
Mav
Jan.
March
July
March
April
April
April
August
April
Jan.
June
Jan.

12,
7,
31,
22,
7,
9,
9,
10,
23,
26,
27,
25,

Sail maker
0 rdinary ,seaman
Steward
Sailingmaster
Surgeon
Boatswain Passed midshipman Seaman
Master's mate
Quartermaster
Captain
Lieutenant mar. corps
Seaman
Gunner
Chaplain
Lieutenant
Gunner
Lieutenrl.nt Boatswain
Seaman
Gunner
Sergeant marine corps
Carpenter's mate
Seaman
Marine
Seaman
Lieutenant
Ordinary seaman
•.
Steward
Seaman
Marine
Car}X'nter
Seaman
Master commandant Captain marine corps
Carpenter's mate
Ordinary se:unan
Boatswain
Marine
Seaman
Captain marine corps
Master commandant Ordinary seaman
Purser
Gunner
Major marine corps
Surgeon
Lieutenant
Sergeant marine corps
January 4, 1825

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$6
50
50
50
8
10
20
7
4
10
5
9

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
~0 00
27 50
10 00
12 50
6 00
10 00
9 00
50 00
15 00
6 00
10 00
20 00
25 00
10 00
25 00
10 00
6 00
10 00
8 50
9 00
6 00
3 50
6 00
25 00
5 00
9 00
6 00
3 50
10 00
6 00
30 00
20 00
9 50
5 00
10 00
3 50
6 00
20 00
30 (lO
5 00
20 00
10 00
25 00
30 00
25 00

8 00

March 3, 1837
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

.lo
do

do
do
June 30, 1834.
March 3, 1817.
June 30, 1834.
March 3, 1887.
do
do
do
June 30, 1834.
March 3, 18:n.
do
do
do
do
do
March 4, 1814.
June 30, 1834.
March 4, 1814.
March 3, 1837.
J cne 30, 1834.
March 4, HH4.
March 3, 1837.
do
do
Jnne 30, 1834.
do
March 3, 1837.
do
do
June 30, 1834.
March 3, 1837.
March 3, 1817.
do
March 3, 1837.
do
June 30, 1834.
March 3, 1837.
do
June 30, 1834.
March 3, 1837.
June :30, 1834.
March 3, 1837.
June 30, 1834.
do
March 3, 1817.
June 30, 1834.

do
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N amet! of pensioners.

-

Marv R. Hatch
Mary Henley
Theresa Hoffman
Hannah Hazen
Mary Ann H. Holmes
Hannah Hammond
Phebe Hollis Emma Horton
Ann J. Holmes
Rebecca Higgins
Sarah Ann Huntt
Diana Hardy
Sarah Higgins
Mary Hanna Ann R. Hall Mary Ann Horsley
Margaret Holland
Ellen HunterEliza Halsey Cornelia Hobbs
Hetty Henry Mary 8. Hunter
Mary Ann Hartnett Phebe Hammersley
Phebe W. Hoffman
Henrietta Hi:1.0n
Mary E. Holbert
Susan Harraden
Eliza Henley Mary Hachleton
Elizabeth Johnston
Elizabeth Jones
Maria T. John:ion
Hannah Ingraham
Abigail Jones
Catharine Johnson
Mary Ann Jackson
.Theresa Jones
Mary Jameson
Ellen Jenkins
Mary Jones Susan J. Jackson
Abigail Jones
Catharine C. King
Abigail Kitchen
Eliza Kitts
Harriet J. Kissam
Ann M. Kelly'
Frances M. Lewis
Susannah Lippi11cott J,ydia Low
Betsey Low
Deborah Linsay
Elizabeth Lagoner
Julia M. Lawrence
Sarah Ann Lent
Catharine Leahy
Elizabeth B. Lyne

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

Hosoond's rank.

~

Commenc.ement of Mon~hly Acts of Congress
penston.
penswn. under which aJ.towed.

I-------- - - - - - - - - 5, 1814
- I February
October 7, 1828

Pilot
Captain
Musician marine corps
Seaman
Armorer
Marine
Marine
Midshipman _,
Master-at-arms
Seaman
Purser
Ordinary seaman
Seaman
Gunner
Sail maker
Surgeon
Carpenter's mate
Marine
Purser
Lieutenant Seaman
Chaplain
Carpenter
Lieutenant
Captain
Master
Corporal marine corps
Magter commandant Captain
Seaman
Landsman
Marine
Carpenter's mat.e
Seaman
Seaman
Gunner
Ordinary seaman
Marine
Midshipman Seaman
Chaplain
Purser
Cook
Sergean t marine corps
Seaman
Sailingmaste r
Surgeon
Gunner
Master commandant 0 rdinary seaman
Yeoman
Seaman
Sailing master
Seaman
Captain
Sailmaker's mate
Marine
L ieutenant

-

-

19,
Sept.
March 28,
8,
Sept.
10,
Nov.
13,
M ay
August 7,
August 22,
30,
Sept.
April
4,
Sept.
10,
Sept.
28,
January 17,
18,
Sept.
Sept.
8,
August IO,
May
16,
January 2,
April
3,
25,
May
F'ebr'ry 24,
Sept.
9,
October I,

1837
1814
1833
1817
1811
1815
1836
1837
1837
1813
1834
1837
1826
1831
1800
1838
1838
I836
1834
1823
1830
1823
10, 1834
Dec.
::;ept.
8, 1840
June
30, 1834
January 20, 1818
23, 1835
May
5, 1812
Dec.
Febr'ry 21, 1833
Sept.
I, 1827
January 30, 1814
April
10, 1837
August 16, 1800
Augast 11, 1818
May
2, 1838
26, 1810
June
Nov.
1 1, 1828
June
2, 1825
.January 29, 1829
October 31, 1840
20, 1815
April
August 3, 1837
August 16, 1800
Sept.
27, 1819
October 6, 1828
10, 1841
June
Sept.
1, 1815
January l, 1838
August 1, 1834
J, 1835
Sept.
May
19, 1826
March
4, 1835
1, 1813
June
Sept.
11, 1824
Dec.
27, 1840
I, 1841
May

$20
50
4
6
9
3
3
9

00
00
00
00
00
50
50
50

Jan. 20, 1813.
June 30, 1834.
do
Jan. 20, 1813.
March 3, 1837.

Jo

do
do
do
9 oo
do
6 00
do
20 oo I
5 00 1 March 4,
.6 00 June 30,
10 00 March 3,
IO 00 J une 30,
27 50 March 3,
do
9 50
do
3 50
do
20 00 I
25 00 I .June 3l',
. 6 oo 1 March 3,
do
20 00
do
10 00
do
25 00
50 00 June 30,
20 00 March 3,
4 00 June 30,
30 00 Jan. 20,
50 00 Ju ne 30,
6 00 March 3,

4
3
9
6
6
IO
5
3

9
6
20
20
9
6
6
20
30
10
30
5
7
6
20
6
50
9
3
25

00
00
50
00
00
00
00
50
50
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
50
50
00

I

1814.
1834.
18:37.
1834.
liil37.

1834.
1837 •

I 834.

1837.
1834.
1813.
1834.
1837.

do
June 30, 1834.
Jan. 20, 1813.
March 3, 1837.
do
do

do
do
do
June 30,
do
March 3,
Jan. 20,
March 3,
June 30,
March 3,
June 30,
March 3,
March 3,
March 3,
June 30,
March 3,
March 3,
June 30,
Jan. 20,

1834.
1837.
181 :l .
1837.
1834.
1837.
1834.
1837.
1817.
1837.
1834..
1837.
1837.
183-i.

1813.
June 30, 1834.
March 3, 1837.

do
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ames of pensioners.

H sbaud's rank.

Commencement of Monthly Acts of CoAgres
pensiog, under mhich al
pension.
lowed.

¥ary D. McClure
- Quartergunner
Mary McCawley
- Captain marine corps
Seaman
Rachel Marshall
Sarah Matthews
- Quartergunner
Quarte.,rgunner
fletty McDermott
Mary Ann Marshall
G.unner
Celeste McGowen
- Lieutenant A nn Mix
- Commander Abigail Morgan
- c ..
mate
Hester Meredith
- Ordinary seaman
Mary Mc:Nelly
- 1 G unner
Pheue Montgomery - Surgeon
Rebecca McGee
Marine
Mary E. McPher~on - Master commandant Hester Murphy
- Corporal marine corps
Mary G. Maury
- L ieutenant Elizabeth Myers
- Marine
Catharine Mitchell
- Landsman Elizabeth H . Marshall
Corporal ·marine corps
Ann G. McCullough - t5ailingmaster
J ane Moulton
- Seaman
Caroline Monteath
- Lieutenant -·
Mary P . Morris
- Lieutenant
Martha McNelly
- Boatswain Honora McCarty
- Ordinary seaman
Ann Martin
- Quartergunner
Elizabeth Martin
- BoatswaiH Susan McCullough - L ieutenant Mary McCall
- Surgeon
Eliza Maury - L ieutenant Elizabeth McCann
- Purser's steward
Elizabeth McMurtrie - Purser
Catharine McLau~hliu First class; boy
Ann Nantz
- Sailingmaster
J"aura C. Nicholson - Captain
Sarah L. Noyes
- Ship's corporal
:Rhoda Newcomb
- Lieutenant Elizabeth Nagle
- Boatswain
- Lieutenant
Mary Nt>ale Teresa Nichols
- Seaman
Ann Nelson - Seaman
Eliza Netto - Captain's steward CarpentPr
Charity Nicholson
'Margaret Navarro
- Sail maker
Sarah H. Nichols
Sailingmaster
Rebecca Oellers
- Seaman
Margaret Q,;;born
- Seam all
:E:Iiza A . Oliver
- Gunner
Elizabeth O'Hare
Car~nter's
mate
Catherine Ann Pierce - Carpenter's mate
Ia1za L . Pierce
- Lieutenant Franet'S Pottenger
- Lieutenant Jane R. Palmer
- Passed assist't surgeon
Maria Page - Surgeon
NAncy Patch- Soaman
:frances W . Par,ker - Carpen.ter
:N abby Pippen
- Coxswain
Mnry Proctor- Steward

-

-

I pe·te···

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

June
5, 1834 Febr'ry 22, 1839
Dec.
31, 1827
Nav.
30, 1814Sept. 30, 1837
Augut;t 8, 182i
Febr'ry 19, 1826
Febr'ry 8, 1839
March 12, 1813
Febr' ry 17, 1838
Nov.
29, 1834J an.
3, 1828
Jan.
26, 1830
April 28, 1824
Dec.
26, 1831
J une
23, 1840
October 10, 1839
Nov.
20, 1832
11, 1822
Dec.
August 24, 1814April 20, 1815
October 16, 181g
Nov.
5, 1837
July
H, 1S39
25, 1839
May
April 20, 1815
Sept.
1, 1829
Dec.
31, 1827
Sept.
15, 1831
24, 1823
June
April 26, 184-0
March 23, 1836
Febr'ry 15, 1837
27, 1824
Dec.
12, 1838
Dec.
October 9, 1835
Nov.
l., 1825
Nov.
19, 1834
Sept.
1, 1815
J une
30, 1838
Nov.
11, 1837
Dec.
6, 1838
Sept.
9, 1814
Octeber 2, 1823
Sept. 12, 1822
March 21, 1839
August 16, 1834
March 30, 1834
August 28, 1838
Sept.
10, 1829
August 7, 1822
Febru~ry 5, 1833
Nov.
6, 1836
March 15, 1832
Oct.
29, 1812
August 2.6, 18~0
April 20, 1815
1, 1837
J ul •

$7
20
6
9
7
10
25
30
9
5
10
25
3
30
425
3
4420

I

SO Much 3, 1837
00
do
09 I June 30, 1834
00 : Jan. 20, 1813
50 I March 3, 1837
00
do
00
do
do
00
50
do
00
do
00 June 30, 1834'
do
00
00
do
do
00
50 March 3, 1837
do
00
llO
50
00 June 30, 1834
50 March 3, 1837
00 Jan. 20, 1813
6 00 March 4-, 181 4.
25 00 March 3, 1837
do
25 00
do
10 00
do
5 00
9 00 Jan. 20, 181 3".
10 00 March 3, 183 7.
do
25 00
Jo
25 00
26 00 March 3, 181 7 ..
do
9 00
20 00 June 30, 1834.
4 00 March 3, 183 7 ~
do
20 00
do
50 00
do
7 00
25 00 June 30, 183 4.
do
9 50
March 3, 181 1.
2~ 00
6 00 March 3, 1837.
do
6 00
do
9 00
do
10 00
10 (){) March 3, 181 7 ~
20 00 March 3, 183 7.
do
6 00
6 00 June 30, 183·i .
do
10 00
9 50 March 3, 1837.
do
9 50
25 00 March 3, 181 7.
25 00 June 30, 183 4.
17 50 March 3, 183 7.
25 00 June 30, 1834.
6 00 March 3, 181 7.
10 00 March 3, 18 37.
do
9 00
do
9 00
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NamE'li of pensioners.

Hu&band's

1an

kl

I
Abigail Parrott
- Ordinary seaman
Lyd1a G. Pinkham - Lieulenant
Eleanor H. Prentiss - Lieutenant
Elizabeth C. Perry - Captain
Margaret Parcels
- Sailmakt'r
_ I,
Sarah T. Phillips
- Carpenter
Raehel Patten
- Ordinary seaman
Marv Preble Captain
Luc~etia M. Perry
Purser
Eliza P11ge
- Sailingmaster
rah Potts Sailingmaster
Georgianna A. Peaco - Surgeon
Sarah Phillips
Mariae
Mary Ann Pattnson - Boatswain
Eliza C. PArter
Master commandant George Ann Patterson Captain
Henrietta M. Prather - Marine
Catharine S. M. Ray - Surgeon
Rebocca Rainey
- Ordinary seaman
Eliza Rumnev
- Sailingmaster
Ann J. Ross·Lieutenant m. corps
ally Ru.-st·ll Master's mate
Elizabeth J. Russell
Lieutenant Mary Russell - ~ergeant m. corps
Martha Rose Seaman
Catharine Riuker
Sailingmaster
Elizabtoth Roberts
- Ser~eant m. corpt;
rah Ross
- Marine
Catharine C. HeaJ
Lieutenant Aon M. RoJgm
- CaptaiR
arab Richardson
- Bo:.~tswain's mate
)lioerva Rodgers
- Captain
Mary W. Rooe
- Master commandant Catharine Ro~smusoiu 1 Pilot
ancy Rigg~ - Seaman
Phebe Reynolds
- Boatswain
Eliza Sitl·her
- 1 Drummer
Eliza Sleven,
- Captain
Hannah ,'tri(·ker
- I Sergeant m. corps
Eleanor Smart
- Sr.1man
Louisa Ann ~mith - 1 Lieutenant Patty Smith •
Boatswain
Elizabeth L. Stallings
Lieutenant Mary H. Stockton - Lieutenant Elizabeth 8teinbogh - Boatswain
Mary C. ~ptnce
- Captain
Mebi:able Smith
- Lieuten:uit rah Smith Steward
Hannah Stone
- Seaman
ary B. Shaw
- : Captain
Harriet H. Sanders - 1 Lieutenant Sally Sclo~ser
- Seaman
Catharine Smith
- Marine
Elizabeth A. :Stark - Corporal m. corps
Louilllll8herburne
Lieutenant Ann E. Sardo
Musician m. corps
Rachel Steel Sergeant m. corps

-I
-I

-I

-I
-I

I

-

-

-

I
Monthly Acts of Congress
pension. ; under which
allowed .

Commencement
of pen:;ion.

March 3,
Oct!Jber 27,
5,
J uly
August 23,
Augu t 20,
October 9,
August I 1,
August 25,
May
Sept. 16,'
8,
May

Mav
Oct.
Dl'C.
Sept.
Augu st
Sept.

2-~.

22,
13,
2,
25,
14,
~pt.
7,
Nov. 11,
March 31,
Dec.
1 1,
Oct.
17,
July
21,
July
7,
Sept.
10,
10,
July
Feb.
t4,
Dec.
18,
Jan.
6,
21,
May
Jan.
9,
August 1,
August 27,
Julv
22,
De~.
27,
May
21,
Feu. ·28,
Jan.
21,
1,
Oct.
Oct .
15,
Nov. 30,
17,
June
April 26,
Nov. 20,
Nov. 20,
Sept. 26,
Sept.
10,
Dec.
19,
July
1,
Sept. 17,
Dec.
7,
Feb.
5,
March 18,
Dec.
10,
Nov. 20,
Dec.
20,
Nov. 28,

1832
$5 00 March 3, 1837.
25 00
1839
do
25 00
1840
do
1820
50 00 i March 3', 1817.
10 00
do
1819
1839
10 00 1 March 3, 18:-!7.
5 00
1835
do
50 00 I
1807
do
1832
20 00 June 30, 1834.
1826
20 00
do
1839
20 00
March 3, 1837.
25 00 June 30, 1834.
1827
3 50
do
1834 I
18:36 1 10 00 March 3, 1837.
!30 00
1831
June 30, 183·1.
1830
50 00 March 3, 1837.
1834
2 00 I June 30, 1834.
1835
35 00 1
do
1804
5 00 March 3, 1831'.
1823
20 00
Jo
18~6
15 00
dct
1803
10 00
do
1838
25 00
do
1829
6 50 June 30, 1834.
6 00 I March 3, 1817.
1813
1823 ' 20 00
do
8 00 March 3, 1837.
1838
3 50
do
1840 I
25 00
1812
do
1932
50 00 June 30, 1834.
!) 50
18!37
March 3, 1837.
1838
50 00
do
1830
30 00 June 30, 1834.
1813
20 00 Jan. 20, 1813.
1814
6 00 March 4, 1814.
1823
10 00 March 3, 1817.
1841
4 00 March 3, 1837.
1841
50 00
Jo
1820
Jo
6 50
1814
6 00 March 4, 1814.
1836
25 00 March 3, 1827.
1815
10 00
do
25 00
1841
do
oo
l
25
1836
do
1840
10 oo
do
1826
50 00 June 30, 1834.
1829
25 00
do
1820
9 00 March 3, 1837.
1815
6 00 March 3, l8l7.
do
182!1
50 00
25 00 Jan. 30, 181:8.
1816
March 3, 1837.
1821
6 00
dn
3 50
1R37
d()
4 50
1839
25 00 June 30, 18344
1830
400
do
1835
1832
8 00
March 3, 1831-~

I

I

~
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l

Commencement · Monthly Acts of C.>ugreu
o.f pension.
pension. under which alloweJ.

Names of pellSi.oners.

Husband's rank.

Mary Stellwagen
Ann Stephenson
Margaret E. Shaw
J ane :S1nith Mary Stevens
Alice Smily Elizabeth Simmons Ann Maria Stivers
Rebecca S. Stinger Mary &one Mary StevensoB
Elizabeth Sevier
Mary Ann Springer Prances A. Thomas Ann Tight Elizabeth Trapnell
Ann Tilden Eliza TclOhev Hannah 'fh~mp~on Lucy R. Temple
A nn Taggert JaDe Trw•ty Ann E. Tingey
Emily Tupper
Eliz'lbeth Trenchard Emma(). B. Thompson
Sarah J. Underwood Hannah Ulrick
Rachel Van Patten Lydia Van Horn
Anna Vant!erfeen
Edna M. Wood
Eleanor Wells
Abigail Warren
Hannah Webb
Sarah V. Waldo
Elizabeth White
M ar1::aret C. Worth ..
Mary D. Wade
Catharine Wailing
Mary S. Wilkinson Electa W cbster
Marvel Wilcox
Susan C. Woolsey
Ellen Woolsey
Catharine Wise
Sarah H. Willard
Charlotte Wares
Julia Weed Rebecca Winn
Drucilla Whetcroft Ann T. Yarnall
-

Sailingmaster
Sailingmaster
Purser
Midshipman Sailingmaster
Seaman
Marine
Landsman Landsman Seaman
Seaman
Captain m. corps
Lieu tenant Lieutenant Seaman
Marine
Seaman
Sergeant m. corps
Seaman
Lieutenant Gunner
Cook
Captain
Captain m. corps
Captain
Captain
Lieutenant Sailingmaster
Ordinary seaman
Matine
OrJinary seaman
Paseed midshipman Landsman Marine
Seaman
Master
Master -at-arms
-

I

Nov.
16, 1828
Aug. 27, 1813
Oct.
17, 1828
March 21, 1831
April 18, 1816
Feb.
27, 1813
Jan.
30, 1811
April 22, 1839
July
15, 1839
April 20, 1840
Oct.
8, 1828
May
9, 1837
May
25, 1820
Sept. 10, 1829
March 24, 1884
Sept. 10, 1813
April 20, 1815
Nov.
13, 1837
April
9, 1835
June 2:3, 1830
Dec.
13, 1836
July
21, 1839
Feb.
22, 1829
Jan.
18, 1838
Nov.
3, 1824
Sept.
2, 1832
July
24, 1840
June
6, 1822
April 23, 1825
Oct.
10, 1814
June
30, 1824
Oct.
9, 1836
August 10, 1800
Sept. 12, 1812
Jan.
1, 1813
August 30, 1838
May
18, 1815
J,~eutenant
:~. 1841
- Feb.
Lieutenant - Nov. 15, 1816
Seaman
3, 1813
- Dec.
Pasged midshipman - Nov.
14, 1839
Lieutenant - August 25, 1825
Carpenter's mate
- August 8, 1813
Ca)'tain
15, 1838
- May
Lieutenant - Oct. 25, 1840
Purser
- Nov. 20, 1824
Sergeant m. corps
- May 30, 1837
Saihngmaster
Dec.
4, 1815
Captain m. corps
May
5, 1838
: j Feb.
8, 1836
Po•m
August 29, 1834Sergeant m. corps
~ , April 30, 1837
Carpenter's mate

I $20

20
20
9
20
6
3
4
4
6
6

-

-

-

20
25
25
6
3
6
6
6
25
10
9
50
20
50
50
25
20
!)

3
5
12
4
3

-

~

-----

oo
00
00
50
00
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50
00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
{l0
00
00
50
00
50

6 QO

I

20
9
25
2!>
. 6
12
25
9
50
25
20
6
20
20
20
6
9

00
00
00
00
00
50
00
50
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
50
50

Jan. 30, 1834.
March 3, 1817.
do
June 30, 1834.
March 3, 1837.
do
do
do
do
du
June 30, 1834.
Jan. 20, 1813.
March :I, 1837.
June 30, 18:34.
March 3, 1837.
March 4, 1814.
March 3, 1837.
do
do
June 30, 1834.
March 3, 1837.
do
J nne 30, 1834.
March l, 1837.
June 30, 1834.
do
March 3, 1837.
March 3, 1817.
do
March 4, 1814.
J uue 30, 1834.
do
March 3, i837.
do
March 4, 1814.
March 3, 1837.
do
do
do
do
do
June 30, 1834.
March 3, 1817.
March 3, 1837.
do
June 30, 1834.
March 3, 1837.
March 3, 1~17.
March 3, lS37.
June 30, 1834.
March 3, 1837.
do

'fhe number o wiJow pensioners is 363; annual sum to pay them, $67,749 96.
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Alpltabeticallist of m ·i nor ckildren. to whom pensions have been granted
under the act of March 3, 1837.
Names of children.

Father's rank.

Elizabeth Ardis
A.l'ln Ardi.s
Emma Ardis
Franklin Armstrong
Venerando Armstrong
Thomas W. Adams
Laura V. Anderson
Ann E. Arm;;trong
•rhomas P. Armstrong
George W. Arm:mong
I
Virginia Armstrong
)
J~lia A Blakeslee
John Bell
I
James Bell
I
Mary Jane Bell
>Maria Bell
Marcellus Bell
Elizabeth E. A. Berry
James R. Dlade
Thomas J. P. Bliss William L. Booth
Thomas A. Booth
George T. Bassett
Jame:; Uovenhoven
Margaret T. Challlherlain
Emeline Cousins
Delia Cousins
Cbarle.s W. Conway
Edward T. Cunningham
William M. Caldwell
John G. Uarr
Elizabeth C. Enoch, formerly (_
Elizabeth C. Davis
5
Emma Demarest
Margaret P. Darragh
'il'eresa Davis
Eliza E. A. R. Denison
Mary Jane Fisher
(
Elizabeth Arm Franks
Henry N. Franks
)
Children of Timothy Gtiswold
M. A. S. Grirnke
Fdwanl Garrison
Adolphus Heerman I
Theodore Heerman I
Valentine M. Hecrman
>Charles F. Heerman
Cliffi:Jrd Heerman
Stephen D. Hibbert George J. Hall
Maty Ann Hunt
John Henry Harrison
Joseph B. Jones

1
J

J

Carpenter's ma\e

Monthly
pension.

$9 50

Cemmencemellt
of pension.

Sept.

8, 1831.

Sergeant marine oorps

7 50

Jan.

23, 1826~

Sail maker
Captain marine corps

10 00
20 00

Sept.
Jan.

10, 1829.
1, 1837.

Carpente-r

10 00

Nov.

27, 1839.

Mar iDe

3 iO

July

31, 1827.

Cook

9 00

August 15, 1831~

Seaman
Ordinary se-aman
Seaman

6 00
5 00
6 00

Oct.
Sept.
July

30 00

Jan.

25 00

Aug.
Feb.
Feb.

20, 1830~
26, 1837.
8, 1822.

Ma~ter

-

commandant

Surgeon
Marine
Sailingm aster

3 .50

20 00

9, 1840.
26, 1834.
1, 1838.

I, 1837.

Seamao

6 00

May

21,

Marine
Gunner
Lieutenant
Lieutenant

3 50
25 00
25 00

Julv
July
June
April

14, 1833 ..
1, 1837.
5, 1827.
15, 1810 ~

400

Jan.

4, 1822.

Musician marine corps
Sergeant marine corps
Purser
Carpenter Purser
Corpo1al marine corps

10 uO

8
20
10
20
4

00
00
00
00
50

August 24,
Jan.
9,
Jan.
11,
March 15,
'18,
Mny

1829~

1824.
1831.
1829.
1822 ..
1829.

Sergeant marine corps

6 .50

Oct.

27, 1840.

Ordinary seaman
Lieutenant
Seaman

5 00

25 00

6 00

July
Nov.
April

1, 1838.
30, 18%5.
2, 1825.

Surgeon

35 00

April

20, 1837.

Gunner
Seaman
Ordinary seaman
Ordinary seaman
Sarlingmaster

10 00

July
Dec.
April
August
May

9,
10,
20,
16,
21,

6 00
5 00
5 00
20 00

1832.
1834.
1837.
1831.
1826.
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r.

Father's rank.

Names of children.

Lucinda Jolly
II
Hannah Jolly
Uaptain of foretop
James Jolly
Jane Jolly
)
William Kidwell
Private marine corps
John Kidwell
J. B. 0. H. Lightelle
Private marine corps
Robert C. Ludlow
Purser
James Livingston
Ordinary seaman
Caroline Lord
Gunner
Adeline K. Lowe
Lieutenant Mary F. Linscott
Gunner
Caroline W. Linscott
William 0. Martin Sooman
Margaret R. Munroe
Boatswain Augustus R. Macdonough ~
'Thomas Macdonough
Captain
Charlotte R. Macdonough
M:ny A. McCloud
Boatswain Martha E. Mozart
Master-at-arms
Mary Ann McCoy
Seaman
James B. McCauley
LieHtenant
Alexander Moran
Quartergunner
John H. M. Mauison
Lieutenant
Maria C. Norris
J\l.[aster commandant
:Shu brick Norris
James W. A. Nicholson
Lieutenant
Alexander Perry
Lieutenant
Mary R. Ritchie
Lieutenant
M<1ry R. Reany
Purser's steward
Mary Roberts
Mus.ician marine corps
Margaret Roberts
Sarah Robinson
Ordinary seaman
Susan Robinson
Hannah T. Sanderson
Lieutenant
Gilberta F. Sinclair Captain
Alonzo P. Smith
Lieutenant
De bot ah Sullivan
Seaman
Florence Sullivan
Catharine M. Smith Master commandant
Virginia A. 'fowner
Gunner
Robert 1'owner
Margaret R. Tjmberlake
Purser
Eliza J. Trimble
Sailmaker Edward Thinkham
Seaman
John L. Thurston
Sergeant marine corps
Children of Robert L. Thorn - Surgeon
Emily V antlackeuhauaen
Private marine corps
John Woods
Boatswain
T. G. Wescott
Lieutenant
•rhomas A. Young
Lieutenant

~

}

Monthly
pension.

$7 00

Commencement
of pensiun .

August 15, l839.

3 50

July

3M

Dec.
Jan. ·
June
July
May

22,
1,
4,
9,
2,

May

25, 1827.

20
5
10
25

00
00
00

00

10 00

6 00

1, 1837.
1824.
1837.
182<3.
1829.
1826.

10 00

Oct.
10, 1838.
March 27, 1832.

50

Jan.

CQ

10 00

9
6
25
7

00
00
00

50

July
August
Oct.
Feb.
Feb.

25 00

Jan.

30 00

Jan.

~5

00
25 00
25 00
900

June
July
June
Jan.

4 00

Oct.

5 00

March

25 00

50 00
25 00

1, 1837.
1,
16,
13,
20,
10,
1,

1837.
1839.
1835.
1821.
1829.
1838.

I, 1838.
24,
l,
26,
3,

1822.
1837.
1831.
1831.

l, 183{}.
10, l84L

August 23, 183 L
l, 1837.
Jan.
1, 1840.
Jan.
July

7, 1840.

10 00

:Sept.

2, 1834.

20 06
10 00

April
July
Oct.
Sept.
Oct.

6 00

30 00

6
6
30
3
10

00
50
00

50

00
25 00

12 50

I
I

2,
1,
31,
11,
12,
March 12,
I,
Jan.
July

The number of mi11or childrea pen.sioners is 105 ; annual sum to pay them, $12,154.

1828.
1837.
l83ii.
184().
1838.
1833.
1839.

7, 1835 .
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.A staterne·n t showing the receipts and expenditures on account of the
navy pension fund, from the 1st of Octobe·r, 1840, to the 30th of
September, 1841, inclusively, and advances to age1its d·u ring the
same period.

.III.
1840.
Dec. 23
1841.
Jan. 5
Feb. 25
June -

Balance in the Treasury, to the creuit of the funu,
on the 1st of October, 1840, per last report •

II. Amount received into th4:! Treasury since _1st October, 1840, from whom, .and on what account, viz :
From Corcoran & Riggs, for sale of stocks

From
do
do
do
do
From
From Secretary of the l1a\·y, for stock of U nion Bank,
Georgetown August- Appropriation by act of Congress, appro red 16th August,
1841

$ 7,248 19

$38,07!) 98
10,000 00
3,217 79
1, 705 50
139,666 06

Total amount of receipts
1840.
Nov. 2
16
18
1841.
March 8
April 15

June

8

July

9

Aug. 30
6

Sept.

28

III. Expenditures from October 1, 1840, to September
30, 184 I, inclusive, viz :
Paid W. R. Wesson~ administrator of John G. L aumau,
for pension due him.
Paid Maria Harrison, for arrears of pension due her as
the child of John Garde, late S. M., lost in the Insurgente, 1800
Paid w ·m. Collings, for arrear;; of pension uue him as
child of J. Collings, lost in the same
Paid Robert W. Casey, executor of Joshua Howell, for
pension due him
.
Paid John L. Thurston, for pension due him as the child
of L. Thurst.on, deceased
Paid John H. McJ. Madison, (minor,) for pension to 1st
Septcmher, I 840
Paid David Christie, for arrears of pension under act 3d
March, 1837
Paid Franklin W. Desha, for pension due him as one of
the children of R. M. Desha, late major JV[. C., to
20th February, 1840, when he attained the age of 21 ·
years
.
Paid Margaret F . Denton, formerly Desha, for pension ·
to same <.late
Paid Elizabeth Farrar, (wido\~,) for pension due her last
•
husband
Paitl Mary Boyd, for pension due her as the child of J os.
Heiner, who was ·lust in the Insurgente in 1800
Paid Cornelius M. Roundy, for pension du e him as the
child of B. Roundy, deceased, from 26th August,
1816, to 31st May, 1830
Paid Lewis S. Thomas, for pension due him as the child
of U. Thom!l.s, · deceased, formerly purser, from 20th
September, 1829, to 29th March, 18~1
Total amount of expenditures

1840.

Dec.

23

IV. Advances to agents to pay pensions, viz :
To. B. D. Heriot, navy pension agent, Charleston, S. C.
To J. Laighton,
do
Portsmouth, N.H.
To J. B. Perrault,
do
New Orleans

29

192,665

3~

31 75
5,040 00
1,361 67
30 50
6 72

200 00

'

952 80

150 00
300 00
90 00

628 67
991 00
2~66

00

-----555 38
975 51
1,050 75

12, 549

u.
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1840.
Dec. 23

1841.
Jan'ry 5

Feb. 25
Aug. 17

20

Sept. 11

,..
To Wm. C. Anderson, navy pen. ·agt.
To Wm. B. Scott,
do
To L. Jarvis,
do
To George Loyall,
do
ToM. W. Ash,
do
To J. Thomas,
do
To President Savings Institution,
To
do
Maine Bank,
To
do
Arcade Bank,
To
do
Merch'ts & Man. B'k,
'l'o
do
Farmers & Mech's' Bk.
To
do
Farmers' Bank of Del.
To
do
'!'renton Bank,
To
do
Mechanics' Bank,

St. Louh:, Mo. Washington; D.C.
Boston, Mass.
Norfolk, V a.
Philadelphia
Baltimore
Louisville, Ky. Portland, Me.
Providence, R. I.
Pittsburg, Penn. Hartford, Con't Newcastle, Del. Trenton, N. J.
New York

$192
2,000
4-,000
4,000
3,000
8,000
521
1,032
1,362
156
1,195
144
486
10,000

00 '
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

To J. Thomas, navy pensi"n agent, Baltimore
To Wm. B. Scott,
do
Washington
'l'o
do
do
do
To J. Thomas,
~o
Baltimore
ToW. B. Scott,
do
Washington
To Jacob Alricks,
do
Newcastle, Del. To L. Jarvis,
do
Boston To '1'. Upham,
do
Portsmouth, N.H.
To B. D. Heriot,
do
Charleston, S. C.
To George Loyall,
do
Norfolk, Va.
To Thomas Hayes,
do
Philadelphia
To J. B. Perrault,
do
New Orleans
To President Savings Institution,
Louisville, Ky. To
do
A rca de Bank,
Providence, R. I.
To
do
Maine Bank,
Portland, Me.
To
~o
Farmers & Mech's' Bk. Hartford, Ct.
To
do
Merch'ts & Man. Bk. Pittsburg, Pa.
To
do
Trenton Bank,
Trenton, N. J. ToR. C. Wetmore, navy pension ag't, New York
To President of Arcade Bank,
Providence, R. I.
To
do
do
do
To Samuel McClellan, navy pen. ag't, Baltimore

. 5,000
5,000
3,200
9,591
6,810
144
9,234
1,030
1,656
4,848
8,944
1,432
541
1,380
3,191
1,125
120
424
17,286
281
1,000
1,300

00
00
00
48
16
00
82
00
00
20
17
50
00
00
46
66
00
40
97
66
00
00

Total amount of advances

RECAPITULATION.

Balance in the Treasury, October I, 1840
Amount received from that period to Sept. 30, 1841, inclusive
Deduct expenditures to 30th September, 1841, inclusive
Deduct advances to agents
do
go

-

$7,248 19
192,665 33
- - - - $199,913 52'.
12,549 11
122,212 12
- - - - 134,761 23

Balance to the credit of the fund, October 1, 1841

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

Fourth .lluditor' s O.ffice, November 22, 1841.

65,152 29
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HEADQUARTERS

oF

THE MARINE

CoRPs,

Washington, November 9, 1841.
SIR: On the 11th of May last, a copy of a report dated October 7,
I
would beg leave to refer you to those documents, as comprehending most
of the material points to which it is deemed necessary to invite your attention. They are on :file in the Department, and can, no doubt, readily
be brought before you.
Since that report was prepared, the navy has been greatly enlarged,
which renders it necessary to present other tables,. to provide for that increase. For that purpose, the two tables accompanying this have been
prepared. No. l shows the number of men required for the ships of war
now in commission, allowing one marine for each gun. No. 2 shows the
number required by a regulation adopted on the recommendation of the
Board of ~avy Commissioners dt1ring the past year. The number of
sentinels on board the vessels of war, the opinions of the ua val officers on
sea duty, and the experience and custom of the service heretofore, all
unite in favor of one marine for a gun. I therefore recommend to the Department the adoption of the principle contained in table No. 1, for the
guards of ships of war. In the British navy the military guards are even
Jarger than those provided for in this table, a great increase of them having
taken place since the last war between England and the United States.
The experience of the greatest naval Power in the world should not Le
disregarded by us.
The number of privates required by that table for the ships in commission amounts to 1,104. To provide one relief for this force, it is necessary to maintain on shore the same number of disciplined soldiers. Fifteen hundred and fifty, the number called for on shore by this table, furnishes this relief, and 446 over, in which are included recruits and all
others unable to do duty from sickness or other causes. This table further
shows the disposition of this force at the several naval stations, affording
ample protection to the public property, and preventing any othP-r expenditure for that purpose. The navy yards at all the seaports are now
large, requiring a long line of sentinels to afford the necessary security
to the property within them; the two Southern naval stations, more especially, require a large force for their security. A large number of arms
is kept in each of them, which, by a sudden irruption of the class of
people who are not citizens, might be seized and used for most disastrous
purposes, unless a force competent for their safe keeping be maintained.
The number proposed in this table would seem to be hardly sufficient for
a service ~o important.
In presenting to the Department the propriety of providing for an increase of our naval armament in steamships, I shonld not fully do my
duty if I did not ask for a number of men even larger than that con··
tained in this table. I am therefore clearly of opinion that 3,000 privates
are required, and that tl]at number should now be provided for by law.
Commodore Stewart and other naval officers think that 4,000 men are necessary. That this number could be usefully employed, I do not doubt;
but, in asking for 3,000 men, I am led to belit!ve that the public interests
will be sufficiently provided for.
1839, was sent to the Department, accompanied by a letter from me.
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Before I close this letter, I would earnestly renew the . request, made in
my letter of the 11th l\1ay last, in relation to military regulations for the
marine corps, for which provision is made in the act of Congress of the
30th June, 1834. A board of officers, of which Commodore Biddle was
president, drew up those regulations. They were prepared on the board,)
liheration, (an army and a marine officer being members of mature desent to the Navy Department, and never adopted. They did justice both
to the navy and marine corps, and their sanction would have been satisfactory to the service generally. I beg leave now to ask your attention to
them, with an assurance that their adoption is called for to restore the
corps to its military independence, without which it will certainly be materially injured in its rrijlitary efficiency.
Should the Department concur with the views presented in this report,
the necessary estimates . can be furnished by the staff at any time ·they
may be called for.
I remain, with great respect, your most obedient servant,
.
ARCH. HENDERSON,

Col. Commandant.
Hon. A. P. UPsHuR,
Secretary of the Na11y.
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Number of officers, non-commissioned officers, musicians, and privates,
required for the guards of vessels in commission on the 30th September, 1841, allowing one p1·ivate to each. gun as rated in the Navy Register, rating the steam frigate Fulton as -a second class frigate, and
tile schooners Van Buren, Flirt, and Madison, as schooners of the
largest qlass.
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Number of officers, non-commissioned officers, musicians, and p1·ivates,
required at the present shore stations.
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sWhole number required for the stations, v-essels in commission, and the
home squadron, allowing ·one private to each gun.
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The corps, being cut up into small detachments, requires a greater number of first· and second lieutenants than a regular military organization.
For this table, (No. I,) the following officers will be the required number,
to wit: 1 brigadier general, 3 colonels, 3 lien tenant colonels, 3 majors, 26
captains, 53 first lieutenants, and 53 second lieutenants.
Whole number of enlisted men required in table No. 1: Non-commis~ioned staff, 4; sergeants, 206; corporals, 216; drummers, 99; fifers, 99;
privates, 2,654; aggregate, 3,278.
The number of corporals afloat being greater than sergeants, accounts
ior the difference in this table.
HEADQUARTERS oF THE :MARINE

CoRP~,

Washington, November, 1841.
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(No. 2.)

Number of ~.f!icers, non-commissioned officers, musicians, and privates,.
required for the guards of vessels in commission on the 30th September, 1841, agreeably to the increase directed to ·be estimated for by the
Navy Department, under orders dated 15th October, 1839.
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Number of officers, non-commissioned offirers, musicians, and privates,
required at lite present shore stations.
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.T¥hole number required for the stations, vessels. in commission, and the
home squadron, agreeably to the increase directed to be estimated fo
by the Navy Department, under orders dated 15th October, 1839.
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•Non-commissioned staff-sergeant major, quartermaster sergeant, drum and fife m!ljors.

The corps, being cut up into small detachments, requires a greater number of first and second lieutenants than a regular military organization.
For this table, (No. 2,) the following officers will be the required number,
to wit : one brigadier general, three colonels, three lieutenant colonels, three
majors, twenty-four captains, fifty first lieutenants, and fifty second lieutenants.
Whole number of enlisted men required in table No. 2: Non-commis'Sioned staff, 4; sergeants, 210 ; corporals, 214; drummers, 98; fifers, 98;
privates, 2,480; aggregate, 3,104.
.
The number of corporals. afloat being greater than sergeants, accounts •
for the difference in this table.
HEADQUA.R TERS oF THE MARINE CoRPs,

Washington, November, 1841 .
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REPOR 'T
OF

THE

POS'fMAS'"~,ER

GENERAL.

PosT OFFICE DEPARTMENT,

December 2, 1841.
To the PRESIDENT o~ THE UNIT ED STATEs:
In the discharge of the dnty of reporting ·to you the condition of the
General Post Office, I have to regret that my recent induction into office
will prevent me from giving you that full development at this time so
necessary to a clear understanding of the various and extended operations
of a Department so important and interesting to every class of our fellowcitizens.
·
Unlike the other Departments of Government, which derive their support from the national Treasury, the General Post Office looks for the
means to continue and extend its operations to the income derived alone
from a successful administration of the laws prescribing its duties and p:;:ivileges.
The General Post Office, at first almost the creature of administrative
discretion, necessarily so remains, to a great degree, · at the present time.
In its infancy, it required the constant and vigilant superintendence of its
head, to direct its affairs in such manner as to extend the sphere of its usefulness, commensurate with the increase and extent of population and
business. Equal if not greater vigilance is demanded at the present·day.
It is to be desired that, in the general administration of the Government,
as little of discretion as possible should be left with tho·se charged with
public trusts; and I regret my acquaintance with the details of the Department, at this time, is so limited as not to qualify me to suggest more specifically those improvements in the laws pertaining to it, whereby much of
that discretion, heretofore exercised, might be restrained and profitably regulated by legislative enactments. The propriety of these remarks will be
fully demonstrated by a recurrence to the history of the Post Office operations, from their commencement to the present time.
In 1790, the whole number of post offices in the United States did not
exceed seventy-five; the number of miles of post road, 1,87 5; the revenue,
$37,9.'36; the expenditure, $32,140. In 1840, it will be seen that the whole
number of post offices in the United States was 13,488; the number of
miles of post road, 155,739; the gross revenue for the same year was
$4,539,265, and the expenditure was $4,7.59,110. The necessity of guarding, as far as practicable, by specific legislation, such an amount of income
and expenditure, and the duties and liabilities of so many agents, must be
apparent.
As has already been remarked, the original design in the establishment
of the Post Office Department was that its income should be made to sus-
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tain its operations. That principle ought uever to be abaudoned. 'Vhilst
the Department should not be regarded as a source of revenue to the nation,
it should never become an annual charge to' its Treasury.
Upon assuming the di~rharge of the duties pertaining to the office of
Postmaster General, my first object was to investigate its financial condition ; and it becomes my duty to inform you that I did not find it in that
prosperous state which the demands upon it require . .
The income of this Department is always liable to be affected by the
fluctuations of the business of the country. It is increased or depressed in
proportion to the increase or depresssion of that business.
Besides this cau8e of fluctuation in its income, other causes of a reduction, more or less in every year, may be found in the increased facilities
which the travel upon railroads and steamboats furnishes fo~ the transmission of letters and newspapers by p~ivate conveyance ; secondly, in the
great extension, to say nothing of the abuse, of the franking privilege;
thirdly, in the recent establishment of what are called private expresses,
upon the great mail routes of the United States; fourthly, in the frauds
practised upon the Department, in evading, by various devices, the payment of the postage imposed by law. While all of these causes operate to
]es~en the revenue of the Department, the expenses of transporting the
mail are not affected or lessened by them; and I respectfully suggest,
whether the evils to which I have referred do not deserve the serious attention of Congress, so far as to call for some more specific legislation,
whereby they may be removed or suppressed.
The total gross revenue of the Post Office for· the fiscal year commencing
on the 1st of July, 1840, and terminating on the 30th June, 1841, was
$4,379,317 78; the total expenditure for the same time was $4,567,238 39
In this year the expenditures excee9.ed the reve.n.ue by. the. s?m of
$187,920 61. A statement of the expenditures, more m detail, w1ll m due
time, as required by, law, be reported to Congress. ·
The precise income and expenditure of the General. Post Office cannot
be known in any one year, until the close of the fiscal year, and the settlements of all accounts have been completed. Consequently, any statement
of expenditure and income, for the present year, is liable to the fl~ctuations

and changes always incident to the pecu1iar character of the serv1ce.

The expenditures ~nd income of the Department for the current year
may, upon estimate, be stated in round nu!Dbers as follows:
Total amount of revenue derived from postage, fines,
$4,3So',ooo
and all other sources
Expense of mail transpo!tatio~l Commission to postmasters, 'lf the rates of percentage
remain unchanged
Ship, steamboat, and way l.etters -.
- .. . ;
Incidental expenses, includmg blanks, statwnery, pn~1tlnb, &c.

3,145,000
1,015,000'
20,000
310,000

4,490,00(}

Total estimated expenditure
Total estimated income

4,490,00(}
4,380,000
110,000

•
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Thus it will be seen that the probable amount of expenditure will ex-ceed the amoupt of revenue, as estimated; by $110,000.
.
vVith this deficit presenting itself so palpably to my mind; l have essayed to infnse into the administration of the service a rigid economy ; yet,
with all the savings which it ~nay be possible to make by the most rigid
- ~conomy, I am satisfied the expenditur~ cannot be r.educed within the income, without ~ither reducing the transportation of the mail below the just
wants of the community, or in some other mode increasing the revenue of
the Department.
To continue the present amount. of service, and extend it with the
growth and spread of our population, particularly in the 'Vest, the present
revenue, with its former charges, is evidently inadequate; and a reduction
-of that service greatly below its present · standard would have to take
place, unless Congress make an appropriation from the public Treasury,
which I neither ask nor desire to see made.
Upon a view of all the circumstances, and with a perfect sense of the
·delicate responsibility assumed, I have felt myself imperiously called upon
to exercise a power ve~ted by the act of 1825 in the Postmaster General,
and have readjusted the commissions heretofore allowed to deputy postmasters. By this regulation, a copy" of which (marked A) is annexed,
there will be added to the nett annual income of the Department about
$100,000. I thought it better to do this than either to ask Congress for an
appropriation or to reduce the transportation of the mail below the just
wants of the community.
vVhen it is known that this reduction has been made to enable the Department to send intelligence among the people, by continuing and extending mail facilities, and not in a spirit of parsimonious economy, the liberal
and enlightened of .all sections will, I am persuaded, approve what has
been done; and I will not allow myself to. believe that those whom it
most immediately affects will view it !n an illiberal spirit.
Should Congress, however, not approve of this measure, they will have
it in their power, before the order takes effect, to arrest its force ; and will
no doubt adopt the necessary measures to reqnire the reduction of mail
service, or to provide the -means of paying the balance which will be due
to contractors at the end of the year.
.
The anne.xed report of the Auditor of the Post Office Department
(marked B) will exhibit the progress which has been made in the adjustment and liquidation of the accounts of postmasters since the 4th of March
last.
·
It is to be expected that among 14,000 deputy postmasters (appointed
generally without a personal knowledge of the individuals or their securities) there will be found some who will prove faithless to their trusts, and
whose securities are not good for the amount due the Department. In view
of this, I have instituted a rigid inquiry, not only into the fitness and business qualifications of the postmasters, but the solvency of their securities,
from which the best results may be anticipated. This operation, performed in part by the ~pecial agents of the Department, under the letter of instructions annexed, (marked C,) and the pmmpt settlement of the accounts,
of. all postmasters, will more effectually guard the Department from losses
by defaulting p_ostmasters.
The reduction of the postage upon letters is a subject which has en-
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gaged the public attention for years, and is one of great int~rest to the
whole community.
·
It is contended by many, whose opinions are entitled to respectful consideration, that the reduction of postage would give an increase of revenue ..
Without undertaking to discuss this question at present, I am not prepared, from the prese!lt financial condition of the Department, to recommend a reduction of the rates of postage, as now fixed b.y law, but invite a modification of them so far as to make them conform more generally to the smaller coin of the United States, and solicit a revision of the.
laws regulating the postage on newspapers. I do not desire that the rates
of postage on newspapers proper should be increased, though much might
be saved to the Department if the principal of pre-postage was applied to
· newspapers, provided such regulation was deemed acceptable to public
opinion. · I must, however, earnestly invite your attention, and hope you.
will call that of Congress, to the necessity of the enactment of some law
by which a just discrimination may be made in the imposition of postage
on newspapers proper and those mammoth periodicals which assume the
shape and name of newspapers, but which are, in fact, the republication
of books, reviews, and novels, seut through the post office, not always to
subscribers, but in large masses to agents, to vend in the markets of the
more distant cities, towns, and villages, which greatly increase the size and
weight of the mails and the expense of tran~portation, without a corresponding remuneration to the Department. The great number of the~e
large publications which have been sent by the mail from Baltimore to
Wheeling has mainly contributed to the frequent irregularities of the
Western mails for the last twelve months. I respectfully inquire whether
it is just that the United States mail shall be compelled to ·transport one of
these papers, weighing nearly a pound, for a cent and a half, from Boston
or New York to Louisville, Ky., to a factor, to sell for the benefit of the
publisher, while the letter of friendship or of business is taxed with twenty-five cerits postage between the same points.
I have already alluded to the establishment of what are called private:
expresses, for the carrying of letters, packages, and newspapers, upon the;
post roads of the United States, for pay and compensation, as ·one cause:
tending greatly to the reduction of the revenue of the Department. I
must beg leave again to bring the subject more particularly to your notice, under a hope that you will invite that of Congress to the necessity of
some further legislation, more effectually to protect the interests and the
rights of the General Government in its Post Office Department.
If there is any grant of exclusive power to Congress upon which ali
unite in opinion, it is the power to establish post offices and post roads;
and it may fairly be assumed as an admitted principle, that when Congress, in the exercise of that power, has .established a post road, the right
of a State, or the individuals of a State, to establish lines of transportation,
for letters, . packages, and newspapers, upon and over the same roads, for
compensation, cannot be snccessfull y maintained.
How far thi:s usurped power has been exercised by individuals, and to
what extent, I am not fully informed; but the information communicated .
to the Department induced me to avail myself of the services of the First
Assistant Postmaster General, while on a temporary visit of business to.
Philadelphia, to collect and report to me such infOimation upon the sub-
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ject as his other engagements would permit; and I have the honor now
to submit to you his report, (marked D.)
·
Al)other report from the First Assistant Postmaster General, herewith
submitted, (marked E,) will present you with a detailed statement of the
am~mt of mail service for the year ending the 30th J nne, 1841, and therate of cost for the same in each State and Territory, distinguishing between each character of service. By this report it will appear that the
•. United States mail was transported on railroads and steamboats 3,946,450·
miles, at the cost of ·$585;843; on horse and in sulkies 12,088,862 miles,
at a cost of $781,897; in stages and coaches 18,961,213 miles, at the cost
of $1,791,635; making a total aggregate of annual transportation of
34,996,525 miles, at the rate of cost of $3,159,375.
The act of 1838 declares that "each railroad within the limits of the
United States which Now: is or hereafter may be. completed shall be a post
road;" and in that law, and the act of 1839, provisions limiting the·
amount beyond which the Postmaster General is prohibited from paying
for the transportation of the mail on railways will be found.
Great embarrassments to the Department have arisen in the making of
contracts for the transportation of the mail with many of the railroad
companies, under the Ia ws now in force. These embarrar.sments arise
mainly from two causes: the one, that the price which the Department is
enabled to pay, whether in reference to its means or the maximum fixed
by the legislation of Congress, has been deemed inadequate by many of
the principal companies. The other arises from an unwillingness on the
part of some of the companies to run by a schedule prescribed by the
Department ; preferring to run at such times as will best suit the travel
upon the road ; regarding, as it is natural for them to do, the carrying of
the mail as secondary to the transportation of passengers. The latter evil
has been particularly felt in the great Southern mail, on its transit from
Washington city to New York. The mail going south from New York
is necessarily thrown upon the Philadelphia and Baltimore railroad in the
night, between Philadelphia and Baltimore; and the Southern mail for·
New York is compelled to lie over twelve hours in Baltimore, unless the
Philadelphia company can be induced to run that trip also in the night.
This they have declined doing, unless the Department would pay them a
c0mpensation greater than is authorized by the laws of Congress. Under
a hope that some arrangement could be made-to last during the session
of Congress, if no longer-! addressed to the presidents of the railroad
companies concerned in the transportation of the mail between the .city of
'Vashington and New York a letter, a copy of which, and the report of
the First Assistant Postmaster General upon this subject, are herewith
submitted, (marked F.)
An anxious des ·e to effect some permanent arrangement with the railroad companies for the transportation of the mail, upon a basis which
shall be both just and uniform, considering the nature of the service performed by each, induced me to invite a meeting of the presidents of the
different companies, in the city of Washington, on the first of January
next; and I am gratified at the prompt manner in which all who have·
~een heard from have consented to attend; and a hope is cherished that
some arrangement, satisfactory to all parties a,nd beneficial to the public,
may yet be effected.
The improved mode of intercommunication by railroad and steam, ope
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J'ating under chartered rights granted by the States, and over which it is not
pretended that the General Government, much less the Post Office Department, can exercis.e any control, imposes upon Congress, in my opinion, new
duties and obligations, which can only be cancelled by the adoption of some
measure whereby the Post Office Department may, upon adequate consideration; secure by compact the right to transport the mail in the cars of railroad companies, and at the same time give to the Department the power to
control the departure and arrival of the same.
There is now paid to the different railroad companies, annually, over
$400,000 for the service, without power in the Department to regulate the
travel, arrival, and departure of the mail; and constant and frequent difficulties, both in entering into and the execution of contracts, are presented.
It has occurred to me that the present was a most favorable period for
the adoption of some meaSJJre by Congress, whereby to secure to the United States the right to transport the mail upon these roads in all time to
come, free of any annual charge upon the Post Office Department, by the
advancement of a sum in gross, which may be agreed upon, to each of these
companies, or such of them as ma.y be willing to contract. Many of the
railroad companies, and some of them constituting most important links in
the great chain of intercommunication between Boston and Charleston,
owing to the great derangement of the monetary concerns of the world and
the depression of all State and company stocks, find themselves laboring
under embarrassments and difficulties, which the aid of the General Gov-ernment. applied in the way proposed, would effectually remove, and at
the same time secure to the United States the advantage and the ample
equivalent of transporting the mail upon these roads.
The credit of the United States to an amount not greater than the sum
necessary to produce, at 5 per cent. interest, the amount paid by th~ Post
Office Department to these companies annually, would, I have no doubt,
be sufficient to accomplish this desirable end. The prompt and favorable
action of Congress upon this subject at the present time would effectually
secure the Government against the danger. of being called upon for occasional and large appropriations to meet the balances dne by the Department.
Do I ask the United States to do more for the Post Office Department
than justice would seem to demand, especially when it is remembered that
the whole expense of the official correspondence of the Government and the
public, and private correspondence of those entitled by law to the franking
privilege, is sustained and paid by a tax upon the correspondence of the
.community ? If by this arrangement the Department is relieved from the
heavy anuual charge as now rated, (and it has neither the power to lessen
it nor to prevent its increase,) it may be hoped that the object so much demanded by considerations of public justice (that of reducing the tax upon
the friendly and business correspondence of mdividuals) will be attained,
and, at the same time, the usefulr:ess of the public mail greatly enlarged
and extended to those portions of the Union hitherto measurably denied the
necessary mail facilities.
If the Government was required to pay·postage up01.1 official correspondence, and if the franking privilege was abolished or reduced to proper limits, the revenue of the Department would be increased to an amount sufficient of itself to pay the interest upon the debt to be incurred by the proposed arn.mgement, and liquidate the principal in less than thirty years. I
respectfully submit to the President 'the propriety of communicating to
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Congress the views which I entertain and have here expressed upon this
subject.
Some embarrassments to the free transit of the United States 1nail
coaches over that part of the Cumberland road which lies within the limits
of the State of Virginia have been experienced during the present year, incident to a right assumed by the authorities of that State to impose a tax
upon the coach transporting the mail.
In the act of Congress proposing a cession of all right which the United
States claimed over said road, upon certain conditions, to the States through
which it passed, it was expressly provided that no toll upon the stages,
coaches, &c.,conveying the United States mail should be imposed. With this,
among other reservations and exceptions, the States of Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Ohio, accepted the cession and assumed the control
over so much of the road as is within their respective territories. It appears that, by a subsequent act of the Virginia Legislature, so much of the
act, by which she accepted the road, exempting the stage, coach, &c., conveying the United States mail from the payment of tolls, was repealed, and
a tax was authorized to be, and was, imposed upon the same. Without
detaining you with a further narrative upon this subject, I submit the letters and correspondence of the Department in relation thereto, and the documents accompanying the same, (marked G.) Though the amount charged
and exacted at the single gate in Virginia is inconsiderable, yet, if she have
the right to impose the toll, the other States have an equal right, and will,
most unquestionably, assert it; and thus an additional annual burden of
near $9,000 will be added to the transportation of the United States mail
over that road, which is already the most expensive mail-coach service in
the United States.
It is proper I should inform you that the prosecution instituted against
the agent of Virginia, before I was called to the discharge of the duties of
his Department, for obstructing the passage of the United States mail on
said road, by closing the toll-gate against the free passage of the coach conveying the mail, has, upon my suggestion, been suspended for the present,
under a hope that, upon a full representation of this subject, by the proper
authority, to the State of Virginia, all cause of difficulty might be removed, without the necessity of a penal prosecution.
I submit, for your information, the report of the chief clerk of the Post
Office Department, 1n reference to the expenditure of the appropriation,
made at the extra session of Congress, to pay the debts due to contractors
and others, .for services rendered prior to the 31st of 1\farch, 1841,
(marked H.)
There are other matters of detail, connected with the service of this
Department, which by law are required to be reported to Congress; and it
is therefore deemed inexpedient to bring them particularly to your notice
in this communicatio:~a.
I have the honor to be, with respectful consideration, your obedient
servant,

., . . _C.-A. WICKLIFFE.
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The Postmaster General, upon an investigation of the financial condition of his Department, is convinced that, to continue the transportation of
the mail upon its present plan and extent, and to meet the increasing demands caused by the extension and increase of population and the business of the country in the South and Northwest, the present nett income
of the Department is not sufficient.
His two immediate prede·cessors, aware of this, have in many instances
reduced the service to that standard below which it is not deemed wise
at this time, if it can be avoided, to make a further reduction. · Some
further diminution in other branches of the service is contemplated during·
the current year. With all these, however, the income from postage will
fall short of the expenditure absolutely required.
It was the original design, in the establishment of the · General Post
Office, (and ought not now to be abandoned,) that the Department should
sustain itself: that, whilst it should never be regarded as a source of revenue to the nation, it ought never to become an annual charge upon its
Treasury.
To ascertain the best mode, at this time, to prevent this latter result, has
been to the present head of the Department a subject of anxious inquiry. If
l1e adopted the plan of still further reducing the service of transportation,
l1e endangered the usefulness of it, without a certainty of attaining the
end desired. It is not always cetain that, by discontinuing the number of
trips upon a given route, we save in the expense more than we lose by a
decrease of postage. The community in such cases will often seek other
channels of communication.
The Postmaster General, under all the circumstances, regrets that he feels
it his duty to add to the income of the Department by a reduction of the
commissions allowed by the existing regulations to the deputy postmasters. He hopes, however, the necessity for this reduction may only prove
temporary. The period at which it is proposed it shall take effect is not
only fixed so distant that each postmaster of the United States will be informed of this order, out_it is snfficientl~r protracted to place it in the power
of Congress to arrest its force, if in its wisdom it shall think proper to make
other provisions to enable the Department to defray the necessary expenses
of the mail service over and above its nett current income.
The Postmaster General cannot doubt but the deputy postmasters will
concur with him in the necessity of this measure, and see in it a further in- ,
centive on their part to economize the expenses of their respe·ctive offices.
He hopes, at least, they will accord to him the influence of no other motive than a desire to continue and extend the usefulness of the United
States mail; and he respectfully invokes their cheerful acquiescence in a
measure rendered necessary to the well-being of a public service in which
we are all embarked.
It is therefore ordered, as a regulation of the Post Office Department, to
take effect from and after the first day of January, 1842, that there be
allowed, in lien of the rates of commissions now allowed to each postmaster in the United States and Territories thereof, commissions of the following several rates on the amount he shall receive in each quarter, and no
more, viz:

On a sum 11ot exceeding one hundred dollars, twenty-seven per cent:
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On any sum over and above the first hundred dollars, and not exceeding
four hundred dollars, twenty-three per cent.
On any sum over and above the first four hundred dollars, and not ex~eding two thousand fow hundred dollars, eighteen per cent.
On any sum over and above the first two thousand four hundred dollars,
~even per cent.
Postmasters at whose offices the mails shall regularly arrive between the
hours of nine o'clock at night and five o'clock in the morning will be allowed, on the first hundred dollars collected in one quarter, eighteen per cent.,
in addition to the twenty-seven per cent., so that they will be allowed an
aggregate commission of forty-five per cent.
Postmasters will be respectively allowed a commission of f0rty-five per
cent. on the money arising from the postage of newspapers, magazines, and
pamphlets; and to postmasters whose compensation shall not exceed five
lmnd~·cd dollars in one quarter, one cent for every free letter delivered
out of the office, excepting such as are for the postmaster himself.
To the postmaster at New Orleans will be allowed seven hundred and
twenty dollars, instead of eight hundred, as mentioned in the act of 3d
~larch, 1825, in addition to his ordinary commissions as here designated.
'fo the postmaster of the city of Washington will be allowed for postage
collected, and for free letters received by him for delivery, a commission
of f0ur and a ha]f per cent., instead of five, on the amount of mails distributed at his office; provided, nevertheless, that the whole annual emolument of the postmaster in the city of Washington, including the extra
,compensation of seven hundred and twenty dollars, shall be subject to the
restrictions imposed by the forty-first section of the act aforesaid, and the
proviso at the end of this regulation. (Act of 3d March, 1825, section 14,_
page 9.)
Postmasters at the distributing offices will be allowed a commission of
four and a half per cent. on the amount of postage on letters and packets
received for distribution, instead of five per cent., now allowed by the first
section of the act amendatory of the act regulating the Post Office Department, approved the 2d of .March, 1827, subject, however, to the restriction of the proviso of the act last mentioned, ,(section I, pages 26 and
27 ;) provided, also, the whole amount to be allowed to any postmaster for
commissions shall not exceed the sum of eighteen hundred dollars in any
-<>ne year.

B.
'AuDITOR's OFFICE, PosT OFFICE DEPART.MEYT,

November 20, 1841.
Sm: The following statement exhibits the number and aggregate
amount of the accounts of late and present postmasters which have been
stated and sent out since the 4th of March, 1841, the amoun: collected,
with the number of other accounts partially completed:
Late postmasters' accounts.
lst. 3409 Have been stated, copied, sent out, and balances
drawn for, whose aggregate amount is
- $228,358 70
Of which this sum has been collected
90,203 15
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Sd. 1531

5372

Leaving, to be collected or adjusted by outstanding claims
- $138,155 55Have been stated, copied, and sent out, ready for
21,184 98·
draft, on which is apparently due
Have been stated in part, and suspended by the
absence of books from the office, they having been required on the trial of a suit against
Mr. Reeside, in Philadelphia, and by the necessary withdrawal of other books temporarily
from the collecting clerks.
Whole number of late postmasters mentioned
above.
Pre~ent

lst. 1289

2d. 1416

2705

5372

postmasters' accounts.

Have been stated, copied, and sent out, on which
the aggregate sum apparently due is
Have been stated, or nearly so, and have necessarily been suspended by the withdrawal of
books.

37,085 67

Whole number of present postmasters' accounts
mentioned above.
Late postmasters.

Total number of accounts cmnpleted, or partially so.
The progress made in stating the accounts of late and present postmasters, under the act of 9th September last, is as great as could be expected
from the force employed and the character of the work performed.
It is impossible to ascertain the condition of the finances of the Department until the accounts of late and present postmasters are stated, sent out,.
and audited, on such state of facts as their investigation elicits.
Large balances frequently appear to be due on accounts as they are stated
and sent out, which are greatly reduced or entirely discharged by outstanding claims for the transportation of the mail, on the procurement
that service by postmasters, when contractors have failed to perform their
contracts, or by claims for contingent expenses, or by claims for trans- porting the mail dn special routes. The last class of claims exists where
postmasters at special offices are charged with their quarterly receipts, and.
not credited with the expense of transporting the mail, becaus~ vouchers
were not sent with their accounts, to pro\ye the amount of money paid.
I have been obliged to employ a part of the temporary clerks in preparing information for the biennial register, under the joint resolution of
Congress of July 14, 1832, and for making out a list of post offices and
the amount of the nett revenue, under the resolution of April 27, 1825.
Most sincerely yours,
E. WHITTLESEY.
8077

or

Hon. C. A. WIcxLIFFE,
.Postmaster General
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c.
PosT OFFICE DEPARTMENT, November 4, 1841.
Sra: To the duties assigned you by any former instructions, as special
and cofidential agent of this Department, I desire to add that of strictly
observing the manner in which the post offices are kept in the section and
along the lines of route you may be called to inspect and travel.
The Postmaster General expects that every post office, whatever may
be its imp<;>rtance, shall be attended to or supervised by the deputy postmaster. The practice which, I regret to learn, has obtained in many portions of the United States, of one man holding the commission of postmaster, whilst another discharges its duties, must be stopped; and when such
cases fall within your knowledge, I desire that they shall be made the subject of special report.
Great carelessness in the opening and keeping the mail in insecure places,
and permitting persons other than the postmaster, or his sworn assistants, to
have access to the same when opening, or after it is opened, has been charged,
in general terms, upon many of the postmasters in the. small towns and
villages. This evil must be corrected, and when you have evidence of
the fact .it is expected you will make it known to the Department, that
1he only efficient remedy may be applied. I will not continne in office those
who will not themselves give their time and attention to the discharge of
its duties, or who violate or suffer violations of the rules of the Department
in opening and distributing the mail.
It is also desirable that you observe the deportment of a1l carriers and
drivers of mails, and report any misconduct arising from wilful negligence
or carelessness and inattention to their employers and to the Department.
Many complaints have been made against the agents or travelling postmasters on railroad routes. You are expected to observe the conduct of
all such as may fall within the range of your supervision.
Infcrmation has been communicated to this Department, that drivers and
·carriers of the mail, on the more distant and more unimportant routes, are in
the habit of carrying letters, in violation of law, thereby lessening the income
.of the Department. As this may be done in ignorance of the law, you will
inform and instruct the contractors to charge the carriers and drivers not
to violate the law in this particular. The act of 1825, section 20, directs
that all carriers shall deliver such letters, whether sealed or unsealed, to
the first post office at which they arrive after receiving them, and the postmaster is directed to rate and charge the postage.
If you become satisfied that any post office is not of public utility, and
not required for the public accommodation, you will report that fact, and
the reasons for the opinion.
Upon the active exertions and vigilant supervision of the special agents
()f this Department mainly depend the regularity, security, and efficiency
·Of mail transportation; and I cannot too strongly impress upon you the importance and high responsibility of your stations. It is to you the Postmaster General must look for accurate information upon all subjects per taining to tl1e out-door operations of the Department. Give me your efficient aid, and I do not despair of making the Post Office Department eminently useful and popular.

C. A. "\'VICKLIFFE.

To - - - - - - - - ,
Special .Agent, Post O.ffice Department.
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PosT OFFICE DEPARTMENT,

Conl1·act Office, Nuv. 30, 1841.
SrR : Having been directed by you to make investigation, during rpy recent
stay in Philadelphia, into the nature and extent of the express arrangements, by individuals and companies, for the transportation of letters and
papers out of the mail, their points of operation, the rates charged by them,.
and the probable loss of revenue to the Department which they occasion,
I have the honor to submit the following report:
It becoming obvious that the information to be obtained at the Philadelphia post office, and at the branch office in that city, of Harnden & Co's:
.Boston, New York, and Philadelphia express, would not be as ample as
desired, I addressed inquiries to several of the principal postmasters, and
to others, from whose replies I have made the following tables and extracts.
I. It appears that the business of travelling to and fro on railroads ancl
steamboats, to convey and deliver packages, and in most, if not all thecases, letters and newspapers, is carried on between the places, and by thepersons and companies hereinafter named, as follows:

,.
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Between

By

Boston and New Harnden & Co.
York.

.

Upon

Since
I

Adams & Co.

.Boston and Al- Harngen & Co:
bany.
Boston and Provi- ;Earle
dence.
Boston and Taun- ~ E. F. Davenport
ton.
Boston and New Hatch
Bedforrl.
Boston and Fall Kingsley.
river.
Boston and \V or- Leonard
cester.
Boston and Low- Gray
ell.
Boston and Na- Gilliss
shua.
Boston and Con- Walker.
cord.
Boston and Dover Niles
Boston and Ha- Dow
verhill.
Boston and Salem A. Law
-

-----

-

April, 1839 Providence railroad,
and Stonington
steamboat.
- l\'Ia y, 1840 Norwich railroad &
steamboat .
- July, 1841 \Vestern railroad.

./

-

-

-

Railroad.

July, 1840 Railroad.

-

- July, 1840 Railroad.

-

-

-

- Oct. 1840 Railroad.
1S3S
-

-

Aug. 1840 Railroad.

-

Railroad.
Railroad.

-

1840 Lynn road.

Conant & Walker
J. Winslow
-

Railroad.
Railroad.
1840 Steamboat.

P. C. Hatch

"Potter
Boston and Portsmouth.
Boston and Portland.
Boston and Augusta and Bangor.
New York and
Philadelphia.
New York and
Albany.
Albany and Buffalo.

-

-

- Nov.1840
-

Carpenter & Harris.

Railroad.

.

Harnden & Co.

-

July, 1840- Railroad.

Harnden &(Co.

-

:Mar. 1841 Steamboat.

Pomeroy & Co.

-

Aug. 1841 Railroad.

The postmaster of Philadelphia says:
"There are agents also employed by the brokers, who travel by the
mail routes between the different cities, who are making a deep hole in the
coffers of Uncle Sam. For instance, there are two agents who travel between Philadelphia and New York, who take an immense number of letters and money packages. A respectable broker acknowledged to me, a
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few days since, that he was in the hab-it of paying these agents two or
three times as much postage, in the course of the year, as he paid to the
post office. They take letters for considerably les~ postage than we charge;
pay their regular fare every trip, ($4 ;) deliver their letters and packages at
the termini of their route, and still make a vast deal of money. This will
give you some idea of the immense number of letters illegally conveyed
by them. The agents of the brokers between this city and Baltimore also
take a great num~er of letters, and p~y the railroad company $600 per annum each for thmr fare ; and, notw1thstandmg this, they ' drive' a profitable business. The other day I accidentally stopped in the office of one of
our brolfers, and saw. a number of letters, &c., all ready for the agent, who
called at the office wh1le I was there, at about 4~ P. l\ti.>on his way to New
York in the cars.
" The ~gents bet~een Philadelphia and New York pay $4 per trip;
and, makmg 313 tnps, they consequently pay $1,252 per annum, independently of their other travelling expenses, board, &c. This will give
you some idea of the enormous quantity of letters and money packages
they must carry daily, to justify such a heavy expenditure."
The postmaster of New York reports another arrangement resorted to,
to facilitate the forwarding of letters out of the mail, as follows :
"I understand that a box is kept at Howard's, for the reception of letters
for places on the Hudson; also, one in a store in Pine street, for letters
going east, but I have not been able to learn which store it is in.' 7
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II.
The express of
Harnden & Co.

As reported by

Charge.

Postmaster of :Boston

25 cents per single letter between Boston and
Albany, Boston and New York, and Boston
and Philadelphia.
$1 per ounce for heavier letters, all which they
enter, as they say, at the post office, as 75
cents per ounce.
3 cents for each newspaper, but carry few except to editors, and these they take free.
Packages are charged for according to size,
value, and other circumstances.
25 cent~;: for single letters, and in proportion
for double or triple ones.
2 cents per newspaper.
50 cents a package of bank notes an inch
thick bet ween A lbanv am) New York : more
for larger bundles;. knows nothing as to
their conveying letters, except to the Cunard
line of steamers, and on them they pay the
postage into the post office.
50 cents for smallest parcels, say to Rochester.
75 cents for smallest parcels, say to Utica.
$1 for smallest parcels, say to Albany.
$1 25 for smallest parcels, say to New York.
$1 additional for every additional $1,000 conveyed.
Single newspapers free.

'The same

Postmaster of N. York

'The sama

Assistant postmaster of
Albany.

Pomeroy & Co.

Postmaster of Buffalo

Adams & Co. and the
other expresses.

Postmaster of Boston

Brokers' expresses betweenPhiladelphia and
New York, and Philadelphia and Baltimore.

Postmaster of Philadelphia.

Brief of parcels and packets forwarded east
on the 11th November, 1841, as copied
from their register.
2 lawyers' parcels - expense $2 79
2 merchants' bills, lading, and money
1 00
1 broker's specie and bank certificate
15 25
Robinson & Co., brokers, pay by the
quarter, amount not known.
Commercial Bank, gold and paper money 7 50
Waring & Co., brokers, parcel
1 50
Murray & Sutor, brokers, parcel
1 00
1 order for gooda;
1 00
12:k centil per single letter, or more, between
Boston and any point to or past which they
run, but nothing paid into the Post Office
Department on the same.
Take letters for considerably Jess postage than
the Department's _rates.

III. As to the effect of these expresses upon the revenue of the Department, whilst the general result is manifestly of a most unfavorable character,
a distinction appears to be made in favor of some of them in this respect.
It is represented that Harnden's line, instead of operating to the prejudice
of the United States mail establishment, acts as an important auxiliary to
it. On the other hand, facts are stated to rebut this conclusion.
It is here proper to mention that, some two years since, Mr. Hamden
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entered into contract with the Department, at a nominal amount, to convey paid letters between Boston and New York, under the United States
mail lock, and took the oath as a carrier; thus placing himself under the
additional liabilities to punishment provided by law against such as stand
in those relations, for any acts in violation of the Post Office policy of the
United States. This arrangement was adopted on the recommendation of
the then postmaster at Boston, Nathaniel Greene, Esq., and some of the
most prominent gentlemen of that city. It expired on the 30th J nne last,
and has not yet been renewed, from a prevailing doubt of its expediency.
· In prosecuting this investigation I had much conversation with Mr. Greene,
whom I met at Philadelphia, and who displayed great intelligence on this
subject. At my request, he reduced his statement to writing; so much of
which as bears upon this branch of the inquiry I will present, with the
evidence derived from the other sources.
The evidence at hand is not suffi.ciently exact, nor can it be, from the
nature of the subject, to enable me to indicate; by any specific sum, the
probable loss to the revenue caused by these expresses; This must be a
matter of general inference with all; and the best mode of enabling just
conclusions to be formed is, to present the statements I have received under
this head, with such correlative facts as are otherwise in my possession.
The postmaster of Boston states:
"Each of the express establishments named convey letters, packets, newspapers, and parcels, receiving and delivering them at Boston, and at each
of the depots or stopping places along the route over which it travels.
"On the days of the sailing of the British steamers, Adams·& Co. generally
deposite letters in this .office several times during the morning, and frequently
:fifty or more at once. They send in on such days, as I have reason to believe,.
large numbers by persons who are strangers to myself and clerks, for the
purpose, probably, of avoiding detection, and of preventing its being known
what number they do bring. A large portion of the letters for the packets
are double, treble, and more. I have several times estimated what the postage from New York would be on a parcel of letters deposited by Adams
& Co., and fonnd it to amount to from 25 to 30 dollars on a single deposite.
Excepting such letters as are to be forwarded by the British steamers, very
few of those conveyed by the several expresses.come into the post office~
"In regard to the effect that these express establishments have upon the
revenue of the Post Office Department, my opinion is that it is very great;
to estimate the loss, however, with much accuracy would be difficult. All
the expresses, with the exception perhaps of Harnden & Co's, (who do take
charge of packages of merchandise conveyed over the Providence route
between this city and New York,) are supported mostly by the profits
derived from conveying letters and small packages, as they take charge of
very little heavy freight. Besides the letters that are carried openly by the
express, the carriers knowing them to be such, a great many are carried by
them, done up in packages. I have very good reason to believe that merchants and others, in the same neighborhood, both in this city and New
York, are in the daily habit of putting their letters together in a bundle, and
forwarding them in this way, paying perhaps 25 or 50 cents for the whole.
In some cases even trunks and bags are used, which I doubt not pass daily
between this city and New York as regularly as the mail. A merchant
in New York, who is largely connected with the Boston manufacturers, told
me last March that he wrote and sent to Boston from 6 to· 10 letters daily~
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and that he did not think one in fifty of them was conveyed by mail. His
custom was to do up all he had to send on any particular day in one
packet, and address it to one of the parties to whom he was writing, and
send it by express carriers, at the charge of 25 cents. Answers were returned in the same way."
The postmaster of New York speaks as follows:
"The effect of these arrangements, (meaning Harnden & Co's, and
Adams & Co's lines,) and of other smaller establishments between this city
and Boston, and the large towns east of this city, this side of Boston, upon
the revenue of the Department, is at least one-third-a probable loss of onethird to the Department. The number of letters carried outside of the
mails, particularly to the eastern towns, is very great; but it is very difficult
to obtain any accurate estimate of the number. Perhaps you may remember of my giving information to the Department of the number of letters.
found on one of the unfortunate persons who was on board the steamer
Lexington, and, after being drowned, floated on shore on Long Island ..
There were 148 letters found on his person and taken to the nearest post
office, and mailed to this office; and many other letters were found on most
of the passengers that were found from the same vessel. This will give·
the Department some idea of \\That number is sent by individuals. This
will also apply to the large towns on the Hudson river, between this city
and Troy.''
The postage accruing between New York and Boston, and the intermediate towns on the line of railroad, does not appear separately on the post
office returns, nor can it be ascertained in time for this report. The onethird of it must amount to several thousand annually.
The assistant postmaster of Albany says:
"We are unable to furnish any very full account of the operation of the·
express lines in this city. Harnden & Co. have an office here, and, we understand, do a profitable business; but their manner of doing it is not fully
known to us. They have, we understand, an iron safe on board of the
steamboat, and an agent constantly goes with it, receiving and delivering
all parcels intrusted to their care. Letters, we understand, they do not
forward by mail, except to Cunard's line of packets, paying the regularpostage at this office, which is 3 to 5 dollars for each ship. Vve do not
know that they carry any thing which would go by mail if they did not
carry it.
"We have been unable to discover that these express lines affect the
revenue of the Department; but it may well be imagined that they will be
.unable to refrain from carrying letters, more especially law papers. But,
as yet, we cannot prove that they have done so. We keep with several of'
the Jaw offices a monthly account of postage, and we have not discovered
any falling off in the amount."
The postmaster of Buffalo reports:
"They (Pomeroy & Co.) carry packets of money, law pap~rs, an occasional newpaper to printers, and some half dozen for gratuitous distribution; and have once carried 150 New York Heralds. They will not carry
common business letters without they contain orders for parcels of goods to.
be brought back, or a draft or bill of exchange. They also carry gold,
silver~ trunks, parcels of good~, and whatever may be offered in small
compass.
" The effect upon the Department at this time is very trifling, perhaps
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from two to :five dollars per week; but I understand the venders of newspapers intend making an arrangement to have their papers brought on by
express, which, you will ascertain from a schedule this day forwarded to
the Postmaster General, amounts to .2,03.2 per week, if the express should
bring the dailies."
The following statement of the postmaster of Philadelphia bears upon
this head of the inquiry:
"I will remind yon now, however, of a circumstance which I communicated to you verbally. Mr. Brown, the Philadelphia agent of Harnden,
has brought letters to this office, the day before the sailing of the Havre
packet, on which he had received postage at his d~pot, and offered to pay
the postage as single letters ; but, upon examination by one of my clerks,
they were found to be double, when he took them away, and did not return
to the office. The conclusion, therefore, was inevitable, that he forwarded
them by private hand. Packages of letters have frequently been dropped into
this office, from Boston, New York, and other points, by Harnden's express,
for deliverance by our carriers; and having ascertained that they were
thus conveyed, in consequence of the' pe'r Harnden's express' not being
~mtirely obliterated, I have invariably charged them with postage, which
has been quietly submitted to by the recipients of such packages. Many
·Other packages have doubtless escaped my observation, which have been
thus illegally conveyed. A highly respectable and extensive merchant of
Philadelphia informed me that, to his certain knowledge, Harnden was in
.t he habit of conveying, by his express, multitudes of letters which ought to
be transmitted by mail. If an opportunity should be afforded of bringing
up, on a subpcena, any of our large commission dry goods merchants, either
in Philadelphia, New York, or Boston, there would not be the slightest
·difficulty in establishing the fact of Harnden's gross violations of the Post
Office laws; and I am firmly convinced that, if he and Adams be not put
down, they will ere .long put down the Post Office Department."
[See, also, the statement of the postmaster of Philadelphia, quoted in
this report, next to the list of expresses. J
A different view of Mr. Harnden's operations, and their effect upon the
~ost Office receipts, is presented by Mr. Greene. His statement fur ishes
an interesting ml!moir of this succ.essful enterprise, the most import nt of ·
its kind in the United States. He says:
"Mr. Harnden's was the first express established. I may add to this,
that it was established as a pacJc.age express, and without any intention of
·conveying letters. He commenced simply the business known to the law
.as that of a 'common carrier,' with a sprinkling of the commission merchant ;" that is, he not only transported packages of goods between
New York and Boston, but, in many cases, was employed to purchase the
.goods he transported. Being an honorable man, and wishing to establish
himself in a legitimate business, he soon made arrangements with the proprietors ofthe railroads and steamboats on the route, by which each party
was enabled to derive its appropriate profit from Mr. Harnden's enterprise,
a.nd the business was thus rendered mutually benefi~ial. On the establishment of the Cunard English steamboat line, Mr. Harnden's reputation
for enterprise and· honesty attracted the attention of the proprietors of that
line, and he was offered the exclusive agency of the line for the management of its freighting business, which, though confined to light goods and
.small packages, is yet very considerable in the aggregate, and lucrative.
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On all freight forwarded by the English steam paekets, 1\-Ir. Harnden
receives a commission of 10 per cent. This arrangement rendered it
necessary for him to establish a branch of his house at Liverpool; and out
of this has arisen another branch of business, which he is enabled to carry
on, much to the convenience of the public and his own advantage-I mean
drawing bills of exchange, in small sums, for the accommodation of emigrants and others. I understand that he now draws, in this way, bills to
the amount of from $10,000 to $20,000 for each packet; and even our merchants are beginning to apply to h1m for accommodations of this kind. I
add, that Mr. Harnden is now in Albany, for the purpose of signing a
contract with the managers of the Western railroad, (from Boston to Albany,) which will place him in something like the same relation to the.
freight transported over that road that he already bears towards that transported in the British steam packets. I presume I shall have said enough to.
give you some general idea of the nature and extent of Mr. Harnden's.
business.
"By the foregoing you will see that the carrying of letters was no part
of Mr. Harnden's original intention, and can now form, under any circumstances, but an inconsiderable item of his business.
"From a time whereof the memory of man runneth not to the contrary,.
there have existed in Boston, New York, and probably the other maritime
cities, wh:1t have usually been calledforeign letter offices, generally kept
by the keepers of the news rooms in the respective cities, who assumed the
business of receiving letters to be forwarded to foreigt~ countries by sea ..
These letters were despatched by a vessel sailing directly from the port
where the letter was originally deposited, or sent by mail to some other
port, whence a packet or other ship was about to sail. \Vhen such
a letter was to be sent direct from the same port, a small compensation was
charged for the trouble. ~rhen to be sent by mail to another port for
despatch, then the amount of postage was charged in addition, and paid
into the post office by the keeper of the foreign letter office. This is the
system which has always been practised, and from which no detriment to
the revenues of the Department has ever arisen ; but there was a defect in
this system, detrimental to the merchants. The packages of letters sent
by the keepers of the foreign letter offices (say from Boston) would be
sent by the very last mail previous to the sailing of the foreign packet from
New York, and would arrive there but a few hours previous to the sailing
of the packet; and it would often happen that the mail would not be assorted in season for the letters to be put on board, or that the packet
agents (to whose care they were directed) would forget to send to the post
office at the last moment; so that, from one or the other of these causes,
he whole budget would often hav~ to lie over until the sailing of the next
packet. The frequency of these occurrences led many of the merchants
to send their letters by such of their friends and acquaintances as happened
'to be going to New York on the day, and thus a large portion of the foreignletter business was gradually withdrawn from the mail. On the establishment of Harnden's express, a sure means of securing the forwarding of
these letters presented itself, in the person of his agent, who could immediately, on his arrival in New York, repair on board the ship and deposite
the letters in the hands of the captain ; and Harnden was constantly im-portuned to take them. Under these circumstances, Harnden communicated the facts (through me) to the Department, and the finalresult was an.
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arrangement, by which he was appointed a mail carrier, gave bonds, and
took the oath. By this arrangement he received the foreign letters from the
merchants, put them up in parcels directed to himself in New York,
brought them to the office and paid the postage on them; they were then
mailed for New York, put in a separate bag, with a separate way bill,
locked with the post office lock, and the bag confided to the hands of
Harnden, to be conveyed to the New York post office. On his arrival
there, the bag was immediately opened, its contents delivered to Mr. H.,
:according to the direction, and he immediately repaired on board the pack-et ship with the same.
"By this arrangement tl1e objects of all parties were a'ccomplisheu. The
Department got the postage ; the merchants were assured of the certain
~onveyance of their letters, even into the cabin of the ship; and Mr. Harnden got a reasonable compensatipn for his trouble. This arrangement was
originally one of my suggestion'; it has brought thousands of dollars into
the treasury of the Department, which otherwise would never have found
their way there; and, to this day, I can see no objection to it. The establishment of the English mail, by the Cunard line, has since somewhat modified the details of this business, and partially changed its direction ; but,
were it not for wearying you with a letter too long to permit a hope of its
being read, I could show you, conclusively, that lVlr. Harnden's services are
now as conducive to the interests of the Department, and to the public acmodation, as they previously were. I will just give one illustration. The
postmasters cannot receive money for European postage; they have no
1neans of transmitting the money to Europe, and of sending a letter as a
paid letter. Now, many people who write, on their own business, to persons in England and on the Continent, being unwilling to tax their correspondents with the expense of postage, desire to pay through; and many
·who write to friends or poor relations desire to do the same thing. Mr.
Harnden enables them to do this. A person in Philadelphia, wishing to
pay the American, English, French, and German postage on a letter to
Vienna, can pay the same to Mr. Harnden, and the letter will go free of
·expense to the recipient. lVlr. Harnden will pay the postage from Phila.(lelphia to Boston; at Boston he will enclose it, with others of the same
kind, to his partner in Liverpool, and that partner will pay at Liverpool the
postage to its place of destination. This arrangement has already been
found to b~ of great public convenience, and to deny him the privilege of
doing so would be to deny to the pnblic a facility for which it is not in the
power of the Department to furnish a substitute. Now, if the theory be
<!Orrect, that the Post Office Department is established for the public convenience, it would seem to be a perversion of its powers and duties to act in
.any manner as an obstruction to communication in those particular cases
where it cannot itself furnish the necessary facilities.
"I recollect that, in conversation, you considered it an objection to the
present system that Mr. Harnden collects the postage on the letters singly, '
.and pays it in aggregate, by weight, thereby saving a difference in his own
favor. If this be an objection, it certainly is not one of great importance.
The difference cannot be very great, and must be nearly, if not quite, balanced by the labor saved in the post office, by mailing them collectively in
packages, instead of mailing them separately. Besides, it enables him fu
keep his bag open until within five minutes of aetual departure, which is
~t

least half an hour later than the l'egular mail can pe kept open 1 and thus
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eatch all the tardy, who are a numerous race, and who would otherwise
be compelled to send by private hand.
" It has also been suggested that, although Mr. Harnden would not,
knowingly, convey a letter out of the mail, yet he is liable to be imposed
upon by having letters done up in packages resembling some article of
merchandise, and thus sent in disguise, to the injury of the revenue. We
know that a case of this kind of imposition recently occurred, in which a
distinguished merchant of this city enclosed forty-five thousand dollars, in
notes, between two pattern cards, directed the package to his friend in Phil_..
adelphia, and endorsed on the outside, 'pattern cards only.' The consequence was, that he deeeived not only Harnden, but his correspon~ent,
who, neglecting to open the package of' pattern cards only,' a great fuss
was made about the supposed loss of the notes. These cases may and do
occur; but they would occur with the same frequency, whether Mr. Harnden were or were not authorized to carry the mail he now carries, and can~
not affect the decision of the question of his continuance in the performance
of that function.
"You will perceive, by 1\'.Ir. Gordon's letter, that Mr. Harnden charges
h\rentv-five cents for a letter from New York to Boston; and I have already-stated my conviction that the effect of the system established by him
h:1s been to put 'thousands of dollars in.to the treasury of the Department
which other\Vise never would have found their way there.' For the foregoing, as well aR many- other reasons equally cogent, I desire, in the most
distinct and formal manner, to advise a renewal of the arrangement with
him, which has recently. expired.
"Of Mr. Adams's express, perhaps, it may be sufficient for me to say that,
while he subserves his own interest, the Department derives but very little
advantage from his exertions.
" That the shorter expresses, running to different points in this State, all
{:arry more or less letters, is a fact of which scarcely any doubt can reasonably be entortained. Many of them would be glad, however, to act legitimately under the authority of the Department, which would serve to increase its revenue. It seems to me that, with regard to them, the Department has to choose only between a legal employment of them and a
vigorous system of repression ; and I hardly know which to advise. · Perhaps the one course would be best with some, and the other with others.
But it should be borne in mind that the expresses are a public want, with()Ut reference to the carrying of letters, and will continue to run over the
;road for other purposes, whatever may be the course of the Department;
.and it is questionable whether the repression system can ever be entirely
successful with our present laws. But if, with our present laws, it is diffi.cult to suppress the rivalry of the 'common carriers,' it is utterly impossible to suppress that of transient travellers. Hundreds of these pass daily
between Boston and New York, with their pockets full of letters, and no
law can reach them. It is a notorious fact, that our principal hotels are
the common receptacles of letters, which are daily forwarded by some of
their departing customers. The Tremont house, in this city, has thus be-come quite a formidable rival to the post office, and I am utterly at a loss
to devise a remedy for this evil."
Further evidence is furnished, as to the two principal expresses, in the
following report of the present postmaster of Boston, made anterior to the
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"Mr. Harnden, who has a commission from the Department as a mail
carrier, has an express carrier, who accompanies the mail daily betweetl
here and New York both ways; and although he doubtless carries a large
number of letters in packages on which no postage is paid, still I think
him very honest in paying postage on all those openly intrusted to his
care, and having them stamped ; and I think he refuses to take charge of
any parcels if he knows they contain letters. I doubt not, judging from
the short experience I have had, that he pays more postage on letters he
carries than would be received from the same letters if his express was
discontinued, as a large portion of them would in that case be intrusted to.
private hands or other expresses. I understand from him that he has paid
the New York post office six or eight hundred dollars on letters brought
from there for a single English mail steamer.
"There is, how-ever, another express, run by Adams & Co., between here
and New York, on the Worcester and Norwich route, in regard to which
I think it my duty to inform the Department. This express is daily both
ways, and is the bearer of a great number of letters on which no postage
is paid. About the time of the sailing of the British steamers, they have
deposited letters in this office several times during the day, and sometimes
fifty or more at once. I have good reason to believe that they daily carry
letters openly, knowing them to be such, at a low rate, and such as would
otherwise be sent either by mail or by Mr. Harnden.
"My knowledge of this matter arises as much from past experience, having been long in correspondence with merchants in New York, as from
any information gained since I have had charge of this office."
The postmaster of Webster, Mass., situated on the line of Worcester and
' Norwich railroad, reports:
'" The young man who has the care of Adams & Co's express from
New York to Boston is making great inroads upon the income of this
office. He takes letters daily to one of these cities, and brings letters from
each city to some one of this place. Four letters have been left at their
office in New York, for a gentleman of this place. Those enclosed in a
wrapper have been brought here by this express for lS;l cents. Operations like this, some days to a greater extent and some days less, are occurring continually. He will reduce the receipts of this office, this quarter,
$50."
The quarterly receipts of this office are about $125. The estimated
oss, therefore, is at the rate of 40 per cent.
1\'Ir. Grenville, formerly employed by the Postmaster General to investigate this class of depredatior.1s, says :
"In Boston there are several daily express qffices established, where
agents receive, convey, and deliver, all descriptions of mailable matter, particularly to and from Salem, Newburyport, Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Haverhill, Exeter, Dover, Lowell, Nashua, Concord, Taunton, New Bedford, Worcester, Norwich, Springfield, Providence, Stonington, New York,
Albany, Philadelphia, and Baltimore; thus completely including the principal routes on which the Department must depend for its revenues in this
section of the country In my opinion, many of the post bills to and from
the Boston post office do not amount to shillings, when the should exceed
dollars.
"I am informed ·from an authentic source, that the proprietor of a commercial news room in New York is in the daily habit of receiving and
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forwarding letters to Boston, for which he charges 12~ cents each, orr an•'18! cents route; and I have known -a conductor on the railroad from New ·
York to Philadelphia to charge 50 cents on a 12~ cents route.
"As the mails are usually closed one hour before the starting of the ·
railroad cars, steamboats, and post coaches, I would suggest that, in order
to secure to the Post Office Department all its legal revenues, and effectually to obviate all excuses for fraudulent practices responsible per- ·
sons be authorized to receive letters, &c., until 15 minutes previous to ·
starting of said conveyances, to be paid for at thE: post office in the place. .
where they may be written.
"By a contract with the Department, Wm. F. Harnden, of Boston, is ;
now authorized to carry letters to and from New York and Boston; which·
is greatly approved of by the business community. Mr. Harnden says
that the money he has paid into the Boston and New York post offices
has averaged about six hundred dollars per month th.e past year, although
Mr. Alvin Adams runs a daily express between Boston and New York,
via Norwich and Worcester, who, I believe, has never paid one dollar
on his letters at the post offices, and that the amount he forwards is about
equal to Harnden's express.
":Mr. Harnden is desirous of having his contract iaclnde Philadelphia,
New York, Albany, and Boston, if, in the estimation of the Department, it
should be deemed expedient. Mr. H. deservedly enjoys the highest confidence of the business community in the above-named cities. I think it
will advance the interests of the Department to make the arrangement immediately."
It will be seen by the table given at the commencement of this report
that Boston has a greater number of package and letter expresses running
to and from it than any other point. It will be seen by the quarterly returns that its postage receipts are falling off to a greater extent than any
other place of its class. Its postage, for the year ending June 30, 1841,
was less by $8,102 80 than for the preceding year, when special reasons
for an increase are furnished in the opening of new and important lines of
communication with it, the establishment of the Cunard line of steamers,
and the consequent addition to its business and correspondence. Did time
allow this comparison to be followed out at all the points on the track of
these expresses, a distinct and increasing cause for no inconsiderable portion ofthe large aggregate declinein the revenue of the Department which
has occured within the last year would no doubt be exhibited.
It is upon those already in the enjoyment of the amplest proviiions of
mail service that these additional facilities for the conveyance of letters
and newspapers by private expresses are bestowed; and, as it is done
wholly at the expense of the resources of the Department, the uHequal
and unjust consequence results, that an equivalent amot.mt in cost of mail
accommodation elsewH.ere must be withdrawn or withheld.
When the post office receipts are falling off from year to year, and the
mail service is retrenched from time to time in the effort to keep the expenses of the Department recl.uced to its income ; when Congress, in view
ef these facts, refrains from exercising its power to establish post roads,
and from introducing the desired amelioration of the postage tax, the necessity and duty of protecting the resources of the Department against this
species of encroachment must be obvious to all. But I beg leave to suggest whether it cannot be done with better ciiscrimination and effect by
31
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lf)btaining further legislation in regard to it than by relying wholly on the
·penal provisions of the present law. Those provisions. enforce the princi_ple of prohibition against all the modes then known of conveying letters,
&c., as a regular business. But these contrivances of expresses upon railroads, and even railroads themselves, have come into existence long since;
. and though the language of the enactments referred to may be broad
enough to reach them, yet provisions might now be framed, under a full
knowledge of these novelties, that would guard the revenue in a more intelligent, just, and effectual way. The package carriers might be allowed
to convey, on the application of their customers, but for the Department,
letters and newspapers, under arrangements with the Postmaster General,
the full postage on every mailable articlP- to be secured by requiring periodical returns under oath, and by proper pains and penalties for all acts of
unfaithfulness or fraud upon the Department, especially for concealing
letters in packages oi· otherwise. Thus these "common carriers," as they
are called in one of the statements, might be continued in all their usefulness as such, with the incalculable advantage of acting honestly and legally in regard to the conveyance of mailable matter, and become important
auxiliaries to the Department. This would enable it to continue arrar gements with Mr. Harnden, so strongly recommended in some of the communications, and to enter into like ones with others, but under sanctions
·and safeguards that would better protect its interests. Believing that my
report of the facts I was directed to ascertait1 would be less incomplete by
adding these suggestions, I have ventured on the · liberty of presenting
them.
All which is respectfully submitted.
S. R. HOBB E.
First ..!Jssistant Postmaster General.
Hon. C. A. WICKLIFFE,
Postmaste General.

E.
PosT OFFICE DEPART.MENT,
Contract Office, November 23, 1841.
SIR: I have the honor to report the following TABLE of mail service for
the year preceding the 1st July, 1841, giving the length of routes, the annual transportation, and the rate of Jhe cost of the mails for the year, according tot . state of .the contract arrangements on the 30th _June last.

St.ates and Territories.

I

Annual transportation and rate of cost.
Length of
routes.

Total transportation.
Horse and iulkey.

Stage and coach.

I Total annual
rate of cost.

Railroad and steamboat.

-------1.
Maiae
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachuset-tsRhode Island Connecticut New York
New Jersey Pennsylvania Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida
Ohio Michigan
Indiana
Illinois
Wiskonsan ,Iowa MissQuri
Kentucky
Tenneuee
Alabama
Mississippi
Arkansas
Louiiiana
L -

Total

-

~
-

~
•
-

- '

3,993
2,841
2,526
3,927
•.
414
2,546
14,556
2,044
11,0.34
423
2,352
11,953
7,465
4,677
6,927
1,817
11,604
3,615
7, 793
9,787
1,696
1,014
5,935
6,698
8,035
'
7,920
"
5,209
3,626
2,599

279,294
135,130
107,205
14.0,030
8,970
133,652
1,100,994
138,706
981,378
34,840
241,522
1,081,244
566,290
299,537
486,272
95,884
966,564
325,354
631,890
550,623
142,484
96,768
483,596
5135,598
630,374
594,813
602,434
373,360
294,056

f

155,026
.-0::

l

12,088,862
.

.. . .

~.

--.

·-

$14,997
6,155
5,055
8,710
809
7,690
63,805
6,480
45,590
1,825
~ 15,206
55,017
32,924
25,772
34,669
11,563
46,S53
19,709
38,390
41,949
12,351
7,716
33,179
30,619
33,296
52,785
58,410
36,190
34,483

735,347
786,157
615,430
1,185,730
115,306
393,240
2,978,812
398,446
1,889,438
83,405
266,654
952,298
728,602
547,833
844,080
75,416
1,370,511
287,608
681,382
1,070,576
58,072
29,224
275,872
732,868
756,402
688,376
260,8:l2
140,192
13,104

-781,897 ---;;;:961,213
-

-

··-

-

.........

.... -

•

.,..
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The cost of service above exhibited is not the actual amount paid for the
year; it is what the amount ior the year would have been, had the service
throughout that period been the same as at the end of it. As it was much
more at the commen~ement, and was subsequently retrenched, the amount
paid will necessarily exceed the rate above stated. These tables show the
extent of service, and the rate of its cost at a given time, and furnish comparative views from year to year, and between the different States and
Territories. For better convenience, the transportation and cost are expressed by annual amounts.
The annual cost of mail transportation for the last year appears to be
less than for the preceding year by the sum of $137,501. This reduction
is caused by orders of curtailment.
For the current year the service in operation stands at the annual rate
of $3,046,657-$112.718 less than the last year. This results from thereletting of the service in the Eastern States and New York, in which section
new contract arrangements commenced on the 1st July last, effecting areduction in the transportation expense of that section of $1.20,855 per annum. It should be noted, however, that on an important portion of this
service the terms of compensation have not yet been adjusted. It is carried into the foregoing statement at the amount offered by the Department,
to wit: $85,651, but the parties ask $41,714 more.
The amount of $3,046,657 above given for the cost of transportation of
the present contract year, now only advanced into the second quarter, is liable to increase not only upon the unadjusted service referred to, but also for
the substitution of railroad conveyance in lieu of the cheaper grades, as the
rail ways progress to completion; for the employment of temporary service,.
at higher rates, when routes are abandoned by the contractors; and for the
general extension of mail accommodation which the country may demand.
To what extent such increase may be made must depend mainly on the
ability of the Department to provide for the additional expense. The
probability of the passage of a new route bill at the approaching session of
Congress presents the prospect of an important augmentation of expenditure for the ensuing contract year.
1 am, most respectfully, your obedient servant,
S. R. HOBBIE,
First .!lssistant Postmaster Genm-al.
To the Hon. CHARLES A. WICKLIFFE,
Postmaster General.

F.
Proceedings for expediting the great mail North and South.
PosT OFFICE DEPARTMENT,
October 18, 1841.
GENTLEMEN: I beg leave to call your attention to the snggestions for
alterations' in the tunni1'lg of the mail on the great line covered in part by
your railroads, which the First Assistant Postmaster General is authorized
and directed to submit to you.
I have considered the changes which this officer proposes, through your
concurrence, to introduce; and they meet my approbation. I see no other
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mode to prevent the delay of near 24 hours at Charleston, in the mail going South, and of 13 hours at Baltimore, in the mail going East, and ot
bringing the passage of the mail down Cape Fear river in daylight, instead
of the night, which the difficult navigation of that river renders indispen·sable. The arrangement proposed confers the desirable advantage of
ilinging the Southern mails into Boston in one direction, and into Albany
in another, and all points beyond, 24 hours in advance of their present receipt, besides greatly expediting the mail into Philadalphia from both directions. It is possible objections may arise in New York, as the Southern
mail will depart five hours earlier in the day than now ; but will it not be
.considered that this is more than countervailed by a gain of 24 hours at
Charleston, and the avoidance of the frequent failures this side?
This change will dispense with the present late night running from Philadelphia to Baltimore, by substituting a trip performed earlier in the evening and night, and a night run going North. This night running, I understand, will be made the objection, which nothing can obviate but an increased price. In this matter it appears that the Department has gone as
far as the law will allow. It is for the law makers, then, to provide you the
redress which you ask for the additional difficulties and expense incident to
night running. Bnt, in the mean time, is it right or politic that the whole
nation should be denied the advantages which a perfect arrangemen no\V
-in your p0wer to make would give? Let me entreat your acquiescence;
and, when Congress meets, submit to that branch of the Government the
.question of remuneration.
I am, with great respect, your obedient servent,
C. A. WICKLIFFE.
'To Messrs. McLEAN, NEwKIRK, and STocKToN,
Presidents of the Railroad Companies between
fVashington and New York .

.Proposed arrangement of departures and arrivals for the great ~tlantic mail line going South.
I....eave Boston at 4 a.m.; arrive at New York by 10 a.m. next day.
Leave New York at 12m.; arrive at Philadelphia hy 6 p. rn.
Leave Philadelphia at&~ p.m.; arrive at Baltimore by 2~ a.m. next day.
Leave Baltimore at 3 a.m.; arrive at Washington by 5 a.m.
Leave Washington at 6 a.m.; arrive at Richmond by 5! p.m.
Leave Richmond at 6 p.m.; arrive at Petersburg by 7~ p.m.
Leave Petersburg at 8 p.m.; arrive at Gareysburg by 1 a.m. next day.
Leave Gareysburg at 1! a.m.; arrive at Weldon by 2! a.m.
Leave "Veldon at 2~ a.m.; arrive at Charleston by 8~ a.m. next day.
This arrangement will allow ample time for distribution in New York,
..and enable the mail of the day to bring off intelligence of part of the trans.:actions of the day. In this respect, however, the proposed is not as good
as the present schedule ; which, putting the departure at 5 p. m., allows all
the transactions of the day to be communicated by the mail of the day;
but this late departnre compels the mail to lie over at Charleston, South
Carolina, nineteen hours, and exposes the mail boat on Cape Fear river to
frequent detentions a.nd failures, by delaying its passage down that difficult
;navigation till after dark.
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The great object of th1s arrangement is to enable the mail and travel of
the great cities and the entire North to pass off to the South, without suf-fering a day's detention at Charleston. The direct despatch through that
city cannot be accomplished, unless the great mail is made to depart from
~ew York in the middle of the day, 5 hours earlier than at present. This delay at Ch~rleston affects most seriously the correspondence and travel to
Savannah in one direction, and to Augusta in another, and to all points
beyond, embracing in that extensive region the cities of Mobile and New·
Orleans.

Proposed arrangement of departures and arrivals for the great .lltlantic ·
mail line going North.
No change is needed ~outh of Washington. The mail now arrives at
7
"\\ ashington by 25 minutes past 4 p. m.
Leave Washington at 5 p. m.; arrive at Baltimore by 7 p. m.
Leave Baltimore at S p. m.; arrive at Philadelphia by 3 a.m. next day ..
Leave Philadelphia at 6 a. m.; arrive at N(!w York by 12 m.
Leave New York at 4 p.m.; arrive at Boston by 9 a.m. next day.
This arrangement takes the great mail through to Philadelphia, without·.
any detention at Baltimore. For the Southern correspondence and travel
it gains a business day at Philadelphia: half a business day at New York,,
and full twenty-four hours at Albany and Boston, and all points beyond.
Respectfully submitted.
S. R. HOBBIE,
First .llssistant Postmaster General.

PosT OFFICE DEPARTl\IENT,

Contract Office, .J.l\lovember 16,1841.
Srn : As the alterations in the running of this mail, necessary to effectthe improvement above set forth, would full chiefly upon the Philadelphia .
and Baltimore, and Philadelphia and New York railroads, I had, agreeably to your directions, interviews with the presidents of those companies,..
in the city of Philadelphia. Besides presenting your letter to them, and the
accompanying statement; I went into full explanations of the necessities··
and advantages of the desired change. Frorn Captain Stockton, president
of the New Jersey Railroad Company, I received assurances of his readi- ness to conform to your wishes in this matter, so soon as the Philadelphia
and Baltimore company should concur in the proposed arrangement; and
I was informed by tha vice president of the Baltimore and vVashington
railroad that the assent of that company likewise might also, in that event,..
be fully depended on. The determination of this matter thus resting with
the Philadelphia and Baltimore company, I availed myself of an occasion
when the directors were convened to obtain a fnH consideration of the sub- ject, urging, in particular, the public dissatisfaction at the detention of the
Southern mail in Baltimore. The president of the company, Mr. New- kirk, afterwards informed me that, without deciding to reject absolutely
the alterations proposed by the Department, they had concluded to post- pone adopting them this winter, on account of the increased expense and
hazards of night service during that season, particularly in crossing the Sus--
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quehannah; and from the belief that the closing of navigation by ice on
the Potomac would compel the loss of a day, and prevent the expedition
south which the Department anticipated from the change; and, also, under
the hope that Congress, in the mean time, would readjust the rates of compensation for mail transportation on railroads, so as to allow higher pay
to be given for night service. He made statements, showing how expense
was increased and profits lessened by running in the night, and the justice
and expediency of increasing the pay for it; which might be done without
enlarging the aggregate, by making a countervailing reduction of the rates.
for the day service, with many suggestions as to mode of compensation, &c., not necessary to be given in this communication. The final result which it becomes my duty to report is, that the accomplishment of
this most obvious and beneficial improvement on tfie chief mail line in the
United States cannot, under the present disposition of the parties, be effected at this time. And it remains to be decided whether it shall be made
the subject of further efforts by the Department, or ref€rred to the action
of Congress.
I am, with high respect, your obedient servant,

S. R. HOBBIE,
First .llssistant Postmaster General.
Hon.

CHARLES

A.

WicKLIFFE,

Postmaster General.

Subjoined is lVIr. Newkirk's reply to the Postmaster General's letter,.
which did not come to hand till after the foregoing report was made :
PHILADELPHIA,

Jvovember 1.2, 1841.

SIR: I received your favor, dated 18th October, a few days since,
through the politeness of Major Hobbie, in which you suggest some alteration in the running the mails between this city and Baltimore, with a view
of expediting the same. I can assure you, on the part of our board, there
is the most earnest desire to accommodate the Department, and we will do
so on every occasion as far as we consistently can. Being: trustees or guardians of other persons' property, we must have sorrie regard to the benefit
or loss that may arise to the company in making the arrangemeBt. You.
will observe your proposed arrangement will give our line the whole of the
night running, which is very objectionable, as our road has to depend large-ly 011 the way travel. This arrangement would deprive us of nearly the·
whole of that business, as it would be impossible for the mass of the way
passengers to leave at such hours; consequently, this line would have t~
run with the mail and such persons as might be willing to take their
chamce :vith a night line. There is still a greater difficulty with us: we
are obliged to cross the Susqnehannah river in a very heavy and (during
stormy weather) unmanageable steamboat, one built expressly for the
purpose of carrying mail car, &c., over, and such as cannot be replaced by
any ordinary one; consequently, we are very much afraid of risking herduring the night, and never do so when we can possibly avoid it. I have
stated to 1\1ajor Hobbie, who is very familiar with our road, all onr diffi-·
cnlties. As soon as yon can ascertain from the other parties you have addressed, we will then see what arrangement we can mal~e with you.
DEAR
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I have been very anxious to visit Washington, to have an interview with
yon on another subject, but severe illness in my family has prevented me.
I think it immensely important for the Government to obtain an interest in
our road, which could be done, I think, at a cost which would not be deemed too great for the attainment of an object so important to the Post Office
Department, viz: Let the Government issue scrip to the amount of one
million of dollars, at five per cent., to our company, payable in 20 or 30
years, and, in return, have the perpetual control of the road as far as one
mail daily line is wanted, and at such hour as the Department might direct.
This would save an immense trouble in making new contracts and new
-engagements, as every year additional weight and importance will be attached to the mail on so important a route. In addition to the mail,
ntake our company agree to furnish the War Department certain facilitiessuch as to carry all Government troops, ordnance, and ammunition, at half
the regular price, during a war, if we should be so unfortunate as to have
one. The road would soop return, in advantages, all the Government would
pay; and, if we never have a war, the bargain is still good enough for the
Post Office Department; for I have no doubt in a few years the Department will have to pay $·fio,ooo or more for the transportation of the mails,
particularly if carried at such hours as may interfere with the travel.
I have not time at this moment to present any thing in detail, but have
hastily thrown out the above hints. I am well satisfied our company would
make a mere favorable arrangement at this time than they would do should
they succeed in making some negotiations they now havP. in prospect.
With great respect, I remain your obedient servart,
~I. NEWKIRK,
Pres. Pldla., Wil., <S· Ball. R. R. Co.
Hon. C. A. '\\r·I CKLIFFE: Postmaster General.

G.
PosT OFFICE DEPARTMENT,

Inspection Office, June 17, 1841.
SrR: A difficulty of several years' standing still exists, and now throo.tens
actual and early interruption to the progress of the United States mail, to
and from the West, on the Cumberland road, at a point on that part of it
which lies within, and has been ceded to, the State of Virginia.
It appears that, on the 7th of F~br_uary, 1832, the Legislature of Virginia passed a law, in anticipation of the surrender by the General GovernJ:nent of the United States to that State of so much of the Cumberland road
as lies within its limits, by which it wat~: expressly enacted, "that no tolls
:shall be received or collected for the passage of any stage or coach conveying the United States mail, or horses bearing the same."
With this law in view, the road, or so much of it as is within the State
of Virginia, was surrendered to that State by an act of Congress of the
24th June, 1834. Subsequently, (to wit: on the 22d March, 1836,) the
Legislature of Virginia passed an act to repeal that portion of their act above
referred to which exempted the mail of the United States from the payment of tolls; and in the month of September, 1837, ttoll was demanded
from the contractors, and process issued against them daily, for the amount
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eharged for each passage of the stage. On trial before the city alderman
of Wheeling, the claitnants, represented by Mr. Thompson and by the Ron.
1\'Ir. Steenrod, now a Representative in Congress, were nonsuited and
mulcted to the amount of costs of suit. The process was issued in these
eases after tender and refusal of a bond with security, to pay any damage
· that might be ultimat~ly a warded in an amicable suit, subject to the right
of appeal. Being thus defeated in a trial of the question under process of
law, the claim was not again renewed until February, 1838, when the
contractors were warned by a notice from the superintendent of the public
works of Virginia, that on a certain day in that month the gates would be
closed against the mail if the toll should be refused. The Department being advised of this determination to interpose, forcibly, a physical obstacle
to the passage of the mail, instn1cted the contractors to demand for it a free
passage, and to take precaution to be able to prove the refusal of the
gate keeper, with a view to the trial of the question by way of prosecution,
under the act of Congress in such cases provided. The contractors accordingly went on to pay the tolls until advised by letter, dated on the 26th
November, 1840, that the "Department will not be bound for any tolls you
may pay on that road hereafter." Whereupon, they gave notice to the superintendent of the road that they would not pay toll after the 1st of December last. On the 7th December, 1840, the Department said, in a letter to
the contractors, "If the mails be still denied a free passage at the Virginia
gate you are requested to inform the Department of the fact, in order that
measures may be taken to a final settlement of that question."
On the 1st February, 1841, the agent for the contractors was served with
the following "coPY:" "At a meeting of the Board of public works on the
.25th day of January, 1841, the following resolution was adopted : Resolved,
That the superintendent of that portion of the Cumberland or National road
lying within the State of Virginia, be instructed to close tl•e gates on said
road against all stages or other vehicles carrying the mail of the United
States, the owners or drivers of whiCh refuse to pay the tolls established
thereon in conformity to law, first giving reasonable notice of intention to
do so." The contractors allege that they were induced to pay the toll by
the request, in February last, of the late General Harrison, then President
elect, he saying that the case should be looked into after the 4th of March.
The superintendent now again threatens to close the gates, but has consented to leave the matter open until the contractors who are now here, can
hear definitely from this Department, and thus the case now rests. The
juncture is at hand. The difficulty must be met, and for its solution the
Department has to choose, as it seems to the undersigned, between the payment of an unlawful exaction, or the arrest and prosecution of the agents
of Virginia upon their execution of the order to close the gates against the
mail ; or is it the pleasure of the Postmaster General that further attempts
at adjusttnent of the question be made by correspondence with the Board
of public works, or other authority of the State of Virginia? For his great"
er convenience, I have here brought together all the facts of the case, being
ready to receive his instructions, and remaining
Very respectfully, his obedient servant,
J. S. SKTNNER,
Third ~ssistant Postmaster General.
Hon. FRANcis GnA~WER,
Postmaster General.
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PosT OFFICE DEPARTMENT,

Inspection Office, February 19, 1838.
SIR : Yonr letter of the 15th instant, bringing to. the notice of the Department the difficulties you apprehend with the superintendent of the
public \yorks on the Cumberland road, at Wheeling, has been duly received.
The Legislature of Virginia passed an act on the 7th of February, 1832,
in anticipation of the surrender~ by the Government of the United States,
to that State, of so much of the Cumberland road as lay within its limits,
in which it is expressly enacted ''that no tolls shall be receiued or collected for the passage of any stage or coach conveying the United States
mail, or horses bearing the same."
Upon the conditions and under the regulations of this act~ the road was
surrendered to the State of Virginia by an act of Congress of June 24th,
1834. That all stock necessary, bona fide for the transportation of the
mails upon this road, in the mode and manne:t: contracted with, or ordered
by, the Postmaster General, is toll free, under the provisions of the act referred to, seems beyond doubt; and after legislation by the State of Virginia, without the assent of Congress, changing the conditions of the surrender, would, I think, be inoperative.
If, however, the superintendent should persist in his attempt to execute
his threat, in order that there may be as little interruption in the transportation of the mail as possible, I \Vould beg leave to suggest that, after a de..,.
mand on your part to pass, and a refusal on his part to open the gate, you
pay him such sum as he may demand, protesting at the same time
against his right; and in each and every instance, when such free passage
is not allowed you after demand, you will report to this Department the
facts, and the names of such persons as will be able to establish them in a
court of justice, and the Department will endeavor to try the question with
the superintendent, gate-keeper, or any other person engaged in thus re-tarding the mails, by way of prosecution, under the act of Congress in such
cases provided.
I am advised to say to you that such sums as may be wrongfully extm·ted from you under the circumstances before detailed will be refunded
to you by this Department.
D. COLEl\IIAN,
Third .llssistan,t Postmaster (-i--eneral.
~· ,V, SToCKTON, Esq.,
Baltimore, ftfd.

PosT OFFICE,

Wheeling, October 14, 1841.
DEAR SIR: Since I had the pleasure of seeing you here, I have beetl
collecting such information as I could obtain on the subject of the claim
by Virginia of collecting toll on the stages carrying the United States mail,
and herewith submit such as I suppose may be useful to yon in deciding·
what course to pursue. Before, however, referring . you to the accompa
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nying documents, I will give yon a brief account of ;vhat has ranspired
here.
Some years ago toll was demanded by the then superintendent of the
National road, (John IvlcLure, Esq.,) which was resisted by the contractors;
the gate was closed on the stage, after which the contractors consented to
pay the toll, and continued to do so until some time last summer. The
Department, I am informed, allowed the contractors the amount of toll in
settlement, but after some time refuiled to allow it any longer. The contractors then notified the superintendent that th~y would no~ pay the toll;
consequently he closed the gate, and refused to let the mail pass until the
tolls were paid. This occurred on the 30th of July last.
The .mail from the East returned from the gatP. to the post offi-ce at Triadelphia, a few miles east of the gate, from whence one of my clerks had
it brought to ~his office m a '\Vagon. On the same day the mail made up
at this office for the East proceeded as far as the gate, and,- after remaining
there about two hours, returned.
The next morning I rode out to the gate and found the eastern mail
there (had been there some ten or :fifteen minutes) and the gate shut. I
paid the toll, and sent the mail on to town. I then paid the toll for four
days in ad vance. Before the expiration of that time, Doctor Kennedy,
agent of the Department, arrived. The agent of the contractors, the doctor
and myself, visited the superint~ndent ; he consented to let the mails pass:
for a time, to allow time to communicate with the Department, in hopessome arrangement could be made. At the expiration of the time (no arrangement having been made) I informed the superintendent that I would
individually account to him for the tolls until I should inform him to thecontrary, and on this arragement the matter still remains. I have paid
the tolls (88 cents per day) from the 16th August to the 1st instant, and
design to continue to pay nntil the matter shall be decided, unless otherwise instructed. Now, sir, permit m~ to refer you to the accompanying
documents.
, No. I is extracts from the act of the Legislature of Virginia, accepting
the road from the General Government. Section 3, you will perceive,.
exempts the mail and other public property from the payment of. toll.
Section 5, same act, reserves to the Legislature the right to change, alter,.
or amend this act, without the consent of Congress.
On the provisions of this section, the Legislature passed an act on .the:
22d March, 1836, (marked No. 2,) repealing that part of the act of 1832
which exempts the mail from the payment of toll. It is under the provisions of this last-named act, amended act, that the difficulty has occurred.
No 3 is the opinion of the Attorney General of Virginia, from which you
will find he claims for the Legislature the right, by the 5th section of the
act of 1832, to pass the act which it did in 1836, exacting toll on the mail
stage, &c.
.
You will also find, herewith, extracts of letters to the superintendents,.
and resolutions of the board of public works, under which the superintendent has acted in closing the gates on the mail stage as before mentioned.
From these P,ocuments I trust you will be able to understand the matter
fully, and be prepared to take such measures as you may deem proper in
the premises.
I onght, perhaps, to adu that proceedin~ have been commenced in t~~e·
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·district court against the gate-keeper, and two bills of indictment have been
found against him for stopping the mail, but have not yet been tried.
There is another subject to which I beg leave to call your attention;
·that is, the irregularity in the transportation of the great mail through this
place from the East to the West. Great complaints have been made
throughout the West; and I have been frequently written to by postmasters and others on the subject. The contractors, I understand, claim the
right, under their contract, to carry three passeugers on the mail stage, to
the exclusion of a portion of the mail. By this means we receive considerable portions of the paper mail by passenger coaches. This happens
frequently, as will appear by reference to our mail register reports, as also
my special reports to the Department. The consequence is, that this extra
matter is delayed here, sometimes for several days, before it can be forwarded by the Western mail, as they, also, claim the right to carry passen_gers. It has twice occurred since I have had charge of this office, that the
Eastern mail has failed to arrive until the Western mail had left; the whole
mail, therefore, had necessarily to remain here until next day, and then
.o nly a portion of it could be sent, and so on, daily, until the whole was sent,
which required nearly a week. I am satisfied that, to meet public expectation, some change is necessary; and would respectfully suggest what I
suppose would be a remedy. Let the contracts be so changed as to exclude
passengers whenever the mails require the whole coach. I think this
would enable the contractors to carry the whole mail in one coach, regularly, without resorting to the passenger coaches at all; or, if at all, very
.seldom. This would, in my opinion, convey the mails with such regularity,
at least, as to obviate any jnst complaints on the part of the community.
Accidents will sometimes happen, by which the mails will occasionally be
·delayed-such as breaking down; deep snows on the mountains, &c,; to
remedy such, as far as possible, it would be desirable that some arrangement should be made with the \Vestern contractors, to take on, without
delay, in an extra, what cannot be taken in the regular mail, and not suffered to remain here until it can be got off, a little at a time, by the regular
mail, as is now the case.
Hoping the information I have given, in relation to the toll matter, and
the suggestion I have taken the liberty to offer, in relatjon to the mails,
may be of service to you in correcting those evils,
I remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
))AVID AGNEW.
Hon. C. A. ¥1 ICKLIFFE, Postmaster General.

(No. 1.)
(EXTRACT.)

AN ACT concerning the Cumberland road, passed February 7th, 1832.

3, after fixing a tariff of tolls to be charged, and declaring
what shall be subject to toll, has the following provisos: "Provid~d, however, That nothing in this act shall be so construed as to authorize any
tolls to be received or collected from any person passing to or from public
worsh1p, or to or from a visit to a friend or other place within the county
in which he resides, or to or from any muster, election, or courts, or to or
SECTION
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from his common business on his farm or woodland, or to or from a funer-al, or to or from a mill or school, or to or from his common place of tradingor marketing within the county m which he resides, including the wagons,,
carriages, and horses, or oxen drawing the same : Provided, also, That no·
toll shall be received or collected for the passage of any stage or coach
conveying the United States mail, or horses bearing the same, or any
wagon or carriage laden with property;_ of the United States, or any cavalry
or other troops; army, or military stores;-belonging to the same, or to any
of the States comprising the Union, or any person or persons on duty in
military service of the United States, or of the militia of any of the States."
"SEcTION 5. Be it further enacted, That the General Assembly reserves.
to itself at any future session thereof, without the consent of Congress, to
change, alter, or amend this act: Provided, That the same shall not be so
changed, altered, or amended as to reduce or increase the rates of toll hereby established, below or above a sum necessary to defray the expenses
incident to the repair and preservation of said road ; to the erection of
gates and toll houses thereon; and for the payment of the fees or salaries
of the superintendant, the collector of tolls, and of such other agents as.
may be necessarily employed in the preservation and repair of the said
road, according to the true intent and meaning of this act."

(No.2.)
(EXTRACT.)
AN ACT to amend an aet, entitled an act, concerning the Cumberland road, passed 22d
March, 1836.

"Be it enacted by the General.Jlsse,mbly, That so much of the third section of the act concerning the Cumberland road, passed the seventh of
February, eighteen hundred and thirty-two~ as exempts from the payment
of toll any person passing to or from a visit to a friend, or other place
within the county in which he resides, or to or from his common placa of
trading or marketing within the county in which he resides, including th~
wagoners, carriage, and horses or oxen drawing the same, or any stage,
or coach conveying the United States mail, or horses bearing the same,
the same shall be, and the same is hereby, repealed."

(No. 3.)

Extract of a letter ·from T-f~ H. Brown, Assistant Secretary Board of
public works of Virginia, to John McLure, Superintendent Cumberland road, dated January 31, 1838:
"Your communication to the Governor, postmarked lSth December,
1837, was duly received by him, and laid before the board of public worl{S,
"Deeming the questions contained in it in relation to mail· coaches to be
of a character which ought to be judged of by the Attorney Gena.ral, the
board referred your letter to him. By their direction, I herewith send you
a copy of Mr. Baxter's opinion, which it is hoped will enable you hereafter to get along smoothly."
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.IJ.ttorney General's Opinion.

RrcuMo:~m, January 22, 1838.
I have carefully examined !'1Ir. McLure's letter referrt>,.d to me by the
!board of public wGrks.
'J'he act of 1831-'2, page 90, exempts from toll any stage or coach carrying the mail of the United States. The same act reserves to the General
Assembly the power, without the col sent of Congress, to change~ alter, or
amend this act, provided the tolls are not increased above or diminished
below the sum necessary to keep up tJ:::te road. The act of 1835-'6, page
.81, repeals so much of this act as exempts mail coaches from toll. This
may be done under the power reserved to the State, and without any vioiation of a compact with Congress. It then raises the question, Can a
mail-carrier pass over a turnpike road, the property of the State, or of a
State corporation, without complying with the law requiring the payment
of tolls? I reply, no.
The act of Congress of April, 1810, sectio 6th, has thes word3:
"Whenever it shall be made to appear to the satisfaction of the Postmaster
General that any road established, or which n:ay hereafter be established
as a post road, is obstructed by fences, gates, or bars, or other than those
lawfully used on turnpike roads to collect their toll, and not kept in good
repair, with proper bridges and ferries where the same may be necessary,
it shall be the duty of the Postmaster General to report the same to Cougress, with such information as can be obtained to enable Congress to establish some other road instead of it in the same main directio ."
Section 7th prov-ides, "If any person shall, knowingly and wilfully, obstruct or retard the· passage of the mail, or of any driver or carrier, or of
any horse or carriage carrying the same, he shall, upon conviction for
every such offence, pay a fine 1 ot exceeding one hundred dollars; and if
any ferryman shaH, by wilful negligence or refusal to transport the mail
across any ferry, delay the same, he shall forfeit and pay, for each ten miuutes that the same shall be so delayed, a sum ot exceeding ten dollars."
I think the inference from these sections clearly is, that Congress does not
assume jurisdiction over the roads of any of the States, and that wiifu obstruction spoken of is not an obstruction arising from bar placed by a turnpike
company over their roads to insure the collection of tolls. To suppose the
contrary would be to infer that Congress intended to seize on roads made by
the States, and by companies incorporated by the States, for the use of transportation of the mail. Such in tendon is expre~sl y waived as to roads not
turnpiked, by tbe direction to the Postmaster General to report cases of
obstm.cted roads, that other roads mav be established. The exception as
to turnpikes obviously arises frvm the· design to make the contractors over
these roads conform to the regulations of the companies for the collection
of tolls. When a contract is made for the transportation of the mail over a
turnpike, the contractor is cognizant of the tolls he will have to pay, and
is allowed for them in his contract. The Government cannot intend that
the tolls are to be given by the company as a gratuity either to the contractors or Government. It must contemplate a paynaent by the contractor.
If he refuses to pay, and the mail is thereby delayed, it is an obstruction
arising fr'om the default of the contractor, and not an improper act of the
company. The effort of the contractor to force his way through is a fraud
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on the company, and the company may lawfully use the means given them
to prevent this fraud without incurring the penalties of the 7th section.
I would advise that the gates be closed by the superintendent on all
stages not paying toH, p, fair notice being first given the owners of the intention to do so.
S. S. BAXTER.
"Accompanying this opinion is the following resolution, passed by the
board of public works, at a meeting 25th January, 1838: ·
Resolved, Th-at a copy of said opinion be transmitted by the 2d Auditor
to Mr. 1\1cLure, with instructions to be governed thereby.
At a meeting of the board of public works, on the 25th day of January,
1841, the following resolution ·was adopted :
Resolved, That the superintendent of that portion of the Cumberland or
National road, lying within the State of Virginia, be instructed to close the
gates on said road against all stages or other vehicles conveying the mail
of the United States, the owners or drivers of which refuse to pay the tolls
established thereon in conformity to law, first giving reasonable notice of
his intention to do so.
A true copy from the minutes.
vV. H. BROWN, .llssistant Secretary."

H.
PosT OFFICE DEPARTMENT,

December 1, 1841
SIR : I respectfully submit, by your direction, the following statement,

showing the disposition made of the funds appropriated by Congress at its
extra session "to enable the Post Office Department to meet its engagements and pay its debts."
The sums due and unpaid to creditors of the Department on the 30th of
June, for servioes rendered prior to the 1st April, 1841, were stated in my
communication to the Postmaster General, dated the 14th August last, as
follows:
Arrears of the 1st quarter of 1841, as settled and reported upon by the
Auditor, after deducting $20,000 for available funds on
·
hand
$267,657 25
Und1sputed claims outstanding and in process of settledement, estimated at
80,000 00
Total of arrears, ascertained and estimated -

347,657 25

ro pay the arrears above stated, and to place the Department in a condition to meet its engagements, Congress appropriated
by act, approved 9th September, 1841, the sum of
$482,6?7 00
Of the amount thus appropriated there has been drawn
from the Treasury
407,657 0(}
Leaving undrawn

75,000 00
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All the balances making up the sum of $267,657 ~5, have been paid;
and of the outstanding claims, estimated at $80,000, there have been settled
and paid the sum of $73,060 34, making together $340,717 59 of arrears
paid out of the appropriation, and leaving a balance of $141,939 41 applicable to the payment of claims yet unsettled.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN MARRON,
Chief Clerk Post Office Dep()rtment.
Hon. C. A. WICKLIFFE,
Postmaster General.

